From: zahid mehmood
Sent: 04 August 2012 20:47
To: TPH
Subject: taxi
Dear sir or madam
I am giving my comment's, in the u.k there are nearly 145 city's black cabs and private hires they have, the same rights but around
45 city's don't have these rights.Same right should to both party's and some city's the black cab has the price more than 150
thousand pounds. at the week end they are very busy but the private hire drivers are just sitting there with no jobs. so there we all
need to have the same rights.
thank you very much
z m mirza
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From: Bill Fone
Sent: 05 August 2012 12:00
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Appendix A Proposals - 14.43 Wedding Cars
Attachments: IMG_4098_edited.jpg

From: Bill Fone [mailto:
Sent: 05 August 2012 11:42
To: 'tph@lawcommission.qsi.gov.uk'
Subject: Appendix A Proposals - 14.43 Wedding Cars

Dear Sir,
I refer to the above proposal.
The Napier limousine (as it was called when it was constructed in 1908 and exhibited at the Motor Show in 1909 as a
private vehicle for the carriage of two to six persons including the driver) is privately owned and we are pleased to
exhibit it by using it gently for everyone’s pleasure at weddings, where it speaks of old and excellent values as well as
a spirit of heritage and reliability that the wedding couple aspire to.
Driving the vehicle does require careful skill, and it is currently required to pass an annual MOT test. Both are
accomplished in our private hands without treating the exercise as a commercial venture, which in income tax terms is
defined as ‘with a view to profit’.
The recompense of modest sums to us in cash or hospitality cannot amount to ‘a view to profit’ against the costs we
incur for upkeep, and does not seem to me to be a reasonable test of whether the vehicle and driver should be subject
to tests of competence. Hence, the statutory exemption from private hire vehicle regulations suits us well.
The problems that now arise seem to be –
·        That vehicles such as this will soon be exempt from annual MOT, which took account of the age and
construction of the vehicle.
·        (Note here that ‘showmans’ vehicles’ have been exempt for some time)
·        That it is difficult to differentiate this vehicle from others such as stretch limousines that the Report is seeking
to control.
My Recommendation –
There are many hundreds of owners of old vehicles whose interests are looked after by the Federation of Historic
Vehicles, and consultation with that sensible body is recommended before your Proposal 11 is taken further. Publicity
of that consultation would allay my concerns.
Sincerely
Bill Fone,
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From: mohammed ashfaq
]
Sent: 05 August 2012 17:17
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation Paper No 203 views regarding taxi deregulation issues
Dear Sir/Madame,
reg: deregulation of taxis in England
may i request that you rethink some aspects of deregulation which will harm not only the taxi license holders but also
the safety of the public will be put at risk.
this is a very brief email . i may follow it up with a detailed email
please consider the following brief points.
statistics suggest that the deregulation of taxis is a failed policy in Europe and the world..its not a good idea at all .its
is often reverted back to the old system.
the applicant and the authorities will have to stop licencing when the situation gets out of hand , damage will have
been done.
it not more choice -- its more disorder deregulation will bring utter chaos to city centres. citys will be over run
with taxis,
more enforcement will be needed to enforce law , more cost ect
deregulation will bring more poverty to taxi drivers - increase work hours ,reduced income . increase cost , lose
investment which is often funded by loans.as a consequence there will be a lot of broken families.
there will be more over charging as business will be scarce
a lot of the safety related points , enforcement related issues need to be reviewed as i think there IS lot of flawed
thinking in it.
i do hope and request you will not recommend deregulation and will suggest that the regulation of hackney carriage
licence limitation stays in place as it is at present and the decision to deregulate remains will the local council in
consultation with the locale hackney carriage trade. which is far a more democratic system based on needs and
requirement of the local people.
yours sincerely
Mohammed ashfaq
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From: TASOS GREENLINE
Sent: 05 August 2012 21:25
To: LAWCOM Taxi / PHV regulation
Subject: RE: Taxi Licencing in Babergh District Council
Dear Hannah
Thank you for your email
I have read through the documents and I think some of the proposal are needed and these include having consistency between
local councils.
I think there is inconsistency with rules for existing taxis and new taxis. For example there are many old taxi cars and cars not
suitable for disabled client's in the taxi rank but every year they are allowed to continue when they renew their licences with no
compliance to stricter laws. Any new applications for taxi have to have strict rules, such as new cars suitable for disabled customers.
These seem to disadvantage new businesses in the area and they are already struggling in the current economic climate. If I lived a
mile away, under a different local authority, then my car would be suitable to use for a taxi and I would be placed on their waiting
list. Its very confusing and although consistency would help between districts I also think consistency between new and old
operators needs to be fairly addressed.
Many Thanks for listening to my situation and viewpoint.
Anastasios Tsanaktzidis

From: taxi-phv.regulation@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
To:
Date: Mon, 21 May 2012 11:07:46 +0100
Subject: RE: Taxi Licencing in Babergh District Council
Dear Mr Tsanaktzidis,
Thank you for your email and your interest in our project. The Law Commission is currently consulting on proposals to reform the
law regulating taxi and private hire services. As the law currently stands it is lawful for your local authority to require that all
hackney carriages must be wheelchair-accessible, and it is also lawful for neighbouring authorities to have different standards.
Under the provisional proposals we make, they would continue to be able to take these decisions, as we think that local authorities
are well placed to decide what is desirable for the taxi trade in their area. However, for private hire vehicles, we are suggesting that
the Secretary of State should have the power to set mandatory standards which would apply across England and Wales and which
local authorities would not be able to modify, thus creating consistency across the country.
You can access our consultation paper and a summary of it online, at www.lawcom.gov.uk. I would strongly encourage you to
respond to our proposals and the questions we ask, particularly those relating to the powers of local authorities. For example, we
ask on page 194 whether there should be any limits on the powers of local authorities to set standards for hackney carriages.
I hope this is of help, and please do get in touch if you have any further questions.
Kind regards,
Hannah
Hannah Gray
Research Assistant, Public Law Team
Law Commission
Steel House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ
T:
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From: TASOS GREENLINE
Sent: 18 May 2012 14:17
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Taxi Licencing in Babergh District Council
Dear Law Commission
I have been advised to contact you about my case from my MP Tim Yeo.
I have attached the correspondence from my local council and Mr Yeo.
I hope it can be considered in the proposals made as I do not want to purchase at great expenses a disabled vehicle and sell my
new car if the laws may change again.
I look forward to hearing further.
Kind Regards
Anastasios Tsanaktzidis.
From:
To:
k
CC:
Subject: Taxi Licencing in Babergh District Council
Date: Tue, 10 Apr 2012 16:15:04 +0100
Dear Mr Yeo
I am writing to you for advice.
I moved to Glemsford last summer. I previously lived in Gloucestershire (Stroud district council).
I have a private hire licence with Babergh District Council. When I purchased my new Peugeot 5008 in 2010 I was able to use this
car for Hackney Carriage and Private Hire with Stroud District Council.
I have been told my car is not acceptable as a Hackney Carriage car in Babergh as although it is new it is not suitable for
wheelchairs. The rules for Babergh are only to accept disabled suitable vehicles in this district.
I am concerned why 2 councils have different rules. Are the rules about hackney carriages being disabled friendly likely to change
again in the future? What is the actual law on this?
It is a big expense to buy a car suitable for hackney hire if the law will relax on this issue. There are many cars in this area that are
suitable for disabled customers. Why do all cars have to be disabled now? Does this not discriminate to the new businesses in the
area?
I am a family man trying to earn a living in the area and would really like your advice on this ruling before making a huge
investment for my business and family future.
I look forward to hearing from you
Kind Regards
Tasos Tsanaktzidis
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From: Andrew
Sent: 05 August 2012 22:11
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
I am not sure exactly in what format your Consultation Paper should be responded to, so I am combining a mixture of 'Agree/
Disagree' responses to your Summary document, as well as extra comment not necessarily mentioned in the Summary document.
Consultation period ends 10 August.
Background
My name is Andrew Hutchinson, and I am a Partner in the firm VeloformUK, and we hold the UK distribution for all of Veloform
GmbH's products, who operate out of Berlin, Germany (www.veloform.com) They are the largest manufacturer of part-electric/ partpedal pedicabs, referred to as 'Velotaxis', or 'CityCruisers'. Their vehicles are operational in over 150 cities worldwide, in 50+
countries. All vehicles are DEKRA certified in Germany and, at present, all our vehicles have to undergo the UK VOSA test before
they can be licensed/ taxed/ insured, as with any other motor vehicle. The pedicabs are defined as EAPC's (Electrically Assisted
Pedal Cycles). Under the current (out-of-date) Road Traffic Act 1988 EAPC's can not weigh more than 60kgs, which is not in line
with current European law. The EU definition of an EAPC has no weight restriction for tricycles. Note: our pedicabs/
CityCruisers weigh 160kgs, are sturdier/ safer for passengers than the c900 rickshaws which currently operate 'outside the law',
principally in the West End of London. In 15 years of trading, Veloform GmbH have not recorded one accident, causing either injury
or a fatality. We are lobbying the Minister of Transport, Mike Penning, to remove the current weight limit on EAPC's and to
harmonise UK law with EU law.
General Background
'Rickshaws' have been around for centuries, particularly in the Far East. Being a 3-wheeled means of transport they lend
themselves to urban and often crowded cities and roads, particularly for short journeys. They are more manoeuverable than 4wheeled vehicles. The CityCruiser is a modern step up from the bicycle-drawn rickshaw and, before that, the even older mandrawn vehicle. Our vehicles combine pedal power with an electric engine, powered by an electrically re-chargeable battery. They
are entirely 'green', using no petrol and having no exhaust/ carbon emissions
Your Summary Document (pub May 2012)
OUTLINE OF KEY PROPOSED CHANGES
1.9
1) Agree, national minimum safety standards for both taxis and PHV's
2) Agree, only national standards would apply to PHV's
3) Agree, for PHV operators to be allowed to operate on a national basis, and removing the restrictions on both drivers and
vehicles to operate outside a particular locality and licensing authority
4) Agree, the same flexible framework for London
5) Agree
6) Agree in principle, but what enforcement powers? More definition required here
7) Agree, but not for pedicab drivers - here common sense should be trusted. Any disabled person hailing a pediacb or using one
under a PHV licence would expect assistance in 'getting in to/out of' the vehicle - there are no doors, so it is easier than a taxi or
4-wheeled vehicle
8) Agree, but what are the advantages to having a statutory definition of 'plying for hire' - these should be considered
9) No view on this
10) Agree
11) Agree, pedicabs should be brought within the licensing system (ours are! as they are over the 60kg weight restriction for
EAPC's) and Yes, to giving the Secretary of State powers to make exceptions - anything which can remove red tape and fastforward the current archaic laws governing EAPC's - pedicabs/ 3-wheeled vehicles need to be treated separately and differently to
4-wheeled vehicles - they are not the same (any more than a pedicab is the same as a bicycle/ 2-wheeled means of transport)
12) No view on this
13) Agree, depending on what is meant by 'statutory' followed by the word 'guidance'! 'Guidelines', or 'enforceable regulations'?
More definition here
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1.10
1) No view on this
2) No view on this
3) Agree
4) No view on this
5) Disagree, my experience of many (not all) licensing officers is that they are often obstructive/ not keen to assist/ negative, in that
you are seen as an inconvience/ not entrepreneurial/ and are very often 'not in the office' (a marked difference between the public
and private sectors - where exactly do these licensing officials all go? Their 'time off' is staggering). I would NOT want to empower
them any more - indeed, I would penalise the individual or licensing authority if they are seen to be un-cooperative or hold a 'wish
you would go away' attitude. Note: I have had meetings with Licensing authorities in both Oxford and Cambridge in April this year
- I have to wait until October before the Licensing Committee convenes - that's 6 months/ half a year. This is bad for UK Plc.
1.16 Agree - licensed pedicabs should be allowed to be taxis, and referred to as such. Many people have a view of a 'taxi' being
a 4-wheeled vehicle (and they provide a valuable transport service, particularly if carrying 3/4 passengers). 3-wheeled vehicles can
be just as effective 'taxis', especially when carrying just one or two passengers (4-wheeled vehicles are 'wasteful' in this respect)
particularly over a short, 'city' distance.
1.25 Agree - market forces/ competition will limit the number of taxis 'allowed' to operate, not an arbitrary number imposed by the
local authority
1.26 Your reference to 'signage' I assume refers to individaul 'taxi signs/ logos' etc. However, other forms of 'signage' are not
covered (as far as I can see) in this Consultation document - I refer to 'branding' or 'advertising' on vehicles (akin to taxis logos and
signage). Any restriction on the 'branding' of vehicles should be removed, on all vehicles (as with London busses/ taxis) whether
pre-booked or 'ply for hire', and whether the prime cause of the vehicle is transport or any other use - so long as the vehicle is
moving there is no justification for restrictions on 'mobile advertising' - (there IS an argument for restricting static
advertising eg billboards, neon lights etc...which can blight the built environment (as in USA/ Hong Kong etc..)
1.28 Agree - the ability of private hire operators to work cross-border, and the location where a booking is taken should no longer
be critical
p11
Q27 - Agree, topographical knowledge should no longer apply to pedicab drivers under a PHV license - most journeys are short
and 'local'
Q41 - Agree
Q43 - Agree: Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate PHV fares
Q46 - Agree: no more 'fit and proper' tests for drivers/ operators, just the vehicle itself
If you require further information, or wish me submit these answers in a different format, please dont hesitate to get in touch with
me.

Andrew Hutchinson - Partner

tel:+44 (0) 1732 759 429
mob:+44 (0) 1732 759 496
www.veloformuk.co.uk
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From: Ronald Nichol
Sent: 06 August 2012 11:01
To: TPH
Subject: wedding car funeral car licensing
On the subject of bringing wedding /funeral cars into the licensing system it is not before time as these people who
operate these services   charge between £400   /£600   per car for a short journey sometimes less than ten miles,
because   i live approx three   miles from gretna green so we have a lot of wedding car operators ,because of the
proposed changes there has been comments in the press from several wedding car operators who appear   to say they
dont do this for the   money . As a lot of people know it is hire and reward  to transport people to and from weddings
therefore it is only fair that the wedding and funeral people are brought   up to the same standard as taxi / private hire
operators who  are subject to testing / inspection driving    tests / One operator of wedding cars in my area   has 12 cars
some days he can do five or six weddings his words not mine yet in the press and on radio he states it is just a hobby,
private hire /taxi drivers could never make money like that. The wedding car people also say they do not do the miles of
taxi /private hire it is possible to have a accident any where, similar point many taxi/ mini bus operators /private hire do
school runs where a vehicle is only used five days a week night and morning for that task they have to have full
operators licence ect.therefore   wedding cars should  be the same.Another concern is in november pre 1960 cars will be
except from mot testing, which may make matters worse. There is also several part time wedding operators do they
have the proper insurance ie public   liability, to bring these people into the licensing system would ensure safety for
every one concernred and raise the standards   both of vehicles,drivers, insurance, safety ,  for operators and users.
                                                                                                                                                                            Ronald
Nichol
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From: Bewdley Wedding Cars
Sent: 06 August 2012 11:26
To: TPH
Subject: TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES (Consultation Paper No 203)
Law Commission Consultation Paper No 203
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation.
Dear Sir or Madam
I am writing to object to the Law Commission's proposal to include Wedding cars in private hire licensing.
I recently started to hire out my vintage car (a 1929 Model A Ford) for weddings. It is the only car I have
available for weddings and would only be used 15-20 times a year at most for this purpose.
I know that there are many individuals up and down the country who provide a similar service and have
done for many years. By their very nature, these people are enthusiasts who take great care and pride in
their vehicles and the service they provide.
I am not sure why the Law Commission feels that I, or others like me, require additional scrutiny or control
over and above the existing laws of the land. I am required to have adequate insurance which I have and
my vehicle is require to have an MOT and comply with current legislation, which it does.
Unlike a taxi service, my customers book several months in advance and have many conversations with me
prior to booking. Almost all of them will come and see the car in the flesh before booking - after all, this is
somebody's wedding we are talking about.
In other words, members of the public know exactly who they are dealing with and where they operate
from. To require me to have an additional licence in order to offer this service will provide members of the
public with no additional benefit. All it will do is increase my costs which means that I will be put out of
business or will have to pass that additional cost on to the end user.
All governments claim that their aim is to reduce bureaucracy. This proposal will only increase it.
All the Law Commission's proposal will do is to provide a solution to a problem that doesn't exist. I would
respectfully ask that the Law Commission drops this proposal.
Yours faithfully
Tim Merrison - Bewdley Wedding Cars
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From: Khalid Sharif
Sent: 06 August 2012 12:21
To: TPH
Subject: Deregulation proposals for Hackney Carriages in Oxford.
To whom it may concern,
I am writing this email to object to the proposal of deregulating Hackney Carriages in Oxford. At this present moment in time there
is not enough business to go around and an abundance of Private Hire vehicles and Hackney carriages in Oxford. The problems
caused by proposed deregulation will only add to the economic woe here at the moment and will significantly impact on
Bankcruptcy and cause real problems for families and people having to survive on a daily basis financially.
Homes, lives, health, business, jobs, and basic survival would become a real issue for lot's of families in Oxford.
This view is from the Black Cab Association in Oxford (COLTA) for whom I am the secretary for. The issues will be far reaching and
will cause catastrophy for local authority, banks, creditors, families etc related to the Black cab trade in Oxford.
Please do not hesitate to contact me in relation to the hard working and professional trade I represent in Oxford.
We all strongly oppose deregulation for Hackney Carriages in Oxford and are more than happy to expand on our thoughts and
sentiments.
Yours Sincerely,
Khalid Sharif
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LAW COMMISSION

( SUMMARY)

PAGE 2, 1.9 (2) Signage.
The only signage on a Private Hire vehicle should only be a faint telephone number in the rear
windows.
I’ve been a Taxi driver for 38 years and I’m well aware of all opportunities the P/H take to illegally tout
and ply for hire out side busy venues with their door stickers and get mistaken for Hackney Cabs and
pick up without a booking.
PAGE 3, 1.10 (3) “Taxi”
The word “Taxi” should never be allowed to be used in any shape or form
by Private Hire companies. They will always abuse it.
(6) A” Peak Time” taxi license would be too costly and impossible to enforce.
PAGE 6, 1.28 “Cross border “.
It is obvious that the people that have compiled this proposed Law Commission, on Taxis & Private
Hire, have never driven a Taxi in their life.
Local Boroughs have very little control over what their P/H vehicles get up to at moment . To allow cross
border hiring would be a total irreversible catastrophe. Rural towns & villages would loose their local
P/H, as larger companies would move in and displace local drivers,
putting passengers at greater risk as they would never know who the driver was or where he came from.
Passenger safety is paramount in to-days society.
PAGE 10, Question 23.
Private Hire, should never be allowed to us the words Taxi or Cab in any of their advertising, for obvious
reasons.

PAGE 11, Question 28.
No vehicle signage what so ever, other than a faint Telephone number in the vehicles rear windows.
Question 29
No cross border hiring.
Question 30
No
Question 33
Yes

Question 34
Yes
Question 35
Yes
PAGE 12
Question 36
Yes
Question 37
Yes
Proposal 38
No
Proposal 39
No
Question 40
No, peak time Licences will never work.
Proposal 41
Should remain as is.
Proposal 42
As above.
Proposal 43
Yes.
Question 44
Yes.
Question 45
(b) National safety conditions.
PAGE 13
Question 47
(a) Set out in primary legislation.
Proposal 54

National deregulation in the number of Taxi licenses a Local Licensing Authority can issue is
devastating the Taxi trade across the whole of the UK. The damage that is done, can never be undone.
PAGE 14
Question 55
As above.
Question 56
Managed growth, has always been the only way forward for Drivers and Passengers.
Question 58
Yes.

Question 59
Make the Licence fees as low as possible.
Proposal 62
This has been proposed for a long time, it should be introduced.
Question 63
It should be a condition on the issuing of a Licence.
PAGE 15
Question 65
The regular use of Silent Shoppers, with very stiff and speedy punishment.
Question 66
Yes, but it could be too expensive to introduce.
Proposal 70
Yes, always.

Proposal 71
Yes. As above.
Proposal 72
Yes.
Question 73
Yes.

D.A.Williams-Wynn, Chairman Guildford Hackney Association

APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Agreed
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Licensing should apply to all vehicles whether or not motorised as the safety of
passengers has to be the key concern and licensing is the most efficient way of
controlling the safety of passenger conveyance.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)

234

Agreed
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
disagree. Where passengers are carried, other than friends or family, steps must
be taken to ensure the safety of passengers.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170
(a) cars should be subjected to an enhanced MoT to ensure fitness for
purpose and only operated within a registered scheme.
(b) Subject to licensing as if on normal private hire business.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Agreed
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
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No
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Agreed
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
The whole operation for taxis and private hire vehicles at airports needs attention.
It is at best confusing for pre booked passengers and, at best, haphazard for
picking up and dropping off.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c)
appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
(a), (b),(c) Agreed
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
This could have advantages.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
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Agreed
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agreed, however, the concept of 'pre-booking' needs defining as it is subject to
various interpretations by operators.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Agreed
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
In rural areas the term taxi is, generally, used by the public for private hire
vehicles. However, I believe the term 'private hire taxi' to be an acceptable form
for advertising. Such terms should not be used on the vehicle to avoid confusion.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Agreed
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Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Private hire services should be subject to standards regarding safety, comfort,
and appropriateness. A basic topographical knowledge should be required by all
drivers.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Agreed. Only where specific local conditions apply, e.g. rural versus urban use.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Private hire vehicles are dependent upon the many motor manufacturers for
standards, unlike taxis where often there are few suppliers.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No, but cost of modifications would be an issue, particularly in low crime (rural)
areas.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
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Agreed
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Agreed
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
national safety standards should be a separate consultation process.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Agreed
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
No
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
Statutory footing.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 39
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Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Agreed
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Given current technology bookings can be received out of area. However,a
sensible restriction may be to limit out of area bookings to local authorities
adjacent to the licensing authority. Driver and vehicle licences should be
transferable between LA's and joint licensing allowed.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
Neither fares should be regulated, however guidance should be made available
to the public to avoid overcharging. Regulation affects the free market approach.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
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(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Established by primary legislation and contained in Regulation.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Agreed
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
As 45 above.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Agreed
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Disagree.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
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Agreed, but only to appropriately licensed operators
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Disagree

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
The LA would need to create a larger administration and enforcement team to
ensure that standards were continuously being met.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Yes
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2)
a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
Yes, under both conditions.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
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No
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Perhaps different categories of vehicle to reflect different needs, e.g. elderly,
wheelchair, blind etc. Greater availability of passenger assistants and the ability
to charge additional costs.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agreed, and training generally in customer service etc.!!
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Agreed
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
Streamlined and open complaint procedure which could carry a heavy penalty
against the driver and operator.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Yes
Question 65
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What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
Publicity at, e.g. stations, particularly where there are no taxi ranks. Greater
clarity of the law and enhanced enforcement by the LA's.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Yes.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
No, offences should be subject to proper procedures
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Yes, given national standards applying.
separated from the LA's.

Perhaps enforcement should be

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
No.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed – but national enforcement with local 'tribunals' would be a fairer way of
justice.
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Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Agreed, but consideration could be given to a tribunal based appeal system.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes.
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From: A-2-B Cars- ConnXtions LTD
Sent: 06 August 2012 19:38
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Summary Questionnaire
Attachments: taxi questionnaire.pdf
Thanks
From:
To:
Subject: Summary Questionnaire
Date: Mon, 6 Aug 2012 19:04:26 +0100
Thanks
couple off points
(1) All cars as long as there clean tidy and off a good standard should be liccence 4/5 doors.
(2) Councils should set taxi fares but should take a vote of drivers first.
(3) Fit And Proper person As long there is no sex afence ANYTHING with Children murder,rape,gbh,abh any crime like this sould Not
be aloud a licence.
But Theif,Frud,Driving and like this sould be aloud but on a reveiew every 6 mth for a couple of year this will help people get back
into work.
(5) Should have time licenense at busy time as some driver only work when it busy
(6) Licensing officers should not have the power to stop licensed vehicles,if have a cosurd should cotact the office where the driver
is working or go to the rank where it works.
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From: Weddingbell Cars [
Sent: 06 August 2012 20:25
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation Paper 203, Reforming the Law of Taxi & Private Hire Services
Consultation Paper 203, Reforming the Law of Taxi & Private Hire Services
Dear Sirs
I wish to protest about the above consultation paper in particular to the items pertaining to the inclusion of wedding and
funeral cars.
I am sure you have had numerous points raised as to why this should not be enacted which I will not repeat here save to say
that I agree with the objections.
I wish to question “WHY” the proposed changes are necessary?
Given a government that purports to encourage deregulation for small businesses this places an intolerable burden on us.
I ask why it is necessary? How many women have been raped late at night in the back of a funeral car? How many people
have been robbed on the way to a wedding?
This proposal appears to be legislation for the sake of legislation and I wish to register my objection to it.
Best regards
Alan Axon
Weddingbell Cars
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From:
Sent: 06 August 2012 22:36
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation

Consultation Paper 209 – Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
I am writing to you in respect of the above Consultation paper.   It is proposed that Wedding and Funeral cars
would no longer be exempted under primary legislation clause and that there is to be a ‘licenced only’ drivers
condition.
I believe that these proposals should be dropped; if they are passed this will have a major impact on those hiring
classic vehicles for wedding.
Since I started running a wedding car company 25 years ago, there have been so many overhead increases that it
has become more difficult to cover the costs of running the cars. Insurance, servicing and fuel costs have risen
exponentially. Vat has risen also to 20% and as a non-VAT registered company (which most wedding car companies
will be) we cannot reclaim this.   If charges are then to be incurred for licences etc then offering wedding car
services will no longer be viable. I do not take a wage and all the income generated goes into running the vehicles;
in this time of recession my clients are always looking for ways to reduce their costs and it is not possible to
increase the prices charged to them. We have not been able to raise our prices for 7 years and bookings for 2013
are also being taken at the same rate.
Classic vehicles offered for weddings tend to be run by car enthusiasts for whom they are their pride and joy and
they are looked after and cared for lovingly. Personally I see myself as a custodian of my vehicles keeping them for
future generations; some of my vehicles are works of art that I love to share with the public on their special day.
My wedding vehicles do not cover many miles per annum. In fact one of my cars covers only a couple of hundred
miles in a year; even the busiest cars only cover about fifteen hundred miles each. On average the most popular
cars undertake between 20 - 25 weddings annually which equates to a wedding less than once a fortnight.
Yet if these proposals are passed I have seen that the following costs would probably apply:
Cars
Annual testing

£261 (per car)

Owners
Operator’s licence

£169

CRB report

£ 44

Drivers
Private hire licence

£100

DSA test

£ 96

CRB report

£ 44

Medical

£ 90 (Fees are set by the medical centre used and will vary)
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The total annual cost for an owner to hold an operator’s licence, driver’s licence and have one licenced vehicle
would be £664. Each additional car would cost £261 and if the owner were to pay for the licencing of drivers the
cost would be around £330 for each driver. In addition there would still be payments for a road fund licence of
about £200 (some of my cars are over 25 years old but still need to have a road fund licence). Not to mention
insurance costs which I have been advised would treble to cover the private hire aspect rising from about £500 per
vehicle to £1,500 per vehicle.
These costs and licences are the same as that for a taxi covering maybe up to fifty thousand miles per year and on
the road 365 days a year as opposed to 20 - 25 days a year.
As mentioned previously despite rising costs I have not been able to increase charges for the last seven years (petrol
alone has doubled in price over the last few years with further increases forecasted). These costs would inevitably
need to be passed on to the customer – at a rough estimate taking increased insurance costs into account would
add an additional £1600 per vehicle and at 16 weddings per year would increase costs of £100 per wedding in these
austere times.
With regards to the issue of licencing every driver, this again has its pitfalls. Some of my drivers are retired people
who drive for the pleasure of helping someone on their special day, they may only drive on a handful of occasions in
a year – the cost of licencing them would be prohibitive. Other drivers are only used as a standby and may never
drive in a year but are there just to ensure no one is let down if someone should be ill on the day. Again another
cost.
Incidentally for a few years I did hold private hire licences on two vehicles and found that the special MOT stations
did not have the experience or knowledge of how to MOT test the vehicle – what would happen with very old
classic vehicles that were built before modern technology? At that time I had hoped to do anniversaries, proms,
special events as well as weddings and found that there was not the work there to cover the costs of the licences
etc. in this area of the country.   I have kept an eye on this market , (via enquiries which I turn down) and found
that the situation has not altered.
With all these extra costs this will bring about the end of offering classic cars for weddings – a typically English
tradition. Over the 25 years I have been using my cars I have seen the number of people advertising in the ‘yellow
pages’ reduce from 4 pages of people offering cars in Gloucestershire to just half a page and if these additional
costs are introduced then I believe this will kill the wedding car industry stone dead.
Yours faithfully
Andrew Coleman
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From: Sylvia Oates
Sent: 07 August 2012 10:29
To: TPH
Subject: Response to Taxi & Private HIre Reform Proposals
Dear Madam/Sir,
I enclose below the responses to the paper contained on the Law Commission website regarding proposed reforms to the Taxi
and Private Hire trade.
I work for the Business Improvement District in Nottingham which represents the leisure industry (licensed premises such as
restaurants, bars and pubs). The regulation of the taxi and private hire industry obviously has a big impact on the leisure
sector in our city.
I agree with proposals 1-3.
Question 4: I do not agree that licensing should be restricted to vehicles requiring a driving license.   In my opinion it would be
remiss to exclude vehicles such as pedicabs - the driver should still be subject to the legislation as it is there for everyone’s
safety.
I agree with proposals 5-8, in particular number 8. It is important that we support the voluntary sector and those professions
that require the provision of transport as a small part of their overall duties.
Question 9: I believe that carpooling and member’s clubs should be excluded from the regulations.
I agree with proposals 10 & 11
Question 12: I do not believe that the contract exemption should be reintroduced.
I agree with proposal 13
Question 14: Yes, airports should be obliged to allow a shuttle service etc.
I strongly support proposal 15. The wooliness in the current terminology does not allow for effective enforcement against
those private hire vehicles that do not act within the limitations of their trade. I also agree with proposal 16.
Question 17: I believe that “arrangements made in a public place” is preferable to “plying for hire”, however agree that there
are still limitations with this definition.
I agree with proposals 18-22.
Question 23: Yes I believe they should be able to.
I agree with proposals 24-27.
Questions 28 & 29: I don’t have a view on these questions.
Question 30: I don’t see why they should be different, but perhaps I don’t have sufficient knowledge of this area to
understand that.
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I agree with proposals 31 & 32.
Question 33: I don’t feel knowledgeable enough to assert a positive opinion on this.
I agree with proposal 34.
Question 35: There should be sensible statutory limits.
Question 36: It is crucial that licensing authorities retain this power.
Question 37:I believe it is best left to local arrangements.
Agree with proposals 38 & 39.
Question 40: This would be an incredibly useful measure. There is currently a lack of adequate late night taxi provision in
Nottingham and this may provide the licensing authority with a method of addressing this.
Agree with proposals 41-43
Question 44: No, taxis should not be allowed to charge more for a pre-booked journey.
Chapter 16: I have run out of time to effectively review this section so have omitted it.
Proposal 54: I wholeheartedly agree. I believe it should no longer be possible to limit the number of taxi licenses issued by a
licensing authority. I believe that market forces should determine this number.
Question 55: I think the benefits outweigh the potential issues.
Question 56: Some transitional measures would be sensible.
Chapter 18: I have run out of time to effectively review this section so have omitted it.
Question 64: Yes, if this is sensibly introduced.
Question 65: More severe penalties if found touting? A national helpline to report touting for members of the public, or
another very clear way for them to report it?
Question 66: It would be desirable, I don’t know much about whether it would be practicable.
Question 67: Yes, I believe that anyone found contravening the regulations should be prosecuted. It’s a but hit and miss in
our city at the moment, which doesn’t send a strong enough message. The result is an often chaotic city centre on a Friday
and Saturday night.
Agree with proposal 68.
Question 69: I believe it should extend to this – how it can be achieved is not something I feel qualified to answer.
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Chapter 20: I have run out of time to effectively review this section so have omitted it.

I hope these answers are useful to your consultation.
Kind regards
Sylvia

Sylvia Oates

Chief Executive, Nottingham Leisure BID
Interim BID Manager, Nottingham Retail BID

Website: www.wearenottingham.co.uk
Address: Office Suite, Ramada Nottingham City Centre, Wollaton Street,
Nottingham, NG1 5FW
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From: george mcmullen
Sent: 07 August 2012 12:11
To: TPH
Subject: Traditional or classic wedding cars to disappear?
Can I lodge an objection to this. I have no interest what so ever in this busines but found out by chance the proposed new laws. It
is right to tighten up on company in case they flought the law. It is right to look at safeguarding the public. Some 'limo' companies
and 'wedding' hire companies do flought the law by doing things outwith thier crieteria. But the guys and gals who just do the
weddings and take a pride in their cars because they like them and probably got into the business that way are pretty law abiding
and this new structure I reckon would crucify them cost wise.
George McMullen.
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Response to the formal consultation document entitled 'Reforming the Law of Taxi and
Private Hire Services' issued by the Law Commission
1.

Outline

1.1. Airport Cars Gatwick won the public tender process in June 2011 to become the
private hire operator at London Gatwick Airport. We operate a pool of two hundred and
forty self employed drivers and vehicles from a feeder park within the curtilage of the
airport. All relevant licences are held with Crawley Borough Council. We operate under
contract to the airport owners and comply with contracted key performance indicators. As
well as normal aircraft passengers we also cater for the passengers of the major railway
station that is situated within the airport.
1.2.

Our parent company headquarters is three miles from Gatwick Airport
where we operate a pool of two hundred
and thirty drivers and vehicles. Thirty eight of these vehicles are specifically licensed to
carry wheelchair passengers. The relevant licenses here are held with Reigate and
Banstead District Council.
1.3. We also have operating centres at East Grinstead and Haywards Heath, West
Sussex. These centres are approximately nine and twelve miles respectively from Gatwick
Airport. The relevant licences here are held with Mid Sussex District Council.
1.4. We have other operating centres further afield but the common factor remains that
we are unable to share resources under the current legislation. All of our operations use
the same bespoke despatch software and whilst not currently legal, it would be possible to
despatch from any of the centres.
2.

Response to specific Questions or Proposals

2.1.

Question 23:- Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in

advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not
otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

The term 'taxi' is a generic term that is recognised worldwide to describes a vehicle
and driver that are available for hire. This is especially obvious at London Gatwick Airport
where we deal with international travellers who almost invariably use the term 'taxi' to
describe their needs. Experience with all of our companies indicate that the general public
are comfortable with the term 'taxi' and are generally unaware of the detailed differences in
the law. We are exclusively a private hire operator and almost all of our clients begin their
call by saying “ can I have a taxi to/at ….........” We therefore support the proposition set
out in this question.

2.2.

Question 28:- Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically

retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private hire
vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)

The private hire sector operates in a highly competitive market place where, quite
rightly, the customer has choice. In order to service that market it is important for us to be
able to create brand awareness. We would wish to retain the flexibility to do that via our
vehicle fleets. In the case of the London Gatwick Airport fleet we use the colours and fonts
of the airport on our roof signs and black cars. With the other companies all of the fleets
have roof signs in the colours and fonts of the parent company. This high profile ensures
that we are easily identifiable and avoids confusion with the hackney trade.
Standardisation of signage and marking could be detrimental.
2.3.

Proposal 41:- Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority. (Page 198)

The ability to utilise resources licensed with an alternative authority is a key proposal
that we strongly support. We retain two hundred and forty drivers and vehicles at London
Gatwick Airport. This number is sufficient for day to day activities at the airport but can
become seriously stretched during exceptional circumstances. Examples of these are,
unexpected problems on the rail network when passengers switch to road transport and
adverse weather conditions when aircraft are diverted to this airport. As mentioned at Para
1.2. and 1.3. above we have significant resources at nearby centres that we would like to
use to avoid extended passenger waiting times. However, under current legislation we are
unable to utilise them because they are licensed at two other local authorities. There are
also times when the two hundred and forty vehicles at London Gatwick Airport are under
utilised due to problems at the airport. An extreme example of this was the volcanic ash
situation but there are frequent less extreme situations including the normal fluctuations of
demand. As mentioned in para 1.4. we use the same bespoke despatch software at all of
our centres and it is possible to see, via the GPS tracking system, the location of all
vehicles at any time. The ability to utilise any vehicle, regardless of where the license for
that vehicle is held would lead to efficient use of resources, with significant benefits to the
customer and the environment.
2.4. Proposal 42:- We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect
of out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
This proposal is strongly supported. We can not see any benefit in a return to base
proposal. In fact all of the effects would be negative to the customer, the environment and
the operator.
2.5.

Proposal 48:- Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 207)

Gatwick Airport Ltd has a contract with us as an operator. This enables them, through key
performance indicators, to be satisfied that a quality service is consistently delivered. It is
difficult to see how a contractual arrangement could be designed without recourse to an
operator, The operator should remain as the front line of enforcement of the private hire
trade. The contract should remain between the operator and the customer with the
operator then selecting the appropriate vehicle and driver. The operator should continue to
hold records of all drivers and vehicles, including all legally required documents. The

keeping of these records together with recording details of 'the job' gives added protection
to the customer.
2.6.

Proposal 52:- Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page

210)

We see this as linked to proposal 41 and therefore strongly support this proposal. It also
mirrors the current position in London under Private Hire Vehicles (London) Act 1998,
Section 5 (1) (b). where this has been working well for more than a decade.
3.

Congestion charges and use of Bus Lanes

3.1. We recognise that neither of these issues have been considered within your brief
but nonetheless would like to take the opportunity to point out, that they do create an unfair
competitive advantage to the vehicles licensed with Transport for London. Both hackney
carriages and private hire vehicles licensed with Transport for London, are exempt from
congestion charges and the hackney vehicles can use the bus lanes. The airport that we
operate from is known worldwide as London Gatwick. It is not surprising therefore that a
substantial number of customers of Airport Cars Gatwick onward travel to central London,
where we are required to pay the congestion charge. We pass this cost on to the
customer. We also suffer time delays due to not being able to use the bus lanes.
Customers frequently comment on this disparity.
4.

Summary

4.1.

Your terms of reference are as follows:
To review the law relating to the regulation of taxis and private hire vehicles, with a view to
its modernisation and simplification, having due regard to the potential advantages of
deregulation in reducing the burdens on business and increasing economic efficiency.

4.2. We fully support the general thrust of the consultation document and recognise that
it fully meets the terms of reference. The existing legislation has not been fit for purpose for
many years and has had the effect of strangling business development. It has by default,
ignored and discouraged the use of technology and modern communication methods and
created inefficient working practices, to the detriment of the passenger and the
environment.

Allan Anslow
Airport Cars Gatwick

7th August 2012

From: Andrew Jackson
Sent: 07 August 2012 22:05
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi and Private hire services

Law Commission’S Provisional proposal’s and questions with responses (in Red)
PREAMBLE:
THERE IS NO “STAND” PROVISION AND NO RING FENCING OF FEES WHICH IS INTEGRAL TO
ACCEPTANCE.
The omission of ‘stands’ of itself shows the whole exercise lacks integrity.
.
Rank provision
Presently ranks may be appointed, S 63 of the 1976 Act. This should be amended to read “shall be appointed
where reasonably required, having regard to the use of a locality, and maybe appointed for certain periods of the
day only, commensurate with commercial usage and activity”.
Authorities issuing licenses will thereby take responsibility to facilitate their use.
Power should be taken to require retail and leisure developments to provide statutory ranks. Developers locally
kindly provide facilities, these are better when statutory; they can be moved on request, or removed on a change or
modification of planning consent.
Fees
All fees should be for the purpose, and ring fenced, any fixed penalty must NOT bolster income or performance of
the enforcement action them.
Presumably enforcement will be chargeable within licence fees.
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street
and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Provisional proposal 1 comment
Disagree with this proposal. We strongly advise that it should be expanded to state that phv’s are not available for
immediate hire. Immediate hire should be defined. (see 15 & 16)

chapter 14 – reform of definitions and scope
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page 162)
Provisional proposal 2 Comment
Disagree London have a different view than most of the country if you don’t allow them some autonomy it could
lead to PH being called Minicabs throughout England and Wales causing more confusion to the general public
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Provisional proposal 3 Comment
Agree with this catch-all provision to ensure that all types of transport carrying passengers for hire on the public
road should be subject to suitable regulatory conditions and enforcement.
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Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence?
(Page 164)
Answer 4 comment
We do not consider that restricting licensing to only vehicles which require a driving licence would adequately
protect the public as it may lead to the public being conveyed in unregulated transport on the public road.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165
Provisional proposal 5 comment
I agree with this proposal it would stop the likes of any vehicle over 8 seats being licensed as Hackney or PH
ensuring that larger vehicles come under the PSV rules and regulations which at times can be more stringent
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion from the definition
of taxis. (Page 166)
Provisional proposal 6 comment
I agree with this proposal All taxis will then be able to accept stage fares whether running as a taxi bus or not?
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Provisional proposal 7 comment
I disagree Under the Secretary Of State, action may not be taken and status quo will remain and therefore they
must be included in these proposals in Liverpool there are Party Busses aimed to target Stag and Hen parties they
take their passengers to pubs and club’s without any type of license also its know extremely popular for parents to
hire stretched limos for their children sometimes as young as seven.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service. (Page 168)
Provisional proposal 8 comment
I disagree I feel that child minders and carers should be excluded from these proposals but all other groups should
be included.ie Community Transport groups for example, they may not have CRB checks on numerous drivers The
concept of ‘hire / reward is the important one; carriage in such high volume that the consideration becomes
profitable is the tipping point.
Charities should not be exempt simply because of the lack of consideration for a specific journey. E.G seaman’s
hostels take people shopping – this is not charitable they act as commercial hostels for shipping companies, this
work is carried out in vehicles owned by the charity but these trips are not charitable.
Carriage of passengers alone is dealt with above.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with?
Carpooling; and
Answer Question 9
Carpooling exists and is fine when used for persons going to the same place of employment, but any form of
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technological advertising outside the workplace should be illegal as it will open to abuse by taxis /phv’s seeking to
gain monies going back to their licensed area, The concept of ‘hire / reward is the important one; carriage in such
high volume that the consideration becomes profitable is the tipping point (see 1, 15 & 16)
Members clubs? (Page 170)
Pink Lady was a members club and that was illegal how could members be regulated to    ensure safety of
passengers plus are they recommending that members clubs can be hailed without the correct Licence and
Insurance. A commercially provided service involving remuneration must be within the scheme of the legislation; if it
is not ‘social & domestic ‘it should be licensed
.Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible enough to
allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Provisional proposal 10 comment
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation. (Page 172)
Provisional proposal 11 comment
I agree they should be included as they also double up as chauffer driven vehicles
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse?     (Page 174)
Answer Question 12
I do not agree with reintroducing contract exemption we believe that this would create future problems for
vulnerable passengers with transport companies using temporary drivers and carers with no CRB checks
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
(Page 175}
Provisional proposal 13 comment
The “public place” definition is modern compared to “plying for hire” and is susceptible to the differentiation between
the trades as described above.
S110 (5) of the County of Merseyside Act provides that “for the purpose of S 53 of the 1847 Act “street” shall
include any air or sea terminus, and approaches thereto, any car park, any hotel forecourt and any unenclosed
land within 6 metres of a street” – with a saving against a hackney “standing for hire” in a local authority metered
spot!
The section must be universal, areas with no taxis may zone with neighboring authorities.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports? In particular,
where concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers
who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Answer Question 14
S110 (5) of the County of Merseyside Act provides that “for the purpose of S 53 of the 1847 Act “street” shall
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include any air or sea terminus – (see 13)

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) References to ranking and hailing;
(b) A non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) Appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. (Page 181)
Provisional proposal 15 comment
I agree with the principle that the definition of “plying for hire” would benefit from being defined in statute. However
(see1, 15 &16) Pre – booked yes. Operators using “in vehicle bookings” should be taxis not PHVs. That is
technology involving a booking passing directly to a vehicle without passing through an operator with a separately
licensed base. At the present time, I does not fully understand the relevance of making reference in the definition to
the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles and therefore seeks clarity of this
The “public place” definition is preferred.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Provisional proposal 16 comment
I disagrees (see 1 15 & 16) above Pre – booked yes. Operators using “in vehicle bookings” should be taxis not
PHVs. That is technology involving a booking passing directly to a vehicle without passing through an operator with
a separately licensed base.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in
a public place” instead of “plying for hire”? (Page 182)
Answer Question 17
Yes there may be merit in exploring the Scottish approach as it appears to remove the intentions of the driver from
the equation.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182
Provisional proposal 18 comment
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes
of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Provisional proposal 19 comment
I disagree (see 1, 15 & 16) above Pre – booked yes. Operators using “in vehicle bookings” (not data sent by a
licensed operator located elsewhere) should be taxis not PHVs. That is technology involving a booking passing
directly to a vehicle without passing through an operator with a separately licensed base.
The “public place” definition is preferred
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
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Provisional proposal 20 comment
I disagrees this is a way for un-licensed family members to engage the public as a licensed taxi driver which could
create endless problems.
The law should stay as it is, which states that you have to be licensed to drive a licensed vehicle also as a
licensed vehicle the law does not permit you or your passengers to smoke, if it could be used by any family
member how can you protect the fare paying passengers from passive smoking
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi
and private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
Provisional proposal 21 comment
I agree to guidance yes. A licensing authority should not be bound by the phrase or similar saying ‘must have
regard to’ as such means the guidance provides that the ‘guidance’ act as a statutory straightjacket.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
Provisional proposal 22 comment
I agree
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles are able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used
in combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Answer Question 23
I strongly disagree with this proposal because it would inevitably blur the distinction between the two types of
vehicle even with the qualifying word “pre-booked”. PHV’s would mislead the public by adapting there signs pre-booked
TAXI or pre booked CAB passengers would only see TAXI or CAB phv’s should not be allowed to use the word TAXI or
CAB in any form of advertising and there should not be any prefix or suffix to the word TAXI or CAB when referring
to PHV’s
It would not therefore achieve clarity in the minds of consumers but have just the reverse effect. The two terms
“taxi” and “private hire vehicle” should be retained.

chapter 15 – a reformed regulatory framework
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page 188)
Provisional proposal 24 comment
I agree without discriminating against the Hackney trade as all should be treated equal (as in Liverpool)
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards. (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 25.comment
I disagrees See proposal 24
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 26 comment
I do not agree with this proposal – the applicability of national standards should be the same as that proposed for
taxis, namely minimum safety standards with the ability for local authorities to set additional standards to reflect
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local needs and priorities.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Provisional proposal 27 comment
I disagreesThe proposed definition of both Taxi & PHVs (see 3 above) encompasses providing vehicles to carry
passengers to apply different standards for the same function (with different booking arrangements only) has NO
logic or intellectual rigour.
Topographical knowledge was not provided for in London, and as such operates to regulate numbers in that
context if to a consistent rigour, the Steven Norris idea was that a PHV passenger knew where he was going as the
arrangement was for private hire car. The extent of the topographical test should remain with the licensing
authority.
In Liverpool for example a hotel may arrange a booking for a tourist with a PHV who has no local knowledge and
neither does the passenger
Note also that a sat nav is not foolproof, and is not a substitute in these cases for some actual knowledge.
Interestingly cartographers include some errors deliberately so as to be able to check copyright!
The Proposal does lend itself to a lower standard, for one trade
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are
there other areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Answer Question 28.
Only Hackney Cabs should be allowed to have illuminated signs. Section 111 of The County of Merseyside Act
prohibits use of the word cab or taxi on signage & is recommended.
A taxi should have yellow / orange roof light whose dimensions are [ e.g. not less than 8 x    3 inches or greater
than 12 x 5 inches] thereby adopting a national standard to identify a taxi. This should extend to saloon vehicles
used as a taxi
Roof signs should be prohibited on PHVs.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles? (Page 191)
Answer Question 29.
None all standards should be equal what is the reason for more burdens on the hackney trade geographical
reasons do not stand up
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with private hire
services? (Page 192)
Answer Question 30.
No all drivers of hackney and phv’s should be safe to do a job of work and have the same expertise
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles
should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
Provisional proposal 31 comment
Localism is fine, providing there is continuing consultation
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Provisional proposal 32                                                                                                                       
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Provisional proposal 32 comment
I agree with this proposal.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards? In particular should the
statutory requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
Answer Question 33
A collaborative and consultative approach is required. Both national authorities (VOSA) and technical expert
sources such as STATUS have a wealth of hire industry specific knowledge and would be best suited to evaluate
standards. A panel of this constitution could only assist in this process.
Re word
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum national
standards. (Page 193)
Provisional proposal 34 comment
I agree with this proposal.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards? (Page 194)
Answer question 35
No local authorities should have the final say
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators? (Page 194)
Answer Question 36
Yes.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements? (Page 195)
Answer Question 37
Should be local
Provisional proposal 38
Neighboring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting. (Page 196)
Provisional proposal 38 comment
I agrees provided this is only an option for local authorities to choose to do so where they see fit. However, as
stated previously, I consider the power to set local conditions in respect of the private hire trade should be retained
by local authorities and, if this were the case, it is logical for the option in proposal no. 38 to be made applicable to
private hire standard setting also.
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Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page 196)
Provisional proposal 39.comment
I agree with this proposal. So long as the trade is consulted
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time licenses which may only be used at
certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
Answer Question 40.
No
It would be un-economical; the cost of vehicle provision would be the same if the standards were the same
Is it suggested that such licenses could be used by vehicles which would be “private hire vehicles” This would only
serve to confuse the public as to the two distinct types of vehicle.
There are busy periods, which is true in many trades & professions. That is not to say there is more provision, or
that such is economic, an extra supermarket in the week before Christmas? Extra prices to cope with the costs?
There may be a ‘market’ for a part time vehicle, a guy with a pension may well like to work on a weekend, all that
may be achieved then is another person’s wage is cut. Measuring market by” cherry picking” is not proper and
acceptable regulation, or de regulation.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Provisional proposal 41.comment
I strongly disagrees we believe that local authorities should set standards for PHV’s and that “triple licensing
remains”
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Provisional proposal 42 comment
I strongly disagree with this proposal not to introduce a “return to area” requirement. As stated previously, we are of
the view that local authorities are best-placed to decide the conditions and standards necessary to regulate both
private hire and taxi trades in their particular areas. As such, we consider that the power to set conditions for
private hire licenses in its area should be retained.
If the Law Commission does not consider this proposal should be applied nationally then at least individual local
authorities should have the power to choose to adopt such a provision locally I is firmly of the view that the
presence in its area of private hire vehicles licensed by neighboring authorities “sitting off”, often in large numbers
in high profile areas at times of peak demand, undoubtedly contributes to the commission of illegal plying for hire by
such drivers, this is a serious matter particularly when one considers that passengers would not be insured in such
cases. It should also be noted that there insurance is calculated on the licensing authority not for the area that they
are working
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have
the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
Provisional proposal 43 comment
Disagree not only should Councils should set a rate for HACKNEY CABS they should also set a maximum PHV
rate, it would allow the general public to see if they were getting value for money as they could map there route
and find the maximum fare that they should be charged as it is they don’t know whether they are getting value for
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money
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
Answer Question 44
No as long as the journey starts and finishes within their boundaries The County of Merseyside Act section 110
provides that if a journey finishes more than 4 miles outside the boundary of a constituent borough then a fare may
be negotiated – the provision is commended.

chapter 16 – reform of driver, vehicle and operator licensing
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be either?
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(B) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 203)
Answer Question 45
I consider that national driver safety standards should be a mandatory requirement for all drivers. However, over
and above those basic standards, the question of whether an applicant is a “Fit and proper” person is of such a
central importance that it should continue to be enshrined in statute. It would seem appropriate for the proposed
statutory guidance to give some assistance to local authorities in making this decision
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Provisional proposal 46 comment
I disagree all persons with an interest in Hackney and PHV trade should be fit and proper (see45)
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either?
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(B) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
(Page 205)
Answer Question 47.
I consider that it would be appropriate for national vehicle safety standards to be set out in regulations by the
Secretary of State.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 207)
Provisional proposal 48 comment
I agree with this proposal also operators should be required to record name, pick up point and destination.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208)
Answer Question 49.
No.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)
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Provisional proposal 50 comment
I agree with this proposal.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Yes as in proposal 46 above
Answer Question 51
Yes fit and proper should be retained as criteria for private hire operators. This standard reflects the key role and
interrelationship between the hirer and the private hire company. The duties associated with a private hire operator
are implicitly linked with a duty to be responsible for passengers their safety and security.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Provisional proposal 52 comment
I disagrees when a customer makes a booking they are making it with a company on price and service if its
contracted out the customer is not getting what they requested (may be dearer sub-standard vehicle) may also be
from a different licensing authority. Will contracting out make passengers more vulnerable to attack by rogue
drivers?
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements apply? (Page 210)
Answer Question 53
No. I consider that the current position in this regard is adequate and is unaware of any pressing need for change.

chapter 17 – reforming quantity controls
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
Provisional proposal 54 comment
I strongly disagree with this proposal. It seems to have been suggested without any evidential basis that it would,
as a matter of fact, benefit the consumer. Indeed it seems to be based on the vague assertion that it would be “a
step in the right direction”.
At the present time, I do not believe that the current limit on taxi numbers should be lifted and considers that it
should be left to local authorities to have the right to make that decision subject always to general public law
principles and judicial review. The fact that many authorities which have removed the limit on numbers have
subsequently chosen to re-impose a limit serves to emphasize that it is very much a decision which is best
determined locally taking all relevant considerations into account.
Congestion
If these proposals are excepted the unlimited amount of Taxis attempting to find rank spaces and driving around
city centre’s will we believe cause major traffic problems not just to normal commuter traffic but more importantly to
the emergency services.
When compiling these provisional proposals did the Law Commission considered or seek the advice from City
Councils Highways and Transportation Manager’s, and take into account Section 16 of the Traffic Management Act
2004. This statutory duty requires City Councils to manage their road network so as to secure and facilitate the
expeditious movement of traffic. In performing that duty City Councils are expected to take action to secure the
more efficient use of their road network and eliminate, reduce or avoid road congestion.
Liverpool’s 1426 taxicabs provide a day and night provision for users and the delivery of taxicab services are
sustainable. We have a large number of taxicabs working at night due to double shifting of drivers who work nights
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as there is a limit on taxicab numbers.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
(Page 213)
Answer Question 55
Congestion of city centre’s due to over ranking
Increase in air pollutants
Drivers working longer hours
Safety of passengers through drivers working longer hours
Increase in family breakdown through driver hours and lack of earning
Lack of investment in new vehicles
Poorer maintained vehicles
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of
time, if quantity restrictions are removed?                                                                                             
(Page 215)
Answer Question 56
I do not agree with the proposal to impose the removal of quantity restrictions and it is difficult to see what
transitional measures could be put in place which would be fair to both would-be applicants and the existing licence
holders

chapter 18 – taxi and private hire reform and equality
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) A duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) A duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page
217)
Answer Question 57
No all hackneys should be wheel chair friendly Authorities should make every effort to make taxicab stands suitable
for the access of persons using wheelchairs.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards? (Page
217)
Answer Question 58
No we should have the same style of vehicle
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the
different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Answer Question 59
All Taxis should be wheelchair accessible PH included; it is essential that all the issues are best addressed on a
national level.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 218)
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Provisional proposal 60 comment
Disagree all Taxi’s / PHV’s should be WAV’s
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include recognized disability awareness
training. (Page 219)
Provisional proposal 61 comment
I agree to awareness training,
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to
display information about how to complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
Provisional proposal 62 comment
I agrees with this proposal Notices are already posted in Hackney Cabs alongside the fare sheet PHVs should also
display their tariff and complaint procedures
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them?
Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)

Answer Question 63.
I agree in principle with a new “duty to stop” but in practice consider it would be very difficult to enforce

chapter 19 – reforming enforcement
Question 64
Should authorized licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)
Answer Question 64
I do not agree with this as there is not a recognized uniform
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to
hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223
Answer Question 65
I am unaware of a touting problem in our area (as opposed to illegal plying for hire).
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private
hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Answer Question 66
Yes but only if they were not licensed or uninsured
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so how? (Page 225)
Answer Question 67
No
Provisional proposal 68
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Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas. (Page 225)
Provisional proposal 68 comment
I agree with this proposal – however on Merseyside boroughs appoint each other’s enforcement officers.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licenses? If so what would be
the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Answer Question 69
Yes by allowing the enforcement officers where the offense was committed to prosecute

chapter 20 – reform of hearings and appeals
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Provisional proposal 70 comment
Agree
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Provisional proposal 71 comment
Agree within a 1 week timeframe
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Provisional proposal 72
Disagree the Tribunals Service is a better alternative allowing a person to be comfortable in his own applications.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Question 73
The Tribunal Service is to be preferred. That service can also go on to deal with appeals and a judicial review,
using the court procedure over a taxi licence is Rolls Royce expense,

DEFINISIONS
intellectual rigour
An attempted short definition of intellectual rigour might be that no suspicion of double standard be allowed:
uniform principles should be applied. ""The rigour of
“public place”
Section 8 of the Licensing Act 1902 provides: For the purposes of section twelve of the Licensing Act 1872, and of
sections one and two of this Act, the expression “public place” shall include any place to which the public have
access, whether on payment or otherwise.
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From: jackson andrew
Sent: 07 August 2012 22:54
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi and Private hire reform response
APPENDIX C
LAW COMMISSION’S PROVISIONAL
PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS WITH
RESPONSES
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire
vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Provisional proposal 1 Comment
I agree with this proposal. However it should be expanded to
state that private hire vehicles are not available for immediate hire. Immediate
hire should be defined.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Provisional proposal 2 Comment
I have no comment to make in respect of this proposal.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Provisional proposal 3 Comment
I agree with this catch-all provision to ensure that all types of
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transport carrying passengers for hire on the public road should be subject to
suitable regulatory conditions and enforcement.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Answer 4
I do not consider that this restricting licensing to only vehicles
which require a driving licence would adequately protect the public as it may
lead to the public being conveyed in unregulated transport on the public road.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Provisional proposal 5 Comment
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as
an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Provisional proposal 6
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty
vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Provisional proposal 7
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of "in the course of a business of carrying passengers" should be
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used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude
genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service. (Page 168)
Provisional proposal 8
I agree with this proposal.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Answer Question 9
Car pooling and members clubs should be exempt from regulation (by way of
production of written proof of membership) as participants are freely entering
into a pre arranged "agreement" which can be said to inform the user of the
service as to the nature of that service and the lack of regulatory control
thereof.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and
private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Provisional proposal 10
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Provisional proposal 11
I agree with this proposal
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
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standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
Answer Question 12
Yes there would be merit in reintroducing contract exemption provided it is
accompanied by national standards as proposed. Following the repeal of the
contract exemption provision too many "ancillary" activities have fallen within
the current definition of private hire activity which are essentially additional
services to a main non hire business. The enforcement of any such
arrangement should be based on production of written evidence of contract.
The contract minimum period should be no less than the seven days as
specified prior to repeal.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to "streets". (Page 175}
Provisional proposal 13
I agree with this proposal.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Answer Question 14
Yes there is merit in extending the remit of taxi and private hire regulation to
such activities at airports given the vulnerability of passengers visiting from
abroad.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of "plying for hire", should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
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(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
Provisional proposal 15
I agree with the principle that the definition of "plying for hire"
would benefit from being defined in statute. However, this will require very
careful wording to ensure clarity. At the present time, the Authority does not
fully understand the relevance of making reference in the definition to the
legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Provisional proposal 16
I agree with this proposal.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of "arrangements made in a public place" instead of "plying for hire"?
(Page 182)
Answer Question 17
Yes there may be merit in exploring the Scottish approach as it appears to
remove the intentions of the driver from the equation.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Provisional proposal 18
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
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and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice
to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Provisional proposal
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being
used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
I strongly disagrees with this proposal. Given the over-riding
responsibility of the Authority to protect the public the current situation must be
retained as it has great clarity and is understood by drivers. It will definitely
undermine the licensing regime if the proposal becomes law and would simply
result in more time and money being spent on trials due to unlicensed drivers
and their solicitors trying to rebut the proposed presumption.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to "taxis" and "private hire vehicles" respectively.
References to "hackney carriages" should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
I agree with this proposal.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as "taxi" or "cab" in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like "prebooked"
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and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Answer Question 23
I strongly disagrees with this proposal because it would inevitably
blur the distinction between the two types of vehicle even with the qualifying
word "pre-booked". It would not therefore achieve clarity in the minds of
consumers but have just the reverse effect. The two terms "taxi" and "private
hire vehicle" should be retained.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Provisional proposal 24
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 25.
I agree with this proposal because it continues to give local
authorities the discretion to regulate taxis in accordance with local needs and
priorities.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Provisional proposal 26
I do not agree with this proposal – the applicability of national
standards should be the same as that proposed for taxis, namely minimum
safety standards with the ability for local authorities to set additional standards
to reflect local needs and priorities.
Provisional proposal 27
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Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply
to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Provisional proposal 27
I do not agree with this proposal – it is surely the case that
members of the public have the reasonable right to expect that drivers which
have been licensed by the local regulatory authority have passed at least
some, even rudimentary, scrutiny to check their knowledge of the local area.
This expectation must surely apply to both taxi and private hire drivers.
Moreover, my council considers that the retention of a topographical test for
private hire drivers does in fact have a safety benefit to it – a driver who is lost
and trying to work out where he needs to go means that he is a distracted
driver who is unable to give full attention to road conditions and potential
hazards and may make unexpected and dangerous manoeuvres to get himself
back on track.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Answer Question 28.
My authority has indicated in its response above to proposal no.26 that it
considers that local authorities should retain a discretion to set local standards
over and above national minimum standards (to address such issues as
signage and topographical tsts). Question 28 tends to suggest that the
Commission recognises the need for some local standard setting and
therefore undermines the approach set out in proposal no.26.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
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standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Answer Question 29.
I agree that, so far as is practicable, the national standards for
private hire vehicles and taxis should be the same (with the ability as stated
previously for local licensing authorities to build upon these to reflect local
needs and priorities for both taxis and private hire vehicles).
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
Answer Question 30.
Whilst in principle it is desirable that driver of a private hire vehicle should feel
as safe as the driver of a taxi, in practice the different nature of the vehicles
dictates that this is not practically possible. This will therefore need to be
reflected in different national conditions. As previously stated, this authority
considers that local authorities should have the ability to decide whether
additional local conditions should apply to private hire as well as taxi vehicles.
If this were the case, in those local authority areas where there is a
demonstrable need for enhanced protection of private hire drivers, the
authority could decide on appropriate conditions to put in place.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
Provisional proposal 31
I agree with this proposal but, as stated previously, considers
additional local standards governing comfort and efficiency of service (for
example, the topgraphical test), should be able to be imposed locally for both
the private hire and taxi trade.
Provisional proposal 32
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The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Provisional proposal 32
I agree with this proposal.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
Answer Question 33
A collaborative and consultative approach is required. Both national authorities
(VOSA) and technical expert sources such as STATUS have a wealth of hire
industry specific knowledge and would be best suited to evaluate standards. A
panel of this constitution could only assist in this process.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Provisional proposal 34
I agree with this proposal.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Question 35
My authority does not consider that its discretion concerning the setting of
local standards should be restricted by statute. The authority’s decisions will
be constrained sufficiently by general public law principles and judicial review
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
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Answer Question 36
Yes. As stated above, my authority considers that local authorities should
retain the power to impose conditions locally for both the private hire, as well
as the taxi, trade.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
Answer Question 37
My authority does not consider that it would be appropriate to create a
statutory duty to co-operate. This should be left entirely to local authorities to
determine as they are best-placed to know what is best for their areas.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Provisional proposal 38.
Provided this is only an option for local authorities to choose to do so where
they see fit, i agree with this proposal. However, as stated
previously, my authority considers the power to set local conditions in respect
of the private hire trade should be retained and, if this were the case, it is
logical for the option in proposal no. 38 to be made applicable to private hire
standard setting also.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Provisional proposal 39.
I agree with this proposal.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
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licensing authority? (Page 197)
Answer Question 40.
No, not if it is suggested that such licences could be used by vehicles which
would be "private hire vehicles" otherwise. This would only serve to confuse
the public as to the two distinct types of vehicle.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Provisional proposal 41.
I strongly disagree with this proposal. As stated previously, i
do not agree with the proposal that local authorities should no
longer be able to set standards locally for the private hire trade according to
the particular needs and priorities of their area. Therefore, my authority
considers that there should continue to be a requirement for "triple licensing".
If however, Parliament takes the view that local authorities should no longer be
able to set local standards for the private hire trade then there would appear to
be little purpose in retaining the "triple licensing" approach because local
authorities regulatory
Provisional proposal 42
My council do not propose to introduce a "return to area" requirement in respect of out-ofarea
drop offs. (Page 199)
Provisional proposal 42
I strongly disagree with this proposal not to introduce a "return to
area" requirement. As stated previously, My authority is of the view that local
authorities are best-placed to decide the conditions and standards necessary
to regulate both private hire and taxi trades in their particular areas. As such,
my authority considers that the power to set conditions for private hire
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licences in its area should be retained. If the Law Commission does not
consider this proposal should be applied nationally then at least individual
local authorities should have the power to choose to adopt such a provision
locally if they consider it is necessary in their particular circumstances.
I am firmly of the view that the presence in its area of private hire
vehicles licensed by neighbouring authorities "sitting off", often in large
numbers in high profile areas at times of peak demand, undoubtedly
contributes to the commission of illegal plying for hire by such drivers which is
a serious matter particularly when one considers that passengers would not be
insured in such cases.
I note the Commission’s view regarding the difficulties of
enforcing any such condition. However, respectfully, my authority considers it
is best placed to decide on the best means to detect and prove such an
offence, in tandem with experienced enforcement officers and legal advisers,
and would wish to be allowed the power to choose whether or not to apply
such a provision in its local area.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
Provisional proposal 43
I agree with this proposal.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
Answer Question 43
No, my authority considers that the present position should be maintained.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
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Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a "fit and
proper person" be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Answer Question 45
My authority considers that national driver safety standards should be a
mandatory requirement for all drivers. However, over and above those
basic standards, the question of whether an applicant is a "Fit and proper"
person is of such a central importance that it should continue to be
enshrined in statute. It would seem appropriate for the proposed statutory
guidance to give some assistance to local authorities in making this
decision but ultimately it is not a science and therefore local authorities
must have discretion to decide the matter, as they do currently (subject to
the legal appeal process)
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to "fit and proper" tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Provisional proposal 46.
I agree with this proposal that the current position should be
maintained.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
Answer Question 47.
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My council considers that it would be appropriate for national vehicle safety
standards to be set out in regulations by the Secretary of State.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Provisional proposal 48.
I agree with this proposal.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what
basis? (Page 208)
Answer Question 49.
No. My authority is unaware of any pressing need for such a requirement.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Provisional proposal 50.
I agree with this proposal.
Question 51
Should "fit and proper" criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Answer Question 51
Yes fit and proper should be retained as criteria for private hire operators. This
standard reflects the key role and interrelationship between the hirer and the
private hire company. The duties associated with a private hire operator are
implicitly linked with a duty to be responsible for passengers their safety and
security.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Provisional proposal 52
I agree with this proposal, subject to the sub-contracted firm
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being identified in advance to the hirer and them agreeing to the subcontractor
taking them. It must be certain that the original operator remains
accountable for the booking and that there is clarity of record keeping and an
ability by the authority to scrutinise booking history.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Answer Question 53
No. I consider that the current position in this regard is adequate
and is unaware of any pressing need for change.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Provisional proposal 54
I strongly disagree with this proposal. It seems to have been
suggested without any evidential basis that it would, as a matter of fact, benefit the
consumer. Indeed it seems to based on the vague assertion that it would be "a step
in the right direction".
My authority has at all times complied with the Government’s requirements
concerning the need for unmet demand surveys. These are carried out by
consultants who are experts in their field and are detailed, analytical reports which
clearly set out to identify unmet demand by the best means possible.
My authority considers its key role to be the regulation and administration of a wellrun,
efficient taxi and private hire service for the people of Liverpool and that it is
best-placed to decide locally what is in the best interests of the travelling public in
Liverpool on such a key issue. At the present time, my authority does not consider
the current limit on taxi numbers should be lifted. My authority respectfully
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considers that it should continue to have the right to make that decision subject
always to general public law principles and judicial review. The fact that many
authorities which have removed the limit on numbers have subsequently chosen to
re-impose a limit serves to emphasise that it is very much a decision which is best
determined locally taking all relevant considerations into account.
Liverpool’s 1426 taxicabs provide a day and night provision for users and the
delivery of taxicab services are sustainable. Liverpool has a large number of taxicabs
working at night due to double shifting of drivers who work nights as there is a limit
on taxicab numbers.
This authority does not consider there is a need currently for the removal of the limit
on taxi licences. Any such decision as proposed would be arbitrary and would
impose a detrimental effect on the City of Liverpool as it is highly likely that the
demand for taxi licences would increase placing unachievable demands on the need
for additional rank space and result in taxis either ranking up illegally causing road
safety issues or circulating around waiting for rank space to become available which
would be detrimental to the environment. Furthermore, the proposal that there should
be an unlimited number of taxis will, in the professional view of the City Council’s
Highways and Transportation Manager, cause additional congestion at peak periods
and therefore flies in the face of the Council’s statutory duty under Section 16 of the
Traffic Management Act 2004. This statutory duty requires the City Council to
manage its road network so as to secure and facilitate the expeditious movement of
traffic. In performing that duty the City Council is expected to take action to secure
the more efficient use of their road network and eliminate, reduce or avoid road
congestion. It is not apparent that the Law Commission when developing their
provisional proposals have considered the impact which they will have on the
"network management duty" placed upon local traffic authorities.
Finally, as the Law Commission report itself says, "having more taxis does
not guarantee more taxis when and where they are needed". To recognise this and
yet still make the proposal does not appear to indicate a clear-minded and logical
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approach to the issue.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
Answer Question 55
Please see comments above (Provisional Proposal 54)
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Answer Question 56
I do not agree with the proposal to impose the removal of
quantity restrictions and it is difficult to see what transitional measures could
be put in place which would be fair to both would-be applicants and the
existing licence holders and yet effective and workable in managing such a
major change to taxi provision in this City.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
Answer Question 57
As an authority which requires all hackney carriage vehicles to be
wheelchair accessible, this question is not applicable. All vehicles currently
have to take passengers in wheelchairs and the vehicle has to be able to
accommodate the passenger and their co passenger. Authorities should
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make every effort to make taxicab stands suitable for the access of persons
using wheelchairs.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Answer Question 58
My authority agrees with this approach in principle but it would require further
detailed consideration as to the practical implications.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page
217)
Answer Question 59
My authority is committed to improving the provision of taxi and private hire
services for persons with disabilities but considers it is essential that all the
issues are best addressed on a national level.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
(Page 218)
Provisional proposal 60
I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Provisional proposal 61
My authority has such training in place currently and agrees with this
proposal.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
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vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to
the licensing authority. (Page 219)
Provisional proposal 62
I agree with this proposal.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable
and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
Answer Question 63.
My authority would agree in principle with a new "duty to stop" but in practice
considers it would be very difficult to enforce, particularly if there was a
requirement for any offence to be committed "knowingly".
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Answer Question 64
Yes.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence "in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers".
(Page 223)
Answer Question 65
My authority has no comment to make on this issue as it does not experience
a significant touting problem (as opposed to illegal plying for hire).
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
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Answer Question 66
No, My Authority would prefer to work as it does currently by relying on the
Police to seize uninsured vehicles illegally plying for hire.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Answer Question 67
Yes the authority should use fixed penalty schemes. This would empower
officers, save time and deal more equitably with contraventions. Most
straightforward relatively minor taxi and private hire offences could be
appropriately addressed by FPNs.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Provisional proposal 68
I agree with this proposal.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Answer Question 69
As far as this Authority is concerned, it would favour the first option identified
(Informal cooperation between licensing authorities)
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
I agree with this proposal
Provisional proposal 71
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The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
This Authority disagrees with this proposal. It would create an unnecessary
increase in bureaucracy and protract matters. The current system is
understood by the trade and works well.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
I agrees with this proposal
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Under the Licensing Act 2003 there is no right of appeal from the Magistrates’
Court to the Crown Court and the decisions involve equally important issues of
loss of livelihood. Likewise, this Authority considers that the right of appeal to
the Magistrates’ Courts is a sufficient safeguard to the rights of applicants and
licence-holders.
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From: David
Sent: 07 August 2012 23:23 To: TPH Subject: Taxi legislation Dear sir/
madam I am responding to the proposals in the paper. Some parts make good sense like having a national Set of rules
for both ph & taxis drivers instead of local authorities I would actually go further & let the police license drivers.
Vehicles should be licensed by vosa. But such items as making councils delimit the taxis fleet numbers would be
catastrophic not only for drivers who have paid sometimes tens of thousands of pounds for there licence plates
sometimes linked to there mortgages. The increase in fleet sizes would also make it a virtually impossible to make
profit in an absolutely already oversubscribed trade. I am a Manchester hackney driver I currently sit for approx one
hour between fares I generally work around a sixty hour week in the last three years our fleet has increased by around
120 cabs my takings have significantly dropped causing me huge financial difficulties & I now evermore rely on tax
credits to survive. My working hours put strain on my family life there must be a human rights law stating I have a
right to one. Although Manchester is absolutely oversubscribed with taxis I think there growth policy is to be
commended by using surveys to identify if there is an unmet demand & it should be used nationally. Regarding
allowing private hire vehicles to pick up off ranks & be hailed I think this is very weak willed by the law & licence
enforcement because their behaviour over the years by breaking hiring rules has largely unchecked by lazy councils we
find ourselves at a point where we reward them by changing the law in their favour would we make other laws such as
theft or drug dealing legal rather than face the law breakers head on & deal with them. There appears to me to be little
wrong with access to taxis in Manchester for disabled people they have the same access as able bodied people maybe
once again their policy should be rolled out nationally. Regarding cross border hiring everybody is entitled to apply to
be licencensed to any local authority so should do so if they wish to work in a certain area. I guarantee you it will be
virtually impossible to get a ph or a taxi in small towns at weekends & busy periods if this is allowed as there fleet
will leave to work in the bigger cities. I urge you to tweak the rules & not turn them on their heads as it is not required.
More powers of enforcement to carry out the existing rules are neccessary & a set of national rules are needed for both
taxis & ph but an amalgamation of both fleets or relaxing of hackney numbers should not be considered. Why try to
overhaul something that only needs tweaking. I for one would leave the trade as I feel I would no longer be able to
make a viable living so I would become yet another person reliant on state handouts as would I fear thousands of other
drivers. Thankyou for your ear David Meese
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.
Reply: “Yes regulation should continue to distinguish between Taxis and Private
Hire, no need for any changes”.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
Reply: “Yes, London should be included if we are to reform legislation then it
should be the same Country wide”
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver.
Reply: “This would be a major change for all Local Authorities; it would mean the
licensing of Wedding and Funeral vehicles and other such vehicles that carry 8 or
less passengers for reward. These types of vehicles are currently exempt from
the licensing regime and should remain so.”
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
Reply: “The simple answer to this question is NO, if we adopted such a
procedure this would mean that horse drawn carriages and rickshaw type
carriages would remain outside Licensing. These types of vehicles are becoming
very popular in tourist locations around the Country and should be within the
licensing regime in order to enforce and regulate them”
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
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Reply: “Yes, public service vehicles have their own regulations and conditions
and should remain outside Local Authority licensing. Local Authority should
continue to licence vehicles adapted for eight or fewer passengers for hire or
reward”
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
Reply: “In theory this is a good idea and there is already some “Taxi Buses”,
charging fares at separate rates. In practise, the customer does hire the whole of
his taxi for his sole use and therefore taxi separate fares should be excluded from
the definition of taxis, as we do not see taxis running around as buses. The tariff
rate for journeys is set by Local Authorities.”
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency.
Reply: “The current legislation is more than adequate, Local Authorities do
licence these types of vehicles for up to 8 passengers. Vehicles carrying over 8
passengers need to remain with the traffic Commissioners who should review
their guidance on the licensing of such vehicles to make them keep within the
regulations”
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
Reply: “Yes, genuine volunteers should be excluded unless it is in the course of
a business of carrying passengers for hire or reward.”
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
Reply: “car pooling and “genuine” members clubs that aid communities should
remain exempt from regulation of taxis and private hire”.

Provisional proposal 10
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The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
Reply: “This would be welcomed by Local Authorities ONLY if the S.O.S. set
minimum standards which would then allow Local Authorities to enhance any
standards as appropriate”.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.
Reply: “No weddings and funeral vehicles should remain exempt from Private
Hire legislation”.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
Reply: “No there is no merit in the reintroduction of contract exemption. The
contract exemption was always a loop hole within the legislation and was always
open to abuse and difficult to enforce and led to various problems in proving
offences. If you intend to offer a service of a car and driver you should be
licensed, end of story”
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”.
Reply: “We fully agree with this proposal which would mean that for example that
any person offering a service on “private land” such as shopping centres come
under the plying for hire regime and would make it easier for Local Authorities to
take action”
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Reply: “No airports should provide adequate provisions for stands for both Taxis
and Buses to provide a service for the public”( Proposal 13 above also would
cover this).
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
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(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles.
Reply: “The current licensing regime covers plying for hire in a street
adequately for taxis and Private hire ,whom must be pre booked .We see no
advantage in any changes to legislation “
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
Reply: “We have to move with new technology such as internet and mobile
phones and this should be covered in the concepts of hailing and ranking”
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
Reply: “We see no reason or advantage to adopt the Scottish version of “plying
for hire”

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
Reply: “Yes, we would also suggest that the wording cannot reasonably refuse to
accept a fare needs defining with list of reasons of for refusing fare”
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
Reply: “yes, and perhaps consideration should be given to reinstating the need
for an operators licence for taxis .This would make it easier for officers to check
records and the need for taxi operators to in fact keep records”.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
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Reply: “This would cause many problems for Licensing Officers. There is a need
to keep the legislation that once a taxi/private hire vehicle it remains so and can
only be driven by a licensed driver. Otherwise it is open to interpretation and a
way for unlicensed drivers to drive vehicles for example when the vehicle is
“working”
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
Reply: “Guidance is just that guidance as to best practise, the same as with
“best practice guidance”, now from D.O.T in relation to Taxis and Private hire”
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
Reply: Yes this does make sense as most people refer to Taxis and not Hackney
carriage
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
Reply: “If we are to keep the 2 tier system, then we need to keep the distinction
between taxis and private hire .Therefore Private Hire vehicles should not be able
to use the term taxi or cab”
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
Reply: “yes, but only a minimum national standard for both types of vehicles.
Local Authorities would therefore be able to add their own additional standard to
suit their need.”
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.
Reply: “Yes as answered in proposal 24”
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
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Reply: “No, national safety standards should be minimum for both Taxis and
Private Hire vehicles as answered in proposal 24”
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.
Reply: “Private Hire drivers do need to know what is required of them and the
difference between taxi and Private Hire”
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
Reply: “Yes local standards should be retained to identify such vehicles; this is
very important where Authorities restrict taxi number for example”
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
Reply; “None if the national safety standards are of a minimum requirement”
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
Reply: “No, both are offering the same service to the public and national
conditions should apply for both”
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
Reply: “We would agree, safety is paramount to licensing”
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
Reply: “Yes”
Question 33
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What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
Reply: “A technical advisory panel on national safety standards would be
advisable”

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
Reply: “Yes, the retention of a local policy on standards is essential to Local
Authority licensing. If not then there is no need for local authority officers and the
national standards could be administered by regional/national officers for
example”

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
Reply: “No, this should be up to the Licensing Authority to set their own local
standards as required”
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operator?
Reply: “Yes, otherwise Local Authorities would not have any control of driver or
operator.”
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
Reply: “To have statutory powers and duties is an excellent idea, the powers
could be of similar standing to Police powers who operate nationwide. This would
also enable licensing officers to assist and operate with other licensing officers
outside their district and take action as appropriate. This would be especially
important if national minimum standards are brought in”
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting.
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Reply: “We believe that this type option exists as we do take into consideration
neighbouring Policies and Tariff’s for example. A lot Councils do “share” services
and licensing is included within such shared service, but each area does in fact
retain their own identity within taxi licensing and standards appropriate for their
area”
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.
Reply: “Yes, it should remain open for Licensing Authorities to decide the best
transport needs for their area”
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?
Reply: “NO, this would be an enforcement nightmare, and we can not see what
benefit this would achieve. Licenses should continue to be issued as they are
now which enables the applicant to operate at any time”
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Reply: “Private Hire Operators should be allowed to accept bookings from
outside their area. (This in practise occurs now). Drivers and vehicles however
should all remain licensed in the same area as the Operator, otherwise this would
be extremely difficult to enforce and would be open to abuse by unlicensed
drivers or suspended drivers from other areas for example. All 3 licenses
Operator, Vehicle and Driver need to remain licensed by the same authority as is
required now “
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs.
Reply: “We do not see any problem with this proposal, obviously taxis can only
ply for hire in the area they are licensed”
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
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Reply:” The simply answer to this question with regard to taxi fares is YES,
otherwise the public would charged whatever fare the driver thinks fit when they
get into a taxi.. However if the member of public asks the driver of a taxi or
private hire vehicle how much to take them to a destination then, they are
entering into a contract with the driver and can either accept the “contract fare “or
not, as the regulations are at present “
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?
Reply: This question has been answered in 43, the driver on a pre booked
journey is entering into a contract with the passenger into how much the journey
will costs, this is in practise is normally for journeys outside the licensing authority
area for tariff settings”
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
Reply:” Yes, if there is going to national standards, and then the standard of fit
and proper should included in the legislation and should be of a very high
standard.”
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself”
Reply: “Vehicle owners are not subject to fit and proper tests now and this should
continue to do so. Operators and drivers are subject to the fit and proper test”
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
Reply: “ If national minimum vehicle safety standards are approved ,then this
should be included the Secretary of State general powers”.
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Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.
Reply: Yes and consideration should also be given to reinstating this condition
for taxis”
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
Reply: “The answer to this question is an overwhelming YES, this would be
covered if taxis were to require an operators licence once again”
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
Reply:” We agree, the use of technology should be encouraged and such
internet call centres which can be anywhere in Country should not be required to
have an operators licence for all the operators they taking calls/bookings for
.Touting is a separate issue “.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Reply:”Yes, this is very important and needs to be retained. Without the fit and
proper criteria there would be no control of operators, this could lead to such
unscrupulous operators being involved in the Private Hire trade as affront for
organised crime for example”
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Reply: “Yes, providing that records are kept of the of the operator whom it has
been sub contracted to, the customer also should required to be informed”
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
Reply: “Yes and this would be a requirement of the terms for an operators
licence and this is one of reasons for the reinstatement of operators licenses for
taxis”
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CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
Reply: “The general consensus of opinion on this proposal is yes. The reasons
for this is that where quantity restrictions apply there is an overwhelming increase
in private hire vehicles being used as mini cabs, which increases enforcement
and other problems for officers. Market forces will dictate numbers of taxis”

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
Reply: “Possible increase in provision of more taxi ranks, which in turn may
cause a loss of parking revenue for local authorities”
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
Reply: “We do not see this as a problem, applicants do have to go through a”
selection” into the trade with, medicals, crbs, knowledge tests etc.”
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Reply: “There is a need for all Local Authorities to ensure that licensed drivers
are made aware of the carriage of passengers with disabilities and the type of
service they should be providing for such passengers. Some authorities already
have this as a condition on the licensed driver’s licence. The lowering of kerbs at
taxi ranks would be beneficial for wheel chair users”
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
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Reply: “There is a number of Local Authorities who do not have conditions that
all taxis must be WAV, who already offer a reduction in the licensing fee in
attempt to attract more applicants to have WAV vehicles. We recommend that
this type reduction in the licence for WAV vehicles be continued rather than a
condition that all taxis must be WAV vehicles”
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Reply: “Another way to increase the WAV vehicles into the trade, would be a
proposal that for example Licensing Authorities imposing a condition that all new
taxi vehicle licenses will only be issued for WAV’s for a set period of time in order
to increase the numbers”
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
Reply: “Agreed, the numbers can be addressed as mentioned in 58 and 59
above”
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.
Reply: “This very necessary and appropriate as part of national standards of
training “
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.
Reply: “ An overwhelming Yes .The vast majority of Authorities do as part of their
conditions ensure that such information is displayed within taxis. This should form
part of the national minimum standards for taxis”
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
Reply: “This should form part again of the national minimum standards for
drivers, together with the appropriate legislation to take action against those who
fail to comply”
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CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Reply:” Yes providing this is written clearly in the legislation and those who fail to
stop commit an offence .Officer safety is the paramount and we would only
envisage using such powers with the appropriate road stop signs such a school
crossing patrols for example “
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
Reply: “Touting is an offence in the legislation; the Police do have powers of
arrest for this offence. We feel there is very little else that can be done to address
this problem, apart from giving Licensing Officers the power to demand name and
addresses together with the power to issue fixed penalty notices for example”
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
Reply:” Yes this would be desirable to give officer the power to impound vehicles
for road safety and breaches licensing rules. There would have to be national
guidelines of reasons to impound vehicles, together with what costs can be
charged for the removal of impounded vehicles. This would also require
legislation to dispose of the vehicle if not claimed etc.”
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
Reply: “At present there does not appear to be any schemes available for
officers in licensing to issue fixed penalty notices. Such an introduction would be
very welcomed. This would enable officers to take more action against offenders
and would keep the costs down in trying to prosecute some of the misdeanours
committed by drivers and operators. Some Authorities have introduced a penalty
point scheme to address minor misdeanours which is one way of addressing
problems, but the power to issue fixed penalty notices would be more effective
would make offenders more compliant with the legislation”
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Reply: Yes such powers should written into the legislation. This would enable
officers enforce national standards across local authority boundaries “
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Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
Reply: “Yes this is necessary if we are to set national minimum standards for
drivers and vehicles. The power should however be limited to suspension only, it
should be left up the Local Authority who issued the licence on whether they
revoke or not the licence”
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
Reply:” Yes this should be limited as proposed”
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision.
Reply: “NO, this would make a mockery of Licensing Authority decision makers,
whether it is an officer decision using their delegated powers or Licensing
Committee. Once a decision has been made that is transparent and recorded in
detail giving reason for decision, and then if the appellant is aggrieved then they
can take it to the next stage of the appeal to the Magistrates Court as is the
procedure now”
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Reply: “Yes, this is the correct stage for appeals against decisions made by
Licensing Authorities .The magistrates are independent “
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Reply: “ All appeals and this includes appeals against decision not to issue a
vehicle licence which currently must go direct to Crown Court, should in the first
instance be dealt with at Magistrates Court. If the appellant and this includes
Local Authorities feels aggrieved by the decision of the Magistrates Court
decision or on a point of law, then they should have the right to appeal to Crown
Court.”
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David King
Hart District Council
Harlington Way
Fleet
Hampshire
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National Union of Rail Maritime and Transport workers
Leicester and Rutland Branch

Law Commission consultations on Taxis and Private Hire Vehicle services
Gurpal Singh Atwal (Branch Secretary)
Leicester Rutland RMT Branch

Please note, for your information the following abbreviations have been used:
HC = Hackney Carriage Licensed Taxi
PHV = Private Hire Vehicles
PH Base = PH Booking Office
Introduction:
This document is prepared in relation to the law consultation that has been taken place in relation to
taxi and private hire vehicles, after consultations with our members of The Leicester Taxi trade it has
been created by Leicester and Rutland Taxi Drivers and is from a joint Leicester perspective. We
would like to stress that similar concerns (views) are raised throughout the country in several
consultation meetings among our colleagues.
Main Points: answers to 73 questions/provisional proposals in consultation document:
Proposal 1
We support the proposal that there should continue regulation distinguishing between HC and PHVs.
Proposal 2
Yes London should also be an example to all Cities in the U.K
Proposal 3
The regulation SHOULD be restricted to the type of vehicle. HC must be wheelchair accessible and
have safety partition features. RMT Leicester and Rutland Branch insist that strict distinguishing
regulations to be imposed on both HC and PHV’s. We propose that a new regulation which strictly
eliminates confusion between a Licensed Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle, by distinguishing identity
between HC and PHV’s. A purpose built Taxi like a LTI should only be a Taxi and never a PHV. If a HC
vehicle has been approved like a Mercedes Vito then no other vehicle of that look or shape should
ever be PHV.
Question 4
There SHOULD be a driving license that applies to a motor vehicle. The advantages of this are that
the driver has a better knowledge of the vehicle and its features, they understand the features like
how to use a wheelchair will benefit the quality of service they provide and safety of passengers.
Also there can be advantages to them learning to drive in a environmental friendly way.

Proposal 5
A Taxi should be included as a public service vehicle and a PHV shouldn’t. A PHV should be limited to
4 passengers where a Taxi be unlimited to their passenger number so to be fully prepared to any
type of custom.

Proposal 6
Stage Coaches charging separate fares should not be excluded from the definition of a Taxi. In fact a
Taxi should be allowed to charge separate fares per passenger after permission from the local
authority with a set route, this will help public service in rural areas where a bus services has been
cut.
Proposal 7
Yes the Secretary of State should issue guidance to the Traffic Commissioner
Proposal 8
Yes! The concept of “in the course of business” Should be used.
Proposal 9
The regulation of carpooling and member’s clubs should be totally relaxed in regard to Taxis but not
be available at all to PHV.
Proposal 10
The Secretary of State SHOULD have the power to set national standards and local Councils must
adhere to them.
Proposal 11
Weddings and Limousines must have strict licensing legislation but not be classified as Taxis or public
service vehicles.
Proposal 12
Yes! High standards should be considered and local authorities should comply fully this will avoid
abuse. There would be benefit of introducing the contract exemption

Proposal 13
No it should not be limited to streets only, taxis should be allowed to engage in all places of demand
of service while pre‐booked private hire should be advanced bookings only
Proposal 14
Yes! shuttle services should be ran through taxi services again. Airports should be obliged by law to
provide a Taxi service only and guide all passengers to the nearest rank. A shuttle service should be
linked to the Taxi Rank only.
Proposal 15
Yes! we fully agree with this proposal and all points should be adhered too. National education to
the laws should also be done to the general public.
Proposal 16
Yes! it should be.
Proposal 17
No! This will not be beneficial.
Proposal 18
Yes! In some special instances if it needs to be relaxed for public safety.
Proposal 19
Yes! This should continue and boundary regulations should be introduced and enforced.
Proposal 20
Yes! That should be continued as at present.
Proposal 21
Yes! they should have the powers.
Proposal 22
Yes! that should be done for avoiding confusion to general members of public.

Proposal 23
No! this should definitely be removed and be stopped immediately.
Proposal 24
Yes!
Proposal 25
No! it needs to be higher standards.
Proposal 26
Yes! This should be mandatory.
Proposal 27
Yes! we agree PH should not have standards and knowledge test. HC needed to go to special
courses and tests etc, before they are licensed and old or previously licensed drivers needed to be
tested on regular basis.
Proposal 28
Yes! there should be a national standard setting to be applied to local authorities as there is at
present no roof signs allowed but all local councils ignore and try to amend as they feel ok.
Proposal 29
Only practical obstacle would be towards costs as drivers will have to change vehicles if standards
change.
Proposal 30
National conditions for taxi should be always higher as they are part of public transport system.
Proposal 31
No! They should cover all standards.
Proposal 32
Some consultations would be beneficial.
Proposal 33
Best and only approach will be to consult taxi trade and representing unions.

Proposal 34
Local authorities should not have any powers to override national standards.
Proposal 35
Yes!
Proposal 36
Powers to licensing authorities should be removed.
Proposal 37
No! local licensing authority should cooperate on statutory footings.
Proposal 38
In certain exceptional circumstances it should be allowed with areas of low populations.
Proposal 39
No! They should not have it unless they consult with taxi trade.
Proposal 40
This option is valuable only if touting, soliciting. flimping is stopped
Proposal 41
No! there should be strict restriction in place for PH operators to be restricted according to locality.
Proposal 42
“Return to area” should apply to PH all the times but not to a licensed taxi.
Proposal 43
Yes! licensing authority should set taxi fares and also set PH fares at same level it should be
mandatory and enforced without any exceptions allowed.
Proposal Question 44
No! not in any circumstances.

Question 45
Yes! It should be national safety standards local authorities should be obliged to follow it up.
Proposal 46
It must apply to both owners/drivers and to vehicle itself.
Proposal 47
National vehicle safety standards should be set out in national safety conditions by Secretary of
state. Agree with ( b ).
Proposal 48
Yes! It should be retained for PHV’s.
Proposal 49
No! It shouldn’t.
Proposal 50
Yes! It should.
Proposal 51
Yes! And other strict regulations needed enforcing.
Proposal 52
No! Operators shouldn’t be allowed to sub‐contract work, this is to prevent cross‐border
booking/hiring. A company may have multiple offices or take a booking from their office and then
sub‐contract work to a company in another area.
Proposal 53
No ! A taxi driver shall not be obliged to take a booking for a job. PHV’s however should do as there
needs to be a full record of journeys at all times, also it will prevent touting/soliciting etc. A taxi
driver should have a full freedom as if they took a booking and had to key a record then this would
be a major problem; imagine all the fares he/she has to do.

Proposal 54
No ! Licensing authorities are ones which know the local area and plan their transport, so they will
know their exact requirements and by correct consultations with trade unions should be able to
revise numbers without causing problems to peoples investment and livelihood.
Proposal 55
Problems; effect peoples investment, affect their livelihood, negativity, increased congestions, hard
to manage‐safety concerns, issues for ranks over‐flowing, local transport plans disturbed.
Proposal 56
Yes! After the applicant has done full proper/training and shown a correct attitude, discipline and
ambition to trade.
Proposal 57
No! Joint should continue with taxi being wheelchair accessible as mandatory. 1, Yes. 2, Yes.
Proposal Q 58
Yes! To taxi that are wheelchair accessible, the peoples/drivers should not be penalised or vice‐versa
to provide a vehicle they think best serves they way they do it. However they should offer lower fees
to taxis for being lower emission and wheelchair accessible.
Proposal Q 59
Taxi drivers should be awarded contracts from local authorities on wheelchair accessible work from
school and social runs. Taxi vehicles should be increased or funding given from central Govt to
design wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Proposal 60
There should be national quotas to taxis.
Proposal 61
Yes! Briefly and to a thorough standard,as professional standards.
Proposal 62
Yes!

Proposal 63
Yes! And a national law to be made that taxi driver has to stop, but bear in mind that just because
somebody is in wheelchair doesn’t mean they are safe passenger. They may be drunk‐abusive‐have
no money?
Proposal 64
No! Only the police should be allowed as without proper knowledge licensing officers’ abuse their
position or a separate checks commission should be made and trained to do stops and be on road 24
hours. It will have much better control and revenues and more jobs will be created also public safety
will improve throughout country, strict enforcement‐but needed staff to do so.(major issue)
Proposal 65
More powers and training to police. Police should be educated from start of their training. Touting
should be made illegal by law not just lack of insurance etc. Magistrates courts to be given more
guidance to punishments, touting to be made a important project and encouraged by central Govt
to local police councils locally. PHV operators should be punished financially or suspensions of PH
Operators licenses also.
Proposal 66
Yes! In regard to touting by PHV.
Proposal 67
Yes! In regard to bus lane usage by PHV, In regard to driver overcharging fare, not taking small
journeys or refusing guide dog, unable to do wheelchair job properly, uncooperative, not helpful,
lack of knowledge, poor appearance, dress‐code etc.
Proposal 68
This power should be given to enforcement officers but only the police in certain circumstances.
Proposal 69
Yes! This would be best different also PHV operators should be punished high financial‐penalties for
their driver’s misbehaviour/any complaints strictly.
Proposal 70
No! A union rep or a legal solicitor should be allowed to represent and decide and powers to grant or
renew should be taken by a qualified independent person not by just a licensing officer.

Proposal 71
Yes! There should be a clause that this needed seconding by independent scrutiny committee. Also
there needs to be a national committee to monitor all local authority decisions before suspensions
are passed on to vulnerable individuals. There also needed another scrutiny committee overlooking
all individual local committee decisions.
Proposal 72
Yes! But Magistrates’ needed to be given more guidance or a taxi laws and the driver/taxpaying
offenders also be offered free legal aid by local authority. (as local authority have free legal access to
tax payers funds)
Proposal Q 73
Yes! Equal opportunities needed to be given as with any law.

CONCLUSION;
Needed more laws and by‐laws training to local councils committees, taxi drivers and to magistrates’
courts.

More training to police and “new taxi enforcement commission” to be created visible and on road 24
hours targeting offender’s with full powers–on spot penalties increasing public safety.

More consultations with trade reps, Official Trade reps should be paid by local authority and advise
all parties for their trade members various concerns on regular basis.
The present system of having the “1847 Miscellaneous Act” influencing everything has left an
enormous negative effect on the Licensed Taxi trade as a whole, due to several flaws in the system
and consequently the law has been misused repeatedly. This current law has negatively impacted
the public safety standards and influenced improper use of the system. The City of Leicester
outdated Bye‐laws have been used as an excuse to punish drivers who themselves have had no
training or education of the law themselves.
We believe that the rights toward the ability to ply for hire is a distinguishing feature of the Licensed
Taxi Trade in Leicester, a clearer legal definition of the term “plying for hire” is long overdue.

We feel there needs to be a clear law from central government toward enforcement exercises in
particular Licensing Officers behaviour and conduct and Licensing Officer’s powers. Currently
Licensing Officers have abused their power and bullied drivers and punished them on their own
accord.
The trade requires a clear law which defines of a clear strict practice enforcement for the local
licensing council to follow from central government law and guidelines. Currently local Councils have
their own views for (enforcement) the trade which does not work.
If a PHV or a HC is licensed in an area then they must take bookings or work in that area only and not
exploit or cross borer hiring. This also applies to PHV companies accepting a booking; they should
not be allowed to send a PHV to a address miles away from their office.
A clearer definition for PHV “illegally plying for hire” needs to be created and a central clear
punishment where the person is convicted for the crime and not for side issues like a lack of
insurance.
The legislation should clearly distinguish between working practises of Licensed Taxi (HC) and the PH
Base trades. The definition should acknowledge two separate working practises that respond to hail
and ranking. The definition should recognise that the action of soliciting for hire for PHVs is the
defining illegal action as is touting for hire, plying for hire. A definition of “soliciting” as it relates to
vehicles to hire should be included in the legislation. Separate offences for plying for hire touting for
hire should be recognised in the new legislation. Below is our proposal in regard to this consultation
in further detail.
In Leicester there is an ongoing problem over the past twenty years of PHV being frequently used for
public hire, in and around the city. There is a huge lack of enforcement and due there being no clear
distinction between two categories to which local council has turned a blind eye to this over many
years. Some Licensing Officers themselves are not aware of the differences between HC and PHV’s
distinctions. It has been pointed out on several occasions by licensing authorities that there is no
differences between HC and PHV’s and in reality some officers do class PHV’s as taxis. This leads to a
negative effect on the licensed taxi trade and often confuses the majority members of the public
when they are encouraged regularly to frequently use PHV’s by wrong verbs used to advertise like
many in Leicester do “cheaper than a black/licensed taxi” with doing many uninsured journeys
(FLIMPING). The local council had abused the colour distinguishing system by licensing a London Taxi
as PHV just by using a local licensing policy under miscellaneous act 1847. This is yellow in colour
with swift PH Base and it also carries clear logos displaying swift yellow cabs, licensed taxi roof
illuminating sign on it. Registration number
which again poses a big
confusion with the vast majority of the public members. There are several more vehicles exactly
similar looking licensed as PHV,s. In real fact this is so confusing as you would paint an elephant with
white paint and try to tell the public members it’s a cow because it’s white. The intention of this is
clearly to ensure that customers can distinguish between two types of vehicle when they are
engaging in a licensed taxi. This means that, for example a London Taxi cannot be licensed as a PHV
even if taxi‐light and meter have been removed. Licensed taxi and private hire vehicles needed to be
distinct and easy to identify. A single (light) colour system should be applied to all PHV,s also.

We propose that a legislation should be created that removes confusion between taxis and PHV’s by
ensuring they are clearly distinct and two separate categories. By introducing colour coded
regulation to the individual categories. We also suggest no roof signs should be allowed on any PHV
as it also exists in City of Leicester bye‐ laws.
We propose legislation should be created that prevents vehicles licensed as taxis in Leicester being
licensed as PHV’s, additionally, a legislation that prevents PHV’s being licensed as taxi’s.
Rear license plates and prominent door logos should be mandatory to private hire vehicles and
(Euro‐conversion) hackney carriages only. A London taxi should be exempt from any logos. London
taxi image shall not be exploited by poor licensing authorities, policies etc. Roof signs and roof lights
should be strictly restricted to use by licence taxis only. No PHV’s should be allowed to have any sort
of name, roof or light sign on its roof, whether illuminated or not or either any adverts or signs on
the front bonnet which again adds to the identity confusion to the various vulnerable members of
the public. Also there needs to be a clear message on the council door logos displaying “not insured
unless pre‐booked”. This would make the message more explicit and also improve trade and public
standards for the benefit of the future of the city of Leicester.
Leicester and Rutland branch members suggest that there’s a strong need for legislation to be
introduced for the review and control of any future issues and existing private hire operator licenses.
The current ignorance of the local authority has lead to several arguments among HC and PHV’s
operators over the past years. There are even PH basis opposite a licensed taxi ranks and PH basis
exist in extremely busy area where there is not even a single rank. Lots of these PHV bases have
mobile workers on hand held radio, Clipboard on spot bookings, gathering punters, touting before
they even approach any PHV base. Taxis are left standing on the rank, left looking at potential
customers that they could have picked up. What also happens is PHV’ cause congestion and park in
front of their offices for example church gate, London road, high street, Humber‐stone gate. This
confuses general public for a licensed taxi or a PHV working practises.
Legislation should be created that removes satellite offices and allows un booked PHV’s to form
ranks, wait outside many PH basis and many busy roadside locations night clubs etc. These
operations are very badly planned and very poorly regulated. A lack of enforcement of PH base law
has lead to a widespread abuse of the system by PHV drivers and PHV operators and unlicensed
drivers. A PHV Operator (base) must not use the word taxi, taxis, cab, cabs or any word which closely
similar to a licensed taxi practices but Leicester Council licensing officers are unable to find any law
to control such illegal poor practices and such words are written‐ used by all PH Bases on their
business cards, at PHV booking offices and on illegal illuminated roof signs at many PHV’s.

One particular source of the confusion is waiting PHV. PHV wait where parking restrictions are
enforced and council are not allowed to prioritise enforcement against this particularly at all hours
of day. This waiting takes place outside PH bases, on double yellow lines, narrow streets and many
busy parts of the City. This is a major threat to license taxi trades. A PHV shall not be waiting prior to
the booking. A legislation needs to be created that if a PHV is inviting customers by being visible and
is available for immediate use then it is plying for hire. This therefore needs to be treated as a
criminal offense. New legislation should be introduced to prevent licensing authorities from using
misleading or ambiguous terminology in relation to licensed taxi and PHV trades. Licensed taxis
should be given more consideration as part of an integrated transport system. Whereas at moment
private hire bases are treated, used, promoted as part of transport system and licensed taxis despite
all strict regulations and quality of service offered are still ignored by City Council officials for any
duty of care to cater for legit public transport business.

Leicester and Rutland also proposes license taxi trade in Leicester should be used as a model for
other local authorities to adopt because of highly recognised low levels of carbon emissions on
licensed taxis, greener first environmental City of Great Britain, high levels of service public
members and wheelchair accessible fleet most prominent safety it provides.

With Compliments
Gurpal Singh Atwal
RMT Leicester and Rutland Branch
Branch Secretary

APPENDIX 2:
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS – DRAFT RESPONSE FROM
CALDERDALE COUNCIL
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire
vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
Agreed.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform. (Page 162)
Unable to comment as not a London Authority.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
This Authority has no experience in licensing other vehicles such as
pedicabs, rickshaws etc. However, shouldn’t all ‘vehicles’ provided for hire
be subject to a licensing regime which national standards and conditions
set centrally?
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only
cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Agreed.

Provisional proposal 6
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References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Agreed, in addition to this, one regulating body to licence the above
vehicles irrespective of the amount of passengers.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers”
should be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary
to the overall service. (Page 168)
Agreed – providing a clear definition of what is ‘ancillary’ is provided.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Both of these areas should not be included in the taxi and private hire
regime.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from
the taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Disagree – These cars should be excluded from the regime, or further
consultation should take place to reach agreement on what type of hire
should be exempt from the legislation.
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Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of
the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse? (Page 174)
We can see no merit in reintroducing this exemption.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Agreed.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest
taxi rank? (Page 177)
We are unable to comment on this proposal as this Authority has no
experience of the issues faced with airports in our Borough.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means
of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying
for hire”? (Page 182)
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This definition does appear to be easier to understand, however ‘public
place also will need a clear definition within the same sentence.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-bo ked. (Page 183)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should
be permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can
be proved.
(Page 184)
Agreed, subject to sufficient legislation to ensure that drivers are unable to
avoid prosecution for plying for hire, by saying they are not working.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements. (Page 185)
Agreed – this would be welcomed to enable a consistent approach.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Disagree, it is accepted that some people may be unaware of the difference
between private hire and hackney carriages. However most people use the
generic term “taxi” to relate to either hackney carriage or private hire and
so to adopt this to replace the term hackney carriage would remain
confusing.
Question 23
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Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like
“pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page
186)
The term ‘taxi/cab’ should specifically refer to Hackney Carriage Vehicles
only. Members of the public need to be able to easily distinguish between
the two regimes and this would not be the case if terms such as ‘taxi & cab’
may be used for private hire services.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards. (Page 189)
Additional local conditions should be able to be selected also from a model
pool of conditions set by Government.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Agreed as long as those minimum standards are sufficiently stringent to
ensure public safety. Would suggest a separate consultation exercise on
the proposed national minimum standard conditions.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would
no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Disagree – there should be an option, if the licensing authority has
concerns, such as numerous substantiated complaints regarding lack of
knowledge of the area/overcharging etc, to impose further standards, such
as a knowledge test.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Yes, to enable the public to differentiate between the two licensing regimes.
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Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
Not aware of any

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to
safety. (Page 192)
Disagree – conditions should also relate to wellbeing of the customer. Ie
vehicle maintained in a clean and tidy condition. Age restriction conditions
in relation to vehicles currently address this issue.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
(Page 193)
Agreed.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult
refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
Agreed – this would ensure a uniform approach and consistency along
with technical knowledge.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Agreed
Question 35
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Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards? (Page 194)
Yes perhaps from a central model pool of conditions set by Government.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
This is such a significant potential change in legislation, the only way to
have a consistent approach would be to make this statute, However if the
choice is down to local arrangements, this decision should be taken by the
Licensing & Regulatory Committee with approval from the Council.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Agreed – enabling area to combine neighbouring authorities and also set
higher standards.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area. (Page 196)
Agreed –zones are essential to ensure availability of Hackney Carriages in
all areas of a Councils Borough and to reduce potential for over provision
in more lucrative locations.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak
time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed
by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
Unsure how this would be useful, as there is no evidence of unmet demand
within our authority? However if zoning and limits on licences were
removed this may become a useful tool. Although enforcement could be
problematic.
Provisional proposal 41
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Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers
or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Many factors to consider on this proposal, including:
Clear guidance will need to be produced relating to enforcement, how and
who will enforce in which area? How will enforcement costs be split? Will
there be a national enforcement policy and concordat?
All fees will need to be set centrally, otherwise the applicant will licence
themselves in the cheapest authority.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of
out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private
hire fares. (Page 200)
Disagree – there are large costs involved in consulting upon Hackney
carriage fares – why not allow market forces to determine fares.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare
for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
Only if agreed with the hirer in advance.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit
and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
The ‘fit and proper person’ definition should clearly be set out in primary
legislation.
Provisional proposal 46
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Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Disagree – should also be applied to vehicle owners, ensuring vehicle
owners are fit and proper will provide a consistent approach. Example –
failure to maintain vehicle, failure to obtain necessary insurance.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
These should be included in the Secretary of State’s general powers, this
will enable any future changes to be done more timely.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 207)
Agreed.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so
on what basis? (Page 208)
Agreed – in the same format as currently required for each booking.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Agreed.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page
210)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page
210)
Agreed.
Question 53
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Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes if records are kept this will be easier if complaints arise to investigate.
It will also ensure that there is does not form a defence to plying for hire
offences.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers. (Page 213)
Disagree - where an authority have limits or zones within their area, a
survey must be undertaken, as it is the case now, however funding for the
survey should be available by other means, either centrally or by the
hackney carriage trade (this has been done in other authorities where the
trade have wished to maintain the limits and zones) the local authority
should not have to fund the survey.
Where an authority has maintained zones, this, in our experience is
evidence and consultation based. In Calderdale, this reason is
predominately geographic area and pockets of urban towns, whereby if
there wasn’t a requirement for zones the ‘outer areas’ would not have any
provision of taxi and the busier and larger town would attract all the
licensed vehicles. The decision for maintaining zones has been widely
consulted upon and reports presented at Licensing & Regulatory
Committee.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
It is likely that over ranking, congestion, outer areas without taxi provision,
increase in taxi licences and reduction in private hire.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to
the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?
(Page 215)
Agreed. Clear legislative requirement would be needed to ensure that
Councils were not subject to challenge from the trade for devaluing assets
(ie plates)
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
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(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
Agreed, there should also be central funding for local authorities to allow
taxi ranks become fit for purpose if they are currently not. For example,
ranks at the wrong side of the road.
In Calderdale all Hackney Carriages in restricted zones must be wheelchair
accessible and any new vehicles licensed in outer zones must also be
wheelchair accessible.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Only if it is decided that a local authority has a low quota of accessible
vehicles, many local authorities have standards whereby a percentage of
the taxi fleet is accessible – this quota should be set centrally. There
should also be clear guidance regarding this issue as it is recognised that
not all disabled people wish to travel in an accessible fleet and that a mixed
fleet of saloon and accessible vehicles is preferred.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)
Restriction on numbers licensed – a percentage of accessible vehicles set
centrally or locally with clear guidance.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
This should be local decision with clear guidance nationally set.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
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Agreed.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
DDA already makes it unlawful to refuse to offer service to disabled
passengers. Maybe a similar system to London –‘3 strikes and you’re out!’
However will be difficult to enforce without clear national guidance.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles? (Page 222)
Disagree –this is a power that should be restricted to Police Officers?
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence
“in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as
passengers”. (Page 223)
Clear guidance centrally and which body/organisation should enforce this,
Police, Local Authority? Penalties against the operator who has permitted
the tout.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
The practicalities of this would need further guidance issued for local
authorities to consider. Potentially cost prohibitive as LA’s do not have
facilities to allow this.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes
and if so how? (Page 225)
This process would be welcomed by the trade and local authority for minor
offences only, this would be a good deterrent for minor offences without
the burden and cost for the licence holder and local authority to take a
matter to court. Again, clear guidance issued centrally would need to be
implemented for the proposed national scheme.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
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Agreed – only if national standards and guidelines are introduced, covering
protocols and costs involved.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
(Page 226)
In principle, cross border enforcement powers limited to suspensions only,
revocations should be the original licensing authority. However, in
practical terms how will this be managed?, will there be a centralised
licensing software programme to allow immediate suspensions without the
need of the burden of resources through email, letters and telephone calls
to each different authority. Will enforcement costs be managed nationally
or will each authority have to recharge enforcement activity to another
authority? This Licensing Authority would welcome further information
and consultation on this aspect prior to any change in legislation.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend
or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or,
as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the
local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Need to be aware that different LA’s have different decision making
processes. Either Full Committee, Panel of Committee members or Officer
delegation. It would depend on which process LA’s have in place as to how
feasible a re-consideration would be.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Agreed.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Disagree, appeals to Crown Court are limited and are cost prohibitive for
appellants and LA’s.
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Rainbow’s End
Christow
The Law Commission

8th August 2012

Dear Sir / Madam
Ref.

Private Hire Legislation Proposal No.11, Law Commission Paper No. 203 (Reforming
of Law of Taxi & Private Hire Services)

It concerns me greatly that an avenue which provides financial means is under threat of
closure.
During my working career I was able to afford a couple of modest but interesting classic cars
which cover less than 1500 miles a year between MOT checks and service maintenance.
On occasions, people are attracted by these cars and would like them for a special event e.g.
a wedding. The doors have already been CLOSED for using them for anything else.
Having been made redundant and in my late fifties and discovering I am another member to
join those “scrapped” in the employment market, being able to generate albeit a small
income from the use of my cars, as you must understand, is important.
The Government is always allegedly promoting people to work and generate income
(instead of the state providing for them) and now they want to close the door on this means
of earning.
I would be most obliged if this letter supports any move NOT to change the laws as they
stand and would be delighted in fact if there was a relaxing of laws for the use of classic cars
for special events. After all, such cars receive far more attention from their owners to keep
them in optimal condition than every day working cars.
Yours faithfully

Colin Banks

From: Nigel Milligan
Sent: 08 August 2012 15:43
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi & Private Hire reforms ref Wedding Cars
Dear Sirs
I have been recently made aware of the above reforms being considered.
I currently run a small business and have a two cars that I use exclusively for wedding hire and I understand that the
proposals would require these vehicles to be treated in the same way as a normal taxi this would mean licensing costs and
driver licencing costs. The additional costs would make running the business prohibitive in addition I currently pay £800 to
insure each vehicle for wedding use to upgrade to private hire insurance would push the premium up to £2000 + per vehicle.
We make a very modest profit from this business and these additional costs would put us out of business.
I would urge you to continue to exempt cars for weddings from this legislation
Kind Regards
Nigel Milligan
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August 3rd 2012

Dear Sir / Madam
I represent the Southend Licensed Taxi Drivers Association and I am writing on
behalf of the Taxi Drivers of Southend on Sea, Essex in response to the Law
Commission review.
We have many concerns over the suggested changes to the taxi trade policies.
In particular, the subject regarding making private hire drivers standards equal across
the country. We feel that if those standards are lowered to the extent that is being
suggested it will make it very easy for any person of devious character to enter the
trade and renders it open to many abuses.
May we specifically point to customer personal safety as an example. Imagine this
scenario. A young lady late one Friday night, a little worse the wear for drink,
approaches a private hire car, asks if she can get in because she can’t phone or use the
hail application on her mobile phone because the battery is dead. The driver lets her in.
At this point, the vehicle is not insured, as this is an illegal pick up. Lets then say that
his satellite navigation equipment fails; now he has to rely on his own knowledge.
However because he has not done a topographical test he has little or no idea where
he is going. Therefore, he takes her on a journey and with luck might be going in the
right direction. Now she is going to be overcharged due to the elongated journey.
Suppose at some point now the driver thinks, there’s no record of this booking, and
decides that he is going to take advantage of this girl, which could then develop into a
rape possibly murder. Bit strong? We do not think so, this is already happening. Why
make it easier than it already is?
Another aspect we wish to strongly object to is delimitation. We do not object on the
usual grounds, we are objecting because of the cause and effect that our customers
will likely suffer. It has become known that in borough’s that have been delimited,
vehicle standards have been compromised. I have personally travelled in taxis in
borough’s where delimitation has been adopted and the standards are quite frankly
disgusting. When questioned about this situation the driver admitted it was quite
simply because they have been forced to work for such long hours with such a small
income that their standards have had to drop. He also admitted to being very
embarrassed about the situation, but what can they do. I enquired as to why not clean
the vehicle whilst standing by for the next customer? The enthusiasm he lamented, to
maintain high standards begins to wane after a while and then pushes the person into a
downward spiral of despair. He likened the situation to someone on the dole for an
extended period of time. As a result, you me and most other people have to travel in
sub standard vehicles.

The trouble with an industry like taxi driving is the fact that when people get
desperate, unscrupulousness happens. Drivers will find ways of overcharging and who
suffers? The Public, all because it seems like a good idea for the public to have lots of
choice. Most of the taxi drivers I know in so many different areas would rather give
someone a pound than steal it from them. Why spoil this situation just for the sake of
change?
Our next issue needs to be taken into serious consideration and that is the carbon
footprint. Think about it, more taxis chasing the same amount of work. Taxis not
being able to get on to ranks. More taxis having to drive around to find a space.
Private hire cars constantly moving trying to pick up people illegally off the street ,
because there are too many other cars in the area and they’ll have to wait too long for
another radio job, It all adds up. The only thing that would make enough work for
everybody is if we had another massive population explosion, which would inevitably
affect the carbon footprint. And so the scenario goes on!
Business’s need to evolve naturally to fit their individual surroundings and the Taxi
and Private Hire trade is no different Every borough in the country runs slightly
differently according to it’s surroundings and the people who work in this trade know
exactly how their individual systems works. They have developed over time to
become very efficient and competent in what they do. Very few problems occur and
when they do, it is generally because of lack of enforcement of the existing rules.
When the rules cannot be enforced at present, it’s all very well changing the law but if
you cannot enforce it properly what is the point?
I do hope you will take our concerns in to consideration. I hate to think of any bad
consequences happening after a change when no change is necessary. What we need
is better enforcement of the rules already in place. We will then be able to serve the
public better and dare I say make a little bit of profit to enjoy a reasonable standard of
living.
Yours Sincerely

Mark Jennings
Secretary of the Southend Licensed Taxi Drivers Association.

From: nigel morris
Sent: 08 August 2012 23:23
To: TPH
Subject: taxi and private hire consultation
Hi, i am writing this email in response to the proposed changes in the law regarding wedding cars and funeral cars.
Myself and my wife have a small wedding car business (three classic cars) which we set up December 2011 as i have
had a hobby in classic cars for years . The proposed changes will bring the end of our business as we would not be
able to afford the costs that come with private hire licenses etc, that simply doing weddings would bring in. The cars
we have would not pass the legislation to pass as private hire vehicles due to their age and construction. Our cars cover
very little mileage and only go out mainly on weekends. This legislation will bring the end to this long standing
tradition and bring distress and upset to many couples wishing to have a classic car on their wedding day. Jobs will be
lost in particular part time casual drivers which tend to be retired people enjoying working for a few hours on a
weekend for which income tax is payed, plus these cars will become surplus to requirements and will lose their value
as the market will be flooded from all small businesses that have gone out of business.plus revenue for other
companies that rely on classic cars ie body shops, repairs, spray shops, car parts etc. We hope sense prevails in this
matter and the law is kept the same in relation to wedding cars and funeral cars, if not our wedding business that we
have spoken about for years and eventually set up is already doomed to fail as we will be forced to close, a business
we feel we can make a go of and a business that will bring revenue in to the government through income tax payed on
any profits. Thank you Helen and Nigel MORRIS HMWEDDINGCARS
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From: dick fowler
Sent: 09 August 2012 02:33
To: TPH
Subject: LCCP 203 taxis/disability
i am richard fowler,

, a wheelchair user

my experience in cheshire and lincolnshire including towns is that the biggest problem is availibility
a) there are very few wheelchair accessible taxis available with even less in the evenings and on sundays. also many are unavailable
at certain times due to prior contract with social services, school etc or just driver choice. skegness lincolnshire is an exception with
ample wavs because of a large number of elderly and disabled visitors.
b) prices are higher than for able bodied.

r fowler
9 august 2012
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CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
We can’t see the logic in continuing with a two tier system. The system is not
clear to the public and isn’t clear to people in the trade to begin with. There does
not seem to be a need to retain a difference between hackneys and private hire,
the checks are ultimately the same and the service given to the public is
essentially the same. This seems like an opportunity to develop a simple system
that is adopted nationally and understood by the public, trade and enforcement
agencies.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Agree the system should be the same in essence, as no matter where you are in
the UK, the system should be clear and transparent to users, the trade and
enforcement agencies.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agree, however, there would need to be conditions or standards for different
modes of transport produced centrally to ensure consistency of approach,
requirements and service provision to ensure there is a level playing field for all of
those involved trade and enforcement agencies.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
It would be simpler, however, safety of passengers in any mode of vehicle needs
to be a key consideration especially for the driver who would be in a position of
responsibility with their passenger/s.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
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Agree with the proposal.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agree with the proposal to ensure clear definable standards and requirements.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
The licensing of these vehicle types should sit solely with one agency either Local
Authorities or the Traffic commissioner. Whoever has responsibility for the
licensing of these vehicle types should be provide with or provide themselves
statutory guidance to ensure consistency of approach.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Agree volunteers and businesses such as childminders such be outside the
scope of the licensing regime.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Car pooling is a different service to that of taxi and private hire and should be
dealt with separately from the licensing regime. Careful wording around car
pooling, around businesses, profit and intended destination of driver.i.e. they are
going that way to get to work, rather than going that way to provide a car polling
service would need to be included.
Members clubs is different to this using the example provided as female only
service, we think still needs to be covered by the same regime but obviously the
service would be marketed differently. It is still essential that these services are
provided in safe vehicles with safe drivers.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
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Agree
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
We don’t see the need to include weddings or funeral cars within the regime as
they offer very different services and vehicle types, that may not easily meet the
requirements or standards set as part of vehicle safety, i.e vintage cars.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
We do not think this should be reintroduced whether by contract or not the
service is very similar i.e. driving the public around for profit as such they would
need to be subject to the same requirements. This was abused in the past i.e.
drivers having contracts with parents to pick children up or schools. The county
council relies heavily on our checks to ensure drivers are safe to do school
contracts.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Agree this should cover private land such as airports just as it does with railway
stations under existing arrangements.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
See comments to proposal 13.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
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If the two teir system remains this would be essential, however, our preference is
to operate a one teir system. There must be clarity between the two systems and
a way of enforcing this.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Technology makes it very difficult to separate the two systems as such this needs
to be taken account the only way would be timing, but ths would not be easy to
legislate – the two teir system is out of date and needs altering then this would no
longer be an issue.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
Seems an easier approach than plying for hire, but again not sure of the point of
operating two systems.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Yes but there is no reason why this shouldn’t apply to private hire vehicles as
well.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agree if two tier system continues.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
No this would make it very difficult to enforce, once a taxi or private hire it should
remain so, as the public will be unable to distinguish its uses.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
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Yes
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Agree if remain separate.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
The public don’t understand or recognise the difference as such we don’t think
this really matters.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Yes it should be a national approach to ensure a consistent standard.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
There should be a national approach so there is a level playing field for the trade
and local authorities , the standard should be the standard we want our vehicles
to meet and should be applied in its entirety without additions throughout the
Country. If there was a need for local conditions these could be allowed but there
must be an evidenced need for them.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
See above
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
This should be the case with all vehicles with Sat Nav etc. The standards should
be the same whether private hire or taxi.
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Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
This should be national so no matter where the public are in the Country they can
identify the types of vehicles they can use with ease.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
-

Different vehicle types

-

Existing vehicle – grandfather types arrangement

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No same standards should apply.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
Agree
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Agree
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
Reference to existing standards and a technical advisory panel which includes
LA’s, Representative of vulnerable adults and children, Trade and experts in
vehicle safety.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
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No the same standards should apply nationally, unless there was an evidenced
need for any additional conditions i.e. CCTV
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
See above
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes but not as a blanket approach, specific to unique situations that required
additional conditions.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
Local Arrangements
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Agree, but would be preferable to have national standards.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Can’t see the need for zones in our local authority area.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No, can see no logic in this type of arrangement.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Agree
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Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Agree
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
This should be national but there is the north south divide as such there is an
argument to setting fares locally. This duty should definitely be within national or
local government and not left to the trade.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No the tariff should take this into account and cover all of the associated costs.
There could be an exemption for specialised vehicles that may have higher costs
associated with them.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
No preference.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Agree only drivers should be subject to fit and proper.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
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(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
No preference
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
No need to use an operator but if they do they would need to be subject to some
requirements.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
Yes the same requirements as private hire operators should apply.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
No.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
Yes but to a lesser standard.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Yes this should be allowed.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes if not a too onerous requirement.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Agree
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Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
None, other than the trade being unhappy initially.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
No just go for it!
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
No priority to disabled passengers and no duty on licensing authority.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
No
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
No
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Ok
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
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Agree
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Yes
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
No issue with this currently in East Northamptonshire.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Yes
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
No issues with this in East Northamptonshire.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Existing powers are sufficient.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Yes, FPN’s would be a useful tool for non compliances of conditions etc. i.e. not
wearing/displaying your id.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
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They should not have jurisdiction in other licensable areas, but should have on
vehicles from other areas within their area.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
No just liaise effectively with other LA’s, although in true partnership working this
could be useful without the need to authorise.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
No, other interested parties such as complainants and police should have this
option.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Yes
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Yes
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
No
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From: Alan Rush
]
Sent: 09 August 2012 15:47
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services: consultation paper with our provisional proposals for reform of the legal
framework relating to taxis and private hire vehicles
Attachments: Alan Rush.vcf
Dear Sir or Madam
As a Hackney and Private Hire Driver with over 30 years experience; my response to your proposals is:
1. Please DO NOT retain the distinction between taxis and private hire vehicles. It is not necessary for
drivers and customers. Many of my customers do not understand the complex existing system. This cannot
be right. Please take this opportunity to sweep away all out-dated rules and practices; and to adopt a new,
single, standard, simple, easy to understand “ one size fits all” national, regulatory system; like those that
can be found throughout the world. Most customers do not understand or see the need for the existing,
complex, local, diverse, regulatory system. Customers do want a safe, clean, reliable, fully insured, metered,
taxi to take them to their destination, with only fully metered vehicles, maintained to a national MOT taxi
standard, and drivers licensed and trained to national driving health & safety, disability, and customer service
standards, with national rules and enforcement. Please take this opportunity to simplify and standardise the
existing diverse local, complex, regulatory system, for the benefit of customers and drivers, with powers of
enforcement e.g. over insurance, driving, vehicle defect offences given to the Police, who are the experts,
and can prosecute, not local authorities. Appeals against convictions, should use the existing single process
for all drivers.
2. Please create a single, national, simplified, harmonised, legal regulatory system for the provision of
metered taxis, training and licensing of drivers, and enforcement. Let Local councils provide local knowledge
tests.
Driver Health & Safety, Disability, and Customer service training should be provided to national standards.
Councils should loose the power to set numbers of taxis, and ensure provision of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. Let market competition, and supply and demand, do this. Councils should not set fares, as they
are not experts in this field. Fares should be set by companies or self employed drivers. Councils could still
provide ranks for taxis to park.
3. Please do not treat taxi or private hire drivers differently from other drivers: e.g. car, bus, coach, HGV, etc.
Different treatment cannot be justified. There is no need for separate regulation
4. Please introduce a single, simple, harmonised system of national licensing. Separate local standards and
licensing authorities, council committees, cannot be justified in society where “equal treatment” has become
the norm. Please reduce red tape, bureaucracy, regulation, and costs, for firms, drivers, and customers, and
stop local authorities from continuing to use the existing licensing system as just another lucrative source of
revenue. Taxi operators should be nationally licensed, and keep all the records including bookings, with a
national body to conduct regulatory inspections.
5. Correctly licensed and maintained Taxis, should be able to operate anywhere in the UK. Local restrictions
are unfair and restrain trade.
6. Please ask customers what they want from a taxi service. The business premise: “The customer is King”
must decide. As drivers, we are first here to provide a customer service. Once the service has been decided
by the customer, then regulations should be put in place to ensure the customer gets what they want and
pay for.
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7. To avoid crimes, and disputes: fares should be agreed in advance / or metered; and full / deposits paid for
in advance by customers, as is the practice when customers travel by bus, tube, car hire, train, and plane
fares.
Thank you for reading this, and please substantially reform the current system, for the benefit of all those
whose livelihood depends on it.
Yours sincerely,

Alan Rush
Private Hire Driver

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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THE LAW COMMISSION - REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE
HIRE SERVICES
Background
In July 2011 the Law Commission agreed to undertake a law reform project
on the law of taxis and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs). The Department for
Transport (DfT) proposed the project, but in such cases the Law Commission
is independent of Government.
Consultation
On 10 May 2012 the Law Commission published its provisional proposals
along with associated Questions. All parties have until 10 August 2012 to
submit responses.
Proposals and Questions
What follows is a summary of the Law Commission’s proposals.
Accompanying each proposal is a response by the Welsh Government,
drafted by officials. These have not been seen by Welsh Ministers. The Welsh
Government looks forward to responding formally to the Commission’s
consultation on its proposals, planned for later in 2012.
Proposed future action
The Law Commission intends a formal consultation later in 2012, which will be
its main information-gathering exercise. After the consultation, the
Commission will analyse responses and reconsider this document’s
proposals. The Commission aims to produce a report containing its final
proposals and a draft Bill by November 2013.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and PHVs, which
can only accept pre-booked fares.
This, in effect, represents the retention of the current, “two-tier” system. The
main alternative would be a one-tier system in which a single category of
vehicle would be able to take pre-bookings, to hail and to rank.
A one-tier system would be simpler because it would avoid the distinction
between regulation of taxis and PHVs. However, the Law Commission’s view
is that it would require additional regulatory distinctions to be devised to
accommodate the different range of services regulated. For example,
executive cars and novelty vehicles (“limousines”) would have to come under
some different form of control as it would be difficult to impose generic taxi
and PHV regulation to these types of services.
The Commission also believes that moving to a single-tier would diminish
consumer choice. Regulators would be faced with difficult choices, such as
whether fares should be regulated for all journeys (as they may be now for
taxis).
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The distinction between taxis and PHVs is meaningless to consumers.
Retaining a two-tier system would not in itself result in extra confusion for
consumers, but the review provides an opportunity for regulators to take a
decision that would help to simplify the industry for consumers. A single-tier
system would be preferable. The existence of a two-tier system appears to be
a factor more of the age of the extant legislation than any particular merits that
system may have.
Should this proposal be retained, and given that executive cars and novelty
vehicles represent a far smaller proportion of the total trade than taxis and
PHVs, further consideration should then be given to whether executive cars
and novelty vehicles should occupy a new class, with taxis and PHVs as
another.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
This proposal is not significantly relevant to Welsh considerations.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 3
The regulation of taxis and PHVs should not be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle, but should rather focus on road transport services provided for
hire with the services of a driver.
The Law Commission’s preferred approach is to take a broad view, in the
spirit of the current legislation, in which “taxis” are “every wheeled carriage,
whatever its form or construction”.
Technological developments make it difficult to predict what modes of
transport may become common in future. The Law Commission concludes
that it would be undesirable to use a definition which might not cover some
vehicles that may provide a service similar to that of a taxi or PHV.
Consequently, a greater range of standards would be needed to apply to a
broad definition. Possible vehicles include motorbikes, limousines, horsedrawn carriages and Pedi cabs, which call for different sets of safety
standards tailored to each. The default inclusion of all vehicles carrying
passengers for hire might act as a barrier to entry in respect of novel vehicles
that may not fall within a pre-established category with defined standards.
Standards of fitness for such vehicles would need to be agreed before they
could be allowed to operate. Or the taxi and PHV regime could be restricted to
vehicles that require a driving licence – simple and clear. Limiting the
definition to “motor vehicles” would be another alternative – so that
motorbikes would be covered but Pedi cabs and horse-drawn carriages would
not.
Overall, the Commission argues that the power to regulate taxis and PHVs
should apply to a wide range of vehicles, providing flexibility to impose
different standards for widely-different classes of vehicle, and the possibility of
exempting certain types of vehicles or services.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse the Commission’s proposal.

QUESTION 4
Would there be – and if so, what – advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
The Law Commission’s preferred approach is to take a broad view, in the
spirit of the current legislation, in which “taxis” are “every wheeled carriage,
whatever its form or construction”.
Technological developments make it difficult to predict what modes of
transport may become common in future. The Law Commission concludes
that it would be undesirable to use a definition which might not cover some
vehicles that may provide a service similar to that of a taxi or PHV.
Consequently, a greater range of standards would be needed to apply to a
broad definition. Possible vehicles include motorbikes, limousines, horsedrawn carriages and Pedi cabs, which call for different sets of safety
standards tailored to each. The default inclusion of all vehicles carrying
passengers for hire might act as a barrier to entry in respect of novel vehicles
that may not fall within a pre-established category with defined standards.
Standards of fitness for such vehicles would need to be agreed before they
could be allowed to operate. Or the taxi and PHV regime could be restricted to
vehicles that require a driving licence – simple and clear. Limiting the
definition to “motor vehicles” would be another alternative – so that
motorbikes would be covered but Pedi cabs and horse-drawn carriages would
not.
Overall, the Commission argues that the power to regulate taxis and PHVs
should apply to a wide range of vehicles, providing flexibility to impose
different standards for widely-different classes of vehicle, and the possibility of
exempting certain types of vehicles or services.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
In rural authorities in particular, the fleet can include horse-drawn hackneys,
novelty vehicles and Pedi cabs. There are many examples of requests to
licence Tuk Tuks and similar vehicles. To restrict licensing to vehicles that
require a driving licence would effectively exclude these forms of transport
from the licensing regime.
There is already an anomaly in that VOSA will not licence horse-drawn
vehicles that carry more than eight passengers because they are not
mechanically propelled. These vehicles trade but are not covered by any
legislation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 5
Public Service Vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and PHVs; and taxis and PHVs should only cover vehicles adapted to
seat eight or fewer passengers.
Buses – and lorries – are regulated as Public Service Vehicles (PSVs). This
covers any vehicle used for hire and reward adapted to seat more than eight
passengers. PSVs fall within the scope of mandatory EU Regulations
covering drivers’ working hours and tachographs. But PSV drivers are not
required to undergo criminal record checks.
Private hire regulation expressly excludes PSVs and only applies to vehicles
with fewer than nine passenger seats. Taxi legislation predates modern public
service legislation and instead of excluding PSVs carves out “stage coaches”
or “stage carriages” which charge separate fares. Unlike PHVs, taxis have no
limits in primary legislation on their passenger seating capacity, meaning that
there is a potential overlap between PSVs and large taxis.
The Commission believes that the considerable discrepancies between PSV
regulation compared with taxi and PHVs make it desirable to reduce the area
of overlap to avoid providers selecting the licensing regime that is least
onerous. The Commission’s proposal is therefore to use the number of
passenger seats as a way to distinguish between taxi and PHV regulation on
the one hand; and PSV regulation on the other.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Commission’s proposal is sensible, and proportionate.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
The current – Victorian – taxi legislation expressly carves out stage coaches
(an historical term for PSVs) and stage carriages from licensing requirements.
Where passengers pay separate fares in vehicles with fewer than nine
passenger seats, the law is unclear about whether or not that should count as
a stage coach. This means that the proper scope of taxi licensing is, as a
consequence, also unclear.
As an example of this unsatisfactory state of affairs, in London, Pedi cabs are
considered to be stage carriages (i.e. cannot be licensed) whereas in the rest
of England and Wales Pedi cabs may be licensed as taxis.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
All “horse drawn stage coaches or carriages” should remain within the taxi
licensing regime, irrespective of the number of passengers they may carry.
However, this sort of historical terminology is both confusing and unnecessary
and should be removed.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
“novelty” vehicles to assist consistency.
The Law Commission acknowledges that there is an overlap between the
regulation of small PSVs (with fewer than nine passenger seats) and PHVs
that can give rise to confusion.
Whereas PSV standards are outside the scope of the Commission’s review, it
considers it important to get the relationship right between the standards
adopted under the respective licensing regimes. The Commission therefore
proposes that limousines should seek licences as PHVs where they have
fewer than nine passenger seats. [However, should a local licensing authority
refuse to license limousines at all, operators may have little choice but to
license their limousines with the Traffic Commissioner as small PSVs.] The
Secretary of State has power to issue guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner who, in turn, may issue guidance and general directions to
Traffic Commissioners and their deputies.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
This is the responsibility of the Secretary of State, to whom Traffic
Commissioners are responsible. The Commission’s proposal would assist in
clarifying the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles, which has
been a problem area in the past. Limousines and “novelty” vehicles should be
covered by the proposed minimum national standards.
Licensing authorities in Wales argue that all limousines and novelty vehicles
should be covered by the proposed minimum standards policy. Also that all
vehicles with eight or fewer passenger seats should be the responsibility of
local authorities, and not Traffic Commissioners.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and PHV licensing to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
The Commission considers it undesirable that the law currently “catches”
activities where transporting passengers to a destination is not the principal
purpose – e.g. looking after children. Taxi and PHV regulation should aim to
cover services that are principally for the purpose of transport and have a
commercial element.
Volunteers would automatically be excluded by an “in the course of business”
definition. Volunteers may be subject to registration under the Vetting and
Barring Scheme under the auspices of the Independent Safeguarding
Authority. Some services may also be provided under a community transport
(i.e. Section 19) permit.
Requiring volunteers to hold private hire licences (including a driver, vehicle
and operator licence) seems excessively onerous and unnecessary.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Commission’s proposal is a proportionate response.
However, it can sometimes be difficult to identify “genuine” volunteers. Hotel
transport might need to be exempted. The Commission may deem it
necessary to undertake some further work in this area.

QUESTION 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and PHVs deal with carpooling and
members’ clubs?
Carpooling is increasingly popular and should continue to be encouraged.
Carpooling arrangements where passengers pay separate fares are expressly
exempted from the public service licensing regime provided that they are not
“in the course of a business of carrying passengers”. This is not the case in
respect of taxi and private hire legislation.
In carpooling, the vehicle is not for hire in the conventional sense but there is
a payment. DfT takes the position that carpooling lacks a commercial element
and so is “not for hire” in the terms of the PHV licensing regime. Overall, the
absence of profit appears to be the main determinant.
Some private hire services may be offered only to members of a club or to
particular sections of the public, such as disabled passengers. In principle,
taxi-type services could be similarly restricted.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Carpooling should continue to be encouraged as a contribution to helping
reduce congestion and the environmental impact of transport. Excluding
carpooling from regulation is both sensible and proportionate providing that
the activity does not result in a profit.
It is understood that the Courts have already determined that members’ clubs
need to be licensed.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from
the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
The Law Commission’s proposal for broad definitions in respect of vehicles
and services to be covered in the regulatory regime means that some
activities may be caught which should not be. This is especially true in the
case of PHVs, where pre-existing arrangements are in place.
A key rationale for excluding a category of drivers or vehicles from the
regulatory framework is where there is an alternative structure already in
place to ensure safety and quality controls are met.
This proposal is linked to proposal 11, below.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Commission’s proposal appears to be sensible and proportionate. Welsh
Ministers would expect to consult interested parties as part of any such
determination.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 11
Weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from private
hire licensing through primary legislation.
Where a vehicle is hired in connection with a wedding or funeral it is currently
exempt from PHV licensing requirements. The Commission has noted that
wedding cars could be provided by companies that also provide transport for
other occasions which would not give rise to an exemption – e.g. stag or hen
parties, or anniversaries. It is not clear why wedding cars should be excluded.
On the other hand, the case for continuing to exclude funeral cars may be
stronger because those would usually be provided as part of the broader
funeral function and transport in this case might be regarded as ancillary.
This proposal is linked to proposal 10, above.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Vehicles used only for funerals do seem to constitute a special case. National
legislation should provide powers to exclude certain services from the taxi and
private hire licensing regimes.

QUESTION 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of
the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the powers to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could help prevent abuse?
The “contract exemption” excluded vehicles under a hire contract for a period
of not less than seven days. This was repealed in 2008 to enhance public
safety by ending perceived loopholes. The rationale for exemption was that
where long-term contractual arrangements are in place the contracting parties
can put in place sufficient safeguards in respect of vetting vehicles and drivers
on their own terms. There is then no need for the burdens of general licensing
criteria to be met. Public bodies, in particular the NHS and education
authorities, need to set up large contracts for transporting children and
vulnerable individuals and are best-placed to set and monitor standards.
The public safety argument in support of repeal is less convincing because
the most vulnerable passengers are often cases transported by volunteer or
contract drivers outwith the taxi and private hire licensing regime. Where
drivers are remunerated, as with care workers, this is typically as part of a
wider package, often with carers using their own vehicles. Public-spirited
individuals, some of whom had been offering long-term services based on
lasting relationships, had been put off by the extra costs of licensing.
On balance, the Commission suggests that standard-setting powers of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers would be a more appropriate means
of addressing the contract exemption. This would allow such powers to be
used flexibly – e.g. the exemption might only apply where the customer is a
public sector organisation or for a contract period longer than seven days.
Alternatively, certain limits on the contract exemption which had been
introduced through case law might be made express (e.g. the requirement for
the contract to have an end date, or that it relate to a specified vehicle).
Whether a particular activity should be exempted might depend on whether
qualifications from certain professional, accredited organisations might be
accepted as satisfying taxi and private hire licensing requirements. Overall,
any list of exclusions would need to be updated, suggesting that the power to
make exclusions is best left to the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
rather than being set out in primary legislation.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The purpose of the repeal was to remove the option of unlicensed drivers or
vehicles with no formal enhanced CRB check being allowed to transport
vulnerable passengers in unregulated vehicles. This remains helpful.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 13
Regulation of the way taxis and PHVs can engage with the public should not
be limited to “streets”.
The statutory framework is not consistent in its approach to private land,
which can include hospitals, airports, railways, shopping centres and
amusement parks. Some aspects of regulation are limited to (public) streets.
This is true for plying for hire outside London. “Street” includes any road,
square, court, alley and thoroughfare or public passage.
Where a taxi at a stand or in the street accepts a hiring, it is not under a duty
to accept any passenger, but once it has accepted the passenger, it must take
the passenger anywhere they might wish to go, within a prescribed distance.
This concept of compellability is limited to streets in London and in the rest of
England and Wales.
Railways, which are on private land, have been dealt with specifically by
statute so that licensing authorities’ requirements can apply to the railway
station precinct as if it were a street or rank. There is no equivalent provision
in respect of airports.
Subject to the need to comply with additional conditions imposed by private
landowners, the Commission believes that it would be desirable to remove
restrictions on the applicability of regulation by reference to streets. The
imperative of public safety applies no differently whether services to the public
are being provided on public – or private – land. The general law would
therefore apply as a default minimum standard which could be raised by
private landowners. This would adopt the current position in London.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The importance of ensuring adequate public safety in providing services to the
public should apply on streets (as currently defined) and elsewhere.

QUESTION 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports?
In particular, where concessionary arrangements are in place, should airports
be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Unlike railways, taxi and private hire legislation does not deal with airports
specifically. Airports are mainstream integrated transport hubs and market
failures in airport settings are, if anything, more extreme than those at railway
stations. Consumer transport options at airports for onward travel can be
limited and some do not have rail links. Particularly vulnerable consumers,
such as tourists, are a significant part of the consumer base. This makes
information deficits a particular problem. Airports also have limited space
which also reduces the scope for competition.
This appears to suggest that the rationale for extending taxi and private hire
licensing to railways might similarly apply at airports. Byelaws under the Civil
Aviation Act 1986 cover the provision of taxi services. Some airport owners
enter into contracts with chosen taxi and private hire companies and restrict
access by all other providers. Other vehicles may only park some distance
from the terminal.
It is important to consider how regulations can encourage competition and
consumer choice. Funding information desks through a levy on the trades can
be controversial. A requirement to monitor customer satisfaction according to
agreed parameters might be useful. Waiting times and facilities could be
rated, and benchmarking used to ensure that if satisfaction fell below agreed
levels regulators might intervene.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Airports are an increasingly significant part of integrated transport networks.
They are often the gateway to a region. The provision of taxi and private hire
services at airports should be by licensed vehicles and drivers.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire” should be placed
on a statutory footing and include:
a. References to ranking and hailing.
b. A non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire.
c. appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of PHVs.
There is no statutory definition of “plying for hire”, although it is widely
accepted as meaning exhibiting a vehicle as available for immediate hire by
the public. Given that unlawful plying for hire is a criminal offence, it is
important that its meaning should be clear and accessible.
The Commission believes that the central aspects of plying for hire should be
put on a statutory footing to be more accessible and better reflect modern
understandings of what taxis do.
The Commission suggests that there should be three key elements of a
proposed statutory definition:
1. Use of the concepts of ranking and hailing;
2. Reference to a non-exhaustive list of factors relevant to determining
plying for hire in grey areas; and
3. Accommodating the legitimate activities of PHVs.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Commission’s proposal is supported.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
The Commission suggests that plying for hire should not be interpreted to
extend to novel technological ways of engaging vehicles, through mobile
‘phones and internet-assisted applications, which should remain means of
pre-booking.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Commission’s proposal is supported.

QUESTION 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis is respect of “arrangements made in a public place”, instead of “plying
for hire”?
In Scotland, taxis are defined as “A hire car which is engaged, by
arrangements made in a public place, between the person to be conveyed in
it (or a person acting on their behalf) and its driver for a journey beginning
there and then.”
Private hire cars (as they are known in Scotland) are “any kind of vehicle
which is, with a view to profit, available for hire by the public for personal
conveyance, but is not a taxi”.
The taxi definition retains the idea of immediate availability for hire, but
references to a “public place” could cause problems, especially as regards the
internet.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
While this approach appears attractive, further information about Scotland’s
experience of using such definitions would be helpful. This should be sought
as part of the Commission’s formal consultation, later this year.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
A key feature of taxis is that they are not permitted to refuse jobs once the
consumer has engaged them appropriately, either at a rank or by hailing.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse the Commission’s proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a PHV and cover
all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
Under current law, the key distinction from taxis is achieved through restricting
PHVs in how they can be engaged by the consumer. Bookings must be made
in advance and through a licensed operator.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support the Commission’s proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and PHVs should be permitted.
There would, however, be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for
professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Currently, leisure use of licensed taxis and PHVs outside London driven by
unlicensed drivers is not allowed. Restricting this sort of use to licensed
drivers restricts the scope to use a family vehicle for leisure. On the other
hand, enforcing the legislation is difficult if the driver were to argue that the
vehicle was being used privately at any time.
The Commission is persuaded that the deregulatory arguments in favour of
allowing leisure use are strongest. Experience in London has not shown any
particular problems.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse the Commission’s proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and PHV licensing requirements.
The Commission considers that the existence of statutory guidance might be
helpful in obliging licensing authorities and judges to consider it when
exercising their functions, aiding consistency. The DfT’s existing guidance on
what could count as a PHV would form the basis of any such statutory
guidance.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We presume that this would be an enabling power, rather than a requirement
that statutory guidance be issued.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “PHVs”, respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
This is eminently sensible as a hackney carriage is an historical term now out
of date.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support the Commission’s proposal.

QUESTION 23
Should PHVs be able to use terms such as “taxis” or “cabs” in advertising
provided that they are only used in combination with terms such as “prebooked” and do not otherwise lead to consumer confusion?
Current law prohibits private hire operators from using the terms “taxi” or “cab”
in signs and advertising. Many people use the term “minicab”.
Allowing PHVs to use the term “taxi” would represent a significant change,
even if accompanied by a qualifying prefix. On the other hand, many
consumers use the term in respect of taxis and PHVs. The key message for
consumers is that PHVs can only be pre-booked.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
The Law Commission argues that, as a matter of principle, everyone using
taxis and PHVs should be entitled to expect the same, basic level of safety.
The impact of such a change would be highly deregulatory for PHVs, where a
wide range of standards exists at the moment.
In addition, for effective cross-border enforcement by local licensing
authorities, the establishment of the same, minimum standards would ensure
that each local authority would be applying – at least – the same standards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
There seems to be merit in requiring that the standards are the same.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards.
The Commission proposes that taxi regulation would continue to work
differently from private hire regulation because consumers are able to engage
taxis at ranks and by hailing – the local nexus is strong. The ability of licensing
authorities to control pricing and apply extra local standards to reflect local
conditions is therefore important.
Licensing authorities would therefore retain the ability to impose requirements
over and above the national (Welsh) standards to taxis being hailed or using
ranks within their licensing area. These could be linked to safety, but the
Commission also recognises that authorities might wish to impose other
quality standards (e.g. accessibility, colours and signage, CCTV, a
“knowledge” test or specific vehicle requirements.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
The Commission proposes that the regulation of private hire services should
be limited to addressing safety concerns in accordance with standards set by
the Secretary of State and by Welsh Ministers. Licensing authorities in the
case of private hire services would not have powers to impose additional
standards on private hire drivers, vehicles or operators. Private hire services
would be able to exceed the mandatory standards in response to competition.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
There seems to be merit in requiring that the standards are the same for taxis
and PHVs. Those could be set in legislation with licensing authorities able to
go further, if they considered that necessary.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no longer apply
to private hire drivers.
The Commission has two reasons for treating private hire services differently
from taxis. First, for private hire vehicles, all journeys are pre-booked so can
be planned in advance. The economic incentive to take the shortest route
therefore lies with the provider. Second, a knowledgeable driver is a key
example of a quality service but does not affect safety.
Unlike taxis, consumers are able to avoid private hire services – which rely on
repeat business - that demonstrate a lack of knowledge, whether through the
route chosen or the ability of the driver to plan.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
While there is merit in the Commission’s argument in circumstances in which
the consumer has access to competing private hire services, that is not
always the case. In more rural parts of Wales, for example, it is unlikely that
passengers will have access to more than one nearby operator. Those
persons should not have to accept potentially poor standards because there is
no alternative provider.

QUESTION 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained
in respect of vehicle signage?
Are there other areas where local standards for PHVs are valuable?
The Commission also acknowledges that particular areas of private hire
standards can have a local dimension. For example, vehicle signage has an
impact on safety. Clear vehicle signage can help to counteract the risk that
consumers will get in to an unlicensed vehicle, but such problems do not exist
everywhere.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
There should be a national framework for standards, and those should be the
same for taxis and PHVs. Local licensing authorities should be able to
stipulate their particular requirements using the framework to reflect local
circumstances.
Advertising and marketing may also need to be considered as having safety
aspects.

QUESTION 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and PHVs?
By their very nature, private hire standards would apply without geographical
variation. At the same time, taxis and PHVs compete for pre-booked journeys.
Consequently, if a licensing authority were able to adopt taxi standards lower
than those proposed for PHVs, drivers would have an incentive to license in
that area even if they had no intention of working there as taxis.
Common safety standards do not require common specifications because
different vehicles – of varying design - require different criteria to be met.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
It is difficult to see why safety standards for taxis should be any different to
those required of PHVs. Introducing a single set of safety standards for taxis
and PHVs would avoid the risk of a mismatch in taxi and private hire
standards.

QUESTION 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services?
The safety of taxi and private hire services goes beyond the safety of
passengers, and must also address drivers’ safety.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The same conditions and standards should apply.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and PHVs should only cover conditions relating to safety.
The Commission believes that each of the pillars (driver, vehicle and operator)
under the current licensing regime has a role in promoting safety. The
Commission proposes that the scope of standard-setting powers granted to
the Secretary of State and to Welsh Ministers would only extend to conditions
relating to the safety of taxi and private hire services.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Safety standards should be set nationally, but non-safety standards might be
set by licensing authorities consistent with a national framework.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
QUESTION 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards?
In particular, should the statutory requirements to consult refer to a technical
advisory panel?
National vehicle standards might include the use of roof signs, signage more
generally, taxi-meters, CCTV cameras, tracking systems, driver shields
(partitions), or tinted windows.
The Commission believes that the standard-setting powers held by the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers, along with those of the licensing
authorities in setting local standards for taxis, would be sufficiently flexible to
deal appropriately with such issues.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse the Commission’s proposal. It would be prudent for the
consultation to include technical experts, but it may not be necessary for that
to be stipulated on a statutory basis given that it is obvious best practice.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
Local conditions would continue to apply but exclusively to taxis. Matters
relating to quality and fares are key examples where local decision-making for
taxis would be valuable (e.g. London’s “Conditions of Fitness”).
The Commission’s provisional view is that licensing authorities should retain
the discretion to impose licensing conditions provided that they do not fall
below national standards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

QUESTION 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
The arguments in favour of regulating quality features are inevitably weaker
than they are for safety features. A reformed system could be used to limit
local licensing authorities’ powers in this regard.
In Scotland, the Secretary of State and Scottish Ministers already have
powers to make some conditions mandatory and – conversely – to prohibit
conditions that are deemed undesirable. These powers may be applied
differently reflecting local circumstances, including the type of taxi or PHV.
There is also a specific power to set types, sizes and designs of vehicles.
Potentially, this could be a useful model for limiting the scope of licensing
authorities’ discretion to set local standards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Further work should be one on the Scottish model, and this should be
included as part of the Commission’s formal consultation later this year.

QUESTION 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions
on taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
Under the Commission’s proposals, nationally-set standards relating to safety
would be the only form of regulation affecting private hire services.
Taxis would instead be subject to two distinct sets of standards – one
national, and one local. The national standards may – or may not – be the
same as those that would apply to PHVs.
Licensing authorities would not be obliged to introduce local conditions but
would have the option to do so depending on local circumstances. Local
standards could not, however, be any lower than the nationally-set minimum
standards relating to safety.
Currently, licensing authorities may set conditions that apply to all licensees
generally in their licensing area, as well as tailoring conditions specific to
particular licensees. This applies to both taxis and private hire services.
The Commission considers this flexibility to be helpful, and believes that it
should be retained for taxis as it is compatible with local licensing – albeit with
the presumption that general conditions should be used, and individual
conditions would be the exception.
In contrast, the move to national standards for PHVs would be inconsistent
with the ability to impose individual conditions. If a PHV or private hire driver
failed to satisfy national requirements, the licensing authority would have no
option but to refuse the licence (rather than granting the licence subject to an
individual condition). The loss in flexibility might nevertheless be outweighed
by the benefits of having greater consistency, and transparency.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
National safety standards are required. It is difficult to see why they should be
different for taxis and PHV drivers.

QUESTION 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to co-operate be on a
statutory footing, or is it best left to local arrangements?
Some local licensing authorities work together through an integrated
regulatory service function within a single management structure. This should
reduce management and overhead costs as well as encouraging consistency
of standards.
Such arrangements can be made informally, while there are also statutory
powers (Section 21 of the Local Government Act 1972) under which local
authorities can arrange for certain functions to be discharged by other
authorities.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
There should be a statutory requirement set out in primary legislation
requiring licensing authorities to establish arrangements and procedures for
co-operating.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas
for the purpose of taxi standard setting.
Where licensing authorities have combined resources in administering and
enforcing taxi and private hire functions, they may also wish to combine their
remaining licensing activities relating to taxi standard-setting.
The Local Transport Act 2008 introduced powers for the creation of integrated
transport authorities and to change the constitutional arrangements in existing
ones. Under such arrangements, functions of the Secretary of State or a local
authority can be delegated to the integrated authority.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Where local authorities determine that there are efficiency savings to be made
as a result of combining areas – or functions – that should be encouraged
where it can be demonstrated that there would be no adverse impact on
effectiveness.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create or remove taxi zones
within their areas.
DfT recommends the abolition of taxi licensing zones to provide greater
benefits to passengers through the greater availability of vehicles and more
consumer choice. It also allows taxi drivers to ply for hire in a wider area,
promoting more efficient operation.
On the other hand, where licensing authorities have proposed removing
existing zones drivers have raised concerns about potentially higher fares
through the introduction of blanket tariffs across a then wider area.
The Commission proposes the introduction of more flexible powers enabling
licensing authorities to respond more easily to local circumstances. Such
powers could allow authorities to create licensing zones or to remove them
within their areas.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

QUESTION 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peaktime licences, which may only be used at certain times of the day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?
Peak-time licences might offer an attractive, targeted option for ensuring
provision at times of perceived, unsatisfied demand. Such a system is used
successfully in parts of Australia.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Additional information about how this would benefit passengers in England
and Wales would be helpful.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Currently, licensing officers have no enforcement powers in respect of
vehicles licensed outside their licensing area. Moving to a common set of
safety standards would mean that licensing officers would have a shared set
of standards they may apply to any vehicle, driver or operator.
Also under current legislation, taxis may only ply for hire within their licensed
area but may undertake pre-booked journeys anywhere. The Commission
proposes retaining this. The scope for local variation in taxi standards, and in
particular the different fares and accessibility standards, means that they
should be restricted to working on ranks and to hailing passengers located in
their licensing area. On the other hand, taxis would continue to be able to do
pre-booked work out of borough as they can now.
Private hire operators are restricted to inviting and accepting bookings within
their licensed area, and using vehicles and drivers licensed within the same
licensing area. This is notwithstanding that PHVs are free to pick up and drop
off anywhere.
Taxi drivers undertaking pre-booked journeys have no similar constraints
whether taking bookings directly or where a third party may invite or accept
bookings on their behalf (thus acting like an operator).
The move to mandatory national standards would mean that, although
licences would be issued locally by different licensing authorities, their
requirements would be the same. Cross-border restrictions, and the so-called
“triple licensing” requirement whereby the operator, driver and vehicle must all
be licensed by the same licensing authority, would therefore fall away in
respect of private hire services.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support the Commission’s proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 42
The Law Commission does not propose the introduction of a “return-to-area”
requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs.
The Commission does not propose the adoption of specific measures aimed
to restrict cross-border activities of licensed PHVs or taxis. Introducing a
return-to-area requirement would only lead to increased prices and reduced
flexibility in the provision of services.
Taxis and PHVs could, after dropping off a passenger, legitimately pick up a
different fare outside their licensed area pursuant to a pre-booking.
Increasingly, intelligent dispatch systems make the likelihood of matching up
passengers with proximate vehicles a reality. If drivers were required to drive
back empty to their own licensing area that would not only be expensive but
also environmentally damaging.
The danger that an out-of-area taxi or PHV might illegally ply for hire requires
specific action through targeted enforcement.
In addition, the introduction of common safety standards reduces the
seriousness of cross-border issues. If a licensed vehicle is illegally plying for
hire it may be competing unfairly and breaching various regulatory
requirements but it does not present a safety risk.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
Price controls are widely used to address market failure in the taxi rank and
hail markets. Most licensing authorities regulate maximum fares determined in
accordance with formulae to reflect the cost of running a taxi further to a
consultation process.
The private hire market does not require such intervention because of the
existence of normal market competition. This does not mean that private hire
fares are completely unregulated because general consumer protections do
apply. For example, where a PHV has a mater it must comply with the
Measuring Instruments Directive and trading standards controls.
Nothing in the Commission’s proposals would require local licensing
authorities to regulate fares, and local authorities would retain the choice of
whether to do so.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

QUESTION 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare
for pre-booked journeys?
Under current law, taxi fares for pre-booked journeys ending inside the
licensing area are capped at what would have been the metered fare. Out-ofarea journeys can be subject to a higher fare provided that this is agreed.
Taxis compete directly with PHVs in respect of the pre-booked market, so in
effect provide competition in respect of such journeys. The rationale for fare
regulation of pre-booked taxi journeys is therefore less strong.
There are advantages to regulating pre-booked taxi fares. Taxis can be
booked without operators and under current law they are not required to keep
records of pre-booked journeys (unlike PHVs). If a taxi driver were to demand
more than the metered fare it would be hard to track down that taxi, whereas if
an operator is involved it would be easier to complain.
Requiring details of pre-booked taxi journeys to be to be kept and a
presumption that the metered fare applies could allay concerns.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Given that this flexibility would apply only to pre-booked journeys, consumers
would be able to compare fares with other providers before making a choice.

QUESTION 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit
and proper” person be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
A “fit and proper” person is not defined in statute. This might include the
driver’s medical health as well as their level of training and skills. This is
especially relevant in terms of assisting disabled passengers.
While the Commission acknowledges that certain requirements might best be
set out in primary legislation, it also recognises that the powers of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set conditions in respect of bottomline safety requirements could be sufficiently wide to cover such issues.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Safety standards for drivers, including the requirement that s/he must be a “fit
and proper” person should be set out in primary legislation, ensuring common
standards throughout the country. That would guarantee reassurance for
consumers.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Currently, general vehicle requirements for both taxis and PHVs leave much
discretion for setting local standards, which can relate to appearance, design
and any distinguishing marks. London’s Conditions of Fitness are an example
of locally-set conditions and have been adopted by other authorities. PHVs
must satisfy licensing authorities in respect of:







Suitability of type, size and design.
Sufficient difference to taxis to avoid confusion.
Suitable mechanical condition.
Safety.
Comfort.
Proper insurance cover.

The Commission has suggested that the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have powers to set national safety-related standards subject
to a statutory consultation. In England (outside London) and Wales the owner
of a licensed vehicle is not subject to any statutory suitability requirements –
there is no express power to refuse a vehicle owner a licence for reasons
related to the applicant, as opposed to the vehicle. For taxis, licensing
authorities’ byelaws can “regulate the conduct of the proprietors”. They may
also suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence for any reasonable cause.
This may be broad enough to include reasons linked to the licence holder.
Vehicle owners in London must satisfy Transport for London that they are of
good character, good business repute and, having regard to their financial
position, are “fit and proper”.
Owners do not come into public contact so are remote from considerations
relating to passenger safety.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The system in London applies to vehicle owners and reportedly is effective
and works well. There appear to be no reasons not to extend that system to
the rest of England and Wales. It might also help to address concerns about
the alleged links between organised crime and some businesses.

QUESTION 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
Currently, licensing authorities can take into account a broad range of criteria
(beyond safety) in respect of licensing both taxis and PHVs.
The Commission has suggested that national standard setting would only
extend to vehicle safety. This would also cover features distinguishing taxis
from PHVs. On the other hand, considerations relating to broader quality
considerations (e.g. colour or comfort) could only be regulated locally, and
then only in respect of taxis.
Appropriate vehicle testing and insurance remain key safety requirements.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
National vehicle safety standards should be set out in primary legislation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of PHVs.
Operators have only indirect contact with the public, although this is not the
case for pre-bookings. Passengers in the latter circumstances do not know
who the driver will be until they are collected. In private hire this is reinforced
by the fact that the contract is between the consumer and the operator, not
the driver.
Operators should periodically check that drivers and vehicles comply with
safety requirements, as well as checking that they continue to satisfy relevant
regulatory requirements. Operators’ reliance on customer goodwill for repeat
business is an important regulatory control.
In Scotland, operator licensing was deemed unnecessary when private hire
licensing was introduced. However, because of a perceived increase in
concerns about public safety and public order, operator licensing was
introduced in 2009.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

QUESTION 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and, if so,
on what basis?
Unlike private hire drivers, taxi drivers may take pre-bookings directly. This
means that a third party who arranges a pre-booking can, in principle, act
merely as an agent and take no direct responsibility in respect of the booking.
Third-parties taking bookings on behalf of taxi drivers have no formal role in
legislation but it may appear that taxi radio circuits – dispatching solely taxis –
carry out a very similar function to operators.
If all third parties who invite bookings for taxis had to be licensed that would
effectively ban agency arrangements. The third party would, by statute, have
to take substantial legal responsibilities in respect of the taxi service provided.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
This appears prudent.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 50
The definition of operators should not be extended to include intermediaries.
Intermediaries may have a long-standing contract for particular events. They
may also contact an operator to dispatch PHVs or taxis. In such cases, the
customer is not in any meaningful way relying on the operator, but rather on
the identifiable intermediary. Given this overlap, there is an issue as to
whether the definition of operators should be extended to intermediaries.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Under current arrangements, we understand that customers may still have
recourse through contract law if a problem arises. The operator ultimately
engaged would remain liable and subject to regulation.

QUESTION 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Currently, licences may only be granted to operators if they are “fit and
proper” persons and subject to such conditions as a licensing authority may
deem “reasonably necessary”. Operators are directly liable for breaches by
their drivers, and vehicles.
There is evidence that initial checks on operators can yield significant
intelligence useful to the police.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
It would appear sensible to retain these criteria.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Where a customer contacts an operator who is unable to fulfil the proposed
booking, that operator may wish to sub-contract the job to another operator.
Currently, it is illegal to sub-contract bookings elsewhere in England and
Wales, whereas it is expressly permitted in London – where the original
operator remains liable to the customer.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Subject to the original contractor retaining responsibility.

QUESTION 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
The Commission does not suggest that taxi drivers should be required to
obtain an operator licence to take pre-bookings. However, a requirement to
keep records of pre-booked journeys might be reasonable, particularly if fare
regulation did not apply to such journeys.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Records should be kept in all such circumstances.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
QUESTION 55
What temporary or permanent problems might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
Under current legislation, licensing authorities have the option to limit taxi
numbers, but only in the absence of “unmet demand”.
Restricted numbers limit competition and so consumer choice. Quantity
controls also create a market for taxi licences. In some parts of England, there
is evidence that a taxi licence can command up to £60,000.
An as yet unimplemented provision of the Equality Act 2010 would further
restrain authorities’ scope to limit numbers by preventing the refusal of a
licence to a wheelchair-accessible taxi.
As at the end of February 2012, some 93 licensing authorities had quantity
controls in place. Approximately 21,000 vehicles are currently operating in
areas with quantity controls, accounting for just over ¼ of all taxis operating in
England and Wales.
Lack of provision can push consumers into taking unlicensed vehicles.
Taxi representative groups have highlighted the potential benefits to the public
through restricting numbers which flow from a more stable and better paid
trade. However, those could also be achieved through regulation targeted at
ensuring appropriate quality standards.
On balance, the Commission is proposing that arguments in favour of
deregulation, and for the abolition of quantity controls, are most convincing.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

QUESTION 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?
There is some concern that removing quantity restrictions may drive out high
skilled drivers as a sudden influx of drivers could force down standards. Even
if the new entrants leave after a few years, the overall standards might be
lower then than before the change. There would be reputational issues, too.
However, the risk of lower standards can be protected against by ensuring
that new entrants are required to provide services to an appropriate standard.
London is a prime example, as there are no quantity restrictions but there are
stringent quality controls. Even in such circumstances, there has to be an
adequate enforcement regime to monitor and enforce those standards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
Transitional measures should be available if licensing authorities assess them
as being necessary, following consultation.

QUESTION 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
a. A duty on licensees to give priority to disabled passengers; and
b. a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Ensuring proper accessibility is a priority of the Law Commission’s review.
Some authorities have a policy requiring all licensed taxis to be wheelchair
accessible. This guarantees a disabled person an accessible taxi. Such
vehicles may not be ideal for passengers with other disabilities.
The Commission is not arguing that a percentage of taxis should be
wheelchair accessible.
The Commission has considered whether a specific accessible taxi licence
could be required, so that licence holders would be obliged to prioritise
bookings from passengers in wheelchairs. There could be special ranks for
such vehicles.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
A separate licensing category would help to determine the availability of
accessible vehicles. Legislation already requires that all buses and coaches
must be accessible within a specified timeframe. There may be an argument
that this should be extended to taxis and PHVs.

QUESTION 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
QUESTION 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and for catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
In some countries, the licence fee for a wheelchair accessible taxi is
considerably lower than for other vehicle types. This helps to offset the cost of
purchasing an accessible vehicle. One option might be, therefore, to introduce
a range of fees relating to vehicles that satisfy different accessibility
standards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
This should be a matter for each licensing authority, depending on local
circumstances.
All buses and coaches are being required to be accessible over a period of
time. This might be applied to taxis and PHVs.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 60
The Commission does not propose the introduction of quotas for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
The Commission is not persuaded of the need for quotas because of the
fluidity of the industry and because many drivers and vehicle owners are sole
traders. It also recognises that quotas may not help many disabled people in a
wheelchair because there is no guarantee that an accessible vehicle would be
available at the time and place they required it.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
A 100%-accessible fleet should be made a requirement, phased-in over a
period of time sufficient for the industry to take the necessary steps (perhaps
five to 10 years). The unit cost of each vehicle would reduce over time.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and PHVs should include
recognised disability awareness training.
There are plenty of examples of disabled people – in particular those in
wheelchairs or with assistance dogs – having been refused service or
discriminated against in the provision of a service. More needs to be done to
eradicate illegal and unacceptable practices.
There should therefore be a national standard requiring all taxi and PHV
drivers to complete a recognised accessibility training course as a condition of
holding a licence.
Assisting a disabled person also has safety implications.
Some local authorities (e.g. South Ayrshire) have introduced a mandatory
requirement for licensed drivers to attend an appropriate course.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 62
To better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and PHVs should be
required to display information about how to complain to the licensing
authority.
This would be consistent with the spirit of the Equality Act 2010, because –
regrettably – discriminatory practices are not rare. More can be done at local
level to ensure that discrimination is not condoned. Licensing authorities
should take appropriate action against licence holders who participate in
discriminatory practices.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

QUESTION 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them?
Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
Legislation already prohibits discrimination against disabled people in the
provision of goods and services – including services provided in taxis and
PHVs. This includes a requirement to make “reasonable adjustments” in the
provision of the service, including the provision of auxiliary aids.
The law provides that there should be no additional charge for carrying an
assistance dog, although this is not always followed.
Taxis are not under a general duty to stop when hailed, and the Commission
does not seek to change that.
Good practice would suggest that licensing authorities should require taxis to
display their availability for hire by some obvious means to the public. This, in
turn, could be coupled with a requirement to stop in response to a hailing if
free and safe to do so.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
A statutory requirement that all vehicles are accessible within a specified
timeframe would address this. An obligation to stop might not help because a
reasonable excuse on the basis of safety would – quite reasonably - continue.

QUESTION 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Breaches of taxi and PHV legislation are criminal offences enforced through
magistrates’ courts. Licensing authorities also have powers to suspend,
revoke or refuse to renew an existing licence, and to refuse to issue licences.
Licensing officers do not currently have powers to stop a vehicle, although
they can inspect licensed vehicles for fitness. This requires them to work
closely with the police and the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency.
It would not be possible for a licensing officer to determine that a vehicle and
driver are licensed in advance of stopping them. There are questions about
the propriety of a licensing officer – rather than a uniformed police officer –
approaching members of the public and questioning them about their
behaviour. Such powers would have to be proportionate, appropriate and
accompanied by safeguards.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
With appropriate safeguards, licensing officers should be empowered to stop
licensed vehicles.

QUESTION 65
What more could be done to address touting (the offence in a public place of
soliciting persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers)?
Touting can be a serious problem at airports and town centres with an active
nightlife.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
It should be possible to confiscate vehicles and to sell them.

QUESTION 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency and Traffic Commissioners are
empowered to impound vehicles in respect of illegally operated public service
and goods vehicles. The police have powers to seize vehicles that are
operated without insurance.
If a vehicle is impounded it is for the owner to show that the vehicle has not
been operated in contravention of the law. Were they unable to do so, the
vehicle would be sold or destroyed.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
This would be a welcome addition to tackling such breaches, and a strong
disincentive for them to be committed in the first place.

QUESTION 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and, if
so, how?
A number of road traffic offences are now classed as fixed penalty offences. A
Fixed Penalty Notice (FPN) may be given on the spot by authorised persons
where that person has reason to believe that someone is committing, or has
committed, a fixed penalty offence. They are only appropriate where the
commission of an offence can be assessed objectively.
The recipient may choose to pay the fine or have the matter heard in court.
Making certain breaches of taxi and PHV legislation fixed penalty offences
would reduce the number of cases reaching court, and would be consistent
with the enforcement of breaches of other professional motoring
requirements.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The Welsh Government is enacting subordinate legislation that will allow local
licensing authorities in Wales to adopt civil enforcement powers to tackle bus
lane and moving traffic contraventions. This proposal would be consistent with
that legislation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Currently, enforcement officers are only able to take enforcement action
against vehicles licensed in the authority for which they work. Currently also,
PHVs can work legally in authorities other than that in which they are licensed
providing the licences held b the operator, driver and vehicle are from the
same authority.
The Commission’s proposals would enable private hire operators to use
drivers and vehicles licensed in another authority to fulfil a booking, and it is
important to ensure that enforcement systems sit properly with this greater
flexibility.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

QUESTION 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so, what would be the best way of achieving this?
Non-criminal sanctions can be very effective. Under the current licensing
framework, only the home licensing authority has the power to take such
action. As this is the licensing authority that originally granted the licence and
which holds information on the licensee, this makes sense.
Under a system allowing cross-border enforcement, where a vehicle or driver
licensed in one area was found to be in breach of regulations in another area,
their home licensing authority would be alerted to this and expected to take
appropriate action.
The authority might need to have an incentive to do so. This could be
overcome by informal co-operation between licensing authorities; or by formal
procedures for cross-border co-operation; or by authorities having full powers
to suspend and revoke licences cross-border.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
There should be a statutory requirement on licensing authorities to establish
procedures for working closely with others.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, the holder of the relevant licence.
Currently, there are differences in the rights of appeal available in the taxi
licensing regime as opposed to the private hire regime. There are also
differences in the regime that applies in London compared to that which
applies in the rest of England and Wales.
The Commission’s proposals envisage three main types of standards that
might apply to any licensee:




National standards for taxis and PHVs.
Additional local standards for taxis only; and
Individual conditions of licence.

In principle, where the challenge is to a general standard the mode of
challenge should be a judicial review. A successful challenge would strike
down the standard itself.
If the ability to impose individual conditions is retained, an appeal to the
magistrates’ court in respect of the specific condition would be appropriate.
A licensee may also wish to challenge how a standard had been applied in a
particular case. This would again involve a magistrates’ court.
The Commission recommends that statutory rights of appeal should be limited
to the applicant or licence holder, because general conditions will only be
susceptible to challenge via judicial review.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We support this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales – in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations – should be to require the
licensing authority to reconsider its decision.
London has a statutory right to require a local licensing authority to reconsider
its decision. If the applicant remains unhappy they have a right of appeal to a
magistrates’ court. An application to a magistrates’ court can also be made
first, bypassing the reconsideration stage.
This option does not exist anywhere else in England and Wales. The
applicant must instead appeal directly to the magistrates’ court (or Crown
Court).
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
This already applies in most cases, although most magistrates have little or
no experience of taxi and private hire licensing issues. They are not
specialists like the Traffic Commissioners or the First-Tier Tribunal
(Transport).
The Commission’s proposals are that only complaints about decisions that
directly affect individuals (and potentially, individual conditions) would be
heard before the magistrates.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
We endorse this proposal.

QUESTION 73
Should there be an outright right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Currently, onward appeals on the merits lie, for the most part, to the Crown
Court.
The Commission’s proposals provide a two-step appeal system, with
decisions first subject to reconsideration by the authority followed by a right of
appeal to magistrates. This should provide adequate safeguards, but retaining
an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court would be desirable given the
possible impact on livelihoods.
WELSH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
The option to appeal to the Crown Court should be retained.
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to the Senior Traff c Comm ssioner about he licensing of limousines and o her no el y ehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167) Agree. Any ehicle carry ng out pa d-for ourneys should be subject o regulation of some sort whether it is the actual passenger that pays or some other third party. A lowing limousines and other no elty ehicles to operate without a license cannot be ust fied as health and safety ssues apply ust as much to them as they do to taxis etc. Pro isional p oposal 8 The concept of in the course of a business of carry ng passenge s should be used to limit the scope of taxi and pri ate hire licensing so as to exclude genu ne olunteers as
well as acti it es where ranspo t is ancillary o the o erall ser ice. (Page 168) Agreed but definit on of genuine should be clearer and less easy to manipulate. Question 9 How if at all should the regulat on of taxis and pri ate hire deal w th (a) carpooling and (b) members clubs? (Page 170) Arguably people who use car pooling/membership clubs do pay for he ser ice albeit e en if t s only a contribution to fuel cos s and/or membership fees. Thus here may be some scope for light regulation which a ms to ensure passenger safety w thout putting obstacles n he way of eco-fr endly arrangements. P o isional proposal 10 The power of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers o set na ional s anda ds should be flexible enough o a low them to make exclus ons from the taxi and pri ate hire licensing regimes. (Page 171) Agree but such powers should not be delegated to local au horit es o herwise a piecemeal approach results (as we ha e now) where policies differ from one local author ty to another. One of he most important changes go ernment can make is to almost comple ely centraliseCHNKWKS
øTEXTTEXTÜÃFDPPFDPPÆFDPPFDPPÈFDPPFDPPÊFDPPFDPPÌFDPPFDPPÎFDPPFDPPÐFDPPFDPPÒFDPCFDPCÔFDPCFDPCÖFDPCFDPCØFDPCFDPCÚFDPCFDPCÜFDPCFDPCÞFDPCFDPCàFDPCFDPCâFDPCFDPCäFDPC FDPCæFDPC FDPCè s the actua RESPONSE TO LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS Pro is onal proposal 1 Regula ion should continue o dis inguish be ween taxis wh ch can accept prebooked fares be hailed on the street and wa t at ranks and pri ate hire ehicles which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160) Agreed
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE Pro sional proposal 2 London should be included wi h appropriate modifications w thin the scope of refo m. (Page 162) Agreed Pro isional proposal 3 The regulation of taxi and pri ate hire eh cles should not be restr c ed o any par icular type of eh cle but should ra her focus on road transport ser ices pro ded for hire wi h the ser ices of a dri er. (Page 16 ) Agreed. But should co er 1 - 8 sea ers and l mousines should be co ered by some regulation - they should e ther be PSV or HGV as they carry more than 8 passengers. Accessible ehicles should be minimum 3 1 wheelcha r????? Question Would
there be (and if so what) ad antages o es ricting licensing o motor eh cles that requi e a dri ing licence? (Page 16 ) There should be no such restric ions. Licens ng should apply o any ehicle carrying passengers e.g pedicabs ho se drawn carriages e c due to the need for passenger safety. P o isional proposal 5 Public ser ice ehicles should be expressly excluded from he definit on of taxi and pri ate hire ehicles and axi and pri a e h re ehicles should only co er ehicles adap ed o seat e ght or fewer passengers. Page 165) Ag ee Pro is onal proposal 6 References o s age coaches charging separate fares should no longer feature as an exclusion from
the defini ion of axis. (Page 166) Agree Pro isional proposal 7 The Secretary of State should consider issu ng sta utory gu tax /pri a e h re regulat on so that laws and pol c es are consistent across the en ire country. Th s cannot happen as long as local authorities are able to set their own rules. Pro isional proposal 11 Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded f om pri ate hire l censing through pr mary legisla ion. (Page 172) Ques ion 12 Would there be mer ts in re nt oduc ng the contract exemp ion by means of the Secretary of Sta e and Welsh Ministers exercise of the power o set nat onal standards? If so what modifications could be
made to help a oid abuse? (Page 17 ) No. It would just be abused. Pro isional proposal 13 Regulation of he ways taxis and pri ate hire ehicles can engage with he publ c should not be limited to streets . (Page 175} Question 1 Is there a case for making special pro is on in respect of taxi and pri ate hire regulation at airpo ts? In part cular where concessionary agreements are n place should airports be obl ged to allow a shuttle ser ice for passenge s who ha e pre-booked wi h other pro ders or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177) Yes special pro sion should be made for taxis and pri a e h re ehicles to pick up and d op off at a rports without charge.
Pro isional proposal 15 The defining feature of taxis the concept of plying for hire should be placed on a s a utory footing and include (a) references to rank ng and hail ng (b) a non-exhausti e l st of factors indica ing plying for hire and (c) approp iate accommodation of the legitimate acti i ies of pri a e h re ehicles. Page 181) Ag ee. Pro isional proposal 16 The concepts of hailing and rank ng should not co er echnological means of engaging taxi ser ices. (Page 181) Hailing and ranking do not generally apply to technolog cal means of engaging axi ser ices as people generally queue at a ank or ha l taxis in he s reet. Any o her method of
engagement e.g by n ernet or phone app would consti u e pri ate hire. Quest on 17 Would there be ad antages to adop ing the Scottish approach o defining taxis in respect of a rangements made in a public place instead of plying for hire ? (Page 182) No. This would too easily be open to abuse. Pro isional proposal 18 The concept of compellabil ty which applies exclusi ely to axis should be re a ned. (Page 182) Ag ee. Pro isional proposal 19 Pre-booking would continue o be the only way of engaging a pri ate hire ehicle and co er all technolog cal modes of engag ng cars. Th s is w thout prejudice to the continued abil ty of tax s to be pre-booked.
(Page 183) Agree but pri ate hire eh cles should not be able to pick up pre-book ngs from a taxi rank. Pro isional proposal 20 Leisure and non-professional use of tax s and pri a e h re ehicles should be perm tted. There would howe er be a presumption that the eh cle is be ng used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be pro ed. (Page 18 ) The wo ding of legislation on this matter causes confus on particularly amongst council enforcement off cers who on occasion ha e (wrongly) told dri ers in my area that they can only use their ehicles for taxi/pri ate hire work and not for pe sonal purposes. The real ssue here is whether nonlicensed dri e s can use licensed eh cles for leisure & non-professional purposes e g the spouse of he licensee using he car to go shopping or ra el o take part n sporting acti ities or e en to mo e cars n a fleet around from ime to t me o ensure they are a ailable to dri ers i.e any ac i ity whe e paying passengers are not in ol ed. At the moment if I fall in while dri ing the car and I ha e my spouse with me she is not able o ake o er the dri ing because she s not licensed. A l such s tuat ons should be perm tted perhaps by the council issuing an exemption to specified people. Ob ously such a system is open o abuse but hat happens already w th
unlicensed dri ers pick ng up passengers but exemp ions o specific people or groups of people would certainly not make things wo se. Pro isional p oposal 21 The Secre a y of State and Welsh Ministers should ha e he power to issue statutory guidance n espect of taxi and pri ate hire licensing requirements. Page 185) Yes al hough it should be stronger than guidance . One of the most mportant changes go e nment can make is o almost completely central se tax /p i a e h re regulat on so that laws and pol c es a e consistent across the ent re country. This cannot happen as long as local author ties are able to set heir own rules. Guidance lea es the
system w de open o different nterpretations by councils (as now) and is unacceptable. Pro isional proposal 22 Reformed legislation should refer to axis and pri ate hire ehicles respecti ely. References to hackney carriages should be abandoned. (Page 185) Yes - it is easier. In real ty the public don t understand he dist nct on anyway but it is needed for the trade. Question 23 Should p i a e hi e ehicles be able o use terms such as taxi or cab n ad e tising pro ided hey are only used in combination with terms like prebooked and d d not otherwise lead to cus omer confusion? (Page 186) No. This can only cause confusion. A REFORMED REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK Pro is onal proposal 2 Taxi and pri ate hire ser ices should each be subject o national safety requiremen s. (Page 188) Agree. There s no jus ification to differen iate. Both should be subject to safe y equirements and would suggest NVQ qual fications. P o isional proposal 25 Na ional safety standards as applied to taxi ser ices should only be minimum standards. (Page 189) No. A gi en set of standards should apply across the board. Gi ing a min mum w ll encourage unscrupulous dri ers/propr e ors to only offer the minimum (or less). Some hing is ei her important enough o be set as s andard or it is no . There shouldn t be op ional
standards. Pro isional proposal 26 Na ional safety standards as applied to pri a e h re ser ices should be mandatory standards. (Page 189) Ag ee Pro is onal proposal 27 Pri ate hire ser ices would not be sub ect to standards except those related to safe y. Requirements such as opograph cal knowledge would no-longer apply to p i a e hi e dri ers. (Page 190) No. Standards should be the same for both. Local knowledge is st ll often requi ed by pri a e h re dri ers so local knowledge tests should also be a requiremen . Question 28 Should local standard-se ting for pri ate hire ser ices be specif cally re ained in respect of ehicle signage? Are there other areas
where local standards for pri ate hire eh cles are aluable? (Page 190) On the whole local regulation should be abandoned and it should instead largely be cen ralised for consistency. It s ridiculous hat neighbouring boroughs should ha e d fferent requiremen s when businesses can of en ope a e out of more than one borough - ha ing o sa isfy d fferent requiremen s for each. If local regulat on/standards are o be retained then I would suggest pri ate hire eh cles be requ red o set the same me er rates as tax s and not charge what they like. Question 29 What pract cal obstacles might there be o se ting common nat onal safety standards for bo h axis and
pri ate hire ehicles? (Page 191) Do not see any pro ided all stakeholders are p operly consulted. Question 30 Should na ional condi ions n respect of dri er safe y be different for taxi ser ices compared with pri a e h re ser ces? (Page 192) No. Pro isional proposal 31 The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers o set standards for taxis and pri ate hire eh cles should only co er condi ions rela ing o safety. (Page 192) As I ha e sa d before for the sake of consistency all egulation/standards etc should be central sed and not set locally. Pro isional proposal 32 The powers of the Secretary of S a e and Welsh Ministers o set na ional safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requi ement. Page 193) Agree. Quest on 33 What would be the best approach for de e m n ng the content of national safe y standards? In particular should the statutory requi ement to consult refer to a technical ad iso y panel? Page 193) A panel would be beneficial as long as it ncludes representati es from all s akeholders e.g police technical experts customers local au hori ies and pro iders. Pro sional proposal 3 L censing authorities should e a n the power to set s andards locally for tax s pro ided abo e the minimum na ional s anda ds. (Page 193) No. In my experience local au horit es ha e
lit le idea of what they are do ng. If they a e to ha e such powers hey must be properly trained o use them. Question 35 Should there be statutory limi s to licensing autho ities abili y to set local taxi s anda ds? (Page 19 ) Yes. They should not be allowed any standard-setting powers. Quest on 36 Should licensing au horit es retain the power o mpose indi dual condi ions on taxi and pri ate hire dri ers or operators? (Page 19 ) No. Again this has to do with the need for national consistency and unfortuna ely incompetency by local council o ficers. Question 37 Should the powers and duties of licensing au horit es to coopera e be on a statutory foot ng or is
it best left to local arrangemen s? (Page 195) Yes. See answer to Q36. Pro isional proposal 38 Ne ghbouring licensing autho ities should ha e the option of combining areas for he purposes of taxi s anda d set ing. (Page 196) No. See answer o Q36. Pro s onal proposal 39 Licensing autho ities should ha e he option to crea e or remo e taxi zones within heir a ea. (Page 196) Agree. This s one of the few areas in which it may be des rable for local autho ities o e a n some local cont ol. Ques ion 0 Would it be useful for l censing authorit es to ha e the power o issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain imes of day as prescr bed by the
licens ng author ty? (Page 197) No. It would be abused and counc ls would find it difficult to enforce fa rly and consis ently. Pro isional p oposal 1 Pri ate h re operators should no longer be restricted to accept ng or in iting bookings only within a particular locality nor to only using dri ers or ehicles l censed by a particular l censing authority. Page 198) There should no longer be such restrictions. I ha e se eral con rac s spread amongst se eral d fferent local autho ities. Some require me to be l censed w th them othe s do not. Th s is not acceptable. Consistency s required. If someone is licensed n one area that should be good enough for any area
especially if na ional s anda ds/condi ions e c are se . Pro isional proposal 2 We do not propose o n roduce a e urn to area requ rement n respect of outof- area drop offs. (Page 199) Agree. Pro is onal proposal 3 Licensing author ties should retain he abili y to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing au horit es should not ha e the power to regulate pri a e h re fares. (Page 200) D sagree wi h both. One set price per mile should be set nationally. E.g Crete has this system. As a tourist (or e en as a local I magine) it is ery helpful o know what charges will be without wor ying about being ipped off by unscrupulous dri ers sett ng heir own rates.
Quest on
Should axis be allowed to charge a fare that s higher han the metered fare for pre-booked ourneys? (Page 200) Yes but only if agreed n ad ance with the passenge /payer REFORM OF DRIVER VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING Quest on 5 Should national dri er safe y s andards such as the requirement to be a fit and proper person be e ther (a) set out n pr mary legislat on or (b) ncluded w thin the Secretary of S a e and Welsh Ministers general powers to set national safety conditions? Page 203) Ei her. Not sure a lay person would understand the d fference here. National is he mportant word as I ha e said before. Also the
phrase fit and proper is too ague and open o too much interpreta ion. Needs clarif ca ion. Pro isional proposal 6 Vehicle owners should not be subject to fit and p oper tests and the c iteria applied would relate solely to the eh cle itself. (Page 20 ) Disagree. The owner is ust as respons ble if not more so han the d i er for the safe y of he eh cle. If s he does not ha e enough money to maintain the ehicle to a safe standard or if s/he has a cr m nal background this m ght put the cus omers at risk. Question 7 Should national ehicle safety standards be e ther (a) set out in primary legislat on or (b) ncluded w th n the Secretary of State and Welsh
M nis e s general powers o set nat onal safety condit ons? (Page 205) E the . Not sure a lay pe son would unde s and the difference here. Nat onal is the important word as I ha e said before. One point I would make is hat currently an MOT is required e en for new ehicles fresh from the manufacturer before hey can be licensed. I think this is unnecessary. The first MOT should be 6 months after f rst l censing and not before. Reduce costs and red tape. National standards could co er h s. P o isional proposal 8 Operator l censing should be e a ned as mandatory in respect of pri ate hire eh cles. (Page 206) Agree. Question 9 Should operator l censing
be extended to co er taxi adio circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208) Most opera ors ha e mixed flee s so no change required. Pro is onal proposal 50 The defin tion of operators should not be extended in order to include intermed a ies. (Page 209) Agree. Question 51 Should fit and proper cr teria in respect of operators be re a ned? (Page 209) Yes but further clarified as abo e. Pro isional proposal 52 Operators should be expressly perm tted to sub-cont act ser ices. (Page 210) Agree. Quest on 53 Where a taxi dri er takes a p e-booking d rectly should reco d-keeping requirements apply? (Page 210) No. REFORM NG QUANT TY CONTROLS
Pro isional proposal 5 Licensing authorit es should no longer ha e the power o es rict taxi numbers. (Page 213) Disagree. They should retain such powe s. This s probably the most contro ersial issue. Reasons - pollut on w ll ncrease if ehicles increase - lack of a ailabili y of ank space caus ng congestion - loss of income and possibly li elihoods of dri e s/operators and owne s - loss of control by council hus putting public at risk as enforcement becomes impossible Question 55 What p oblems (temporary or permanen ) might arise if licensing author ties lost he abil ty to restrict numbers? (Page 213) See Q5 Question 56 Should ransi ional measures
be put in place such as s agge ed entry to the taxi rade o er a scheduled period of time f quanti y es rictions are remo ed? (Page 215) Quantity rest ictions should not be remo ed in any area unless there is a pro en unmet need. The question of transitional measures would not then be required. f howe er powers to restrict numbers a e remo ed then ransi ional measures are preferable to all out de-regulat on. I must stress that I and he majority of he dri ers and propr e ors in my area ota ly d sagree with mass or e en local de-regulation for the reasons sta ed abo e. TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY Question 57 Should there
be a sepa a e licence category for wheelchair accessible ehicles? This could in ol e (1) a du y on the l censee to gi e priori y to disabled passengers and (2) a duty on he licensing au hority o make adequa e pro ision at ranks for wheelcha r accessible eh cles. (Page 217) Yes and the e should also be add tional training requiremen s. The a erage saloon for able bod ed people carries passengers. It would seem sensible therefore for equality purposes o ma ch this n disabled ehicles. For example hey should be able o hold a minimum of passengers ncluding one wheelchair. Question 58 Should l censing authorit es offer lower licence fees for
ehicles which meet cer a n accessib lity standa ds? (Page 217) No. They are ust as we l suited to carry out normal work. Question 59 Do you ha e any other sugges ions for increasing the a ailabil ty of accessible eh cles and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217) The e must be a mixed fleet wi h n each borough. Put it in as a license cond tion for p h re and taxis. D sability groups should be fully consulted on the different needs of disabled people. For example disabled does not mean just wheelchair-bound people. Pro sional proposal 60 We do not p opose to introduce nat onal quotas of wheelcha r accessible eh cles. (Page
218) This should be re-though . Without quotas there could be shortages of su table ehicles in certain areas as owners wi l always be tempted to buy non-accessible ehicles which are cheaper. Pro isional proposal 61 Na ional s andards for dri ers of both tax s and pri ate hire ehicles should nclude recogn sed disabili y awareness training. (Page 219) Agree. Pro isional proposal 62 In order to better address concerns about d scr minat on tax s and pri a e h re ehicles should be required to display informat on about how to compla n o the licensing au hori y. (Page 219) Agree. Question 63 What would be the best way of addressing he problem of axis
ignoring d sabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obl gation to stop f reasonable and safe to do so in specif ed ci cumstances help? (Page 220) It may help. The ma n th ng s to ensure ranks or pick up points are n a good position so that side and rear-load ng eh cles ha e space to load safely. Dropped kerbs on ranks may also help. Also consider a specif c badge which would a low accessible eh cles to enter zones wh ch hey otherw se would not be able o e g pedes rian zones. REFORMING ENFORCEMENT Quest on 6 Should autho ised licensing officers ha e the power to stop licensed ehicles? (Page 222) Not unless they are su tably
qualif ed and compe ent. Ques ion 65 What more could be done to add ess tout ng? Tou ing efers to the offence in a public place to sol cit persons o hire ehicles to carry them as passengers . (Page 223) Suspend licenses dri ers and prop ieto s for say a two week pe iod. Quest on 66 Would it be desirable and prac icable o in roduce powers to impound ehicles acting in breach of taxi and pri ate hire licensing rules? (Page 223) Only in the most serious cases whe e passenger safety is seriously compromised not for m nor offences. These ehicles are people s li elihoods and impounding can ha e extremely serious consequences. Such powers n local
go e nment hands would be dangerous. Quest on 67 Should licensing au hori ies make greater use of fixed penal y schemes and if so how? (Page 225) Such schemes should be statuto y national schemes common across the coun ry. Local officers should only be allowed to use such powers f they are prope ly trained/qualified and competent and the offences a e clearly defined. Pro isional proposal 68 Enforcement officers should ha e the powers to enforce against ehicles dri ers and operators licensed in other licens ng areas. (Page 225) Disagree. Howe er here s no eason why hey shouldn t stop and inspect and hen report any fail ngs to he rele ant
authority. Question 69 Should cross-border enforcement powers extend o suspensions and re ocation of licences? If so what would be he best way of ach e ing this? (Page 226) No. REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS P o isional proposal 70 The right to appeal aga nst decisions to refuse to grant or enew suspend or re oke a taxi or pri a e h re licence should be l mited to the applicant or as appropriate holder of the rele ant licence. (Page 230) I belie e this is he case now and no eason to change. Pro isional proposal 71 The f rst stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales n respect of refusals suspensions or re oca ions should
be o equire the local licensing autho ity to reconsider i s decision. (Page 231) Agree. Howe er many councils don t know what they are doing so need t a n ng/qual fications in the law. They should also pro ide a less n imida ing en ironment and make e ery endea our to resol e ma ters without the need for legal recourse on e ther side. Ha ing o go to court w th all ts attendant costs is a ba rier to ust ce for those who cannot afford t or ha e no access o public funding. Pro is onal proposal 72 Appeals should con inue to be heard in he magistrates cou t. Page 232) Ha ng to go to court wi h all i s a tendant cos s s a barr er to justice for hose who
cannot afford t and ha e no access to public fund ng. Howe er the op ion must be retained so hat independent adjudication can be carr ed out. What about arbitrat on by a judge in a less formal en ironment or mediation schemes as in the county cour s whe e th s is feasible and desirable? Quest on 73 Should here be an onward right of appeal to he C own Court? (Page 233) Yes. Final comment In addition to the abo e I would l ke o make the point that local au horit es impose far more str ngent condit ons on taxi dri e s than e g PSV d i ers who carry far greater numbers of passengers. For example f a taxi dri er gets 6 po n s on heir license they can
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From: Cardiff Hackney Associationsk
Sent: 10 August 2012 04:42
To: TPH
Subject: Views and Comments on Law commission's Consultation paper No.203
To the Chairman of the Law commission, The Rt Hon Lord Justice, Munby,
Dear sir,
Re: Consultation papers No.203 with regards to Reformation of the law of Taxis and Private hire Services in
England & Wales. having read the consultation papers, and having read all the legislations or laws from
date back to 1630s to, up to the Equality Act 2010 it is evident that there are certain areas of laws can be
amended to accommodate the modern technologies, e.g. mobile phones, internet services, private hire
services and Limousine businesses, but certainly not in a wholesale rate as the consultation papers have
suggested.
The consultation paper suggested that according to its findings, there is no further needs to regulate the
private hire services, as the private hire market is working well. but unfortunately that's not the case at all,
having been involved in Taxi and private hire industry for last 12 years, I and many others in the Country
have a totally different picture as to what the private hire operators and drivers, do and what they
shouldn't do. for example, in Cardiff we have approximately 1000 private hire vehicles and four main
private hire operators.
But unfortunately the amount of pre-booked work available or ( come through the operators ) is not at all
enough to support such large numbers of private hire drivers financially, as the population of the city is only
325.000 although it's a capital city, as a direct result these drivers are always plying for hire illegally, which
is a major health and safety concern, because although the vehicles is safe in terms of road worthiness and
the drivers are vetted, but the insurance policy they have, does not covers such activities.
Hence in order to enlighten the general public that these private hire vehicles are not insured to ply for
hire without being pre-booked through the operators, I made an application ( on 5 October 2010 ) to the
licensing authority to attach a notice on both front doors of the vehicles ( similar to the ones in Manchester
and Bolton ) so that the public is fully aware of the fact they will not be insured if they jump in, one of
these vehicle.
But sadly, due to the fact that all the private hire operators opposed the application, ( which is a clear
indication that they support such illegal practice ) the authority decided to attach a palm size inner vision
sign on quarter size widows of the back doors of the vehicle, which unfortunately, didn't make any
difference at all, to such practice, thus I would like to request the Law commission to make a provision
that, all private hire vehicles must have sign displayed similar to Manchester and Bolton or remove signs
altogether, similar to London, so that the general public will find it difficult to recognise easily between
privately owned cars to private hire vehicles, especially after few drinks, which could be used as, a one
simple solution to a huge problem nationwide.
Secondly, as you know, In London using taximeters in private hire vehicles are prohibited and it is
mandatory for the private hire operators to provide the information regarding the cost of the journey before
hiring take place. but outside London, using taximeters are not prohibited. Therefore some private hire
operators do use taximeters for example, Newport city Council allow private hire companies to use
taximeters provided that the tariff used on the taximeters is the tariff, which is regulated for Hackney
Carriage vehicles, in other words they are not allowed to set their own tariff.
In Cardiff for some reason its a different case, the private hire operators are allowed to use taximeters,
unlike Newport City Council, and they can use any tariff they like, hence everyone is using different tariffs
and as a result the cost of journeys by private hire vehicles differs significantly, one company charges
significantly higher than the other company and in all cases, much higher than regulated tariffs, some even
charges tariff Two for six seater vehicles, which can be as high as 35% more than regulated tariffs, and
because they're using taximeters, the customers are under impression that they're using regulated
tariff,which has caused considerable amount of confusion and concerns in market and trade.
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Hence in order to remove the confusion and regain the trust of the market, I made an application to the
local authority ( on 5 October 2010 ) to remove the taximeter from private hire vehicles or add a condition
that if they wish to use taximeter they must set regulated tariff similar to Newport City Council. But sadly
all private hire operators opposed my application vigorously and as a result my application failed, which
means the consumers are still worse off, so is the Taxi trade in Cardiff, thus would like to request the Law
Commission to consider making some amendments on this issue, if at all possible.
De-regulation issue:
As you know, taxi trade existed for hundreds of years but only came under regulation from 1630s, and as
more and more vehicles was emerging the authorities needed to have some control in the trade, for two
reason, first the health and safety of the public or consumers, secondly to control the influx of hackney
carriages joining the trade, causing congestion and nuisance in the limited space available in the city or
town centres.
Until 1833 there was no limit at all in any towns or cities, as to how many taxis there should be. The very
first restriction was introduce in London, due to the fact that there was too many complaints was coming
from members of public, the restriction was not placed anywhere else in the country, nor there was a need.
And as the transformation began from horse drawn carriages to motorised vehicles, and as the population
of the country started growing more and more, so did the quantity of vehicles, and with it the taxi trade.
But the rate at which the population, vehicles, such as Buses, Coaches, Delivery Vans, tracks, Lorries and
taxi trade grew, the towns and cities's growth was much slower, thus congestion and nuisance causing by
privately owned vehicles and taxis by parking illegally became much more apparent, especially in major
towns and cities, and in order to control such over-crowding, congestion and nuisance, the authorities
began restricting the growth of taxi trade by means of introduction of de-limitation, to minimise the overcrowding in the urban areas since it had no power to control the any other form vehicles.
So as you can see, the de-limitation was not introduced in the interest of the trade ( protectionism ) it was
mainly introduced for controlling of over-crowding or congestions and nuisance in the urban areas, purely
based on public interest. Therefore when the Government began the investigation regarding de-limitation
issue, some 140 years later ( first restriction placed on taxis numbers in London in 1933 ) it found less than
half of the cities and towns had the restrictions.
The reason for only 50% or less authorities had the restriction in place, is simply because, there was never
a need for restriction even today for, example in Wales there is only one city which have restriction in
place. The rest of the Towns and Cities don't have more importantly never had restriction in first place,
simply because these towns and cities are not big enough or may be because they're not busy enough or
don't have such high level of congestions.
and as the Transport act 1985 section 16 prohibits such practice without given proper consideration to
unmet demand, therefore it is unlikely that the authorities which don't currently have such restriction in
place will have one, any time soon.
As an example Swansea City is the second biggest City In Wales, however in 2009 The trade pressurised
the City Council to limit the number of taxi License it issues, hence the Council instructed world number
one, Taxi consultancy firm known as Halcrow, the outcome of the survey was negative as a result the delimitation not placed.
Similarly in Cardiff, there was no limit or restriction in terms of taxis until 1980s, as the population began
growing faster and faster so did the congestion, nuisance and taxi trade. Hence Cardiff County Council
carried out a surveys which suggested that there was a need for six disable access taxis.
However in 2002/2003 OFT undertook a study in the UK's Taxis and private hire market.
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It's principal recommendation was that the Local authorities power to restrict taxi licenses they issue should
be repealed.
The Government's response was published in March 2004.
The Government did not accept this recommendation for following reason, the OFT's report manifestly did
not contain the evidence required to support its proposal for legislative change, for example, there was no
real evidence that waiting time were lower in the areas without taxi license restriction, and secondly it's
figures only supported its case with considerable adjustment, which never been explained.
And also its statistics and survey evidence, failed to consider the relationship between Taxi and private hire
industry nor did the OFT's report explained, why the taxis and Private market has been the fastest growing
form of transport over last 25 years and has grown by more than 40% in real terms since 1994. Based
upon the lack of proper explanation and accurate evidence of the report, the Government considered it's
report as seriously flawed, thus rejected it's recommendation.
However in 2004 The Department of Transport written to 151 local authorities including Cardiff, which had
Taxi license restriction in place, out of 352 ( which means 201 local authorities did not have restriction) to
review it's licensing policy, therefore in 11 July 2005 Cardiff City & County Council removed the cap, which
caused absolute chaos in the city centre, as expected, as a result the enforcement section lost complete
control so did police.
The City centre became more like no go area, all one could see in the city centre was taxis, every nooks
and crannies of the city centre got taken over by taxis, and there was more and more, was joining the
trade, in the end, the police got absolutely fed up with taxi drivers causing so much obstruction and in
many cases causing severe danger to the pedestrians as well as other road users.
Consequently Stephen Murray, Chief inspector of south Wales police, Anthony Bishop senior Inspector of
South Wales police both in charge of policing Cardiff made a compelling statement regarding the danger
presented by huge numbers of taxis in the City, as a direct result of such unprecedented pressure from the
police, the Licensing Committee had very little option other than imposing restriction.
However having read the consultation paper this time compiled by Law commission, which says that it don't
intend to pursue de-regulation at all cost, therefore I would like to urge the law commission to bear in mind
the that the negative affect it brought to Cardiff and other cities which de-restricted taxi licenses and after
short period of time re-restricted, surely these local authorities are not insane.
Also the Law Commission's consultation paper mentioned that there are 10 million disable people are in UK,
and taxis and Private hire vehicles are their life line, but according to Audit commission there are less than
600, 000 wheelchair user in England and Wales, with England's population being 50 million and Welsh
population being 3 millions, and in contrast there are 2,33000 taxis and Private hire vehicles are in England
& Wales , almost half of which is disable access vehicles, therefore compare to USA Europe and rest of the
world, England & Wales seems to have more disable access vehicles, therefore law commission's demand
for 100% Disable Access vehicle is totally unjustified.
But totally agree with view, that more training is desirable.
Also the consultation paper mentioned that there is a degree of uncertainty, clarity and inconsistency in the
legislation, which causes considerable amount of confusion amongst enforcement department, which I
found difficult to accept, having been closely linked with Licensing law enforcement section and the police,
it appeared to me that the actual contributory cause of lack of understanding or confusion in
comprehension of Licensing law or Legislation is due to insufficient training or lack of academic qualification
and not the other way round, therefore I would recommend that Local Authorities, should seek to train the
officers more thoroughly rather than reforming the law, which is a very complex issue, also consider
employing reputable law firms for sound advice before making arbitrary decisions, which in turn will save
money and time.
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Although I had the desire to seriatim my views in better order, please accept my sincere apologies for
failing to do so, owing to lack of time
Yours sincerely
Mathab Khan ( Chair of Cardiff Hackney Carriage Association )
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In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: Cardiff Hackney Associationsk
Sent: 10 August 2012 19:09
To: TPH
Subject: Comments on Law Commission's consultation paper No 203
To The Chairman of Law Commission (Rt Honourable Lord justice Munby)
Dear Sir,
Re: Consultation paper No.203 Reformation of Taxis & Private Hire law.
Chapter one.
Term of reference as follows:
To review the law relating to the regulation of Taxis and Private Hire vehicles, with view to its
modernisation and simplification and having due regard to potential advantage of de-regulation in reducing
the burdens on businesses and increasing economic efficiency.
Although in the paper it been said that, in terms of reference, the objective is to give due regard to
potential advantages of de-regulation, this does not necessarily mean to pursue deregulation blindly or at
all costs.
But unfortunately throughout the paper it appeared that it's main mission is to promote deregulation at all
cost. Because although 4 local authorities de-restricted in past, and after experiencing terrible affect of
deregulation, reintroduced-restriction in recent years, and despite the fact that TFL has no legislative power
to control numbers of taxi license, but recently it has given notices that it will no longer process new
application for suburban areas due to significant increase in numbers, especially in past ten years.
In addition to that, the local authorities, which never had restriction imposed ( Approximately 200 Local
Authorities ) have been under lot of pressure to do so, purely due to difficulties its facing in terms ranking
provisions, overcrowding, congestion and nuisance.
The most serious difficulties de-regulation presents is over ranking, illegal parking, cherry picking and drop
in standards of vehicles.
The advantages in quantity control:
Quantity control means that Private hire vehicle drivers will remain in private hire trade, rather than shifting
to Taxi trade, which is essential for consumers in outer lying area.
Quantity control, provide incentive for better quality vehicles, prevents illegal parking, prevents access
pollution, assist in better traffic management.
Yours truly
Mathab Khan ( Chair ) Cardiff Hackney Carriage Association.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
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In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Date: 9th August 2012
To: Public Law Team (Taxi & Private Hire), Law Commission

tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk

From: Mrs J Lumley,

________________________________________________________________________

RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION ON:
‘REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES’
CONSULATION PAPER 203
I write as someone who has mobility problems and walks with two crutches. I am a
frequent taxi user, using them several times a week.
My Situation
In the area where I live (which is not in London) taxis on taxi ranks are black cabs and
PHVs are generally cars although they are sometimes larger.
I always use black cabs because after I have pulled myself up into them there is room
for me to move about with ease and so I can sit easily during my ride. I do not like PHVs
because I cannot get into cars easily and once in don’t have enough muscle power to
move myself about in the restricted room inside a car, so cannot sit in them easily, and
always end up in a difficult sitting position with my clothes all twisted round my body.
Generally I get a taxi at a rank for my return home journey. This is because my legs
have given up working properly by then. My outward journey is often by bus at a time
my legs are not as bad. From time to time I hail a taxi in the street (I know which roads
they use in the city centre and to get back to city centre taxi ranks) and very
occasionally I phone. I also use black cabs for journeys which would be difficult by bus,
e.g. which have difficult bus interchanges or require a lot of walking.

What Would Affect Me
I am anxious that any changes do not affect my ability to get a taxi easily, either from a
taxi rank or to hail one on‐street
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Quality of Service
I would like to say that all taxi drivers are very polite and helpful. As a taxi user, I have
never had cause to complain, but I still think there is room for some improvement.

Preferred Option
I prefer the Reformed 2‐tier Option
This is because I like to use black cabs as they are easier for me to get into and travel in.
I do not want a situation where PHVs can also stand on taxi ranks as they are generally
cars and I cannot get into cars or travel in them easily.
I don’t want there to be a situation where I arrive at a taxi rank and find all the vehicles
there are cars and there are no vehicles there I can use.
Also if PHVs could stand at ranks they would all have to be wheelchair accessible
I don’t like PHVs as travelling in them is like being in someone’s front room. I prefer the more
businesslike arrangement of black cabs.

Type of Vehicle Used As Taxis
I think taxis nationwide should be of the London‐type black cab style. This style is
smart. It is known to be the shape of a taxi. This style of taxi can also take wheelchairs
if necessary.
It doesn’t matter what the colour of the taxi is, as if it is a vehicle of the black cab‐style
then potential passengers can recognise it easily.
I don’t like the small van‐style black cabs as I cannot open the sliding doors myself, thus
cannot get into the taxi independently if I wish to, and sometimes side windows are very low so
that I have to hold my neck in a difficult position if want to look out during the ride
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The consultation document appeared to show that car‐style vehicles, i.e. PHVs, had
more road accidents than black cabs

Local Regulations Versus National Regulations
Having national regulations seems a good idea so that no matter where one goes a
potential passenger has a reasonable idea of what to expect. I use taxis in other
cities/towns.
However, need to have some local regulations in order to take account of local
conditions. I would like taxis and PHVs to have to adhere to Council policies (drivers
shouldn’t be given a licence from the Council if they are not prepared to do this)
When drivers first get or renew their licences they should be given an instruction sheet
showing what they should and shouldn’t be allowed to do, e.g. that they have to adhere
to the Council’s policies, that they have to keep within the highway code, not wait for
passengers on the pavement, not block bus stops so disabled bus users have difficulty
getting on and off the bus, and also giving the best place where a taxi/PHV can wait in
relation to a bus stop, etc.

Cross Border or Not Cross Border
Black cabs and PHVs should only pick up passengers in their own licensing areas so that
passengers know the drivers are aware of local Council policies and regulations.
If taxis come in from other areas it could affect a driver’s ability to make a proper living
and this will affect how well the driver can keep his taxi in good condition.

Taxi Fare Tariff Chart
Because there is a lot of information on the taxi fare tariff chart the type size is quite
small. This means that someone sitting in a taxi is unable to read it even in daylight.
Taxis are a form of public transport and something the passenger is paying for so tariff
information ought to be available to them if they wish to see it. This would enable
passengers to check they are on the correct tariff etc, and also when the different tariffs
apply. An up‐to‐date version of the chart ought to be available on the internet
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somewhere, possibly on the taxi licensing website, or on the local taxi association
website or possibly on a special website of its own. Probably it is available if one goes
to the taxi licensing office but these days people ought to be able to find it on the
internet.

Charging Higher Fares Than On The Meter for Pre‐Booked Journeys
This is not something that is acceptable. If there is some need for this somewhere then
it should be done using a particular tariff and the passenger told that the different tariff
will apply and why.

Peak‐Time Taxi Licences
This is potentially a good idea. It could help towards having taxis on the road when they
are most needed. Local authorities could decide when these would apply, e.g. going to
and from work times, late evening, after midnight. It might help to stop the tailbacks of
taxis in specific areas which are waiting around for long periods to get a fare
It would have to be decided how one of these taxis could be distinguished from the
other taxis, possibly having a band of colour on taxi licence plates
However, there is a need for taxis on the roads at all times and this presently doesn’t
happen, and it is difficult to get a taxi at some times of day in some locations. Mainly
because the taxis appear to like to gather at specific places.

Passenger Safety
Most taxi drivers are Muslim. At times like Ramadan they do not eat and drink for long
periods of time. If Ramadan is in the Summer it means they don’t eat or drink for up to
17 hours. This must affect their concentration and their ability to drive safely. It should
be arranged that taxi drivers have dispensation and can have small amounts to eat and
drink every so many hours during this time in the interests of safety. They could make
up the time after Ramadan has ended if they wished.
At present taxi drivers don’t wait until the passenger has put on their safety belt before
moving off. Is this safe? What is best here?
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Fitness of Drivers
Taxi drivers who commit criminal acts whilst holding a licence from the Council should
have their licence withheld for a period of time, say 5 years. This would include
ordinary criminal activity and also things like fraud and driving offences. It should make
drivers think twice before doing anything silly, plus Councils have to have transparent
processes which can be looked into by members of the public and they shouldn’t be
forced to work with, or give licences to, people with recent criminal records
Drivers should be speaking English at all times when in public places or where there may
be potential customers. They shouldn’t speak in foreign languages amongst themselves
as the passengers do not know what they are saying. It is possible that the drivers are
saying nasty things about the customer or laughing at them. It is also possible the
drivers are not be doing this but passengers simply don’t know. If a customer can hear
what they are saying then they can complain or defend themselves if they wish. Things
should be open and clear. This possible element of ganging up against other people has
been stopped in workplaces, etc, and it shouldn’t have a place in the relationship of the
customer and people offering a service
Drivers should have to comply with the various standards required

Should There Be A Limit On Number Of Licences Issued
There should be a limit on the number of taxi licences issued in each area as if there are
too many there may not be enough work for the drivers and they won’t be able to make
a proper living. This will affect the driver’s ability to keep his taxi in good condition.
Whether a driver is able to make a proper living or not is another reason not to allow
taxis from other areas to pick up passengers cross border.
It has to be remembered that although taxi fares are high from a customer’s point of
view, if those fares are looked at per hour from a taxi driver’s point of view, bearing in
mind that the time spent returning to a rank and time spent waiting at a rank are not
paid for, really taxi fares seem barely to cover the costs of running the taxi
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Taxi Ranks and Hailing Taxis
The telephone number of hackney carriages groups should be on all taxi ranks so
visitors know where to phone if there are no taxis on the rank (there are often no taxis
on ranks even in the city centre)
There should be the ability to hail a taxi and places for taxi ranks even in rural areas,
especially if there is a railway station there. The telephone numbers of local taxi
companies/groups should be on the taxi rank for use by visitors
Possibly the traintaxi website should be better advertised

Standards
Requirements to get a taxi licence should include such things as:
> a driving test
> knowledge of highway code
> speak good English
> taxi in good repair
> eye sight test
> medical
> CRB check
> local topography
> disability awareness
> be given list of relevant Council policies they have to adhere to
> be given other instructions the Council would like them to adhere to
Local authorities should be allowed to impose other standards which are relevant to
their area or to what that particular Council is trying to achieve
Passengers should know what the laws, regulations and standards are. At the moment
customers don’t know this. If both sides know what is supposed to happen this in itself
should help raise standards
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However standards really need to be overseen by a proper body and not just left to
customers. Otherwise some customers might be seen as a nuisance and then find it
difficult to get a taxi
Some taxi drivers need a much better standard of English. This ranges from perfectly
good English to, occasionally, such difficulty in understanding what I am saying that I
think they have borrowed somebody else’s taxi for a few hours in order to make a bit of
money. This is when one has to be careful what one says, e.g. if I say “Go right to the
end of the road” they might interpret it as meaning to turn right.

Ease and Difficulty Of Getting A Black Cab Taxis
It is difficult to get a taxi if it has started to snow as apparently black cabs are not built
to be driven in the snow
There are taxi ranks which are only used for a few hours each day and the rest of the
time there are no taxis there. There should be a system whereby if a taxi rank exists
then a taxi has to go there at least every 15 minutes to see if anyone us waiting
Taxis don’t want to go to some places very late at night because the taxis are all in
places where there is high demand for them
As the majority of black cab taxi drivers are Muslim it is often difficult to get a black cab
on Muslim feasts or at end of fasting for the day, but this situation is getting better and
is not as bad as it used to be. One always has to bear in mind when these festivals are
so can make sure don’t need taxis at those times. Generally the local newspaper will
say when these are.
Taxis appear to prefer to wait for longish periods at the largest mainline station and
don’t seem to want to be in other parts of the city centre except at specific times

Using the black cab
>
>
>
>

Taxi meter is sometimes not easily visible
Driver licence number inside cab not always visible
Taxis must be clean inside and litter free – they are not always
Taxis keep their ‘for hire’ light on while they are driving to a booking they have
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accepted. This means a passenger thinks a black cab is available when in fact it isn’t
> When several taxi drivers are waiting at a rank they sometimes all get into one of the
taxis and sit and chat. When a passenger arrives they all get out so the passenger
can get in. This happens more in cold weather. However, there is an element here
that the passenger is getting used goods rather than something spruce and clean for
their use
> Seats in taxis are often in poor repair with patches on, stuck together with some sort
of sticky tape or covered with curtain material
> Sometimes taxis are smelly from the previous passenger

Competition
It is difficult to know how competition can work with black cabs as all the taxi drivers
are self‐employed, and if a customer has phoned for a taxi, or hailed one in the street,
or has got one on a taxi rank, there possibly isn’t another one they can choose.
Possibly things taxi drivers should be achieving should be on a poster inside the taxi and
on notices at taxi ranks so that there is more awareness of them. If the fare tariff chart
in on a website then this information could also be there. It should also include a
telephone number for customers to phone if they think things are not being done
properly. Possibly this should be the local taxi association (not the operator or taxi
group), and the taxi association would then speak to the driver. Or is this something
that should go to taxi licensing?

Possible Difficulties
If a taxi booking office takes a dislike to a caller they can decide not to broadcast the
request. Thus leaving the customer waiting ages and not knowing what is going on and
being stranded. That customer could well be somebody with learning difficulties

Other
It has been reported that PHV drivers have been seen going to the toilet in the bushes in
small local parks and car parks. This is not acceptable and they should be expected to
walk up the road to the public toilet
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Response from j Lumley to Consultation on Reforming the Law of Taxi & Private Hire Services, Aug 2012
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From: Adam Medlicott
Sent: 10 August 2012 08:36 To: TPH Subject: Classic &
vintage wedding cars Dear Sir/ Madam, I would just like to lodge my objection to the proposed, inclusion of vintage /
classic cars, in the Private Hire Legislation Provisional Proposal No.11 Law Commission Paper No. 203 (Reforming
the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services) This cottage industry in our country, has been running for decades, giving,
Brides , Grooms, and Associated families the wonderful opportunity to travel in nostalgic splendour on there very
special day, in vehicles which they normally would not have any access to !! These vehicles are maintained by owner
enthusiasts, to the highest standards, and statistically, are probably the safest type of transport on our roads today, due
to very low speeds and mileage. It is a cottage industry which could not sustain the regulation cost , designed for
modern vehicles Which cover hundreds of thousand miles, at much higher speeds!! These vintage and classic vehicles
are MOT'd every year by VOSA, a part of our ministry of transport which allows all vehicles to meet legal safety
levels to be travelling on our roads. We are benefitting from real patriotism in this Wonderful Country of ours at the
moment, due to our Magnificent presentation of the Olympics, Please leave this Wonderful British Constitution alone,
allowing lots of our Country Men and Women to Enjoy!!!! Yours Hopefully, Adam Medlicott,
Sent from
my iPad
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BLACKPOOL LANDAU OWNERS ASSOCIATION
This is our formal response from the above Association to the 253 page document
“Consultation Paper No 203” issued by the Law Commission.
The Blackpool Landau Owners Association is the representative body of the Horse
Drawn Hackney Trade in Blackpool and is recognised as the sole body for this
purpose by the Council. I am aware that you have had a response from the
Blackpool Licensed Taxi Operators (BLTOA) and we concur with much of what they
have to say. I am therefore not going to cover many of the points that Bill Lewtas has
so eloquently covered already.
Blackpool has a regulated fleet of Hackney Carriages. There are 44 horse drawn and
256 motorised Hackneys. We feel that it is important to clarify the position of our
licenses as we seem to be an anomaly, which may be affected by the proposed
changes. The Commissions proposal at this point does not make any provision for
such anomaly. Specifically item 3.77 where you refer to horse drawn vehicles as
“novelties” All of the motorised hackney licenses in Blackpool are taken from the
original horse drawn licenses. The horse drawn licenses are full hackneys unlike
those of some other local authorities, who appear to be second class hackney
licenses. Blackpool Horse Drawn Hackneys work from exactly the same ranks as the
motorised fleet. We have exactly the same requirements for the issue of a hackney
drivers license (i.e., that a full driving license should be held) as the motorised fleet
and are fully regulated. It would be a gross disservice to the industry to re‐classify
them as novelties and would inevitably have to be met with legal resistance from our
members, whose investments would be effectively wiped out. We rely very much on
being in the shop window for our trade, unlike private hire who are an on call service
and are out of sight until such call. We simply would be unable to operate as private
hire and taking us out of the licensing regime means that we would be unable to use
the ranks either.
The Town Police Clauses Act may date from 1847, whilst acknowledging that its
wording can be cumbersome, much of its body is still as relevant today as it was
then. Herewith the relevant section:
3.4 A hackney carriage is defined by section 38 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 in
the following terms:
Every wheeled carriage, whatever may be its form or construction,
used in standing or plying for hire in any street within the prescribed
distance, and every carriage standing upon any street within the
prescribed distance, having thereon any numbered plate required by
this or the special Act to be fixed upon a hackney carriage, or having
thereon any plate resembling or intended to resemble any such plate
as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be a hackney carriage within the
meaning of this Act; and in all proceedings at law or otherwise the
term “hackney carriage” shall be sufficient to describe any such
carriage.
This definition was adopted by section 80(1) of the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.
Reference is also made to
Any such vehicle, whether drawn or propelled by an animal or

mechanical power.

The Law Commission may therefore want to consider how their proposals will
impact on the horse drawn hackney arrangements in Blackpool. An increase in their
number caused by de‐regulation would not be popular in Blackpool and would bring
about concerns in respect of traffic speed , ranking provision and an increase in
horse droppings. Whilst they are fitted with a device to catch these, it is not a 100%
perfect and more will increase the droppings on the road.
Blackpool Council has always opted to carry out Unmet Demand Surveys every three
years. These have always found that there are sufficient taxis and delays for taxi
services are minimal. These surveys are traditionally carried out during the school
half term week in October, when Blackpool is at its busiest. However the situation in
Blackpool is very different in the winter months when visitor numbers dwindle. At
such times there is a serious shortage of taxi rank spaces.
It should be sensible option to consider that seasonal coastal resorts must be
allowed the freedom to opt out from the imposition of deregulation.
In addition to the 256 motorised hackney carriages and 44 horse drawn hackney
carriages we have between 550 and 600 private hire vehicles in Blackpool. So if the
hackney fleet were to increase to in excess of750 vehicles, as seems likely if the Law
Commission proposals are carried out, then we would be overwhelmed with taxis
and there would be huge problems finding taxi rank spaces. The recent upgrade to
Blackpool Promenade has resulted in a huge improvement to the appearance of the
area in front of The Tower. This has, without doubt, considerably improved the
visitor experience, however with that has come the concept of shared road space.
The road has been made narrower and there is now little definition for the walker as
to road / pavement. Any increase in taxi numbers would inevitably lead to more
congestion and become a safety issue for the public. This new road initiative is also
causing massive congestion in the town centre especially at busy times. We really
don't need any more initiatives which would make congestion worse. The primary
concern would be the safety of the pedestrian. Added to this Blackpool has no ability
to increase its rank provision on the promenade and thus an increase in numbers
would be unsustainable.
We understanding that various Councils have reacted to the pressure from the OFT
and the Dept For Transport and deregulated their taxi fleet. Then when they realise
the negative impact that this action caused many have back tracked and re‐
regulated. Both the Wirral and Preston have done this locally.
The consequences of deregulation can be far reaching and could be very damaging
for Blackpool.
We would ask whether the Law Commission has done anything to explore the
explanations for Councils' re‐regulation action instead of what seems to be
suggested by these proposals as leaning towards deregulatory approach. It would

have been useful if the Law Commission had published a list of local authorities who
had re‐regulated and why. Without a fuller understanding on this issue there is a
clear probability in our view that lasting damage could be caused to a number of
local authorities which have very good reasons for wishing to avoid taxi
deregulation. We consider very much that Blackpool is one such place.
In summary Blackpool has no ability to increase its rank provision on the promenade
and thus an increase in numbers would be unsustainable. Congestion is already a
problem and the improvements made to the Tower area have exacerbated this at
busy times. The creation of shared space has made this a public safety issue which
would be made worse by more people plying for hire under more financial pressure.
They may consider working longer hours to make a reasonable return and there will
be little money available for repairs, improvements and upgrades. The overall result,
far from being the Law Commission Aim to improve the standard, it would in fact
drive it down, as well as compromise public safety.
Clearly we are concerned about the impact the proposal will have on the
classification of our licenses. Blackpool Horse Drawn Hackney Carriages have the
best safety record of any form of transport in the town. We would ask that the
Commission acknowledge the unique position of the Blackpool Horse Drawn
Hackney and make provision for its continuation to provide hackney services so that
it may continue to offer a diverse and unique service to the Public.
We would hope that we have offered clear and transparent reasons for our
objections to the proposal to both de‐regulate and to reclassify.

The Blackpool Landau Owners Association

From: Rod McLellan
Sent: 10 August 2012 15:32
To: TPH
Subject: Comments on Consultation Paper - Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
Importance: High
Dear Sirs,
As a senior automotive technical consultant to vehicle OEM’s around the world (including UK), I agree with the principles
adopted within the consultation paper on the subject of Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services , and applaud the
approach taken. There are however two areas (as discussed briefly with Richard Percival at the Coventry Taxi Exhibition)
which I do not feel to be adequately or appropriately addressed, about which I would welcome your consideration.
“Plying for Hire”
I find the distinction between taxi and private vehicles to be suitable and appropriate. The adoption of the term “plying for
hire” immediately opens up an issue of environmental concern, particularly in metropolitan areas. The difficulties in
encouraging taxi and private hire services in rural areas is clear, and with operating costs on a pence per mile basis, it would
be unreasonable to expect taxis to cruise the country lanes looking for potential passengers. However, the converse is equally
clear. Taxis “plying for hire” are most likely to succeed in densely populated city and metropolitan areas, further adding to the
growing issues of traffic density and pollution (both noise and engine emissions) in these environments. The concept of
encouraging “cruising” of empty vehicles while a driver is seeks a fare paying passenger is environmentally and socially
irresponsible in the extreme, not only increasing pollution but also increasing potential for pedestrian and vehicular accidents.
I would ask that consideration be given to introducing a third category of vehicle (in line with EC M3 Bus legislation where
there are the sub divisions of “City Bus”, “Intercity Bus”, and “Touring Bus”) which would address the specific area of city
operation. A “City Taxi” classification should be structured to target zero tailpipe emissions vehicles (which generally are
quieter in operation) and the vehicles should be speed limited to align with the requirements of densely populated areas. The
distinction in licensing and identification between a taxi and a private hire vehicle is already well established and accepted,
and the adoption of a sub-division of license within the taxi definition of a “city taxi” which is required to cruise and “ply for
hire” within city centres would be logistically deliverable.
Accessible Taxis (including WAVs)
I feel that by not legislating for accessibility requirements in Taxi vehicles, a great opportunity is being missed to address the
growing numbers of elderly and disabled in society. Every WAV is capable and suitable for the carriage of able bodied
passengers, but most taxis are not suitable for the carriage of elderly or disabled. The specification of vehicles by Taxi owners
and operators is correctly driven primarily by cost of ownership after legislative compliance is achieved. Unless legislative
compliance requires the accommodation of ambulant and wheelchair confined disabled, the adoption of such vehicles will not
be realized. The limited range of commercially available WAV’s should not be a factor in the legislative process, as the
Automotive industry has historically demonstrated many times its ability to develop compliant, cost effective vehicles in other
areas.
The international motor industry is focused on developing zero tail pipe emission vehicle technologies, which are already
coming on to the market, driven by political and social awareness of sustainable energy and global warming issues. It would
be most appropriate that rewriting of legislation for the 21 st Century encompasses 21 st Century social ambitions of social
inclusivity and the environment. For this reason, I submit the above comments, and hope that you will give them your due
consideration.
Your Sincerely
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Norwich Hackney Trade Association
Secretary – Anthony Williment
–

The Law Commission
Public Law Team
BY EMAIL
10th August 2012

Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

1

This letter gives my Association’s comments on your draft proposal
documents. Our initial and overall impression of them is that they are
badly written, unnecessarily confusing, and sometimes internally
contradictory. They seem to be the product of authors with little or no
understanding of or interest in the practicalities of the taxi and private
hire trades.

2

We understand that some of your consultees have been so appalled by
your draft that they will not be responding to you, but aiming at
defeating your proposals at a later stage. We, on the other hand, have
always been acutely aware that statute and case law on these issues is
in a complete mess and in need of urgent review by way of new
primary legislation. We welcomed news of your intention to examine
the field, and must ask you to accept our extreme disappointment at
your draft.

3

We recognise that your draft proposals are written more from the
perspective of the general public - our customers – than for the
convenience of the owners and workers in the hackney and private hire
trades. However, in doing so we feel you have ignored the trades’
needs to such an extent as to make delivery of services more
problematic and confusing. You should bear I mind that we know our
customers and how their needs are evolving.

4

Provisional proposal 1. “Regulation should continue to distinguish
between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the
street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only
accept pre-booked fares.”
We welcome this acceptance, whilst demanding that the delineation

between the two trades, for the convenience and comprehension of
customers and enforcement officers alike, should be clarified and
sharpened whenever possible.
5

Provisional proposal 5. “Public service vehicles should be expressly
excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat
eight or fewer passengers.”
We welcome this proposal.

6

Provisional proposal 7. “The Secretary of State should consider issuing
statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.”
The principle is a good idea, but why not just include such vehicles
within your draft bill?

7

Provisional proposal 8. “The concept of “in the course of a business of
carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.”
We have noted that expenses payments to volunteers can be so
generous that they amount to providing an income for volunteers. Such
payments should be directly linked to costs only.

8

Question 12. “Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract
exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?”
This would be a retrograde step and re-introduce abuses by way of
inadequately supervised vehicles and drivers.

9

Provisional proposal 15. “The defining feature of taxis, the concept of
“plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing; (b) a non-exhaustive list of factors
indicating plying for hire; and (c) appropriate accommodation of the
legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.”
The private hire trade, and drivers working within it, are constantly
looking for cunning wheezes to get around the general prohibition of
hailing in the streets. It also seems to be the case, at least in Norwich,
that licensing officers believe that private hire vehicles plying for hire
only becomes an offence once a job is accepted, but that standing on
the streets advertising their availability is not.

10

Provisional proposal 18. “The concept of compellability, which applies
exclusively to taxis, should be retained.”

Yes, most certainly it should, with the necessary safeguards about the
conduct and cleanliness of customers and about long distance jobs.
11

Provisional proposal 19. “Pre-booking would continue to be the only
way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.”
Yes.

12

Provisional proposal 20. “Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and
private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at
any time unless the contrary can be proved.”
No. This prohibition should be left in place. The foreseeable risk would
be that a non-approved driver – perhaps a relative of a licensed one –
using a vehicle would be tempted to accept work, and may even go out
looking for it.

13

Provisional proposal 22. “Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis”
and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned.”
Yes, most certainly.
understands.

14

Let the hackney trade have a name the public

Question 23. “Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as
“taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in combination
with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer
confusion?
No. The use of such words in any context by the private hire trade
should be outlawed. The concept of adding on a requirement for “prebooked” or similar is laughable and wide open to abuse

15

Question 40. “Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the
power to issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority?”
No it would not. Who would police the inevitable “out-of hours” activity,
with its insurance implications?

16

Provisional proposal 43. “Licensing authorities should retain the ability
to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have
the power to regulate private hire fares.”
Agreed.

17

Question 57.
“Should there be a separate licence category for
wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve: (1) a duty on the
licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and (2) a duty on the
licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.”
No separate category in the way you seem to be suggesting it. A
national condition for all taxis should be wheelchair accessibility, as has
been the case in Norwich for many years. For private hire vehicles such
accessibility should be optional.

18

Question 58. “Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for
vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards?”
No.

19

Provisional proposal 61. “National standards for drivers of both taxis
and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability awareness
training.”
Yes.

20

Question 64. “Should authorised licensing officers have the power to
stop licensed vehicles?”
No. In the distant past, Norwich licensing officers used to travel, when
appropriate, with a uniformed police officer – a far better arrangement.

21

Provisional proposal 68. “Enforcement officers should have the powers
to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas.”
Yes, most certainly. However, there is one factor that your draft report
fails time and again to appreciate. It is that enforcement activities by
licensing officers is low – in Norwich virtually nil – because the relevant
departments are now hopelessly understaffed. All changes should be
aimed at making policing simpler and cheaper.

22

We hope to see a drastically rewritten report, which plays better regard
to the needs and potential of the hackney trade in particular.

Yours faithfully
ANTHONY WILLIMENT
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2012 EDITION
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_____________________________________

INTRODUCTION
TFHG is a compendious and updated version of previous TFHGs 2004-2011.
The rational underpinning TFHG is explained by way of a brief history of words
and, a concise account of the customs, practices and statutes over the past
years (11th to 21st century) in the United Kingdom (UK) of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland (not exhaustive!); and where TAXIS and BUSES are placed on
the Transport Map.

The Vehicle Service Trade is divided into three trading areas: (i) Land (ways),
(ii) Water (inner/open-water), and (iii) Aerospace (inner/outer-space). TFHG is
particularly focused on land (excluding railways). Most of the vehicle service
trade in the UK has now become regulated; however, depending on the area and
type of vehicle service will determine what kind of licence(s) may, or may not be
required before trading/business.
NB. For the sake of clarity and avoidance of any doubt, the repetitive and
complete use of certain expressions or phrases are for the purposes of TFHG.
(Last updated 07/07/2012).
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TAXI(E)S AND BUS(S)ES
Map Key:

SERVICE VEHICLES
PASSENGER SERVICE VEHICLES
EXCLUSIVE PASSENGER SERVICE VEHICLES
PRIVATE HIRE AND PUBLIC HIRE SERVICE VEHICLES

TAXIS
PRIVATE HIRE AND PUBLIC HIRE VEHICLE SERVICES
EXCLUSIVE PASSENGER VEHICLE SERVICES
PASSENGER VEHICLE SERVICES
VEHICLE SERVICES

White and Light

Red and Yellow

Black and Dark

"DAY-TIME"

"FIRE"

"NIGHT-TIME"

Hire and Reward

Illumination and Visibility

Hire and Reward

SERVICE VEHICLES
PASSENGER SERVICE VEHICLES
SEPARATE PASSENGER SERVICE VEHICLES
PRIVATE HIRE AND PUBLIC HIRE SERVICE VEHICLES

BUSES
PRIVATE HIRE AND PUBLIC HIRE VEHICLE SERVICES
SEPARATE PASSENGER VEHICLE SERVICES
PASSENGER VEHICLE SERVICES
VEHICLE SERVICES
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TRANSPORT MAP
HACK(NEY(MAN)) VEHICLES SERVICES

(for hire animate and/or inanimate vehicles with or without driver)

Mechanical Vehicle

Biological Motor Vehicle

Self-Drive Vehicle Hire - Private Use Only

(provision of for hire vehicle for social, domestic and pleasure)

Mechanical Motor Vehicle

(inanimate vehicle)

(animate or inanimate vehicle powered by an animate motor)

(inanimate vehicle powered by an inanimate motor)

Self-Drive Vehicle Hire - Commercial Use
(provision of for hire vehicle for vehicle service)

Vehicle & Driver Hire - Commercial Use

(provision of for hire vehicle(s) and driver(s) for vehicle service)

FOR HIRE VEHICLES AND DRIVERS

(employed and/or self employed for hire vehicles and drivers)

Employee and Driver

(driver employed with vehicle by business owner or other)

Proprietor and Driver

(self employed owner driver with clear title to vehicle)

Bailee and Driver

(self employed lessee driver with hired, rented or leased vehicle)

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS
(business proprietors and others)

Agents

Employers

(service providers and operators)

Independent Drivers

(service providers and operators)

(service providers and operators)

OPERATORS

(network, fixed location and independent driver operators)

Network Operator

(provider of communication system)

Fixed Location Operator

(provider of for hire vehicle(s) and driver(s) for vehicle service)

Independent Driver Operator

(provider of for hire vehicle and driver for vehicle service)

VEHICLES AND SERVICES

(private/public hire exclusive/separate passenger/goods vehicles services)

Service Vehicles

(passenger and/or goods service vehicles)

Passenger Service Vehicles

Goods Service Vehicles

(exclusive and/or separate passenger service vehicles)

Exclusive Passenger Service Vehicles
(private and/or private hire service vehicles

Private Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Private Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a private place)

Public Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Public Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a public place)

Exclusive Passenger Vehicle Services
(private and/or public hire vehicle services)

(exclusive and/or separate goods service vehicles)

Separate Passenger Service Vehicles

Private Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Private Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a private place)

Separate Goods Service Vehicles

Exclusive Goods Service Vehicles

(private and/or public hire service vehicles)

(private and/or public hire service vehicles)

(private and/or public hire service vehicles)

Private Hire
Service Vehicle

Public Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Private Hire
Vehicle Service

Public Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a private place

(vehicle and driver hired
from a public place)

Separate Passenger Vehicle Services

Public Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Public Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a public place)

Exclusive Goods Vehicle Services

(private and/or public hire vehicle services)

(private and/or public hire vehicle services)

Passenger Vehicle Services

Private Hire
Service Vehicle
(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Private Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a private place)

Vehicle Services
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Public Hire
Vehicle Service

(vehicle and driver hired
from a public place)

(private and/or public hire vehicle services)

(exclusive and/or separate goods vehicle services)

(passenger and/or goods vehicle services)

(vehicle used for
hire and/or reward)

Separate Goods Vehicle Services

Goods Vehicle Services

(exclusive and/or separate passenger vehicle services)

Public Hire
Service Vehicle

HACKNEY(ED)
After the occupation of the Romans, between the 5th and 9th century, England
was invaded and settled by Germanic ("Gc.") (Angles/Jutes/Saxons) and Nordic
("Nc.") (Scandinavian/Icelandic) tribes, and from whom the two elements of the
word Hackney (Gc. haca(n)+ig/ieg, and Nc. hake(n)+ey ) originated. In the 9th
century the Anglo-Saxons eventually allowed the Danes to settle in the area now
known as Hackney under Danelaw. Apart from being a secure piece of land
(enclosure), and where horses (any type of horse, e.g. ambler, gelding or mare)
were kept/grazed before being taken to Smithfield Market, Hackney also became
an adopted/hereditary surname and, a name to describe a for-hire horse, which
later, became a famous breed known for its stamina and high stepping action.
In the 1100s William Fitzstephen, a Monk of Canterbury wrote: "Without one of
the Gates is a plaine field, both in name and deed, where every fryday, ... is a
notable shew of horses ... to see, or buy [sic]." See John Stow’s Survey of
London 1598, for Hackney/Fitzstephen/Smithfield Market (Smithfield for a plain
smooth ground, is called smeth and smo(o)thie. Market for horses and cattle).
Hacan-ieg (Old English/Anglo Saxon)
Old English/Anglo-Saxon ("OE/AS.") Hacan-ieg is Middle English ("ME.")
Hackney (Haca's Island), a secure (OE/AS. Haca(n), hook) place surounded by
fence/water (OE/AS. Ig/ieg, island) on the outskirts of London. Hacan Pundfald(e)
(haca's pound) and hacan penn (haca’s pen) are medium and smaller sized
enclosures. Allied surname Hacon or Hacun (Doomsday Book 1066).
Hakeney (ME., Middle English/Anglo-Norman, Norman and Old French)
ME. Hakeney became a word to describe both place and horse (prairie horse);
signifying, meadow/grassland for grazing/keeping horses. ME/Anglo-Norman
("ME/AN.") hakeney, chival praie. Norman ("N.") chival, horse and N. prai(e),
meadow. After the conquest of England in 1066, ME/AN. and N. belonged to a
group of other linguistic variants known as Langue D’Oil or Old French ("OF."),
once spoken between the 9th and 14th centuries in northern France, England
and the Channel Islands. Accordingly, the OF. haquenee and all other foreign
name versions are derived from the English place-name Hackney.
Hakeneia (Middle English/Anglo Latin)
ME/Anglo-Latin Hakeneia (spelt in 1199) means belonging, or from Hackney,
hence topographical surname Hackney (e.g. Benedict de Hakeneye 1275).
Hackney was also the trade forename to a man who hired out hackney-horses/
vehicles, and later adopted as a surname (e.g. William Hakeneyman 1327).
Hackney (Old to Late-Modern English)
Citing Skeat's etymological dictionary: "ME. hakeney is certainly from ME.
Hakeney, i.e. Hackney, in Middlesex. The OF. haquenee and MF. hacquenee
(Cotgrave) and all the foreign forms are simply borrowed from English, which
had the word first [sic]." Over a period of time Hackney became a common or
hackneyed name to describe: (i) topographical places, (ii) animate/inanimate
objects, and (iii) for-hire vehicles services ("Hack(ney(man)) Vehicles Services").
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VEHICLE(S)
Animal, Carriage and Vehicle
Animal (Latin ("L.") animale, a living being; anima, breath), Carriage (OF.
cariage, to lift) and Vehicle (L. vehiculum, to carry) are animate (with life) and
inanimate (without life) vehicles ("Biological and Mechanical Vehicles").
Motor and Power
Motor (L. motor, from movere, "to move"), that which gives motion, i.e. (i) a
nerve and muscle (motor neuron) causing a bodily movement (a mover, hence
"Biological Motor") and (ii) a machine used to give motion (a mover, hence
"Mechanical Motor"). Power (OF. poer from Italian potere, to be able), the
moving force of any biological or mechanical motor; one of the many units of
power used to measure the moving force of these motors is the amount a horse
can draw by lifting 33,000lb (equal to a laden/unladen brake (vehicle)) one foot
high in a minute (1 horse power = 745.7 watts, or 1 metric hp = 735.5 watts).
Fuel Reaction Motor Vehicle
Biology (Greek ("Gk.") bios, life), the science of life and living beings or entities;
a single cell organism evolved into a skeleton covered vehicle and moved by a
fuel reaction biological motor ("Biological Motor Vehicle"). Mechanical (Gk.
mechane, a machine), belonging to the making or constructing of machines.
Machine (L. machina, a contrivance), an instrument for doing work, i.e. (i)
inanimate vehicle, or (ii) a means of producing or directing force, e.g. mechanical
vehicle moved by a fuel reaction mechanical motor ("Mechanical Motor Vehicle").
Biological/Animate and Mechanical/Inanimate Motor Vehicles
The following animate or inanimate vehicles (land vehicle examples) may be
carried/drawn/impelled/propelled/powered by an animate or inanimate motor…



Biological Vehicle powered by a Biological Motor
Biological entity or animal, e.g. Human or Horse.



Mechanical Vehicle powered by a Biological or Mechanical Motor
No seat(s) and no roof cab(in), e.g. Chariot or Segway.



Mechanical Vehicle powered by a Biological or Mechanical Motor
With seat(s) and no roof cab(in), e.g. Wheelchair or Saddle.



Mechanical Vehicle powered by a Biological or Mechanical Motor
With seats and folding roof cab(in), e.g. Cab(riolet) or Landau.



Mechanical Vehicle powered by a Biological or Mechanical Motor
With seat(s) and permanent roof cab(in), e.g. Coach or Hansom Cab.



Mechanical Vehicle powered by a Biological or Mechanical Motor
With or without seat(s) and roof, e.g. any type of Trailer.

Any of the above may be used with drivers to transport passengers and/or goods
under a Private or Public Hire Contract for Service ("Vehicles and Services").
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TAXI(S)
Taxis
Taxis (Gk. taxis, arrangement, order), e.g. (i) BATTALION of the ancient Greek
army stand (wait) in rank (line), (ii) GROUP of fixed tax/tariff/rate bands applying
different charges, or (iii) FLEET of vehicles wait in line or stand in rank.
Tax and Meter
Tax (French ("F.") taxe from L. taxare, tax(ar)e, to charge, price, value and rate),
e.g. tax band applying a specific charge. Meter (F. metre(er), from Gk. metron, a
measure), e.g. device for measuring time and/or distance between two points.
Taxameter
Named the "taxa-meter" (taxa(re)+meter) and further developed in Germany by
Willhelm Friedrich Nedler and (finally perfected by) Friedrich Willhelm Bruhn,
between1876-1891, as a mechanical tax device (multi-fare indicator machine)
to calculate the fare of a journey between two or more point locations by time
and/or distance (double tax application), or distance on a stopped clock
(single tax application), within a group of fixed bands, e.g. select Tax, Tariff or
Rate 1 or 2 to apply a distinct charge for day/night-time vehicle service. In 1904
the German, Schneider, named his contraption the "taxi-meter" (taxi(s)+meter).

Taximeter
Following a letter from Theodor Reinach to the Temps in 1906, and after much
debate between Parisian philologists, whether the re-naming of the taxameter in
France should take the form "taxo-metre" or "taxi-metre" was finally settled;
hence, a proprietor of a vehicle in Paris fitted with a fare indicator also painted
and displayed the word taximetre on the outside flanks of his/her vehicle. The
London Cab and Stage Carriage Act 1907, was the first statute in the UK to use
the terms taximeter cab and taximeter after the name changed in France.
Taxi
During the early 1900s, a Licensed Hackney Carriage with a taximeter fitted
outside or inside the cab(in) became known as (i) Licensed Taximeter Cab, (ii)
Licensed Taxi-Cab, (iii) Licensed Taxi, or (iv) TAXI. The abbreviated term taxi
(taxies, plural) became synonymous with licensed hackney carriages because
they are licensed to stand in rank (i.e. arrangement, TAXIS) at designated public
places (Hackney Carriage Stands or Taxi Ranks) or hailed stop and negotiate a
potential Public Hire contract for service. Accordingly, Taxi Vehicle Services
in the UK were initially provided by licensed hackney carriages, taxies of taxis.
Taxi Vehicles Services or Contract Carriages Services
In the UK only certain Passenger Service Vehicles are permitted to display
upon the vehicle the word taxi when working or plying to carry passengers for
hire and/or reward (S 64, Transport Act 1980 and/or By-law). However, taxi is a
generic name to which no person owns the intellectual property rights, and thus
may be used to describe any vehicle used to carry one or more passengers for a
complete, whole and exclusive fare ("Exclusive Passenger Vehicles Services").
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BUS(ES)
Long Stage Carriages Services (National Stage Vehicles Services)
The amount a hackneyman was allowed to charge for a hackney-horse/vehicle
(for-hire horse/saddle with/without guide) to travel between the "hackney stages"
from the late 14th century was fixed by Command of King Richard II. Later,
hackneymen also provided Long Wagons (Dutch) and Caravans (Van(s) for
short. F. from Persian caravansary) with drivers to transport passengers/goods
between the stages for an exclusive (vehicle and driver hire) and/or separate
(vehicle-space and driver hire) charge. These National Stage Service Vehicles
were later replaced with Coaches. According to John Taylor the Water-Poet,
coaches were first introduced into England by the Dutchman, William Boonen
(Coachman to Queen Elizabeth I, 1564). The coach was originally made and
named after the place Kocs ("Kotcze") near Gyor, Hungary (F. coche from
Hungarian kocsi sezker, vehicle made in Kocs). On the 15th May, 1609 King
James I issued a Royal Proclamation forbidding hackneymen from hiring out
their horses/vehicles from the "King’s stage-posts" and carrying letters through
the posts. Historically, Hackney Stage Coach Services (vehicle and driver
and/or vehicle-space and driver hire services) transformed separately into a
Hackney Coach Service (i.e. an exclusive vehicle and driver hire service) and
Stage Coach Service (i.e. a separate vehicle-space and driver hire service).
Short Stage Carriages Services (Local Stage Vehicles Services)
In 1661 the French philosopher Blaise Pascal had the idea of using coaches on
short and pre-determined routes at fixed times for a separate fare of 5 sols.
On the 19th January 1662, the King’s Counsel authorised the financiers of the
operation, the Marquis de Sourches and the Marquis de Crenan to begin running
their Local Stage Service Vehicles. Unfortunately after 15 years of operation, and
due to lack of use, the company went bankrupt in1677.
Colonel Stanislas Baudry, a former soldier in the Imperial French Army opened a
hot-water bath house in the suburbs of Paris, 1825. To promote his new
business he had the idea of using coaches to bring his Parisian customers to the
suburbs. His terminus in the city started from the Place de Commerce, opposite
a shop which displayed the word Omnibus (L. omnibus, for all). Baudry found the
word appealing and applied it to his service, hence Omnibus Vehicle Service.
(Later, and over time, Omnibus became abbreviated to BUS).
The first Local Bus Vehicle Service in England was inaugurated on the
4th July 1829, by the coach builder George Shillibeer. His horse-drawn buses
(animate motor vehicles) could hold more than 20 passengers and the
conductors wore naval uniforms. Moreover, in the early 1800s, Walter Hancock
was the first to provide the public with a successful bus vehicle service using
inanimate motor vehicles (the steam-driven Automation, Autopsy, Era and Infant).
Bus Vehicles Services or Stage Carriages Services
In the UK there is no ban on displaying the word BUS, and thus may be shown
upon any Passenger Service Vehicle used to carry one or more passengers for a
single, distinct and separate fare (Separate Passenger Vehicles Services).
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FOR HIRE
Hire (AS/OE.) is payment for work done, or for the use of something under
contract. A contract (L.) is to draw together, or an agreement expressed or
implied between two or more parties, e.g. a hackneyman, person or entity
(bailor) may deliver in trust for private or commercial use a vehicle to any
person or entity (bailee) for hire. In Dogget -v- Waterloo Taxi-Cab Co, Ltd [1910]
it was held that a driver who hires his cab from a proprietor was deemed a bailee;
and to claim compensation under the Workman’s Compensation Act 1906, there
must be a Master (Employer) and Servant (Employee) relationship.
Private Hire (Point of Contract)

A private place made open to the general public to negotiate a contract for the
hire of an animate and/or inanimate vehicle, with or without guide, rider or driver
("Private Hire Vehicles Services"). A livery stable yard or some other private
place is where biological and/or mechanical vehicles are let for hire under
contract. Throughout the centuries the following are some examples of vehicles
made available for hire from hackney-stages, inns, taverns, livery stable-yards,
garage depots and others…


Biological Motor Vehicle (#1) For Hire
Animal hired for private or commercial use (animate vehicle powered or
moved by an animate motor or mover).



Biological Motor Vehicle (#2) For Hire
Animal and vehicle hired for private or commercial use (inanimate vehicle
powered or moved by an animate motor or mover).



Biological Motor Vehicle and Driver For Hire
Animal, vehicle and driver to work or ply to carry passengers and/or goods
under a Private Hire contract for service (inanimate vehicle powered or
moved by an animate motor or mover and controlled by a driver).



Mechanical Vehicle For Hire
Trailer hired for private or commercial use (inanimate vehicle powered or
moved by a secondary and ancillary animate or inanimate motor or mover).



Mechanical Motor Vehicle For Hire
Vehicle hired for private or commercial use (inanimate vehicle powered or
moved by an inanimate motor or mover).



Mechanical Motor Vehicle and Driver For Hire
Vehicle and driver to work or ply to carry passengers and/or goods under a
Private Hire contract for service (inanimate vehicle powered or moved by an
inanimate motor or mover and controlled by a driver).

The first self-drive inanimate motor vehicle hire service was introduced in
Chicago, USA, 1918. The company was later sold to John D. Hertz (the
President of the Yellow Taxi-Cab Company, Chicago) who later renamed it the
"Yellow Drive-U-Self". The Hertz Vehicle Hire Company, later became the largest
self-drive vehicle hire company in the world.
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Public Hire (Point of Contract)
The 17th century Historian, John Rushworth recorded: "it is worth observation
that in the first year of the reign of King Charles, no hackney-coaches did stand
in the streets … and there were not above twenty hackney-coaches at that time
to be had for hire in and about London … [sic]." Initially, hackney-coaches were
only available for Private Hire from hackneymen, tapsters and (h)ostlers.
In addition to Sir Sanders Duncombe’s Sedan Chairs (covered chairs or black
cab(in)s carried by bearers), Captain Bailey’s passenger service vehicles/drivers
also stood in public places for immediate hire ("Public Hire Vehicles Services").
The first hackney-chair and coach stands were in London and from where these
vehicles waited to be hired. Hackney Vehicles: (i) 300 Hackney-coaches and 600
Hackney-horses were first regulated by an Act of his Highness the Lord Protector
(Oliver Cromwell) in 1654, (ii) 400 Hackney-coaches were first regulated by an
Act of Parliament in 1662 (14 Charles II. Ch 2. S 1), and (iii) 200 Hackney-chairs
(sedan chairs) were first regulated in 1710, plus another 800 Hackney-coaches
(9 Anne. Ch 23. S 3).
Plying For Hire and/or Working For Reward
Like the word Hire, Reward (OF.) is also a word to describe something given in
return for work done. However, the two words may be used to define two trading
actions? When working or plying to carry passengers and/or goods under a
Private or Public Hire contract for service, then the term "plying for hire" is used
to describe the act, available to negotiate a contract (operate/provide, i.e. work or
"ply for hire"); likewise, when engaged the same term may also be used to
describe the act, undertake and fulfil a contract (drive/deliver, i.e. again, work or
"ply for hire"). Although the same ply(ing) for hire terms may be used, they do
however refer to two very different acts. To avoid confusion and separate these
two acts, when referring to the first act, then the expression "ply(ing) for hire"
may be used, and when referring to the second act, then "work(ing) for reward"
may be used; or vice versa.
Fixed Location and Independent Driver Operators
Operators may operate/provide any of the following vehicle and driver services…


Private/Public Hire Exclusive Passenger/Goods Vehicles Services
Vehicle and driver hired as a whole from a private or public place, to
undertake and fulfil a contract (expressed or implied) to carry passengers
and/or goods between two or more point locations for a complete, whole and
exclusive vehicle and driver charge.



Private/Public Hire Separate Passenger/Goods Vehicles Services
Vehicle-space and driver hired from a private or public place, to undertake
and fulfil a contract (pre-paid ticket or other agreement) to carry passengers
and/or goods between two or more point locations for a single, distinct and
separate vehicle-space and driver charge.

Drivers may drive/deliver any of the above vehicles and services.
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TAXIMETER
All taximeters in regulated districts must be accurately calibrated and sealed to
tax at the fixed rate set out in the Local Authorities latest list of charges (i.e.
card/chart/scale/sheet/table displaying all legal fares/prices/rates/tariffs/taxes).
The following is an example of how a taximeter may be simply configured to
apply a charge (24 hours) for TIME (single tax application), and/or DISTANCE
(single tax application) and EXTRAS (single and multiple tax applications) within
two fixed Rate Bands; and with no Automatic Tax Charge ("ATC") points set to
engage within any time and/or distance tax application (mph unit set at 0.0mph)…
Rate Band #1:

TIME > Charge (fixed price unit, e.g. 10 pence per unit) for
each measurement of time (fixed time unit, e.g. 60 seconds
per unit) whilst not in motion, i.e. charge for waiting time only.
ATC points NOT set…


To engage at any point in time (e.g. @ 3600 seconds)
and decrease or increase the fixed price unit, thereby
decreasing or increasing the tax for each time unit;



To engage at any point in time (e.g. @ 5436 seconds)
and decrease or increase the fixed time unit, thereby
increasing or decreasing the tax for each time unit;

To engage at any point in fare (e.g. @ £10.00p) and
decrease or increase the fixed time unit, thereby
increasing or decreasing the tax for each time unit. Or
DISTANCE > Charge (fixed price unit, e.g. 20 pence per
unit) for each measurement of distance (fixed distance unit,
100 yards per unit), i.e. charge for distance only.
ATC points NOT set…
 To engage at any point in distance (e.g. @ 1762 yards)
and decrease or increase the fixed price unit, thereby
decreasing or increasing the tax for each distance unit;




To engage at any point in distance (e.g. @ 2262 yards)
and decrease or increase the fixed distance unit, thereby
increasing or decreasing the tax for each distance unit;

To engage at any point in fare (e.g. @ £20.00p) and
decrease or increase the fixed distance unit, thereby
increasing or decreasing the tax for each distance unit.
EXTRAS > Additional charges, e.g. for extra passengers
and any item of luggage conveyed outside the passenger’s
compartment (fixed extras units, e.g. 20p/30p respectively).


Rate Band E:

Drivers in the UK have broad discretionary power to place the taximeter clock
in the stopped position and tax or charge for any journey on distance only
(single tax application); or by reference to the fare table may agree to make a
contract for time only (and discount the meter at the end of the journey); or for
journeys ending outside the licensing area may agree to charge any fare
(above the regulated rate card); or under certain circumstances may elect not
to demand the legal fare (waive all, or part of the legal fare for any reason).
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Example: Rate Band #1 (24hrs) – Double Tax Application (Time and/or Distance)
RATE BAND #1

(applied 24hrs – fixed price/time/distance units)

FIXED PRICE (TIME) UNIT
(set at 10 pence per unit)

FIXED PRICE (DISTANCE) UNIT
(set at 20 pence per unit)

FIXED TIME UNIT
(set at 60 seconds per unit)

FIXED DISTANCE UNIT
(set at 100 yards per unit)

FIXED MPH UNITS
(mph unit set at 0.0)
STAND 0.0 MPH
(charge for each unit of time while waiting)
BELOW 0.1 MPH
(charge for each unit of time NOT in motion)

BELOW 0.2 MPH
(charge for each unit of time IN motion)
BELOW 0.3 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 0.4 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 0.5 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 0.6 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 0.7 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 0.8 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 0.9 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 1.0 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 1.1 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 1.2 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 1.3 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 1.4 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 1.5 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)
BELOW 1.6 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

BELOW 1.7 MPH
(charge for each unit of time in motion)

< < < < < < 0.0 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.1 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.2 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.3 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.4 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.5 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.6 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.7 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.8 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 0.9 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.0 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.1 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.2 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.3 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.4 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.5 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.6 > > > > > >
< < < < < < 1.7 > > > > > >
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ABOVE 0.0 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 0.1 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 0.2 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 0.3 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 0.4 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 0.5 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 0.6 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 0.7 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 0.8 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 0.9 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 1.0 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 1.1 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 1.2 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 1.3 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 1.4 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)
ABOVE 1.5 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 1.6 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

ABOVE 1.7 MPH
(charge for each unit of distance)

CONTROLLED AREAS AND LICENSING (UK)
Vehicle Service Trade (Trading Areas: Land/Water/Aerospace)
It may be a misunderstanding that anyone wishing to set up a commercial
enterprise providing a vehicle service must first be regulated by some sort of
licensing regime, to legitimatize the business, before trading? This is not the
case! If there is no legislation controlling a particular type of vehicle service, then
obviously, no licence is required before trading. In parts of the UK there are
various types of vehicles services that legally operate without licence(s)! But,
when part of the trade goes beyond self-control/regulation, then usually for public
protection/safety, it may be subjected to primary/secondary legislation.
Regulated Area and Licensing (Company of Master Hackney Coachmen)
On the 23rd June, 1654 the first area of land (City) in the UK to be controlled for
the carrying of passengers was London: "An Ordinance for the Regulation of
Hackney-Coachmen in London and the places adjacent [sic]." The first Master
Hackney Coachmen licensed to keep, use and hire out the regulated (limited)
number of 600 hackney-horses and 300 hackney-coaches was limited to 200.
Deregulated Licences (NOT Area)
By virtue of section 9, Chapter 22 (statute) during the 3rd and 4th reign of King
William IV (1 & 2 William IV. Ch 22. S 9), the limited or regulated number of 1200
licences to keep, use and hire out hackney vehicles (licence granted to the
owner, not vehicle, hence hackney carriage "Proprietor’s Licence") in London
was deregulated or de-limited on 5th January, 1833. (Later, the vehicle was
granted a licence, hence proprietor’s "Hackney Carriage Licence").
Taxi, Bus, Taxi-Bus Vehicles and Services
The terms taxi, bus and taxi-bus may, or may not, be used as nicknames to
describe, distinguish and categorise any of the following vehicles and services…


TAXI (Taxi Service Vehicle - Taxi Vehicle Service)
Licensed exclusive passenger service vehicle and driver, operated to
provide the public with a licensed exclusive passenger vehicle service.
(Vehicle and driver licensed for Private and Public Hire, or Private Hire only).



BUS (Bus Service Vehicle – Bus Vehicle Service)
Licensed separate passenger service vehicle and driver, operated to
provide the public with a licensed separate passenger vehicle service.
(Vehicle and driver licensed for Private and Public Hire, or Private Hire only).



TAXIBUS (Taxibus Service Vehicle - Taxibus Vehicle Service)
Licensed exclusive/separate passenger service vehicle and driver, operated to
provide the public with a licensed exclusive/separate passenger vehicle service.
(Vehicle and driver licensed for Private and Public Hire, or Private Hire only).

Accordingly, taxi, bus and taxibus service vehicles and drivers licensed for
Private and Public Hire, or Private Hire only, may be operated to provide the
travelling public with taxi, bus and taxibus vehicle services.
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Licensed Service Vehicles (Neutral Terminology)


Licensed Passenger and/or Goods Service Vehicles
(Licensed exclusive and/or separate passenger and/or goods service vehicles).
o Licensed Exclusive Passenger and/or Goods Service Vehicles
(Licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles).


Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle
(Vehicle used for hire and/or reward).



Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle
(Vehicle used for hire and/or reward).

o Licensed Separate Passenger and/or Goods Service Vehicles
(Licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles).


Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle
(Vehicle used for hire and/or reward).



Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle
(Vehicle used for hire and/or reward).

Licensed Vehicle Services (Neutral Terminology)


Licensed Passenger and/or Goods Vehicle Services
(Licensed exclusive and/or separate passenger and/or goods vehicle services).
o Licensed Exclusive Passenger and/or Goods Vehicle Services
(Licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services).


Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service
(Vehicle and driver hired from a private place).



Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service
(Vehicle and driver hired from a public place).

o Licensed Separate Passenger and/or Goods Vehicle Services
(Licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services).



Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service
(Vehicle and driver hired from a private place).



Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service
(Vehicle and driver hired from a public place).

Exclusive Passenger Vehicle Service Contract Exempt (Licence Exempt)
In some areas of the UK (England and Wales), exclusive passenger service
vehicles and drivers used in connection with weddings or funerals are exempt
from licensing.
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UK LICENSING (ROAD VEHICLES SERVICES)
The Vehicle Excise and Registration Act 1994 and the Vehicles (Excise) Act
(Northern Ireland) 1954
In the UK most vehicles kept or used to carry passengers and/or goods on any
public road must be licensed and display a combined Vehicle Licence and
printed Identification Disc ("Tax Disc") showing all necessary details, validating
an allocated Vehicle Registration Mark (combination of letters and numbers) and
displayed on ancillary vehicle plates. Vehicle Excise Duty ("Road Tax") is
payment for any Tax Disc granted and issued under any UK Taxation Class.
(Above statutes do not apply to animate motor vehicles).
Passenger Vehicles Services (Licensing of Operators/Vehicles/Drivers)
With or without a current Tax Disc any person or entity wishing to operate and
provide Private/Public Hire Exclusive/Separate Passenger Vehicles Services in
the UK with an animate or inanimate motor vehicle fitted with 1 driver’s seat and
up to 8 passenger seats ("9 seater"), or a vehicle with 1 driver’s seat and 9 or
more passenger seats ("9 seater plus") or, any vehicle not fitted with wheels
(e.g. sedan chair, sledge or sleigh) may, or may not be subject to statutory
regulation in any of the following areas…


England



Scotland



Wales



Northern Ireland

If you and/or your vehicle are required to be licensed in any of the above areas in
which to carry passengers under a Private or Public Hire contract for service
(i.e. an exclusive or separate passenger vehicle service contract negotiated from
a private or public place), then you and/or your vehicle may be granted additional
licences and identification devices, e.g. badges/discs/plates; see Flow Chart #1.
Goods Vehicles Services (Licensing of Operators/Vehicles/Drivers)
Again, with or without a current Tax Disc any person or entity operating and
providing Private/Public Hire Exclusive/Separate Goods Vehicles Services in the
UK with an animate or inanimate motor vehicle having a gross plated weight
above 3556.21kg (3.5 tonnes), or if no gross plated weight, an unladen weight
over 1525kg may, or may not be subject to statutory regulation in any of the
following regions…


Great Britain



Northern Ireland

Again, if you and/or your vehicle are required to be licensed in any of the above
regions in which to carry goods under a Private or Public Hire contract for service
(i.e. an exclusive or separate goods vehicle service contract negotiated from a
private or public place), then you and/or your vehicle may be granted additional
licences and ID devices; see Flow Chart #2.
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Flow Chart #1: Licensed Vehicle Service Trade (Passengers)
LICENSED OPERATOR

(provider of a licensed for hire vehicle(s) and driver(s) for vehicle service)

LICENSED VEHICLES AND SERVICES

(licensed private/public hire exclusive/separate passenger vehicles services)

Licensed Service Vehicles

(licensed passenger service vehicles)

Licensed Passenger Service Vehicles

(licensed exclusive and/or separate passenger service vehicles)

Licensed Separate Passenger Service Vehicles

Licensed Exclusive Passenger Service Vehicles

(licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles)

(licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles)

Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a private place)

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a public place)

(vehicle and driver hired from a private place)

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a public place)

Licensed Separate Passenger Vehicle Services

Licensed Exclusive Passenger Vehicle Services

(licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services)

(licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services)

Licensed Passenger Vehicle Services

(licensed exclusive and/or separate passenger vehicle services)

Licensed Vehicle Services

(licensed passenger vehicle services)

_______________________________________________________________________________

Flow Chart #2: Licensed Vehicle Service Trade (Goods)
LICENSED OPERATOR

(provider of a licensed for hire vehicle(s) and driver(s) for vehicle service)

LICENSED VEHICLES AND SERVICES

(licensed private/public hire exclusive/separate goods vehicles services)

Licensed Service Vehicles
(licensed goods service vehicles)

Licensed Goods Service Vehicles

(licensed exclusive and/or separate goods service vehicles)

Licensed Separate Goods Service Vehicles

Licensed Exclusive Goods Service Vehicles

(licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles)

(licensed private and/or public hire service vehicles)

Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Private Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Public Hire Service Vehicle

Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Private Hire Vehicle Service

Licensed Public Hire Vehicle Service

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a private place)

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a public place)

(vehicle and driver hired from a private place)

Licensed Exclusive Goods Vehicle Services

(vehicle used for hire and/or reward)

(vehicle and driver hired from a public place)

Licensed Separate Goods Vehicle Services

(licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services)

(licensed private and/or public hire vehicle services)

Licensed Goods Vehicle Services

(licensed exclusive and/or separate goods vehicle services)

Licensed Vehicle Services
(licensed goods vehicle services)
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Mencap

Response to Law Commission Consultation on Reforming the law of taxi and
private hire services
TO :

tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk

Date : 9th August 2012

CC :

Jane Alltimes, Senior Campaigns and Policy Officer at Mencap

From :

Clare Lucas, Campaigns and Policy Support Officer at Mencap

Subject :

Mencap response to the consultation on “Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services”

About Mencap- Mencap supports the 1.5 million people with a learning disability in
the UK and their families and carers. Mencap fights to change laws and improve
services and access to education, employment and leisure facilities, supporting
thousands of people with a learning disability to live their lives the way they want.
We are also one of the largest providers of services, information and advice for people
with a learning disability across England, Northern Ireland and Wales. See
www.mencap.org.uk for more information.
About learning disability- A learning disability is caused by the way the brain
develops before, during or shortly after birth. It is always lifelong and affects
someone's intellectual and social development. It used to be called mental handicap
but this term is outdated and offensive. Learning disability is NOT a mental illness. The
term learning difficulty is often incorrectly used interchangeably with learning
disability.
About profound and multiple learning disability- Children and adults with profound and multiples
learning disability (PMLD) have more than one disability, the most significant of which is
a profound learning disability. All people who have PMLD will have great difficulty
communicating and many people will also have additional sensory or physical
disabilities, complex health needs or mental health difficulties. The combination of these
needs and/or the lack of the right support may also affect behaviour. All children and
adults with PMLD will need high levels of support with most aspects of daily life.

Background
Transport is very important for everyone as we all rely on it to get from place to place so we can do lots of
things. People with a learning disability need to travel so that they can:
 go to work
 access medical appointments
 go to a day service
 see friends and family
 do the things they want in the community.

www.mencap.org.uk
Registered charity number 222377

Most people with a learning disability cannot drive, and 50% of all families with a disabled child do not have
a car. This means that they have to rely on public transport and taxis, which can be difficult for someone with
a learning disability. Along with affordability, availability and acceptability, accessibility can act as a barrier
for people with a learning disability. A lack of access to transport denies people with a learning disability a
basic level of independence, choice and opportunity that many of us take for granted.
Whilst improvements have been made in terms of accessibility, Mencap believes that more can be done.
We believe that people with a learning disability should:
 have access to good public transport that they can afford
 get the support they need to use all forms of transport
 feel safe whilst travelling, free from fear of harassment.

Executive Summary
We have chosen to respond to the section of the consultation that is relevant to Mencap and people with a
learning disability. As a result, we have not responded to all the questions within the consultation and have
focussed primarily on the “Taxi and Private Hire Reform and Equality” section which explores accessibility
issues that are relevant to people with a learning disability, including those with PMLD.
We agree with all the proposals put forward in the section on equality within the consultation and commend
the Law Commission for its focus on equality issues when looking at reform of the law for taxi and private
hire services. In particular, we welcome the Law Commissions emphasis on and recognition of the value of
disability awareness training, which is something we would advocate for all transport providers and staff.

Mencap response
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
Mencap support the suggestion of introducing a separate licence category for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. Many disabled passengers, particularly wheelchair
users, require taxis that can accommodate their needs. This restricts the types of
vehicles they are able to use and makes them dependent on the availability of
accessible taxis and private hire vehicles. Putting a duty on licensing authorities to give
priority to disabled passengers and make adequate provisions at ranks would provide
disabled passengers with a greater assurance that their transport needs can be met by
local provision.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)

www.mencap.org.uk
Registered charity number 222377
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Mencap recognise that purchasing and maintaining a wheelchair accessible vehicle can
be costly. We agree that providing an incentive for vehicles to meet certain accessibility
standards would help to compensate for any additional costs incurred and, hopefully,
increase the likelihood of providers making accessibility a priority for their vehicles. In
particular, we think this would be of importance for those vehicles that are more
specialised as these vehicles are likely to be particularly expensive to purchase and
maintain depending on the nature of the adjustments they have.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
In catering to the different needs of disabled passengers, it is necessary to consult with
those individuals who will be using such vehicles to guarantee that the vehicles on offer
meet the spectrum of need. For example, many people with PMLD have to use
wheelchairs that are larger than standard wheelchairs meaning they require more space,
rendering some standard accessible vehicles inappropriate. The needs of different
disability groups vary dramatically so it is important that providers consult accordingly if
the accessibility needs of disabled passengers are to be adequately met.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
We recognise the practical difficulties and limitations with introducing national quotas as
identified by the consultation. In addition, we agree that national quotas would not
necessarily resolve the conflict between supply and demand as meeting a quota would
not guarantee that an accessible vehicle would always be available at the time and in
the place it was required. Therefore, we agree with the decision not to introduce
national quotas but believe that something must still be done to address discrepancies
between supply and demand to make sure accessible vehicles are available to those
who rely upon them.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Despite Equality Act legislation prohibiting discrimination in the provision of goods and
services, we still hear reports of problems experienced by disabled people who are
trying to access taxi and private hire services, either being unfairly discriminated against
or out rightly refused a service.
We agree with the consultation document that such behaviour often occurs as a result of
a lack of knowledge and/or understanding about disability. We appreciate that many
staff do not understand the needs of passengers with a learning disability or those with
PMLD. Drivers may not realise that someone has a learning disability or what this
means leading to discriminative behaviour. For example, they may think that someone
who has difficulty speaking or counting their money is behaving badly or being difficult.
To avoid discrimination, it is very important that drivers understand how a learning
disability can affect someone’s behaviour. As a result, we welcome the proposal for
national standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles to include

www.mencap.org.uk
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recognised disability awareness training. Disability awareness training is an important
means of educating transport staff and providers, helping them to treat passengers with
disabilities fairly and to understand their needs, both in terms of physical access and the
accessibility of information. For example, disability awareness training can teach drivers
how to communicate effectively with someone with a learning disability by using
accessible language.
Mencap believe that the best people to train staff about learning disability are those with
a learning disability themselves. Therefore, we would strongly recommend that any
disability awareness training for drivers was delivered by people with a disability.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Regardless of the practices put in place, we accept that discriminatory practices may still
occur. In such instances, it is important that disabled passengers understand their rights
and know how they can make a complaint. Improving the complaint procedure will
simultaneously improve the reporting of inappropriate and discriminatory behaviour and
will help in tackling such issues and disciplining those drivers who behave in a
discriminatory manner. In addition, we would emphasise the importance of information
about complaints procedures being available in an accessible format so that people with
a learning disability can understand.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
We feel this question relates to the above proposal. Existing legislation already places an obligation on
drivers to stop for disabled passengers, yet instances of discrimination are still occurring. Therefore, it may
be more appropriate to introduce a penalty system to penalise those drivers that fail to make reasonable
adjustments and unfairly discriminate against disabled passengers by refusing to stop for them.

For more information, please contact Clare Lucas, Campaigns and Policy Support Officer on

www.mencap.org.uk
Registered charity number 222377
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From: mike bassett
Sent: 10 August 2012 17:50
To: TPH
Subject: consultation paper no 203 private hire
Dear Sirs

I am a recent new owner of a 1929 Austin 16/6 Burnham saloon and like many owners were buoyed by the
end of MOT tests for these vehicles.
As I have only just joined the VAR, the Vintage Austin Register, I came upon the Private Hire proposals for
vintage cars a few days ago and have been communicating with other vintage car owners to find out what it
will mean to them if it goes ahead.
With government removing the need for vehicle testing and placing the onus upon owners/drivers to maintain
their vehicles, why is it suddenly become necessary to rate an occasional driver the same as a taxi/private
hire driver or operator?
I have an insurance limit of 3,000 miles per annum. I expect to do about 300! It is about preserving the
vehicles in a roadworthy and practical state, rather than running it into the ground, or turning it into a museum
piece!
The vehicle is a wonderful vehicle for wedding use and I had expected to do around 5-6 wedding a year, at a
nominal cost towards the upkeep, showcasing the vehicle as a marvellous example of British engineering.
Should I have to pay for an operator’s licence, driver medical and associated costs as if I were running a taxi
business, then I will not be attending for weddings, depriving many of our local young people the affordable
chance to experience vintage travel and a highlight to their wedding day.
I, for one, are firmly against proposal 11, which is not just financially ridiculous but also socially bereft of
emotion.
I am perhaps one of the lucky drivers who is somewhat qualified to drive, as are many vintage car owners.
I am a DSA Approved Driving Instructor, grade 6 fleet, the top grade! Rospa Advanced Driving Instructor
Diploma. Rospa Gold standard driver. PSV D1 minibus instructor. I have a DSA CRB enhanced check.
I do not support proposal 11 and will be asking my MP, Greg Clarke, to take the matter up on my behalf.
Kind regards
Mike Bassett

Mike Bassett
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From: Quentin Gallagher
Sent: 10 August 2012 21:45
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
Sir/Madam,
I was alarmed to learn of proposals to discontinue the exemption of wedding and funeral cars into the scope of private hire
licencing.
These proposals demonstrate a lack of understanding of how wedding hire in particular works and if enacted would bring this
activity to a virtual end with no benefit for anyone. Couples often choose a particular model of car due to a personal or family
connection. Their choice adds to the spectacle and memories on the day. For the drivers, too, the activity is often undertaken as
much for the enjoyment of being part of the occasion as it is for financial gain.
If this goes ahead, many current drivers and vehicles will withdraw from the market because the bureaucracy and cost will not be
worthwhile. And in any case, who wants their wedding or funeral transport blighted by an ugly private hire licence plate on the ends
of the vehicle and other appendages specified by bureaucrats, not to mention an equally ugly identification lanyard on the driver,
who you may be unaware often features in the photographs, or acts as a bearer in the case of funerals.
These highly cherished vehicles are driven sedately for short distances in the course of their wedding work, and more so for funeral
work. Wedding vehicles may be used for this purpose as little as six times a year.
Councils will actually gain little or nothing financially, no doubt one of the primary aims, because many drivers will just cease
activities. I do not believe there is any justification for this based on safety or sharp practices, and I am surprised this is being
mooted during a time of ‘red tape challenges’.
I wonder if this proposal has arisen from a misinformed and London-centric viewpoint of wedding hire cars being shabby Lincoln
Town Cars operated by shady characters?
Whilst writing, however, I would like to welcome the proposal to drop the ‘licenced drivers only’ condition for proper private hire
cars, which is a sensible move.
Yours faithfully,
Quentin Gallagher
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From: Prestige Chauffeurs Limited
Sent: 13 August 2012 09:54 To: Gray, Hannah;
Chris hargreaves No 1; Bryan roland (nph) Subject: Licensing wedding cars. Hi, my name is Bill Hargreaves & I.
would like to voice my concerns regards. the licensing of wedding cars. I purchased a 1960 Rolls Royce Silver. Cloud
6 years ago. Cars / driving being my hobby & passion. It was like realising a dream. These cars. are expensive to
maintain & to help with running costs many owners offer them for special occasions & indeed weddings. I don't object
to the cars being regulated , after all I know there are many dodgy operators running unsafe vehicles. My Rolls is
MOT'd every 12months & is fully insured. It only covers on average 1000 to 1200 miles a year & this is proved by
looking at the previous MOT's. It is driven with care & consideration for the car (51) yrs old & other road users. My
concern is A) another added running cost & B) would it require an additional test & would this test if any be
sympathetic to the age of the car. In concluding I would say yes to licensing but with a different test with respect for
the vehicles age & mileage in mind, & also the cost. I think a blanket test ( 1 for all )would be a Bad idea & it would
need policing carefully to be fair for all. For instance a stretch limo being used for daily work,prom nights,etc should
surely be in a different catagory to owners of cherished vehicles. Thankyou for taking the time to read this. Bill
Hargreaves IMPORTANT NOTE Please can you use services@prestigechauffeurs.co.uk for all bookings / enquiries.
Group Marketing Director
Chauffeur Driven Cars - for all your Corporate and Private travel requirements Chauffeur Agency - Supplying
Chauffeurs to drive your vehicles Wedding Cars - 1960's Rolls Royce Silver Cloud MK 2 Mobile Prestige Car
Valeting - Your cars valeted at home or work Courier Service Legal Disclaimer This email and any files transmitted
with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you
have received this email in error, please let us know by replying to the sender, and immediately deleting this email
from your system. Please note that in these circumstances, the use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this
information is strictly prohibited. We apologise for any inconvenience that may have been caused to you. Prestige
Chauffeurs™ Group cannot accept any responsibility or liability for the accuracy or completeness of this message
since it has been transmitted over a public network. Although this message has been virus scanned we recommend that
you scan any attachments before opening. Trade mark(s) registered to Prestige Chauffeurs™ Limited Sent from my
BlackBerry® wireless device This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure
Intranet anti-virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM
Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk. Communications
via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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It is an anomaly that the Welsh Government already holds devolved powers for rail and bus services
in Wales and also has certain responsibilities for air and sea yet they have no overall powers for taxis
or private hire vehicles.
Legislation for taxis and private hire in England and Wales is sadly out of date and is regarded by the
industry as ‘unfit for purpose’ in that it extends back to 1847 consisting of 68 different pieces of
subsequent legislation up to the 1970’s.
The Parliamentary Under Secretary for State, Norman Baker MP, has asked the Law Commission to
advise him on current legislation and they are due to report on 19th July 2011. It is a fact of life that
many people have made a lot of money arguing the vagaries of the various pieces of legislation and
it is time for an up to‐date ‘National Cab Act’ to reflect the modern era. There have been numerous
bits of recent legislation for ‘buses and trains, but nothing for taxis and private hire vehicles, simply
regarded by the DfT as too difficult to address despite appeals from the trade and Institute of
Licensing, representing licensing officers for local authorities.

ISSUES:
1) Should there be just one tier of taxi and private hire, which would enable all licence holders to
ply for hire as hackney cabs? Perhaps this would be easier to justify in rural areas as opposed to
more urban ones as is the case in London. There will be objections from some parts of the
industry, but if adequate powers are legislated for, local authorities would be able to monitor
the industry more effectively.
The travelling public would be better served with one tier, whereby there would be no
confusion in what a taxi and what a private hire vehicle can and cannot do. It would be easier
for licensing authorities to administer with obvious financial savings. By releasing private hire
vehicles from the restraints of where they can pick passengers up, they can become a more
valuable part of the Integrated Transport system we all aspire to. If for any reason a bus was
late or failed to operate, then taxis can fill this gap speedily. The disincentive would probably
be the difference in fares. As we all know there is a ‘black market’ in selling Hackney licence
plates over which the LA has no control. By having just the one tier it should alleviate this
market and along with ‘entry requirements’ for operators help improve the quality and
professionalism of the industry. Should a metropolitan area wish to retain a two tier system it
should be able to seek derogation from the relevant Minister responsible for transport or, to
the appropriate Traffic Commissioner for their area.
2) The industry is rightly critical over the vast variation in charges for licences between
authorities. The Welsh or Regional Government should stipulate annual fees, with a review
annually, or as appropriate. They should also have an inclusive rate for CRB checks, which as
an add‐on in some authorities, again breeds discontent within the trade.
This should be an easy situation to resolve by stipulating fees on either a regional or
national basis and should include any training and checks required (CRB etc). It would help
remove the current practice of registering in another LA area simply to gain less expensive
licences to trade.
3) DRIVERS: All taxi and private hire drivers should have to meet minimum criteria before being
able to drive a taxi, which are supported both by the industry and licensing officers. Drivers
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must all pass a DSA driving assessment, have an enhanced CRB checked and to have at least
a D1 requirement on their licence. What is known as ‘Annex D’, a 1992 Circular dealing with
the ‘fit and proper’ criteria for an applicant for a licence should be reviewed, to the extent
that the taxi trade has produced its own guidelines as the Annex which has been the subject
of much dispute. The industry has developed a training package, referred to as a CPC and
this should be a minimum requirement for all drivers and with no exemptions for
‘grandfather rights’, but a lead in period of 2 years so as to enable all existing drivers to take
and pass the test. The CPC should be administered by an approved body similar to those
undertaken in the road passenger and haulage industry. Drivers who reach the age of 45
years must pass a medical and have a regular repeat check‐up until the age of 65 years, after
which an annual medical would be required. Should there be any dispute or court
judgement against any driver, then the Traffic Commissioner of that area should be the
arbiter of any action against the drivers licence. It is not clear whether a driver should be
required to sit a ‘knowledge test’, as there may be a ‘sat‐nav’ system available in the vehicle,
which could negate this requirement. It is a debatable requirement that drivers should be
trained in manual handling and first aid, given they frequently carry vulnerable and less able
bodied passengers, but they should undertake some agreed disability awareness course.
This is probably the easiest area to resolve and probably the most important because it is
well recognised that some elements of the industry are less than satisfactory whether it be
the driver or management. Legislation must be enacted to identify these necessary
requirements and some form of Certificate of Professionalism Competence introduced
especially for managers, owners and operators. Rather than stipulate the syllabus content
it should be left to an independent Approval Body to assess and approve trainers and their
syllabus. The managers’ CPC should be the minimum requirement for entry and paid for by
the applicant themselves before any licence is approved and for those already engaged in
the industry a period of say three years to gain this professional qualification. Training for
drivers also stipulated by the Approval Body would be done at the operator’s expense,
because they will be the ultimate beneficiaries of good practice. Operators could approach
their Insurer’s and seek reductions in their annual premiums based on the fact that drivers
are trained to a higher standard than previously. To progress this on a pilot scheme,
perhaps funding could be sourced to enable ‘pump‐priming’ of an agreed syllabus for both
drivers and managers.
4) MANAGEMENT: At present there are no entry requirements for managers or licence owners.
This is unlike both the road passenger and haulage industry, whereby all transport managers
must satisfy their capability by passing a Certificate of Professional Competence, which
means they are financially aware, up to‐date with legislation etc. Managers or Licence
Holders must be of ‘Good Repute’ and ‘Financially Sound’ before they can be issued with a
taxi licence. They should keep employment and maintenance records of all staff and vehicles
they employ. There is a perception that because there is no ‘hour’s restriction’ other than
the Working Time Directive, drivers can be available to drive 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Drivers working information should be accountable to both the local authority in
which their business is based and the appropriate Traffic Commissioner and should they
have more than one base, then a fully qualified Transport Manager must be employed in
each area.
This is dealt with to some extent under para.3 but gives some idea of what the relevant
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qualification should encompass. It is paramount that minimum standards are set before
entry to the industry. Not to do so would create an industry whereby the employee’s have
more qualifications than their employer simply because there are no requirements to be
able to enter the industry. This could be regarded as ‘barriers to entry’, but if the industry
is to become fit for the modern age, minimum standards must be stipulated.
5) LICENSING OFFICERS: At present, many local authorities regard ‘taxi licensing’ as an ‘add‐on’
responsibility, which can cause resentment in the industry when interpretation of the
present archaic legislation is at odds with other LA areas. All licensing officers must have an
appropriate qualification shewing they are competent and fully understand the current
legislation and can make sound judgements in their area. It is suggested they are at least in
possession of the same CPC qualification as a Transport Manager in the taxi industry.
Most licensing officers have a true regard of their position and undertake some form of
accreditation to enable them to carry out their duties so as to understand the legislation of
the industry such training is essential. It will help reduce the sometimes unwanted
interference by ill‐informed members when granting licences etc. Successful candidates
should be able to transfer their accreditation when changing authorities as all knowledge
should be transferable.
6) VEHICLES: Probably the most contentious of all the decisions made by local authority
Licensing officers and is an area that needs the strongest legislation that is ‘fit and proper’
for the purpose of carrying paying passengers. Some authorities insist on a minimum age for
a vehicle and that in some authorities these vehicles should be liveried to some extent.
Some authorities are calling for dedicated vehicles and not ones that can return to
‘domestic’ use when not in taxi mode. Most authorities now insist on at least a percentage
of taxis being ‘wheelchair accessible’, whereas this is a laudable aim, the current black cab as
seen in London, does not provide easy access for all, a point made by many in the industry.
Encouragement needs to be given to vehicle manufacturers to become more innovative in
future designs by designing vehicles that encompass the needs of some, if not all those with
accessibility problems. All taxis should undertake stringent checks annually, possibly at the
time of MOT’s, which are carried out at VOSA recognised garages. The appropriate
Certificate can then be submitted to the local authority overseeing taxi licensing. If the VOSA
was charged with passing these vehicles, they will be able to keep a check on the recent
phenomena of stretch limousines, which in some Traffic Areas have become a bone of
contention with Traffic Commissioners and who at present, do not have powers over taxis.
It would be sensible to establish a working party of representatives from the industry,
licensing officers, users and the vehicle designers to develop a more appropriate vehicle for
the modern age being accessible to as many people as possible. As stated above, even the
‘black cab’ common in London is not truly accessible, although far more so than in past
years. The checking and monitoring by LA’s can be very varied and it is recognised not all
garages wish to participate in the approval of taxis and private hire vehicles. There should
one stringent test for taxis, which would include private hire vehicles under the one tier
system and should have an examination laid down by VOSA so there would no difference
between LA areas. At present, only by taking an authority to court can an operator
challenge a disputed decision and the precedent set by PCV and HGV decisions are made
by Traffic Commissioners in the various parts of the country. Their decisions should be
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impartial and binding. They would also be able to address the issue of ‘stretch‐limousines’,
which arguably should be classed as mini‐buses.
7) OTHER ISSUES: Government could also use the new legislation to encourage ‘greener’ fuels,
insisting on alternative energy sources thereby helping to reduce pollution, especially in
urban areas. Installation of ‘Smartcard Readers’ in taxis could help many who rely on ‘plastic’
to get around in an increasingly cashless society we now live in. Pilot areas in Bangor and
Newport funded by the Welsh Government, enabling stored fare cards to be used on buses
should be extended to local taxis. A final bone of contention within the industry is the issue
of VAT on fares, a tax that is not charged on either bus or rail fares. This would of course be
an issue for Westminster as opposed to Cardiff.
One area which can
be influenced by national policy is the encouragement to use greener fuels by means of
targeted grants. The government has recently announced grants for the purchase of
‘electric powered vans’, whereas the nature of taxi work may not lend itself to electric
power, certainly the purchase of hybrid vehicles should be supported. Local Authority
should be encouraged to promote the use of such vehicles locally. So as to include taxis as
part of the Integrated Transport mix, initiatives such as ‘SmartCards’ should be available
along with other initiatives similar to the Plus‐Bus scheme, something Virgin Trains a few
years ago with limited success.
B Bigwood FCILT FInstTA
Law Commission Statement - July 2011
Taxis and private hire vehicles - regulation
Status: The consultation for this project is due to open in April 2012
We are reviewing the existing framework of taxi and private hire vehicle regulation with a view to preparing
proposals for consultation.
Taxis and private hire vehicles (PHVs) are an important part of local transport. They operate in highly
regulated markets where safety and quality control are paramount. Licensing covers key areas such as the
quality of services, the fitness of drivers, fare regulation and restrictions on the number of licenses issued.
The current law on taxis and PHVs has been criticised for being complex and outdated.
One problem is the multiplicity of legislation. Taxis, which can “ply for hire” so customers can stop them in
the street, have different rules to PHVs which can only be pre-booked. In turn each of the taxi and PHV
trades is regulated by multiple statutes. There are also different legal systems along geographical lines
distinguishing Plymouth, London and the rest of England and Wales. Whereas some distinctions are
clearly justified others are less clearly so.
Some of the legislation, particularly relating to taxis, is archaic. The key statutes date back to Victorian
times and refer to “hackney carriages” when taxis were literally horse-drawn vehicles. Case law and
guidance are indispensable in interpreting the law. This also makes the legislation less able to reflect more
modern technology like the telephone, internet and GPS technology.

The project
The project examines the legal framework relating to taxis and PHVs with a view to making it simpler and
more modern. We aim to publish proposals for reform in April 2012. This will be followed by a three month
consultation period where we invite the public to respond to our proposals. We plan to publish a final report
with our recommendations and draft bill by late 2013.
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Comments on above would be welcome accompanied by structured arguments both for and against
proposals.
The paper was initially prepared for the Welsh Government who will have a direct input to the Law
Commissions report.

Please respond by:……………………………..
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From: Athol House
Sent: 13 August 2012 11:27
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services Consultation
Dear Sir/Madam
I am a wheelchair user, and would like to respond to your consultation on the above subject. In doing so, I would like
to make the following points:
Taxis and private hire vehicles should not:
1. Be charging extra to transport people with disabilities because this is discriminatory and unfair.
2. Have their meter running while supporting customers with disabilities in and out of the vehicle.

  3. Drivers should not be uneccesarily extending the journies of people with disabilities while in their vehicles. To
this end, routes should be agreed before the taxi leaves with the customer.
Regards
Carole Joseph

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: i
Sent: 13 August 2012 15:46 To: TPH Subject: Taxi & Minicab rules Dear Sirs,
Having just read the simple guide to possible changesto the rules and licence arrangements. I believe that Funeral
directors should be exempt from these regulations because:- Our cars travel all over the country with funerals and not
restricted to one area. The cars are not equiped for wheelchair users and would require an unrealistic investment in
vehicles to achieve wheelchair access and multiple abled bodies to travel together. The current cost of a new limousine
is £100,000. They are currently not tall enough to carry wheelchair users. The charging structure is not based upon
milage only. We have a premium cost for premium cars. Family often use over £250,000 woth of cars not your usual
£500 banger cab! I believe that you would be making a very big mistake to include funeral cars in to standardisation of
rules. Michael Hart Director
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From: Wendy Candy
Sent: 13 August 2012 17:30
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation Paper 203, Reforming the Law of Taxi & Private Hire Services
Dear sirs
As the owner of a wedding car hire company I am extremely disturbed by the proposal to license my cars, myself
and
my wife under the same umbrella as modern taxi’s and mini cabs. I realise that this proposal also applies to funeral
hearses and limousines. We, as a small family business, use our cars for no more than fifteen weddings every year.
The rest of the year they are used to attend shows and for social days out for ourselves.
We have hire and reward insurance on our vehicles as required by law and maintain our vehicles to a high standard.
We are meticulous in paying tax to the Inland Revenue declaring everything related to fees and expenses.
However, our vehicles would never be able to comply with the stringent testing that modern vehicles undergo, they
don’t
have seat belts, brakes are cable operated and mostly don’t live up to the standard required by the M.O.T. test for
modern
vehicles and we could never justify paying the annual fees chargeable to vehicles hired out on a daily basis to
provide the driver and/or
the owner of the vehicle with a vocational wage. Our vehicles are hired as a novelty, something special and out of
the ordinary and we cannot charge fees high enough to support ourselves throughout the year or that would justify
a
substantial increase to cover the extra costs involved passing them on to our prospective customers. The fee that
we
charge is used exclusively to maintain our vehicles they being of historic interest. Implementation of this proposal
would
put us out of business and with other vintage car wedding companies, deprive our prospective clients of the choice
that
they have at present. We are solely part of the whole spectrum of services offered to prospective marriage partners
be they
venues, dresses, cakes, photographers, jewellers etc.
So what with the prospect of having our vehicles exempted from an M.O.T. test from November this year, which is
also
ludicrous because of the lack of a set of independent and trained eyes looking over our vehicles annually, it seems
that
there is a cloaked motive behind all of these proposals which is to have all older vehicles banned from the roads
and placed
in museums. Have those involved in this proposal considered the knock on effect to other small businesses that are
involved
in the restoration and maintenance of our vehicles? An awful lot as well as ours will finish up and this at a time
when the
government says that it supports the encouragement of small businesses.
I implore you or those involved to reconsider what has been set in motion and realise the nonsense of this proposal
and ask
of yourselves why now when historically our particular vehicles have been exempted. Is it a money making exercise
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or an
attempt to over regulated everybody who wants to provide a service to those parties who just want something a
little
different on their special day.
Yours sincerely Calvin Candy (The Public Carriage Company)   
      
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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12th August 2012

Mr A Nesfield

Proposal 1
A two tier system of taxis and private hire is the best system. A one tier system would lead
to a very large number of unlicensed, uninsured drivers and vehicles touting for work.
Proposal 2
London would be hard to reform and there is a need to keep the iconic Black Cab as visitors
from all over the world recognise this as a taxi.
Proposal 3
A taxi has to be a distinctive vehicle, so the public know it is a taxi, for example the TX4
Black Cab which has been purpose built as a taxi. Private hire use different vehicles but
they could all be the same colour, this would help the public who have book a private hire to
distinguish a licensed private hire from an unlicensed vehicle.
Question 4
The advantage of only licenced motor vehicles is that the driver has passed a driving test.
Proposal 5
Taxis and private hire should be licenced separately from public service vehicles to help the
public distinguish the difference.
Proposal 6
Stage coaches should not be used as taxis as this would confuse the public.
Proposal 7
The drivers of limousines and novelty vehicles should be licensed as well their vehicles for
the safety of the public.
Proposal 8
Genuine volunteers should not need a private hire licence for running hospital patients
home, a criminal records check would be adequate.
Proposal 9
Carpooling and members clubs. These vehicles would need to be adequately insured for
hire and reward which is very expensive.

Proposal 10 & 11
Wedding and funeral cars should be exempt from private hire licenses but they need to be
adequately insured.
Question 12
The reintroduction of contract exemption would lead to abuse. These drivers would not need
a private hire license or a CRB check they could tender for school contracts. Transporting
children to school in vehicles that are not licensed and not adequately insured.
Proposals 13 and 14
Airports should allow taxis and private hire to service the public. A private hire company
could have an office in the airport terminal to take bookings. Taxis should have suitable taxi
ranks that are visible from the airport terminals and the taxis should be purpose built vehicles
such as the TX4 Black Cab able to take disabled passengers.
Proposals 15, 16 and 17
The present system of plying for hire and hailing on the street is accepted by the public as
long as the taxi is a distinctive vehicle such as the TX4 Black Cab. The public then recognise
that when the hire sign is lit the vehicle is available for hire.
Proposal 18
Retaining compellability is a good idea, taxi drivers should not refuse a job as this is part of
being a taxi driver.
Proposal 19
Private hire vehicles should only work on pre-bookings, this should be properly enforced to
stop them touting for taxi work.
Proposal 20
As long as the taxi and private hire vehicle are adequately insured they should be permitted
to use the vehicle for leisure.
Proposals 21, 22 and 2
The use of taxi or cab by private hire companies will lead to confusion for the customer as
the public view a taxi or a cab as a TX4 black cab. There needs to be a clear distinction
between taxis and private hire in advertising and signage on vehicles.
Proposal 24
The safety standards for taxis are very important and should be left to the local licensing
authorities to check the vehicles and their insurance details.
Proposals 25, 26 and 27
All taxi or private hire vehicles should be of the highest standard of road worthiness and
checked regularly such as every 6 months by the local authority.

Proposals 28 and 29
Question 30
Driver’s safety is very important for taxi and private hire especially working at night time.
CCTV can help to deter customer violence towards the driver. Due to police cut backs the
officers cannot always response when a driver has problems.
Proposal 34
Local Licensing authorities are the best people to set safety standards, fares and local
conditions such as roof signs and the colour of vehicles. The most important role for any
local authorities is to have proper enforcement of any law covering taxi and private hire
vehicles. With the cut backs to local authorities there are very little funds for maintaining a
high level of enforcement.
Question 36 and 37
It would be a good idea if local licensing authorities could work together to reduce costs and
improve enforcement of the taxi and private hire trade, this would also improve the safety of
the drivers and the public.
Proposal 38 and 39
Removing licensing zones could leave some areas without taxis as drivers would want to
work in the busiest places such as city centres and airports.
Question 40
Peak time licenses how would this be enforced. The high cost of a vehicle and insurance
would lead to drivers doing longer hours than their license states, this would be impossible to
enforce due to the lack of enforcement officers.
Proposal 41
Removing cross boarder restrictions would be very difficult to enforce. Taxis and private hire
would make their way to the city centres and tout for work thus denying the local taxi and
private hire out of work. This happens outside Manchester United’s Football Ground at the
moment, taxis and private hire from out of area come to tout for work which denies the local
taxi and private hire of their livelihood. Also these out of area taxis and private hire over
charge people visiting the ground and there is very little enforcement or police activity to stop
this happening.
Proposal 42
All taxis and private hire drivers should return to their area, this would stop them illegally
touting for work and protect the public as these taxis and private are not insured in such
circumstances. Taxi and private hire vehicles would not stay in an area where they have
dropped off if it is quiet and no chance to tout for work.
Proposal 43
Local licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate taxi fares they have the local
knowledge and the responsibility to set a correct taxi fare.

Question 44
Pre-booked journeys should be charged at meter rate which would be a fair price for the job.
If the meter is not used this could lead to some drivers overcharging.
Question 45
The local authority needs to have the power to enforce all taxi and private hire owners and
drivers are of the highest standard possible; a fit and proper person; have had a criminal
records check; are medically fit; hold a full driving license and have adequate insurance.
These checks should be made by the local licensing authority for the public’s safety.
Proposal 46
Vehicle testing. Taxi and private vehicles should be have an MOT test twice a year. The
general appearance of the interior and the body work should also be of a high standard.
These tests are best performed by the local authority testing station as this guarantees a
consistent high standard.
Question 47
Operator Licensing. Taxi radio systems should keep job records for three months.
Proposal 54
Local authorities are best placed to be able to determine local needs. Local authorities
should continue to exercise their power to determine the number of taxis operating in their
area as they can make judgements based on sound local knowledge and regular unmet
demand surveys.
Question 55
The problems that will arise are traffic congestion, pollution and overcrowded ranks.
Liverpool, Cardiff, Sheffield and Wirral M.B.C. have all re-regulated, due to the police
advising the local authorities that they were spending too much of their time moving on taxis
from fouled taxi ranks. Drivers would have to work longer hours to make a living which could
be a safety issue. There would be problems with enforcement as an increase in taxi
numbers would cause the taxi ranks to be overcrowded and would cause parking problems.
Where massive entry occurred after deregulation a decrease in service quality and higher
taxi fares was generally observed, this led to re-regulation in the form of stricter standards
for service quality.
Deregulation of buses has not worked the fares have risen seven fold since bus
deregulation, Manchester City Council are to reregulate their bus services as it was not
giving the travelling public a proper service.
Question 57
Local authorities can determine the needs of the disabled passengers in their area, my local
authority states that all taxis have to be wheelchair accessible, disabled people can use the
taxi ranks and hail a cab knowing all the taxis can accommodate wheelchairs. The
pavements need to be raised at taxi ranks to make it easier to load wheelchairs.
Question 58, 59 and 60

Make all taxis wheelchair accessible such as the TX4 Black Cab and keep the licensing fees
as low as possible.
Proposal 61
Disabled awareness training such as loading wheelchairs should be part of the training
course.
Proposal 62
Information about how to complain should be part of the fare chart which should be
displayed in the passenger area.
Proposal 63
Taxi drivers should be obliged to stop for able and disabled passengers if they are hailed as
long as it is safe to stop. This should be part of the training to get your taxi badge.
Question 64
Yes authorised licensing officers should have the power to stop taxis and private hire
vehicles.
Question 65
To deal with touting the enforcement officers would have to work unsociable hours such as
Friday and Saturday nights which is when the unlicensed touts are working, they would need
the assistance from the police and this would come at a high cost to the local authority.
Question 66
It would be desirable to impound these unlicensed vehicles, the enforcement officers would
need to work with the police to deal with the drivers.
Question 67
No the local authority should not use a fixed penalty scheme, a penalty points system should
be used, when a driver reaches a set amount of points on his badge he has to appear in
front of the licensing committee who decide on what disciplinary to take.
Proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have powers to enforce against all vehicles and drivers from
any area.
Question 69
All these enforcement proposals will come at a high cost to the local authorities, they have
not got the resources due to the Government cut backs, and if these laws are passed they
will not be enforced properly.
Proposal 70, 71 and 71

If an applicant has a license refused or revoke the first stage of the appeal should be with
the local authority to reconsider its decision. The next stage of the appeal should be heard
at the magistrate’s courts.
Question 73
Keeping the right to go to the Crown Court is correct as a driver’s livelihood is at stake.

I have been a taxi owner and driver for 35 years, my local authority Trafford Borough Council
control the number of taxis in the area. Over the last ten years the local authority have held
unmet demand surveys which they have used to control the number of taxis, this system
works as they get feedback from the local area and at the same time they have to consider
the number of rank spaces they have. Even with this controlled system of cab numbers with
economic climate as it is all the drivers are finding it extremely difficult to make a living, they
are having to work extremely long hours which is a safety issue for themselves and the
public.
The taxi and private hire business is only just managing to survive these very difficult
economic times and deregulation would cause irreversible damage to a long established
trade.
I have enclosed some photographs of my local Taxi Ranks, which are at present overloaded.
Regards
Mr A Nesfield

From: Naomi Triggol
Sent: 10 August 2012 23:51 To: TPH Subject: Taxi and private Hire
Services Reform Consultation Proposal 11 Dear Sir / madam, REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI & PRIVATE HIRE
SERVICES Consultation Paper No.203 - Provisional Proposal No. 11 Having been the owner of several vintage cars
for over 30 years, we have a small family business providing wedding couples with transport for their special day and
also for special occasions through out the year. Being able to use these cars for such events not only forms part of our
lively hood (a diversification from farming) but also provides wedding couples with an extra special ingredient for
their special day. Recently, the government has accepted the unique position of vintage and classic cars by removing
the requirement for an annual MOT test. Our cars are lovingly restored and looked after and checked for safety
regularly. Paragraph 14.41 of the afore mentioned Consultation paper seeks, via provisional Proposal No. 11, to remove
the present exemption for wedding cars to be licensed as Taxis and suggests that we will need to be licensed. This law
would make it extremely difficult for us to continue providing vintage wedding cars for hire on special occasions. We
have specialist drivers who understand how to drive these cars and we could not feasibly put them all through the
process that would be required because of the cost. We would ask you to give consideration to making exempt from
licensing all those cars which no longer require an annual MOT. Only cars made before 1960 would then be exempt
and these cars make up 0.6% of the total number of licensed vehicles on the road. We would appreciate it if the
proposal could include the above mentioned exemption within the primary legislation in order to make the position
clear for all and in turn give us a chance to continue our small family business for years to come. If we could be
informed of the outcome of your consultation, we would be extremely grateful. Yours sincerely Andrew and Roger
Triggol
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Response to The Law Commission Proposed Reforms to The Law of
Taxi and Private Hire Services

Provisional proposal number 1: As regulations stand – they should continue to distinguish between
Private Hire Vehicle (PHV) and Hackney Carriage Vehicle (HCV) because firstly ALL HCV have disabled
access provision. Secondly; HCV have standard fares set by licensing authorities whereas PHV set
their own fare rates. Thirdly; HCV are easy to identify therefore public safety would not be
compromised if PHV were also allowed to pick up off the street (enabling bogus vehicles to operate
freely). Fourthly; HCV drivers have substantial knowledge and training compared with their PHV
driver counterparts.
Provisional proposal number 2: We agree that London should be included in the proposal because
all major cities should have the same legislation as London because visitors to the UK visit all parts of
the country (business or pleasure) not solely, London. For example the use of varying vehicles would
be most confusing whereas the iconic black cab – is distinguishable to the general public and visitors
from abroad.
Provisional proposal number 3: Taxi and PH regime could be restricted in application to vehicles
that require a driving license. Any vehicle wanting to be used as a HCV should be purpose built for
the conveyance of the public (with disabled access and partition) thus not restricting competition
within this market. PHV should not be restricted on model of vehicle as long as safety checks are
standardised.
Question 4: Yes, for purposes of clarity and safety.
Provisional proposal number 5: Public Service vehicles SHOULD be included in the definition of taxi
and PHV because many PH firms operate mini‐buses which carry in excess of 8 passengers. The law
should cover the safety of the vehicle and vetting of the driver.
Provisional proposal number 8: I agree
Question 9: It should not.
Provisional proposal number 10: I agree
Provisional proposal number 13: Currently only HCV are able to pick up off the streets and this
should remain the case. On the issue of private land, regulation should not be limited on the way
taxis an PHV interact with the public (such as airports, railway stations, supermarkets and other
private land) both HC and PHV operators should have equal opportunity to offer their services. As
this would offer a fairer and more competitive service ‐ to the public in a closed environment. This
would stop monopolies.
Question 14: Special provision should only be made at airports so that passengers should ALWAYS
have a choice. The benefit of having HCV is that they are easily identifiable (esp. for foreign visitors)

and ALL have disability access as standard. Their fares are regulated by the Local Authority (LA) and
they have no substantial charges for carrying extra passengers or for short journeys (which is
currently the practice at some airports where the sole service provider is a PH operator). In the
interests of fairness and competitiveness and consumer choice both HC and PH operators should be
allowed to offer their services. So as never to create a monopoly by one or the other.
Provisional proposal number 15: Plying for hire ‐ should be placed on a statutory footing and
include:
(a) References to ranking and hailing
Currently ranking and hailing is legitimate only for licensed HCV within their defined
geographical areas. This should remain the case because:
1; they are insured to do so as they carry Public Hire Insurance which PH operators do not.
2; their fares are regulated by the LA so when a consumer hails or goes to a rank they are
assured that the fares are regulated, thus standard and consistent. Whereas PHV can charge
what they like to whom they like without any sense of fairness or recourse if a HCV driver
overcharges they are easily traced and can be dealt with by their LA as is currently the case.
3; consumers always have a choice to phone a licensed operator if they are unhappy with
the fares quoted to them by a HCV driver. Alternatively, the consumer can negotiate a price
with the said driver or approach any other HCV driver – this is consumer choice. Technology
now allows consumers the ability to analyse which is the best option for them.
4; not all licensing authorities vet PH drivers (CRB Check). This can leave the public
vulnerable as PHV drivers can operate in geographical areas where they have not been
vetted. If they had been, they would not have been issued a license because of their CRB
check results. ALL HCV drivers in major cities and towns are vetted correctly, in the interests
of public safety.
(b) I agree that there needs to be clear and distinct definitions with regards to the term ‘plying
for hire’. Currently there is a distinction in the law but more LA enforcement powers are
needed so PHV from outside the LA area can be challenged and prosecuted when they are
illegally plying for hire. This is in the interests of the consumer from a safety and financial
aspect.
(c) I agree that there should be a clear definition between the legitimate activities of HCV and
PHV. This would not encroach on PHV going about their legitimate ‘pre‐booked’ business.
Provisional proposal 16: I agree in principle with this proposal but if it abused by PHV drivers plying
for hire, then trying to legitimise this activity by the use of technology, and then provisions for these
situations must be made in any forthcoming legislation.
Question 17: There would be no advantage to adopting the Scottish approach because firstly, most
major cities vet all drivers HC and PH. The Scottish approach would compromise these safety checks
which have been put in place over the years (to protect the public). Secondly, it would cause
consumer confusion, leaving them vulnerable to criminals e.g. sex pests, rapists, thieves etc.
Provisional proposal 18: I agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 19: I agree with this proposal.

Provisional proposal 20: I disagree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 21: Local Authorities are best placed to deal with these matters.
Provisional proposal 22: I agree with this as long as legislation clearly states that PHV operators and
drivers cannot use the term ‘Taxi’ at any time.
Question 23: I think that the terms ‘Taxi’ and ‘Cab’ are best left to describe HCV whereas the term
‘Minicab’ is a good definition for a PHV. Therefore it would be a nationally recognised term as it is
currently the case in the capital – London.
Provisional proposal 24: I agree.
Provisional proposal 25: I disagree and feel this is best left to the LA to assess as long as it is done
reasonably. Taking into account, public safety and how viable it would be for the vehicle owners.
Provisional proposal 26: I agree.
Provisional proposal 27: I disagree.
Provisional proposal 28: Yes.
Question 29: There does need to be a national minimum safety standard. However, each LA should
assess the level of standards required in their area as a ‘one size fits all’ approach is not always
appropriate. E.g. there are differences between a major city and a rural setting.
Question 30: National conditions should be different because HCV are purpose built whereas PHV
are no more than randomly chosen vehicles. However, safety aspects such as CCTV in vehicles for
both PH and HC would be of great benefit.
Provisional proposal 31: I agree.
Provisional proposal 32: I agree
Question 33: The best approach would be each Local Authority assesses its safety standards
requirement. These standards can then be fed back to a central organisation which can decide on
which are most pertinent and therefore create a National standard (after pooling Local Authority
feedback).
Provisional proposal 34: I agree that LA should retain the power to set standards.
Question 35: No, because each Authority is best placed to determine if certain requirements are
necessary to protect the public within its area.
Question 36: Yes, LA should retain the power.
Question 37: Powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate should be on a statutory
footing. This would ensure that the LA comply with the nationally set criterion.

Provisional proposal 38: Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting. This should apply to PH operators and drivers and
HCV drivers.
Provisional proposal 39: Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area. However, this should take into consideration environmental and economic
factors. It should not allow PHV to act as ‘taxis’ nor should it allow taxis licensed in other boroughs
to work in a busier boroughs therefore ‘cherry picking’.
Question 40: No, because:
(i) Councils have powers to release more licenses where demand is necessary e.g. Manchester
carries out regular surveys to assess whether there is any unmet demand. If so licenses are issued
accordingly after consultation with trade and other interested parties.
(ii) the consumer in such cases would be confused and the regulation of different fare structures
would be difficult.
(iii) the Authorities should only have emergency powers for such events as the Olympics etc. which
would ensure that in extreme circumstances – provision is available.
Provisional proposal 41: PHV operators should be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only
within a particular locality and should only use drivers and vehicles licensed there. This is because (i)
it stops unsuitable operators and drivers from obtaining a license from a less stringent Authority and
then going to a locality where they were not originally allocated a license to work. (ii) the fare
structures vary from Authority to Authority so consumers could be charged varying amounts for a
similar journey. (iii) In cases of disputes or disciplinary matters the consumer would be unsure where
and how to resolve such issues. (iv) It would stop license operators from setting up in areas to save
costs and circumventing more stringent safety checks for vehicles and drivers.
Provisional proposal 42: I disagree with what is being proposed with regard to ‘cross‐border hiring’
for the following reasons:
1. This would result in a ‘free for all’ to work areas which are busier than the one the driver is
licensed in without having to be licensed in the busier town.
2. There would be no recourse for the consumer if they had a problem with the driver. Who would
the consumer report their issue to? The fares would vary from driver to driver which is unacceptable
for the consumer this would lead to inconsistencies. Therefore this is open to abuse by the more
unscrupulous driver who knows he is virtually untouchable.
3. This situation would lead to damaging environmental issues. Drivers would flock to busy areas to
work thus creating traffic congestion and pollution. Economically it would damage the livelihood of
the drivers licensed to work in that area – currently drivers are struggling to earn a fruitful living.
Also, the costs incurred to run and license a vehicle in one locality could be far less in one area than
another – this leads to a disparity in outlay and return for drivers from differing areas. Will these
costs be standardised nationally for a ‘level playing field’ for ALL drivers?

4. Cross‐border drivers would not have the local knowledge to offer the high standard of service
which is currently given in that area. This level of service is monitored by the license issuing authority
and can be improved if and when required within its area. Who would monitor the cross‐border
drivers? How will this impact upon the consumer? Why should the consumer accept a lower
standard of service?
5. Currently, legislation allows PH operators to pick up in any area if they are pre‐booked. So can
take legitimate bookings from outside of their area and this should remain the case. PH cannot pick
up from the streets as they are not pre‐booked. Therefore there is no argument for them picking up
in the ‘out‐of‐area’ scenario (it has never been the case). This provisional proposal is not viable with
regards to PH as it would transform them into HC ‘public hire’. They are not insured, equipped or
licensed to do so, as this is one of the major distinctions between Private Hire and Hackney Carriage
Taxis.
6. Cross‐border issues have no relevance with safety issues therefore the two should not be linked.
Local Authorities issue licenses to meet demand in their areas so allowing a ‘free‐for‐all’ would upset
that balance. Which would impact economically and environmentally upon the area as mentioned
earlier.
7. This leaves the issue of HC drivers from outside an area being allowed to work there under this
proposal. It throws up a number of issues firstly; they would not be insured to work that particular
area – as they are not licensed in that area. Secondly; the fares differ from area to area. This would
leave the consumer confused and out of pocket in many cases. Where would the consumer turn if an
issue were to arise – which authority do they complain to? As mentioned previously, this would
impact environmentally and economically on that area.
Provisional proposal 43: I agree.
Question 44: No, taxis should not be allowed to charge more than the metered fare for a pre‐
booked journey within the boundary set by its licensing authority. However, contrary to your
information (at 15.58) the majority of authorities make it obligatory upon the taxi driver to clearly
display their driver number and their Local Authority number therefore it would NOT be hard for the
consumer to track down that taxi and make a complaint.
Question 45: National driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper
person” should be set out in primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 46: I agree
Provisional proposal 47: (a) Primary legislation.
Provisional proposal 48: Yes it should.
Provisional proposal 49: Operator licensing should NOT be extended to cover taxi radio circuits.
Provisional proposal 50: I agree.
Question 51: Yes they should

Provisional proposal 52: Operators should be expressly permitted to sub‐contract services.
Question 53: Yes it’s not unreasonable.
Provisional proposal 54: I disagree with the Commission’s recommendation. In my opinion Licensing
Authorities should have the power to restrict Taxi numbers.
Question 55: If Licensing Authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers it would lead to severe
problems;
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

Fares would rise sharply for the consumer as has happened in cities that have derestricted
numbers e.g. Birmingham. Drivers were unable to earn a living therefore were charging
excessive fares to make up the shortfall for lost earnings. Currently fares are regulated
stringently by Local Authorities that have control over their numbers.
Recent examples of cities that have derestricted numbers such as Birmingham, Liverpool and
Sheffield show that the ‘improved’ provision went hand in hand with a decline in quality
of service as the number of taxis increased. Consumers were left with a substandard
service. If it’s all about improving consumer choice, why would the consumer choose a
lesser service – ultimately the Commission’s recommendations will lead to this.
Most cities do not have a lack of provision. They have enough Taxis and PH operators to
meet the consumer’s demands. Illegal activity occurs regardless of numbers. Improved
enforcement is the only way to protect the consumer from this – not an increase in the
number of Taxis.
Currently most cities do not have any unmet demand. This is because they already have
sufficient numbers and in the current economic climate these numbers indicate that
supply in fact outweighs demand. The issue of drivers waiting to enter the trade is a red
herring, e.g. if a person qualifies as a solicitor the onus is not on the Government or Law
Society to find them employment (nor would we expect them to force already saturated
areas to accept a new law firm or employee).
The type of business model required with this situation is a ‘franchise’ style model, not the
‘Laissez Faire’ model the Commission seem to be pushing forward. The Local Authorities
are best placed to assess their needs and demands taking into account factors such as:
consumer demand, economic and environmental impact on their area.
Other sectors that have delimited such as buses have failed the consumer. Standards have
dropped, which has led to an all‐round poorer service and over‐saturation of the busiest
routes.

Question 56: Transitional measures should be introduced if quantity restrictions are removed. The
hardship that drivers will face who have currently taken out loans, remortgages to enter the trade
and the loss to drivers who may have been thinking they had something to retire with should be
fairly compensated. Compensation should be given for the value of the ’goodwill’ that licenses carry.
The Australian and Irish model for compensation could go some way to deal with this because if not,
the financial hardship would ultimately put a burden on the State benefit system.
New drivers entering the trade should have a higher entry standard as in London. This would ensure
that the consumer was not left short changed by this measure.

Question 57: In major towns and cities a separate license category for wheelchair accessible vehicles
is not necessary e.g. in Manchester ALL taxis must have wheelchair accessibility so there is no
discrimination against disabled consumers – they can hail any cab at any rank and are guaranteed
ease of access to the vehicle.
The policy which needs to be adopted by all major towns and cities should be that ALL taxis are
purpose built with wheelchair accessibility.
Question 58: Licensing authorities should offer incentives such as lower license fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards for drivers taking this responsibility in smaller and rural
towns and villages.
Question 59: Please refer to responses 57 & 58.
Provisional proposal 60: I concur.
Provisional proposal 61: I agree that this be introduced nationally.
Provisional proposal 62: I agree.
Question 63: The best way discourage discrimination could be for licensing authorities to require
taxis to display their availability for hire by some obvious means to the public. This in turn could be
coupled with a requirement to stop in response to a hailing if it is free and safe to do so.
Question 64: Yes they should have the power to stop licensed vehicles.
Question 65: Greater public awareness on the dangers of ‘touts’.
Question 66: I agree with this proposal.
Question 67: No, they should not.
Provisional proposal 68: Yes, enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against
vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Question 69: Cross‐border enforcement powers should extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences the best way of achieving this would be formal procedures for cross‐border cooperation.
Provisional proposal 70: I agree that the right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or
renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or PH licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate,
holder of the relevant licence. AFTER, extensive consultation with the trade bodies and licensing
Authorities and other relevant agencies.
Provisional proposal 71: I agree.
Provisional proposal 72: I agree.
Question 73: There should be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.

Mr. Ikram Ulhaq

Please find enclosed my response to The Law Commission’s Consultation of
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services. This is a direct response to
the summary proposals with reference to the main consultation paper. Each
provisional proposal and question has been responded to numerically – in
order to make it easy to refer back to specific proposals/questions.
Please feel free to contact me with regards to this response. My details are
supplied above. I have spent a considerable amount of time reading through
the entire Consultation Paper. I have endeavoured to answer all of the
questions/proposals succinctly. I hope you acknowledge this and consider
carefully what I have had to say. This proposed reform could adversely impact
upon my livelihood and the welfare of my family.

Sincerely

I.Ulhaq (Mr.)

From: ELIZABETH JOHNSON
Sent: 14 August 2012 16:24
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
We write regarding the above consultation and object to the clause that "Wedding and Funeral Cars will no
longer be exempted under primary legislation"
Most Wedding Car businesses are small businesses and the cost of licencing vehicles and drivers would
probably put most of us out of business.
It would ruin a British tradition
It would affect the Classic Car market and de value the cars
If there were no vintage and classic wedding cars it would affect the businesses of specialist car restoration
companies, paint and body work copmanies,specialist tyre companies, many of these being small
businesses too, insurance companies would also suffer.
These cars are not used daily are not available 24/7 like ordainary taxi's they are not used for hen nights
parties etc as are stretch limos, there would probably be a huge influx of these to fill the gap
They are maintained and cherished and kept to the highest standards the safety of our passengers is
paramount
Even the government would lose out on the income tax paid by us
The cost of driver licencing would not be feasable as drivers are only used occasionally maybe 6 or so times
per year and we need a number of drivers on stanby to call on as they are only used occasionally they
understandibly don't want to commit to driving a wedding car like they would if they were in full time
employment and some are retired so don't want to commit either too far in advance.
Our wedding car business stemmed from a hobby as do most small wedding car businesses and if the car
was licenced and plated then the car would not really be able to be used for pleasure on Sundays to got to
rallies etc. unless it was driven by a licenced driver.
Our cars can only realistically be used within a 30 mile radius of our home due to their age and speed
ability so we could not use them for long distance driving such as airport runs or school runs etc as can a
modern taxi or stretch limo in short they are used for a bride's special day, because of this if we had to
licence our cars we would not be able to recoup ourexpence and so would probably go out of business.

Liz and Graham Johnson
Brooklands Vintage Wedding Cars
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From: Lorraine Pulford
Sent: 14 August 2012 17:16
To: TPH
Cc: Muriel Weisz
Subject: taxis and private hire consultation
Dear Sir / Madam
I would like to advise of my experience with both these types of services as I use private hire regularly and taxis only when I am
desperate due to the lack of Health and Safety knowledge provided to the Nottingham 'green cabs- London style
Please note that I have mobility problems and use a wheelchair
The private hire company is very helpful and professional which I use to get to and from work. I have purchased a powerchair for
use at work as well as my powerchair for home use. This enables me to use the private hire company.
It is unfortunate that the private hire companies in Nottingham do not have the same access of lanes as the green cabs. There are
signs that taxis can use bus lanes who have wheelchairs on board. As a wheelchair user and not using these cabs as
aforementioned I feel discriminated against and believe that many wheelchair users who have fold-up version would also use
private hire for their own convenience, costs and lack of driver knowledge as described above.
As for the 'green cabs-London-style' , some drivers charge before a wheelchair has entered the cab. As this involves ramps which
have to be taken from the boot and installed and replaced this can take quite a time against the time it would take the able bodied
to hop into the cab.
They are not easily accessible for what you may call the 'walking wounded' or elderly either as one has to climb into the cab. There
are many new designs available with hydraulic lifts making easy access and far more professional.
It also appears that 'green cabs- London style' can only pick up in City limits and if a hirer needs picking up from County there is
an extra charge if they do not travel into City limits, sometimes this journey is refused altogether. I have also been told that the
choice of charging in these cases remains with the driver.
In retrospect I feel that both the private hire and the taxis should have the same opportunities and be fair (no pun intended) with
the hirer especially as this affects peoples with disabilities thus
I hope these comments are fair and will be part of the consultation
Many thanks
Ms Lorraine Pulford (Arthritis Care Groups)
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CITY OF YORK COUNCIL
Provisional proposal 1 - Regulation should continue to distinguish
between taxis, which can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the
street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles, which can only
accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
We believe that the two tier system should remain if licensing authorities are
allowed to regulate the number of taxi (hackney carriage) vehicle licences.
The two tier system provides customers with a choice of operator for private
hire vehicles, where taxis limit customers to taking the one at the head of the
rank or hailed in the street.
As one of the proposals of the consultation document is to stop licensing
authorities from limiting the number of taxi licences and introducing national
standards the simpler system would be to introduce a one tier system. A one
tier system would make administration and enforcement easier for licensing
authorities, and there would no longer be any confusion for the general public
who currently do not understand the difference between a taxi (hackney
carriage) and private hire vehicle.
Provisional proposal 2 - London should be included, with appropriate
modifications, within the scope of reform. (Page 162)
We agree, why should London be treated differently to any other city or town.
We do not believe that ‘appropriate modifications’ should be needed for
London, any new law should apply fairly for every authority area. Licensing
authorities always compare their conditions, standards, etc to London, why
should this be the case.
Provisional proposal 3 - The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles
should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should
rather focus on road transport services provided for hire with the
services of a driver. (Page 164)
We agree, as long as ‘driver licences’ can be conditioned accordingly making
it very clear what type of vehicle they are licensed to drive/operate, for
example they can only operate a pedicab or horse drawn carriage.

Question 4 - Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting
licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
We do not believe there would be any advantages. Pedicabs and horse
drawn carriages are still carrying passengers and safety requirements still
need to be regulated.
Within our authority area we control the routes that horse drawn carriages
can take so that all routes are safe and do not cause a major impact on the
public highway.
Provisional proposal 5 - Public service vehicles should be expressly
excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi
and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat
eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
We agree. Public service vehicles are currently regulated by other legislation,
however, legislation should not prevent the use of taxi buses.
Provisional proposal 6 - References to stage coaches charging separate
fares should no-longer feature as an exclusion from the definition of
taxis. (Page 166)
The use of the term ‘stage coaches’ should be removed from legislation as it
is out dated. A clear definition of a public service vehicle is required.
A public service vehicle should be defined as a vehicle that carries 9 or more
passengers, if the vehicle carries 8 or fewer passengers the vehicle should be
defined as a taxi or private hire vehicle. All types of vehicles should be
licensed accordingly.
Provisional proposal 7 - The Secretary of State should consider issuing
statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. (Page 167)
We agree. There is currently no ‘fit and proper’ test for drivers of such
vehicles, as these vehicles carry passengers, some of which can be children
and vulnerable people, the fit and proper test should be in place for drivers of
any public service vehicle.

Provisional proposal 8 - The concept of “in the course of a business of
carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
We agree, this needs to be simplified and assist where transport is for
community use or as part of another service.
Question 9 - How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire
deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Taxi and private hire regulations should not deal with these areas.
Carpooling is not a commercial activity and encourages sharing vehicles.
Services exclusively for women should be encouraged as they provide
confidence in both female passengers and drivers, however they would have
to be licensed as private hire operators, vehicles and drivers.
Provisional proposal 10 - The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set national standards should be flexible enough to allow
them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing
regimes. (Page 171)
We agree, as long as any exclusions only relate to different standards for
different vehicles types. Different standards should not relate to different
licensing authority areas.
Provisional proposal 11 - Weddings and funerals should no-longer be
expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation. (Page 172)
We agree that wedding and funeral vehicles carrying passengers should have
the same safety standards as taxi and private hire vehicles and that drivers of
such vehicles should pass a ‘fit and proper’ test. However special provisions
should be put in place with regards to these vehicles especially in relation to
vehicle age as a lot of wedding cars are vintage and these types of vehicles
will not want to display identification plates, signage, etc.

We understand that funeral businesses are official companies that probably
do checks etc on their vehicles and drivers, however anyone with a suitable
vehicle can do weddings.
Question 12 - Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract
exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
exercise of the power to set national standards? If so, what
modifications could be made to help avoid abuse? (Page 174)
We do not believe there would be any merit in doing this.
In some areas there may be a duplication in providing documentation to the
licensing authority and the body with whom the contract is made, however as
this documentation is provided on the grounds of public safety we believe this
exemption should not be in place.
Within our authority when school contract works is awarded to help prevent
the duplication of documentation the licensing authority works with the
education authority to provide information regarding when vehicles were last
inspected and when CRBs were carried out on drivers.
Provisional proposal 13 - Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire
vehicles can engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
(Page 175)
We agree, the definition of a street should include any place if there is free
access to members of the public.
Question 14 - Is there a case for making special provision in respect of
taxi and private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where
concessionary agreements are in place should airports be obliged to
allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked with other
providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
We do not have an airport within our authority area, however we agree.
We believe that customers should have easy access to airports by whichever
taxi or private hire operator they use, however we understand that airports
need to have controls over the transport services available on site.
Within our authority area we have a racecourse with a taxi rank to assist in
getting the public away from the site quickly and safely. We also have private
hire pick up points.

Provisional proposal 15 - The defining feature of taxis, the concept of
“plying for hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
We agree, however it would need to be a very clear definition, so that it will
be much easier for licensing authority to take legal action against operators
who are acting illegally.
Under the current law licensing authorities find it very hard to take a case
against someone they believe is illegally ‘plying for hire’, the only way this is
done with any great success is if test purchasing takes place, however this is
very costly and time consuming.
Provisional proposal 16 - The concepts of hailing and ranking should
not cover technological means of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
We agree.
Question 17 - Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish
approach to defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
We have no issues with adopting the Scottish approach.
With regards to the comments made in point 14.79 on page 182, even if a
customer uses a Smartphone app to make a booking for a private hire vehicle
the booking will still go through an operator who will dispatch a vehicle.
Provisional proposal 18 - The concept of compellability, which applies
exclusively to taxis, should be retained. (Page 182)
We agree, unless the vehicle is not adequate for the customer, for example a
non wheelchair accessible vehicle hailed by a wheelchair user.

Provisional proposal 19 - Pre-booking would continue to be the only
way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
We agree.
Provisional proposal 20 - Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and
private hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a
presumption that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at
any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
We do not agree. We believe the current arrangement where a taxi or private
hire vehicle can only be driven by a licensed driver should remain. Changing
this would lead to major enforcement issues for licensing authorities. We also
believe that this would lead to confusion for the taxi trade.
Provisional proposal 21 - The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and
private hire licensing requirements. (Page 185)
We agree.
Provisional proposal 22 - Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis”
and “private hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned. (Page 185)
We do not agree. References to hackney carriages should remain.
Question 23 - Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as
“taxi” or “cab” in advertising provided they are only used in
combination with terms like “pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to
customer confusion? (Page 186)
No, private hire vehicles should not be able to use terms such as ‘taxi’ or
‘cab’ on their vehicles, however, they could use the term in other advertising.
Using the term ‘taxi’ on private hire vehicles will cause further confusion for
the public who know they can hail a vehicle with the word ‘taxi’ displayed on
it.

Provisional proposal 24 - Taxi and private hire services should each be
subject to national safety requirements. (Page 188)
We agree that this would hopefully create better standards across licensing
authority areas. We are aware that the high standards expected by our
authority in relation to licensed private hire vehicles has lead to drivers getting
vehicles licensed as hackney carriages in neighbouring authority areas who
have lower standards and these drivers and vehicles then come into our area
to work for private hire companies.
This will also prevent operators going to authority areas where standards are
low for licences even though they have no intention of operating in that area.
Provisional proposal 25 - National safety standards, as applied to taxi
services, should only be minimum standards. (Page 189)
We believe that any national standards would need to be set at an adequate
level and not just at a very basic minimum standard that some licensing
authorities currently have in place.
A clear definition of ‘fit and proper person’ should be included in any national
standards for drivers, proprietors and operators.
Further consultation should be carried out on this with regards to what
standards licensing authorities currently request.
Within our authority area we follow the Department for Transport’s Best
Practice Guidance.
Provisional proposal 26 - National safety standards, as applied to
private hire services, should be mandatory standards. (Page 189)
As long as these standards are set at an adequate (high) level in relation to
safety we would have no issues with this. Further consultation should be
carried out with licensing authorities regarding their current standards.
We also believe that these standards should include vehicle age and Euro
emission standards.

Provisional proposal 27 - Private hire services would not be subject to
standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire drivers.
(Page 190)
We do not agree. We believe topographical knowledge is a safety standard
and customers expect / need to know that drivers know routes and that they
will be taken the correct / shortest route for the journey they require.
We are aware that private hire vehicles could be expected to do a journey
which takes them outside of their district and they will not have the knowledge
of another authority area, however operators should make this clear to
customers when taking a booking.
As our authority area is visited by several million tourists each year the
private hire trade are used greatly as part of the transport system, they need
the knowledge of the authority area to do this safely and effectively.
Question 28 - Should local standard-setting for private hire services be
specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other
areas where local standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?
(Page 190)
Yes, licensing authorities should definitely have local standard for side plates
and vehicle identification plates.
Without knowing what will be include in a national standard it is very difficult
to identify what standards should be set at a local level. National safety
standards must be set at an adequate level and further consultation should
be carried out with licensing authorities regarding their current standards.
Question 29 - What practical obstacles might there be to setting
common national safety standards for both taxis and private hire
vehicles? (Page 191)
Some licensing authorities currently have low standards as they do not have
adequate staffing provisions to administer and enforce. Setting higher
standards in these authority areas could potential cause problems for already
understaffed licensing teams who may find it difficult to make sure that
national standards are operated by their taxi trade.

Currently licensing authorities have issues with operators going to other
authority areas who have lower standards, if national standards are
introduced we could have operators going to other areas because their
licence fees are lower. A statutory licence application fee, that includes
provision for enforcement, should be introduced.
Question 30 - Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be
different for taxi services compared with private hire services? (Page
192)
No, there should be no difference whether it is a taxi service or private hire
service, drivers must complete a topographical knowledge test and this must
be included in any national safety conditions.
Provisional proposal 31 - The powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles
should only cover conditions relating to safety. (Page 192)
We agree.
The Secretary of State should provide guidance to licensing authorities with
regards to setting any other conditions.
Provisional proposal 32 - The powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
We fully agree.
Question 33 - What would be the best approach for determining the
content of national safety standards? In particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
A full consultation should be carried out with licensing authorities to find out
what their current standards are.
We are unsure what is meant by a ‘technical advisory panel’, is this panel
already in place and who is involved?
Provisional proposal 34 - Licensing authorities should retain the power
to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum national
standards. (Page 193)
We agree.

As stated in proposal 31, guidance should be in place with regards to setting
conditions.
We also believe that licensing authorities should retain powers to set
standards locally for private hire operators/vehicles/drivers, if the national
standards are not set at an adequate level.
Question 35 - Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’
ability to set local taxi standards? (Page 194)
Statutory limits may not be required, however clear guidance should be in
place, if licensing authorities choose to go against any guidance issued they
would have to clearly justify why.
Question 36 - Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
(Page 194)
Yes, with clear guidance in place licensing authorities should be able to
impose conditions tailored to that authority’s area.
Question 37 - Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to
cooperate be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local
arrangements? (Page 195)
It is best to leave this at local level arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38 - Neighbouring licensing authorities should
have the option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard
setting. (Page 196)
We agree. However currently we have issues with neighbouring authorities
who have standards that are set much lower than our own.
Provisional proposal 39 - Licensing authorities should have the option
to create, or remove, taxi zones within their area. (Page 196)
We do not have taxi zones within our authority area, however we agree with
this proposal.

Other local authority areas which have combined to create one large authority
have found zoning very useful. A recently created unitary authority which has
removed zones, at the same time as removing quantity restrictions, has found
that a zone area that at one time had approx 70 taxis now has over 1200 as
taxis from the other quieter zones have all relocated into the area they believe
to be busiest.
Question 40 - Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the
power to issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain
times of day as prescribed by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
If quantity restrictions are still in place it would be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power to issue peak time licences, for example
licences that restrict the time they can be used between 22:00 hours and
06:00 hours.
If quantity restrictions are not in place we cannot see why an operator would
want a licence for peak times only. However, granting peak time only licences
would be effective for limiting the amount of taxis during the day in an effort to
control daytime congestion on the city centre streets and taxi ranks.
Provisional proposal 41 - Private hire operators should no longer be
restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular
licensing authority. (Page 198)
We disagree. With regards to enforcement it is much easier for all 3 licences
to be issued by the same licensing authority.
If our licensing authority issued licences to a driver and vehicle and they work
for an operator licensed and working out of Birmingham, how are we going to
be able to take enforcement action against the operator if we believe they are
acting unlawfully.
Provisional proposal 42 - We do not propose to introduce a “return to
area” requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
As long as private hire drivers are only doing work given to them by their
operator this should not be an issue.

Provisional proposal 43 - Licensing authorities should retain the ability
to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have
the power to regulate private hire fares. (Page 200)
We agree.
Question 44 - Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher
than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
Only if the fare is agreed with the passenger at the time of booking and only if
the journey ends outside of the authority area.
Question 45 - Should national driver safety standards such as the
requirement to be a “fit and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
They should be set out in primary legislation, with the provision for the
Secretary of State to introduce additional conditions if required.
Provisional proposal 46 - Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit
and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself. (Page 204)
We disagree, even though the owner does not come into contact with the
customer they do have influence over the driver and how the vehicles is used.
They would not require the same ‘fit and proper’ test as a licensed driver, for
example they would not need to pass a medical. However, vehicle owners
should still be of good character and licensing authorities should be able to
take criminal convictions into account, especially convictions for serious road
traffic offences and construction and use offences.
Question 47 - Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
They should be set out in primary legislation, with the provision for the
Secretary of State to introduce additional conditions if required.

Provisional proposal 48 - Operator licensing should be retained as
mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles. (Page 207)
We agree.
Question 49 - Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio
circuits and if so on what basis? (Page 208)
Yes, this would aid with enforcement as records will need to be kept of all
bookings.
Within our authority area taxis that operator out of the train station use a radio
circuit for taking pre booked work, however currently no records have to be
kept of any bookings taken, therefore if complaints are received enforcement
officers cannot find out the details of the driver or vehicle that took the
customer.
Provisional proposal 50 - The definition of operators should not be
extended in order to include intermediaries. (Page 209)
We agree.
Question 51 - Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be
retained? (Page 210)
Yes, this should be clearly defined in legislation.
Provisional proposal 52 - Operators should be expressly permitted to
sub-contract services. (Page 210)
We agree.
Question 53 - Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should
record-keeping requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes, records of pre-bookings should be kept and the requirement to produce
to the licensing authority on request should be in place.

Provisional proposal 54 - Licensing authorities should no longer have
the power to restrict taxi numbers. (Page 213)
We disagree. This authority currently restricts the number of taxis and we
have a waiting list of 196 people wanting taxi licences. We undertake an
unmet demand survey every 3 years and the results of the survey are taken
into account when determining if any additional taxi licences need to be
granted.
We currently have 183 taxis licensed to operate, if we no longer restricted the
number this would more than double just by people on the waiting list, the
city’s ranks would not be able to cope with the number of vehicle (we only
have 60 rank spaces) and emissions in the city would increase.
However we also have a number of issues by restricting the numbers:
a) taxi licences change hands for large amounts of money;
b) over the last 2 years we have had to deal with 4 licences holders in
relation to vehicle ownership. We have found that some licence holders
rent out their licences and have given this authority details of vehicles
that they do not own, the vehicles were actually owned by the driver.
The bill of sale provided as proof that they own the vehicle has been a
bit of paper stating “A bought the vehicle for £1 from B”;
c) some proprietors have a number of licensed vehicles, which they rent
out to drivers at extortionate weekly rental rates. The vehicle proprietor
often does not take responsibility for the vehicle, leaving al the day to
day management to the drivers.
Legislation should be in place to prevent these issues, for example:
a) licensed vehicles should not be transferable, if a licence is no longer
required by the vehicle proprietor it should be surrendered to the
licensing authority;
b) licence holders must have a documented chain of evidence with
regards to proof of ownership of the vehicle. This should include all
documentation relating to the vehicles, e.g. insurance and DVLA
documents, to be in the name of the licence holder;
c) a proprietor should only be allowed one vehicle licence.

Question 55 - What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if
licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
Dependant on how this was done the first big problem would be the number
of applications submitted to the licensing authority for licences. Within our
authority area everyone on the waiting list would apply for a licence plus a
number of licensed drivers who currently rent a licensed taxi each week. The
city’s ranks would not be able to cope with the number of taxis. There would
be greater congestion on the city’s roads and air quality within the city from
emissions would be greatly affected.
Question 56 - Should transitional measures be put in place, such as
staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if
quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Yes.
Question 57 - Should there be a separate licence category for
wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at
ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
If licensing authorities are no longer allowed to restrict the number of taxis it
will have to be made very clear what type of vehicles will be licensed as taxis.
Due to the cost of wheelchair accessible vehicles no operator will choose to
put on that type of vehicle unless a licence stipulates that it has to be
wheelchair accessible.
Within our authority area a number of years ago we restricted the number of
taxi licences to 120, overtime this has been increased to 183 with the
restriction that all new licences would only be issued to wheelchair accessible
vehicles.

Question 58 - Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for
vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
This could be an incentive for operators to purchase this type of vehicle.
However, offering lower licence fees for vehicles meeting certain accessibility
standards would increase licence fees for vehicles that do not meet this
standard. Not all licence holders would be able to afford the initial cost of
purchasing an accessible vehicle, preferring instead to pay a higher licence
fee. In addition, the level of licence fees would still need to offset the cost of
administrating the licensing function.
Question 59 - Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the
availability of accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs
of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
It would have to be a licence condition that vehicles have to be wheelchair
accessible.
Provisional proposal 60 - We do not propose to introduce national
quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 218)
Quotas would not be required if new taxi licences are only issued to
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Provisional proposal 61 - National standards for drivers of both taxis
and private hire vehicles should include recognised disability
awareness training. (Page 219)
We agree.
Within our licensing authority all new applicants for a driver’s licence must
complete an on-line disability awareness test as part of the licensing
procedure. In addition, holders of both hackney carriage and private hire
drivers’ licences who drive a wheelchair accessible vehicle must complete the
on-line disability awareness test and must also pass the Driving Standards
Agency wheelchair assessment.

Provisional proposal 62 - In order to better address concerns about
discrimination, taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to
display information about how to complain to the licensing authority.
(Page 219)
We agree, however this should be about all aspects of the service not just
discrimination. Due to the layout of some vehicles it could be difficult to
display this type of information, for example in saloon type vehicles.
Question 63 - What would be the best way of addressing the problem of
taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an
obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help? (Page 220)
This could assist, however not all vehicles are equipped to carry disabled
passengers, for example a saloon vehicle may not be able to carry a
wheelchair user. This would be difficult to enforce, officers would need to
prove that it was reasonable and safe for a taxi to stop if a driver ignored a
disabled passenger hailing them.
Question 64 - Should authorised licensing officers have the power to
stop licensed vehicles? (Page 222)
Yes if it is safe to do so.
Question 65 - What more could be done to address touting? Touting
refers to the offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire
vehicles to carry them as passengers”. (Page 223)
This is not an issue within our authority area. If it did become a problem more
enforcement action would be required.
As stated it is difficult for licensing authorities to take legal action therefore
clearer legislation is required regarding this offence.
Question 66 - Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers
to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing
rules? (Page 223)
This is not desirable or practicable. There would be large cost implications.
Where would the vehicles be stored? Licensing authorities could be legally
challenged.

This authority currently does joint enforcement work with the police and
VOSA where vehicles are stopped and spot checks undertaken. VOSA and
police officers impound vehicles if safety standards are not adequate,
licensing officers take appropriate action such as suspending licences or
issuing written warnings.
Question 67 - Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed
penalty schemes and if so how? (Page 225)
Yes, fixed penalty schemes should be in place for breach of licence
conditions.
We also believe the fixed penalty scheme should include some road traffic
offences such as using a mobile phone or private hire drivers not wearing a
seatbelt when they are not carrying passengers.
Provisional proposal 68 - Enforcement officers should have the powers
to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas. (Page 225)
We agree, currently we have out of town licensed hackney carriage vehicles
operating within our area as private hire vehicles and we have no powers to
take enforcement action against them.
Question 69 - Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to
suspensions and revocation of licences? If so what would be the best
way of achieving this? (Page 226)
No. Information and evidence should be provided to the relevant licensing
authority regarding their licensed vehicle and driver for them to take the
relevant action.
Provisional proposal 70 - The right to appeal against decisions to refuse
to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the
relevant licence. (Page 230)
We agree.

Provisional proposal 71 - The first stage in the appeal process
throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to
reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Within our authority area officers have delegated authority, therefore we offer
everyone the opportunity to appeal an officer decision to our committee in the
first instance before appealing to Magistrates Court. We believe the
legislation should reflect this.
Provisional proposal 72 - Appeals should continue to be heard in the
magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
We agree.
Question 73 - Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown
Court? (Page 233)
Yes, this is a useful tool when required for both licensing authorities and the
taxi trade.
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SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
1.1 In July 2011, the Law Commission agreed to undertake a law reform project on
the law of taxis and private hire vehicles. The project was proposed by the
Department for Transport, but when we work on a project, the Law Commission
is independent of the Government. This paper summarises our full consultation
paper, which is available at http://www.lawcom.gov.uk (see A-Z of projects > Taxi
and Private Hire Services). It reviews the law, and makes provisional proposals
for reform. We now seek your comments and views on our provisional proposals
and questions.
1.2 This summary is split into three main sections:
(1) an introduction and outline of key proposed changes;
(2) the case for reform and a brief discussion of the main themes and impact
assessment; and
(3) a full list of our provisional proposals and questions.

WHAT THIS PROJECT IS ABOUT
1.3 In England and Wales, both taxis and private hire vehicles must be licensed.
There is a fundamental legal distinction between taxi and private hire services.
Taxis, referred to as “hackney carriages” in much of the legislation, can be hailed
on the street or work at a rank for immediate hire. Only taxis can do this, which is
referred to in law as “plying for hire”. Alternatively, taxis can be booked in
advance either directly with the driver or through a third party without the need for
an additional licence. By contrast private hire vehicles cannot “ply for hire” and
can only be booked in advance. Private hire drivers cannot take bookings directly
and can only take passengers that have booked through a licensed operator. A
person engaging in any of these activities without the correct licence is
committing a criminal offence.
Consultation
1.4 It is of primary importance that the views expressed in our consultation
documents are only provisional, so that they can form the basis of a discussion
on consultation. We are not firmly wedded to any of these proposals. Indeed,
experience suggests that our final report is likely to differ substantially from the
provisional proposals we now make.
1.5 This consultation period will be our main evidence-gathering exercise, and the
only opportunity for the public to directly provide their views. After this
consultation we will analyse responses and reconsider our proposals. We aim to
produce a report with our final proposals and a draft Bill by November 2013.
1.6 The opportunity to discuss the issues with interested parties is always most
helpful. We would therefore welcome invitations to attend or present at relevant
conferences, seminars, workshops or other events during the consultation period.
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Our approach
1.7 Our terms of reference require us to give due regard to the potential advantages
of deregulation. This does not require us to blindly pursue deregulation at all
costs. Nor does it mean the removal of all or even most regulation. Rather, it
means that we must look at each element of the existing regulatory system to
ensure that it does not impose unnecessary costs on the industry, and that it is
structured in the right way to accomplish its supposed ends.
1.8 We have applied this view of the right regulatory approach in the provisional
proposals and questions we ask in this review. The overall effect is of a moderate

reform programme, which retains much of the existing structure of regulation,
while seeking to improve and simplify it.

OUTLINE OF KEY PROPOSED CHANGES
1.9 The main changes that might follow from our provisional proposals include:
(1) National minimum safety standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles.
(2) Changes to standard-setting: additional local standards, above the national
standards, would continue to apply to taxis (for example, topographical
knowledge and vehicle requirements). However, for private hire vehicles,
only the national standards would apply and there would be no scope for
additional local standards. However we ask about possible exceptions
where local private hire standards may be retained, for example, in respect
of signage.
(3) It would be easier for private hire services to operate on a national basis.
We suggest private hire operators would no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only
using drivers or vehicles licensed by the same licensing authority. Subcontracting
would be allowed, as is already the case in London.
(4) London would be regulated under the same flexible framework as the rest of
England and Wales.
(5) Licensing authorities could no longer limit the number of taxi licences.
(6) More enforcement powers for licensing officers against out-of-borough
vehicles and drivers.
(7) Disability awareness training for drivers.
(8) Introduction of a statutory definition of “plying for hire” (but without changing
it in substance).
(9) Weddings and funeral cars would no longer be exempted through primary
legislation.
(10) Allowing leisure use of taxis and private hire vehicles.
(11) Bringing more vehicles within the licensing system (including for example
limousines, motorbikes and pedicabs) – but giving the Secretary of State
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and Welsh Ministers power to make exclusions, and to set separate
standards, in respect of different categories of vehicle.
(12) Clearer exclusions for volunteers and other services where transport is not
the main service provided, such as childminders.
(13) Powers for government to issue binding statutory guidance to create greater
consistency in how taxi and private hire legislation is applied.
1.10 We also ask questions about the following:
(1) a new category of wheelchair accessible vehicles;
(2) extending operator licensing to taxi radio circuits;
(3) possible use of the term “taxi” in respect of private hire services if used in
phrases like “pre-booked taxi only”;
(4) reintroducing a (revised) contract exemption;
(5) improving the enforcement powers of licensing officers; and
(6) a new “peak time” taxi licence that could only be used at particular times of
day as decided by the licensing authority.
1.11 This list only provides simplified, headline points and does not include all the
changes we propose. Some of the provisional proposals would not give rise to
change in London, such as allowing sub-contracting and leisure use of vehicles.

THE NEED FOR REFORM
1.12 The law on taxis and private hire vehicles is fragmented, complex, and out of
touch with 21st century life. The oldest taxi legislation that still applies dates from
1831 and the regime has been extended, amended and adapted ever since.
Private hire vehicle legislation was not introduced until 1976 (1998 in London), in

response to growth in the unlicensed trade, and many regard it as hastily
constructed and ill thought out.
1.13 Both taxi and private hire services are highly regulated. The pre-booked market
is
reasonably competitive. Customers can shop around for the provider they prefer
and negotiate on price. A customer who is unhappy with the service given by a
company can choose a different firm in the future. They may tell their friends to
avoid that firm. The same competitive forces do not apply in respect of taxis.
Ranking and hailing are not competitive markets. The customer has little choice
but to take the taxi hailed or the first taxi at the rank. This can affect the
justification for the level of regulation in each market.
1.14 Safety is a key justification for the licensing system as a whole yet there are no
national minimum safety standards for drivers and vehicles. Licensing officers
have limited enforcement powers which makes it hard for them to make sure the
rules are complied with. Disability groups have highlighted significant problems in
ensuring accessibility and the safety of disabled passengers.
1.15 There are aspects of the current system, including quantity restrictions on taxi
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licences and restrictions on cross-border activity, which can also hinder effective
competition. Not only can this make taxi and private hire services more expensive
than they need to be, but it also has a restrictive effect on business. Our
proposals are aimed at simplifying and streamlining the legal framework and
removing unnecessary and burdensome regulation.
1.16 The complexity of the regulatory regime, which is based on numerous pieces of
legislation, and the piecemeal way in which it has been put together, have left
many key concepts and distinctions unclear and difficult to apply. There are many
grey areas about what can count as a taxi (can it cover pedicabs for example?) or
a private hire vehicle (do child minders and volunteers need a private hire
operator licence where they drive as part of their work?). The rules restricting
operators to inviting or accepting bookings only within their licensing area do not
fit easily with technological developments such as internet and mobile phone
bookings. These apparently basic questions have no clear answer and different
approaches are taken in different parts of England and Wales.

THE MAIN THEMES OF REFORM
A new statute for taxi and private hire services
1.17 Our aim is to clarify and simplify the existing law on taxis and private hire
vehicles
and to promote more consistency in bottom-line safety standards across England
and Wales, including better provision for disabled passengers. The other key aim
of this review is to deregulate aspects not linked to protecting public safety in
order to encourage more competitive services. We propose to do so by
recommending a new Act of Parliament for taxi and private hire services.
1.18 We are not proposing major changes to the way in which licensing is
administered and enforced. As now, local authorities would be responsible for
issuing licences, and for taking action (with the police) against those who break
the law. In respect of taxis, local authorities would continue to have a standardsetting
role, over and above the national minimum safety standards. Matters such
as topographical knowledge, fares and local requirements (such as the turning
circle requirement in London) could continue to apply.
Retaining a two tier system
1.19 We think that the legal differences between taxis and private hire vehicles (often
known as mini-cabs) are worth keeping. This is sometimes referred to as the two
tier system. The alternative, a so-called one tier system, would have a unified
category of licensed vehicle doing all (or most) of the same work – pre-booked,
hailing and ranking. We accept that the differences between taxis and private hire

vehicles are not always well understood by the public, and that this provides an
argument for a single tier. But our provisional view is that the distinction between
taxis and private hire allows for more targeted regulation. Traditionally taxis can
have regulated fares and local requirements like topographical knowledge can be
very important. By contrast, private hire services work much more like a free
market and recognising the legal distinction means both sides of the trade can
work better.
London
1.20 There is currently a different legal framework for London. We recognise the
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important differences which apply to London but also think that our provisional
proposals are sufficiently flexible to allow for these differences given the powers
we propose for the Secretary of State and Transport for London (as the relevant
licensing authority). We believe this can be done without affecting the distinctive
and iconic London black cab.
1.21 We propose that our reforms should apply throughout England and Wales
including London. We also invite views about how London may be affected
differently in respect of all of our provisional proposals and questions.
Welsh devolution
1.22 We think the same system should apply in Wales as in England, but, in light of
devolution, Welsh Ministers would have the powers that the Secretary of State
has in England.
Taxis and the local connection
1.23 We provisionally propose only moderate changes to the regulation of taxis apart
from removing licensing authorities’ ability to limit taxi numbers. We suggest
retaining the local link with the setting of taxi conditions and fare regulation,
licensing and enforcement. We consider the legal definition of “plying for hire”,
which covers hailing and ranking, but do not propose radical change.
1.24 We do, however, provisionally propose that the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should set national minimum safety standards. We think all consumers
of taxi services should be entitled to the same minimum safety standards, even if
local licensing authorities wish to impose higher standards in their area. And
establishing national minimum standards, which match the national standards for
private hire vehicles (see below), will remove incentives for drivers to try to play
the system by being licensed in areas with lowers standards. It will also help with
the enforcement of conditions across each country.
Taxis and quantity restrictions
1.25 We also provisionally propose that the power to limit the number of taxis which
can be licensed in a licensing area should be removed. We accept that there are
some good arguments for retaining the power (although not on the existing basis
of a bureaucratic assessment of unmet demand), but provisionally consider that
on balance quantity regulation is not justified. Transport for London does not
have the power to limit the number of taxi licences, so our provisional proposal
makes no change for the capital.
Private hire and national standards
1.26 Our provisional proposals are more far-reaching in respect of private hire
licensing. We think that the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should set
national standards for private hire vehicles, drivers and operators, and that
licensing authorities should not have the power to impose higher standards. This
reflects our view that the pre-booked market works reasonably well as a
competitive market, and so there is no need for rules and regulations to
guarantee quality or control fares. We ask if there should be an exception to allow
local standard setting about signage. Local licensing authorities would continue to
issue licences and to be responsible for enforcement. We also look at whether
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operator licensing should be extended to cover, for example, taxi radio circuits.
1.27 We propose that the national standards for private hire vehicles should be set at
the same level as the minimum standards for taxis. Both in respect of taxis and in
respect of private hire vehicles, the power to set standards would allow for
different standards to be set for different descriptions of vehicles.
Cross-border
1.28 Our provisional proposals aim to clarify the ability of private hire operators to
work
cross-border. We suggest that operators should no longer have to use drivers
and vehicles all licensed with the same authority, enhancing the ability of
business to work more efficiently, as well as permitting sub-contracting (adopting
the current position in London). The location where a booking is accepted would
no longer be critical, which would fit better with technological developments in
mobile technology and the internet.
1.29 Our provisional proposals in respect of more effective enforcement and common
bottom-line safety standards could help reduce incentives for drivers to seek taxi
licences in locations far away from where they actually intend to work on a purely
pre-booked basis (akin to a private hire vehicle). We do not propose to introduce
a return-to-area requirement for vehicles dropping off customers outside their
licensing area.
Increased enforcement powers
1.30 We make provisional proposals to improve enforcement of conditions. We
suggest improving licensing officers’ powers; and ask about the effectiveness of
tougher sanctions such as impounding vehicles.
1.31 The existence of national standards for private hire and minimum standards for
taxis should itself make enforcement easier, particularly cross-border
enforcement (that is, enforcement by an officer of a licensing authority other than
that which licenses the taxi or private hire vehicle).
1.32 We also make proposals designed to improve cross-border enforcement, and
look at the extent to which enforcement officers’ powers could be strengthened.
Equality and accessibility
1.33 Taxis and private hire vehicles provide vital transport links for many older or
disabled persons as well as people with reduced mobility. Providers of transport
services have a legal obligation not to discriminate against disabled people, and
local authorities are subject to a duty to promote equality in the exercise of their
functions.
1.34 We consider how to promote safety for disabled passengers through, perhaps,
introducing a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles and
vehicles adapted for other disabilities. We considered the merits of introducing
national quotas of accessible taxis but suggest that such a system does not
appear workable. Our provisional proposals include compulsory disability
discrimination training for taxi and private hire drivers.
1.35 This is only an extremely short account of our provisional proposals, which
cover
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a number of other detailed areas, including hearings and appeals.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT
1.36 This consultation also includes an impact assessment and we ask consultees
for
information about the costs and financial benefits likely to arise from different
aspects of the review.
1.37 Our expectation is that the review as a whole will be deregulatory, and it will be
important to understand the extent of likely savings. Where some new regulatory
pressures arise (for example in respect of accessibility or licensing of limousines)
it will be equally important to understand how large those new burdens are likely

to be. The impact assessment is available at http://www.lawcom.gov.uk (see A-Z
of projects > Taxi and Private Hire Services).

LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS
1.38 The list below sets out our provisional views for consultation. They are divided
between provisional proposals, where the Law Commission has a preliminary
stance and is seeking views on it, and open questions where we are seeking
more evidence and have not reached a preliminary position.
1.39 It would be helpful if you could give us your views on the provisional proposals
and questions we ask, as well as on any other areas you feel are important. The
page numbers refer to the full consultation paper which has more detail.
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LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
ComCab agrees with this proposal and is of the view that retaining the
distinction between taxis and private hire vehicles is essential to avoid
confusion among the travelling public and to protect the business both sectors
have worked hard to develop over many years. The ability to street hail taxis
and the use of taxi ranks is understood and utilised by the public in an
informed manner and altering this is likely to harm the quality and consistency
of the service the public receive.
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
ComCab believes that special consideration be given to London and that it
should remain outside the scope of reform. At the very least, if it is included in
scope, considerable modifications need to be catered for.
London has the best licensed taxi industry in the world. The quality of the
driver knowledge and the quality of the fully accessible, purpose built vehicles
is unrivalled and the service is admired the world over. This has taken not
decades, but hundreds of years to develop and the prestigious history of the
trade and the high standard of regulation is clear for all to see. The level of
complaints and regulatory issues around the London taxi industry are so low
one must take the view that if it isn’t broken don’t fix it”.
Transport for London is a competent and unique regulator, which faces
challenges not seen anywhere else in the UK. Integrating licensed taxis into
the London transport infrastructure is no mean feat and TfL has succeeded in
modernising the industry without harming the exceptionally high standard for
which it is renowned.
The challenges and scale of the ground transport requirements in London
cannot be compared to any other UK City or region and attempt to regulate the
unique supply chain as per every other region in the UKL can only serve to

dilute the quality of driver and vehicle available to the public. London’s
standard in both respect is set far higher than any other region, so rather than
the other territories raising their standard to meet London, London would have
to lower its standard to the rest of the UK. ComCab believes this would
irreparably damage the quality of service enjoyed by Londoners and visitors to
the Capital alike.
There is already no upper limit or regulated cap on the number of taxis in
London and the regime for managing compliance and overseeing regulation is
exceptionally strong. De-regulation of the London taxi market would see the
undoing of years of work to leverage on the benefits of highly qualified and
knowledgeable drivers and purpose built vehicles.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
ComCab firmly believes that purpose built taxis in many cities, particularly
Birmingham are essential in order to provide a consistent and accessible
service to the public. There is a stronger case for private hire vehicles not
needing to be restricted to particular types of vehicle, as these must always be
pre-booked and so therefore the vehicle type can be selected based on the
customers needs (number of seats, level of access etc).
In Birmingham, all licensed taxis have been wheelchair accessible since 1995.
Birmingham taxis also feature a range of other accessibility aids including
hearing aid induction loops, intermediate steps, visibility aids and most have a
tight turning circle, enabling taxis to easily pick up from either side of a road,
thus preventing less mobile passengers having to cross the carriageway.
The Disability Discrimination Act (1995) and Equality Act (2010) have been
embraced by the Birmingham taxi trade and by many other taxi trades across
the UK to create an accessible and assured service. Taxis in Birmingham can
stop on the street to pick up anybody who hails them, irrespective of their
disability or needs.
Removing the requirement for fully accessible taxis with an adequate turning
circle will remove the ability to provide such an assured service and drivers of
non-accessible vehicles will have to stop, ascertain the nature of the disability
and potentially be forced to discriminate against, and refuse to carry, certain
passengers.
This would be a discriminatory and backward step.
In addition, the highly distinctive design and appearance of London style taxis
make hailing a legal, insured and legitimate taxi very easy in Birmingham and
many other cities. To have a national, blanket standard that allows any vehicle
types in any city can only service to dilute the quality of those vehicles and
confuse the public.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)

Comcab believes that licensing should be restricted to motor vehicles that
require a driving licence. Making provision to license ‘vehicles’ such as
pedicabs, that do not require a driving licence is inherently dangerous as it
sends a message out to the public that a vehicle operated on the roads by
someone who has had no training or licensing requirement to be on those
roads, is safe and assured, when there is ample evidence to suggest it is
neither.
Affording the credibility of a ‘license’ to a vehicle that has undergone no
testing, is structurally dangerous and operated by someone with no licence to
use road vehicles will not only send out a misleading message of assurance to
the public but will also undermine the entire value of the licensing regime.
It is universally accepted that a driver and vehicle must be licensed and
assured in order to operate on a ‘hire and reward’ basis, and non-motor
vehicles driven by unlicensed individuals has no business sitting alongside
taxi and private hire services in London or any other city in the UK.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
ComCab supports this proposal and agrees Public service vehicles should be
expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and
taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight
or fewer passengers.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
ComCab supports this proposal.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
ComCab supports this proposal as the current situation lends itself to
limousines and other novelty vehicles being inconsistently licensed either as
private hire vehicles or public service vehicles.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
ComCab agrees with this proposal as it does not think it’s necessary to have
volunteers and such like, where providing transport is not the most substantial
part of the service, covered by private hire licensing. However, there needs to
be a clear definition to the exclusion of volunteers to prevent a loophole

forming whereby operators and drivers can escape licensing requirements by
masquerading as volunteers.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
ComCab supports the principles and objectives of carpooling schemes and
they are to be encouraged as they reduce road traffic and emissions from
vehicles. Just as some people have had privately owned vehicles in London
licensed as private hire vehicles in order to avoid the congestion charge, care
must be taken to ensure a private hire driver cannot circumvent private hire
licensing by masquerading as a car pool service. It is therefore vital to ensure
that regulation looks for evidence of genuine carpooling with reciprocal
arrangements, genuine commuter activity (home to work, work to home) rather
than an ongoing provision of service etc.
Members clubs are less easily defined and so even more care should be taken
not to present a loophole by which car and taxi operators/drivers can avoid
regulation. ComCab understands such clubs to always be non-commercial and
restricted to members only, and so regulation should support such
restrictions.
In principle, provided legislation is well defined, ComCab supports the
exclusion of members clubs and car pooling from regulation.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
ComCab supports this proposal and believes flexibility at local level is
essential.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
ComCab believes that wedding car services should no longer be expressly
excluded from private hire licensing as they are essentially commercial hire
and reward services. The fact they may only service one kind of journey
requirement seems irrelevant, as any other taxi or car could also do nothing
but wedding work but still remain liable for licensing.
ComCab believes there is however justification for continuing to exclude
funeral services from private hire licensing as (a) the provision of transport is
not the primary service and is a necessary requirement to fulfil the rest of the
service and (b) in most case the vehicles cannot be utilised in other types of
hire and reward work.

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
ComCab supports making provision for public services to be able to operate
long term and scheduled services without the need for licensing, but does not
think a simple exemption (based on the ‘7 days’ rule) will be sufficient, which
seems to be supported by the original repeal. Re-introducing it would simply
open up the same risks of abuse. Scheduled public services will need careful
definition to avoid abuse.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
ComCab agrees with the proposal to remove the limitation of regulation to just
public ‘streets’. It agrees with the principle the public should be equally
protected at stations, airports and other privately owned areas, the same as on
public highways.
ComCab points to the Birmingham example, the National Exhibition Centre, a
major exhibition centre where thousands of car and taxi trips take place every
week, but is also a region that is privately owned, and in theory could offer less
regulatory protection if the owner chose to act outside of current regulation.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
ComCab supports proposals to make special provision at airports to ensure
competition can thrive and the travelling public are not compelled to use
prescribed concessionary services that limit choice and increase potential for
abuse of pricing and service provision. Given a monopoly position some
airport operators and their selected concessionary contractor make be
tempted to operate at non-competitive pricing whilst not being compelled to
provide a good quality of service.
ComCab agrees with the assertion that as major transport hubs the onward
travel arrangements at airports is potentially of greater concern than at rail
stations.
ComCab believes that people using the airport should still be able to retain
their right to book onward transport from a provider of their choice and for that
provider to have access to the airport to collect that passenger. To restrict
such access would be to dangerously limit transport options to and away from
airports. Likewise support for taxi ranks should remain a major consideration
of any new regulation surrounding airports.

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
ComCab supports the clarification and improved definition of plying for hire,
ranking, hailing and the activities of private hire.
ComCab recognises the current lack of definition allows for large scale ‘plying
for hire’ and ‘touting’ by private hire vehicles, an issue that places the public at
risk and adds to a lack of clear understanding as to the key differences
between taxis and private hire vehicles.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
ComCab agrees that use of the technological means of engaging taxi services
should not be included in the hailing and ranking definitions. ComCab
recognises that new an innovative ways of engaging and procuring transport
will continue to evolve and improve the public experience and this should not
be hindered by regulation governing hailing and ranking.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
ComCab does not see any benefit from adopting the Scottish approach.
ComCab has considered the alternative of instead focussing on the privilege of
taxis to take ‘on the spot’ hirings, which seems more relevant and appropriate.
Whilst this may enable private hire vehicles to benefit from on the spot hirings
via smart phone apps etc, provided these mechanisms capture the relevant
information to satisfy legislation to qualify as a pre-booked journey, this does
not appear to be too problematic.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
ComCab supports the retention of compellability as it provides the public with
a certain level of assurance and seems to balance the benefit taxi drivers have
of being able to accept on the spot hails.

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

ComCab supports the proposal to retain the current approach to ensure
private hire vehicles can only be engaged via a pre-booking through a licensed
operator.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow leisure and non-professional use of
taxis and private hire vehicles, as it believes a restriction on such use which
significantly disadvantage all taxi and private hire drivers and increase their
operating costs.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
ComCab Birmingham would not support the proposal to abandon references to
hackney carriages. Currently the word ‘taxi’ is used too freely to describe all
private hire and taxi travel, leading to misrepresentations from private hire
operators and drivers and confusion among the public.
One of the main reasons ‘hackney carriage’ is still used is to clearly describe
‘taxis’ as the word is often misused and misappropriated by private hire.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

ComCab strongly opposes any opportunity for private hire vehicles to be
described as ‘taxis’ under any circumstances. This will be especially important

if the phrase ‘hackney carriage’ is to be abandoned, as it will become crucial to
public understanding the very clear definition of taxis and private hire.
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
ComCab broadly supports the principle of basic national safety standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles but does not wish to see these basic safety
standards undermine the important need for taxis to be distinctively
recognisable from private hire vehicles. It could be argued that the MOT regime
is, in effect, a national minimum safety standard for all vehicles. In the case of
taxis any standard should be a minimum standard.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
ComCab supports the proposal that any taxi safety standards be only
minimum standards.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
ComCab supports the national safety standard for private hire vehicles being
mandatory.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
ComCab does not support the proposal to make private hire services subject
solely to safety standards. In Birmingham specifically this would be a
backward step and would result in a two tier private hire industry- one with the
current topographical training and new entrants without it. The combination of
de-regulated numbers and zero driver standards could only serve to flood the
industry with low skilled, poor quality drivers.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
ComCab supports retaining the ability for local standard setting in relation to
signage and other areas that local authorities may feel are necessary to retain
local standards. For instance a local region may dictate colour of vehicle in
order to support the distinction between taxis and cars.
There are other areas, such as civic pride regional identity that a local authority
may wish to support through local standards.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
The testing and compliance regime for two differing tiers of service seem to be
among the most obvious obstacles.
Also, applying a standard that has to accommodate such a wide range of
differing standards seem bound to result in more areas seeing the standard
lowered, rather than raised, thus disadvantaging the travelling public and
delivering a poorer quality service than before.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
ComCab believes that the ‘on the spot’ hailing nature of taxis makes them
intrinsically at greater risk that a private hire hiring whereby the hirers
information is captured as part of the pre-booking process.
The fact no other party need be aware of a street hiring from a taxi places the
driver at additional risk and ComCab supports conditions recognising this fact
and allowing for greater driver safety in taxis.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
ComCab supports the proposal that the powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only
cover conditions relating to safety.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
ComCab agrees with the proposal that the powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
ComCab believes consulting a technical advisory panel, as well as looking at
existing standards is a good approach. The standards applied in Birmingham
are high and have served the industry well, so looking at the aspects of the
Birmingham standard seems a good benchmark.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis

provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
ComCab agrees with this proposal as there is ample evidence, especially
within Birmingham, that granting licensing authorities the power to set
standards locally allows the public a safer, more accessible service. Allowing
licensing authorities the ability to increase the standards for taxis makes for a
more flexible long term framework that can adapt to suit a local areas needs.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
ComCab does not believe a statutory limit is necessary and cannot see any
tangible benefit in having such limits. This may restrict a local authority’s
ability to react to changes in marketplace, population or other requirements in
future.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
ComCab supports the concept of allowing licensing authorities the power to
impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators.
ComCab believes that the differing market places across the UK are too
diverse to allow for a ‘one size fits all’ approach and that local requirements
change over time and licensing authorities need to be able to impose
conditions as they see fit.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
ComCab believes the current position does allow local authorities to work
together wherever desirable and cannot see evidence that formalising such
scenarios on a statutory basis would make such efficiencies more common.
That said if there is a belief from the licensing authorities that a statutory
footing would increase the opportunities for co-operation and efficiencies then
the proposal probably has some merit.

Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
ComCab supports this proposal and allowing such combined efforts seems
sensible.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow licensing authorities to amend zones
in their region.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
Comcab Birmingham would not support proposals to introduce targeted,
limited licenses based on times of the day as well as area. This would add an
extra burden on already over populated taxi numbers and further erode driver
living standards, in addition to the potential possibility of reducing of high
vehicle standards.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)

ComCab Birmingham objects to this proposal, as it will allow cross border
issues that are already a major issue spiralling out of control, and flooding an
already over crowded market place. Current licensing enforcement is stretched
beyond capacity in dealing with present issues.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
ComCab agrees with this proposal and that there are no tangible benefits to a
‘return to area’ requirement.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow retention of the ability by local
authorities to regulate taxi fares but not private hire fares. This makes it all the
more important to protect the use of the word ‘taxi’ to ensure the public
understand the proposition.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
ComCab believes that taxis should be allowed to charge a fare higher than the
metered rate for pre-booked journeys, but only as agreed with the customer.
Currently ComCab is able to offer fixed fares to certain locations that are
cheaper than some private hire fixed fares but could have potential to be
higher than the metered fare, and ComCab is restricted from being able to offer
these competitive prices because of the current legislation.

This change will directly benefit the public and remove what is currently an anti
competitive restriction.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
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(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)

ComCab believes that driver safety standards could benefit from greater
consistency and clearer definition, the ‘fit and proper person’ requirement
being a good case in point, as licensing authorities could attach different
meanings and weight to the requirement currently.
ComCab believes primary legislation may be too restrictive long term and
therefore power should lie with Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
ComCab supports this proposal as there is no benefit in having the vehicle
owner subject to such test provided the vehicle and driver meet the standards.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
ComCab believes national vehicle safety standards, if introduced, be included
within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 206)

Comcab supports this proposal as it can see no benefit to the public if
operator licensing is withdrawn.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)

ComCab does not see any benefits to be gained from requiring taxi radio
circuits to be licensed operators as per private hire operators.
Most taxi radio circuits across the UK are providing only a minimum quantity
of taxi driver’s workloads (usually less than 30% of a drivers work) whereas
private hire drivers are 100% reliant on licensed operators for all of their work.
With all private hire work having to pass via an operator it is vital that the
operator serves as a crucial link in the regulation of private hire, where vehicle
standards, driver standard and fares are all subject to either low level
regulation or no regulation at all.
Taxi circuits are acting solely as agencies in passing working taxi drivers
selected trips which they can choose to cover, or not. As the regulation
surrounding taxis, especially in Birmingham, is robust and covers not only the
drivers, vehicles but also the fares, and the drivers are receiving comparatively
little of their work from the circuits, there appears to be no great need nor
benefit of requiring those circuits to meet the same requirements as private
hire operators.
In any case most taxi circuits, ComCab included, maintain strong and auditable
systems to manage the drivers and vehicles that subscribe to their circuit. Job
details are equally well maintained, so it is difficult to see what benefits would
be gained from additional bureaucracy. Circuits have existed for 50 years with
compliance, management and service to the public perfectly well served by the
current structure of the circuits.
As taxi drivers are not solely reliant on radio circuits for their workloads, the
relationship between driver and the circuit is very different from the
relationship between private hire operator and driver, which is closer to that of
employer and employee than the agency approach from taxi circuits. To some
large extent taxi circuits are only providing ‘clearance services’ to taxi drivers
who are accepting street hailed trips from customers who are paying by
credit/debit card, charge cards, and local authority issued concessionary travel
cards.

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
ComCab supports this proposal and sees no benefit to be gained by having
such intermediaries defined as operators and having to meet the licensing
requirements.

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
ComCab believes the criteria requiring operators to be fit and proper should be
retained, but, as with drivers, this should be better defined and more formally
laid out.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)

ComCab supports the proposal to allow operators to sub contract services.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
ComCab does not object to the requirement of a taxi driver keeping limited
records of a private pre-booking, although this only really seems justifiable if it
at a pre-arranged fare, there does not seem to be a good case if the journey is
charged at the metered rate.
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)

ComCab does not support this proposal as it could clearly lead to a
widespread degradation of service that may be nigh on impossible to remedy
years later.
It could be argued that businesses such as ComCab would benefit from derestriction as in some regions the likely increase in driver number and effect
on driver earnings may push more drivers to join radio circuits, however
ComCab operates on the basis of providing high quality services and the likely
outcome of this proposal would be to drive down quality by allowing unlimited
numbers of drivers into the market place.
Birmingham is currently restricted, but has a high quality bar. There are rarely
occasions when supply does not match demand, but it is not a simple equation
that de-restriction equals adequate supply all of the time. To issue more
licences, the already over populated areas would become more populated, and
existing drivers would earn less and certain areas and times would still very
occasionally be under supplied.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
ComCab believes de-restriction is almost certainly likely to destabilise many
regions’ taxi industries, and for a sustained period of time, leading to
widespread lowering of standards and near uncontrollable expansion. It is hard
to envisage an orderly transition due to the very stark differences from one
region to another and the sheer number of different regions.
We also envisage that some areas would suffer worse supply, where drivers all
flock to neighbouring regions which are deemed to be a ‘pot of gold’ and derestriction opens the floodgates to those from neighbouring regions. This is a
problem not illustrated by other case studies abroad, as they did not feature so
many different licensing regions so close to each other.
The value of existing licences varies wildly, so it’s hard to imagine a
satisfactory compensation package to those drivers reliant on the revenue

from the sale of their licence satisfying all areas. In itself this consideration
may not be a good enough reason no to de-restrict numbers, but taken
alongside the fact there is no evidence to suggest supply would be
immediately resolved in all areas, at all times, this is a high price to pay,
especially for those who stand to lose tens of thousands of pounds in addition
to seeing their workloads massively diluted.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Were de-restriction to take place (which ComCab does not agree it should)
then a staggered approach would seem to be essential to avoid widespread
and nationwide chaos across hundreds of different regions with very unique
issues.
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
ComCab does not support the proposal for separate licenses for wheelchair
accessible vehicles as this appears to directly contradict the Disability and
Equality Act whereby the objective must be to have consistently accessible
vehicles across the supply chain.
Many licensing areas require taxis to be wheelchair accessible and this seems
by far the most sensible and equal policy to adopt as it provides the travelling
public with the certainty when they hail a taxi in the street that it is most likely
to meet their needs.
In practice it’s hard to see how specially licensed vehicles could ‘give priority’
to disabled passengers and how that could be measured or enforced. It also
gives rise to the scenario whereby more than one disabled person requires a
vehicle and the operator must then prioritise one type of disability over
another.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Comcab agrees that in order to drive up the number of available accessible
vehicles this proposal is a good idea.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
ComCab believes that all taxis should be accessible, so as to provide a
consistently accessible service nationwide.

Wheelchair accessible vehicles, as with low emissions vehicles, should also
attract lower rates of road fund duty. Local authorities should also make more
provision for wheelchair accessible taxis and private hire vehicles in public
places to aid pick up and set down.

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Comcab does not believe a quota will have the desired effect and so supports
this proposals.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
ComCab supports this proposal and many drivers at ComCab Birmingham
have undertaken the NVQ training course and attained certification that
embraces Disability Awareness Training. Indeed in Birmingham it is a
minimum requirement from Licensing that drivers have to undertake a training
course for Disability Awareness Training.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Comcab supports this proposal.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
ComCab’s experience is that there’s no evidence to suggest taxi drivers
deliberately ignore disabled passengers. Additional and statutory training will
help, as will robust enforcement where it can be proved a driver has
deliberately discriminated against a person because of their disability.
ComCab cannot envisage how compelling drivers to stop for disabled
passengers could work in practice (not all disabilities are visibly apparent) nor
how it could be measured or enforced.
Better training and stricter penalties for discrimination should suffice.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)

ComCab believes effective enforcement is essential if standards and the public
trust in those standards are going to be sustained at highly valued levels.
Therefore ComCab supports the proposal to allow authorised licensing officers
to have the power to stop licensed vehicles.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
ComCab believes that touting undermines the licensing regime and is a
considerable nuisance on the streets of many cities in the UK.
ComCab believes that licensing authorities should be given increased powers
to immediately close down operators found to be touting, and to seize vehicles
and revoke licenses more easily. The main reason illegal touts operate with
perceived impunity and repeatedly offend is because the commercial benefits
of touting often outweigh the likely punishment if caught.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
ComCab believes it would be desirable and practical to impound vehicles
breaching licensing rules. There is no reason that impounding vehicles in this
way would not be as proven a measure as impounding other unsound or illegal
vehicles already works in practise.
Taking non-compliant vehicle off the road immediately solves the problem and
sends a strong message to those seeking to circumvent licensing rules.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Comcab believes fixed penalty schemes have their place but should not be
used as an alternative for robust licensing rules and proper, robust
compliance.
Because of the commercial lure to drivers and operators to breach the rules,
penalties all to often prove to be a ‘price worth paying’ and shift the emphasis
away from resolving issues long term, to becoming a revenue stream for the
local authority. Indeed the licensing authority may find it preferable to
proliferate on penalty charges rather than fix the root cause of the noncompliance or breach of licensing rules.
Therefore ComCab would prefer to see proper compliance and enforcement
rather than passive issuance of penalty charges.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)

ComCab does not object to this proposal in principle but clearly to be effective
this would require very clear guidelines across a diverse range of regions, but
not at the detriment of addressing their own areas issues first.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
ComCab supports this proposal and feels some formal procedures for
handling cross border non-compliance would be the best approach.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
ComCab supports this proposal.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
ComCab supports this proposal based on the appeal containing new reasons
as to why the decision relating to the outcome should be reconsidered. An
appeals process should not undermine the finding of the breach, only the
severity of the punishment/outcome.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
ComCab feels an additional layer of a special tribunal would only serve to
increase costs and is largely unnecessary and so supports the proposal that
appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
ComCab does not feel an onward right of appeal to the Crown court is
appropriate, nor necessary.
CONCLUSION
1.41 It is not possible in a summary of this length to introduce all of our provisional
proposals. Consultees are therefore encouraged to refer to the full Consultation
Paper available on our website. Please send responses by 10 August 2012.
How to respond
Send your responses either By email to: tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk or
By post to: Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire), Law
Commission, Steel House, 11 Tothill Street, London SW1H 9LJ
Tel: 020 3334 0266 / Fax: 020 3334 0201

If you send your comments by post, it would be helpful if, where
possible, you also sent them to us electronically (in any commonly
used format).

ComCab (Birmingham) Ltd
Response for Law Commission for Taxis & Private Hire

LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
ComCab agrees with this proposal and is of the view that retaining the
distinction between taxis and private hire vehicles is essential to avoid
confusion among the travelling public and to protect the business both sectors
have worked hard to develop over many years. The ability to street hail taxis
and the use of taxi ranks is understood and utilised by the public in an
informed manner and altering this is likely to harm the quality and consistency
of the service the public receive.
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
ComCab believes that special consideration be given to London and that it
should remain outside the scope of reform. At the very least, if it is included in
scope, considerable modifications need to be catered for.
London has the best licensed taxi industry in the world. The quality of the
driver knowledge and the quality of the fully accessible, purpose built vehicles
is unrivalled and the service is admired the world over. This has taken not
decades, but hundreds of years to develop and the prestigious history of the
trade and the high standard of regulation is clear for all to see. The level of
complaints and regulatory issues around the London taxi industry are so low
one must take the view that if it isn’t broken don’t fix it”.
Transport for London is a competent and unique regulator, which faces
challenges not seen anywhere else in the UK. Integrating licensed taxis into
the London transport infrastructure is no mean feat and TFL has succeeded in
modernising the industry without harming the exceptionally high standard for
which it is renowned.
The challenges and scale of the ground transport requirements in London
cannot be compared to any other UK City or region and attempt to regulate the
unique supply chain as per every other region in the UKL can only serve to
dilute the quality of driver and vehicle available to the public. London’s
standard in both respect is set far higher than any other region, so rather than
the other territories raising their standard to meet London, London would have

to lower its standard to the rest of the UK. ComCab believes this would
irreparably damage the quality of service enjoyed by Londoners and visitors to
the Capital alike.
There is already no upper limit or regulated cap on the number of taxis in
London and the regime for managing compliance and overseeing regulation is
exceptionally strong. De-regulation of the London taxi market would see the
undoing of years of work to leverage on the benefits of highly qualified and
knowledgeable drivers and purpose built vehicles.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
ComCab firmly believes that purpose built taxis in many cities, particularly
Birmingham are essential in order to provide a consistent and accessible
service to the public. There is a stronger case for private hire vehicles not
needing to be restricted to particular types of vehicle, as these must always be
pre-booked and so therefore the vehicle type can be selected based on the
customers needs (number of seats, level of access etc).
In Birmingham, all licensed taxis have been wheelchair accessible since 1995.
Birmingham taxis also feature a range of other accessibility aids including
hearing aid induction loops, intermediate steps, visibility aids and most have a
tight turning circle, enabling taxis to easily pick up from either side of a road,
thus preventing less mobile passengers having to cross the carriageway.
The Disability Discrimination Act (1995) and Equality Act (2010) have been
embraced by the Birmingham taxi trade and by many other taxi trades across
the UK to create an accessible and assured service. Taxis in Birmingham can
stop on the street to pick up anybody who hails them, irrespective of their
disability or needs.
Removing the requirement for fully accessible taxis with an adequate turning
circle will remove the ability to provide such an assured service and drivers of
non-accessible vehicles will have to stop, ascertain the nature of the disability
and potentially be forced to discriminate against, and refuse to carry, certain
passengers.
This would be a discriminatory and backward step.
In addition, the highly distinctive design and appearance of London style taxis
make hailing a legal, insured and legitimate taxi very easy in Birmingham and
many other cities. To have a national, blanket standard that allows any vehicle
types in any city can only service to dilute the quality of those vehicles and
confuse the public.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Comcab believes that licensing should be restricted to motor vehicles that
require a driving licence. Making provision to license ‘vehicles’ such as

pedicabs, that do not require a driving licence is inherently dangerous as it
sends a message out to the public that a vehicle operated on the roads by
someone who has had no training or licensing requirement to be on those
roads, is safe and assured, when there is ample evidence to suggest it is
neither.
Affording the credibility of a ‘license’ to a vehicle that has undergone no
testing, is structurally dangerous and operated by someone with no licence to
use road vehicles will not only send out a misleading message of assurance to
the public but will also undermine the entire value of the licensing regime.
It is universally accepted that a driver and vehicle must be licensed and
assured in order to operate on a ‘hire and reward’ basis, and non-motor
vehicles driven by unlicensed individuals has no business sitting alongside
taxi and private hire services in London or any other city in the UK.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
ComCab supports this proposal and agrees Public service vehicles should be
expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and
taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight
or fewer passengers.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
ComCab supports this proposal.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
ComCab supports this proposal as the current situation lends itself to
limousines and other novelty vehicles being inconsistently licensed either as
private hire vehicles or public service vehicles.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
ComCab agrees with this proposal as it does not think it’s necessary to have
volunteers and such like, where providing transport is not the most substantial
part of the service, covered by private hire licensing. However, there needs to
be a clear definition to the exclusion of volunteers to prevent a loophole
forming whereby operators and drivers can escape licensing requirements by
masquerading as volunteers.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
ComCab supports the principles and objectives of carpooling schemes and
they are to be encouraged as they reduce road traffic and emissions from
vehicles. Just as some people have had privately owned vehicles in London
licensed as private hire vehicles in order to avoid the congestion charge, care
must be taken to ensure a private hire driver cannot circumvent private hire
licensing by masquerading as a car pool service. It is therefore vital to ensure
that regulation looks for evidence of genuine carpooling with reciprocal
arrangements, genuine commuter activity (home to work, work to home) rather
than an ongoing provision of service etc.
Members clubs are less easily defined and so even more care should be taken
not to present a loophole by which car and taxi operators/drivers can avoid
regulation. ComCab understands such clubs to always be non-commercial and
restricted to members only, and so regulation should support such
restrictions.
In principle, provided legislation is well defined, ComCab supports the
exclusion of members clubs and car pooling from regulation.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
ComCab supports this proposal and believes flexibility at local level is
essential.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
ComCab believes that wedding car services should no longer be expressly
excluded from private hire licensing as they are essentially commercial hire
and reward services. The fact they may only service one kind of journey
requirement seems irrelevant, as any other taxi or car could also do nothing
but wedding work but still remain liable for licensing.
ComCab believes there is however justification for continuing to exclude
funeral services from private hire licensing as (a) the provision of transport is
not the primary service and is a necessary requirement to fulfil the rest of the
service and (b) in most case the vehicles cannot be utilised in other types of
hire and reward work.

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national

standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
ComCab supports making provision for public services to be able to operate
long term and scheduled services without the need for licensing, but does not
think a simple exemption (based on the ‘7 days’ rule) will be sufficient, which
seems to be supported by the original repeal. Re-introducing it would simply
open up the same risks of abuse. Scheduled public services will need careful
definition to avoid abuse.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
ComCab agrees with the proposal to remove the limitation of regulation to just
public ‘streets’. It agrees with the principle the public should be equally
protected at stations, airports and other privately owned areas, the same as on
public highways.
ComCab points to the Birmingham example, the National Exhibition Centre, a
major exhibition centre where thousands of car and taxi trips take place every
week, but is also a region that is privately owned, and in theory could offer less
regulatory protection if the owner chose to act outside of current regulation.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
ComCab supports proposals to make special provision at airports to ensure
competition can thrive and the travelling public are not compelled to use
prescribed concessionary services that limit choice and increase potential for
abuse of pricing and service provision. Given a monopoly position some
airport operators and their selected concessionary contractor make be
tempted to operate at non-competitive pricing whilst not being compelled to
provide a good quality of service.
ComCab agrees with the assertion that as major transport hubs the onward
travel arrangements at airports is potentially of greater concern than at rail
stations.
ComCab believes that people using the airport should still be able to retain
their right to book onward transport from a provider of their choice and for that
provider to have access to the airport to collect that passenger. To restrict
such access would be to dangerously limit transport options to and away from
airports. Likewise support for taxi ranks should remain a major consideration
of any new regulation surrounding airports.

Provisional proposal 15

The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
ComCab supports the clarification and improved definition of plying for hire,
ranking, hailing and the activities of private hire.
ComCab recognises the current lack of definition allows for large scale ‘plying
for hire’ and ‘touting’ by private hire vehicles, an issue that places the public at
risk and adds to a lack of clear understanding as to the key differences
between taxis and private hire vehicles.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
ComCab agrees that use of the technological means of engaging taxi services
should not be included in the hailing and ranking definitions. ComCab
recognises that new an innovative ways of engaging and procuring transport
will continue to evolve and improve the public experience and this should not
be hindered by regulation governing hailing and ranking.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
ComCab does not see any benefit from adopting the Scottish approach.
ComCab has considered the alternative of instead focussing on the privilege of
taxis to take ‘on the spot’ hirings, which seems more relevant and appropriate.
Whilst this may enable private hire vehicles to benefit from on the spot hirings
via smart phone apps etc, provided these mechanisms capture the relevant
information to satisfy legislation to qualify as a pre-booked journey, this does
not appear to be too problematic.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
ComCab supports the retention of compellability as it provides the public with
a certain level of assurance and seems to balance the benefit taxi drivers have
of being able to accept on the spot hails.

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to

the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

ComCab supports the proposal to retain the current approach to ensure
private hire vehicles can only be engaged via a pre-booking through a licensed
operator.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow leisure and non-professional use of
taxis and private hire vehicles, as it believes a restriction on such use which
significantly disadvantage all taxi and private hire drivers and increase their
operating costs.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private
hire licensing requirements.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
ComCab Birmingham would not support the proposal to abandon references to
hackney carriages. Currently the word ‘taxi’ is used too freely to describe all
private hire and taxi travel, leading to misrepresentations from private hire
operators and drivers and confusion among the public.
One of the main reasons ‘hackney carriage’ is still used is to clearly describe
‘taxis’ as the word is often misused and misappropriated by private hire.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

ComCab strongly opposes any opportunity for private hire vehicles to be
described as ‘taxis’ under any circumstances. This will be especially important
if the phrase ‘hackney carriage’ is to be abandoned, as it will become crucial to
public understanding the very clear definition of taxis and private hire.
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
ComCab broadly supports the principle of basic national safety standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles but does not wish to see these basic safety
standards undermine the important need for taxis to be distinctively
recognisable from private hire vehicles. It could be argued that the MOT regime
is, in effect, a national minimum safety standard for all vehicles. In the case of
taxis any standard should be a minimum standard.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
ComCab supports the proposal that any taxi safety standards be only
minimum standards.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
ComCab supports the national safety standard for private hire vehicles being
mandatory.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
ComCab does not support the proposal to make private hire services subject
solely to safety standards. In Birmingham specifically this would be a
backward step and would result in a two tier private hire industry- one with the
current topographical training and new entrants without it. The combination of
de-regulated numbers and zero driver standards could only serve to flood the
industry with low skilled, poor quality drivers.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
ComCab supports retaining the ability for local standard setting in relation to
signage and other areas that local authorities may feel are necessary to retain
local standards. For instance a local region may dictate colour of vehicle in
order to support the distinction between taxis and cars.
There are other areas, such as civic pride regional identity that a local authority
may wish to support through local standards.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)

The testing and compliance regime for two differing tiers of service seem to be
among the most obvious obstacles.
Also, applying a standard that has to accommodate such a wide range of
differing standards seem bound to result in more areas seeing the standard
lowered, rather than raised, thus disadvantaging the travelling public and
delivering a poorer quality service than before.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
ComCab believes that the ‘on the spot’ hailing nature of taxis makes them
intrinsically at greater risk that a private hire hiring whereby the hirers
information is captured as part of the pre-booking process.
The fact no other party need be aware of a street hiring from a taxi places the
driver at additional risk and ComCab supports conditions recognising this fact
and allowing for greater driver safety in taxis.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
ComCab supports the proposal that the powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only
cover conditions relating to safety.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
ComCab agrees with the proposal that the powers of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
ComCab believes consulting a technical advisory panel, as well as looking at
existing standards is a good approach. The standards applied in Birmingham
are high and have served the industry well, so looking at the aspects of the
Birmingham standard seems a good benchmark.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
ComCab agrees with this proposal as there is ample evidence, especially
within Birmingham, that granting licensing authorities the power to set

standards locally allows the public a safer, more accessible service. Allowing
licensing authorities the ability to increase the standards for taxis makes for a
more flexible long term framework that can adapt to suit a local areas needs.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
ComCab does not believe a statutory limit is necessary and cannot see any
tangible benefit in having such limits. This may restrict a local authority’s
ability to react to changes in marketplace, population or other requirements in
future.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
ComCab supports the concept of allowing licensing authorities the power to
impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators.
ComCab believes that the differing market places across the UK are too
diverse to allow for a ‘one size fits all’ approach and that local requirements
change over time and licensing authorities need to be able to impose
conditions as they see fit.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
ComCab believes the current position does allow local authorities to work
together wherever desirable and cannot see evidence that formalising such
scenarios on a statutory basis would make such efficiencies more common.
That said if there is a belief from the licensing authorities that a statutory
footing would increase the opportunities for co-operation and efficiencies then
the proposal probably has some merit.

Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
ComCab supports this proposal and allowing such combined efforts seems
sensible.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow licensing authorities to amend zones
in their region.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the

licensing authority? (Page 197)
Comcab Birmingham would not support proposals to introduce targeted,
limited licenses based on times of the day as well as area. This would add an
extra burden on already over populated taxi numbers and further erode driver
living standards, in addition to the potential possibility of reducing of high
vehicle standards.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)

ComCab Birmingham objects to this proposal, as it will allow cross border
issues that are already a major issue spiralling out of control, and flooding an
already over crowded market place. Current licensing enforcement is stretched
beyond capacity in dealing with present issues.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
ComCab agrees with this proposal and that there are no tangible benefits to a
‘return to area’ requirement.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow retention of the ability by local
authorities to regulate taxi fares but not private hire fares. This makes it all the
more important to protect the use of the word ‘taxi’ to ensure the public
understand the proposition.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
ComCab believes that taxis should be allowed to charge a fare higher than the
metered rate for pre-booked journeys, but only as agreed with the customer.
Currently ComCab is able to offer fixed fares to certain locations that are
cheaper than some private hire fixed fares but could have potential to be
higher than the metered fare, and ComCab is restricted from being able to offer
these competitive prices because of the current legislation.
This change will directly benefit the public and remove what is currently an anti
competitive restriction.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING

Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
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(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)

ComCab believes that driver safety standards could benefit from greater
consistency and clearer definition, the ‘fit and proper person’ requirement
being a good case in point, as licensing authorities could attach different
meanings and weight to the requirement currently.
ComCab believes primary legislation may be too restrictive long term and
therefore power should lie with Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
ComCab supports this proposal as there is no benefit in having the vehicle
owner subject to such test provided the vehicle and driver meet the standards.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
ComCab believes national vehicle safety standards, if introduced, be included
within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 206)

Comcab supports this proposal as it can see no benefit to the public if
operator licensing is withdrawn.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
ComCab does not see any benefits to be gained from requiring taxi radio
circuits to be licensed operators as per private hire operators.
Most taxi radio circuits across the UK are providing only a minimum quantity
of taxi driver’s workloads (usually less than 30% of a drivers work) whereas
private hire drivers are 100% reliant on licensed operators for all of their work.

With all private hire work having to pass via an operator it is vital that the
operator serves as a crucial link in the regulation of private hire, where vehicle
standards, driver standard and fares are all subject to either low level
regulation or no regulation at all.
Taxi circuits are acting solely as agencies in passing working taxi drivers
selected trips which they can choose to cover, or not. As the regulation
surrounding taxis, especially in Birmingham, is robust and covers not only the
drivers, vehicles but also the fares, and the drivers are receiving comparatively
little of their work from the circuits, there appears to be no great need nor
benefit of requiring those circuits to meet the same requirements as private
hire operators.
In any case most taxi circuits, ComCab included, maintain strong and auditable
systems to manage the drivers and vehicles that subscribe to their circuit. Job
details are equally well maintained, so it is difficult to see what benefits would
be gained from additional bureaucracy. Circuits have existed for 50 years with
compliance, management and service to the public perfectly well served by the
current structure of the circuits.
As taxi drivers are not solely reliant on radio circuits for their workloads, the
relationship between driver and the circuit is very different from the
relationship between private hire operator and driver, which is closer to that of
employer and employee than the agency approach from taxi circuits. To some
large extent taxi circuits are only providing ‘clearance services’ to taxi drivers
who are accepting street hailed trips from customers who are paying by
credit/debit card, charge cards, and local authority issued concessionary travel
cards.

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
ComCab supports this proposal and sees no benefit to be gained by having
such intermediaries defined as operators and having to meet the licensing
requirements.

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
ComCab believes the criteria requiring operators to be fit and proper should be
retained, but, as with drivers, this should be better defined and more formally
laid out.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
ComCab supports the proposal to allow operators to sub contract services.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)

ComCab does not object to the requirement of a taxi driver keeping limited
records of a private pre-booking, although this only really seems justifiable if it
at a pre-arranged fare, there does not seem to be a good case if the journey is
charged at the metered rate.
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)

ComCab does not support this proposal as it could clearly lead to a
widespread degradation of service that may be nigh on impossible to remedy
years later.
It could be argued that businesses such as ComCab would benefit from derestriction as in some regions the likely increase in driver number and effect
on driver earnings may push more drivers to join radio circuits, however
ComCab operates on the basis of providing high quality services and the likely
outcome of this proposal would be to drive down quality by allowing unlimited
numbers of drivers into the market place.
Birmingham is currently restricted, but has a high quality bar. There are rarely
occasions when supply does not match demand, but it is not a simple equation
that de-restriction equals adequate supply all of the time. To issue more
licences, the already over populated areas would become more populated, and
existing drivers would earn less and certain areas and times would still very
occasionally be under supplied.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
ComCab believes de-restriction is almost certainly likely to destabilise many
regions’ taxi industries, and for a sustained period of time, leading to
widespread lowering of standards and near uncontrollable expansion. It is hard
to envisage an orderly transition due to the very stark differences from one
region to another and the sheer number of different regions.
We also envisage that some areas would suffer worse supply, where drivers all
flock to neighbouring regions which are deemed to be a ‘pot of gold’ and derestriction opens the floodgates to those from neighbouring regions. This is a
problem not illustrated by other case studies abroad, as they did not feature so
many different licensing regions so close to each other.
The value of existing licences varies wildly, so it’s hard to imagine a
satisfactory compensation package to those drivers reliant on the revenue
from the sale of their licence satisfying all areas. In itself this consideration
may not be a good enough reason no to de-restrict numbers, but taken
alongside the fact there is no evidence to suggest supply would be
immediately resolved in all areas, at all times, this is a high price to pay,
especially for those who stand to lose tens of thousands of pounds in addition
to seeing their workloads massively diluted.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
Were de-restriction to take place (which ComCab does not agree it should)
then a staggered approach would seem to be essential to avoid widespread
and nationwide chaos across hundreds of different regions with very unique
issues.
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
ComCab does not support the proposal for separate licenses for wheelchair
accessible vehicles as this appears to directly contradict the Disability and
Equality Act whereby the objective must be to have consistently accessible
vehicles across the supply chain.
Many licensing areas require taxis to be wheelchair accessible and this seems
by far the most sensible and equal policy to adopt as it provides the travelling
public with the certainty when they hail a taxi in the street that it is most likely
to meet their needs.
In practice it’s hard to see how specially licensed vehicles could ‘give priority’
to disabled passengers and how that could be measured or enforced. It also
gives rise to the scenario whereby more than one disabled person requires a
vehicle and the operator must then prioritise one type of disability over
another.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Comcab agrees that in order to drive up the number of available accessible
vehicles this proposal is a good idea.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
ComCab believes that all taxis should be accessible, so as to provide a
consistently accessible service nationwide.
Wheelchair accessible vehicles, as with low emissions vehicles, should also
attract lower rates of road fund duty. Local authorities should also make more
provision for wheelchair accessible taxis and private hire vehicles in public
places to aid pick up and set down.

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Comcab does not believe a quota will have the desired effect and so supports
this proposals.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
ComCab supports this proposal and many drivers at ComCab Birmingham
have undertaken the NVQ training course and attained certification that
embraces Disability Awareness Training. Indeed in Birmingham it is a
minimum requirement from Licensing that drivers have to undertake a training
course for Disability Awareness Training.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Comcab supports this proposal.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
ComCab’s experience is that there’s no evidence to suggest taxi drivers
deliberately ignore disabled passengers. Additional and statutory training will
help, as will robust enforcement where it can be proved a driver has
deliberately discriminated against a person because of their disability.
ComCab cannot envisage how compelling drivers to stop for disabled
passengers could work in practice (not all disabilities are visibly apparent) nor
how it could be measured or enforced.
Better training and stricter penalties for discrimination should suffice.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
ComCab believes effective enforcement is essential if standards and the public
trust in those standards are going to be sustained at highly valued levels.
Therefore ComCab supports the proposal to allow authorised licensing officers
to have the power to stop licensed vehicles.

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
ComCab believes that touting undermines the licensing regime and is a
considerable nuisance on the streets of many cities in the UK.
ComCab believes that licensing authorities should be given increased powers
to immediately close down operators found to be touting, and to seize vehicles
and revoke licenses more easily. The main reason illegal touts operate with
perceived impunity and repeatedly offend is because the commercial benefits
of touting often outweigh the likely punishment if caught.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
ComCab believes it would be desirable and practical to impound vehicles
breaching licensing rules. There is no reason that impounding vehicles in this
way would not be as proven a measure as impounding other unsound or illegal
vehicles already works in practise.
Taking non-compliant vehicle off the road immediately solves the problem and
sends a strong message to those seeking to circumvent licensing rules.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Comcab believes fixed penalty schemes have their place but should not be
used as an alternative for robust licensing rules and proper, robust
compliance.
Because of the commercial lure to drivers and operators to breach the rules,
penalties all to often prove to be a ‘price worth paying’ and shift the emphasis
away from resolving issues long term, to becoming a revenue stream for the
local authority. Indeed the licensing authority may find it preferable to
proliferate on penalty charges rather than fix the root cause of the noncompliance or breach of licensing rules.
Therefore ComCab would prefer to see proper compliance and enforcement
rather than passive issuance of penalty charges.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
ComCab does not object to this proposal in principle but clearly to be effective
this would require very clear guidelines across a diverse range of regions, but
not at the detriment of addressing their own areas issues first.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
ComCab supports this proposal and feels some formal procedures for
handling cross border non-compliance would be the best approach.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
ComCab supports this proposal.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
ComCab supports this proposal based on the appeal containing new reasons
as to why the decision relating to the outcome should be reconsidered. An
appeals process should not undermine the finding of the breach, only the
severity of the punishment/outcome.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
ComCab feels an additional layer of a special tribunal would only serve to
increase costs and is largely unnecessary and so supports the proposal that
appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
ComCab does not feel an onward right of appeal to the Crown court is
appropriate, nor necessary.
CONCLUSION
1.41 It is not possible in a summary of this length to introduce all of our provisional
proposals. Consultees are therefore encouraged to refer to the full Consultation
Paper available on our website. Please send responses by 10 August 2012.
How to respond
Send your responses either By email to: tph@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk or
By post to: Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire), Law
Commission, Steel House, 11 Tothill Street, London SW1H 9LJ
Tel: 020 3334 0266 / Fax: 020 3334 0201
If you send your comments by post, it would be helpful if, where
possible, you also sent them to us electronically (in any commonly
used format).

A COMBINED WELSH AUTHORITY REFLECTION AND RESPONSE
TO

THE LAW COMMISSION - REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE
HIRE SERVICES

This draft review will be circulated throughout the Welsh Authorities
with copies supplied to Welsh Government, Institute of Licensing and
National Association of Licensing Officer

Background
In July 2011 the Law Commission agreed to undertake a law reform project
on the law of taxis and Private Hire Vehicles (PHVs). The Department for
Transport (DfT) proposed the project, but in such cases the Law Commission
is independent of Government.

Consultation
On 10 May 2012 the Law Commission published its provisional proposals
along with associated Questions. All parties have until 10 August 2012 to
submit responses.
General Consensus
The law is overdue for reform but the basic tenant should remain of every
driver, vehicle and operator (apart from sole traders) to be vetted, licensed
and regulated. Harmonising the standards and several aspect of this trade at
a national level would resolve a host of current inconsistencies however
simplifying the regulations would also pay dividends and enhance the public
safety, approach and knowledge. To that end the fundamental pivotal issue is
hopefully for the new legislation to move forward and embrace a clear,
simplified one tier system

Proposals and Questions
What follows is a summary of the Law Commission’s proposals followed by
the considered Response from the Welsh Local Licensing Districts.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and PHVs, which
can only accept pre-booked fares.
This, in effect, represents the retention of the current, “two-tier” system. The
main alternative would be a one-tier system in which a single category of
vehicle would be able to take pre-bookings, to hail and to rank.
A one-tier system would be simpler because it would avoid the distinction
between regulation of taxis and PHVs. However, the Law Commission’s view
is that it would require additional regulatory distinctions to be devised to
accommodate the different range of services regulated. For example,
executive cars and novelty vehicles (“limousines”) would have to come under
some different form of control as it would be difficult to impose generic taxi
and PHV regulation to these types of services.
The Commission also believes that moving to a single-tier would diminish
consumer choice. Regulators would be faced with difficult choices, such as
whether fares should be regulated for all journeys (as they may be now for
taxis).
RESPONSE
Disagree,
Here is an opportunity, which should not be missed, to simplify and
bring a much needed (and anticipated) modern piece of legislation to the
Taxi Trade. Anyone with an iota of involvement in the enforcement of
this industry will testify that a one tier system will give the public clear,
and understandable guidance and regulation which in turn would allow
full compliance from the trade (without the endless search for loop
holes and exemptions). A clear and transparent one tier system could
establish and ensure this form of travel dovetails neatly into both local
and national transport strategies.
The distinction between Taxis and Private Hire is historical due to poor
outdated legislation and is perpetuated by the interest of a select few.
Any vehicle used for hire and reward, however small the element of
profit, needs to be licensed.
There exists a plethora of stated cases in this field but Brentwood v
Gladen (2004) EWHC 2500 (Admin) is interesting stating a Hackney can
act as a Private Hire (without the need of an Operator’s Licence) hence
paving the way for a single tier vehicle licensing system.
There is no justifiable need for a two tier system or a single tier system
with two classifications and the thinking that an explosion of unlicensed
vehicles on the street would follow, as outlined in the Consultation
Paper (13.11), is flawed and difficult, if not impossible, to justify.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
This proposal is not considered relevant to Welsh considerations according to
the Welsh Government.
RESPONSE
In principle this is a good idea to have one national system to deal with
this issue, however, the practicalities of the urban environment and the
rural environment are very different and any standardisation would need
to take this diversity into account
How many other large cities could make a bid for special consideration
and certain exemptions from the National picture if London treated
differently?

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 3
The regulation of taxis and PHVs should not be restricted to any particular
type of vehicle, but should rather focus on road transport services provided for
hire with the services of a driver.

RESPONSE
Agree
With the clear proviso that the new legislation should apply to all
vehicles seating 8 passengers or less - over 8 passengers should fall
under the jurisdiction of the Traffic Commissioners with no overlap.

QUESTION 4
Would there be – and if so, what – advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
The Law Commission’s preferred approach is to take abroad view, in the spirit
of the current legislation, in which “taxis” are “every wheeled carriage,
whatever its form or construction”.
Consequently, a greater range of standards would be needed to apply to a
broad definition. Possible vehicles include motorbikes, limousines, horsedrawn carriages and pedicabs, which call for different sets of safety standards
tailored to each. The default inclusion of all vehicles carrying passengers for
hire might act as a barrier to entry in respect of novel vehicles that may not fall
within a pre-established category with defined standards. Standards of fitness
for such vehicles would need to be agreed before they could be allowed to
operate.
Or the taxi and PHV regime could be restricted to vehicles that require a
driving licence – simple and clear. Limiting the definition to “motor vehicles”
would be another alternative – so that motorbikes would be covered but
pedicabs and horse-drawn carriages would not.
Overall, the Commission argues that the power to regulate taxis and PHVs
should apply to a wide range of vehicles, providing flexibility to impose
different standards for widely-different classes of vehicle, and the possibility of
exempting certain types of vehicles or services.
RESPONSE

Disagree.

In a rural County which relies on tourism as a major service sector part
of an Authority’s fleet could be horse drawn hackneys, novelty vehicles
(stretched limousines/converted fire engines) and pedicabs. Examples
abound of requests to licence “Tuk Tuks” and similar “vehicles”. To
restrict licensing to vehicles that require a driving licence would
eliminate these forms of transport from the licensing regime. There is
already is an anomaly concerning horse drawn vehicles that carry more
than 8 passengers as VOSA will not licence them because they are not
mechanically propelled. These vehicles are trading but are not covered
by any legislation.
There could be merit in considering provision for local regulation of
non-motorised vehicles whereby the licensed vehicle is bound by local
conditions (including any testing requirements) and restricted to
operating with the licensing authority area only.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 5
Public Service Vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and PHVs; and taxis and PHVs should only cover vehicles adapted to
seat eight of fewer passengers.
Buses – and Lorries – are regulated as Public Service Vehicles (PSVs). This
covers any vehicle used for hire and reward adapted to seat mo0re than eight
passengers. PSVs fall within the scope of mandatory EU Regulations
covering drivers’ working hours and tachographs. But PSV drivers are not
required to undergo criminal record checks.
Private hire regulation expressly excludes PSVs and only applied to vehicles
with fewer than nine passenger seats. Taxi legislation predates modern public
service legislation and instead of excluding PSVs carves out “stage coaches”
or “stage carriages” which charge separate fares. Unlike PHVs, taxis have no
limits in primary legislation on their passenger seating capacity, meaning that
there is a potential overlap between PSVs and large taxis.
The Commission believes that the considerable discrepancies between PSV
regulation compared with taxi and PHVs make it desirable to reduce the area
of overlap to avoid providers selecting the licensing regime that is least
onerous. The Commission’s proposal is therefore to use the number of
passenger seats as a way to distinguish between taxi and PHV regulation on
the one hand; and PSV regulation on the other.

RESPONSE
Agree.
Reform could go further and restrict PSV licenses to vehicles which
have more than 8 passenger seats only. This would get rid of the
anomaly of the Traffic Commissioner licensing vehicles of 8 seats or
less and operators choosing who to licence with Local Authorities or
Transport Commission.
There should be no distinction between taxis and Private Hire Vehicles
under the new single tier licensing system

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis.
The current – Victorian – taxi legislation expressly carves out stage coaches
(an historical term for PSVs) and stage carriages from licensing requirements.
Where passengers pay separate fares in vehicles with fewer than nine
passenger seats, the law is unclear about whether or not that should count as
a stage coach. This means that the proper scope of taxi licensing is, as a
consequence, also unclear.
As an example of this unsatisfactory state of affairs, in London, pedicabs are
considered to be stage carriages (i.e. cannot be licensed) whereas in the rest
of England and Wales pedicabs may be licensed as taxis.

RESPONSE
See question 4 above. It is believed that all horse drawn “stage
coaches/stage carriages” should remain within the taxi licensing remit
regardless of the number of passengers. This will remove the grey area
that some of these vehicles currently operate in.
All vehicles carrying 8 or less passengers whether charged separately
or not should fall within the regulatory framework for taxis and private
hire in the interests of public safety.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
“novelty” vehicles to assist consistency.
The Law Commission acknowledges that there is an overlap between the
regulation of small PSVs (with fewer than nine passenger seats) and PHVs
that can give rise to confusion.
Whereas PSV standards are outside the scope of the Commission’s review, it
considers it important to get the relationship between the standards adopted
under the respective licensing regimes right. The Commission therefore
proposes that limousines should seek licences as PHVs where they have
fewer than nine passenger seats. [However, should a local licensing authority
refuse to license limousines at all operators may have little choice but to
license their limousines with the Traffic Commissioner as small PSVs.]The
Secretary of State has power to issue guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner who, in turn, may issue guidance and general directions to
Traffic Commissioners and their deputies.
RESPONSE
Agree.
As the law is to be re-written with statutory minimum standards then it is
believed that limousines (especially stretched limousines) and novelty
vehicles should be covered by the proposed minimum standards policy.
All vehicles with 8 passenger seats or less should be the responsibility
of Local Authorities not the Transport Commission.

This proposal is supported in order to remove the perceived loophole of
a less onerous compliance standard than required by the private hire
licensing regime.
Reference in guidance should also be made
regarding ensuring that small public service vehicles are driven by “fit
and proper” persons and that they have had a CRB check.
Some drivers who have been refused a private hire driver’s licence are
still employed by private hire operators to drive over 8 seat vehicles.
This loophole allows unsuitable drivers access to vulnerable persons.

This would be essential in providing a level of consistency and closing a
public safety loophole (perceived or actual).

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and PHV licensing to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall
service.
The Commission considers it undesirable that the law currently “catches”
activities where transporting passengers to a destination is not the principal
purpose – e.g. looking after children. Taxi and PHV regulation should aim to
cover services that are principally for the purpose of transport and have a
commercial element.
Volunteers would automatically be excluded by an “in the course of business”
definition. Volunteers may be subject to registration under the Vetting and
Barring Scheme under the auspices of the Independent Safeguarding
Authority. Some services may also be provided under a community transport
(i.e. Section 19) permit.
Requiring volunteers to hold private hire licences (including a driver, vehicle
and operator licence) seems excessively onerous and unnecessary.
RESPONSE

Agree in part.

It is very difficult to identify “genuine volunteers”. There are
“volunteers” who work 5 days a week driving hospital patients to/from
appointments. A round trip between two hospitals could be 100 – 200
miles @ 50p per mile could include a margin of profit which would make
it a licensable activity.
How far would this principle be extended? As an example it is known a
certain take away service [pizzas] currently offers “lifts” home to
persons buying a certain value of goods – is this a service or is it a
licensable activity?
Consideration could be given to hotel transport for exemption.
Believe this question is more complex than it appears and requires
further investigation. On balance a ‘catch all’ definition could be the
preferred option with stated exemptions (set by regulation?) and the
ability for the Secretary of State to prescribe additional exemptions or
modify existing exemptions. Exemptions could be subject to suitable
alternative vetting etc... Alternatively, the decision on exemptions for
specific roles (e.g. child minding) from licensing could be one for each
licensing authority to prescribe by way of policy?

QUESTION 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and PHVs deal with carpooling and
members’ clubs?
Carpooling is increasingly popular and should continue to be encouraged.
Carpooling arrangements where passengers pay separate fares are expressly
exempted from the public service licensing regime provide that they are not
“in the course of a business of carrying passengers”. This is not eh case in
respect of taxi and private hire legislation.
In carpooling the vehicle is not for hire in the conventional sense but there is a
payment. DfT takes the position that carpooling lacks a commercial element
and so is “not for hire” in the terms of the PHV licensing regime. Overall, the
absence of profit appears to be the main determinant.
Some private hire services may be offered only to members of a club or to
particular sections of the public, such as disabled passengers. In principle,
taxi-type services could be similarly restricted.

RESPONSE
(a) Carpooling.
The Department for Transport’s guidance refers to using the rates as
set by HM Revenues and Customs to assess the “profit” which may
be made by carpooling. This is based on the vehicle travelling 10000
miles in a year. Profit is the money made above and beyond the cost
of running any vehicle for a particular journey. If any profit is made
from an individual journey, them that vehicle must be licensed.
(b) Members clubs.
This has already been dealt with by the Courts who decided that this
type of operation needs to be licensed. To re-open the discussion of
possibly entertaining this type of transport is wrong. Who will
licence/control/enforce this type of operation?
Any exemption will be open to abuse therefore if we are to have a
new piece of legislation make it a robust one

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from
the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
The Law Commission’s proposal for broad definitions in respect of vehicles
and services to be covered in the regulatory regime means that some
activities may be caught which should not be. This is especially true in the
case of PHVs, where pre-existing arrangements are in place.
A key rationale for excluding a category of drivers or vehicles form the
regulatory framework is where there is an alternative structure already in
place to ensure safety and quality controls are met.
This proposal is linked to proposal 11, below.
RESPONSE

Agree in principle

But would like to see a safety net of consultation with Local Authorities
prior to any decision being made however if standards set in stone most
agree this would make everyone life easier. England and Wales taxi
laws have historically been the same and should stay this way otherwise
geographical differences in standards and licensing requirements could
lead to chaos as Berwick v Newcastle illustrates

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 11
Weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from private
hire licensing through primary legislation.
Where a vehicle is hired in connection with a wedding or funeral it is currently
exempt from PHV licensing requirements. The Commission has noted that
wedding cars could be provided by companies that also provide transport for
other occasions which would not give rise to an exemption – e.g. stag or hen
parties, or anniversaries. It is not clear why wedding cars should be excluded.
On the other hand, the case for continuing to exclude funeral cars may be
stronger because those would usually be provided as part of the broader
funeral function and transport in this case might be regarded as ancillary.
RESPONSE
Exclusive use of vehicles for funerals should remain (however they are
carrying passengers in the course of their business, and there is
argument to say that the licensing regime should apply)as an exemption
however abuse of an exemption by wedding cars will prevail. Weddings
now appear to last a week and transport often includes Hen/Stag Nights
plus conveyance of other guests and to and from airports and so forth.
Any proposed exemptions and/or vehicles need to be clearly defined.

QUESTION 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of
the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the powers to set
national standards?
If so, what modifications could be made to help prevent abuse?
The so-called contract exemption excluded vehicles under a contract of hire
for a period of not less than seven days. This was repealed in 2008 to
enhance public safety by ending perceived loopholes.
The rationale for contact exemption was that where long-term contractual
arrangements are in place the contracting parties can put in place sufficient
safeguards in respect of vetting vehicles and rivers on their own terms. In
these cases, there is no need for the burdens of general licensing criteria to
be met. Public bodies, in particular the NHS and education authorities, need
to set up large contracts for transporting children and vulnerable individuals.
Such organisations are best-placed to set standards and monitor their
attainment. Unlike most pre-bookings, such contracts will typically be subject
to negotiation and be in writing.
The public safety argument is support of the repeal is less convincing
because the most vulnerable passengers are in many cases transported by
volunteer or contract drivers outwith the taxi and private hire licensing regime.
Where drivers are remunerated, as with care workers, this is typically as part
of a wider package, often with carers using their own vehicles. Public-spirited
individuals, some of whom had been offering long-term services based on
lasting relationships, had been put off by the extra costs of licensing.

RESPONSE

None what so ever.

The whole idea of the repeal was to take away the option of unlicensed
drivers/vehicles with no formal enhanced Criminal Records check being
allowed to transport vulnerable children/adults. In this area the repeal
has not caused any problems and it is believed more problems will be
created by taking this retrograde proposed action for example education
and health bodies would need to apply another level of regulation in an
area within which they have no expertise – far better that they can
require vehicles (and drivers) to be licensed for taxi use in the
knowledge that the necessary checks are maintained.
In summary, the whole idea of the repeal was to take away the option of
unlicensed drivers/vehicles with no formal enhanced Criminal Records
check being allowed to transport vulnerable children/adults in
unregulated vehicles. There is no argument which supports a reverse
position – if anything; clearer regulation is needed in this area.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 13
Regulation of the way taxis and PHVs can engage with the public should not
be limited to “streets”.
The statutory framework does not take a consistent approach towards private
land. Significant areas – such as hospital, airports, railways, shopping centres
and amusement parks – can fall within this category.
Some aspects of regulation are limited to (public) streets. This is true for
plying for hire outside London. “Street” includes any road, square, court, alley
and thoroughfare or public passage.
Where a taxi at a stand or in the street accepts a hiring, it is not under a duty
to accept any passenger, but once it has accepted the passenger, it must take
the passenger anywhere they might wish to go, within a prescribed distance.
This concept of compellability is limited to streets in London and in the rest of
England and Wales.
Railways, which are on private land, have been dealt with specifically by
statute so that licensing authorities’ requirements can apply to the railway
station precinct as if it were a street or rank. There is no equivalent provision
in respect of airports.
Subject to the need to comply with additional conditions imposed by private
landowners, the Commission believes that it would be desirable to remove
restrictions on the applicability of regulation by reference to streets. The
imperative of public safety applies no differently whether services to the public
are being provided on public – or private – land. The general law would
therefore apply as a default minimum standard which could be raised by
private landowners. This would adopt the current position in London.

RESPONSE
Agree – this should be any place within the district.

QUESTION 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports?
In particular, where concessionary arrangements are in place, should airports
be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have pre-booked
with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Unlike railways, taxi and private hire legislation does not deal with airports
specifically. Airports are now mainstream integrated transport hubs and
market failures in airport settings are, if anything, more extreme than those at
railway stations. Consumer transport options at airports for onward travel can
be limited and some do not have rail links. Particularly vulnerable consumers,
such as tourists, are a significant part of the consumer base. This makes
information deficits a particular problem. Airports also have limited space
which also reduces the scope for competition.
This appears to suggest that the rationale for extending taxi and private hire
licensing to railways might similarly apply at airports. Byelaws under the Civil
Aviation Act 1986 cover the provision of taxi services. Some airport owners
enter into contracts with chosen taxi and private hire companies and restrict
access by all other providers. Other vehicles may only park some distance
from the terminal.
It is important to consider how regulations can encourage competition and
consumer choice. Funding information desks through a levy on the trades can
be controversial. A requirement to monitor customer satisfaction according to
agreed parameters might be useful. Waiting times and facilities could be
rated, and benchmarking used to ensure that if satisfaction fell below agreed
levels regulators might intervene.
RESPONSE
Disagree
Airports, Ferry Terminals and Railway stations should be serviced by
licensed vehicles but how the customer can access those services on
arrival could be a local and logistical matter not a licensable aspect

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire” should be placed
on a statutory footing and include:
a. References to ranking and hailing.
b. A non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire.
c. Appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of PHVs.
There is no statutory definition of “plying for hire”, although it is widely
accepted as meaning exhibiting a vehicle as available for immediate hire by
the public. Given that unlawful plying for hire is a criminal offence, it is
important that its meaning should be clear and accessible.
The Commission believes that the central aspects of plying for hire should be
put on a statutory footing to be more accessible and better reflect modern
understandings of what taxis do.
The Commission suggests that there should be three key elements of a
proposed statutory definition:
1. Use of the concepts of ranking and hailing;
2. Reference to a non-exhaustive list of factors relevant to determining
plying for hire in grey areas; and
3. Accommodating the legitimate activities of PHVs.

RESPONSE
Agree?
The respondents believe that the central aspects of plying for hire
should be put on a statutory footing to be more accessible and better
reflect modern understandings of what “taxis” do.
Taxis - that is - representing a single tier system of licensing

If the single tier option is to be ignored in favour of maintaining a
complex and inconsistent licensing regime, then putting a statutory
definition to ‘plying for hire’ may have merit but should be examined
thoroughly to ensure that there are no unintended consequences,
creating more loopholes and further difficulty to regulators in their role.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
The Commission suggests that plying for hire should not be interpreted to
extend to novel technological ways of engaging vehicles, through mobile
‘phones and internet-assisted applications, which should remains means of
pre-booking.

RESPONSE
Agree

-

if applying to a one tier system

-

disagree otherwise

QUESTION 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis is respect of “arrangements made in a public place”, instead of “plying
for hire”?
In Scotland, taxis are defined as “A hire car which is engaged, by
arrangements made in a public place, between the person to be conveyed in
it (or a person acting on their behalf) and its driver for a journey beginning
there and then.”
Private hire cars (as they are known in Scotland) are “any kind of vehicle
which is, with a view to profit, available for hire by the public for personal
conveyance, but is not a taxi”.
The taxi definition retains the idea of immediate availability for hire, but
references to a “public place” could cause problems, especially as regards the
internet.
RESPONSE
Agree - this would be down to definition

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
A key feature of taxis is that they are not permitted to refuse jobs once the
consumer has engaged them appropriately, either at a rank or by hailing.
RESPONSE
Agree compellability should be retained however this does not currently
apply re hailing – the vehicle is not engaged until the journey has been
agreed. Compellability would mean that any vehicle within its licensed
district must take a journey (once engaged) within the district unless
there is a reasonable excuse not to.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a PHV and cover
all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
Under current law, the key distinction from taxis is achieved through restricting
PHVs in how they can be engaged by the consumer. Bookings must be made
in advance and through a licensed operator.
RESPONSE
A one tier licensing system would resolve such issues

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and PHVs should be permitted.
There would, however, be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for
professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Currently, leisure use of licensed taxis and PHVs outside London driven by
unlicensed drivers is not allowed. Restricting this sort of use to licensed
drivers restricts the scope to use a family vehicle for leisure. On the other
hand, enforcing the legislation is difficult if the driver were to argue that the
vehicle was being used privately at any time.

RESPONSE
Disagree
The current system is simple to use and does not affect the use of the
taxi for family use. The only restriction being that the driver must hold a
licence to drive a taxi issued by the parent Authority. As LA officers
have no powers to stop vehicles proving/disproving that the vehicle was
being used socially would create an unnecessary extra burden of proof
aspect to any prosecution action taken by a LA. This proposal would
appear to only appease the taxi trade in London
We can see the argument in favour of this however it could make
enforcement more difficult but actual risk is minimal. Burden of proof
would be on the driver.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and PHV licensing requirements.
The Commission considers that the existence of statutory guidance might be
helpful in obliging licensing authorities and judges to consider it when
exercising their functions, aiding consistency. The DfT’s existing guidance on
what could count as a PHV would form the basis of any such statutory
guidance.
RESPONSE

Agree in principle.

The Department of Transport guidance is very nonspecific when using
words like “likely to” and would need to be amended accordingly. The
section “Volunteers” contained within the guidance is at variance to the
feelings of many Licensing Authorities and the answer at 9(a) is relevant
If the law was clear there would be no need for statutory guidance
particularly where statutory minimum standards were imposed. The
danger with statutory guidance is for the Government Department to try
to impose their interpretation on the legislation.
It is inevitably more
red tape rather than less.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “PHVs”, respectively.
References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
This is eminently sensible as a hackney carriage is an historical term now out
of date.
RESPONSE
Agree
However reformed legislation should refer to taxis or an agreed term for
a vehicle that is used for hire and reward - there should be no need for
classifications within a one tier system

QUESTION 23
Should PHVs be able to use terms such as “taxis” or “cabs” in advertising
provided that they are only used in combination with terms such as “prebooked” and do not otherwise lead to consumer confusion?
Current law prohibits private hire operators from using the terms “taxi” or “cab”
in signs and advertising. Many people use the term “minicab”.
Allowing PHVs to use the term “taxi” would represent a significant change,
even if accompanied by a qualifying prefix. On the other hand, many
consumers use the term in respect of taxis and PHVs. The key message for
consumers is that PHVs can only be pre-booked.
RESPONSE
Disagree (one tier system would be more straight forward)
This is giving mixed messages and will be confusing for the public
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
The Law Commission argues that, as a matter of principle, everyone using
taxis and PHVs should be entitled to expect the same, basic level of safety.
The impact of such a change would be highly deregulatory for PHVs, where a
wide range of standards exists at the moment.

RESPONSE
Whilst we agree that there should be national safety standards for taxis
and private hire vehicles, we believe that those standards, which we
regard as being vehicle safety standards, should be the same for both
tiers.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards.
The Commission proposes that taxi regulation would continue to work
differently from private hire regulation because consumers are able to engage
taxis at ranks and by hailing – the local nexus is strong. The ability of licensing
authorities to control pricing and apply extra local standards to reflect local
conditions is therefore important.
Licensing authorities would therefore retain the ability to impose requirements
over and above the national (Welsh) standards to taxis being hailed or using
ranks within their licensing area. These could be linked to safety, but the
Commission also recognises that authorities might wish to impose other
quality standards (e.g. accessibility, colours and signage, CCTV, a
“knowledge” test or specific vehicle requirements.
RESPONSE
Agree
All licensed vehicles should be treated the same with minimum national
standards with the licensing authority able to apply additional
requirements which might relate to signage, etc.
To achieve
consistency and fairness, testing requirements for drivers should be
contained within the minimum standards, and additional testing should
be imposed only where there is a need to do so which should be taken
on a case by case basis
PHV should meet the same national standards – vehicle – driver operator
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
The Commission proposes that the regulation of private hire services should
be limited to addressing safety concerns in accordance with standards set by
the Secretary of State and by Welsh Ministers. Licensing authorities in the
case of private hire services would not have powers to impose additional
standards on private hire drivers, vehicles or operators. Private hire services
would be able to exceed the mandatory standards in response to competition.
RESPONSE
Disagree.
Currently Private Hire services are still transporting members of the
public for a fee. Therefore should have the same level of safety
standards as required for taxis.
Without knowing what the “minimum” safety standards are going to be
it is impossible to answer this question any other way
A one tier system with a nationally set standard would be the preferred
and simplest way forward

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no longer apply
to private hire drivers.
The Commission has two reasons for treating private hire services differently
from taxis. First, for private hire vehicles, all journeys are pre-booked so can
be planned in advance. The economic incentive to take the shortest route
therefore lies with the provider. Second, a knowledgeable driver is a key
example of a quality service but does not affect safety.
Unlike taxis, consumers are able to avoid private hire services – which rely on
repeat business - that demonstrate lack knowledge, whether through the route
chosen or the ability of the driver to plan.
RESPONSE
We agree that the standard for private hire vehicle drivers should be set
nationally, but the introduction of such arrangements means that the
standard must be set at a level that is appropriate for the whole of
England and Wales, including London.
Whilst the need for a traditional topographical test, such as the
internationally renowned ‘London knowledge’, should not be necessary
for a private hire driver undertaking only pre-booked work and often
using the satellite navigation systems that are becoming ever more
sophisticated (although these are by no means infallible and depend on
the customer knowing the postal address of the destination). Despite
this, there may still be a need to include in a national driver test
standard an assessment of a driver’s ability to use navigational
equipment – satellite navigation, street map and road atlas – and to plan
a route.
This section seems to place the emphasis on local knowledge tests
where the drivers local knowledge (or lack of) will make virtually no
difference whether in a taxi or private hire vehicle (and modern
technology undermines this argument anyway).
Looking more broadly at the principal of this proposal brings us back to
the fundamental question of why the difference – why is a private hire
service so much safer than a taxi – either the standards are necessary
for both or not.
There is no justification for treating the 2 services differently.

QUESTION 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained
in respect of vehicle signage?
Are there other areas where local standards for PHVs are valuable?
The Commission also acknowledges that particular areas of private hire
standards can have a local dimension. For example, vehicle signage has an
impact on safety. Clear vehicle signage can help to counteract the risk that
consumers will get in to an unlicensed vehicle, but such problems do not exist
everywhere.
RESPONSE
Local standards for private hire services – vehicle, driver and operator –
should not be retained
Once again why persevere with these distinctions when a one tier
system would involve a single vehicle clearly identifiable by the public
through signage (including door signs), roof lights etc. Support would
be strong for national templates for signage with an in built ability for
licensing authority to add brand.
We agree that the greatest concern must be about the risk to a
consumer of using a bogus taxi or private hire vehicle – it is certainly
not uncommon for consumers to be picked-up by a bogus vehicle and
driver, which they mistakenly believed to be from the private hire firm
with which they had booked a vehicle. That issue might be largely
addressed by requiring taxis and private hire vehicles each to display
certain signage, which would then easily distinguish them from each
other and from the private motor car or bogus vehicle.
Advertising should be a local policy.
Awareness of need to avoid Private Hire looking like taxis if 2 tier
system retained will be paramount.

QUESTION 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and PHVs?
Consequently, if a licensing authority were able to adopt taxi standards lower
than those proposed for PHVs, drivers would have an incentive to license in
that area even if they had no intention of working there as taxis.
Common safety standards do not require common specifications because
different vehicles – of varying design - require different criteria to be met.
Introducing a single set of safety standards for taxis and PHVs would avoid
the risk of a mismatch in taxi and private hire standards, but the different ways
of working of taxis and PHVs may make it impractical to use the same
standards for both.
RESPONSE
It would depend at what level the Standard is set. If the safety standard
is set too high to cater for the Taxi trade, then the Private Hire Trade
may struggle to reach this standard, some districts have a large number
of Private Hire Trade in their areas whose sole work are centred on
School Contracts as a result of the removal of the contract exemption.
However remembering that taxis can also carry out private hire work
there should be no difference to the standard between taxis and private
hire vehicles. It is difficult to see why a private hire vehicle is considered
to be of a lesser risk than a taxi.
A single tier system with licensed and vetted owners (operators)
vehicles and drivers with standards clearly set in national legislation
would ensure the safety of both the driver and the travelling public
Surely a consumer should be as safe when travelling in either type of
licensed vehicle. For that reason alone, we are of the view that the
vehicle safety standard should be the same for HC and PH vehicles
Whilst not necessarily the standard to be applied, there are already
national standards for the testing of all classes of motor vehicle used on
our roads. See the VOSA ‘MOT Test: Fees and Appeals’ poster at
http://www.dft.gov.uk/vosa/repository/MOT%20test%20fees%20and%20a
ppeals%20aPR%2010.pdf
If certain signage is required as a national standard, and it is accepted
that taximeter testing is a matter of consumer protection, it is difficult to
understand why the appropriate vehicle safety standard should not be
the existing Class 4 MOT test - frequency of testing could be another
matter. If one were to take the view that in one year the average taxi or
private hire vehicle did about four times the mileage of the average
private motor car, one might reasonably conclude that taxis and private
hire vehicles should be tested four times a year. However, it seems to
us that this would be a level of detail to be determined by the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers.

QUESTION 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services?
The safety of taxi and private hire services goes beyond the safety of
passengers, and must also address drivers’ safety.
Options that have been considered include a partition between the driver and
passenger space; CCTV, audio recording; and panic buttons.
RESPONSE
No
In theory they should both be the same as the driver could find
themselves in a dangerous situation regardless of what type of vehicle
they are driving. However consideration must be given as to what level
the National Condition is set at. Some Private Hire drivers work similar
to the taxi trade at weekends, and some Private Hire drivers only work
on school runs.
However once again as in question 29 why should one class of driver or
vehicle be of a lesser risk than another?
We are of a view that a framework that provides maximum flexibility to
enable the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers and licensing
Authorities to address driver safety (and any other issue) to be the most
prudent way forward.
Whilst we would not currently expect it to be necessary to set a national
standard for either tier of vehicle, we do appreciate that Transport for
London, as the licensing authority for London, would be likely to wish to
continue its practice of requiring a partition between the driver and the
passengers in taxis, as may other authorities. Likewise, we are unaware
of other local licensing authority that require such a partition but we
would not wish to prevent a licensing authority from doing so if they
considered it necessary.
The cost of implementation would fall on the owners and such options
should not be set nationally rather locally after consultation with the
trade.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and PHVs should only cover conditions relating to safety.
The Commission believes that each of the pillars (driver, vehicle and operator)
under the current licensing regime has a role in promoting safety. The
Commission proposes that the scope of standard-setting powers granted to
the Secretary of State and to Welsh Ministers would only extend to conditions
relating to the safety of taxi and private hire services.

RESPONSE
Agree in principle
Although all LA’s would agree that the main purpose of the licensing
regime is to ensure public safety. Whether this is by ensure a certain
standard of vehicle or ensuring that drivers with criminal or driving
records that are below par are not given licences.
However, because of the number of LA’s across the country and the
varying standards applied there are inconstancies, which would be
overcome by certain standards being set on a national basis. This is
most appropriate particularly with vehicle standards relating to safety.
Where officers are not mechanically trained and may have limited
knowledge on such matters.
It is essential that LA do retain the ability to set standards and
conditions that are locally appropriate. There are many issues that are
faced in city and town areas that are less likely to affect rural areas.
Therefore, they must be scope for these differing challenges to be
addressed on a local level. Some amount of local flexibility should be
retained.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
RESPONSE
Agree in principle
Statutory consultation requirements are becoming more common and
useful. Especially for ensuring the views of the licensed trade, Local
Authorities, and other stakeholders are considered and represented in
the final outcome (if appropriate to do so) of any ‘national safety
standards’.
The more opportunity there is for comment and participation in any
standards set the more likely all people involved in the licensing
process will be to ‘buy into’ the rules set.
If there are subsequent appeals due to refusals of licence or conditions
set based on the ‘national safety standards’ and those standards have
been subject to comprehensive consultation it may give more weight to
the decisions made.
The downside of a consultation process is that it can delay changes and
amendments that may need to be taken to react to issues or problems.
This could be a particular issue there is an extended consultation
period.
It may therefore be useful if some mechanism for certain types of
decisions to be taken without the need for full consultation if it is
determined that the protection of public safety outweighs the benefits of
consultation. This may be especially useful if the changes being made
are as a result of consultation or investigations made (i.e. university
studies, vehicle trade reports etc.) and there is no need for duplication.

QUESTION 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards?
In particular, should the statutory requirements to consult refer to a technical
advisory panel?
National vehicle standards might include the use of roof signs, signage more
generally, taxi-meters, CCTV cameras, tracking systems, driver shields
(partitions), or tinted windows.
The Commission believes that the standard-setting powers held by the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers, along with those of the licensing
authorities in setting local standards for taxis, would be sufficiently flexible to
deal appropriately with such issues.
RESPONSE
Consider that this would be best addressed by creating regional forums
who would report to a national or area Technical Advisory Panel. Any
such draft work could be scrutinised by an Independent Panel to assess
the initial proposals then to go out to consultation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
Local conditions would continue to apply but exclusively to taxis. Matters
relating to quality and fares are key examples where local decision-making for
taxis would be valuable (e.g. London’s “Conditions of Fitness”).
The Commission’s provisional view is that licensing authorities should retain
the discretion to impose licensing conditions provided that they do not fall
below national standards.
RESPONSE
Agree - if two tier system would be retained

QUESTION 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
The arguments in favour of regulating quality features are inevitably weaker
than they are for safety features. A reformed system could be used to limit
local licensing authorities’ powers in this regard.
In Scotland, the Secretary of State and Scottish Ministers already have
powers to make some conditions mandatory and – conversely – to prohibit
conditions that are deemed undesirable. These powers may be applied
differently reflecting local circumstances, including the type of taxi or PHV.
There is also a specific [power to set types, sizes and designs of vehicles.
Potentially, this could be a useful model for limiting the scope of licensing
authorities’ discretion to set local standards.
RESPONSE
Again without knowing what the National minimum standard will be it is
difficult to say what local standards Authorities would wish to introduce.
Authorities should retain some power to set local taxi standards as a
small example; what is suitable for rural areas may not be the same for
inner city areas.

Each vehicle would require adequate testing as to its suitability and
roadworthiness before a licence is issued. If mandatory conditions are
enforced as to the size, type and design this will have a huge effect on
small businesses and could lead to a shortfall in vehicle availability.

Could this also impact on the ability of cross border enforcement if vast
differences between Councils prevail?

QUESTION 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions
on taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
Under the Commission’s proposals, nationally-set standards relating to safety
would be the only form of regulation affecting private hire services. Taxis
would instead be subject to two distinct sets of standards – one national, and
one local.
The national standards may – or may not – be the same as those that would
apply to PHVs.
Licensing authorities would not be obliged to introduce local conditions but
would have the option to do so depending on local circumstances. Local
standards could not, however, be any lower than the nationally-set minimum
standards relating to safety.
Currently, licensing authorities may set conditions that apply to all licensees
generally in their licensing area, as well as tailoring conditions specific to
particular licensees. This applies to both taxis and private hire services.
The Commission considers this flexibility to be helpful, and believes that it
should be retained for taxis as it is compatible with local licensing – albeit with
the presumption that general conditions should be used, and individual
conditions would be the exception.
RESPONSE
As question 35 above
Currently Licensing Authorities cannot impose conditions on Hackney
Drivers nor in turn operators if using only Hackney Carriages therefore
“retain” is not the correct term.
A much more uniformed (one tier system) approach to licensing
conditions for both Hackney Carriages and Private Hire drivers and
operators would be beneficial. There are vast differences between
authorities on how they deal with such individuals, which could give rise
to public safety. Having a much more uniformed approach on how each
authority deals with convictions at Committee level, how often CRB’s
are conducted, DVLA checks carried out, information sharing, disability
training and the testing of drivers and operators on their knowledge of
those conditions imposed upon them would be more beneficial.
This will avoid people applying to Authorities with a much more lenient
approach.

QUESTION 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to co-operate be on a
statutory footing, or is it best left to local arrangements?
Some local licensing authorities work together through an integrated
regulatory service function within a single management structure. This should
reduce management and overhead costs as well as encouraging consistency
of standards.
Such arrangements can be made informally, while there are also statutory
powers (Section 21 of the Local Government Act 1972) under which local
authorities can arrange for certain functions to be discharged by other
authorities.
RESPONSE
Believe it would be best left to individual Councils to make local
arrangements. It may be useful for small local Authorities but County
Councils with large geographical areas may find statutory condition
costs prohibitive.
There could be a different Welsh Government
perspective and consideration should be given to the Simpson Review
However we agree with the Law Commission that the creation of a new
regulatory body for England and Wales would be an unnecessary
expense especially in these times, and whilst not canvassed,
transferring licensing to another regulatory body, such as VOSA, would
serve no useful purpose.
That having been said it may be prudent to extend the enforcement
powers traditionally exercisable by only a constable or an authorised
officer to VOSA officers.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas
for the purpose of taxi standard setting.
Where licensing authorities have combined resources in administering and
enforcing taxi and private hire functions, they may also wish to combine their
remaining licensing activities relating to taxi standard-setting.
The Local Transport Act 2008 introduced powers for the creation of integrated
transport authorities and to change the constitutional arrangements in existing
ones. Under such arrangements, functions of the Secretary of State or a local
authority can be delegated to the integrated authority.
RESPONSE
Agree

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create or remove taxi zones
within their areas.
DfT recommends the abolition of taxi licensing zones to provide greater
benefits to passengers through the greater availability of vehicles and more
consumer choice. It also allows taxi drivers to ply for hire in a wider area,
promoting more efficient operation.
On the other hand, where licensing authorities have proposed removing
existing zones drivers have raised concerns about potentially higher fares
through the introduction of blanket tariffs across a then wider area.
The Commission proposes the introduction of more flexible powers enabling
licensing authorities to respond more easily to local circumstances. Such
powers could allow authorities to create licensing zones or to remove them
within their areas.
RESPONSE
Agree with removal
European Restrictive Working Practices legislation.
Creating Zones also goes against Department of Transport guidance as
mentioned in section 2.28 of the consultation document.
There may be, in extreme circumstance, a limited potential benefit in the
ability to create, modify and remove zones which could work to assist in
encouraging taxi services in rural areas.
The issue of taxi fares is a smoke screen as the fares are the maximum
charges and lesser fares can be applied.

QUESTION 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peaktime licences, which may only be used at certain times of the day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?
Peak-time licences might offer an attractive, targeted option for ensuring
provision at times of perceived, unsatisfied demand. Such a system is used
successfully in parts of Australia.
RESPONSE
Disagree
Good idea in principle but isn’t this a restrictive practice?
A single tier with no limitation powers would negate any need for this.
Peak time licences would be almost impossible to control or regulate.
Also issues for times spent at the wheel and consideration of a TAG
type system for drivers may come into play

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Currently, licensing officers have no enforcement powers in respect of
vehicles licensed outside their licensing area. Moving to a common set of
safety standards would mean that licensing officers would have a shared set
of standards they may apply to any vehicle, driver or operator.
Also under current legislation, taxis may only ply for hire within their licensed
area but may undertake pre-booked journeys anywhere. The Commission
proposes retaining this. The scope for local variation in taxi standards, and in
particular the different fares and accessibility standards, means that they
should be restricted to working on ranks and to hailing passengers located in
their licensing area. On the other hand, taxis would continue to be able to do
pre-booked work out of borough as they can now.
Private hire operators are restricted to inviting and accepting bookings within
their licensed area, and using vehicles and drivers licensed within the same
licensing area. This is notwithstanding that PHVs are free to pick up and drop
off anywhere.
Taxi drivers undertaking pre-booked journeys have no similar constraints
whether taking bookings directly or where a third party may invite or accept
bookings on their behalf (thus acting like an operator).
The move to mandatory national standards would mean that, although
licences would be issued locally by different licensing authorities, their
requirements would be the same. Cross-border restrictions, and the so-called
“triple licensing” requirement whereby the operator, driver and vehicle must all
be licensed by the same licensing authority, would therefore fall away in
respect of private hire services.
RESPONSE
Agree
This is another area which would benefit from a single tier system
meaning all vehicles could stand and ply for hire in their home licensing
authority area but could operate pre-booked only service outside the
area.
However the Welsh Licensing Districts request further clarification on
this point

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 42
The Law Commission does not propose the introduction of a “return-to-area”
requirement in respect of out-of-area drop offs.
The Commission does not propose the adoption of specific measures aimed
to restrict cross-border activities of licensed PHVs or taxis. Introducing a
return-to-area requirement would only lead to increased prices and reduced
flexibility in the provision of services.
Taxis and PHVs could, after dropping off a passenger, legitimately pick up a
different fare outside their licensed area pursuant to a pre-booking.
Increasingly, intelligent dispatch systems make the likelihood of matching up
passengers with proximate vehicles a reality. If drivers were required to drive
back empty to their own licensing area that would not only be expensive but
also environmentally damaging.
The danger that an out-of-area taxi or PHV might illegally ply for hire requires
specific action through targeted enforcement.
In addition, the introduction of common safety standards reduces the
seriousness of cross-border issues. If a licensed vehicle is illegally plying for
hire it may be competing unfairly and breaching various regulatory
requirements but it does not present a safety risk.

RESPONSE
A one tier, single vehicle used for hire and reward would simplify a host
of such anomalies

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
Price controls are widely used to address market failure in the taxi rank and
hail markets. Most licensing authorities regulate maximum fares determined in
accordance with formulae to reflect the cost of running a taxi further to a
consultation process.
The private hire market does not require such intervention because of the
existence of normal market competition. This does not mean that private hire
fares are completely unregulated because general consumer protections do
apply. For example, where a PHV has a mater it must comply with the
Measuring Instruments Directive and trading standards controls.
Nothing in the Commission’s proposals would require local licensing
authorities to regulate fares, and local authorities would retain the choice of
whether to do so.
RESPONSE
Agree in principle
Setting the maximum fare for taxis provides some protection for end
users but setting “the fare” could also iron out some problems within
the trade and allow for level of service to dictate choice however it
would be anticompetitive
In addition agree that setting the maximum fare for taxis could be a
good thing may protect the public from being overcharged.
Ideally all hailed / rank bookings would work to the meter and prebooked are off the meter with conditional use for novelty vehicles
perhaps exempt from meter requirement subject to restrictions
preventing hailing / plying.

QUESTION 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare
for pre-booked journeys?
Under current law, taxi fares for pre-booked journeys ending inside the
licensing area are capped at what have been the metered fare. Out-of-area
journeys can be subject to a higher fare provided that this is agreed.
Taxis compete directly with PHVs in respect of the pre-booked market, so in
effect provide competition pressure on taxis in respect of such journeys. The
rationale for fare regulation of pre-booked taxi journeys is therefore less
strong.
There are advantages to regulating pre-booked taxi fares. Taxis can be
booked without operators and under current law they are not required to keep
records of pre-booked journeys (unlike PHVs). If a taxi driver were to demand
more than the metered fare it would be hard to track down that taxi, whereas if
an operator is involved it would be easier to complain.
Requiring details of pre-booked taxi journeys to be to be kept and a
presumption that the metered fare applies could allay concerns.
RESPONSE
Agree that this should be allowed ONLY where the fare has been preagreed for a pre-booked journey. All hailed / rank bookings to work to
the meter and pre-booked are off the meter. This relates to our earlier
suggestion regarding conditional use for novelty vehicles which could
be exempt from meter requirement subject to restrictions preventing
hailing / plying

QUESTION 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit
and proper” person be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
A “fit and proper” person is not defined in statute. This might include the
driver’s medical health as well as their level of training and skills. This is
especially relevant in terms of assisting disabled passengers.
While the Commission acknowledges that certain requirements might best be
set out in primary legislation, it also recognises that the powers of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set conditions in respect of bottomline safety requirements could be sufficiently wide to cover such issues.

RESPONSE
Agree

with 45 b) as a preferred option

Agree that the vetting criteria should be set out in primary legislation
which could include relevant convictions as per LA03? This could be
similar to existing guidance but slightly firmer and include schedule of
relevant convictions.
Drivers should be subject to more stringent
testing than personal licence holders given the position of trust they are
regularly put in with the most vulnerable members of society.
England and Wales MUST be the same

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
Currently, general vehicle requirements for both taxis and PHVs leave much
discretion for setting local standards, which can relate to appearance, design
and any distinguishing marks.
London’s Conditions of Fitness are the most prominent example of locally-set
conditions and have been adopted by other authorities.
PHVs must satisfy licensing authorities in respect of:







Suitability of type, size and design.
Sufficient difference to taxis to avoid confusion.
Suitable mechanical condition.
Safety.
Comfort.
Proper insurance cover.

The Commission has suggested that the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have powers to set national safety-related standards subject
to a statutory consultation.
In England and Wales outside London the owner of a licensed vehicle is not
subject to any statutory suitability requirements – there is no express power to
refuse a vehicle owner a licence for reasons related to the applicant, as
opposed to the vehicle. In respect of taxis, licensing authorities can issue
byelaws “regulating the conduct of the proprietors”. They may also suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence for any reasonable cause. This may be
broad enough to include reasons linked to the licence holder.
Vehicle owners in London must satisfy Transport for London that they are of
good character, good business repute and, having regard to their financial
position, are “fit and proper”. Owners do not come into public contact so are
remote from considerations relating to passenger safety.
RESPONSE

Disagree

Vehicle owner should also be subject to a fit and proper test. The owner
of the vehicle is also the person responsible for acquiring the necessary
insurance, road fund licence and MOT certificate for the vehicle. This
person must, therefore, be a “responsible” aka fit and proper person
Examples exist of taxi proprietors convicted of operating cannabis
factories in Wales who because of poor legislation are not required to be
vetted. These “licensed” vehicles are therefore an ideal out let to deliver
and transport goods and for the laundering of money.

QUESTION 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
Currently, licensing authorities can take into account a broad range of criteria
(beyond safety) in respect of licensing both taxis and PHVs.
The Commission has suggested that national standard setting would only
extend to vehicle safety. This would also cover features distinguishing taxis
from PHVs. On the other hand, considerations relating to broader quality
considerations (e.g. colour or comfort) could only be regulated locally, and
then only in respect of taxis.
Appropriate vehicle testing and insurance remain key safety requirements.
RESPONSE
Agree

Set in primary legislation

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of PHVs.
Operators have only indirect contact with the public, although this is not the
case for pre-bookings. Passengers in the latter circumstances do not know
who the driver will be until they are collected. In private hire this is reinforced
by the fact that the contract is between the consumer and the operator, not
the driver.
Operators should periodically check that drivers and vehicles comply with
safety requirements, as well as checking that they continue to satisfy relevant
regulatory requirements. Operators’ reliance on customer goodwill for repeat
business is an important regulatory control.
In Scotland, operator licensing was deemed unnecessary when private hire
licensing was introduced. However, because of a perceived increase in
concerns about public safety and public order, operator licensing was
introduced in 2009.
RESPONSE
Agree

under current terms or under a single tier system

There is a strong argument that if operator licensing is necessary for
private hire it should be equally necessary for taxis. The checking and
maintenance of vehicles should lie with the vehicle driver. That being
the case, the main role for the operator is in the provision of records
listing the bookings against the allocated car and driver. Record taking
is important for regulators in investigating complaints etc.
The other role of the licensing operator is to provide a point of contact
for the customer in order to source a booking from a pool or fleet of
licensed vehicles. This is an important role and should be preserved.
Taxis should also be required to keep records or issue receipts to
passengers in order to provide a similar audit trail. Any such records
should include the vehicle, driver and journey details. This record
keeping would provide some level of protection to the driver against
allegations. Ideally the receipt would be issued via the meter and would
contain all the necessary information to enable a complaint to be
investigated. A receipt book would also meet the requirement.

QUESTION 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and, if so,
on what basis?
Unlike private hire drivers, taxi drivers may take pre-bookings directly. This
means that a third party who arranges a pre-booking can, in principle, act
merely as an agent and take no direct responsibility in respect of the booking.
Third-parties taking bookings on behalf of taxi drivers have no formal role in
legislation but it may appear that taxi radio circuits – dispatching solely taxis –
carry out a very similar function to operators.
If all third parties who invite bookings for taxis had to be licensed that would
effectively ban agency arrangements. The third party would, by statute, have
to take substantial legal responsibilities in respect of the taxi service provided.

RESPONSE
Yes. Where a company controls the radio base and owns the vehicles.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 50
The definition of operators should not be extended to include intermediaries.
Intermediaries may have a long-standing contract for particular events. They
may also contact an operator to dispatch PHVs or taxis. In such cases, the
customer is not in any meaningful way relying on the operator, but rather on
the identifiable intermediary. Given this overlap, there is an issue as to
whether the definition of operators should be extended to intermediaries.
Under current arrangements, customers may still have recourse through
contract law if a problem arises. The operator ultimately engaged would
remain liable and subject to regulation.

RESPONSE
If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators, then no.
If the intermediary is dealing directly with the driver of a vehicle, then
yes.

QUESTION 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Currently, licences may only be granted to operators if they are “fit and
proper” persons and subject to such conditions as a licensing authority may
deem “reasonably necessary”. Operators are directly liable for breaches by
their drivers, and vehicles.
There is evidence that initial checks on operators can yield significant
intelligence useful to the police.
RESPONSE
Agree

please see response for proposal 46 and 48

Agree that operators should be vetted. The nature of their work gives
them access to personal information including knowledge of customer’s
holidays / absences etc. All staff working for a licensed operator should
also be vetted for the same reasons.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Where a customer contacts an operator who is unable to fulfil the proposed
booking, that operator may wish to sub-contract the job to another operator.
Currently, it is illegal to sub-contract bookings elsewhere in England and
Wales, whereas it is expressly permitted in London – where the original
operator remains liable to the customer.
RESPONSE
Agree but a record of who the booking was sub contracted to should be
made

QUESTION 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
The Commission does not suggest that taxi drivers should be required to
obtain an operator licence to take pre-bookings. However, a requirements to
keep records of pre-booked journeys might be reasonable, particularly if fare
regulation did not apply to such journeys.
RESPONSE
Yes as per the response under proposal 48
Drivers should, as
currently happens in reality, be allowed to accept bookings in their
vehicles however for evidence sake given any follow up investigation a
log or record should be maintained.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
RESPONSE
Agree – this is a long overdue change and will negate the need for
costly surveys used by licensing authorities to assess unmet demand in
order to justify quantity restrictions.
There is very little evidence to show that limiting Hackney carriage
numbers amounts to anything other than trade protection for those
Hackney carriage proprietors lucky enough to have licences in
restricted market.
This therefore amounts to a restrictive practice which limits (or in many
cases actually prevents) entrance to the market and then distorts
potential earnings. Many drivers are forced to rent a vehicle from
proprietors who own large quantities of Hackney carriage vehicles,
which in turn restrict competition and ultimately limits passenger
choice.

QUESTION 55
What temporary or permanent problems might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
Under current legislation, licensing authorities have the option to limit taxi
numbers, but only in the absence of “unmet demand”.
Restricted numbers limit competition and so consumer choice. Quantity
controls also create a market for taxi licences. In some parts of England, there
is evidence that a taxi licence can command up to £60,000.
An as yet unimplemented provision of the Equality Act 2010 would further
restrain authorities’ scope to limit numbers by preventing the refusal of a
licence to a wheelchair-accessible taxi.
As at the end of February 2012, some 93 licensing authorities had quantity
controls in place. Approximately 21,000 vehicles are currently operating in
areas with quantity controls, accounting for just over ¼ of all taxis operating in
England and Wales.
Lack of provision can push consumers into taking unlicensed vehicles.
Taxi representative groups have highlighted the potential benefits to the public
through restricting numbers which flow from a more stable and better paid
trade. However, those could also be achieved through regulation targeted at
ensuring appropriate quality standards.
On balance, the Commission is proposing that arguments in favour of
deregulation, and for the abolition of quantity controls, are most convincing.

RESPONSE
May see a short term increase in vehicles but this may be negated by
the introduction of more stringent national quality controls.
This is an opportunity to universally control numbers through quality at
entry as opposed to purely numerical restrictions regardless of
numbers.

QUESTION 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the
taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?
There is some concern that removing quantity restrictions may drive out high
skilled drivers as a sudden influx of drivers could force down standards. Even
if the new entrants leave after a few years, the overall standards might be
lower then than before the change. There would be reputational issues, too.
However, the risk of lower standards can be protected against by ensuring
that new entrants are required to provide services to an appropriate standard.
London is a prime example, as there are no quantity restrictions but there are
stringent quality controls. Even in such circumstances, there has to be an
adequate enforcement regime to monitor and enforce those standards.
RESPONSE
Majority of Welsh Authorities believe no transitional measures should
be put in place.

However it will be important to communicate clearly and effectively with
the local hackney carriage and private hire trades regarding changes
whether this be through central government or local policies.
Proprietors invest heavily in their business so in fairness should be
provided with facts to enable them to make informed decision regarding
the future of their businesses.

QUESTION 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
a. A duty on licensees to give priority to disabled passengers; and
b. a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Ensuring proper accessibility is a priority of the Law Commission’s review.
Some authorities have a policy requiring all licensed taxis to be wheelchair
accessible. This guarantees a disabled person an accessible taxi. Such
vehicles may not be ideal for passengers with other disabilities.
The Commission is not arguing that a percentage of taxis should be
wheelchair accessible.
The Commission has considered whether a specific accessible taxi licence
could be required, so that licence holders would be obliged to prioritise
bookings from passengers in wheelchairs. There could be special ranks for
such vehicles.
RESPONSE
(1). Agree, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move
away from other vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base.
(2). Agree, in principle, but with the numerous vehicle body types (i.e.
rear loading) this would not be practical on a rank owing to the
distance required behind the vehicle for loading purposes. Each
rank would require a “dropped curb” to facilitate this type of vehicle
(unless this type of vehicle was deemed unsuitable as a taxi).

QUESTION 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
RESPONSE
Agree, in principle, but could this encourage more owners to move away
from other vehicle types in favour of one with a lower fee base?
Concerns about the legality of the fee structures, and any subsidies
could be problematic. The licensing regime should recover real costs
and not be subsidised by the tax payer. There is currently extreme
pressure on Local Authority budgets and questions would have to be
raised as to whom should cover the costs involved

QUESTION 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and for catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
In some countries, the licence fee for a wheelchair accessible taxi is
considerably lower than for other vehicle types. This helps to offset the cost of
purchasing an accessible vehicle. One option might be, therefore, to introduce
a range of fees relating to vehicles that satisfy different accessibility
standards.
RESPONSE
The difficulty here is that certain types of wheelchair accessible vehicles
come with additional purchasing costs to the trade, which in many
cases are not recoverable, especially in small semi-rural areas. This
may work in larger towns and cities where there is a larger fleet of
vehicles to start with.
The fee discount for wheelchair accessible vehicles has been used in
Torfaen CBC for 4 years, as an example, but it had no effect on the
number of wheelchair accessible vehicles. The reduction in fee did not
cover the additional cost of purchasing the specialist vehicles.
Most Welsh LA’s reported that consultation comments from the trade
reported there was insufficient trade for them to justify investing in the
more expensive vehicles, and that many of their customers would not
want to use them.
The commission should take account of different areas and different
needs of individuals.
All drivers of disabled access vehicles should be required to have
disability awareness and safe handling training before being allowed to
drive this type of vehicle. Accessible vehicles should also reflect the
diversity of the disabilities and cater for all forms of wheelchairs and
disabilities, a one size does not necessarily fit all and you could be in a
position where you create a monopoly.
For example in Cardiff all drivers must undertake a BETC training
course in handling disabled persons prior to being licensed as a taxi
driver.
Licensing authorities should have clear enforcement powers so they
can deal with drivers who fail to offer reasonable assistance to disabled
passengers, with more appropriate penalties for offences.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 60
The Commission does not propose the introduction of quotas for wheelchair
accessible vehicles.
The Commission is not persuaded of the need for quotas because of the
fluidity of the industry and because many drivers and vehicle owners are sole
traders. It also recognises that quotas may not help many disabled people in a
wheelchair because there is no guarantee that an accessible vehicle would be
available at the time and place they required it.
RESPONSE
Quotas will not work. The issue of a wheelchair vehicle being always
available was investigated for our semi-rural area. The difficulty is that
different people have different needs; some people with lesser
disabilities will only get into a normal un-adapted motor car, as many of
the wheelchair accessible vehicles are high and difficult to get into. We
concluded that setting a quota would unreasonable adversely affect the
trade and would not improve the provision.
In various consultation exercises the trade were clear that there was
insufficient business for them to justify investing in the more expensive
vehicles and that many of their customers would not want to use them.
The commission should take account of different areas and different
needs of individuals. Whatever is decided must have enough latitude to
allow for local decisions.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and PHVs should include
recognised disability awareness training.
There are plenty of examples of disabled people – in particular those in
wheelchairs or with assistance dogs – having been refused service or
discriminated against in the provision of a service. More needs to be done to
eradicate illegal and unacceptable practices.
There should therefore be a national standard requiring all taxi and PHV
drivers to complete a recognised accessibility training course as a condition of
holding a licence.
Assisting a disabled person also has safety implications.

Some local authorities (e.g. South Ayrshire) have introduced a mandatory
requirement for licensed drivers to attend an appropriate course.
RESPONSE
Disability awareness is seen as an important element of any National
Standards of both taxi and PHV drivers. Licensing Authorities recognise
the need to ensure measures are taken by drivers to prevent
discrimination against disabled people.
Proposals would need to weigh up the extent and nature of awareness
training needed against the additional burdens, financial and otherwise,
which would need to be borne by applicants and/or the Authority.
The nature of any proposed awareness training would also need careful
consideration to prevent the possibility of delays in the application
process caused by applicants waiting for awareness training.
Therefore, careful consideration is needed as to :1)
2)
3)
4)

Who provides the training?
Where and when can this be made available to applicants?
Would there be a waiting list or delay to access the course?
What cost to applicants / the authority?

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 62
To better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and PHVs should be
required to display information about how to complain to the licensing
authority.
This would be consistent with the spirit of the Equality Act 2010, because –
regrettably – discriminatory practices are not rare. More can be done at local
level to ensure that discrimination is not condoned. Licensing authorities
should take appropriate action against licence holders who participate in
discriminatory practices.

RESPONSE
This would be consistent with the spirit of the Equality Act 2010,
because – regrettably – discriminatory practices are not rare. More can
be done at local level to ensure that discrimination is not condoned.
Licensing authorities should take appropriate action against licence
holders who participate in discriminatory practices.
This should be neutral contact information. In other words, it should be
a means for customers to report their feedback to the licensing authority
both in praise or complaint. It could include a statement about
commitment to equality and could also set out some of the national
standards which might be more visible to customers so they know what
sort of standards to expect?
There is a strong possibility that this would result in an increase in
complaints to the Licensing Authority could consequently increase the
budgetary pressures on Authorities in some instances. Dealing with
additional complaints, investigating them and taking appropriate action
could also lead to an increase in suspensions and revocations of
licences, with a proportionate increase in the number of appeals to court
as a result.
It is recommended that a full analysis of the costs of all proposals to
Authorities and applicants is undertaken.
In addition where and how would this information be displayed? It would
have to be in a position where it could be seen and accessed by
passengers. It would also need to be available in Braille for visually
impaired passengers.

QUESTION 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them?
Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified
circumstances, help?
Legislation already prohibits discrimination against disabled people in the
provision of goods and services – including services provided in taxis and
PHVs. This includes a requirement to make “reasonable adjustments” in the
provision of the service, including the provision of auxiliary aids.
The law provides that there should be no additional charge for carrying an
assistance dog, although this is not always followed.
Taxis are not under a general duty to stop when hailed, and the Commission
does not seek to change that.
Good practice would suggest that licensing authorities should require taxis to
display their availability for hire by some obvious means to the public. This, in
turn, could be coupled with a requirement to stop in response to a hailing if
free and safe to do so.
RESPONSE
A standard requirement for roof lights which are then tuned to the
taxi meter to show when the vehicle is available for hire would assist.
It seems a reasonable proposition that they should be obliged to
stop for passengers when hailed provided they are obviously
available for hire. There should be no distinction for disabled
passengers as the driver may not be aware that the person hailing
them is disabled, and it should be a clearer directive that they stop
for any person hailing them provided it is safe to do so; they
should still have the option to refuse the fare for a reasonable
cause. It would have to be made clear that a taxi should not be
permitted to show that he was available for hire unless he is
permitted to ply for hire in that district,
There may also be difficulties in proving an offence of failing to
stop for a person when hailed. Safety considerations – it is a safe
place to stop?
Better promotion of rank location (presuming there are accessible
vehicles on the ranks) and/or publication of contact details for
firms which have accessible vehicles may be more useful to the
customer who finds it difficult to hail an accessible vehicle.

There is an overlap with Chapter 4 in relation to driver standards –
part of that standard has to include disability awareness training to
a certified standard, which includes practical demonstration of use
of equipment such as ramps etc
There could also be a benefit to tying this issue in with proposal 27
in relation to vehicle standards – could mandatory signage in
relation to WAV assist – an issue is not only with the vehicle
proprietor/drivers, but that persons with disabilities are not always
aware that vehicles have – swivel seats, ramps etc. Education of
people with disabilities would also assist. A national taxi charter –
may be beneficial.
QUESTION 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Breaches of taxi and PHV legislation are criminal offences enforced through
magistrates’ courts. Licensing authorities also have powers to suspend,
revoke or refuse to renew an existing licence, and to refuse to issue licences.
Licensing officers do not currently have powers to stop a vehicle, although
they can inspect licensed vehicles for fitness. This requires them to work
closely with the police and the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency.
It would not be possible for a licensing officer to determine that a vehicle and
driver are licensed in advance of stopping them. There are questions about
the propriety of a licensing officer – rather than an uniformed police officer –
approach members of the public and questioning them about their behaviour.
Such powers would have to be proportionate, appropriate and accompanied
by safeguards.

RESPONSE
Again in an ideal world this would assist Officers when undertaking
enforcement and would lessen the burden on other agencies such as
the Police.
However whilst the prospect of officers having the power to stop
vehicles is superficially attractive, it poses practical problems.

Stop check exercises are an invaluable enforcement tool. At present
they are conducted with the police, using police officers to stop
vehicles. Results of random stop check of private hire vehicles in
some areas find around 40% with safety related faults, quite apart from
breaches of licence conditions around the display of signs or badges
for instance.
The power to stop a vehicle on the highway has traditionally been
reserved for police officers in uniform. It is thought unlikely that
licensing officers would or could attempt to stop vehicles in the way in
which a police motorcyclist might pull vehicles to the side of the road
in moving traffic. There are significant safety risks associated with
trying to stop vehicles in moving traffic. Officers would need to be
trained, but there would also be problems around identifying the
officer. Motorists know that they must stop for a uniformed police
officer. How would a taxi driver be able to recognise that the person
asking him to stop was a Licensing Enforcement Officer?
We believe that a more useful power would be similar to the power
held by Inspectors of Weights and Measures (Trading Standards
Officers) under the Road Traffic Act 1988 to direct a vehicle once
stopped, to proceed to a weighbridge; it does not enable the officer to
stop a vehicle on the highway. Such a power would be useful to enable
officers to require a driver to move to a suitable location whilst a check
of his vehicle was carried out. It would also be useful to prevent a
driver moving off to avoid an Enforcement Officer’s approach if the
officer could direct him to stay where he was or to move to a particular
location.
However, this question ignores the problem of how to deal with
unlicensed vehicles and drivers who pose as taxis. We therefore
believe that the power of officers to be able to direct vehicles and
drivers to remain stationary or to require them to move to a particular
location should be applicable to unlicensed vehicles or drivers where
the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the driver is
behaving as if he is a licensed taxi or private hire vehicle. This would
enable officers to deal with unlicensed taxis, but it would not go so far
as to extending their power to enable them to give directions to any or
all motorists or vehicles.

QUESTION 65
What more could be done to address touting (the offence in a public place of
soliciting persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers)?
Touting can be a serious problem at airports and town centres with an active
nightlife.
RESPONSE
Local Authorities will be limited given the resources available.
Commonly, touting occurs because a contract exists between an
operator and an entertainment venue such as a pub or club. The
operator pays the venue to promote his private hire firm exclusively
and to direct customers to the firm that need taxis. Whilst we
cannot argue against such commercial agreements, problems arise
because operators take their commercial rights too far and install
their agents to stand outside venues and put customers into their
company’s vehicles. Journeys taken in these circumstances are
likely to be illegal under existing law because there has not been a
pre-arranged booking.
We also hear of complaints from hackney carriage drivers and
private hire drivers whose operators are not contracted to the
particular venue that touts will physically prevent hackney
carriages from ranking or drivers from other private hire operators
from picking up passengers. We have concerns that this type of
illegal behaviour can escalate into violence between drivers and
touts.
Therefore, one approach to this problem is to place the
responsibility for the offence of touting onto the (private hire)
operator whose business is being promoted by the touts.
Operators are less ephemeral than the people who they employ to
stand outside venues and they have more to lose in terms of their
licences, as against touts who will not have a licence and who are
probably paid on a casual basis.
If such a scheme were implemented, a similar approach could be
taken in respect of any hackney carriage radio systems that might
act in the same way.
If the offence remains one that can only be committed in a public
place, there is a risk that touts might stand inside a venue near the
door and perform the same function. Therefore we recommend that
the practice should be outlawed completely.

Care should be taken in drafting any new touting legislation to
ensure that it does not unintentionally catch hotel porters who
stand outside the hotel where they work and ask customers
whether they wish them to hail a taxi.
We have concerns about the nature of contracts between operators
and venue owners. Although contracts do not fall within the area of
responsibility of licensing, we hear stories of considerable sums of
money exchanging hands for operators to acquire ‘exclusive rights’
to work venues. The financial gain to be made by venues and the
need for operators to ensure they recover their investment are both
factors that lead to operators acting illegally. This type of monopoly
arrangement is also unhealthy for competition between operators
and choice for consumers.
In terms of enforcement, the offence would have to be observed in
the first instance. It is suggested that this can only be targeted on
receipt of good intelligence from the trade.
If the penalty for the offence possibly included a custodial sentence
of 6 months or more then covert surveillance could be used more
freely.

QUESTION 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency and Traffic Commissioners are
empowered to impound vehicles in respect of illegally operated public service
and goods vehicles. The police have powers to seize vehicles that are
operated without insurance.
If a vehicle is impounded it is for the owner to show that the vehicles has not
been operated in contravention of the law. Were they unable to do so, the
vehicle would be sold or destroyed.
RESPONSE
Agree in principle but there would need to be in place definitive
guidelines for officers to follow in addition concerns are harboured
regarding costs and practicalities of impounding vehicles. However, if
this goes forward, it is suggested that a regional facility for impounding
vehicles could exist to dovetail into Police and DVLA officer powers.

QUESTION 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and, if
so, how?
A number of road traffic offences are now classed as fixed penalty offences. A
Fixed penalty Notice (FPN) may be given on the spot by authorised persons
where that person has reason to believe that someone is committing, or has
committed, a fixed penalty offence. They are only appropriate where the
commission of an offence can be assessed objectively.
The recipient may choose to pay the fine or have the matter heard in court.
Making certain breaches of taxi and PHV legislation fixed penalty offences
would reduce the number of cases reaching court, and would be consistent
with the enforcement of breaches of other professional motoring
requirements.
RESPONSE
Agree, but for prescribed offences only.
There is general support for developing fixed penalty schemes for
licensing authorities to use for breaching taxi and private hire licensing
rules. Prosecution is time consuming and costly. We agree that fixed
penalties are only appropriate in very clear cut cases, such as not
wearing a badge or not displaying the correct licence plates or signs or
ranking inappropriately, for instance. They may be used as part of an
authority’s arsenal of enforcement tools in circumstances and
occasions defined by the authority’s enforcement policy.
Consideration could also be given to the use of education as an
enforcement tool. Many offences or breaches of conditions occur
because drivers have not read or not understood (particularly where
English is not a first language) their conditions of licence. We favour
having the ability to require drivers to attend training courses (whether
delivered in-house by the local authority or externally) as either an
alternative or an addition to some other form of penalty, such as a
simple caution, for instance, or perhaps a fixed penalty.
Note should be taken of the recent Judicial Review with Cardiff’s
licensing section over the application of their penalty point system
which was seen as constituting the determining factor in the revocation
of drivers licences rather than as part of the information under
consideration.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Currently, enforcement officers are only able to take enforcement action
against vehicles licensed in the authority for which they work. Currently also,
PHVs can work legally in authorities other than that in which they are licensed
providing the licences held b the operator, driver and vehicle are from the
same authority.
The Commission’s proposals would enable private hire operators to use
drivers and vehicles licensed in another authority to fulfil a booking, and it is
important to ensure that enforcement systems sit properly with this greater
flexibility.
RESPONSE
Agree that enforcement officers should have the power to enforce
against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Cross-border issues are of particular concern to authorities in
metropolitan areas where drivers licensed outside are attracted by the
higher number of customers or to circumvent particular authorities’
licensing standards. After licensing themselves as hackney carriages,
they choose to work as private hire drivers wherever they wish. A
consequence of this is that the authority where they work cannot
enforce against them for breaching the conditions of the issuing
authority’s licence or for acts that would have been a breach of its own
conditions of licence. They may only take legal action for the
commission of a criminal offence.

Cross-border enforcement will be far more feasible with national
standards.

QUESTION 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so, what would be the best way of achieving this?
Non-criminal sanctions can be very effective. Under the current licensing
framework, only the home licensing authority has the power to take such
action. As this is the licensing authority that originally granted the licence and
which holds information about the licensee, this makes sense.
Under a system allowing cross-border enforcement, where a vehicle or driver
licensed in one area was found to be in breach of regulations in another area,
their home licensing authority would be alerted to this and expected to take
appropriate action.
The authority might need to have an incentive to do so. This could be
overcome by informal co-operation between licensing authorities; or by formal
procedures for cross-border co-operation; or by authorities having full powers
to suspend and revoke licences cross-border.
RESPONSE
Local Authorities might need to have an incentive to do so.
This could be overcome by informal co-operation between licensing
authorities; or by formal procedures for cross-border co-operation; or
by authorities having full powers to suspend and revoke licences crossborder.
Although at first sight the option of giving the power to suspend or
revoke a licence to the authority where the infraction occurred has some
merit, and also keeps the enforcement process within one authority, the
down side is that in areas that attract large numbers of out of town
drivers (such as metropolitan areas), the authority becomes responsible
for bearing the entire cost of enforcement albeit that it has not received
any revenue from issuing the licence.
By being able to require the issuing authority to take action against a
driver, the natural balance between the number of licences issued by an
authority and its responsibility to enforce its own licence conditions is
recognised.

For any such system to work effectively there would need to be common
standards and policies in place between authorities to prevent one
authority asking another to do something that was not its own policy. It
would also require a common system of delegated powers to officers to
ensure that everyone knew which powers could be exercised by officers
and which would require the consent of a sub-committee. For instance,
in some areas, officers have the power to suspend a licence immediately
in certain circumstances, but in others the decision has to be
considered by a sub-committee.
Another option could be to restrict cross border enforcement to the
issue of fixed penalty notices/suspensions only for prescribed offences.
Revocation should be the responsibility of the home Authority after
receiving written submissions from the reporting Authority. In Gwynedd
for example the licensing Authority at Liverpool Airport will request
permission to proceed with a prosecution but Gwynedd will cover the
costs.
Political and Localism agendas will also cloud this picture and possibly
impact on Committee decisions. Consideration would have to be given
to any subsequent review/appeal process.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, the holder of the relevant licence.
Currently, there are differences in the rights of appeal available in the taxi
licensing regime as opposed to the private hire regime. There are also
differences in the regime that applies in London compared to that which
applies in the rest of England and Wales.
The Commission’s proposals envisage three main types of standards that
might apply to any licensee:


National standards for taxis and PHVs.



Additional local standards for taxis only; and



Individual conditions of licence.

In principle, where the challenge is to a general standard the mode of
challenge should be a judicial review. A successful challenge would strike
down the standard itself.

If the ability to impose individual conditions is retained, an appeal to the
magistrates’ court in respect of the specific condition would be appropriate.
A licensee may also wish to challenge how a standard was applied in a
particular case. This would again involve a magistrates’ court.
The Commission recommends that statutory rights of appeal should be limited
to the applicant or licence holder, because general conditions will only be
susceptible to challenge via judicial review.
RESPONSE
Agree

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales – in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations – should be to require the
licensing authority to reconsider its decision.
London has a statutory right to require a local licensing authority to reconsider
its decision. If the applicant remains unhappy they have a right of appeal to a
magistrates’ court. An application to a magistrates’ court can also be made
first, bypassing the reconsideration stage.
This option does not exist anywhere else in England and Wales. The
applicant must instead appeal directly to the magistrates’ court (or Crown
Court).
RESPONSE
The Welsh Authorities were somewhat split on this regard on the
grounds of tradition and that the manner and credibility of a Authority
was being questioned however this does happen under the terms of the
Licensing Act 2003 and is fast becoming a preferred option for
Magistrates.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
This already applies in most cases, although most magistrates have little or
no experience of taxi and private hire licensing issues. They are not
specialists like the Traffic Commissioners or the First-Tier Tribunal
(Transport).
The Commission’s proposals are that only complaints about decisions that
directly affect individuals (and potentially, individual conditions) would be
heard before the magistrates.
RESPONSE
Agree however Taxi cases can currently go directly to the Crown Court.
Another option would be to have licensing benches within the
Magistrates Court to hear cases in connection with taxi and other
(mainly alcohol) licensing.

QUESTION 73
Should there be an outright right of appeal to the Crown Court?
The Commission’s proposals provide a two-step appeal system, with
decisions first subject to reconsideration by the authority followed by a right of
appeal to magistrates. This should provide adequate safeguards, but retaining
an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court would be desirable given the
possible impact on livelihoods.
RESPONSE
Agree

From: Cleveleys Taxis [
Sent: 15 August 2012 16:15
To: TPH
Subject: Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services

Law Commission Consultation Response
Dear Law Commission,
I write to give you some feedback on my thoughts on your proposed publication
“Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services.”
My name is Lee Smith and I am a Director of Cleveleys Taxis Limited.
We currently have a mixed fleet of 41 vehicles comprising of 14 private hires
and 27 hackneys. I personally have 2 hackney vehicles. We operate in the
Licensed Borough of Wyre in Lancashire we are situated next to Blackpool.
Wyre Borough is a large geographic area in Lancashire which compromises of
towns like Thornton Cleveleys, Fleetwood, Poulton le Fylde, and Garstang it
also has a large rural area Hambleton, Pressall, Knott End and others.
Wyre is currently a regulated borough and has 160 Hackney Carriage plates on
issue and 140 Private Hire Vehicles.
I attended the Law Commission meeting to represent taxi license holders in
Wyre Borough. The meeting took place in Blackpool on the 8th of August.
Jessica Uguccioni and Hannah Gray were the Law Commission representatives,
I found the meeting very informative and a worth while exercise and some
good points were raised from the trade, the Law Commission and also our 2
local MP’s Gordon Marsden and Paul Maynard.
As your full document is quite lengthy and contains a lot of issues that don’t
necessarily affect me, my colleagues or my Company, I would like to comment
on a few points and issues that were raised at the meeting.
Two tier system
I agree that it would be best practice to retain a two tier system as proposed as
this gives a lot of flexibility for the council to license an unlimited number of
file:///G|/...H/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH360%20-%20Lee%20Smith%20-%20Cleveleys%20Taxis%20Ltd htm[12/12/2012 10:42:57]

private hire vehicles which would meet any unmet demand should any arise.
National Safety Standards
We at Wyre feel we are currently a very safe and well regulated borough. All
our drivers both hackney and private hire are fully CRB checked to the full
enhancement every 3 years and any driver that carries any children and
vulnerable adults for the County Council are also CRB checked. Our vehicles
are all of a certain standard and are quite stringently examined annually. I feel
that it is a positive change for the Law Commission to recommend national
safety standards for all Taxis and Private Hires.
Abolishing Quantity Restrictions
I feel that it would be a wrong move for the Law Commission to recommend
that licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict the
number of Hackney Carriage Taxis. The reasons behind this are numerous:
Wyre currently has rank space for 120 taxis and as stated earlier we currently
have 160 taxis operating already. The 3 main town centres in the borough are
already extremely congested with not only taxis but also other general & public
transport traffic including the Fylde coast tramway, disabled parking spaces and
loading bays.
It is well documented at the local Council that we have insufficient road space
for extra ranks and the trade has been pressing for at least 10 years + for ranks
to be upgraded, remarked and extended to no avail.
We also feel that an influx of more taxis sat on taxi ranks, if they can find one,
or constantly driving around all day and night trying to obtain a rank space,
would result in unnecessary air and noise pollution which in town centres is
already an issue.
Extra taxis would result in driver’s earnings diminishing and therefore would
mean that they would have to work longer and in some cases too long resulting
in health and safety concerns re lack of sleep and tiredness. The driver would
be forced to do this to maintain the earnings potential that he is currently
file:///G|/...H/Consultation%20Analysis/Consultation%20responses/TPH360%20-%20Lee%20Smith%20-%20Cleveleys%20Taxis%20Ltd htm[12/12/2012 10:42:57]

achieving.
It is common knowledge that following the OFT report in 2005 many licensing
authorities deregulated. However a number have subsequently re-regulated and
it would be helpful for the Law Commission to examine the reasons why these
authorities re-regulated.
It was stated at the consultation meeting by Hannah that it is not a very good
argument to the Law Commission that some drivers have paid a premium to
initially obtain their current hackney taxi business. I feel that this should be
factored in to your considerations as some owners have invested an awful lot of
money, sometimes their whole life savings or have remortgaged their houses to
purchase their taxis not expecting deregulation to ever occur.
Would it not be a better idea to give the licensing authorities the power to
maybe deregulate with restrictions, for example only issuing new non
transferable licenses to wheelchair vehicles, if any are needed and giving
existing taxi license holders permanent grandfather rights for use on any type of
suitable vehicle and the ability to transfer (sell on) when the time arises.
Driver Standards and Disability Training
We welcome any national standard of driver training, we at Wyre have all
attended the NVQ level 2 in passenger transport course which included
customer service, disability awareness and difficult customer training.
In conclusion I and my colleagues within the trade at Wyre feel that the
majority of your proposals within the document are positive and most welcome
and in some cases needed. However the Law Commission should give greater
consideration to my points raised regarding the abolition of quantity
restrictions.
Thank you for taking the time to read my response.
Yours faithfully
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Lee Smith
Director
Cleveleys Taxis Limited
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From: Gary Hodnett
] Sent: 15 August 2012 20:18 To: TPH Subject: Proposed legislation
regarding wedding car hire Good evening I have recently read the above proposals and would like some clarification
as to why this is needed and what the perceived benefits would be to the industry and the wider economy as I am
somewhat confused! I currently run a one car operation which is very specialist, but the car is fully covered in terms of
licences mot insurance, etc. whilst I understand the public liability concerns and vehicle worthiness, I fail to see any
benefits from the rest. Surely this plays into the hands of the big boys and a potential monopoly of the industry and
much less choice for the consumer. If we are to draw analogies with other industries would this work if for example it
was applied to the food industry, how would the small retailer fair against the likes of Sainsburys, Tesco, Asda and
Morrisons if similar legislation was enforced. Furthermore, where this type of legislation has been passed for taxi hire,
etc there has been a increase in the unlicensed taxis. I would urge you to consider the above points and the potential on
small business owners and wealth generation in our very weak and faltering economy. Yours very concerned Julia and
Gary Hodnett
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS

Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private
hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
A) Yes, the two services are quite different and should remain so,
 CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the
scope of reform. (Page 162)
A) If the regulations are to be standardised and national then they should
be just that and include London
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
A) Yes, if the vehicle meets national safety standards
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164
A) Yes, let’s not complicate the issue
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of
taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only
cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
A) Agreed, this works now so no need for change
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Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
A) Ok, not an issue for me
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the
Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other
novelty vehicles to assist consistency. (Page 167)
A) Yes
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should
be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is
ancillary to the overall service. (Page 168)
A) Ok
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; a
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
A) No need to get involved in this
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions
from the taxi and private hire licensing
A) Yes
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Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
A) Yes they should be excluded, many of the novelty vehicles used for
weddings could not possibly be licensed, and could not be used as
private hire or taxi vehicles.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means
of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid
abuse? (Page 17
A) No, they should be licensed if they are to be carrying passengers for
reward

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
A) Agreed
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private
hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for
passengers who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest
taxi rank? (Page 177)
A) Maybe! We usually find it best to collect passengers from arrivals so
that they don’t “disappear” and can’t be found.
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Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
A) That sounds good
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means
of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
A) Yes, the legislation could never keep up!
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining
taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying
for hire”? (Page 182)
A) ? Don’t think so
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
A) Yes

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without
prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
A) Yes,
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Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should
be permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can
be proved.
(Page 184)
A) We seriously need to remove the legislation that prohibits someone
without a private hire or taxi licence from driving a licensed vehicle, e.g.
road testing- private use etc, perhaps by covering or removing the
license plate etc when it is not for hire..
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements. (Page 185)
A) Yes, the same rules must apply throughout the country
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
A) Yes
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like
“pre-booked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page
186)
Private hire can manage quite well without those words
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
A) Yes Please
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Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards. (Page 189)
A) No, we must get away from individual licensing officers dreaming up
legislation on a whim. The same standard must apply nationally with no
freedom for local input, Passengers should be entitled to expect quality
and safety wherever the book their car.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
A) Yes
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would
no-longer apply to private hire drivers. (Page 190)
A)

Yes agreed, but it should be quality and safety

Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
A) No lets have National standards for everything, PSV’s don’t have each
area creating their own rules why should taxies and private hire need
this?
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
A) There would be no obstacles - see PSV legislation
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
A) No
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Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to
safety. (Page 192)
A) And Quality i.e. vehicle interior and exterior appearance.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
safety standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
(Page 193)
A) Yes
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national
safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult
refer to a technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
A) Yes,
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
A) No,- See PSV- local authorities have proven beyond doubt that they
can’t do this job, we would just return to a piecemeal mess as we have
now. And if there is a satisfactory national standard why should it need
tinkering with?
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards? (Page 194)
A) Local authorities should not be involved in setting standards only in
enforcing them.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
A) NO
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Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
A) ??
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining
areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
A) No,- but ok for enforcement
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi
zones within their area. (Page 196)
A) Yes
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak
time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed
by the licensing authority? (Page 197)
A) No,- these Licenses would not be cost effective for the driver and create
a legislative nightmare - supply and demand will dictate when drivers
will work

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers
or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
A) That’s is good and overdue

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of
out-of-area drop offs. (Page 199)
A) Good
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Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private
hire fares. (Page 200)
A) Ok
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
A) If it is a pre arranged contract it should be ok
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING

Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit
and proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
A) Either is ok with me

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
A) Makes Sense, they have no contact with passengers.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
Set out in primary legislation
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Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 207)
A) Yes
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so
on what basis? (Page 208)
A) Yes, the same as private hire
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
A) Yes
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page
210)
A) Yes
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page
210)
A) Yes, this can be good for customer service
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
A) Yes
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers. (Page 213)
A) Yes, it has never worked to customer advantage
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Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
A) Only a temporary over- supply in some areas
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to
the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?
(Page 215)
A) Yes
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY

Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles? This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
A) No. licensing should be the same for all categories
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
A) Yes, and remove some of the more ridiculous requirements that have
been applied to wav’s such as inspections by unqualified licensing
personnel
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Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)
A) Many wheelchair users require specially adapted van-based vehicles
due to the size and special features of their chairs. No amount of
legislation will make the provision of this service a viable option for the
providers and users of this type of service, the only option is for it to be
subsidised. Normal Taxi and private hire companies can only cope with
small wheelchairs and those persons who can transfer to a normal
seat,
We are a business set up to provide transport for wheelchair users and
persons with other special needs, the business was established 15 years
ago because taxies and private hire vehicles could not cope with the
special requirements that these passengers need. But although we have
been very successful and built a reputation for care and excellent quality
standards
, we are now drowning in new legislation that is being
zealously applied by our Local Authority, such as a new specially adapted
vehicle having an Mot then a nut and bolt examination by a local authority
examiner, it will then be subject to this another MOT and another nut and
bolt examination six months later even though it has still done well under
10,000 miles. Due to the extra cost of these examinations it is unlikely that
the business will survive much longer. So instead of increasing the
availability of quality transport for the disabled, Wiltshire Council are hell
bent on destroying what is already in place.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
A) Good
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
A) Yes, this is simply another area of customer service not all disabled
people are in wheelchairs,
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Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private
hire vehicles should be required to display information about how to
complain to the licensing authority. (Page 219)
A) They mostly already do this, and it should not be just for complaints
about discrimination but for any aspect of customer service
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring
disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page
220)
A) Don’t know
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT

Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles? (Page 222)
A) No, this is a job for the police
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence
“in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as
passengers”. (Page 223)
A) I think this is mainly a London problem, and I thought it was already
against the law,
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound
vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page
223)
A) Only in an obvious case of unlicensed vehicle or driver
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes
and if so how? (Page 225)
No,
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Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
A) Yes, if we have national safety and quality standards then we can have
national enforcement officers,
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and
revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
(Page 226)
A) With national enforcement officers e.g. VOSA
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS

Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend
or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or,
as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
A) Yes
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the
local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
A) Yes

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
A) Yes
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
A) Yes
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From: Malcolm Cutler
Sent: 16 August 2012 12:26 To: TPH Subject: Proposed changes in
legislation concerning wedding cars Dear Sir/Madam, I am writing to express concern as to the recently publicised,
potential, changes to the regulations concerning the use of wedding cars. As classic car owners we like to help family
and friends if they want us to use our classic cars at weddings etc. Where possible and within our insurance
limitations, we are happy to oblige, but if in future the cars have to meet additional compliance regulations, as for
private hire and taxi's, and the drivers undergo enhanced CRB checks, this will not be possible. Some owners will
provide the service for free, or with a payment to charity, others may charge a small fee, but in either case any
enhanced legislation and costs, to a service which brings pleasure to many people, will be lost, through what would
seem to be ever increasing legislation for no good reason. I hope that the proposed changes will enable exemption for
classic/vintage cars used in weddings and also funerals. Yours faithfully, Malcolm Cutler Chairman Fairford Classic
Car Club
www.fairfordclassiccarclub.org.uk
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From: shazad rana
Sent: 16 August 2012 12:57
To: TPH
Subject: Deregulation in Oxford
To whom it may concern,
I am writing this email to object to the proposal of deregulating Hackney Carriages in Oxford. At this
present moment in time there is not enough business to go around and an abundance of Private Hire vehicles
and Hackney carriages in Oxford. The problems caused by proposed deregulation will only add to the
economic woe here at the moment and will significantly impact on Bankcruptcy, Suicide and cause real
problems for families and people having to survive on a daily basis financially.
Homes, lives, health, business, jobs, and basic survival would become a real issue for lot's of families
in Oxford.
The issues will be far reaching and will cause catastrophe for local authority, banks, creditors, families
etc related to the Black cab trade in Oxford.
We all strongly oppose deregulation for Hackney Carriages in Oxford and are more than happy to expand on
our thoughts and sentiments.

Yours Sincerely,

Shazad Rana

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service supplied by
Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please
call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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27 July 2012
Dear Mrs Latham
Taxi & Private Hire Services – Law Commission Paper 203
I am writing to you as one of your constituents to request that you take an interest in
this matter. Whilst I will not be directly affected by the proposals in this paper, I own
two vintage cars (registered before December 1930) and several of my friends could
be adversely affected by the proposals, if implemented.
In the simplest summary, I understand that it is proposed that all vehicles provided
commercially with drivers will be considered “Private Hire Vehicles” and subject to
considerable licensing regulations for both vehicles and drivers. I attach some extracts
from the paper which I believe are relevant.
A proportion of owners use their vintage cars on an occasional basis for weddings,
and these are valuable small business activities, offsetting the costs of owning and
maintaining these historic vehicles. These services to the local community would
cease if the proposals were to be brought into law, as the costs of operation would
render the businesses non-viable.
I think it is important to distinguish between offering services with a fairly modern
vehicle, and those who own pre-war cars, which are cherished and well-maintained
( so well that the Government is eliminating the MOT requirement).Typically they
may do a dozen weddings a year, locally, and at speeds below a maximum of 35 mph.
Whilst I expect Parliament will receive much better structured arguments against
these proposals from our supporting organisations, I felt it important to make a
personal plea for a compromise which defines exemptions. The suggestion in the
Paper to leave this to Local Authorities seems unworkable to me.
I suggest a blanket exemption for pre-war cars with a wedding use of less than say
100 hours a year, and on the basis of requiring 6 monthly MOT’s
If you require any clarification or further discussion, please contact me.

Yours Sincerely
Steven Newton

From: Cliff Jackson
Sent: 16 August 2012 16:26
To: TPH
Subject: FW: Taxi & Private Hire Services Reference Number LCCP203 Wedding Cars aspect
Attachments: Altar Wedding Cars Stop Wedding Cars Becoming Taxis.doc

Dear Sir or Madam
I am extremely disturbed and alarmed by the prospect of the above proposed legislation affecting my business and livelihood.
Although the proposals appear to be quite rightly intended to affect and improve the taxi and private hire business, for some nonapparent reason, references are being made for wedding cars and funeral cars to be treated equally. In fact there is no justification
or comparison between the businesses or taxis and wedding cars.
A few weeks ago, I wrote to my local MP, Mr Graham Brady, who is proving most helpful and he has recommended that I send a
copy of my letter to him to your good self, so that attention may be drawn to the unfair inclusion of wedding cars and wedding cars
businesses, hoping that common sense will prevail and they will be excluded from the proposed legislation.
With anticipatory thanks for your assistance.
Clifford Jackson,
Altar Wedding Cars.
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ALTAR WEDDING CARS

19th July 2012

Mr Graham Brady MP
Thatcher House
Green Lane
Timperley
Altrincham
Cheshire
WA15 8QW

COPY TO: HOUSE OF COMMONS
LONDON SW1A 0AA
+ COPIES BY EMAIL

Dear Mr Brady,
I am writing as one of your local constituents in Timperley regarding impending
legislation which, if approved, could badly affect my well established business and
part time employment of four local persons all of whom reside in your Constituency.
I am reliably informed that Paper No. 203 proposes to require Wedding Car
companies to comply with the requirements of a licensed operator. It is stated that
small businesses such as mine would have the same demands, rules and regulations
of a taxi driving business which, as you will appreciate can be a 24 hours per day on
the road business. By comparison, my four vehicles are limited to 3,000 miles a year
are used for only a few hours per week and rarely at all between November and
April, unlike taxis who average 70,000 miles a year and work 24/7.
I have operated my business for 28 years and provided a useful service to local
Trafford residents during that period. As the business is seasonal, I do not have
any full time employees but use two part time employees and two local retired
gentlemen who are available on demand through the summer months. I only use
the vehicles or the drivers occasionally during the winter months.
The proposed paper states the reason for requiring compliance with the legislation
to be that of ‘safety’. So far as I can see there is no statistical support to suggest
that wedding cars, modern or vintage are unsafe. It is quoted on reliable research
that the Government is in the process of removing the need for an MOT from
‘vintage cars’ and I quote, ‘ owners of these vehicles maintain them to a high
standard’ and ‘such vehicles are used for limited mileage’.

So on the basis of safety’ as we travel less than 3,000 a year and each of my vehicles
has one annual MOT, a taxi travelling 70,000 miles would require 23 MOT’s
annually for the same amount of safety!!!
As a result of attending Wedding Fayres plus taking a very keen interest in the
general activities of my profession, I know for certain that owner operators
maintain their vehicles to a very high standard and limit their mileage to 3000 miles
per annum, a fact acknowledged by the proposed changes in the MOT
requirements. I ask you to accept that the reasoning in support of this proposed
legislation is flawed and is contradictory to the findings of another Government
Department.
Can I take you through the process of choosing a wedding car, usually followed by
the bride and groom-to-be plus their respective parents? In this day of modern
technology, prospective clients check the various websites for their area before
telephoning the preferred ones to make a personal visit to view the vehicles
available. They request a viewing appointment, invariably for later that day and
sometimes within the hour.
This requires owner/operators, such as myself, to maintain the appearance and
condition of the fleet vehicles to a pristine level to attract prospective clients when
making their choice. I speak for others and not only myself but this daily attention
to detail creates a high degree of pride in the vehicles in our care. I suggest that this
cannot be said of your regular taxi drivers who use their cars as ‘workhorses’ and
who are too busy to care for their cars, hence a definite need for them to be
subjected to the proposed legislation.
The prices charged by Wedding Car firms such as mine are very competitive and
recent increases in petrol costs have had to be absorbed to maintain the interest of
my services. If this legislation met with approval, I submit that many small
businesses would have to cease trading, as the proposed charges could not be
justifiably absorbed.
The cost of hiring a wedding car would increase significantly as the reduced number
of operators would dilute the competitive pricing, forcing a large increase on captive
customers. Your vast local knowledge of the Trafford area will tell you of the varied
income classes within your Constituency; currently my prices are attractive to the
residents of Bowden, Hale and Stretford. Any enforced increases would surely
reduce my catchment area of prospective Clients, the media are constantly
reporting on the excessive cost of weddings?
Finally, as I have invested a great deal of capital over the years to build up my small
business I have anticipated the return of that capital, in a few years time, as my
main source of retirement income. If this proposed legislation is accepted it would
destroy my retirement plans overnight, leaving my wife and I having no option
other than to rely on the State Pension to survive in retirement.

When I gave you my vote in the last Election, it was based on the Conservative
manifesto which stated unequivocally that you supported small businesses. I did not
anticipate legislation to be approved which could well destroy my business and
planned Retirement options.
I am most concerned that this proposed legislation is well hidden within the Paper
and, despite massive circulation within our industry, a large percentage of operators
will not be aware of the impending disaster to their businesses, livelihoods and
family activities.
Can I please ask you to consider the proposed changes in legislation to be held on
11th August 2012, hopefully you will agree with my reasoning that the joining of
wedding cars with taxis in the same list of requirements for on the road safety is
totally flawed, therefore you may be influenced to remove the clause affecting
wedding cars (well hidden on Page 172 for ease of reference) to be removed from the
proposed Paper.
I suggest that you consider my letter which will obviously affect a number of local
businesses within the Trafford Constituency and I am willing to attend a local
Surgery to discuss and answer any questions you deem appropriate to allow you to
move forward in a positive manner. I am aware that you may not hold a surgery
during the Autumnal Recess so I am willing to attend by appointment as you may
direct.
I thank you for reading my letter and send my anticipatory thanks for your ongoing
assistance and guidance.
Yours sincerely,

Clifford Jackson
Altar Wedding Cars

Taxi Licensing Consultation
I have chaired a number of licensing panels, both granting and refusing some
applications. I would like to submit the following proposals.
Hackney Carriages versus Private Hire Vehicles
The system of separate licenses for the two types of taxis was essentially a result of
the special circumstances of London.
In London, hackney carriage drivers are required to have detailed “knowledge” of the
street plan, including one-way systems etc.
Private hire drivers, by contrast, had no such requirement, since they were to be
directed by a controller.
This situation no longer exists.
Today, all professional drivers have satellite navigation systems. These systems
provide optimal routes to named destinations. There is therefore no longer a need for
specialist street plan knowledge by drivers.
We therefore believe that there is no longer any need to distinguish between the two
types of taxi. We therefore suggest that a single category of taxi be created, which
can:
1) ply for hire
2) wait on taxi ranks
3) accept pre-bookings
Safety of the Public
The only justification for any system of taxi licensing is to guarantee the safety of the
travelling public. At present, Licensing Authorities can refuse to give a taxi license to
a driver if they do not believe that he is “a fit and proper person”.
The Ministry gives some guidance as to how to apply this rule, but in reality the
system is heavily weighted in favour of granting licenses. The guidance needs to be
re-weighted towards public safety.
(a) A conviction or caution for any of the following (that has not been overturned on
appeal) should be grounds for automatic refusal of a license:
1) driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
2) Dangerous driving
3) Driving without due care and attention
4) Violence
5) Fraud
6) Acquisitive crime
7) Speeding at more than 10% above the speed limit
(b) Speeding at less than 10% above the speed limit and illegal parking are unlikely to
endanger passengers, and should not be grounds for refusing a taxi license.

(c) Any motoring offence within the last 5 years (apart from those listed above)
should be grounds for automatic refusal of a license.
(d) A conviction that carried a prison sentence of 5 years or more should result in a
lifetime ban from being a taxi driver (unless overturned on appeal).
(e) Being on a sexual offenders register should be automatic grounds for refusal of a
license.
If any of the above reasons for refusal should happen to a driver who already has a
taxi driver license, it should trigger an automatic review of that license.
Also, any motor insurance claim made by a taxi driver should trigger an automatic
review of his license.
Where there is an automatic refusal of a license, the applicant should have the right of
appeal to a Panel of Councillors.
This system would be:
1) quick
2) efficient
3) cheap to implement
4) safe
5) clear and unambiguous

From: Usman Ahmed
]
Sent: 16 August 2012 18:58
To: TPH
Subject: reform of taxi and private hire services
Dear commissioner,
  
I object your proposals for reforming the law for taxi and private hire operations on following
grounds:
a) It will not be the same standards as currently as you will be able to work nationally by applying for hire or pre-book
a taxi any where in the UK. which will have a major strain on popular cities like London, oxford, birmingham
manchester and many more. Where people will come from outside from other cities to work in these major cities. It
will not be the same professional taxi service provided to customers as they will not be able to be prompt in taking a
customer to its destination, because they wouldn't of had a knowledge test for operating in different city, therefore
brings the standard below professional.
b) It will also make taxi licensing council's job much harder as complaints will increase and make it harder to deal with
as you will not know where a certain vehicle is from. i.e. Customer complaints, rape allegations, theft, over charging
allegations etc.
c) Local council understands its city better than the national council. If the power is taken from local councils and
given to national council or government as its stated as one of your proposals it will not improve the successful
operation of taxi and private hire service but make it worse. This is because local council understands its city, has its
own set standards i.e car age limits, MOT testing, Hackney carriage plate restriction etc, city pollution standards etc.
d) Issues relating to local licensing authorities who could no longer limit the number of Hackney carriage vehicle
licences. This will have a major affect on workers, as in the current financial climate with drivers are already
struggling to make ends meet i.e. diesel/petrol prices going up, less people using taxi services due to financial strains
too many people without a job and not using taxi service, badge/Plate license fees going up every year,
taxi maintenance costs going up etc. Also this will pollute the cities more with harmful gases, as their will not be
enough taxi rank space, thus making drivers to drive around city. As in Oxford where i drive for a local chap who
holds a hackney license plate and i don't have a problem driving for him, because it works out the same after you take
all your expenses out whether you drive for someone or have your own cab. Here in Oxford we have Hackney plate
restrictions and since the recession work has gone down hill. We have surveys every 3 years which determines
whether to issue plates or not. We have a taxi MOT every 6 months here in Oxford, this is the high standard set by our
licensing authorities. But with your proposals this will all go below professional standards and people will be without
jobs, because you will not break even in the current climate where everyone is struggling to survive. I will no longer
be a taxi driver if your proposals to reform the taxi law goes ahead.
If you would like to ask me any questions regarding my above comments please do not hesitate to email me.
Kind regards
Usman Ahmed
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Tractionn Wedding
d n Cars
To The Law Commission.
14th August 2012
Dear Sirs,

Taxi and Private Hire Consultation
Objections to the ‘Removal of Weddings and Funeral Cars Exemption Under Primary
Legislation’ clause
There is a long tradition for a bride to choose a beautiful classic or vintage car to take her and her
father from home to the venue of the wedding ceremony and then after the ceremony on to, with her
husband, the reception.
This may not be possible in the future under proposals being put forward by the Law Commission.
Local councils across the country have different laws and regulations regarding private hire and
taxis and the standardisation of these is long overdue; it is right that the commission looks at it.
However it is quite clear that a change of legislation as proposed would drive most vintage and
classic wedding car operators out of business as they just could not cope with the increase in
overheads or with the technical changes required to comply with private hire regulations. Indeed
they would refuse to make the technical changes as most classic and vintage car owners keep their
cars to the standard specification and cease to provide cars for a wedding.
If legislation does change, the only ‘wedding cars’ then available would be modern cars that comply
with the technical requirements for Private Hire; the very same style of car seen every day on the
Private Hire circuit, not the cars most brides dream of for their wedding day. This would deny Brides
and Grooms the opportunity to complement their wedding day with a special car, not normally seen
on a daily basis.
Consideration should be given to the damage this group of regulations will cause to support
industries such as vintage and classic car parts suppliers, vintage and classic car dealers,
engineering firms, tyre suppliers, car insurance co’s; it could threaten thousands of jobs both full
time and part time. Also, if the wedding hire company’s have commercially rated premises then there
will be a loss of revenue to local councils if they are forced to close, Consideration should also be
given to the loss of income tax revenue as I am sure that the percentage of Wedding Car Hire
companies that do not stop trading if this change in the legislation will be extremely small.
If this change comes to fruition then Traction Wedding Cars Ltd. will cease trading. I
therefore object to the ‘Removal of Weddings and Funeral Cars Exemption Under Primary
Legislation’ clause.
Agreement with the dropping of the ‘Licenced Drivers Only’ condition.
Under present law cars licenced for private hire use can only ever be driven by fully licenced private
hire drivers which means a wife, husband (there are classic and vintage cars that are owned and run
by woman) or friend cannot drive the wedding car to a car show, the shops, in fact never on the
public road even for a road test following work on the car unless they hold a full private hire licence.
Just think what would happen if a bride did find a car and the driver goes sick the day before the
wedding and a replacement fully licenced driver could not be found? Then the car would have to be
cancelled at the last minute leaving absolutely no time for her to find a replacement from one of the
few remaining companies prepared to hire wedding cars.
Therefore I am in complete agreement with the proposal to drop the ‘Licenced Drivers Only’
condition.
Yours faithfully

Dennis Hewitt
Managing Director – Traction Wedding Cars Ltd.

Traction Wedding Cars is a trading name of Traction Wedding Cars Limited.
Registered office as above. Registered in England No. 5776619

LAW COMMISSION
Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services.
Response from Liz Winfield-Chislett, Senior
Licensing & Enforcement Officer, Reading Borough
Council.
17 August 2012.
SUMMARY

The Department for Transport, Taxi & Private hire Vehicle Licensing, Best Practice
Guidance, March 2010, states “The role of local authority licensing of the taxi
and private hire vehicle trades is to protect the public”
This authority does not believe the proposals put forward will result in any
improvements to public safety but are concerned that the proposals will result in a
decrease in public safety. The proposals as set out will not lead to legislation for the
hackney and private hire trade that is fit for the 21st Century.
On a more positive note there is much to commend national standards.
Matters of Concern
1. It appears that the proposals are from an agenda set by the trade rather than set
by public safety. The proposals should be driven by public safety. As a local
authority, with the statutory duty to assess and issue licence applications and
enforcement of legislation, we are of the view that the feedback of local
authorities, should carry more weight than that of the trade as the trade is driven
by financial gain to itself and not public safety.
2. This consultation, by the proposals within it, has lost the opportunity to rid the
trade of an outdated 2 tier system. The public do not understand the two tier
system and this is the biggest single barrier to public safety.
3. The consultation by its title suggests reform, yet the proposals are not reform but
a modernising of the current system.
4. National minimum safety standards referred to in the proposals will result in a
downward slide of standards to this minimum.
5. If national standards are to prevail along with the abolishment of the 3 licence
rule for private hire, then there is a requirement for further proposals on what
determines which local authority an applicant applies to and which local authority
will be responsible for the associated enforcement.
6. These proposals should not be progressed in isolation from enforcement.
Legislation is meaningless if it is not practicably enforceable.
7. There is no ability in this consultation to feed in alternative proposals.
Support
1. The biggest change in the proposals is to set national standards. This authority is
not against national standards and believes there is much to recommend such.
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2. This local authority welcomes deregulation on hackney carriage vehicle numbers.
3. This authority would welcome greater powers for enforcement.

LAW COMMISSION
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept
prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
This authority disagrees very strongly with this proposal. The biggest issue to
public safety is that the public does not know the difference between a
hackney carriage and private hire vehicle. We have had decades with this
system and if it isn’t understood now, it never will be. The public just wants
to be able to hire a vehicle and go, whether it be booked in advance, picked
up at a rank or hailed in the street. All licensed vehicles should be able to do
all of this. Plying for hire by private hire is a very serious safety issue that will
remain for as long as the law distinguishes between hackney and private hire.
This is the opportunity to get rid of the complicated and unnecessary two tier
system and created a simplified and understandable single tier system. Other
countries don’t see a need for a two tier system and there is nothing
significantly different in this country to require continuation with a two tier
system.
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
This authority agrees with this proposal. Everywhere should have the same
system. People do travel between as well as within local authorities.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
No. Any vehicle used for hire and reward should be included. Public safety is
still a requirement for persons hiring a non motorised vehicles. These vehicles
and their drivers should comply with the same standards as for motorised
vehicles.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
This authority agrees there should be differentiation between private hire
vehicles and public service vehicles. However the present limit of 8
Reading Borough Council
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passengers for private hire may be better if were raised to 16. There are
many minibuses that are up top 16 seats that are basically running private
hire services but escaping the legislation on private hire. This means those
persons in such vehicles are not afforded the same levels of public safety. For
example most school transport operators use private hire vehicles and public
service vehicles but for identical purposes yet licensing authority standards
for private hire vehicles and drivers are generally much higher and
demanding than the VOSA standards for 16 seater or less public service
vehicles. Public service vehicle licences should be restricted for use, for
proper coach and bus services as they are inadequate for the private hire
trade. rigorous
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
There needs to be a legal definition of carpooling. It can then be determined
whether something is carpooling and therefore outside of the scope of
hackney carriage/private hire legislation.
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
If the club exists for the purposes of carrying passengers for hire or reward
then it should come under the hackney carriage/private hire legislation.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
If the standards are national then it makes sense for exclusions to be
national.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Wedding & funeral vehicles not being licensed hasn’t resulted in any public
safety concerns with this authority. The costs of licensing maybe excessive
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for a company (eg funeral directors) where the transport is only a part of the
business rather than the business itself.

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
This authority believes there is no merit to reintroduction of contract
exemptions. It was a very abused exemption and such abuse is a public
safety risk.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
This authority does not believe there should be special provision with regard
to the regulations at airports. The public at airports are often foreigners and
tired and therefore vulnerable and should be afforded the same standards of
public safety as if they were on a public street.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
Plying for hire is a very serious public safety issue in many large urban areas.
Anything that can be done to detect and punish offenders should be put in
place. It should be an absolute offence rather than a knowingly offence.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
This authority agrees with this proposal, as long as public place includes
private places to which the public have access.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
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This authority agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
This authority is not in favour with this proposal. This is a public safety issue.
Human nature is not always what society would hope for. If it was there
would be no need for any rules and regulations. This consultation should be
driven by public safety when hiring vehicles with a driver. A non licensed
driver, driving a licensed vehicle for leisure use could easily use it for hire and
reward with no safety checks in place on that driver and hence put the public
at unacceptable risk. If non professional use of taxis and PHV is to be
allowed then the legislation must put the burden off proof on the driver to
prove a vehicle was used for non professional rather than plying for hire. If it
doesn’t then any plying for hire will be virtually impossible for any prosecuting
authority to prove, which would be a very serious retrograde step from the
current position and to public safety.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185
This authority very strongly disagrees with this proposal. The word taxi is
used generically by the public to mean either a hackney carriage or a private
hire vehicle. If retaining a two tier system then differentiation in the term
used must be kept.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
No. It is already proposed to keep the two tier system and therefore for
reasons of public safety, the public must be able to differentiate between a
HCV and PHV. Allowing the PHV trade to use the word taxi even if only in
limited circumstances will just confuse what is a PHV and what is a HCV. Even
with national standards there is the major issue that if a PHV plies for hire or
HCV plies for hire outside its LA, it is not insured. If a PHV has words on it
such “pre-booked taxi only””, the very use of the word taxi implies it can be
hailed or picked up at a rank.
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A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Is this to apply to standard requirements for a vehicle or driver to be able to
obtain a licence or is this national standard also applicable to conditions of
the licence? It is acceptable to have standard requirements (though not just
minimal) but not conditions to a licence as conditions include things more
specific to the locality. The use of the term “Lowest common denominator” in
referring to national standards implies however that the base line to these
standards may not be adequate enough to ensure public safety. Standards
need to be set to weed out those who cut corners or seek out loop holes, not
set at a level that relies on drivers/operators/et al, to be reasonable.
Perhaps a standard should be set to include: customer service, dealing with
difficult customers, vehicle safety and relevant legislation and this could be
tested in a national qualification. Similar to that in place to get a personal
licence under the 2003 Licensing Act.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
See above Prov. Prop. 24 plus. Also this would mean areas of demand where
drivers want a licence to ply for hire, will remain attractive even if the local
authority has set standards above the minimum, but it does mean other
areas even with only the minimum standard may struggle to meet demand,
especially in an unregulated market.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
The proposal is that these national standards be limited to addressing
bottom-line safety standards. See comment to proposal 24. LA would not be
able to impose additional standards on PHDs PHVs or PHOs. See Q36 for
conditions.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
This authority disagrees with this proposal. There are other standards
required from customers such as cleanliness and presentation of the vehicle and
driver, customer service and disability awareness that need addressing.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
If standards are to be mandatory then it makes sense for signage to be too,
as if jobs can be passed on to any licensed PHV/PHD then there needs to be
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some way for the public to know what a PHV looks like. Different signage
regimes would be confusing.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
The consultation proposes that authorities can add to the national safety
standard for hackney carriages but not private hire and that with private hire
the consultation assumes private hire operators will adopt higher standards.
This is a very rash assumption as if this were the case there would be nothing
to have stopped higher standards already being adopted by operators. The
experience of this authority, which sets high standards than its neighbours is
that the majority of operators require regular and frequent enforcement
checks to ensure compliance and if allowed to operator at a lesser standard
they would. Added to this areas with a low density of population will have a
low demand for private hire services and therefore little competition to
incentivise operators to adopt higher standards.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No. Regardless of whether a passenger is in a HCV or PHD they require the
same minimum safety standard from the driver.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
If standards are to be national with no alteration at a local level, then these
standards need to include more than just safety. The argument given is that
market forces will mean operators adopt higher standards for the vehicles
and drivers they operate. If that is to be true tomorrow, it needs be true now,
but it isn’t. Even with conditions relating to things other than safety, such as
the presentation of the vehicle and driver, we struggle to keep things at a
standard any fare paying passenger would reasonably expect. Competition
does not drive everything and public transport, and hackney/private hire is a
form of public transport, is ill suited to relying on market forces to ensure a
good nationwide service. Metropolitans where there is extensive demand
may, but there is no guarantee, result in competition driving up standards of
some operators, but the rest of the country will end up with a second rate
service.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
If the principle of national standards is approved then this authority agrees
with this proposal.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
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Depends who (in terms of knowledge and skill) is on the panel. Licensing
Authorities should be statutory consultees.

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
If the principle of minimum national standards is approved then this authority
agrees with this proposal. This authority would also like to see this extended
to cover private hire as well as taxis.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
No. Local authorities need to be able to address local concerns and
conditions.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Yes and should also include vehicles, as the minimum national standards may
not go far enough in addressing the issues in a particular local authority area.
For example plying for hire in urban areas, especially in the early hours of the
morning when the night time economy is ending is a big problem not
experienced by rural authorities. There needs to be standards/conditions to
deal with the enforcement of this.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
If standards are national and any pre-booked job can be passed to any
PHV/PHD regardless of where licensed then there needs to be a statutory
requirement for LA to cooperate, other otherwise one local authority
undertaking no enforcement will become the authority where applicants go
for licences leaving the other authority where the work is to fund and
undertake all the enforcement.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Would this be combining the area just for the standards setting or as a
controlled district for plying for hire and ranking aswell.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
This authority agrees with this proposal
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
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Can see no point in this, unless licensing authorities are to be allowed to
continue to restrict numbers. However as it is already proposed to deregulate
the hackney trade, it would make this proposal superfluous. The private hire
trade has no restrictions on number of vehicles. There is no point of a “peak
time” licence if you can get an anytime licence?
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
PHOs can already invite and accept booking from outside the locality as long
as the PHV & PHD are licensed by same LA as the PHO.
With HCVs you have to get and will continue to get a licence from where you
want to ply for hire,
If a PHO can pass jobs on to any other licensed PHV/PHDs or PHOs then
what determines where anything goes to get a licence? What will stop the
cheapest LA or the LA doing no enforcement, from getting all the applications
and fees and then leaving the costs of enforcement to where those
vehicles/drivers actually work. How enforcement is to operate and be funded
cannot be divorced from this process of reform.
At the moment a PHV must be tested in the LA area where it is licensed. Will
this continue?
Will a PHD have to have a licence from the same LA as the vehicle he/she is
driving?
Could there be a situation where a passenger has booked with PHO from LA1
and gets a PHV from LA2 and PHD from LA3?
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out ofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
If taxis are to remain as separate from private hire and to use meters then
what one taxi charges in the district needs to be the same as any other taxi
as the customer doesn’t have a choice about which taxi they get when at a
rank or hailing a cab in the street. There needs therefore to be some body
that sets these fares. It doesn’t have to be the licensing authority.
This authority would like the metered fare to be the maximum fare that can
be charged for any journey. At present this is only the law for a journey
wholly within the controlled district where the hackney can ply for hire.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
This authority agrees with this proposal. A customer can choose which private
hire company they use and agree the fare prior to the journey.
(Page 200)
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No. There is no obligation for a hackney to agree to a pre-booked journey. If
the metered fare would be considered inadequate then
REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
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Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
This authority appreciates that primary legislation enables prosecution as an
enforcement tool, but the disadvantage of this method to setting standards is
the difficulty in then amending such.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
This authority appreciates that primary legislation enables prosecution as an
enforcement tool, but the disadvantage of this method to setting standards is
the difficulty in then amending such.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 206)
This authority agrees with this proposal.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
PHO can already operate HCVs and this does not affect the number of
vehicles they can operate. If this is proposing that taxi radio circuits and taxis
undertaking pre-booked work should be required to comply with the same
licensing legislation as private hire vehicles doing this type of work, then this
authority agrees with the proposal. If HCVs are operated by someone then
this should require an operator licence and the same standards that apply to
operated PHVs should apply and the HCVs should count towards the number
of vehicles operated.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
Yes, whilst they may not be a driver they are operating drivers and have a
position of influence. The public would be at risk if an operator were to
encourage a driver to breach law/standards/regulations. To be fit and proper
should also be extended to anyone involved in the taking, recording and
despatching of bookings.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Reading Borough Council
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This authority has no objection to this proposal. They can already do this but
limited (outside London) to contracting to any other operator licensed by the
same authority or any hackney carriage.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
If a hackney is to take a pre booking this should be under the same
standards and with the same requirements for a pre booked PHV. The
proposed national standards are limited to addressing bottom-line safety
standards and these should apply to all alike. If not it makes a mockery of
minimum standards. Why bother having private hire standards if within in a
deregulated numbers hackney regime you can therefore get a hackney plate
rather than a private hire plate and both ply for hire and take bookings but
not be subject to the same standards with regard to the booking as a PHV is.
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
This authority agrees with this proposal, as it will allow market forces to
determine the number of HCV and HCDs that an area requires. However it
will be very unpopular with the taxi trade in Reading, where a HCV worth
about £10,000 can sell for about £60,000 with an RBC plate on it. A plate
should have no intrinsic value and by restricting numbers, I believe a false
market in plate value has been created. The hackney drivers complain there
are already too many HCVs, yet a plate is worth about £50,000 which would
suggest otherwise. In a free market the plate would be worth no more than
the cost of the licence.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
If an area has a limit on numbers, then a market is created that places a
value on both a plate and rental charges on a HCV. A plate in this authority
can be valued at about £50,000 and rental income on shifting a cab for two
shifts of up to £500pw. For proprietors of HCVs this is a lucrative business.
To deregulate could lead to a temporary surge in licences issued with more
HCVs than needed for the market until natural free market forces determined
the number of licences needed. It would also result in a plate having no
intrinsic value and the rental charges for a cab falling as more competition
from more vehicles becomes available. Whilst these matters are not strictly
licensing issues, they are particularly significant to someone who already has
a loan on an asset (the HCV) and that loan ends up being far greater than
the worth of the asset.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
From a purely public safety licensing perspective this is not necessary. If
looking beyond public safety then yes as the economic consequences on
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some HCV owners is significant. See above. A surge in HCV numbers could
also cause tensions, resulting in a need for greater enforcement activity.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
No. Wheelchair users need to be provided for but not by complicating what is
licensed for whom and the duties of the driver being different. As a driver it
should be a requirement to treat all passengers according to their individual
needs. As a passenger regardless of your needs, you should have public
transport available to you, which should include wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
In terms of ranks, all ranks should be designed and in locations where a WAV
can safely be loaded with a wheelchair bound passenger.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
There needs to be something to ensure WAVs are available such as a
requirement for a proportion of the HCV/PHV fleet or an incentive through
fees. However vehicle fees are where enforcement costs are recovered,
which needs to be borne in mind.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
As there is no proposal to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles and thus leaving it to be the responsibility of individual local
authorities, it will result in some areas making adequate provision and other
completely neglecting the matter. This is at odds with the numerous
proposals within in this document aimed at achieving national standards. A
LA could make this a requirement for HCVs and the incentive would be the
desire to ply for hire in that LA but as standards are mandatory for PHVs the
only scope would be fees, which would mean the LA has to bear the cost
implications.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
See response to Q59 above
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
This authority agrees with this proposal. Reading borough Council already has
this in a small part, as some of the questions on our theory paper cover this,
but the majority of our drivers still seem woefully ignorant in this regard.
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However this proposal seems a bit toothless if there is to be no requirement
for WAVs.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
This authority agrees with this proposal, but not just for the reason stated in
P62. It is fundamental to public safety for the public to know the details of
the licensed vehicle and licensed driver and where to contact with any
concerns. The where to contact becomes especially relevant if abolishing the
three licence rule for private hire as more and more vehicles and drivers will
not be working in the authority where they are licensed.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
This concern could be rather irrelevant for any wheelchair bound person in an
area where there are no WAVs to hail, there being no proposal for national
quotas on WAVs.
There is already an obligation on hackney carriages to pick up when ranking.
This could be extended to require a hackney carriage to stop, if safe to do so,
when hailed if the for hire light is illuminated.
REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Yes, but there could be safety implications.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
It would help if Magistrates were better educated and advised by the courts
on the offence, its seriousness and gave sentences that were sufficiently
grave to act as a deterrent. Currently it would appear that many drivers just
regard going to court as an occupational hazard.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
Whilst this may be a good deterrent and an effective form of enforcement it
may prove rather difficult in practice and impractical. If an authority
impounds a vehicle that later turns out it shouldn’t have, what will be the
consequences? Many local authorities will not have the storage facilities for
vehicles or the budgets to cover the costs of impounding them. Greater
powers for immediate suspension of vehicles and the power to remove plates
without permission of the proprietor or requiring notice of the proprietor,
would be better.
Question 67
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Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
Fixed penalties for certain offences would have the benefit of instant
punishment. However because of the instant nature there is no mechanism
for an offender to appeal their punishment.
This authority already uses a penalty points scheme of enforcement for
private hire drivers. Where decisions from the scheme have resulted in a
suspension or revocation of a licence and the decision has been appealed to
the courts, the authority has a very good record in defending its decision
because of the system’s in built appeal mechanism. Fixed penalties would not
have this. Any scheme that ensures transparency and gives the opportunity
for decisions to be reviewed to ensure fairness and consistency, is both time
consuming and costly to administer, but is viewed as fair.
Fixed penalties could also be a useful tool in raising revenue for enforcement.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
This authority agrees with this proposal, especially if abolishing the three
licence rule for private hire, as more and more vehicles and drivers will not be
working in the authority where they are licensed.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
If an offence is in a particular local authority, then that LA’s officers should
have the same powers regardless of where a vehicle or driver is licensed.
This should include suspension and revocation of licences. This is achieved by
the licence holder being accountable to any LA, not just the one where
he/she is licensed. (At present enforcement of out of authority licensed
vehicles/drivers/operators is limited to prosecution if an offence in law has
been committed. Prosecution is time consuming, expensive and as
punishments on conviction are minimal it is not much of a deterrent from
reoffending.)
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Is this not already the case now?
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
This would be ultra vires as the decision of the LA is the decision of the
Council, albeit maybe, via delegated powers to officers or committee. It is
already the decision of the Council so the Council via a body of itself can not
review the decision.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
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Yes. These decisions have serious implications for the applicant or licence
holder and require to be heard by a body that carries suitable impartiality,
gravitas and no link to the LA.

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes. Magistrates are lay persons and there needs to be a right to appeal to a
higher court to ensure no miscarriage of justice. If this doesn’t happen case
law could build up from wrong decisions and magnify that wrong decision. It
is equally important that the respondent has a right to appeal a Magistrates
decision as well as the appellant.
CONCLUSION
1.41 It is not possible in a summary of this length to introduce all of our provisional
proposals. Consultees are therefore encouraged to refer to the full Consultation
Paper available on our website. Please send responses by 10 August 2012.

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FROM READING BOROUGH COUNCIL
1. Abolish the two tier system.
2. National standard for vehicles which is combined with a new MOT category for
hackney carriages/private hire.
3. National standard for drivers which is combined with taxi driver certificate.
Training and exam for certificate to cover, law, highway code, customer service,
disability awareness, dealing with difficult customers.
4. Proposals for consultation on determination of home authority for
vehicles/drivers/operators.
5. Proposals for consultation on fees, enforcement cost recovery, dissemination of
information with regard to suspended/revoked vehicles/drivers etc.
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LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)

In favour of retaining the two tier system.

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)

London should be included and the standards in London should be raised to match the rest of
the country.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)

8 passengers and below should be licensed as Private Hire.
9 passengers and above should be PSV’s.

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)

Same as (3) above.
Anything used for public hire should be licensed.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)

Agree.
9 passengers and above must be PSV.

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)

Agree

Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic
Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. (Page 167)

Agreed. Statutory Guidance.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
Page 168)

Tightening up of regulations on Volunteers.
Should be a statutory requirement to keep records of mileage and payments.
The definition of “Genuine Volunteers” needs to be clarified.
Other considerations:
Public Liability insurance
Health of drivers
Condition of vehicle
Records must be made available to HMRC.
Must be licensed unless they fall within an exemption.

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)

Carpooling: should not come under the scope of taxi/PHV legislation.
Members’ clubs: Pink Ladies etc., are now thriving.
This is a loophole which needs closing. These operations should be licensed.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)

Everything should be licensed, unless an exemption applies.

Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)

It is suggested that if a wedding car and funeral car is only used on the day of the ceremony,
then it should be excluded from licensing.
Need to look at the proportionality. Is there a need to licence?

Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)

No as previously there were too many loopholes.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}

Agree. It should apply wherever they are.

Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

No special provision for airports.

Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)

Agree. Would need to look at the legislation need a clear definition of “Plying for Hire.”

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)

Must take account of modern technology like smart phone apps

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)

Definition of “Street” and “Plying for Hire”
Covered in previous question.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)

Keep

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)

Agree.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)

This would open up too many problems.

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)

Agree. Some guidance for England and Wales.

Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

Very careful consideration should be given.
Users do not know the difference.
Use Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle.
Need to be aware of import on other legislation, i.e. Rehabilitation of Offenders refer just to taxi
drivers.

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)

No there should be a clear distinction between the two.

A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)

Yes.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)

Yes minimum standards for both Hackney Carriage and Private Hire and Councils should have
the discretion to add other standards.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)

Should have the discretion to add other standards.

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)

In addition to safety, there should be more National Standards.
For example:
Quality of training
Customer service
Disability awareness
Health and safety
A Knowledge Test should be required for Private Hire and Hackney Carriage.
Should be a fit and proper test for proprietors.

Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
Yes.
Keep discretion to advertise as approved by the Council.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)

Need set of standards for wheelchair accessible vehicles – different type of wheelchairs.
Care should be taken not to deprive existing vehicle proprietors until they acquire a vehicle
which meets the new standards.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)

No.

Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)

They should be given powers.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)

Yes.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)

Yes

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)

Yes.

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)

No, want ability to set local standards.

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)

Yes.

Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)

Best left to local arrangements.

Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)

Yes.
Once Officers are authorised, they should be able to carry out enforcement on vehicles licensed
from other areas.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)

Yes

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)

No difficult to enforce

Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)

Private hire operators can already accept or invite bookings from outside the licensing area.
All operators, vehicles and drivers should remain licensed by one licensing authority.
Hackney carriage should not be allowed to accept bookings other than from the rank or being
hailed in the area licensed.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out ofarea drop offs. (Page 199)

Once a drop off has been completed, if another booking came in, the vehicle should be allowed
to do this. If not, the vehicle should return to base.

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)

Yes. Should also have power to regulate a maximum private hire fare.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)

No.

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)

b – Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)

Vehicle proprietors should be subject to “Fit and Proper.”

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)

(b)

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 206)

Yes. Should be more powers to shut an office down.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)

Yes. Presently taxi proprietors can take pre-bookings and the Council has no powers over
record keeping or premises etc.

Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)

No

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)

Yes.
Enhanced CRB checks.

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)

Yes.

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)

Yes.

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)

Should still have the power to avoid excessive number trying to stand on the same rank thus
creating over-ranking.

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)

Traffic congestion.
Over ranking.
Reduction in private hire operators/vehicles.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)

Yes
Entry could be controlled by raising vehicle standards.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)

Not necessary to have a separate category.
Wide range of disabilities. No vehicle would fit all.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)

Licensing authorities have the discretion to offer a lower cost licence.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)

Allow ministers to make regulations so that there would be a monetary advantage, i.e. lower
road fund licence to purchase such a vehicle.
Being aware of needs of the local populations.
Compulsory consultation with disability groups.
Local Authorities to advertise on their web-site.

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)

Agree.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)

Yes.

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)

Could be down to local conditions.
Other ways, i.e. condition requiring receipts to be issued.

Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)

Agree but maybe difficult to enforce.
Could be made an offence.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)

Would be difficult for drivers to identify who was trying to stop them.
Could have a follow me vehicle.

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)

Assistance of the Police.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)

It would be desirable, but would it be practicable?
There would need to be some discussion on when Councils were able to do this.

Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)

Yes, in appropriate circumstances – not wearing bade or non-compliance of licensing
conditions.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)

Yes in partnership with the other licensing area.

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)

It would be useful.
S68 – immediate suspension for public safety.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)

Yes, as is at the moment.

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)

No would be a duplication.

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Yes.

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)

No.

Other Comments:
Licensing Authorities to have access to Motor Insurers’ Database.
Uniform way in which issues are dealt with.
Fixed penalty tickets to vehicles parked on ranks.

APPENDIX A
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
No. The general public see little if any difference between the two and both
require same vehicle tests and often same driver tests.
I run a private hire business and nearly every new client call asks ‘are you a
taxi?’
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Yes. Keeping things simple with regard to legislation will make it easier for
those outside London to avoid falling foul of [arcane] local rules.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Yes. This would make it less likely that certain vehicles and operations
could ‘fall through the cracks’ with regard to legislation, especially where
safety is concerned.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Yes.
Motorised vehicles as a general rule can reach dangerous speeds (for both
passengers and other road users) and should be monitored as a ‘car’.
Utilising non-motorised vehicles on the highway, even though they do not
speed, can cause obstructions and accidents. Therefore some clarity is
required on what legislation and authority covers and manages the risks of
/ from these vehicles.
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Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Yes.
I do have a difficulty being in a rural area in that if I wish to turn my current
8 seater minibus into a 12 seater (whilst still retaining some of my current
disabled access) I would have to form a bus company and come under the
Public Service Vehicle legislation. This is a barrier to growth to me and
there is a market that I currently cannot tap in to. However, if other taxi
companies in nearby counties (where the differentiation between taxi and
private hire is less discreet,) then much as I dislike the extra burden of
separate licensing, the playing field would be more level.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
Yes. With changing times and new technologies, new vehicles with
different standards will be adapted / utilised for carrying fare paying
passengers. However, where someone is hiring their services to the public
for use on public roads should consideration be given to what checks are
made on the drivers of these vehicles? CRB checks would be relatively
easily administered. Driving licenses are a more problematic issue,
especially where small, hand pulled vehicles which are not used on the
public highway are concerned. (E.g. on pedestrian precincts.) I ask
whether a different test would be onerous and whether KISS is involved
(Keep It Simple Stupid). I favour the use of a driving test as it shows
knowledge of use of the road. I am aware also that this would be a barrier
to entry to some people and I am open to be convinced either way. {Does
the cycling proficiency test apply to bicycle rickshaws?}
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Yes, I agree. Too much regulation with regard to childminders businesses
and the like along with onerous restrictions on volunteers (who need a
suitable driving license anyway) would be counter-productive.
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Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
Carpooling should be encouraged and should be excluded from the
legislation where the ‘benefits’ from this activity are within HMRC
taxation guidelines. Where they exceed these guidelines on a regular
and systematic basis then they should be included as being in the
‘private hire’ arena.
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
Where a vehicle or vehicles are for the exclusive use of ‘members’
and where the stated principle purpose of the ‘club’ is not the
transportation of members, these vehicles and their drivers should
be excluded from private hire legislation.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Yes to Weddings. No to Funeral Limousines.
Funerals. Funeral limousines tend to be expensive, quality vehicles which,
due to the nature of the business, are well maintained and generally driven
sedately, even when not being used for their primary purpose. However,
this would not necessarily apply to vehicles other than limousines and
hearses.
Weddings.
Again, where limousines are concerned they are, generally speaking, well
maintained and driven. However, they are also used for other events for
which there may be concerns.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
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Yes. As a general rule, I have noticed that there are many fewer vehicles on
the road today which do look badly maintained. The rigour of the MOT
tests lends a certain base line to all motor vehicles.
Setting basic standards including the requirement for appropriate levels of
insurance would underpin the levels required to protect the public as well
as being at an appropriate level given the fact that, in many cases, the
‘customer’ will have insisted on certain conditions within the written
contracts.
Also, I would be keen to accept case law as a basis given that any items
discussed in court will have been thoroughly thought through.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
Yes. I agree wholeheartedly. I pickup from airports and docks and am
dealing with the general public taking them onto the public road.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
a. Airports should be included within the general taxi and private hire
legislation rather than have other special provision.
b. I go to Manchester Airport which has an arrangement with Arrow Cars to
offer “taxi private hire” services. This is along with the black cab taxi
ranks. They also offer parking spaces for other private hire vehicles but
these are not well signed. Whilst I find the Arrow Cars scenario
objectionable, there is nothing to benefit myself from more business as
I cannot be ‘flagged down’ being a private hire operation. I do not
believe Liverpool Airport has any facilities for private hire operators.
The provision for private hire operators, well signed and managed,
within the general parking area of the airport, preferably nearest to the
terminal buildings, would allow operators such as myself the most
reasonable option for collecting passengers in today’s climate. Ideally I
would like parking concessions but this is a commercial matter rather
than a legal one.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
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(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
Paragraph 14.67 does not always apply. For instance, in Prestatyn
where Denbighshire Council allow many types of saloon car to be
defined as taxis and where the vehicles are often sign written, a
customer may walk past the initial taxis to use one belonging to another
company. However, this is customer choice.
If I am in Prestatyn on legitimate business (it is where my local bank
branch is and where I often drop off customers or do some shopping) I
occasionally get approached to do a job. This may be a ‘stranger’ or a
regular customer. In this case I am not plying for hire as that is not my
intention. I believe that if I am approached then I am performing a legal
operation but could it be argued that by having a signed vehicle I am
plying for hire?

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Yes. Searching the internet on one’s phone is then making a choice.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
No. See my comments in Provisional proposal 15
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 20
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Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Yes. Good idea.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Yes.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
YES.
I often get a ‘phone call and am asked is that a ‘taxi’ to which I reply in the
affirmative. I have spoken to some licensing officers who have no
objection as long as the customer is the one to ask. Being able to use ‘prebooked taxi’ would certainly help clarify the service I provide within the
general public, especially those who rarely use transportation services as
they normally drive themselves.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Yes. I fully agree with the arguments put into the consultation paper.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Yes.
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Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Yes on condition that they include CRB and health checks for drivers and a
bi-annual MOT type test. The vehicles should also be mandated to carry a
first aid kit and a fire extinguisher as at present.
As a company I am arranging for my staff to have first aid training (HSE
certificated). Though this would not be available to new drivers initially, it
could be seen as helping me to differentiate my company from other local
suppliers. I do not see this as a regulatory type facility.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Yes. I would also like to point out that here in a rural community, most of
my passengers tend to know the best routes anyway.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
I currently have two cars, one signed and the other (newer) unsigned.
There are two arguments I have. Firstly, the signage allows me to advertise
my services and when I pull up people recognise my vehicle.
The unsigned car would be better for more ‘discreet’ work such as contract
with businesses. However, as both vehicles are used as available I feel that
having signage FOR ME is the better option.
Is there a sub-class such as ‘executive private hire’ or simply an exemption
if required?
What about over gilding the lily and covering a vehicle in signs. (From a
commercial viewpoint this is probably not a good idea anyway.)
As to unlicensed vehicles, I would prefer to have signs on my vehicles so
that brand awareness helps indicate my legitimacy.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
None that I can think of as local authorities can set higher standards if they
see fit.
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Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
Taxis are more prone to accepting strangers whereas private hire tends to
have a far higher percentage of repeat business. This would mean that taxi
drivers are more prone to attack. As to drivers attacking customers, again
with private hire having more repeat business and being better known
within the local community, the issue is lessened.
Taxis can be broken down into two types, the specifically designed taxi
(such as the London Cab shape) and the saloon car or minibus. It would be
impractical to have some of these extra safety devices such as plastic
partitions, in many of these vehicles.
As to CCTV and Audio recording, these should be optional. This is
because there is a certain cost to providing this facility and maintaining it.
Whereas there may be more of a need within large conurbations, in smaller
towns and rural services then it would increase the initial costs of starting a
business thereby creating a bigger barrier to starting a business and make
providing an illegal service more prevalent.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Yes.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
The best approach would be to have a technical advisory panel which could
also consist of interested parties from the taxi and private hire business.
Yes. Whilst politicians can be responsible, it would require a technical
panel to provide qualified input to debates.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
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Yes. Where there is little difference between taxi vehicles and private hire
vehicles the local authority could leave the standards whereas taxi
specifications could be increased where there only specifically designed
vehicles are taxis.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Yes. Unless all taxis are going to look like black cabs then the local
licensing body should continue to be able to define the local taxi standard.
By setting statutory limits it would cause a barrier to entry in parts of the
country more sparsely populated than inner cities.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
No. Allowing conditions could lead to onerous conditions being put onto
drivers and operators if their faces didn’t fit.
Having national standards (to which exceptions could be applied) means a
level playing field for operators and less scope for undue influence.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
These powers and duties should be left to local arrangements. Personally I
would welcome a North Wales licensing unit. Currently there are some
councils working together and this may expand in time. This scenario is
different from the example of district councils in size relative to county
councils.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Yes. Please see answer above.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Yes. For the reasons stated in the consultation document.
Question 40
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Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
I am of the opinion that the possible New York approach combined with the
Victorian approach may offer another alternative.
Allowing marked (as in green roof or similar) private hire vehicles to accept
hailing between certain hours. This would have to be administered by the
local licensing authority.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
Yes. As national standards are to be set and as the advance of technology
allows for better long distance communication, this would be a natural
progression of current practice.
This would allow a private hire operator to effectively become a booking
agent but only working within the licensed private hire area.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outof-area drop offs. (Page 199)
Yes. I agree both because of the arguments stated in the consultation
paper as well as allowing the ability of private hire operators to work
nationally or regionally.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
Yes. When I initially set up my pricing structure I was able to use local taxi
pricing standards as a basis.
It is also clear that competition (and consumers willingness to pay) are also
major factors in private hire pricing.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
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Yes. However, the issue of checking whether the journey was pre-booked
or not is an issue to be resolved along with ensuring the customer has
agreed the price.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
So long as the basic health, CRB and other checks are standard, I have
no preference who sets and monitors them. However, is it possible that
if the standards are set in statute they may be restrictive and difficult to
amend?
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
I feel that by letting ministers (assisted by a technical panel, possibly
including some members of the taxi and private hire profession) have
statutory rights then they would be more able to take account of
changes in vehicles.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Yes. For the reasons stated in the consultation document.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
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Yes. If a taxi radio includes 3 or more vehicles then the operator should be
(and probably is with mixed fleet) licensed. (See Roberts Taxis of
Prestatyn. They have mainly taxis which are generally despatched via radio
but the operator keeps a log of the journeys.)
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Yes. As per the arguments set out in the consultation paper.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
I have no problem with the status quo remaining.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Yes. I have a small fleet and this would enable me to provide a more
reliable and complete service.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
No comment.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
No comment.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
No comment.
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CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
Giving priority to disabled passengers is not equality and is the same as
discriminating against disabled people. As taxis have a duty to pick up
anyone that hails them then I do not see a need for this priority.
As to making provision at ranks, there are few ranks in this part of North
Wales and many are small. Any disabled vehicle should be capable of
loading from the pavement or the roadway via a ramp or lift. I think it
would be onerous to put this requirement on licensing authorities.
That said, I would be in favour of having a reduced license for
wheelchair accessible vehicles and also of recommending to licensing
authorities the minimum number (%) of vehicles that should fall into this
category.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Yes. A limited number of licensing tiers would be a small encouragement
to companies to provide vehicles with appropriate facilities.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Yes. Give significant tax breaks to the purchase of new vehicles with
ramps, with marked hand grips (for those with sight problems), etc. A list
could be agreed between the Secretary for State and Welsh Ministers with
HMRC. This may well in time feed into the secondary market for these
vehicles.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Yes. It is more plausible to set targets for councils to achieve a level of
wheelchair accessible vehicles but I am not sure how they could manage
this as they are not the provider.
Provisional proposal 61
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National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Yes with the proviso that it is not too expensive and overkill as many
drivers may not come across people with disabilities.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
I can see that at times drivers do not stop because the person hailing is not
on the same level as the driver is looking for work.
Education (see provisional proposal 61 above) is probably the best way to
tackle this problem.
The obligation to stop is enshrined in taxi principles and I do not see that
setting out ‘certain circumstances’ would be enforceable.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)
Authorised licensing officers should have to power to examine licensed
vehicles when stopped but not to stop them. This could cause safety
issues.
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
This is very difficult to enforce. In my locality there are a couple of illegal
drivers and the licensing authorities know about them. I have been told
that one came into a bar and offered rides to the general public. But
catching them is very difficult as they do tend to keep a low profile. Sorry
but I cannot think of any specific measure to help with this.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
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Desirable but not practical. It could also be used by licensing officers to
harass specific drivers or firms if there were ‘conflicts of interest’.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
No. There is a danger that this would increase costs to legitimate drivers
for minor infringements.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Yes with the proviso that they work to the national standards and that they
do not use local rules. Where someone is working an area regularly there
may be an argument. But if someone is in that locality and is able to get
another job, then they should not be penalised for not keeping up with
rules that they normally would not need to be aware of.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Yes.
Allowing the authority where the infraction occurred suspend a license
albeit for a short time, would allow unsafe drivers / vehicles to be taken out
of circulation until corrective action can be taken. However, there is a
concern that the originating authority would not treat this incident as a
priority and there are questions on how long the suspension should last
and what about appeals?
Utilising a national database of licensed drivers, operators and vehicles to
which licensing officers had access would provide the information required
to the appropriate people. However, it would need to be maintained
efficiently (maybe there could be other daily uses for it e.g. reminder letters
for renewals?) and there would need to be an appropriate appeals process
and suitable rules around its use.
CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 71
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The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Yes.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Yes.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
Yes. For the reasons stated in the consultation document.

John Murphy
Emerald Private Hire,
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From: Trevor & Kim Lund
Sent: 17 August 2012 14:36
To: TPH
Subject: Consultation Paper No 203
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES
Please find below a link to a petition objecting to the proposed changes to the laws regarding wedding cars.
The petition has 539 signatures as of 17 th August 2012 and will remain open until the Commission’s findings are made public.

Save Classic Wedding Cars from Extinction
The Law Commission is currently reviewing the laws on taxi and private hire licencing.
Under the proposals wedding (and funeral) cars would no longer be exempted and forced to register as a private hire vehicle.
Classic and vintage wedding cars are often supplied by small companies and individuals who do a few weddings each year to
earn enough money to keep their cars on the road.
Private hire vehicles (the ones you call when you want a lift home) can work 7 days a week 365 days a year thereby justifying
the high costs involved in purchasing a private hire licence, annual testing, operator’s licence, CRB, DSA test and drivers
medicals. The cost of a private hire licence would be prohibitive and many classic car owners would no longer be able to offer
their cars to brides.
If you do not object to wedding cars becoming private hire cars, by next year you may well find that there are virtually no
classic or vintage cars available for weddings and those that are operating will be very expensive.
We the undersigned call on the Law Commission to exempt classic and vintage cars used for weddings from private hire
licensing.
http://www.gopetition.com/managesignatures.php?petid=54588&val=all
Yours Sincerely

Trevor & KimLund
Champagne Cars Limited

e mail size

   
'Like' us on on Facebook
facebook.com/ChampagneCars
Please sign the petition
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We the undersigned call on the Law Commission to exempt classic and vintage cars used for weddings from private hire
licencing.
Sign the petition
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From: Philip Barton
Sent: 18 August 2012 10:44
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi consultation
Attachments: Philip Barton.vcf

18 August 2012

Dear Sir/Madam
TAXI CONSULTATION
I have used an electric wheelchair for about 15 years. Over that time I have benefited personally from substantial
improvements in the provision of public transport for disabled people. For example, I can remember, back in 1998,
being forced to travel in the baggage car of a train on a journey from Liverpool Lime Street to London Euston –
locked in a steel cage along with mail bags, suitcases and animals – with no windows and a metal bucket for a
toilet! Such facilities would be considered scandalous today – and rightly so. Bus and coach services, too, have
vastly improved (although many drivers still have attitudinal changes to make).
However, despite some changes to their design, hackney carriages are still unsuited to the carriage of wheelchairs.
Some can carry a standard NHS manual wheelchair but, even then, the straps only secure the rear of the chair,
allowing the front to move laterally as the taxi turns corners. As for electric wheelchairs, it is simply not safe to
travel unsecured in a hackney carriage in a lateral position. Yet, many taxi drivers do risk losing their license by
allowing this. Many wheelchair users consider the risk to their life and property worthwhile because they have no
other way of making their journey. In my opinion, it should not be necessary for a wheelchair user to put their life
at risk (nor for a taxi driver to risk losing his/her livelihood).
Some towns (e.g. Stafford) do have wheelchair accessible taxis with access by ramp via the rear of the vehicle.
However, these are high floor vehicles and many wheelchair users would find the process of using the ramps
daunting because they are steep and a bit rickety.
I have a converted Fiat Ulysse which I use to transport my wheelchair. Many other longer wheelbase people
carriers are suitable for conversion in this manner too. If I am travelling in my wheelchair in the back of my own
vehicle then my wheelchair must be secured at four points and I must wear a seatbelt. I don’t see why the
standards for wheelchair-user transport in a taxi (hackney carriage or private hire) should be any lower than they
are for privately owned vehicles. There is a need to consider, also, the increasing number of electric scooter users.
In my opinion, based upon my personal experience of travelling in a wheelchair for 15 years, hackney carriage
design should allow for lowered floor ramped access from the rear of the vehicle. There are several companies (e.g.
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Lewis Reed) which have vast experience of this sort of conversion, so there will be few technical issues involved.
The width and length of the wheelchair well should be as generous as possible to allow as many different types and
sizes of wheelchair and scooter as possible to be transported. It is no longer sufficient to design according to the
minimum represented by the “reference wheelchair” (i.e. 700mm wide by 1200mm long). I would suggest a new
minimum of 800mm wide by 1500mm long.
All taxi providers (hackneys and private hire) should be required to have a percentage (say, a minimum of 10%) of
lowered floor, ramped access from the rear accessible vehicles in their fleet. At present, most companies subcontract to specialist car hire firms but there are so few of these specialist firms that the cost of hiring them is
prohibitive. So, there also needs to be a regulation which prevents taxi firms from charging more for transporting
wheelchair-users.
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this consultation. I have also sent a copy of this submission via ‘snail
mail’.

Yours Faithfully

Philip Barton MCD BA(Hons) MRTPI
Chartered Town Planner
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What do you think about taxis and mini-cabs?
The government is looking at the rules and regulations around taxis
and mini-cabs. The system is old and complicated and so the
government wants to find out how you would make it simpler.
The government proposes to introduce national minimum safety
standards and measures to improve services for disabled people.
Below, you can help us with our response to Government and tell us
what you think of these measures. Or you can tell the Government
yourself. If you go to
http://lawcommission.justice.gov.uk/consultations/1804.htm you can
find the Government’s consultation and the questions they want you
to answer.
Your views will help shape a government report which will be used to
make a new law in 2013 on taxis and mini-cabs.
If you are sending your answers to us, please send them in by 20th
August. You can e-mail them to campaigning@lcdisability.org , post
them to Freepost RRXB-HKYL-BAAB, Policy and Campaigns,
Leonard Cheshire Disability, 66 South Lambeth Road, London, SW8
1RL or if you would like to talk to someone on the phone you can call
020 32420269.

Should the government do things to encourage more accessible taxis
and mini-cabs?
For example In Ireland the license fee is much cheaper for wheelchair
accessible taxis. The taxi drivers who hold this license have to give
priority to disabled passengers.

Should there be a duty in each local area to make sure there are
enough wheelchair accessible taxis and mini cabs to meet local
people’s needs?

Do you have other ideas to increase the availability of accessible
taxis and mini cabs?

Do you think taxi and mini-cab drivers should have to complete
professional accessibility/ disability awareness training?

Would more information about how to make complaints about taxis
be useful?

If so what information would be useful?

Where would you expect to find it?

From: PAUL CHEGWIDDEN
Sent: 19 August 2012 16:04
To: TPH
Subject: Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire), Law Commission
Dear Sir: I have just read the headlines for the Law Commission's proposed review of taxi and private hire
regulations. As a result, I feel motivated to write with comments regarding the declared intention to remove
the current exemption of wedding and funeral vehicles from primary legislation. For many individuals who
have a passion for classic and vintage cars, wedding car hire provides a means of increasing awareness for
a part of our nations industrial heritage, whilst also allowing them to offset some of the costs of the car's
upkeep. In both cases, the end result is beneficial to the ever shrinking number of classics remaining
on British roads. In addition, the service provided by most owners; who probably cover 10-20 ceremonies a
year, offers traditional choice to the bride and groom and adds a touch of classic class to their special day.
The additional costs proposed alone would probably mean the end for most service providers. That is
without the likely rules imposed by local authorities which could place an age limit on vehicles for this use
and; in common with taxi and private hire classes, probably mean the end of use for this purpose by vehicles
that are 30, 40 or even 50 years old.
Please review this part of the proposal and continue to provide wedding and funeral cars with the exemption
they currently enjoy. This will allow classic car enthusiasts like myself to continue to enjoy their hobby,
whilst also allowing the continuation of that most British of sights; a shining classic car with ribbons alongside
a similarly glowing bride outside a church on a Summers day.
Yours Sincerely
Paul Chegwidden
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service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Cornwall VW Wedding Hire

Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire),
Law Commission, Steel House,
11 Tothill Street,
London
SW1H 9LJ
8th July 2012

Dear Sir/Madam,
Re; removal of wedding and funeral car exemption

I am writing to object to the latest proposal to remove wedding & funeral car licensing
exemptions;
Cornwall VW Wedding Hire is a small family run business, established in early 2009, to provide
classic Volkswagen wedding transport.
Our fleet predominantly consists of two VW Splitscreen vans and a VW beetle convertable. All
vehicles have been restored to an extremely high standard, at a significant investment, and
they are used exclusively as wedding vehicles.
I feel that this proposal fails to consider small businesses, classic vehicles and the wedding
industry.
Like ourselves, the majority of wedding car businesses are small companies, predominantly
supplying historic, classic vehicles to accommodate brides on their wedding day. All of our

bookings are made well in advance (often a year), and we pride ourselves on providing a
professional, reliable wedding car service.
In order to do this we have a pool of wedding vehicle drivers to ensure that the wedding day
can be covered despite unforeseen circumstances. Classic wedding vehicles are a critical part of
English wedding tradition and there is an expectation by brides that they will arrive in a classic
wedding vehicle.
I feel this proposal to remove wedding vehicle exemptions, completely fails to consider
wedding tradition, pool driver requirements and the impact it will have on this industry.
Not only would these proposed costs of licensing be prohibitive for these small businesses, it
would not be feasible to pass these costs on to brides who are already struggling to afford
wedding cars.
As operators of this business, I understand we would require a private hire operator's license
and all drivers would also have to be individually licensed, amongst other things.
By the very fact that most wedding hire companies are predominantly small companies, not
doing a high volume of weddings, these costs would be unfeasable. Due to the small number of
wedding vehicle bookings, the costs of licensing pool drivers would be too expensive, thus
impacting on reliability. That said, finding licensed drivers would become extremely
problematic as individuals would be reluctant to obtain a licence due to only chauffeuring at 10‐
15 weddings.
Each individual car would need to pass a local authority test. By the very nature of classic
vehicles, and their age, they will not be able to pass the current stringent tests designed for
modern vehicles. There has been no consideration for the age of these vehicles and regulations
involved.
Such vehicles are a critical part or our wedding culture and with couples already struggling to
afford to get married, passing on the extra costs to the consumer would price classic wedding
vehicle companies out of the market.
Present law also dictates that cars licensed for private hire use can only ever be driven by fully
licensed private hire drivers which means your wife or friend cannot drive the wedding car to a
wedding car show, the shops, in fact never on the public road, even for a road test following
work on the car unless they hold a full private hire license.
The above facts, and proposed increased bureaucracy, would most definitely see the end of
classic vehicles at wedding ceremonies and on the road. This is our livelihood, as with many
other wedding vehicle suppliers, and the balance of regulation and cost has not been
considered sensibly.
Those companies already providing vehicles at proms, birthdays etc (of which we strictly do not
participate in) are currently being unregulated. These companies will still continue to do this,
despite legislative changes, and I fail to understand how it will tackle the problem. This is not a
volume business and therefore there is simply not the revenue to generate these extra costs to
see the continuation of classic wedding vehicles.

Kind regards
Anita Saint
Cornwall VW Wedding Hire

To. Public Law Team, The Law Commission
Re. Reforming the law of taxi and private hire services.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the above.
I am the Chairman of the Licensing Committee of the Borough Council of
Wellingborough and know that the Authority will be commenting more
comprehensively on your report. Those that follow are my personal views
gained as a result of chairing a number of Licensing Hearings; I hope that you
will find them helpful.
1. First Registration of Vehicles.
Different Authorities have various requirements for their areas. This is
not helpful and national statutory standards should be in force. The
age of a vehicle is often stipulated in local provisions and this is
variable between authorities. In my opinion the age of a vehicle is
much less important than the condition in which it is maintained and
serviced. A vehicle five years old might be of low mileage and
immaculate (especially if, say, a ‘classic’ car). On the other hand a two
year old vehicle might have covered upwards of 200,000 miles if
heavily used by a group of drivers. Far better to adopt the system used
for aircraft (hours of flight) and substitute testing and inspection based
on distance travelled with a further obligation for six monthly tests in
any event. Say, for example, testing and inspection every 30.000 miles
or every six months whichever is the sooner. Any vehicle passing such
test should be considered acceptable for licensing (subject to meeting
any other standards imposed).
These are matters for consideration by your technical advisors, but I
have reason to suspect the thoroughness of some MoT testing stations
and would prefer such tests to be conducted by persons specially
appointed or approved by the DVLA for this purpose. Given that the
safety of the public is at issue the degree of testing/inspection should
be at an enhanced level and include evidence of proper and regular
servicing.

2. ‘Vetting’ of Drivers.
Consideration of matters revealed by Criminal Records Checks is hampered
by a reluctance of the relevant authorities (including the Police) to provide
sufficient detail upon which to make a proper decision. Refusal to give such
information is usually (and perhaps wrongly) attributed to the provisions of
the Data Protection Act. It should be made perfectly clear that a Licensing
Committee is entitled to know of any circumstances giving rise to doubts
about the fitness of a person to hold a license that puts them in a position of
trust when carrying young or vulnerable passengers or when information
obtained when carrying out their calling might be useful to the criminal
fraternity.
3. Appeals
Members of Licensing Committees receive special training in Licensing
Practice and Procedure. They are democratically elected and represent the
people of the community in which they serve. The authority and expertise of
such people is undermined if their decisions are reversible by a Magistrates
Court. Appeals should be heard by a special licensing panel (perhaps from a
neighbouring Authority) or, and more satisfactory, by the Crown Court.

Submitted by Councillor Robert Hawkes, Borough Council of Wellingborough.

Consultation Questions
•
Should the government do things to encourage more
accessible taxis and mini-cabs? For example In Ireland the license
fee is much cheaper for wheelchair accessible taxis. The taxi
drivers who hold this license have to give priority to disabled
passengers.
Yes

•
Should there be a duty in each local area to make sure there
are enough wheelchair accessible taxis and mini cabs to meet
local people’s needs?
Yes

•
Do you have other ideas to increase the availability of
accessible taxis and mini cabs?

•
Do you think taxi and mini-cab drivers should have to
complete professional accessibility/ disability awareness training?
Yes

•
Would more information about how to make complaints
about taxis be useful?
Yes

•

If so what information would be useful?

Knowing your rights when using a taxi

•

Where would you expect to find it?

In your D.U.P office or library

From: David Moore
Sent: 20 August 2012 15:58
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire Services
Reference number: LCCP203
Sir
In objection to the proposals to include Wedding and Funeral vehicles in the revision of the laws covering Taxi and Private Hire.
The wedding car industry has been established in order to perform two primary roles in the UK marketplace. Firstly it transports
customers from one location to another, secondly it provides an aesthetic representation of the history of the transportation industry
from 1900 to the modern day. As such it is linked by the similarities to the Taxi and Private hire industry but defined by its
differentiation of delivering tradition, history, aesthetics and charm. None of the second qualities are measurable and hence cannot
be legislated for but are subject to market forces.
The wedding market in the UK is principally seasonal with 85% being conducted between the months of April to October. The use of
vehicles of Character, both Vintage and Replica, have been supporting this industry since the advent of the Motor car and it
replacement of the Horse Drawn Carriage at the beginning of the 20th Century.
I make the following points;
  

1. Vintage Cars cannot meet the latest safety standards imposed on Taxi and Executive cars, this would create a two
tier system and may give scope for 'cowboy' taxi companies to use old cars for general public, hence opening a loop
hole for abuse rather than the improvements you seek. The nature of Wedding hire is slow and steady, where time
based turnover is not a consideration hence it is inherently different to the way a mini cab is driven. The vehicle is
also a cherished item very expensive to repair so culturally driven different to modern cars.
2. Wedding companies tend to use self-employed casual labour and the frequency of use would prohibit any sort of
personal licensing for drivers. With the limitations of relief drivers the customer risk to quality of delivery is
increased as an alternative 'unlicensed driver' would be a violation. Hence customers would run the increased risk of
being let down due to ill health. This is further exaggerated by the fact that most drivers are retired or semi-retired
people with whom ill health is more likely. As customers book a specific car, substitute by other companies is not
desirable (also considering a substitute company probably reflects the fact the car is undesirable means legislation
would increase customer dissatisfaction)
3. The Wedding industry is a seasonal and sporadic one that renders vehicles unused for some 300 days of any 365
in any year at best (based on a vehicle being used 1 to 2 days per week between April and October). Hence only
20% of the years license is usable. This places the Wedding car operator and owner at financial burden that is
impossible to realise through normal competitive markets.
4. If a licensing scheme is employed then as a minimum the operator would expect to be able to include 'tourism
work' and 'special occasions'. Since the majority of operators use the wedding car industry as a 'second'
employment the scope of being able to capitalise on this increased scope is marginal or impossible.

5. The wear and tear factor also limits reasonable capitalisation. Most vintage or classic cars cannot support the
same use as a modern car. This is also true for Replica vehicles as their physical and fabric conditions need to be
exemplary for Weddings, we can see from public transport and Black Cabs that frequent use wear and tear causes
deterioration far to rapid to allow for both to be viable.
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6. The burden of cost for the administration for any licensing would have to be passed on to the customer. As each
vehicle is limited to a maximum of 30 to 40 weddings a year (if you are lucky) the percentage inflation on price
would have a significant impact on the economies of weddings. This therefore renders the transportation for
weddings as even more of a luxury and will have a likely detrimental impact on the industries future.
7. The industry could be described as a 'heritage' industry facilitating the upkeep and maintenance of historic
vehicles on the road. Many businesses start with a passion for the vehicle and the provision of wedding hire is more
of a supplement to their maintenance than a high profit for the operator. By removal of the income the ability to
maintain is also removed and vehicles will increasingly become disused.
8. There is a contradiction in the Law coming with the removal of the MoT in Autumn 2012 for Vintage cars (pre
1960), personally I think this is barking mad and fully intend to continue with this valuable independant verification
of my cars I hasten to add they have never failed.

From all of the above, the change to licensing legislation would have a detrimental effect on both customers and
providers. I cannot therefore see any reason to go down this path.

I do though believe the following.
All drivers should be CRB checked to make sure that if invited into the house or when in charge of children /
valuables left in the car, there is no risk.
All Suppliers should carry Public Liability Insurance as well as Wedding Car Hire insurance. The insurance for wedding
car hire should be for unlimited use as frequently insurers allow 10 to 20 weddings a year and this has no measure
possible and should be avoided.
All Insurance for wedding car companies could be verified by a regulatory body to make sure it covers the industry
standard, this may involve a fee. The fee and administration needs to be minimal in order to not create a back door
legislation by local councils and resource burdon to both local government and/ or suppliers.
All payments to wedding car companies should be accounted for and 'cash jobs' publically frowned upon in order to
protect the customer. Copies of Booking forms and terms and conditions could also be part of the submission and
an industry standard of conditions could be agreed.
All wedding car companies should not do Proms, special occasions including Stag and Hen parties. This includes the
stretch limo industry, unless they have full PCO Licensing
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There needs to be clarification on who constitutes the wedding party, to me this is; Bride, Groom, Father of the Bride,
Bridesmaids, Ushers, Best Man, Parents of the Groom and no one else. How you control this though is a mystery to me.
There is also a frequency for friends and family to provide their cherished cars for Weddings and this is no different to a friend
or family giving someone a lift. To expect law enforcement to be able to differentiate what is a violation and what is a favour
without payment is also very difficult. To have a Blue light delay a wedding in order to check there is no law being broken
would not reflect the value of Her Majesties Constabulary.
If this legislation does come to pass with similar controls as those for Taxi and Executive Hire then I fully expect to cease
trading.
David Moore
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From: Andrew F Beadle
Sent: 20 August 2012 17:01
To: TPH
Subject: Andrew F Beadle Ref:- Private Hire Legislation Provisional Proposal No. 11
Dear Sir,

With reference to:
Private Hire Legislation Provisional Proposal No. 11 Law Commission Consultation Paper No.
203 (Reforming the law of Taxi and Private Hire Services)
The proposals are to NOW include wedding and funeral vehicles within the Private Hiring
Legislation Provisional Proposal No. 11 Law Commission Consultation Paper No. 203
(Reforming the law of Taxi and Private Hire Services) which will effectively make all vehicles
and operators for wedding hire comply with requirements of a licensed operator.
The vast majority of all wedding hire businesses across England and Wales who operate
Classic or Vintage Cars use them solely for the purpose of Wedding Hire, and no other type of
hire. The proposals suggested will undoubtedly increase the operating costs to these
businesses and individuals to such a level that it will become cost prohibitive for them to
continue operating, and the majority of future Brides & Grooms would be unable to use those
beautiful vehicles still in service due to the much higher hire costs. Insurance for Hire and
Reward is extremely costly and will only pay for itself if a car is out working on a daily basis,
wedding cars as a whole do not have that luxury and most are out for just a few hours once a
week, twice a week if lucky.
We have a fabulous British heritage in using Vintage and Classic vehicles in the UK wedding
industry and the owners of such vehicles treasure them and keep them maintained regardless
of cost, in fact most of these cars between 35 and 90 years old are better maintained than
some of today’s modern cars, these are not taxis by any stretch of the imagination they do not
do taxi or private hire work plying back and forth to the airports and therefore should not be
lumped together in one simple ‘one size fits all’ proposal for taxi and private hire services.
Taxis sit on a rank and can be called out in a few minutes notice, Vintage and Classic wedding
cars do not have that privilege or indeed require that. Taxis and Private Hire vehicles are all
modern vehicles, taxis sit on ranks and private hire vehicles can be pre-booked, Classic and
Vintage wedding cars are only pre-booked, sometimes up to two years in advance but do not
do the same type of work or travel the same distances that modern taxis or private hire vehicles
can do. Has the law commission given thought to the many thousands of pre-booked weddings
they will ruin if this is brought in, those who have booked up to two years in advance will have
their wedding plans and dreams ruined as their car operators tell them we are unable to do
your wedding now as we have been forced out of business. I believe the misconception here is
that the law commission assumes ‘Vintage and Classic’ cars used for wedding hire are the
same as ‘Modern’ cars used for wedding hire. They are not, they are unable to do the same
distances, the same speeds, and by the very nature of their year of manufacture do not have
the same safety standards required for today’s modern cars as these were not invented in
those early days of motoring.
My company ‘Premier Carriage’ runs one of the UK’s largest marketing services for small and
individual wedding car operators in fact nearly all wedding car operators are small businesses
or individuals and I am hearing on a daily basis how threatened and fearful my colleagues are
should these awful proposals be given the go ahead. Indeed nearly all would be out of
business due to the huge cost implications levied on those that probably only use their
treasured vehicles for a few hours on one day a week. Clearly a proposed policy that has not
been clearly thought out, thankfully it is just a proposed policy at present but it is terrorising
owners at the thought of it. Nearly all Vintage and Classic wedding cars are owned by
enthusiasts and this would without doubt be the end of their passion, indeed the end of a British
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tradition. Do not confuse all wedding cars as the same, modern cars are used for weddings
and also trips to airports, docks, proms, anniversaries, theatre trips etc. Vintage and Classic
cars are only used for weddings, there are very few operators out there than can afford the
private hire insurance that is required to do work other than weddings, and their beautiful cars
are certainly not going to be doing airport runs, theatre trips etc.. even if they could afford the
private hire insurance, which by the way is not available for Vintage and Classic cars.
With over 400 Classic and Vintage vehicles marketed by us we are in a perfect position to be
fully aware of how many hours these superb vehicles are used per year and this depends on
many factors with price being among the main considerations for the Bride & Groom. It is safe
to say the average Classic or Vintage car goes out for a few hours on around 25 days per year,
some more popular styles will average around 50 days per year and some less popular will only
achieve 4 or 5 days work per year and all will probably cover less than 3000 miles annually. It
does not take a genius to see that this sort of working time means their owners small business
and passion could not survive if the costs to the owners and drivers increased in line with taxis
and private hire vehicles which I add are always working on a daily basis and on many more
hours per day.
In the very many years we have been in business we have never received a complaint about
the condition or safety of a classic or vintage car in fact quite the opposite, this should tell you
that owners of these beauties care very much about their passion and maintain them to the
highest standards and their reliability is probably better than some of today’s private modern
cars and this includes the average taxi or private hire vehicle.
The proposals seem to suggest that because wedding cars operating in England and Wales
are unregulated they lack safety standards. This suggestion is completely and totally without
foundation, when was the last time you heard of an accident involving a classic or vintage
wedding car. Owning and running a Vintage or Classic car is very expensive. It is by carrying
out wedding engagements that owners can run and maintain these cars to such high
standards.
How can you justify the annual testing or as in some local authorities the twice yearly testing of
Classic and Vintage Cars as there is currently a Government proposal to axe MOT testing for
these vehicles ? Surely the government thinks they must be considered perfectly safe to
propose axing the MOT later this year for cars built prior to 1960. These are conflicting
requirements by the Department of Transport and the Law Commission, it is my opinion that
the Department of Transport may have a better knowledge of transport than the Law
Commission have at present.
It is not too late to save our heritage, our tradition, our small businesses, our passion. Premier
Carriage strongly urges the Law Commission to re-think its proposals for the inclusion of
Classic and Vintage Wedding Cars in the Private Hiring Legislation Provisional Proposal No. 11
Law Commission
Yours, absolutely dumbfounded
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ALL NIGHT CARS LTD RESPONSES TO THE LIST OF PROVISIONAL
PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN ANNEX A OF LAW
COMMISSION CONSULTATION PAPER NO 203
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
A two tier system would be the best option.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Agreed with the following proviso: The modifications should only apply to the
management structure. In all other respects the London must be subject to the same
legislation as the rest of England and Wales.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Any driver/vehicle combination that competes directly for customers with motorised
taxi and private hire must be licensed to ensure that the customers receive the same
level of protection as they would if travelling in a motorised taxi or private hire
vehicle. Non motorised vehicle standards would have to be produced and it would
have to be decided where these vehicles fitted in to the scheme of things as, taking the
example of pedicabs, in central London they appear to ply or stand for hire and
therefore compete directly with taxis.
Restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence would be simpler
to manage but the problem of direct competition from pedicabs etc would still remain.
In this respect reliance must be placed on the knowledge and experience of those
districts that have licensed non-motorized forms of transport.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
The Secretary of State must issue such guidance and it must not discriminate against
left hand drive vehicles.
The limousine market is well established and whilst there are many operators who
would like to licence their vehicles many districts will not licence left hand drive
vehicles as private hire vehicles and it is understood that they do not meet the
licensing criteria for a public service vehicle licence.
There is no reason why minimum national standards should not be set.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Agreed providing genuine volunteering is properly defined in terms of allowable
expenses.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
(a) Genuine car pooling should be excluded form the legislation.
(b) Members club schemes must be regulated for the safety of the customers and
there should be no special licence categories as breaches of licence conditions
would be virtually impossible to prove.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Vehicles that are owned by an undertaker/funeral director and drivers employed by
the same that are used solely for the purpose of funerals should be expressly excluded
from private hire legislation. The work is specific, the level of customer risk would
seem generally lower and private hire licensing seems inappropriate.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
The control of contract exemption must have presented problem for it to be repealed
in the first place. Therefore there appears to be little merit in reintroducing it.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175)
Disagree: If the regulation of the ways in which taxi and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public is extended to private land, taking the Gatwick Airport
example, it would seem that this would make private land the exclusive preserve of the
taxi. This is unacceptable.
Any extension to the current legislation must give a district the power to temporarily
suspend or modify restrictions in order to implement schemes for maintaining public
safety and reducing crime and disorder; e.g. maximising the use of taxi and private
hire to quickly clear a town centre of visitors to its pubs, clubs, etc. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

Agreed that where car parks are some distance away then shuttle arrangements
should be in place.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
The argument in paragraph 14.67 that the rank and hail market is markedly distinct
from the pre-booked market because the consumer can make more meaningful choices
is weak. It is based on the assumption that the rank and hail market will not produce
repeat business and that the consumer has greater choice with the pre-booked market.
Whilst it is custom and practice for a consumer to engage the taxi at the front of a
rank approved under bye laws, there is nothing in law to stop the consumer engaging
one further down the rank if for some reason they do not find the first one acceptable,
particularly if there are no constraints on the type of vehicle that can be licensed as a
taxi. The question then arises of whether the consumer’s preferred driver could
legitimately refuse the fare. If the answer to that is “Yes” the concept of plying for
hire fails. Also, where the tariff is a maximum tariff, there is nothing to prevent the
consumer attempting to negotiate a reduction in the fare. If the driver builds a good
relationship with the consumer repeat business may occur. On the other hand a
person that visits a place for the first time and wants a private hire vehicle will pick an
operator at random and whilst they may be able to specify the type of vehicle, they will
have no say in the driver provided. Further, it may be necessary to phone several
operators before one is found that can meet the consumer’s requirements. If the
driver provides a good service, repeat business may occur.
Stopping on a street in order to attract customers: Private hire driver parked alone
on a quiet back street whilst waiting for another job. Car has signage giving the name
and telephone number of the operator and stipulating the requirement to pre-book. It
is raining hard and man passing by, who wants a cab, sees the signage and asks the
driver if he is free. The driver tells the man that he must pre book and a car will be
sent. The man, who has no mobile phone and a severe speech impediment, asks the
driver if he would use his own mobile phone or the car radio to book a cab for him.
The driver agrees and whilst the job is being booked the driver invites the man into his
vehicle to shelter from the rain. The job is booked and despatched to him. Clearly
there was no intent on the part of the driver to attract the customer. The passer by has
the right to ask and the driver has stated and complied with the law. However, the
signage is there to advertise the operation and attract business and the end result is
that the driver has picked up a customer who approached him in the street. How
would this be judged against Patersons criteria?
Whilst it is agreed that there should be: (a) references to ranking and hailing; (b) a
non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and (c) appropriate

accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. It must be
sufficiently clear to prevent licensing officers persecuting the private hire trade.
However, the fact that there will be a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying
for hire means there will be non-exhaustive litigation, this being something that should
be avoided unless any such new factor is tried as a stated case.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
Defined as: A hire car which is engaged, by arrangements made in a public place
between the person to be conveyed in it (or a person acting on his behalf) and its
driver for a journey beginning there and then.
The definition suggests immediacy. The phrase “or a person acting on his behalf”
suggests a booking taken by a taxi operator (it can also be construed as permitting
touting). However, a booking through a third party does not suggest arrangements
made in a public place with a specific driver nor immediate availability. Only if this
phrase were omitted it could be used to replace “plying for hire”.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agreed in relation to engaging a private hire vehicle, however, for taxis, the
distinction should be made between pre-booked arrangements made directly with a
taxi driver and arrangements made with a taxi operator. Taxi operators must be
subject to the same requirements as private hire operators. The argument that in
taking a booking the taxi operator is acting as an agent for the taxi driver must not
absolve the operator from the duty of care for ensuring that the drivers and vehicles
they operate are properly licensed and insured etc and therefore they must be
accountable to the licensing authority. A taxi circuit operation will operate in exactly
the same way as a private hire circuit. Consumers will phone in their requirements to

the taxi operator and the drivers will either bid for work or will have work allocated
to them. We now come to the questions of liabilities within a taxi operation. If the
operator is acting as an agent for the driver no contract exists until a driver on the
circuit accepts the job. If the operator incorrectly records the consumers requirement
and the driver not knowing the details are incorrect; does the consumer pursue the
driver or the operator for any consequential financial loss or are there in effect two
contracts, one with the operator for arranging the job and another with the driver who
does the job? Further, there appears to be no requirement for a taxi operator to
maintain records under taxi licensing legislation. Where an operator operates a
mixed fleet of taxis and private hire vehicles there will be double standards and this is
unsatisfactory. There also appears that a greater risk that unlicensed drivers or
vehicles could be used on a taxi only operation. In booking through a taxi operator
consumers do not appear to have the same level of protection as they would if they
booked through a private hire operator and if this is the case then it is unacceptable.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Agreed. London already allows non-professional use and other districts may also
have a strategy that enables non-professional use; e.g. restricted licenses. However,
effective enforcement is likely to be of concern to both licensing officers and drivers.
It is likely that London will be the bench mark and if they intend to continue with the
policy then it must be available to the rest of England and Wales.
As a minimum non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles must be
permitted for legitimate activities associated with the business. The following is not
an exhaustive list:
 Moving licensed vehicles to and from MOT centres and places where repair or
maintenance is carried out.
 Use of a licensed vehicle by a contractor’s personnel whilst it is undergoing
repair and/or maintenance.
 Use of a vehicle for purposes associated with licensing and enforcement,
including presentation of the vehicle for inspection as may be required from
time to time by the licensing or enforcement or police officers.
 Moving licensed vehicles for the purpose of delivering it to a specified driver or
place or undertaking tasks associated with the non hire and reward operations
of the business.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)

Agree.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Agree.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Terminology should align with the law in relation to advertising signage carried on
vehicles. To do otherwise would only cause confusion.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Disagree that minimum national safety standard should only apply to taxis. They
should also apply to private hire.
There are a wide variety of vehicles that are licensed as taxis, therefore National
Safety Standards must be limited to those factors that are common across England and
Wales. For vehicles this would be: Registration Certificate, MOT certificate as
require by law, appropriate insurance, road tax, taximeter, taxi top sign, local
authority taxi vehicle licence, signage as require by law, e.g. No Smoking signs. For
drivers this would be: Driving licence, satisfactory enhanced criminal record
disclosure, certificate of medical fitness, notice of exemption from carrying assistance
dogs, disability awareness training, local authority taxi driver licence. If a
topographical knowledge test is to be mandatory, how will the minimum standard be
set.
This leaves a whole host of things to be determined by the Local Authority and the new
legislation must require that all additional conditions that are applied must be
supported by a written case to show that they are reasonably necessary.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Disagree. If mandatory national safety standards cannot be made for taxis then it is
illogical to assume that they can be made for private hire.
With regards to the two regulatory principles guiding this review, it has been admitted
that the first, that for private hire vehicles, all journeys are pre-booked and therefore
can be planned in advance is an idealized view and therefore unrepresentative of the
private hire business as a whole.
With regard to the second there is a presumption that taxi drivers do not build up
regular customers. Any professional taxi driver will seek to build up regular repeat
business. In many places there will be a lot of people that regularly use a taxi rank
and will become familiar with the drivers that frequent it. Therefore there will be a
significant number of consumers that are in a position to make choices and avoid the
drivers they do not like.
Many local authorities make a passing topographical knowledge test a condition of
licensing for both taxi and private hire drivers. The topographical knowledge gives
the consumer and the private hire operator some degree of confidence that drivers
have acquired a reasonable knowledge of the area in which they are licensed.
If we are to rely on market forces based on a driver competence and make the
operator liable, all that is going to happen is that licensing sections will be snowed
under with complaints and cowboy operators and drivers will set up in business. This
idealized view of the world with no consideration for the actuality is a recipe for
disaster and will bring the private hire sector into disrepute.

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Strongly disagree. The arguments put forward would cause chaos in the private hire
sector and disadvantage the consumer. How is the public interest served by a local
authority licensing anyone that meets minimum standards but has no knowledge of the
area in which they propose to work. The topographical knowledge test is part of the
determination of fit and proper person.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)

National mandatory standards for signage should be set for both hackney carriage
and private hire vehicles. This would include the licence plate and methods of
mounting, limitations on the use of top signs, no smoking signs, taxi fare tariff,
certificate of motor insurance, exemption from carrying assistance dogs etc. Local
standards would apply to advertising material.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
1) The timeframe for completion of this exercise has been set before the results of
the consultation have been evaluated and the problems that are likely to have
been thrown up have been assessed. Unless there is scope to extend the
programme unsatisfactory legislation will result which will be detrimental to
the consumer and increase the burden on local authorities.
2) The fact that the consultation document does not appear to contain a definition
of what constitutes a safety standard.
3) Accurate assessment of the increase in enforcement workload.
4) Agreement of standards.
5) The length of time required to respond to essential additions or amendments to
the standards.
6) How will wheelchair accessible vehicles be dealt with?
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No.
The most obvious thing is the wearing of seat belts. The taxi driver is exempt from
wearing one all the time (presumably when working); but the private hire driver is
only exempt when carrying a customer. Where is the logic in this?
In-car CCTV vary greatly both in performance and cost. A minimum standard should
be established. Compulsory in-car CCTV is likely to meet with resistance from
drivers/proprietors,
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
No. They should also cover consumer protection. That it is considered that anyone
with no knowledge of an area can obtain a private hire drivers license will only
present a financial risk for which the operator will be held responsible, ignores the
fact that even with a map or a satnav things can go badly wrong.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Agreed.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
1) Provide a definition for Safety Standard and criticality.
2) Produce a list those items for which a safety standard is considered
appropriate.
3) Determine those standards that are safety critical and will therefore be
mandatory and those that will be optional.
4) Draft standards that are specific, relevant, achievable and capable of coping
with change without the need for frequent amendment.
5) Consult on the draft standards
6) Finalise standards.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Agreed if it is shown that it is impractical to set national standards.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Yes. Any local taxi standard must not demand more than what is required by law.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Whilst rigid requirements may be considered to have the advantages of more
consistency and transparency, the very lack of flexibility is likely to lead to the need
for more frequent review of the resultant standards. Therefore licensing authorities
should retain the power to impose individual conditions.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)

Pooling resources to achieve genuine economies is sensible. Pooling resources that
achieve economies but at the same time reduce the level of service are unacceptable.
On that basis co-operation should be subject to statutory arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Only if there are genuine synergies and that the licence holders of each authority are
not disadvantaged.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
Agree.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No. Peak times are those when drivers that cover the less busy periods make their
money. What is proposed is cherry picking and all that is likely to happen is that there
will be a flood of applications for peak time licenses and the number of drivers that
are available for the rest of the day will reduce.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
This proposal would create and administrative nightmare for local authorities unless
licence fees were set nationally so that there was no advantage to be gained by
seeking out the authority charging the lowest fees.
Consumer confusion would be exacerbated particularly when the vehicle, driver and
operator are each licensed by a different authority.
The “triple licensing” requirement provides a degree of protection to both consumers
and service providers. For the consumer it provides:
1) An absence of confusion as all licenses will have been issued by the same
authority.
2) Competition amongst local operators enables the consumer to make value for
money choices.

3) Private hire drivers that have had to pass a knowledge test will have at least a
basic knowledge of the area.
4) Less likelihood of being overcharged.
5) Private hire operators will seek to meet consumer needs at those times when
demand is high.
For the service provider it provides:
1) Where drivers have had to pass a knowledge test to obtain a licence, there is a
considerable reduction in the driver learning curve. This means that the cost
arising from the time that controllers have to spend on giving directions is much
reduced and customers will benefit from greater availability and lower fares.
2) Licensing new drivers with no knowledge of the area and accepting drivers
licensed by another authority will increase the number of complaints that
licensing officers will have to deal with and operators will be held responsible.
The local authority private hire driver knowledge test provides a minimum
standard for driver knowledge and is far more cost effective that leaving
everything to operators.
3) Service providers have a designated area of operation and it is in their interests
to provide a service to the consumers in that area. Doing away with boundaries
will lead to cherry picking by outsiders and result in less availability. It is also
likely to create an environment increase in which it is easier to rouge traders to
operate,
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
The question has been asked through NALEO whether authorities must set minimum
fares; but what will happen if having given a local authority the power to regulate
fares, they choose not to do so? At peak times taxis plying for hire would be available
to the highest bidder. There would be no such thing as overcharging and taxi meters
would be redundant. Alternatively there would be a plethora of taxi tariffs lodged
with the licensing authority which could be changed by the driver at any time. Clearly
it must be mandatory for a licensing authority to set minimum fares.
Where is the evidence that most licensing authorities regulate fares in accordance
with formulas to reflect the cost of running a taxi and has the validity of these formula
been tested? Local experience shows that it is more likely that licensing authorities
rely on the taxi trade to suggest a percentage increase as a basis for negotiation.

Formulae should be used and guidelines produced on how to produce a formula. This
will not be a simple task as not everywhere is like London where the variety of
vehicles that can be licensed as taxis is severely limited by the London turning circle
and the requirement for all taxis to be wheelchair accessible.
The reason for not regulating private hire fares is to promote competition and this
must not change. However it must be a condition of the operator’s licence that the
current table of fares must be lodged with the licensing authority. This should also be
a requirement for taxi operators.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No. Irrespective of whether a transaction takes place directly or indirectly the driver
is in effect still plying. The driver is not subject to the same conditions as a private
hire operator and therefore there is no justification.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
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(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Criminal record checks primary legislation providing there is appropriate guidance
on how to deal with convictions, what constitutes a trend in behaviour, and judging
cases on their merits. Medical standards could also be covered and must include the
period between checks and whether checks should increase with the age of a driver or
a particular medical condition. Driver insurance would also seem to be a candidate
for primary legislation.
Other safety standards should be left to the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions. However, where standards relate to
competence, e.g. disability awareness, exemptions should be given to holders of
recognized Vocationally Related Qualifications and National Vocational
qualifications.
If it is desirable for all national safety conditions to be contained within the same
document then they should be determined by the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Agreed.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
National minimum vehicle safety standards for both taxi and private hire should be set
by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Agreed
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
A customer pre-booking directly with the driver has choice, but not when booking
through a third party. If the customer has no contract with the taxi operator, will the
customer know that in the event of a dispute they will have to pursue the driver. If
radio taxi operator will have to take responsibility for fleet compliance for corporate
client having an account with the operator, all customer are deserving of the same
protection.
Taxi radio circuits appear to be unregulated and there is no requirement for a record
of bookings to be kept. This poses a safety risk to the consumer. When a taxi is plying
for hire the customer will often have a choice of taxis; they do not have to take the first
in the queue. When booking with a taxi operator the consumer has no choice.
The provision for a taxi driver to accept pre-booking should be limited to those
booking made directly with customers. Thus taxi drivers working on taxi radio
circuits will be subcontractors to the radio circuit operator.
Operators of taxi circuits must be subject to the same conditions as private hire
operators.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)

The definition of operator should not be extended to an intermediary who arranges for
the provision of transport with a taxi operator.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
If it is accepted that private hire operations are especially at risk of being used as a
front for organised crime, it follows that taxi radio circuit operations pose the same
risk. Therefore, the “fit and proper” criteria for operators must be retained and cover
operators of radio taxi circuits.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Agreed that the London provisions should be adopted nationally.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Ensuring that record keeping is done may be a problem; but the answer is yes as it
may be useful when investigating complaints of plying for hire out of area.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Agreed.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
As a barrier to entry would be removed there may be a temporary increase in taxi
numbers.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
If entry to the taxi trade is via a knowledge test, this provides staggering as it will take
candidates time to acquire the knowledge required to pass the test and not all
candidates will pass the test at the first attempt.

CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
There should not be a separate licence for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Wheelchair accessible taxis and private hire vehicles exist that are based on the same
model but with slight difference in the seating arrangements where a partition has
been installed in the taxi variant. What is required is a set of criteria for wheelchair
accessible vehicles e.g. must be EU whole vehicle type approved or EU small scale
type approved or national small scale type approved. All of these approvals apply to
vehicles that have been manufactured or modified before they are registered for the
first time.
Making it a duty of the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers would depend
on whether the taxi fleet was a mix of wheelchair and non-wheelchair accessible
vehicles or all wheelchair accessible vehicles. If the former the answer would be yes;
if the latter the answer would be no as in this case there is equal opportunity.
There must be a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles, particularly rear loading ones which offer greater
utility than the London style taxis.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
If the licensing authority requires all taxis to be wheelchair accessible there is no need
for reduced fees. If it was a mixed fleet then there would be and this should be the
same for wheelchair accessible private hire vehicles. However, the saving in fees is
unlikely to be much on an incentive to invest in a wheelchair accessible vehicle.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Provide a decent incentive, remove the VAT.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
Agree.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agree but how would it be managed? Would it be a one off requirement and would
there be exemptions for those holding an appropriate qualification.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Where is the information to be displayed? Many taxis display the tariff sheet in a
frame in a rear door. To read it you have to get down on your hands and knees. Taxis
without a partition and private hire vehicles have fewer surfaces on which to display
information.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
This is something that is unenforceable unless a driver is caught in the act.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
No. Police officers are recognised by their uniform, how would a licensing officer be
recognised. A licensing officer would need proper training in how to assess the risks
associated with stopping a vehicle. Licensign officers can always call a vehicle in for
inspection.
(Page 222)
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
Adequate enforcement through intelligence led joint operations with the police.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)

The desirability is outweighed by the practicality. The only way is adequate
enforcement through intelligence led joint operations with the police.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
To operate fairly it must be ensured that enforcement is not concentrated in one area
of the District. Also, officers with these powers must have received proper training.
However, fixed penalty schemes are not the answer. Licensing officers have adequate
powers to suspend of revoke a licence.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Yes.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Cross-border enforcement action should be taken in conjunction with the licence
issuing authority who will decide whether suspension or revocation of a licence is a
proportionate response.

CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed providing that there is a formal hearing at which that appellant can be
assisted by a legal representative or friend who can speak or ask questions on their
behalf.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Agreed.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
There must be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.

22 Northway

20 August 2012

Dear Ms Patterson
Law Commission Consultation Paper No 203
Reforming the Law of Taxi and Private Hire Services
The following submission is made in a personal capacity as former Head of the Public Carriage Office
(PCO). As I have now been retired for 5 years and am out of touch with current developments, I do not
comment directly on each provisional proposal but rather offer general comments, background
information and a few direct views. So as to distinguish my comments from those of TfL London Taxi
and Private Hire and the present Licensing Authority, I refer throughout to the PCO, the name in use
during my tenure. I have also attempted to refrain from commenting upon every detail (although the
temptation was sometimes great!) but rather to concentrate on what I regard as the most important
aspects or areas where I have strong feelings. My comments here are in addition to those expressed in
the response from the London Vintage Taxi Association, of which I am co‐author, but are not made on
behalf of that association. [References in brackets, where shown, refer to the consultation document.]
Safety is paramount and its maintenance must be the sole justification for the regulation of taxi and
private hire services. The purpose of licensing is not to regulate numbers, influence commercial aspects
of personal transport or to score political points, but to represent the interests of the public who
without licensing have no guarantee as to the safety of the vehicle or driver. All personal transport
services need to be regulated in order to protect the public. [para 7.14]
Structure
The two tier system of taxi and private hire has the major benefit that private hire can represent an
entry level to personal transport in that the qualifications required of a driver are in some respects
lower. A one‐tier system would inevitably lower the standard of taxi driver, reduce employment
opportunities for the less able, potentially over‐regulate the private hire service and reduce the number
of accessible vehicles. [para 7.40]
Local control
It is important that there is a strong local element in licensing. The Conditions of Fitness in London
reflect local conditions and are justified on the basis of those conditions. For example, it was found as
part of the Review of the Conditions of Fitness that hailing cabs was more significant than in other parts
of the country and that this, combined with the traffic conditions and road layout necessitated the tight
turning circle. This could not necessarily be justified elsewhere in the country and in the past other
licensing authorities have been criticised by the courts for arbitrarily adopting the London Conditions
without reviewing and justifying their appropriateness for the area concerned. London also has a high
international profile and is a major tourist centre thereby justifying higher standards than may be seen
necessary elsewhere. The high standards demanded in London have stimulated technical development.
London taxis are not required to be purpose built and, indeed, the Mercedes Vito is a modified
standard vehicle, but the design and modification of rear‐wheel steering to meets London’s
manoeuvrability needs were a significant technological achievement. [para 4.49]

In my view, the nature of taxi work in London and the influences upon it, are sufficiently different from
elsewhere in the country as to necessitate a separate regime. Being the capital, it is important that the
Licensing Authority is not constrained by factors which bear no relation to those in London.
Disability
The review makes much comment about facilities for the disabled. London’s taxi fleet leads the world
in this respect with every taxi having been wheelchair accessible for very many years. Taxis are
immediately available and therefore it is important that passengers know what facilities to expect. It is
not reasonable to require every taxi to be capable of accommodating every disability or every size/style
of wheelchair but those with disabilities, particularly those capable of independent travel, can know
what facilities are available in every cab and what size wheelchair can be carried in any taxi they may
hail. Disabled passengers do not have to wait for a specific type of cab to come along before they hail it
but may hail any cab (always assuming it is for hire) in the knowledge of the facilities within it. Those
who use a larger wheelchair or have specific needs know that slightly more advance planning is
required for their journey and an appropriate private hire vehicle that meets their needs can be
booked, often with little advance notice.
Every London taxi is able to accommodate the standard wheelchair via ramps from the nearside
(thereby not presenting the danger of being loaded from the road or the indignity of being loaded into
the boot). They are also equipped with intermediate steps, swivel seats, highlighted seat sight patches
and grab handles, induction loop systems, intercoms and good headroom. The biggest problem is,
perhaps, that drivers, despite some effort by TfL to educate them, may still be ignorant of how to use
the equipment/facilities (in particular the ramps and restraints) that they have or feel uncomfortable or
embarrassed using them. This is compounded by disabled passengers sometimes preferring drivers not
to use the ramps or choosing not to travel facing the rear and properly secured. Liability issues (or the
fear of such issues) arise when wheelchair passengers prefer to travel transversely without using the
securing straps and this is of concern to drivers. However, if the principle which frees drivers from the
responsibility of ensuring non‐wheelchair passengers fasten seat belts (because of the separate
passenger compartment formed by the partition) also applies to securing wheelchairs, this need not be
a concern.
In my experience disabled people did complain that taxis would not stop when hailed. However, this
was matched by the number of able‐bodied people who complained too. In many cases it was found
that the complainant did not understand the plying for hire rules, eg re being stationary at traffic
signals. It is likely that there were instances of drivers refusing to stop for (or ‘not seeing’) disabled
people and the view was taken that this, at least in part, was due to:
 embarrassment on the part of the driver who did not know how to relate to disabled people;
 a lack of training in the use of ramps and restraints; and,
 uncertainty regarding the driver’s legal position/liability if a wheelchair passenger insisted on
travelling transversely and not facing the rear and using the proper restraints. [para 8.19 –
8.20]
It would be wrong, however, to pretend that refusals do not occur (I, too, have been a victim), but not
necessarily because of the intending passenger’s disability.
All taxis should be wheelchair accessible and all drivers should respond to all passengers. Private hire
vehicles (PHVs) are pre‐booked and passengers should be expected to pre‐book an appropriate vehicle
for their needs. An incentive to increase the proportion of wheelchair accessible private hire vehicles
might be appropriate but no PHVs should be permitted to rank up.
Vehicles
I recall that one problem with stretch limos was in determining the number of seats they possessed
and, where this was established and related to the number of seat belts, ensuring they carried only that
number of passengers (there often being bench seats not clearly delineated) and that the seatbelts

were used. The activities within the vehicles with tinted windows were believed to be ‘uninhibited’ on
occasions.
The PCO was fully prepared to license pedicabs and had prepared detailed proposals and appropriate
Conditions of Fitness prior to my retirement. The court judgement which caused licensing not to be
pursued came after my retirement but was not one that I would have expected. I regard it as vital that
pedicabs are either licensed or banned because of the dangers they present to the public. Passengers
have no assurance as to the medical fitness of the riders for what is a physically demanding job, their
character or their knowledge of the capital. Fares are not regulated and are reputedly very high. The
cycles bear no identification in many cases and carry no guarantee of mechanical safety. The riders
have little regard for traffic regulations and they block taxi ranks and emergency exits from
entertainment venues. If it is now considered that the existing legislation does not permit licensing the
law should be changed with some urgency. It is not only the passengers who are at risk from pedicabs
but other road users, pedestrians and those in premises with obstructed fire exits.
Tuk tuks (motorised three‐wheeled pedicabs) were also seriously proposed for licensing during my
period at the PCO. Again, safety and stability were concerns and the lack of a fourth wheel precluded
licensing (although attempts were made by the proposer to overcome this latter aspect).
Motorcycles which are used to carry fare‐paying passengers should also be licensed and I recall that
temporary permits were issued initially. There was no desire to prevent an existing service from being
continued under the regulatory regime but there was a need to ensure both motorcycles and their
riders were safe. Standards were prepared but the sticking point was the inability of the motorcycle
users to obtain the manufacturers’ endorsement of retrofitted passenger back rests which were seen to
present a serious (and potentially fatal) safety risk in the event of an accident. Carrying an appropriate
size crash helmet and protective wear for the passengers was also an issue.
An approach was made to the PCO during my period of office to have horse drawn cabs licensed.
Westminster City Council was not happy with the proposal and in the event nothing came of it. The
legislation, if re‐drafted, must allow for the licensing (or otherwise) of all types of conveyance however
powered or constructed otherwise it is inevitable that, as with pedicabs, tuk tuks, stretch limos and
motorcycles, the public will be at risk. It is inevitable that innovative proposals will be forthcoming in
the future and will need to be addressed.
Restricting licensing to motor vehicles would be a serious disservice to the public and leave them at
risk. There can be no justification for allowing the public who have no means of assessing the safety of
their intended transport to be carried by drivers/riders whose character, local knowledge and health
pose a risk and when the vehicle itself can be dangerous.
Contract exemption
It was the issue of contract exemptions which caused the late Diana Lamplugh to campaign so
vigorously for private hire licensing reform. It would be a highly retrograde step were such exemptions
to be reinstated since they provided the means by which paedophiles gained access to vulnerable
people. As mentioned repeatedly, the safety of passengers is paramount and the primary, if not sole,
purpose of licensing.
Driver licences
I believe taxi driver licences should also automatically license the individual for private hire driving since
the standards for the issue of a taxi licence are, rightly, higher than for a private hire licence. The
converse is not true and private hire driver licences should not automatically permit taxi driving. [para
4.5]

Reconsideration hearings
Personal hearings in London held under under S.17 Transport Act 1985 provide a more cost‐effective
means of reconsidering licensing decisions than appearances at court. Both as Licensing Authority and
now as Licensing Authority’s Representative, I have recognised the benefit of face‐to‐face contact with
appellants. In London, because of the volume of licensing decisions, it is only possible to make them
initially on the basis of available documentation. However, on appeal the benefit of speaking to
appellants, hearing mitigation and questioning them is invaluable and often reveals that there is much
more behind the documented facts and this allows a more informed and accurate assessment of
‘fitness’ to be made. Such hearings avoid court costs and the need for legal representation (although
such representation remains an option, as does being accompanied by a friend or relative). The courts
have made it clear that in determining an appeal the impact of the decision on the individual (eg loss of
livelihood) should be considered and personal circumstances are taken into account. [para 4.20] The
personal hearing process for appeals against refusal, suspension or revocation of taxi drivers’ licences in
London is, to my mind, a cheap and efficient means of establishing whether an appropriate decision has
been made. [para 6.8]
When public safety is at risk, the suspension or revocation of a driver’s licence can be immediate in
London. Circumstances justifying such action are health concerns (where the driver’s health condition
could pose the risk of an accident) or arrest for a serious criminal offence including drug use. [para
6.15]
Topographical knowledge
Topographical knowledge is a safety issue and the Law Commission reviewers should reconsider their
view of this. A driver who is lost can inadvertently take a passenger into danger and can also be taken
into danger by passengers. Passengers have been taken off route by drivers and become the victims of
assault, whilst drivers have been lured into cul de sacs and estates and mugged. Uncertainty regarding
a route reduces the driver’s ability to drive safely, especially if searching for directional signs or road
names.
In responding to street hails a taxi driver does not have the luxury of time to input a destination and
wait for a sat nav to calculate the route but needs to move off quickly in the right direction to avoid
hindering other traffic, causing an obstruction or creating a danger. The taxi drivers’ Knowledge equips
him/her for this task (and for much more). With taxi driving the fare is directly related to the route
taken and therefore there is a cost element which requires a more detailed knowledge.
On the other hand, a private hire driver has pre‐booked journeys and should have the time to plan the
route in advance and hence the lesser topographical knowledge requirement in London. If this
important distinction is not maintained (or if PHVs are permitted meters) the topographical knowledge
must be the same as for taxi drivers and this would decimate the private hire trade. The private hire
topographical knowledge currently does not need to be so extensive since it principally needs to ensure
the driver can read a map, plan a route and have some directional appreciation. Drivers who have not
planned their route, or who are not familiar with the correct route, are a danger to their passengers as
they are potentially taking them into areas unfamiliar to them and where they could be at risk.
A further, related, safety issue is the ability to speak, understand and read English. Drivers who cannot
understand English, cannot understand passengers’ or operators’ instructions and may not understand
text road signs and police instructions place themselves and their passengers at risk. The taxi drivers’
topographical test is largely verbal and therefore effectively tests English comprehension.
A driver who is lost, may have a poor command of English, cannot read a map or whose sat nav fails is
putting the passenger in serious risk, particularly in certain neighbourhoods and cities. Satellite
navigation systems cannot be relied upon and are not always updated regularly. Both taxi and private
hire drivers must be restricted to picking up fares in the area for which they have some topographical
knowledge. One journey ‘out of area’ can lead to another journey even further out of area and so on.

Taxi
The word “taxi” must never be made available to private hire services. Taxi drivers rightly take great
pride in their achievement of becoming licensed and in earning the right to drive the internationally
recognised London taxi. The Knowledge of London process is very demanding but as well as providing
an unrivalled knowledge of the capital it has the effect of imbuing a sense of responsibility, discipline
and public service. The ‘reward’ for their hard work is the right to use the word “taxi” which is
recognised for what it is worldwide. Private hire drivers do not make anything remotely approaching
the same degree of commitment and effort and it would destroy another part of London’s highly
regarded taxi trade were this word to be diluted. If a generic term is required, and I think there is a
strong case for one, I believe it could be the word “cab”. [para 8.39]
Drivers
The provision of night time taxis in London was improved by the provision and marshalling of ‘going
home’ ranks which match passengers’ and drivers’ destinations to mutual convenience. However,
there is probably an insufficient supply of young drivers who would be more prepared to undertake
night work. If the age at which taxi driver licences could be issued were lowered it might capture school
leavers who, at present, cannot afford to wait until they are old enough and therefore embark on
another career. Many (perhaps the majority of) taxi drivers are on their second career which brings the
benefit of added maturity, enhanced inter‐personal skills and more driving experience. Such skills are,
however, not necessarily the sole domain of older people although younger drivers would, perhaps,
need to be subject to an extended driving test. [para 8.46]
It is not necessarily true that costly vehicles are a barrier to entry. Newly licensed drivers were
encouraged by the PCO to rent a cab at first rather than try to purchase their own. The practice of
sharing a cab (one driver working days and the other nights) has diminished but is an alternative and
cheaper means of working. The topographical knowledge test is necessary for the job, prepares drivers
for what they will have to do, brings commitment to the job and gives drivers an immense sense of
pride and achievement. Any requirement (age, driving skills, academic achievement, good character)
will restrict entry but those that are imposed in London are demonstrably necessary and have resulted
in a highly regarded taxi service. Market forces are a fair and reasonably effective regulator of overall
numbers and suburban sectors help distribute licensees. Directing where and/or when drivers work
would only serve to reduce the attractiveness of the job which offers flexibility and relative freedom to
drivers as regards their working pattern. This could impact adversely on the number of female drivers
since they often have childcare commitments which can be accommodated only by flexible work
patterns. In the past it has generally been considered that there is no legal provision for regulating
overall or suburban sector numbers. [para 9.4 – 9.5]
Private hire operators
It is vital that private hire operators have a permanent base where records are kept. Enforcement is
vastly more difficult if bookings are taken on mobile phones or via the internet and there is no clear
location for the records where they can be inspected by enforcement agencies. Flexibility of the means
of making a booking is entirely legitimate but the same flexibility should not extend to where bookings
are received and recorded. This is a safety issue. [para 12.7 and 12.10]
General
There should be no question of taxis responding only to certain groups of individual. Taxis should
respond to all hailing regardless of gender, race, faith, disability, sexual orientation or any other
characteristic. Private hire vehicles may cater for specific groups, eg the disabled, females or gay
people, as they are pre‐booked and may be selected specifically because of the group they cater for.
This may be particularly appropriate where a group feels vulnerable by virtue of their characteristic.
[para 14.34]
CCTV in taxis was approved many years ago with appropriate signage. [para 15.21]

Provisional proposals not referred to above
Provisional Proposal 16 – I have no experience of newer technological developments but in principle it
would seem preferable for technology‐based engagement to be regarded as pre‐booking and recorded
at operators’ premises. Plying for hire should relate to direct engagement between driver and
passenger (especially where there is no ready means of recording at a specified location the journey
details).
Provisional Proposal 30 – Taxis and PHVs are different in London and different safety requirements are
appropriate. Taxis are required to have a partition between driver and passenger whereas private hire
vehicles are not since the latter are generally not suited to such equipment which can present a danger
to passengers in an accident because of the confined space.
Provisional Proposal 38 – Dual licensing of vehicles exists in London (with Reigate and Banstead) and
has not caused problems to my knowledge.
Provisional Proposal 40 – Peak time licences would be a nightmare to enforce and difficult to justify. If
a driver is ‘fit’ to be licensed at night he/she is fit to be licensed during daytime and vice versa. Age,
health, character and topographical requirements are the same whatever the time of day or night and,
therefore, on what basis would the driver be refused a licence for part of the day?
Provisional Proposal 46 – It is clear that a somewhat naïve view prevails as to the influence vehicle
owners have on safety and the lengths to which they will go to avoid expenditure on vehicle
maintenance etc. Past experience has shown that owners will go to significant lengths to conceal
vehicle defects, inadequacies and the use of sub‐standard (or downright lethal) components.
Maintaining integrity within the vehicle ownership group is an important safety issue.
I hope these comments are of some assistance in determining the outcome of your review. If I can
assist further, please contact me.
Yours sincerely

Roy Ellis






Head of the Public Carriage Office, London, 1995 – 2007 (which included transferring the PCO from
the Metropolitan Police to Transport for London; the introduction of private hire licensing in
London; and the review of the Conditions of Fitness).
Licensing Authority’s representative for the purpose of licensing appeals under S.17 Transport Act
1985 from 2007 to present.
Former Director of the International Association of Transportation Regulators (IATR).
Former member of the National Association of Taxi and Private Hire Licensing and Enforcement
Officers (NAPTHLEO).
Freeman of the Worshipful Company of Hackney Carriage Drivers.
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DARTFORD PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS ASSOCIATION RESPONSES TO THE LIST OF
PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN ANNEX A OF LAW
COMMISSION CONSULTATION PAPER NO 203
CHAPTER 13 - OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
A two tier system would be the best option.
CHAPTER 14 – REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)
Agreed with the following proviso: The modifications should only apply to the
management structure. In all other respects the London must be subject to the same
legislation as the rest of England and Wales.
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
Agreed.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
Any driver/vehicle combination that competes directly for customers with motorised
taxi and private hire must be licensed to ensure that the customers receive the same
level of protection as they would if travelling in a motorised taxi or private hire
vehicle. Non motorised vehicle standards would have to be produced and it would
have to be decided where these vehicles fitted in to the scheme of things as, taking
the example of pedicabs, in central London they appear to ply or stand for hire and
therefore compete directly with taxis.
Restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving licence would be
simpler to manage but the problem of direct competition from pedicabs etc would
still remain. In this respect reliance must be placed on the knowledge and
experience of those districts that have licensed non-motorized forms of transport.

Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Agreed.

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)
The Secretary of State must issue such guidance and it must not discriminate
against left hand drive vehicles.
The limousine market is well established and whilst there are many operators who
would like to licence their vehicles many districts will not licence left hand drive
vehicles as private hire vehicles and it is understood that they do not meet the
licensing criteria for a public service vehicle licence.
There is no reason why minimum national standards should not be set.
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
Agreed providing genuine volunteering is properly defined in terms of allowable
expenses.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
(a) Genuine car pooling should be excluded form the legislation.
(b) Members club schemes must be regulated for the safety of the customers and
there should be no special licence categories as breaches of licence
conditions would be virtually impossible to prove.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
Vehicles that are owned by an undertaker/funeral director and drivers employed by
the same that are used solely for the purpose of funerals should be expressly

excluded from private hire legislation. The work is specific, the level of customer
risk would seem generally lower and private hire licensing seems inappropriate.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
The control of contract exemption must have presented a problem for it to be
repealed in the first place. Therefore there appears to be little merit in reintroducing
it.
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175)
Disagree: If the regulation of the ways in which taxi and private hire vehicles can
engage with the public is extended to private land, taking the Gatwick Airport
example, it would seem that this would make private land the exclusive preserve of
the taxi. This is unacceptable.
Any extension to the current legislation must give a district the power to temporarily
suspend or modify restrictions in order to implement schemes for maintaining public
safety and reducing crime and disorder; e.g. maximising the use of taxi and private
hire to quickly clear a town centre of visitors to its pubs, clubs, etc. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
Agreed that where car parks are some distance away then shuttle arrangements
should be in place.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
The argument in paragraph 14.67 that the rank and hail market is markedly distinct
from the pre-booked market because the consumer can make more meaningful
choices is weak. It is based on the assumption that the rank and hail market will not
produce repeat business and that the consumer has greater choice with the prebooked market. Whilst it is custom and practice for a consumer to engage the taxi at
the front of a rank approved under bye laws, there is nothing in law to stop the
consumer engaging one further down the rank if for some reason they do not find the
first one acceptable, particularly if there are no constraints on the type of vehicle that
can be licensed as a taxi. The question then arises of whether the consumer’s

preferred driver could legitimately refuse the fare. If the answer to that is “Yes” the
concept of plying for hire fails. Also, where the tariff is a maximum tariff, there is
nothing to prevent the consumer attempting to negotiate a reduction in the fare. If
the driver builds a good relationship with the consumer repeat business may occur.
On the other hand a person that visits a place for the first time and wants a private
hire vehicle will pick an operator at random and whilst they may be able to specify
the type of vehicle, they will have no say in the driver provided. Further, it may be
necessary to phone several operators before one is found that can meet the
consumer’s requirements. If the driver provides a good service, repeat business
may occur.
Stopping on a street in order to attract customers: Private hire driver parked alone
on a quiet back street whilst waiting for another job. Car has signage giving the name
and telephone number of the operator and stipulating the requirement to pre-book. It
is raining hard and man passing by, who wants a cab, sees the signage and asks the
driver if he is free. The driver tells the man that he must pre book and a car will be
sent. The man, who has no mobile phone and a severe speech impediment, asks the
driver if he would use his own mobile phone or the car radio to book a cab for him.
The driver agrees and whilst the job is being booked the driver invites the man into
his vehicle to shelter from the rain. The job is booked and despatched to him.
Clearly there was no intent on the part of the driver to attract the customer. The
passer by has the right to ask and the driver has stated and complied with the law.
However, the signage is there to advertise the operation and attract business and the
end result is that the driver has picked up a customer who approached him in the
street. How would this be judged against Patersons criteria?
Whilst it is agreed that there should be: (a) references to ranking and hailing; (b) a
non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and (c) appropriate
accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. It must be
sufficiently clear to prevent licensing officers persecuting the private hire trade.
However, the fact that there will be a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying
for hire means there will be non-exhaustive litigation, this being something that
should be avoided unless any such new factor is tried as a stated case.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
Agreed.
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
Defined as: A hire car which is engaged, by arrangements made in a public place
between the person to be conveyed in it (or a person acting on his behalf) and its
driver for a journey beginning there and then.
The definition suggests immediacy. The phrase “or a person acting on his behalf”
suggests a booking taken by a taxi operator (it can also be construed as permitting
touting). However, a booking through a third party does not suggest arrangements
made in a public place with a specific driver nor immediate availability. Only if this
phrase were omitted it could be used to replace “plying for hire”.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
Agreed in relation to engaging a private hire vehicle, however, for taxis, the
distinction should be made between pre-booked arrangements made directly with a
taxi driver and arrangements made with a taxi operator. Taxi operators must be
subject to the same requirements as private hire operators. The argument that in
taking a booking the taxi operator is acting as an agent for the taxi driver must not
absolve the operator from the duty of care for ensuring that the drivers and vehicles
they operate are properly licensed and insured etc and therefore they must be
accountable to the licensing authority. A taxi circuit operation will operate in exactly
the same way as a private hire circuit. Consumers will phone in their requirements
to the taxi operator and the drivers will either bid for work or will have work allocated
to them. We now come to the questions of liabilities within a taxi operation. If the
operator is acting as an agent for the driver no contract exists until a driver on the
circuit accepts the job. If the operator incorrectly records the consumers
requirement and the driver not knowing the details are incorrect; does the consumer
pursue the driver or the operator for any consequential financial loss or are there in
effect two contracts, one with the operator for arranging the job and another with the
driver who does the job? Further, there appears to be no requirement for a taxi
operator to maintain records under taxi licensing legislation. Where an operator
operates a mixed fleet of taxis and private hire vehicles there will be double
standards and this is unsatisfactory. There also appears that a greater risk that
unlicensed drivers or vehicles could be used on a taxi only operation. In booking
through a taxi operator consumers do not appear to have the same level of
protection as they would if they booked through a private hire operator and if this is
the case then it is unacceptable.
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
Agreed. London already allows non-professional use and other districts may also
have a strategy that enables non-professional use; e.g. restricted licenses. However,
effective enforcement is likely to be of concern to both licensing officers and drivers.
It is likely that London will be the bench mark and if they intend to continue with the
policy then it must be available to the rest of England and Wales.
As a minimum non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles must be
permitted for legitimate activities associated with the business. The following is not
an exhaustive list:






Moving licensed vehicles to and from MOT centres and places where repair or
maintenance is carried out.
Use of a licensed vehicle by a contractor’s personnel whilst it is undergoing
repair and/or maintenance.
Use of a vehicle for purposes associated with licensing and enforcement,
including presentation of the vehicle for inspection as may be required from
time to time by the licensing or enforcement or police officers.
Moving licensed vehicles for the purpose of delivering it to a specified driver
or place or undertaking tasks associated with the non hire and reward
operations of the business.

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Agree.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
Agree.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
Terminology should align with the law in relation to advertising signage carried on
vehicles. To do otherwise would only cause confusion.
CHAPTER 15 – A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
Disagree that minimum national safety standard should only apply to taxis. They
should also apply to private hire.
There are a wide variety of vehicles that are licensed as taxis, therefore National
Safety Standards must be limited to those factors that are common across England
and Wales. For vehicles this would be: Registration Certificate, MOT certificate as
require by law, appropriate insurance, road tax, taximeter, taxi top sign, local
authority taxi vehicle licence, signage as require by law, e.g. No Smoking signs. For
drivers this would be: Driving licence, satisfactory enhanced criminal record
disclosure, certificate of medical fitness, notice of exemption from carrying

assistance dogs, disability awareness training, local authority taxi driver licence. If a
topographical knowledge test is to be mandatory, how will the minimum standard be
set.
This leaves a whole host of things to be determined by the Local Authority and the
new legislation must require that all additional conditions that are applied must be
supported by a written case to show that they are reasonably necessary.
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
Disagree. If mandatory national safety standards cannot be made for taxis then it is
illogical to assume that they can be made for private hire.
With regards to the two regulatory principles guiding this review, it has been
admitted that the first, that for private hire vehicles, all journeys are pre-booked and
therefore can be planned in advance is an idealized view and therefore
unrepresentative of the private hire business as a whole.
With regard to the second there is a presumption that taxi drivers do not build up
regular customers. Any professional taxi driver will seek to build up regular repeat
business. In many places there will be a lot of people that regularly use a taxi rank
and will become familiar with the drivers that frequent it. Therefore there will be a
significant number of consumers that are in a position to make choices and avoid the
drivers they do not like.
Many local authorities make a passing topographical knowledge test a condition of
licensing for both taxi and private hire drivers. The topographical knowledge gives
the consumer and the private hire operator some degree of confidence that drivers
have acquired a reasonable knowledge of the area in which they are licensed.
If we are to rely on market forces based on a driver competence and make the
operator liable, all that is going to happen is that licensing sections will be snowed
under with complaints and cowboy operators and drivers will set up in business.
This idealized view of the world with no consideration for the actuality is a recipe for
disaster and will bring the private hire sector into disrepute.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
Strongly disagree. The arguments put forward would cause chaos in the private hire
sector and disadvantage the consumer. How is the public interest served by a local
authority licensing anyone that meets minimum standards but has no knowledge of
the area in which they propose to work. The topographical knowledge test is part of
the determination of fit and proper person.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)

National mandatory standards for signage should be set for both hackney carriage
and private hire vehicles. This would include the licence plate and methods of
mounting, limitations on the use of top signs, no smoking signs, taxi fare tariff,
certificate of motor insurance, exemption from carrying assistance dogs etc. Local
standards would apply to advertising material.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
1) The timeframe for completion of this exercise has been set before the results
of the consultation have been evaluated and the problems that are likely to
have been thrown up have been assessed. Unless there is scope to extend the
programme unsatisfactory legislation will result which will be detrimental to
the consumer and increase the burden on local authorities.
2) The fact that the consultation document does not appear to contain a
definition of what constitutes a safety standard.
3) Accurate assessment of the increase in enforcement workload.
4) Agreement of standards.
5) The length of time required to respond to essential additions or amendments
to the standards.
6) How will wheelchair accessible vehicles be dealt with?
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No.
The most obvious thing is the wearing of seat belts. The taxi driver is exempt from
wearing one all the time (presumably when working); but the private hire driver is
only exempt when carrying a customer. Where is the logic in this?
In-car CCTV vary greatly both in performance and cost. A minimum standard should
be established. Compulsory in-car CCTV is likely to meet with resistance from
drivers/proprietors.
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
No. They should also cover consumer protection. That it is considered that anyone
with no knowledge of an area can obtain a private hire drivers license will only
present a financial risk for which the operator will be held responsible and ignores
the fact that even with a map or a satnav things can go badly wrong.
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Agreed.
Question 33

What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
1) Provide a definition for Safety Standard and criticality.
2) Produce a list those items for which a safety standard is considered
appropriate.
3) Determine those standards that are safety critical and will therefore be
mandatory and those that will be optional.
4) Draft standards that are specific, relevant, achievable and capable of coping
with change without the need for frequent amendment.
5) Consult on the draft standards
6) Finalise standards.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
Agreed if it is shown that it is impractical to set national standards.
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
Yes. Any local taxi standard must not demand more than what is required by law.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Whilst rigid requirements may be considered to have the advantages of more
consistency and transparency, the very lack of flexibility is likely to lead to the need
for more frequent review of the resultant standards. Therefore licensing authorities
should retain the power to impose individual conditions.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
Pooling resources to achieve genuine economies is sensible. Pooling resources that
achieve economies but at the same time reduce the level of service are
unacceptable. On that basis co-operation should be subject to statutory
arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
Only if there are genuine synergies and that the licence holders of each authority are
not disadvantaged. This would mean that where there were different standards for
the same condition, the lower standard must apply in all cases.
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones

within their area. (Page 196)
Agree.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
No. Peak times are those when drivers that cover the less busy periods make their
money. What is proposed is cherry picking and all that is likely to happen is that
there will be a flood of applications for peak time licenses and the number of drivers
that are available for the rest of the day will reduce. This also creates an additional
level of bureaucracy with the attendant problem of limits on licenses and the costs of
additional administration and enforcement.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority. (Page 198)
This proposal would create and administrative nightmare for local authorities unless
licence fees were set nationally so that there was no advantage to be gained by
seeking out the authority charging the lowest fees.
Consumer confusion would be exacerbated particularly when the vehicle, driver and
operator are each licensed by a different authority.
The “triple licensing” requirement provides a degree of protection to both
consumers and service providers. For the consumer it provides:
1) An absence of confusion as all licenses will have been issued by the same
authority.
2) Competition amongst local operators enables the consumer to make value for
money choices.
3) Private hire drivers that have had to pass a knowledge test will have at least a
basic knowledge of the area.
4) Less likelihood of being overcharged.
5) Private hire operators will seek to meet consumer needs at those times when
demand is high.
For the service provider it provides:
1) Where drivers have had to pass a knowledge test to obtain a licence, there is a
considerable reduction in the driver learning curve. This means that the cost
arising from the time that controllers have to spend on giving directions is
much reduced and customers will benefit from greater availability and lower
fares.
2) Licensing new drivers with no knowledge of the area and accepting drivers
licensed by another authority will increase the number of complaints that
licensing officers will have to deal with and operators will be held responsible.
The local authority private hire driver knowledge test provides a minimum
standard for driver knowledge and is far more cost effective that leaving
everything to operators.

3) Service providers have a designated area of operation and it is in their
interests to provide a service to the consumers in that area. Doing away with
boundaries will lead to cherry picking by outsiders and result in less
availability. It is also likely to create an environment increase in which it is
easier to rouge traders to operate,
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of outofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
The question has been asked through NALEO whether authorities must set minimum
fares; but what will happen if having given a local authority the power to regulate
fares, they choose not to do so? At peak times taxis plying for hire would be
available to the highest bidder. There would be no such thing as overcharging and
taxi meters would be redundant. Alternatively there would be a plethora of taxi tariffs
lodged with the licensing authority which could be changed by the driver at any time.
Clearly it must be mandatory for a licensing authority to set minimum fares.
Where is the evidence that most licensing authorities regulate fares in accordance
with formulas to reflect the cost of running a taxi and has the validity of these
formula been tested? Local experience shows that it is more likely that licensing
authorities rely on the taxi trade to suggest a percentage increase as a basis for
negotiation. Formulae should be used and guidelines produced on how to produce a
formula. This will not be a simple task as not everywhere is like London where the
variety of vehicles that can be licensed as taxis is severely limited by the London
turning circle and the requirement for all taxis to be wheelchair accessible.
The reason for not regulating private hire fares is to promote competition and this
must not change. However it must be a condition of the operator’s licence that the
current table of fares must be lodged with the licensing authority. This should also
be a requirement for taxi operators.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
No. Irrespective of whether a transaction takes place directly or indirectly the driver
is in effect still plying. The driver is not subject to the same conditions as a private
hire operator and therefore there is no justification.
CHAPTER 16 – REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
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(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
Criminal record checks primary legislation providing there is appropriate guidance
on how to deal with convictions, what constitutes a trend in behaviour, and judging
cases on their merits. Medical standards could also be covered and must include
the period between checks and whether checks should increase with the age of a
driver or a particular medical condition. Driver insurance would also seem to be a
candidate for primary legislation.
Other safety standards should be left to the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
general powers to set national safety conditions. However, where standards relate to
competence, e.g. disability awareness, exemptions should be given to holders of
recognized Vocationally Related Qualifications and National Vocational
qualifications.
If it is desirable for all national safety conditions to be contained within the same
document then they should be determined by the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
Agreed.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
National minimum vehicle safety standards for both taxi and private hire should be
set by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 207)
Agreed
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis? (Page 208)
A customer pre-booking directly with the driver has choice, but not when booking
through a third party. If the customer has no contract with the taxi operator, will the
customer know that in the event of a dispute they will have to pursue the driver. If
radio taxi operator will have to take responsibility for fleet compliance for corporate
client having an account with the operator, all customer are deserving of the same
protection.

Taxi radio circuits appear to be unregulated and there is no requirement for a record
of bookings to be kept. This poses a safety risk to the consumer. When a taxi is
plying for hire the customer will often have a choice of taxis; they do not have to take
the first in the queue. When booking with a taxi operator the consumer has no
choice.
The provision for a taxi driver to accept pre-booking should be limited to those
booking made directly with customers. Thus taxi drivers working on taxi radio
circuits will be subcontractors to the radio circuit operator.
Operators of taxi circuits must be subject to the same conditions as private hire
operators.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
The definition of operator should not be extended to an intermediary who arranges
for the provision of transport with a taxi operator.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 210)
If it is accepted that private hire operations are especially at risk of being used as a
front for organised crime, it follows that taxi radio circuit operations pose the same
risk. Therefore, the “fit and proper” criteria for operators must be retained and cover
operators of radio taxi circuits.
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
Agreed that the London provisions should be adopted nationally.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Ensuring that record keeping is done may be a problem; but the answer is yes as it
may be useful when investigating complaints of plying for hire out of area.
CHAPTER 17 – REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
Agreed.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
As a barrier to entry would be removed there may be a temporary increase in taxi
numbers.

Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
If entry to the taxi trade is via a knowledge test, this provides staggering as it will
take candidates time to acquire the knowledge required to pass the test and not all
candidates will pass the test at the first attempt.
CHAPTER 18 – TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
There should not be a separate licence for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Wheelchair accessible taxis and private hire vehicles exist that are based on the
same model but with slight difference in the seating arrangements where a partition
has been installed in the taxi variant. What is required is a set of criteria for
wheelchair accessible vehicles e.g. must be EU whole vehicle type approved or EU
small scale type approved or national small scale type approved. All of these
approvals apply to vehicles that have been manufactured or modified before they are
registered for the first time.
Making it a duty of the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers would depend
on whether the taxi fleet was a mix of wheelchair and non-wheelchair accessible
vehicles or all wheelchair accessible vehicles. If the former the answer would be
yes; if the latter the answer would be no as in this case there is equal opportunity.
There must be a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks
for wheelchair accessible vehicles, particularly rear loading ones which offer greater
utility than the London style taxis.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
If the licensing authority requires all taxis to be wheelchair accessible there is no
need for reduced fees. If it was a mixed fleet then there would be and this should be
the same for wheelchair accessible private hire vehicles. However, the saving in fees
is unlikely to be much on an incentive to invest in a wheelchair accessible vehicle.
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Provide a decent incentive, remove the VAT.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)

Agree.
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
Agree but how would it be managed? Would it be a one off requirement and would
there be exemptions for those holding an appropriate qualification.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Where is the information to be displayed? Many taxis display the tariff sheet in a
frame in a rear door. To read it you have to get down on your hands and knees.
Taxis without a partition and private hire vehicles have fewer surfaces on which to
display information.
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)
This is something that is unenforceable unless a driver is caught in the act.
CHAPTER 19 – REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
No. Police officers are recognised by their uniform, how would a licensing officer be
recognised. A licensing officer would need proper training in how to assess the
risks associated with stopping a vehicle. Licensign officers can always call a vehicle
in for inspection.
(Page 222)
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
Adequate enforcement through intelligence led joint operations with the police.
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
The desirability is outweighed by the practicality. The only way is adequate
enforcement through intelligence led joint operations with the police.
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)

To operate fairly it must be ensured that enforcement is not concentrated in one area
of the District. Also, officers with these powers must have received proper training.
However, fixed penalty schemes are not the answer. Licensing officers have
adequate powers to suspend or revoke a licence.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
Yes.
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)
Cross-border enforcement action should be taken in conjunction with the licence
issuing authority who will decide whether suspension or revocation of a licence is a
proportionate response.

CHAPTER 20 – REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
Agreed.
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision. (Page 231)
Agreed providing that there is a formal hearing at which that appellant can be
assisted by a legal representative or friend who is empowered to speak or ask
questions on their behalf.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)
Agreed.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
There must be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court.
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Provisional proposal 1 - Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis,
which can accept pre-booked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and
private hire vehicles, which can only accept pre-booked fares)


Agreed – The two tier system should be retained

REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

Provisional proposal 2 - London should be included, with appropriate
modifications, within the scope of reform.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 3 - The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not
be restricted to any particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road
transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver.


Agreed – however it should be noted vehicles currently also carry goods as well
and this needs to continue.
The Law Commission need to consider the definitions in Section 37 of the 1847
Act and Section 80 of the 1976 Act.
(See also questions 8 & 23)

Question 4 - Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving licence?


No – however licensing should cover all vehicles available for hire with a driver
e.g. Pedicabs Horse Omnibus

Provisional proposal 5 - Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded
from the definition of taxi and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire
vehicles should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 6 - References to stage coaches charging separate fares
should no-longer feature as an exclusion from the definition of taxis?


Agreed

Provisional proposal 7 - The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory
guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines
and other novelty vehicles to assist consistency.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 8 - The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying
passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so
as to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary
to the overall service


It is agreed genuine volunteers should be excluded however the concept of “in the
course of a business of carrying passengers” needs to cover those who might
exploit such a system by charging ‘expenses’; does the proposed definition allow
the carrying of goods without passengers? (eg packages collected from Blood
Transfusion services at agreed rates and shopping for the housebound are
common daily activities locally.

Question 9 - How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) Carpooling; and (b) Members clubs?


a) Carpooling should be exempt & b) Members Clubs should be licensed – the
concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” needs to be
clearly defined.

Provisional proposal 10 - The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers
to set national standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make
exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
Agreed – but with the proviso that such changes are subject to consultation at both
national and local level and such exclusions should be advisory and not mandatory and
be determined locally.

Provisional proposal 11 - Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly
excluded from private hire licensing through primary legislation.


Agreed

Question 12 - Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by
means of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set
national standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?


No

Provisional proposal 13 - Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles
can engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.


Regulation should not be limited to streets. We suggest that the new definition
should be “within the district”; regardless of where a vehicle is licensed.

Question 14 Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and
private hire regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements
are in place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers
who have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?


The regulations for Airports, Railway Stations and Seaports should mirror those
nationally and be regarded as public places. These facilities should however, as
monopolies, be obliged to provide easy access and pick up points for pre-booked
hackney carriage vehicles / pre-booked private hire vehicles and also good
access to ranks where local hackney carriages stand for hire.

Provisional proposal 15 - The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for
hire”, should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
(a) References to ranking and hailing;
(b) A non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) Appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 16 - The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover
technological means of engaging taxi services.


Agreed

Question 17 - Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of
“plying for hire”?


Agreed but link to provisional proposal 15 (above)

Provisional proposal 18 - The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively
to taxis, should be retained.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 19 - Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of
engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all technological modes of engaging
cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.



Agreed and it should be explicit that a private hire contract is made through a local
operator. This proposal should prevail over proposal 16 above.

Provisional proposal 20 - Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private
hire vehicles should be permitted. There would however be a presumption that the
vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary
can be proved.


Agreed – provided there is a requirement for driver to carry proper identification &
insurance documents.

Provisional proposal 21 - The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have
the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing
requirements.


Agreed – but with the proviso that such changes are subject to consultation at
both national and local level and such exclusions should be advisory and not
mandatory and be determined locally.

Provisional proposal 22 - Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private
hire vehicles” respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be
abandoned.


It is agreed a standard term is required, ie” taxis” or “hackney carriages”, not both
however this needs to be considered with question 23.

Question 23 - Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or
“cab” in advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like
“prebooked” and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?.


Yes, the term is currently often used in bona fide company names, see provisional
proposal 22 (above). We would also draw your attention to decisions made by the
Advertising Standards Authority in respect of complaints regarding alleged misuse
of the term.
The dictionary definition of ‘taxi’ is a ‘vehicle provided for hire with the services of
a driver. Both hackney carriage and private hire vehicles fit within that proposed
definition, (see also questions 3 and 8). Confusion has been caused by
inconsistency of application in legislation and over time. We refer to our answer to
(22) above. However the review should consider the notion that a taxi should have
a taxi meter.

A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Provisional proposal 24 - Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to
national safety requirements.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 25 - National safety standards, as applied to taxi services,
should only be minimum standards.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 26 - National safety standards, as applied to private hire
services, should be mandatory standards.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 27 - Private hire services would not be subject to standards
except those related to safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge
would no longer apply to private hire drivers.


Neither agree or disagree – it should be noted that anecdotal evidence suggests
that satellite navigation systems do not always take customers by the shortest
route and require updating to ensure accuracy. Given that private hire work rarely
stays just within one locality the need for a topographic test for private hire is less
clear than in the case of a hackney carriage driver, the case where a PHV driver
from a contiguous authority does not know the route from a transport hub to a
local point of interest need to be catered for.

Question 28 - Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are valuable?


No - National standards should apply.

Question 29 - What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national
safety standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?


We envisage no major obstacles involved in setting common national safety
standards as this would allow vehicle manufacturers to produce vehicles to match
said requirements. However standards should be subject to consultation at both
national and local level.

Question 30 Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for
taxi services compared with private hire services?


No

Provisional proposal 31 - The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover
conditions relating to safety.


No, standards should be subject to consultation at both national and local level.

Provisional proposal 32 - The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.


Agreed, but with the proviso that such changes are subject to consultation at both
national and local level and such exclusions should be advisory and not
mandatory and be determined locally.

Question 33 - What would be the best approach for determining the content of
national safety standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to
consult /refer to a technical advisory panel?


We agreed that there should the statutory requirement to Consult with / refer to a
technical advisory panel.

Provisional proposal 34 - Licensing authorities should retain the power to set
standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum national standards.


Agreed

Question 35 - Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local
taxi standards?


Agreed to aid consistency but with the proviso that such changes are subject to
consultation at both national and local level.

Question 36 - Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual
conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or operators?


Yes in relation to taxi drivers & No in relation to private hire drivers or operators.

Question 37 - Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate
be on a statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?


Local arrangements with minimum requirements and guidance set down in
legislation.

Provisional proposal 38 - Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the
option of combining areas for the purposes of taxi standard setting.


Agreed - This proposal would allow taxis and private hire vehicles to be
administered by the respective strategic transport authority and integrated with
bus and rail services. It would also facilitate conurbation wide ‘districts’.

Provisional proposal 39 - Licensing authorities should have the option to create,
or remove, taxi zones within their area.


Neither agree or disagree.

Question 40 - Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to
issue peak time licences which may only be used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?


No – this seems like numerical restriction by another name – would it be demand
led & if so how would demand be measured.

Provisional proposal 41 - Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to
accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.


Agreed – subject to clear national standards being agreed. However we recognize
there is a strong body of opinion locally that believes private hire vehicles should
not work for operators that are not licensed by the same authority.

Provisional proposal 42 - We do not propose to introduce a “return to area”
requirement in respect of out of-area drop offs.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 43 - Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate
maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate
private hire fares.


Agreed having regard to Provisional proposal 38 (above)

Question 44 - Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the
metered fare for pre-booked journeys?


No

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45 - Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to
be a “fit and proper person” be either?
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(b) Included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?


The principle of “fit and proper person” and national driver safety standards should
be set out in primary legislation. The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’
allowed to further define driver safety standards by regulation should the need
arise but with the proviso that such changes are subject to consultation at both
national and local level.

Provisional proposal 46 - Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper”
tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.


Disagree

Question 47 - Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) Set out in primary legislation; or
(b) Included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to
set national safety conditions?


National driver safety standards should be set out in primary legislation. The
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ allowed to further define driver safety
standards by regulation should the need arise but with the proviso that such
changes are subject to consultation at both national and local level.

Provisional proposal 48 - Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in
respect of private hire vehicles.


Agreed

Question 49 - Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits
and if so on what basis?


Yes – Licensing hackney carriage operators in so far as they should engage
vehicles licensed by the same authority in the way PHVs is a logical, the
exception being where a taxi drivers takes a personal fare as a ‘private’ booking.

Provisional proposal 50 - The definition of operators should not be extended in
order to include intermediaries.


Disagree

Question 51 - Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?


Yes

Provisional proposal 52 - Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract
services.


Agreed

Question 53 - Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should recordkeeping requirements apply?


Yes

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54 - Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to
restrict taxi numbers.


Disagree but Local Authorities need alternative criteria to ‘unmet demand’, as
‘Unmet Demand Surveys’ are both expensive and unreliable. Again the Council
recognizes there is a strong body of opinion for and against this proposal and

indeed with respect to the merits of ‘Unmet Demand Surveys’ and that the
retention of a mechanism for the collection of empirical data is important.
Question 55 - What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?




Over ranking, obstruction and general parking problems. Possible public order
problems between competing drivers. Less work could lead to reduced
maintenance of vehicle and force owner drivers out of the trade. ‘Cherry picking’
best jobs.
We would draw you attention to recent events in Wirral MBC where restriction
has been reintroduced.

Question 56 - Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered
entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are
removed?


Yes

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57 - Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.


No.

Question 58 - Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles
which meet certain accessibility standards?


Yes

Question 59 - Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?


No specific solution but draw attention to our response to provisional proposal 38.

Provisional proposal 60 - We do not propose to introduce national quotas of
wheelchair accessible vehicles


Agreed

Provisional proposal 61 - National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire
vehicles should include recognised disability awareness training


Agreed

Provisional proposal 62 - In order to better address concerns about discrimination,
taxis and private hire vehicles should be required to display information about
how to complain to the licensing authority.


Agreed

Question 63 - What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if
reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?


A legal obligation with sanction for failure to comply but we would draw attention
to Section 165(6) of the Equality Act and its proviso which already seems to
contain this recommendation, “This section does not require the driver ……. (b) to
carry a person in circumstances in which it would otherwise be lawful for the driver
to refuse to carry the person”.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64 - Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed
vehicles?


Yes – Application of the Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008 is
important as matters such as proportionality, transparency, where, when, how,
mobile or roadblock style, uniformed officers, marked vehicles need to be
considered.

Question 65 - What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the
offence “in a public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as
passengers.


We believe ‘test purchasing’ is the best remedy.

Question 66 - Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to
impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?


We are unclear what is meant by rules does it include local authority prerequisites and conditions. This needs to be considered further.

Question 67 - Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty
schemes and if so how?


Yes – ‘Civil’ penalties for ‘licensing / TRO violations & criminal penalties for safety
/ and Road Traffic violations. – Sanctions need to be proportionate and adhere to
Hampton & Macrory principles. (See Question 64)

Provisional proposal 68 - Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce
against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other licensing areas.


Agreed

Question 69 - Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions
and revocation of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?


Yes via ‘Home Licensing Authority’ and subject to a national code of practice
being introduced to ensure consistent, transparent and proportional application of
such powers.

REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70 - The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant
or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the
applicant or, as appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.


Agreed

Provisional proposal 71 - The first stage in the appeal process throughout England
and Wales, in respect of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require
the local licensing authority to reconsider its decision


Agreed

Provisional proposal 72 - Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’
court


Agreed

Question 73 - Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?


Agreed

With respect to (71), (72) and (73) we would suggest consideration be given to
determining such matters by tribunal as a more affordable route than Crown / High court
procedure, the expense of which is often prohibitive.
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Tuesday, 21 August 2012
Public Law Team (Taxi and Private Hire),
Law Commission,
Steel House,
11 Tothill Street,
London SW1H 9LJ
Dear Sir/Madam

Taxi and Private Hire Services Consultation
Response from the IoL’s Taxi Consultation Panel
The Institute of Licensing (IoL) is pleased to have the opportunity to respond to the Law Commission’s consultation in
relation to proposals to reform the law for Taxis and Private Hire services.
Due to the importance and potential for reform in this area, the IoL is approaching this consultation in 2 ways:
 IoL response
o this will include a report showing the responses received from IoL members and highlighting areas of
strong consensus
 IoL Taxi Consultation Panel response
o attached. This is a response discussed and agreed by members of the Taxi Consultation Panel
independently of IoL member views

IoL Response
The IoL is in the process of consulting our members and a further response will be made taking into account IoL
member views prior to the deadline of 10th September.

IoL Taxi Consultation Panel
In the meantime, the IoL’s Taxi Consultation Panel (TCP) have been working as a group to agree a considered
response to the consultation. The TCP group originated with the Taxi Working Party which was responsible for the
IoL’s national consultation and subsequent report on the need for reform of taxi laws. The group is chaired by James
Button (IoL President and private practice solicitor specialising in taxi licensing) and comprises of:
a) 9 x Licensing Authority Licensing Officers
b) 1 x Licensing Authority Solicitor
c) 1 x Private consultants
d) 1 x Private Practice Solicitor
e) 1 x IoL officer

Delivering excellence in licensing

I have pleasure in attaching the TCP response for your consideration. I would reiterate that this is the response of
TCP members and does not take account of IoL members’ views. It is worth emphasising this point since the
licensing of taxi and private hire services is complicated and in many areas controversial. The TCP response sets out
an alternative suggestion for reform which is supported by TCP members and IoL member have not been consulted
in relation to this response. As stated above, a separate response will be made by the IoL taking into account the
views from IoL members.
The Institute of Licensing would be pleased to work with the Law Commission in the future development of plans for
reform of Taxi and Private Hire services.
In the meantime, if we can be of any assistance, including the dissemination of information through our
communications networks, website and licensing flashes, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Please let me know if you have any queries or require any further information.
Yours faithfully

Sue Nelson
Executive Officer

Delivering excellence in licensing
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Law Commission Consultation on Proposals for Taxi Law Reform – Institute of
Licensing’s Taxi Consultation Panel response
Introduction
1.

The Institute of Licensing (IoL) is the professional body for licensing practitioners including regulators (local
authority, police etc.), legal profession, and industry practitioners. Our membership comprises over 2,500
licensing practitioners across England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The IoL is a registered charity and our
charity objectives include increasing the professionalism of licensing, fostering mutual understanding and
achieving recognised standards of professional development and competency.

2.

The IoL welcomes the opportunity to comment on the proposed reform of taxi and private hire licensing laws.
This reform is fundamentally necessary to bring the licensing laws into the present day, make them suitable for
the future, and to address the many and varied issues posed to both licensing authorities and the trade by the
existing licensing arrangements.

3.

This response sets out the considered views of the IoL’s Taxi Consultation Panel. The Panel is a team of IoL
members who have volunteered to form a consultation panel to assist the IoL in making a considered response
to consultations in relation to taxi laws. The group originated with the Taxi Working Party which was
responsible for the IoL’s national consultation and subsequent report on the need for reform of taxi laws. The
group is chaired by James Button (IoL President and private practice solicitor specialising in taxi licensing).
Group membership comprises of:
a) 9 x Licensing Authority Licensing Officers
b) 1 x Licensing Authority Solicitor
c) 1 x Private consultants
d) 1 x Private Practice Solicitor
e) 1 x IoL officer

General overview observations
4.

The Law Commission consultation document suggests that a 2 tier system should be maintained to achieve a
different level of regulation for the competitive ‘pre‐booked market and the uncompetitive hail and rank
market’ (para 30.8). Alongside this is a suggestion that there should be minimum standards for all vehicles
(which would be the same) but a higher level of standards might then be applied to hackney carriage vehicles.

5.

We question this approach. The regulation of vehicles, drivers and operators is necessary to protect public
safety. This protection will take the form of vetting (drivers and operators), an inspection regime for vehicles
plus additional requirements such as the display of plates, control of fares etc., designed to assist and protect
the public.

6.

To start from a position that some vehicles require less regulation that others seems flawed. Why would this be
the case when both sets of vehicles are conducting essentially the same work? To argue that there is a
relationship between the customer and the driver of a pre‐booked vehicle is also flawed given that the driver
has not necessarily had any prior contact with the customer.

7.

Fundamentally the customer has the right to expect that the vehicle (whether approached on a rank, flagged
down or pre‐booked) is safe, driven by a safe and suitable person who is going to conduct the customer safely
to their destination without seeking to overcharge them or put them in danger in any way.

(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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8.

We have included in the next section, the Taxi Consultation Panel view on how new law for taxis could look. All
the way through this document, there are examples of where this alternative (single tier system) would simplify
the licensing regime. We have, where appropriate, indicated the effects of the suggested regime under each
question / proposal throughout this document.

Overall IoL Response to the proposal for Taxi Law Reform
9.

The IoL Taxi Consultation Panel envisages a simplified (1 tier) licensing system which can be summarised as:

Vehicles
a) All vehicles to be taxis able to stand and ply for hire within the district or zone in which they are
licensed and be pre‐booked for journeys anywhere.
b) All vehicles must be driven by a driver licensed by the same authority that licensed the vehicle.
c) The minimum standards to enable a vehicle to be licensed would be that the vehicle is safe and
suitable for use as a taxi.
d) National minimum standards must take into account the environmental impact,
e) The national minimum safety and suitability standards would set out factors such as testing levels
(which we consider should be above MOT level) and frequency (more than annual and could be
based on mileage and vehicle age), seating capacity (minimum seat sizes per passenger), and
minimum identification requirements.
f) Local authorities would have the ability to set higher suitability standards than the national
minimum suitability standards through a statement of licensing policy for taxis.
g) This would enable them to set out what they consider to be a ‘suitable vehicle’ for taxi work. A
saloon car and a purpose built taxi may both meet the vehicle safety standards, but a licensing
authority might, within the discretion the Law Commission provisionally proposes to give them, opt
to restrict the licensing of taxis to purpose built taxis, whether for reasons of civic pride, wheelchair
accessibility or driver safety.
h) Local authorities would be able to apply conditions to individual vehicle licences.
i) Wheelchair accessible vehicles would be able to use all ranks within the district / zone in which they
are licensed.
j) Local authorities would be able to introduce a permit system for using specified ranks by non
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
k) Local authorities could set fares. All rank hirings and hailings would be at no more than the metered
rate. All pre‐booked hirings would be subject to negotiation with no consideration of the metered
rate.
l) All journeys (whether pre‐booked or otherwise) should be recorded.
m) Receipts should be given to all passengers.
n) No ability for the licensing authority to limit the number of licensed vehicles.

Drivers
a) A national minimum standard for drivers.
b) Drivers licensed by local authorities to work in that local authority area.
c) Local authority able to apply driver standards above the national minimum (e.g. knowledge tests).

Operators
a) Any person taking bookings for more than 1 vehicle must be licensed as an operator.
b) Minimum requirements for information recorded by licensed operators.
c) All operators and staff working for licensed operators must meet minimum standards.

Regulations
a) Regulations would set out the procedures for hearings (public hearing unless in public interest that
the hearing is not in public – as per LA03) and national vehicle standards.
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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10. Under the above system all vehicles start from an equal position – as a licensed taxi meeting minimum (plus
local) standards. The licensing authority would have discretion to set their local policy in relation to signage,
roof lights, livery, vehicle type (accessibility) etc.
11. Vehicle use will then be at the discretion of the driver.
12. Vehicle owners could apply to the licensing authority for exception to local requirements, for example to negate
the requirement for external signage, roof lights etc., (e.g. executive vehicles) and the licensing authority would
be able to grant an exemption subject to conditions to prevent the vehicle from using the ranks or plying for
hire.
13. This scenario ensures that all vehicles using ranks and accepting hailings etc are visibly obvious to the public as a
licensed taxi.
14. We consider that the recording of information, if essential under the current regime for private hire vehicles,
must be equally important for all vehicles used to carry passengers. In addition, we consider that sole traders
should not be burdened with the requirement for an operator’s licence as they will have met the suitability
requirements as a licensed driver. Operators with more than 1 vehicle would require licensing as they may not
automatically be vetted as drivers.

Conclusion
15. The IoL Taxi Consultation Panel considers that this will maintain and increase public safety whilst reducing the
burden on business and local authorities reducing costs and increasing the opportunities to enter the taxi trade.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre‐booked fares, be hailed on the
street and wait at ranks, and PHVs, which can only accept pre‐booked fares.
The Law Commission’s view is that additional regulatory distinctions would be required to accommodate the different
range of services regulated (e.g. executive cars and novelty vehicles such “limousines”). The LC state that these
vehicles would have to come under some different form of control as it would be difficult to impose generic taxi and
PHV regulation to these types of services.
16. In other words to retain the current 2‐tier system. Why?
17. The purpose of regulation is to ensure the safety of passengers. The general public do not necessarily know (or
care about) the differences between taxis and private hire vehicles. It is this lack of understanding that puts the
public most at risk. The public’s understanding is likely to be limited to:




taxis can be stopped in the street
taxis can be hired at ranks; and
taxis can be pre‐booked.

18. The purpose of reform should be to make the law simpler where possible and more ‘fit for purpose’ (i.e. public
safety), to address issues arising through existing law, cut red tape for businesses and regulators, and ensure
that the new law is: a) fit for the present day; and b) future proofed as much as possible.
19. A one‐tier system would remove the distinction between regulation of taxis and PHVs.
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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20. Under existing arrangements, licensing authorities are asked to exempt executive vehicles etc., from the normal
requirements in relation to the display of plates, etc., due to the ‘nature of the business’. The current law does
not allow the conditioning of individual licences to ensure that the proposed use of the vehicle (which warrants
the exemption) is adhered to.
21. A single tier system, setting out the national standards for vehicles (minimum standards) but allowing the
licensing authority to set local conditions (via a statement of licensing policy) in relation to plates etc. (for all
vehicles), could also allow for conditional licences to be granted, offering exemptions from some requirements
subject to compliance with such conditions as considered necessary to prevent a normal ‘taxi service’ being
conducted with the lesser requirements.
22. The consultation argues that that moving to a single‐tier would diminish consumer choice and would leave
regulators with difficult choices, such as whether fares should be regulated for all journeys. Fares under the
current system for taxis are capped only. There is no barrier to a lower fare being agreed between the driver /
operator and the customer. This position should be preserved.
23. A one tier system would give the public a clear picture. A clear and transparent one tier system could establish
and ensure this form of travel dovetails neatly into both local and national transport strategies.
24. There exists a plethora of stated cases in this field but Brentwood v Gladen (2004) EWHC 2500 (Admin) is of
particular interest as it confirms that a Hackney Carriage can act as a Private Hire Vehicle without the need for
an Operator’s Licence, hence paving the way for a single tier vehicle licensing system.
25. The consultation argues (13.11) that the introduction of a single tier system would result in an explosion of
unlicensed vehicles on the street. No rationale for this assumption is given. The reality is that licensing
authorities would be in a position to focus on unlicensed operations rather than continuing to try to enforce
against (and prove) illegal plying for hire etc.
26. A one tier system could require metered fares for all rank hiring’s and hailings and allow for negotiated fares for
all other journeys. Whilst this sounds like the current 2 tier system, the key here is that all vehicles would be
taxis lending clarity to passengers who could more easily be educated in relation to the use of meters than the
current confusion of this vehicle is and that vehicle isn’t a taxi. The principle of reform should be to regulate
where necessary to protect the public and the current 2 tier system does not do this as it puts passengers in un‐
booked PHV’s at risk where insurance cover may be invalidated.
27. There is no justifiable need for a two tier system or a single tier system with two classifications and the thinking
that an explosion of unlicensed vehicles on the street would follow, as outlined in the Consultation Paper
(13.11), is flawed and difficult, if not impossible, to justify.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform.

28. Agreed. There is no apparent reason why regulation in London should be different from elsewhere in England
and Wales. London

29. Under the IoL proposal a single tier system where the licensing authority could restrict (by permit) the use of
ranks, would address the political objections in London by the simple means of restricting rank permits to
wheelchair accessible vehicles..

(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 3
The regulation of taxis and PHVs should not be restricted to any particular type of vehicle, but should rather focus
on road transport services provided for hire with the services of a driver.

30. Agreed and should apply to all vehicles seating up to 8 passengers. Vehicles with capacity for more than 8
passengers should be the responsibility of the Traffic Commissioners and there should be no overlap. This last
point is an important one as the current situation allows for ‘licence shopping’ where the local authority refuses
to licence a vehicle so the owner applies to the Traffic Commission instead and circumvents local authority
licensing control.

QUESTION 4
Would there be – and if so, what – advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles that require a driving
licence?

31. This would omit several forms of novelty transport including horse‐drawn carriages, pedicabs etc. Although the
motor‐mechanical considerations are irrelevant, there are still safety issues to do with the condition of the
‘vehicle’ and the fitness of the driver.
32. There may be merit in considering provision for local regulation of non motorised vehicles whereby the licensed
vehicle is bound by local conditions (including any testing requirements) and restricted to operating with the
licensing authority area only.
33. On balance, the Law Commission’s preferred approach to take a broad view, in the spirit of the current
legislation, in which “taxis” are “every wheeled carriage, whatever its form or construction”, would appear to be
the more robust option. There needs to be a clear mechanism to adapt any legislation for future developments
or inventions.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 5
Public Service Vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and PHVs; and taxis and PHVs
should only cover vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.

34. Reform should go further and restrict PSV licenses to vehicles which have more than 8 passenger seats only.
This would remove the anomaly of the Traffic Commissioner licensing vehicles of 8 seats or less and operators
choosing who to licence with Local Authorities or Transport Commission as explained in our response to
Provisional Proposal 3 above.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no longer feature as an exclusion from the definition
of taxis.

35. All vehicles carrying 8 or less passengers whether charged separately or not should fall within the regulatory
framework for taxis and private hire in the interests of public safety.

(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the
licensing of limousines and other “novelty” vehicles to assist consistency.

36. This would be essential in providing a level of consistency for vehicles with a capacity of more than 8
passengers and closing a public safety loophole (perceived or actual). See responses under Provisional Proposal
5.
37. There should be consistency in the regulation of drivers as well ‐ we are advised that some drivers who have
been refused a private hire driver’s licence are still employed by private hire operators to drive over 8 seat PSV
vehicles. This loophole allows unsuitable drivers access to vulnerable persons. Although outside the remit of this
review, the IoL’s TCP suggests that all personal drivers should meet the same minimum standards as taxi
drivers.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used to limit the scope of taxi and
PHV licensing to exclude genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.

38. This is a difficult area. What we are talking about here is the (regular) transport of potentially the most
vulnerable of customers (children and people requiring hospital treatment etc). It is accepted that childminders
and volunteers may well be vetted in terms of criminal record checks, although such checks may be one off
checks rather than regular (every 3 years which should be the minimum for taxi drivers). In addition the
exclusion of these activities from the taxi licensing regime makes an assumption that the vehicles used for such
purposes (which will otherwise be family cars) are maintained to a satisfactory standard and that the vetted
person is the driver
39. In addition, it is sometimes very difficult to identify “genuine volunteers”. There are “volunteers” who work 5
days a week driving hospital patients to/from appointments. A round trip between two hospitals could be 100 –
200 miles @ 50p per mile could include a margin of profit which would make it a licensable activity. As an
illustration, a volunteer driver covering 100 miles per day 5 days a week would be claiming up to £13,000 per
annum on mileage alone (more than double the limit set by HMRC for mileage allowance). Many will do more
than 100 miles per day.
40. There are many other examples such as hotels which offer an airport pick up service – under this concept would
they be able to argue that the course of their business is leisure and accommodation rather than carrying
passengers to avoid the burden of licensing? If so this could feasibly be extended to night clubs offering
transport to and from their venue and many others – the list is possibly endless.
41. If such activities are to be exempt from taxi licensing, consideration must be given to the safety, maintenance
and regulation of the vehicle(s) used. . If a vehicle is used in any way for carrying passengers as part of a
business, the vehicle must surely be fit for purpose, and where there is no other vetting requirements for the
drivers in such cases, this should also be an area of concern.
42. On balance and having weighed up the position as outlined above, the TCP agreed that a ‘catch all’ definition
should be the preferred option with stated exemptions (set by regulation?) and the ability for the Secretary of
State to prescribe additional exemptions or modify existing exemptions. Exemptions should be subject to
suitable alternative vetting and regulation.
43. If the concept of ‘in the course of a business of carrying passengers’ is used to distinguish between someone
who should be licensed as a taxi driver and someone who is exempt because they are a volunteer, there needs
to be a statutory definition to reduce the potential for legal argument. A useful starting point for a definition
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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might be the extensive amount of case law that developed under the now repealed Trade Descriptions Act 1968
in which an offence of misdescribing goods could only be committed by a person who was acting ‘in the course
of a trade or business’, to distinguish them from ‘private’ sellers.
44. The meaning of this phrase was not defined by legislation, but acquired its definition through stated cases.
Essentially, a person was deemed to be acting in the course of a trade or business according to the frequency
with which they carried on the activity of supplying goods and whether goods were being acquired and sold for
profit. The same principles could be considered in drafting a definition of whether a person was deemed to be
‘in the course of a business of carrying passengers’.
45. The TCP felt that where there is doubt about the requirement for a licence due to the business definition the
burden of proof should be on the driver to show that the passenger transport element falls within the
exemptions.

QUESTION 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and PHVs deal with carpooling and members’ clubs?

46. This would NOT be in the course of the business so would not require licensing unless it was run as a
commercial project. If there is an element of hire or reward involved then a licence should be required. Here
the burden of proof should be on the driver.
47. There are many Members’ Clubs all with varying types of activities and members. Examples include club
members being transported from club to club on match days. Again if this activity has an element of hire and
reward, a licence should be required.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards should be flexible enough to
allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire licensing regimes.

48. Some flexibility would be useful here but any such exemptions should be subject to prior consultation where
possible to enable a thorough examination of implications and unintended consequences.
49. We cannot have separate licensing requirements for England and Wales – this would lead to more confusion,
inconsistency and there is no justification for it. Geographical differences in standards and licensing
requirements would result in mass exodus of trade to the lesser regulated area, and ensuing chaos. Berwick v
Newcastle illustrates.
50. Taxi law in England and Wales have historically been the same and should remain this way. The boundary
differences between England and Scotland are less of a concern due to the fact that the population along the
boundary is sparse. By contrast, the population along the England / Wales boundary is densely populated with
urban centres such as Bristol, Cardiff, Newport, Chester and Merseyside.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 11
Weddings and funerals should no longer be expressly excluded from private hire licensing through primary
legislation.

51. There appears to be a growing market for ‘occasion’ car hire including stag / hen parties, prom nights, and many
others in addition to the conventional wedding hire. There is a definate need to bring these vehicles within the
licensing regime, and to ensure that licensing authorities are able to exempt such vehicles (if appropriate) from
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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the normal requirements to display plates etc. This links to our response under proposal 1 where we talk about
conditional licences granting exemption from some requirements in return for restrictions on the use of the
vehicle to prevent normal licensed work being undertaken while the exemptions apply.
52. There is less concern about exclusive use of vehicles for funerals, however they are carrying passengers in the
course of their business, and there is argument to say that the licensing regime should apply.
53. Any proposed exemptions within the new law MUST be clearly defined. A catch all definition with local
exemptions would allow licensing authorities to make their own decisions on this, however this could lead to
licence shopping.

QUESTION 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers’ exercise of the powers to set national standards?
If so, what modifications could be made to help prevent abuse?

54. The contract exemption was repealed because it was so obviously being used as a means of circumventing the
licensing requirements. In many cases, vehicles and drivers being used by public bodies were NOT subject to
the necessary checks and inspection because there was an assumption that the vehicles were duly licensed.
Clearly this was a communication issue, but even so, the repeal of the exemption allowed the situation to be
adequately addressed. It is also suggested that the licensing of vehicles and drivers by the licensing authority is
an essential requirement as it relieves education and health bodies from the need to apply another level of
regulation in an area within which they have no expertise.
55. The consultation refers to the contract exemptions for long term contractual arrangements and states ‘In these
cases, there is no need for the burdens of general licensing criteria to be met. Public bodies, in particular the
NHS and education authorities, need to set up large contracts for transporting children and vulnerable
individuals. Such organisations are best‐placed to set standards and monitor their attainment. Unlike most pre‐
bookings, such contracts will typically be subject to negotiation and be in writing.’ It is agreed that a written
contract will be in existence, but public bodies simply do not have the resource or the expertise to ensure
compliance with the contractual obligations in relation to the suitability and mechanical safety of vehicles and
the fitness of the driver. It would be far better if they can require vehicles (and drivers) to be licensed for taxi
use in the knowledge that the necessary checks on the vehicle and driver have been carried out so they can
simply monitor the contract for the purposes of quality control.
56.

The point of the licensing regime is to protect the public and this is most important in the case of vulnerable
passengers. As previously mentioned, it is by no means clear that volunteer drivers are outside of the licensing
regime – this very much depends on the approach by licensing authorities. The question ought to be whether
or not such drivers should outside of the regime given the role they play which is almost exclusively transporting
vulnerable passengers to their destination.

57. In summary, the aim of the repeal was to take away the option of unlicensed drivers/vehicles with no formal
enhanced Criminal Records check being allowed to transport vulnerable children/adults in unregulated vehicles.
There is no argument which supports a reverse position – if anything, clearer regulation is needed in this area.
58. One idea to reduce the business burden would be to require ‘volunteer’ drivers and vehicles to be licensed but
to provide licences and tests at no cost to the individual on the condition that the vehicle cannot subsequently
be used commercially. The costs in this case would fall to the licensing authorities but this might be balanced by
the reduced need for enforcement.

(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 13
Regulation of the way taxis and PHVs can engage with the public should not be limited to “streets”.
59. Agree – this should be any place within the district.

QUESTION 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire regulation at airports?
In particular, where concessionary arrangements are in place, should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service
for passengers who have pre‐booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Unlike railways, taxi and private hire legislation does not deal with airports specifically. Airports are now mainstream
integrated transport hubs and market failures in airport settings are, if anything, more extreme than those at railway
stations. Consumer transport options at airports for onward travel can be limited and some do not have rail links.
Particularly vulnerable consumers, such as tourists, are a significant part of the consumer base. This makes
information deficits a particular problem. Airports also have limited space which also reduces the scope for
competition.
This appears to suggest that the rationale for extending taxi and private hire licensing to railways might similarly
apply at airports. Byelaws under the Civil Aviation Act 1986 cover the provision of taxi services. Some airport owners
enter into contracts with chosen taxi and private hire companies and restrict access by all other providers. Other
vehicles may only park some distance from the terminal.
It is important to consider how regulations can encourage competition and consumer choice. Funding information
desks through a levy on the trades can be controversial. A requirement to monitor customer satisfaction according to
agreed parameters might be useful. Waiting times and facilities could be rated, and benchmarking used to ensure
that if satisfaction fell below agreed levels regulators might intervene.

60. Airports, Ferry Terminals and Railway stations should be serviced by licensed vehicles but how the customer can
access those services on arrival could be a local and logistical matter not a licensable aspect. There is no need
for any legal provision here – it would be a matter for the airport to manage the situation and to designate a
‘rank’ within the airport for passengers to hire vehicles, and they could consider setting aside an area for pre‐
booked vehicles to pick up customers.

61. The suggested ‘single tier’ system would negate the current arguments and any need for enforcement in relation
to supposed ‘illegal plying for hire’ at airports and train stations.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire” should be placed on a statutory footing and include:
a. References to ranking and hailing.
b. A non‐exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire.
c. Appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of PHVs.

62. The current law on plying and standing for hire is confused and lacks certainty. The leading case of Nottingham
v Woodings even suggests that exhibition of the vehicle (which had been accepted as an integral pert of the
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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requirements for standing or plying for decades before) was not necessarily required. That, allied with
confusion over the role of the driver, and the location of the vehicle, will make the creation of a statutory
definition that does not alter the currents concept very difficult to achieve.

63. There would be no need for this under a single tier licensing system.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.

64. The Law Commission accept that the distinctions between technological pre booking an hailing are fine (para
14.75) and enforcement will become increasingly difficult. Why preserve the distinction?

QUESTION 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis is respect of “arrangements made
in a public place”, instead of “plying for hire”?
In Scotland, taxis are defined as “A hire car which is engaged, by arrangements made in a public place, between the
person to be conveyed in it (or a person acting on their behalf) and its driver for a journey beginning there and
then.”
Private hire cars (as they are known in Scotland) are “any kind of vehicle which is, with a view to profit, available for
hire by the public for personal conveyance, but is not a taxi”.
The taxi definition retains the idea of immediate availability for hire, but references to a “public place” could cause
problems, especially as regards the internet. ?

65. The concept of “public” especially when allied to “place” is a notorious problem for enforcement. As the
proposals stand (for two tier licensing) it is difficult to see any particular advantage in moving to the Scottish
concept.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
Consultation says ‐ A key feature of taxis is that they are not permitted to refuse jobs once the consumer has engaged
them appropriately, either at a rank or by hailing.

66. There is currently no compellability for hailings. The law is clear that compellability does apply for rank
bookings and this should be maintained. This would mean that any vehicle engaged from a rank must take a
journey within the district unless there is a reasonable excuse not to.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 19
Pre‐booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a PHV and cover all technological modes of engaging
cars. This is without prejudice to the continued ability of taxis to be pre‐booked.
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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Under current law, the key distinction from taxis is achieved through restricting PHVs in how they can be engaged by
the consumer. Bookings must be made in advance and through a licensed operator.
67. We agree with this proposal if 2 tier licensing is to remain.

68. A single tier licensing system would resolve such issues.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 20
Leisure and non‐professional use of taxis and PHVs should be permitted. There would, however, be a presumption
that the vehicle is being used for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Currently, leisure use of licensed taxis and PHVs outside London driven by unlicensed drivers is not allowed.
Restricting this sort of use to licensed drivers restricts the scope to use a family vehicle for leisure. On the other hand,
enforcing the legislation is difficult if the driver were to argue that the vehicle was being used privately at any time.
The Commission is persuaded that the deregulatory arguments in favour of allowing leisure use are strongest.
Experience in London has not shown any particular problems.

69. The current system is simple to use and does not affect the use of the taxi for family use. The only restriction
being that the driver must hold a licence to drive a taxi issued by the parent Authority. As LA officers have no
powers to stop vehicles proving/disproving that the vehicle was being used socially would create an
unnecessary extra burden of proof aspect to any prosecution action taken by a LA. This proposal would appear
to only appease the taxi trade in London
70. Insurance companies need to ensure that insurance policies are worded clearly and in accordance with the
legislation. e.g. current references to ‘public hire’ are misleading.
71. We can see the argument in favour of this – it would potentially make enforcement more difficult but actual risk
is minimal. The burden of proof should be on the driver.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory guidance in respect of taxi
and PHV licensing requirements.
The Commission considers that the existence of statutory guidance might be helpful in obliging licensing authorities
and judges to consider it when exercising their functions, aiding consistency. The DfT’s existing guidance on what
could count as a PHV would form the basis of any such statutory guidance.

72. If the law is clear there should be no need for statutory guidance particularly where there are also statutory
minimum standards to be imposed as is proposed. The danger here is that all too often, statutory guidance is a
means for the Government Department to try to impose their interpretation on the legislation. It is inevitably
more red tape rather than less.
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PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “PHVs”, respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be
abandoned.

73. We agree with this proposal in the event that 2 tier licensing remains and would suggest the use of the terms
‘taxi’ and ‘minicab’ rather than ‘private hire’

74. We would reiterate the comparative simplicity of a single tier system.

QUESTION 23
Should PHVs be able to use terms such as “taxis” or “cabs” in advertising provided that they are only used in
combination with terms such as “pre‐booked” and do not otherwise lead to consumer confusion?
Current law prohibits private hire operators from using the terms “taxi” or “cab” in signs and advertising. Many
people use the term “minicab”.

75. If two tier is retained, the terms “taxi” and “minicab” would be suitable to describe the two types of vehicle and
help reduce public confusion. If that is the case, they must remain exclusive to those two types. The concept of
a “pre booked taxi” actually meaning a PHV/minicab is ludicrous.

76. The alternative IoL proposal would negate this confusion with every vehicle able to act as a taxi carrying plates
and other identifying features which the public associate with a taxi.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
The Law Commission argues that, as a matter of principle, everyone using taxis and PHVs should be entitled to expect
the same, basic level of safety. The impact of such a change would be highly deregulatory for PHVs, where a wide
range of standards exists at the moment.
In addition, for effective cross‐border enforcement by local licensing authorities, the establishment of the same,
minimum standards would ensure that each local authority would be applying – at least – the same standards.

77. We agree that there should be national safety standards but proper consideration (subject to proper
consultation) must be given to what those standards will be.
78. We think it important to distinguish between vehicle safety standards, vehicle suitability and driver safety
standards.
79. We regard vehicle safety standards as being of paramount importance, because they will address matters such
as roadworthiness, maintenance and the frequency and standards of testing and inspection of vehicles. In our
view there can be no compromise on these standards.
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80. If there are to be 2 tiers, the safety standards whatever they are, must apply to both tiers, because otherwise
one will be regarded as being inferior to the other. We see no benefit to a distinction between the 2 tiers as
they are essentially fulfilling the same purpose of carrying fare‐paying passengers.
81. Under a 2‐tier system, identification of vehicles and appropriate insurance remain equally important but less
easily addressed.
82. However, in relation to the non‐insurance risk to a consumer being carried in a private hire vehicle whose driver
unlawfully plies for hire, we suggest the matter could be addressed by simply requiring all taxis and private hire
vehicles to be covered by a policy of insurance for taxi and minicab use. We acknowledge that to impose such a
requirement might give the impression to some private hire vehicle drivers that it is acceptable for a private hire
vehicle to carry a consumer who has not pre‐booked, but even should that be the case, we take the view that it
is better to ensure that all consumers have the protection of insurance than to expose some to the risk of using
a private hire vehicle that is not insured for public hire.
83. We agree that effective cross‐border enforcement is essential to creating an effective licensing regime that
delivers national standards of public protection.
84. Whilst we agree that there should be national safety standards for taxis and private hire vehicles, we believe
that those standards, which we regard as being vehicle safety standards, should be the same for both tiers.

85. Under a single tier system, roof lights / signage (including door signs) etc would ensure maximum visibility of
licensed vehicles, minimising the risk of unlicensed vehicles. In addition, a single tier system would enable a
single criterion of insurance negating the risk of uninsured use.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum standards.
The Commission proposes that taxi regulation would continue to work differently from private hire regulation
because consumers are able to engage taxis at ranks and by hailing – the local nexus is strong. The ability of licensing
authorities to control pricing and apply extra local standards to reflect local conditions is therefore important.
Licensing authorities would therefore retain the ability to impose requirements over and above the national (Welsh)
standards to taxis being hailed or using ranks within their licensing area. These could be linked to safety, but the
Commission also recognises that authorities might wish to impose other quality standards (e.g. accessibility, colours
and signage, CCTV, a “knowledge” test or specific vehicle requirements.

86. All licensed vehicles should be treated the same with minimum national standards with the licensing authority
able to apply additional requirements which might relate to signage, etc. To achieve consistency and fairness,
testing requirements for drivers should also be subject to national minimum standards.
87. The Law Commission needs to recognise that vehicle safety standards are distinct from vehicle suitability, driver
knowledge and driver safety.
88. Subject to the imposition of a single national vehicle safety standard (and we would suggest certain mandatory
national requirements for signage for both tiers of vehicles), we see no reason why licensing authorities should
not have the ability to restrict the licensing of taxis to wheelchair accessible vehicles or to impose colour
policies. We regard driver knowledge to be a separate matter, which should be addressed in relation to driver
standards and not confusingly included with matters relating to vehicle safety standards.
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89. In our opinion, a national vehicle safety standard must be set and local authorities should not have the ability to
set higher safety standards. The importance of setting the national vehicle safety standard at the correct level
cannot be over‐stated.
90. The ability of the licensing authority to set higher ‘quality’ standards on non‐safety issues ,for example vehicle
signage, roof lights, colour / livery schemes etc., seems sensible and allows local control to be retained while
giving the licensing authority flexibility to waive requirements (conditionally or otherwise).

91. A single tier system would provide a clear and transparent position with national minimum standards for all
vehicles and local conditions enshrined in policy but again treating all vehicles the same except where individual
conditions are applied to off set exemptions on signage etc.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory standards.
The Commission proposes that the regulation of private hire services should be limited to addressing safety concerns
in accordance with standards set by the Secretary of State and by Welsh Ministers. Licensing authorities in the case of
private hire services would not have powers to impose additional standards on private hire drivers, vehicles or
operators. Private hire services would be able to exceed the mandatory standards in response to competition.

92. Currently, Private Hire Vehicles transport members of the public for a fee in much the same way as a Hackney
Carriage. Therefore these vehicles should have the same level of safety standards as required for taxis. Without
knowing what the “minimum” safety standards are going to be it is impossible to answer this question in more
detail. We agree that safety standards for private hire vehicles and suitability standards for drivers should be set
nationally; and would also suggest that the suitability standards for private hire operators should also be set
nationally.

93. A one tier system would once again address this issue.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety. Requirements such as
topographical knowledge would no longer apply to private hire drivers.
The Commission has two reasons for treating private hire services differently from taxis. First, for private hire
vehicles, all journeys are pre‐booked so can be planned in advance. The economic incentive to take the shortest route
therefore lies with the provider. Second, a knowledgeable driver is a key example of a quality service but does not
affect safety.
Unlike taxis, consumers are able to avoid private hire services – which rely on repeat business ‐ that demonstrate lack
knowledge, whether through the route chosen or the ability of the driver to plan.
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94. We agree that the suitability standards for private hire vehicle drivers should be set nationally, but the
introduction of such arrangements means that the standard must be set at a level that is appropriate for the
whole of England and Wales, including London.
95. We consider that the current DSA driving assessment for taxi and private hire vehicle test to ensure competent
driving skills could be argued as a safety requirement.
96. We do not regard navigational skills and customer care as being matters of safety, although we do believe that
they should form part of a national driver standard, together with numeracy / English language testing to
ensure that the driver can communicate effectively with passengers.
97. For the avoidance of doubt, we also believe that disability awareness is a topic in which drivers should receive
training and be assessed, but regard this to be a matter of safety, because a failure to deal appropriately with a
disabled customer may result in them suffering injury or worse.

Local knowledge tests
98. The TCP had mixed views on this subject. On the one hand, under a 2 tier system, it can be argued that the
need for a traditional topographical test, such as the internationally renowned ‘London knowledge’, should not
be necessary for a private hire driver undertaking only pre‐booked work and often using the satellite navigation
systems that are becoming ever more sophisticated. However, there may still be a need to include in a
national driver test standard an assessment of a driver’s ability to use navigational equipment – satellite
navigation, street map and road atlas – and to plan a route.
99. There is also is no guarantee that a driver will have access to this type of equipment ‐ even if he plans to work
for a firm that has vehicles with sat‐nav, he may not work for them for the whole of his licence period. Sat‐nav
often relies on the customer knowing the place name, road name or post‐code. Whilst with pre‐booked work
the driver will tend to know the destination, what if the customer changes their mind and asks to go
somewhere else, or asks for an additional drop‐off. We see it as reasonable that the driver of a licensed vehicle
should have an adequate knowledge of the location of places of interest such as leisure centres, pubs,
restaurants, doctors, hotels etc. It should not be beyond the realms of possibility to specify limits to what the
local authority can test.
100. Whilst it is appreciated that if the driver gets lost the passenger can choose a different firm on the next
occasion, that is not much consolation to the passenger who was late for their appointment.

101. The IoL Taxi Consultation Panel does not believe that retention of the existing 2 tier system serves the public,
regulators or trade well. A single tier system as proposed allows for standards to be set for vehicles, drivers and
operators with local discretion on some aspects which might include driver skill / local knowledge.
102. Local knowledge tests have been introduced by a significant number of licensing authorities and are clearly seen
as an essential element of driver competency by those authorities. We consider that this is another example of
where a single tier system is fairer, more consistent and provides a level playing field for the trade and
customers.
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QUESTION 28
Should local standard‐setting for private hire services be specifically retained in respect of vehicle signage?
Are there other areas where local standards for PHVs are valuable?
The Commission also acknowledges that particular areas of private hire standards can have a local dimension. For
example, vehicle signage has an impact on safety. Clear vehicle signage can help to counteract the risk that
consumers will get in to an unlicensed vehicle, but such problems do not exist everywhere

103. We acknowledge that under the existing regimes different problems have arisen in different areas in relation to
bogus vehicles and private hire illegally plying for hire. However, to allow the continuance of local standards
regarding signage would, in our opinion, be to allow a significant cause of the problem to continue. The
underlying problem is the fact that there is no national standard for taxis and private hire vehicles. In the
absence of clear national standards, confusion will persist and the bogus will be able to prosper, whilst some
private hire drivers will exploit the confusion to take passengers who have not pre‐booked a vehicle with their
firm
104. If every taxi was required to display signage of a national standard that made it clear that it was a taxi and the
area in which it could operate and every private hire vehicle was required to display signage of a national
standard that made it clear it was a private hire vehicle (or a pre‐booked mini‐cab), the confusion caused by
local standards would be eradicated. Local signage standards are not the solution, they are part of the problem.
105. If 2 tier is to remain, it is important that private hire vehicles are as clearly identifiable as possible and at the
same time clearly distinguishable from taxis.
106. We agree that the greatest concern must be about the risk to a consumer of using a bogus taxi or private hire
vehicle – it is certainly not uncommon for consumers to be picked‐up by a bogus vehicle and driver, which they
mistakenly believed to be from the private hire firm with which they had booked a vehicle. That issue might be
largely addressed by requiring taxis and private hire vehicles each to display certain signage, which would then
easily distinguish them from each other and from the private motor car or bogus vehicle.

107. If there is single tier licensing, there could easily be “national” signage standards with space for the local
authority identity to be included. This would assist public safety. Even in the case of a 2 tier regime, the same
principle could apply with standard HC and PHV signage, stickers, etc. The single tier option would remove the
current confusion in distinguishing between taxis and private hire vehicles.
108. The ultimate solution in our view would be for signage requirements to be set within the national minimum
standards. Consideration could be given to allowing local authorities discretion to grant conditional exemptions
whereby ‘executive’ vehicles could be exempted from requirements to display external plates, but on the
condition that they could only be used for pre‐booked work. National requirements for plates could allow for
local authorities to add their crest/brand.

QUESTION 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards for both taxis and PHVs?
By their very nature, private hire standards would apply without geographical variation. At the same time, taxis and
PHVs compete for pre‐booked journeys. Consequently, if a licensing authority were able to adopt taxi standards lower
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than those proposed for PHVs, drivers would have an incentive to license in that area even if they had no intention of
working there as taxis.
Common safety standards do not require common specifications because different vehicles – of varying design ‐
require different criteria to be met.
Introducing a single set of safety standards for taxis and PHVs would avoid the risk of a mismatch in taxi and private
hire standards, but the different ways of working of taxis and PHVs may make it impractical to use the same
standards for both.
109. Under a 2 tier system, any safety standard set should apply across the board and licensing authorities should
not be able to set standards for one type of vehicle lower than the national standard. We disagree with higher
safety standards being set for taxis.
110. A consumer should be as safe when travelling in either type of licensed vehicle. For that reason alone, we are of
the view that the vehicle safety standard should be the same for taxis and private hire vehicles.
111. We appreciate that there may be a greater need to protect the driver of a taxi from assault, because of the
manner and nature of their work, but regard that as a matter of driver safety and not an aspect of vehicle
safety.
112. Whilst not necessarily the standard to be applied, there are already national standards for the testing of all
classes of motor vehicle used on our roads. See the VOSA ‘MOT Test: Fees and Appeals’ poster at
http://www.dft.gov.uk/vosa/repository/MOT%20test%20fees%20and%20appeals%20aPR%2010.pdf
113. The TCP have differing views on the level of safety testing which would be appropriate. On balance, the group
agree that the level should be above normal MOT standards, and the frequency of testing should be more than
annual (frequency could be based on mileage and vehicle age for example as is often the case under the existing
regime. If one were to take the view that in one year the average taxi or private hire vehicle did about four
times the mileage of the average private motor car, one might reasonably conclude that taxis and private hire
vehicles should be tested four times a year. However, it seems to us that this would be a level of detail to be
determined by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers.
114. This approach would also allow flexibility in the frequency of testing of certain classes of vehicle. For example,
it may be considered necessary to subject vehicles such as motorcycles to more frequent testing, because of the
greater risks to which a passenger would be put, if the vehicle were not well maintained.
115. In relation to the testing of taximeters, we note that as of 29 June 2011 the Department for Transport stated in
a letter to a member of the Institute of Licensing’s Taxi Consultation Group:
116. “The Measuring Instruments (Taximeters) Regulations 2006 transpose the taximeter provisions of the EU
Measuring Instruments Directive into UK law. Part 3 of the Regulations sets out the arrangements for
enforcement. In particular, responsibility for enforcement is placed on the Secretary of State for Transport or a
person acting on his behalf. The Department is considering its enforcement strategy under the Regulations.
117. Section 71 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 sets out the extent of licensing
authorities’ duties in respect of testing taximeters which private hire vehicle owners have opted to use in their
vehicles. This section has a consumer protection objective and it is up to licensing authorities to decide how to
fulfil the duties contained in it.”
118. Despite this legislative void, we appreciate that the trend in relation to matters of weights and measures is to
require checking and calibration to be undertaken and certificated by a competent person. We see no reason
why that approach should not be extended to taximeters, whether they are fitted in taxis or private hire
vehicles, and would suggest that they should be subject to annual testing, which might usefully be required to
be undertaken within one month of the date of application for the initial grant or renewal of a licence.
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119. In conclusion, this is another clear argument for a single tier system. We are not sure what standards would be
difficult to apply to both as no examples are given, but under a one tier system all vehicles (subject to conditional
exemptions) would have the same requirements and the same abilities. This section of the consultation talks
about differing standards ‘distorting the licensing regime’ – the 2 tier system is an existing distortion which could
and should be addressed.

QUESTION 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services compared with private hire
services?
The safety of taxi and private hire services goes beyond the safety of passengers, and must also address drivers’
safety.
Options that have been considered include a partition between the driver and passenger space; CCTV, audio
recording; and panic buttons.

120. Whilst we think it would be prudent to provide a power for the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set a
national driver safety standard (which should be the same across England and Wales), we are not currently
satisfied that there is a need nationally for a driver safety standard for either taxis or private hire services.
121. Indeed, as a matter of practicality, we fail to see how national driver safety standards could be set for some
classes of vehicle, such as motorcycles for example.
122. If there were a power to set national driver safety standards and licensing authorities also had the ability to add
additional standards this would provide the greatest flexibility.
123. If, for example, the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers were to decide that every taxi had to be fitted with a
partition between the driver and passengers, because of the level of assaults upon drivers, it might still be
appropriate for a licensing authority to impose a requirement for CCTV, if drivers in a particular area were still
being subjected to aggressive and threatening behaviour by passengers banging on the partition and /or using
threatening and / or abusive language, although the latter would also require audio recording facilities, which
are in themselves controversial and do not necessarily accord with the guidance issued by the Information
Commissioner’s Office. There is currently an ongoing case in Southampton where the Information Commission
has served an enforcement notice on Southampton City Council requiring them to stop the audio recordings in
taxis – Southampton are looking to appeal the enforcement notice.
124. Whether there are national and / or locally set driver safety standards, drivers should not be prevented from
installing any device or equipment that is intended to promote or enhance their and / or their passengers’
safety.
125. We are of the view that the best way forward would be a framework that provides maximum flexibility to
enable the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers and licensing authorities to address driver safety (and any
other issues).
126. Whilst we would not currently expect it to be necessary to set a national standard for either tier of vehicle, we
do appreciate that Transport for London, as the licensing authority for London, would be likely to wish to
continue its practice of requiring a partition between the driver and passengers in taxis, as may other
authorities. Likewise, we are unaware of any local authority that requires a partition between driver and
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passengers in private hire vehicles, but we would not wish to prevent a licensing authority from adopting such a
standard, if it were considered necessary.
127. As the cost of implementing such measures would fall upon the owner / driver of such a vehicle, we are of the
opinion that such measures should not be set nationally or locally without consultation with the trade, because
it is the drivers who will both benefit from the protection afforded to them by such standards, but they will also
have to pay for any such device or equipment.

128. Under a single tier system, there would no question of differing standards between taxis and pre‐booked
services.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis and PHVs should only cover
conditions relating to safety.
The Commission believes that each of the pillars (driver, vehicle and operator) under the current licensing regime has
a role in promoting safety. The Commission proposes that the scope of standard‐setting powers granted to the
Secretary of State and to Welsh Ministers would only extend to conditions relating to the safety of taxi and private
hire services.

129. Safety standards should be set nationally within a regulatory framework for vehicles, drivers and operators.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety standards should be subject to a
statutory consultation requirement.

130. Agree but the standards must be the same for England and Wales.

QUESTION 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety standards?
In particular, should the statutory requirements to consult refer to a technical advisory panel?
National vehicle standards might include the use of roof signs, signage more generally, taxi‐meters, CCTV cameras,
tracking systems, driver shields (partitions), or tinted windows.
The Commission believes that the standard‐setting powers held by the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers, along
with those of the licensing authorities in setting local standards for taxis, would be sufficiently flexible to deal
appropriately with such issues.

131. We would suggest the establishment of a Technical Advisory Panel to draft and consult on proposed standards
would be an effective solution. The Technical Advisory Panel should be independent and impartial from all
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interested parties including Professional and Trade representative groups / organisations, but should be able to
draw from all sources.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis provided above the minimum
national standards.
Local conditions would continue to apply but exclusively to taxis. Matters relating to quality and fares are key
examples where local decision‐making for taxis would be valuable (e.g. London’s “Conditions of Fitness”).
The Commission’s provisional view is that licensing authorities should retain the discretion to impose licensing
conditions provided that they do not fall below national standards.

132. Agree that local conditions should apply to matters such as fares, vehicle signage (over and above the national
minimum). This should be the case under either a one or two tier system.

133. The 1 tier system provides a more level playing field whereby all vehicles within an authority area are subject to
the national minimum standards plus local conditions. The IoL’s proposal allows for conditional licences which
might allow the non‐display of plates for example but subject to individual conditions being applied which might
restrict the way in which the vehicle is used (e.g. by preventing the use of ranks and hailings etc).

QUESTION 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi standards?
The arguments in favour of regulating quality features are inevitably weaker than they are for safety features. A
reformed system could be used to limit local licensing authorities’ powers in this regard.
In Scotland, the Secretary of State and Scottish Ministers already have powers to make some conditions mandatory
and – conversely – to prohibit conditions that are deemed undesirable. These powers may be applied differently
reflecting local circumstances, including the type of taxi or PHV. There is also a specific [power to set types, sizes and
designs of vehicles. Potentially, this could be a useful model for limiting the scope of licensing authorities’ discretion
to set local standards.

134. Again without knowing what the National minimum standard will be it is difficult to say what local standards
Authorities would wish to introduce.
135. Each vehicle would require adequate testing as to its suitability and roadworthiness before a licence is issued. If
mandatory conditions are enforced as to the size, type and design this will have a huge effect on small
businesses and could lead to a shortfall in vehicle availability.
136. There is a need to avoid vast differences between authorities which might continue to lead to licensing
shopping across local authorities.
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QUESTION 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators?
Under the Commission’s proposals, nationally‐set standards relating to safety would be the only form of regulation
affecting private hire services. Taxis would instead be subject to two distinct sets of standards – one national, and
one local.
The national standards may – or may not – be the same as those that would apply to PHVs.
Licensing authorities would not be obliged to introduce local conditions but would have the option to do so depending
on local circumstances. Local standards could not, however, be any lower than the nationally‐set minimum standards
relating to safety.
Currently, licensing authorities may set conditions that apply to all licensees generally in their licensing area, as well
as tailoring conditions specific to particular licensees. This applies to both taxis and private hire services.
The Commission considers this flexibility to be helpful, and believes that it should be retained for taxis as it is
compatible with local licensing – albeit with the presumption that general conditions should be used, and individual
conditions would be the exception.

137. As question 35 above
138. Currently Licensing Authorities cannot impose conditions on Hackney Drivers nor in turn operators if using only
Hackney Carriages therefore “retain” is not the correct term.
139. There are massive differences between authorities at present in terms of their requirements of driver and
operator licence applications. Local knowledge (topographical) tests are an area of contention with many
authorities now requiring a basic local area knowledge test, others not requiring any such test and London with
a 3 year training requirement on local knowledge.

140. A much more uniformed (one tier system) approach to licensing conditions would be beneficial. There are
current vast differences in approach between authorities when dealing with applicants and as a result an
individual who is refused a licence in one area might well be successful in another area. This is a clear public
safety issue.
141. National guidelines on how authorities should deal with convictions and medical issues, CRB checks (frequency
etc), when DVLA checks should be carried out, information sharing, disability training and the testing of drivers
and operators on their knowledge of those conditions imposed upon them would be more beneficial and would
deter licence shopping between authorities.

QUESTION 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to co‐operate be on a statutory footing, or is it best left to
local arrangements?
Some local licensing authorities work together through an integrated regulatory service function within a single
management structure. This should reduce management and overhead costs as well as encouraging consistency of
standards.
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Such arrangements can be made informally, while there are also statutory powers (Section 21 of the Local
Government Act 1972) under which local authorities can arrange for certain functions to be discharged by other
authorities.

142. We agree with the Law Commission that the creation of a new regulatory body for England and Wales would be
an unnecessary expense, especially at this time of austerity; and whilst not canvassed, transferring licensing to
another regulatory body, such as VOSA, would serve no useful purpose.
143. That having been said, we do consider that it would be prudent to extend the enforcement powers traditionally
exercisable by only a constable or an authorised officer to VOSA officers.
144. Whilst a matter largely addressed at paragraphs 15.32 to 15.34 and Question 37, we are of the view that, where
there is an integrated transport authority, similar to Transport for London, the integrated transport authority
ought to be the licensing authority. There are currently five integrated transport authorities in England, being
those for the areas of Merseyside, South Yorkshire, Tyne and Wear, West Midlands, and West Yorkshire.
145. Statutory duties requiring local authorities to co‐operate might work in principle but could equally lead to
conflict with one authorities ‘co‐operation’ falling short of another’s expectation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the purpose of taxi standard
setting.

Where licensing authorities have combined resources in administering and enforcing taxi and private hire functions,
they may also wish to combine their remaining licensing activities relating to taxi standard‐setting.
The Local Transport Act 2008 introduced powers for the creation of integrated transport authorities and to change
the constitutional arrangements in existing ones. Under such arrangements, functions of the Secretary of State or a
local authority can be delegated to the integrated authority.

146. Agree.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create or remove taxi zones within their areas.
DfT recommends the abolition of taxi licensing zones to provide greater benefits to passengers through the greater
availability of vehicles and more consumer choice. It also allows taxi drivers to ply for hire in a wider area, promoting
more efficient operation.
On the other hand, where licensing authorities have proposed removing existing zones drivers have raised concerns
about potentially higher fares through the introduction of blanket tariffs across a then wider area.
The Commission proposes the introduction of more flexible powers enabling licensing authorities to respond more
easily to local circumstances. Such powers could allow authorities to create licensing zones or to remove them within
their areas.

147. We agree that there is potential benefit in giving local authorities the ability to create, modify and remove taxi
zones as this may assist in the provision of services in more rural areas. The issue of taxi fares is a smoke screen
as the fares are the maximum charges and lower fares can always be applied.
(c) Institute of Licensing 2012
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QUESTION 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak‐time licences, which may only be used
at certain times of the day as prescribed by the licensing authority?
Peak‐time licences might offer an attractive, targeted option for ensuring provision at times of perceived, unsatisfied
demand. Such a system is used successfully in parts of Australia.
148. Peak time licences would be almost impossible to control or regulate. In a regime where there is no limit on the
number of licensed taxis, it is difficult if not impossible to envisage anyone applying for or agreeing to a
restricted licence.

149. A single tier with no limitation powers would negate any need for this.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within a particular
locality; nor to using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing authority.
Currently, licensing officers have no enforcement powers in respect of vehicles licensed outside their licensing area.
Moving to a common set of safety standards would mean that licensing officers would have a shared set of standards
they may apply to any vehicle, driver or operator.
Also under current legislation, taxis may only ply for hire within their licensed area but may undertake pre‐booked
journeys anywhere. The Commission proposes retaining this. The scope for local variation in taxi standards, and in
particular the different fares and accessibility standards, means that they should be restricted to working on ranks
and to hailing passengers located in their licensing area. On the other hand, taxis would continue to be able to do
pre‐booked work out of borough as they can now.
Private hire operators are restricted to inviting and accepting bookings within their licensed area, and using vehicles
and drivers licensed within the same licensing area. This is notwithstanding that PHVs are free to pick up and drop off
anywhere.
Taxi drivers undertaking pre‐booked journeys have no similar constraints whether taking bookings directly or where a
third party may invite or accept bookings on their behalf (thus acting like an operator).
The move to mandatory national standards would mean that, although licences would be issued locally by different
licensing authorities, their requirements would be the same. Cross‐border restrictions, and the so‐called “triple
licensing” requirement whereby the operator, driver and vehicle must all be licensed by the same licensing authority,
would therefore fall away in respect of private hire services.
150. How would a licensed operator using a driver licensed by another authority know if a driver’s licence had been
revoked by that authority? The local authority revoking the licence would not be aware which operator(s) the
driver worked for if they were not licensed by that same authority, so they would not be able to make the
operator aware. This has huge implications in respect of the safety of passengers.
151. We believe that there is a need for a national register of drivers and operators. This would provide a checking
mechanism for licensing authorities when considering a new applicant as well as providing information about
revocations, refusals etc.
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152. This is another area which would benefit from a single tier system meaning all vehicles could stand and ply for
hire in their home licensing authority area but could operate pre‐booked only service outside the area.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 42
The Law Commission does not propose the introduction of a “return‐to‐area” requirement in respect of out‐of‐area
drop offs.
The Commission does not propose the adoption of specific measures aimed to restrict cross‐border activities of
licensed PHVs or taxis. Introducing a return‐to‐area requirement would only lead to increased prices and reduced
flexibility in the provision of services.
Taxis and PHVs could, after dropping off a passenger, legitimately pick up a different fare outside their licensed area
pursuant to a pre‐booking. Increasingly, intelligent dispatch systems make the likelihood of matching up passengers
with proximate vehicles a reality. If drivers were required to drive back empty to their own licensing area that would
not only be expensive but also environmentally damaging.
The danger that an out‐of‐area taxi or PHV might illegally ply for hire requires specific action through targeted
enforcement.
In addition, the introduction of common safety standards reduces the seriousness of cross‐border issues. If a licensed
vehicle is illegally plying for hire it may be competing unfairly and breaching various regulatory requirements but it
does not present a safety risk.

153. A one tier, single vehicle used for hire and reward would simplify a host of such anomalies. It should be the
case that a taxi could ply for hire, accept hailings and use ranks in their home authority but accept pre‐booked
work outside the area, with effective sanctions for regulators to control this in order to reduce the potential
conflict between local drivers and those from outside the licensing authority area.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares. Licensing authorities should not
have the power to regulate private hire fares.
Price controls are widely used to address market failure in the taxi rank and hail markets. Most licensing authorities
regulate maximum fares determined in accordance with formulae to reflect the cost of running a taxi further to a
consultation process.
The private hire market does not require such intervention because of the existence of normal market competition.
This does not mean that private hire fares are completely unregulated because general consumer protections do
apply. For example, where a PHV has a mater it must comply with the Measuring Instruments Directive and trading
standards controls.
Nothing in the Commission’s proposals would require local licensing authorities to regulate fares, and local
authorities would retain the choice of whether to do so.

154. Agree that setting the maximum fare for taxis is a good thing and protects the public from being overcharged as
well as providing a visible price guide for the customer.
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155. A 1 tier licensing system could provide for hailed / rank bookings to work to the meter with the ability for pre‐
agreed fares to be made for pre‐booked journeys (off the meter) .

QUESTION 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for pre‐booked journeys?
Under current law, taxi fares for pre‐booked journeys ending inside the licensing area are capped at what have been
the metered fare. Out‐of‐area journeys can be subject to a higher fare provided that this is agreed.
Taxis compete directly with PHVs in respect of the pre‐booked market, so in effect provide competition pressure on
taxis in respect of such journeys. The rationale for fare regulation of pre‐booked taxi journeys is therefore less strong.
There are advantages to regulating pre‐booked taxi fares. Taxis can be booked without operators and under current
law they are not required to keep records of pre‐booked journeys (unlike PHVs). If a taxi driver were to demand more
than the metered fare it would be hard to track down that taxi, whereas if an operator is involved it would be easier
to complain.
Requiring details of pre‐booked taxi journeys to be to be kept and a presumption that the metered fare applies could
allay concerns.

156. This should be allowed ONLY where the fare has been pre‐agreed for a pre‐booked journey. All hailed / rank
bookings should work to the meter and pre‐booked are off the meter as described above...
157. All journeys should be recorded with the customer being given a detailed receipt providing the car / driver
details, a short description of the journey, the meter rate and the actual price paid.

QUESTION 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and proper” person be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
A “fit and proper” person is not defined in statute. This might include the driver’s medical health as well as their level
of training and skills. This is especially relevant in terms of assisting disabled passengers.
While the Commission acknowledges that certain requirements might best be set out in primary legislation, it also
recognises that the powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set conditions in respect of bottom‐line
safety requirements could be sufficiently wide to cover such issues.

158. Agree that the vetting criteria should be set out in regulations but there are dangers in this approach where
certain offences are omitted. Regulations could set out the relevant offence types to provide a more flexible
schedule similar to that provided by the Home Office circular which is already in use by many licensing
authorities.
159. England and Wales MUST be the same
160. 45 b) is our preferred option
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161. We would reiterate the need for a national register. If possible, licensed operators should be able to ‘search’
the register to ascertain the validity of their drivers’ licences.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied would relate solely to the
vehicle itself.
Currently, general vehicle requirements for both taxis and PHVs leave much discretion for setting local standards,
which can relate to appearance, design and any distinguishing marks.
London’s Conditions of Fitness are the most prominent example of locally‐set conditions and have been adopted by
other authorities.
PHVs must satisfy licensing authorities in respect of:
Suitability of type, size and design.
Sufficient difference to taxis to avoid confusion.
Suitable mechanical condition.
Safety.
Comfort.
Proper insurance cover.
The Commission has suggested that the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have powers to set national
safety‐related standards subject to a statutory consultation.
In England and Wales outside London the owner of a licensed vehicle is not subject to any statutory suitability
requirements – there is no express power to refuse a vehicle owner a licence for reasons related to the applicant, as
opposed to the vehicle. In respect of taxis, licensing authorities can issue byelaws “regulating the conduct of the
proprietors”. They may also suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence for any reasonable cause. This may be
broad enough to include reasons linked to the licence holder.
Vehicle owners in London must satisfy Transport for London that they are of good character, good business repute
and, having regard to their financial position, are “fit and proper”. Owners do not come into public contact so are
remote from considerations relating to passenger safety.

162. We consider that vehicle owners should be vetted to avoid a position where a known criminal owns (and to a
certain extent controls) a fleet of licensed vehicles.
QUESTION 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
a. Set out in primary legislation; or
b. included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set national safety conditions?
Currently, licensing authorities can take into account a broad range of criteria (beyond safety) in respect of licensing
both taxis and PHVs.
The Commission has suggested that national standard setting would only extend to vehicle safety. This would also
cover features distinguishing taxis from PHVs. On the other hand, considerations relating to broader quality
considerations (e.g. colour or comfort) could only be regulated locally, and then only in respect of taxis.
Appropriate vehicle testing and insurance remain key safety requirements.
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163. Vehicle standards should be set out in Regulations which would allow more flexibility in future amendments.
The set standards must be the same across England and Wales.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of PHVs.
Operators have only indirect contact with the public, although this is not the case for pre‐bookings. Passengers in the
latter circumstances do not know who the driver will be until they are collected. In private hire this is reinforced by
the fact that the contract is between the consumer and the operator, not the driver.
Operators should periodically check that drivers and vehicles comply with safety requirements, as well as checking
that they continue to satisfy relevant regulatory requirements. Operators’ reliance on customer goodwill for repeat
business is an important regulatory control.
In Scotland, operator licensing was deemed unnecessary when private hire licensing was introduced. However,
because of a perceived increase in concerns about public safety and public order, operator licensing was introduced in
2009.

164. There is a strong argument that if operator licensing is necessary for private hire it should be equally necessary
for taxis. Responsibility for the checking and maintenance of vehicles should lie with the vehicle driver. That
being the case, the main role for the operator is in the provision of records listing the bookings against the
allocated car and driver. Record taking is important for regulators in investigating complaints etc.
165. The other role of the licensing operator is to provide a point of contact for the customer in order to source a
booking from a pool or fleet of licensed vehicles. This is an important role and should be preserved.
166. Taxis should also be required to keep records or issue receipts to passengers in order to provide a similar audit
trail. Any such records should include the vehicle, driver and journey details. This record keeping would
provide some level of protection to the driver against allegations. Ideally the receipt would be issued via the
meter and would contain all the necessary information to enable a complaint to be investigated. A receipt book
with a unique identifier i.e. badge number would also meet the requirement.

167. Under a single tier system, the provision for licensed operators would be maintained to provide the customer
interface, and all journeys would be receipted providing recorded information for all taxi work.

QUESTION 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and, if so, on what basis?
Unlike private hire drivers, taxi drivers may take pre‐bookings directly. This means that a third party who arranges a
pre‐booking can, in principle, act merely as an agent and take no direct responsibility in respect of the booking.
Third‐parties taking bookings on behalf of taxi drivers have no formal role in legislation but it may appear that taxi
radio circuits – dispatching solely taxis – carry out a very similar function to operators.
If all third parties who invite bookings for taxis had to be licensed that would effectively ban agency arrangements.
The third party would, by statute, have to take substantial legal responsibilities in respect of the taxi service provided.
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168. We consider that all journeys should either be booked via a licensed operator or direct with the driver and all
journeys should be receipted. This would essentially mean any third party taking bookings on behalf of any
vehicle will require an operator’s licence.

169. Again this would fall naturally in with a 1 tier licensing system as set out in our proposal.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 50
The definition of operators should not be extended to include intermediaries.
Intermediaries may have a long‐standing contract for particular events. They may also contact an operator to
dispatch PHVs or taxis. In such cases, the customer is not in any meaningful way relying on the operator, but rather
on the identifiable intermediary. Given this overlap, there is an issue as to whether the definition of operators should
be extended to intermediaries.
Under current arrangements, customers may still have recourse through contract law if a problem arises. The
operator ultimately engaged would remain liable and subject to regulation.

170. If the intermediary is dealing only with licensed operators, then they would not require an operators licence,
however where the intermediary is dealing directly with the driver of a vehicle then they should require an
operator’s licence.

QUESTION 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Currently, licences may only be granted to operators if they are “fit and proper” persons and subject to such
conditions as a licensing authority may deem “reasonably necessary”. Operators are directly liable for breaches by
their drivers, and vehicles.
There is evidence that initial checks on operators can yield significant intelligence useful to the police.

171. Yes operators should be vetted. The nature of their work gives them access to personal information including
knowledge of customer’s holidays / absences etc. All staff working for a licensed operator should also be vetted
for the same reasons.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub‐contract services.
Where a customer contacts an operator who is unable to fulfil the proposed booking, that operator may wish to sub‐
contract the job to another operator.
Currently, it is illegal to sub‐contract bookings elsewhere in England and Wales, whereas it is expressly permitted in
London – where the original operator remains liable to the customer.

172. Agree but a record of who the booking was sub contracted to should be made.
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QUESTION 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre‐booking directly, should record‐keeping requirements apply?
The Commission does not suggest that taxi drivers should be required to obtain an operator licence to take pre‐
bookings. However, requirements to keep records of pre‐booked journeys might be reasonable, particularly if fare
regulation did not apply to such journeys.

173. Yes as per the response under proposal 48. Drivers should, as currently happens in reality, be allowed to
accept bookings in their vehicles however a log or record should be maintained in case of incident or complaint
so that there is evidence for the investigation.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.

174. Agreed – this is a long overdue change and will negate the need for costly surveys used by licensing authorities
to assess unmet demand in order to justify quantity restrictions.
175. There is very little evidence to show that limiting Hackney carriage numbers amounts to anything other than
trade protection for those Hackney carriage proprietors lucky enough to have licences in a restricted market.
176. This therefore amounts to a restrictive practice which limits (or in many cases actually prevents) entrance to
the market and then distorts potential earnings. Many drivers are forced to rent a vehicle from proprietors who
own large quantities of Hackney carriage vehicles, which in turn restricts competition and ultimately limits
passenger choice.
177. This was not a totally conclusive view from the IoL’s Taxi Consultation Party. One member of the group feels
that there is significant merit in retaining the ability of licensing authorities to control the number of taxis and
felt that in some areas where the licensing authority had ‘delimited’ they had experience sufficient problems
with overcrowding on ranks etc., that they had chosen to re‐impose the limit.

QUESTION 55
What temporary or permanent problems might arise if licensing authorities lost the ability to restrict numbers?
Under current legislation, licensing authorities have the option to limit taxi numbers, but only in the absence of
“unmet demand”.
Restricted numbers limit competition and so consumer choice. Quantity controls also create a market for taxi
licences. In some parts of England, there is evidence that a taxi licence can command up to £60,000.
An as yet unimplemented provision of the Equality Act 2010 would further restrain authorities’ scope to limit numbers
by preventing the refusal of a licence to a wheelchair‐accessible taxi.
As at the end of February 2012, some 93 licensing authorities had quantity controls in place. Approximately 21,000
vehicles are currently operating in areas with quantity controls, accounting for just over ¼ of all taxis operating in
England and Wales.
Lack of provision can push consumers into taking unlicensed vehicles.
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Taxi representative groups have highlighted the potential benefits to the public through restricting numbers which
flow from a more stable and better paid trade. However, those could also be achieved through regulation targeted at
ensuring appropriate quality standards.
On balance, the Commission is proposing that arguments in favour of deregulation, and for the abolition of quantity
controls, are most convincing.

178. We recognise that delimitation of number restrictions in areas which are current subject to restrict is a source
of great concern to the trade. We are not convinced that the underlying issue is substantially more than a
commercial one to do with the inflated value of a licensed vehicle which in key areas will fetch several
thousands of pounds above the market value of the car by virtue of its licensed status.
179. Problems which may arise as a result of quantity controls being removed include an initial perception of less
income for drivers and their ability to provide a safe vehicle; potential for experienced drivers to leave the
trade; and potential congestion at ranks and nearby roads.
180. A positive impact would be the ability for market forces to determine numbers removing the perception that
the HC trade is protected or subsidised by the council by limiting competition.
181. In addition, it would remove the need to budget for or pay for the 3 yearly commercial survey required to
prove unmet demand in order to retain a limitation policy. The accuracy and value of these surveys is
questionable given that the trade know when they are occurring and could potentially collude to ensure they
are available at times (including times not usually worked) creating an inaccurate result. There have been many
challenges to the quality of the surveying as it is usually carried out by agency workers or students who do not
fully understand the work being undertaken.
182. However, there are proposals to implement national minimum standards and changes proposed under the
Equality Act 2010 which generally would raise standards of the taxi vehicle 'fleets'. This is an opportunity to
universally control numbers through quality at entry as opposed to purely numerical restrictions regardless of
numbers.
183. For example, 2 licensing authorities, Basingstoke and Deane BC and Bracknell Forest previously limited
numbers. When the decision was made to remove the restriction they did not experience a sharp rise in taxi
numbers mainly because of existing high vehicle entry requirements.
184. Maintaining a limitation policy for taxis takes up a considerable and unnecessary amount of officer time in
tendering and administering unmet demand surveys, allocation of plates and rebutting new vehicle enquiries
etc. Time saved on this can be better spent on enforcement activities to ensure standards do not decline and
also robust policy to ensure solid entry standards (which can require for example an entry age of vehicles and
regulation to control taxis not stopping by ranks already full and moving to the next rank with availability).
Overall an increase in taxi numbers should enhance local transport provision and reduce vehicle numbers on
roads particularly in urban areas.
185. Although a greater number of taxis may not guarantee all ranks are covered at all times, it should generally
mean taxis are more available and should stimulate greater consumer usage across ranks and times.
Detrimental impacts of restricting numbers include; shifting customers onto less preferred/suitable methods of
transport, reduced availability of taxis, increased waiting times, restrict those wanting to set up a taxi business
and reduce consumer choice. The OFT previously suggested quantity controls should only be restricted where it
can be evidenced this is to the clear benefit to the customer. By allowing all drivers to work whenever they
please there will always be times in the day and night when there are too many and not enough taxis to meet
the demand (particularly evident during the school run time period)
186. As mentioned under the previous section, TCP members were not unanimous in this response although it does
represent the majority view.
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QUESTION 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade over a scheduled period of
time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
There is some concern that removing quantity restrictions may drive out high skilled drivers as a sudden influx of
drivers could force down standards. Even if the new entrants leave after a few years, the overall standards might be
lower then than before the change. There would be reputational issues, too.
However, the risk of lower standards can be protected against by ensuring that new entrants are required to provide
services to an appropriate standard. London is a prime example, as there are no quantity restrictions but there are
stringent quality controls. Even in such circumstances, there has to be an adequate enforcement regime to monitor
and enforce those standards.

187. We agree that quality standards and regulation to maintain such standards is crucial.
188. Equally it is important to communicate clearly and effectively with the local hackney carriage and private hire
trades regarding changes whether this be through central government or local policy. Proprietors invest heavily
in their business so in fairness should be provided with facts to enable them to make informed decision
regarding the future of their business(es).
189. It is sensible to advise the licensed trade in advance if there are to be changes to quantity control. This would
enable the licensing authority genuine time to plan for the changes, to review policies to ensure standards can
be maintained and to plan inspection and enforcement activities. It would also provide an opportunity to
enable licensing authorities to assess rank provision and identify improvements which could be made in the
knowledge taxi numbers may increase to plan for any potential negative impacts from increased numbers.
190. Staggering increased numbers still offers a degree of limiting numbers for a short time with administration
issues regarding the allocation of plates. It would perhaps be better to schedule at a reasonable date in the
future to enable councils to plan the above steps and provide a clear deadline for the trade.
191. When Basingstoke recommended delimiting in November 2010, the trade had already had a few months notice
as they were engaged in the process although there was a 50/50 split from the trade on the recommendation to
delimit. The limit was removed on the date of the committee and there has been a marginal increase in
numbers of taxis increasing the numbers from 55 which was the limit then to 60 at present. There was no
impact from this increase and the numbers remain fairly constant as people retire and new drivers come in or
move from the PHV trade. Noted that the vehicle spec is high in BDBC so it requires a significantly higher
investment to enter the taxi trade than the PHV trade.
192. In conclusion, the TCP consider that a staggered transitional period would be complicated and complex to
administer. Sufficient notice should allow trade operators to prepare for delimitation without the unnecessary
complication of an unfair staggered implementation.
193. We have also considered compensation and conclude that there is no justification for compensation. The law is
clear (and has been since 1985) that a hackney carriage proprietors licence is not a secure asset. There are
many other situations where a change in the law has affected a business with no thought of compensation
being given (one example would be the abolition of home buyers packs).

194. Under a 1 tier system, standards would be the same for all vehicles meaning there would be no natural deterrent
for vehicles to take one type of trading over another. It is important that the national standards are sufficient to
ensure safety and comfort of passengers but the high end ‘executive’ vehicles would be a business choice rather
than a means of avoiding more stringent regulation.
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QUESTION 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This could involve:
a. A duty on licensees to give priority to disabled passengers; and
b. a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Ensuring proper accessibility is a priority of the Law Commission’s review.
Some authorities have a policy requiring all licensed taxis to be wheelchair accessible. This guarantees a disabled
person an accessible taxi. Such vehicles may not be ideal for passengers with other disabilities.
The Commission is not arguing that a percentage of taxis should be wheelchair accessible.
The Commission has considered whether a specific accessible taxi licence could be required, so that licence holders
would be obliged to prioritise bookings from passengers in wheelchairs. There could be special ranks for such
vehicles.

195. It is unclear how the licensee would be able to give priority to disabled passengers, given there are a wide range
of types of disability. How would the licensee know that the passenger was disabled, if it wasn’t visually
obvious? This would also be difficult to enforce.
196. This proposals needs to be clarified i.e. should hackney carriages give priority to wheelchair users, does that
mean they have to allow wheelchair users to jump the queue at ranks? This could cause friction with others in
the queue and embarrassment to the wheelchair user. In respect of phone bookings taken by either an operator
or a hackney carriage directly, will they be required to cancel other bookings to fulfil that of the wheelchair
user?
197. Is this going beyond the proposed aim of equality and giving wheelchair
users preferential treatment. Whilst
some will believe this to be a laudable aim, we are unsure that the majority of wheelchair users would agree.
The proposal needs to be clarified.
198. In respect of rank provision, it may be a better scenario for each local authority to determine whether there is
adequate provision at ranks for all of their licensed vehicles – including wheelchair accessible vehicles. However,
circumstances will vary greatly between different local authority areas and it may be that this is simply not
required and may not even be in certain areas, such as very rural locations. Certain ranks could be reserved for
accessible vehicles.
199. With the numerous vehicle body types (i.e. rear loading) this would not be practical on a rank owing to the
distance required behind the vehicle for loading purposes. Each rank would require a “dropped curb” to
facilitate this type of vehicle (unless this type of vehicle was deemed unsuitable as a taxi).
200. In conclusion we consider that there should not be a separate category of wheelchair accessible vehicle but
local authorities should be able to designate ranks for use by wheelchair accessible vehicles (either permanently
or at key times during the day/night).

201. Under the TCP’s proposal, local authorities would be able to designate ranks for use exclusively by accessible
vehicle at all or key specified times. In addition, the licensing authority would be able to introduce a rank permit
system enabling it to control which vehicles are able to use ranks in the authority’s area.
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QUESTION 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards?

202. In reality any discount offered against the licence fee is likely to be very insignificant against the cost of
purchasing a disabled access vehicle. As an example, a fee discount for wheelchair accessible vehicles has
been used in Torfaen CBC for 4 years, but it had no effect on the number of wheelchair accessible vehicles. The
reduction in fee did not in any way cover the additional cost of purchasing the specialist vehicles.
203. As an alternative to a licence fee reduction (for the reasons stated above), could central government provide
incentives i.e. this could be done via road tax relief for accessible vehicles?
204. In addition, the requirement of the licensing regime is that the licensing authority sets the licence fee with a
view to covering the cost of administering the licensing regime (including inspections and enforcement), and
any discount would effectively pass the cost on – to the tax payer or the other licensed vehicles.
205. Another factor to bear in mind is the many and varied forms of disability, meaning that not all disabled
passengers will want to travel in a wheelchair accessible vehicle as some will find a saloon car more accessible
to them.

QUESTION 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible vehicles, and for catering for the
different needs of disabled passengers?
In some countries, the licence fee for a wheelchair accessible taxi is considerably lower than for other vehicle types.
This helps to offset the cost of purchasing an accessible vehicle. One option might be, therefore, to introduce a range
of fees relating to vehicles that satisfy different accessibility standards.

206. Definition of ‘Accessible’ Defining ‘an accessible vehicle or vehicles’ will be necessary and this is not in itself an
easy task, which is probably why there is no existing approved specification.

Incentives and Disincentives
207. We consider that the biggest disincentive / barrier currently is generally the cost of providing accessible
vehicles particularly when compared to a (perceived) low demand from the public.
208. Financial incentives could include funding to assist in the purchasing of accessible vehicles, and also subsidies
(or cheaper road tax/VED) for persons buying accessible vehicles for public passenger transport purposes.
209. Different age restrictions (or removal of age restrictions) on vehicle could apply in respect of accessible vehicles
provided safety standards are not compromised.
210. Giving the local authority the ability to reserve prime ranks for accessible vehicles may increase the incentive by
making accessible vehicles a more lucrative source of work.

Driver Training / Education
211. Education and training of drivers is an important factor – this could be applied to all licensed drivers as is the
case currently in Cardiff where all drivers are required to undertake a BTEC training course in assisting disabled
persons prior to being licensed as a taxi driver. One of the main barriers to provision of service is the lack of
confidence that exists for persons to engage with people who have disabilities. If this barrier were removed
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through mandatory education and training it would be a foundation to build on. Operators/drivers would be
more likely to be proactive in providing a service for persons with disabilities if they are confident in assisting
them.
212. Funding should be made available so that authorities can provide appropriate disability awareness training
which should be mandatory for all licensed drivers. This is key to address lack of awareness and improve driver
confidence, both of which should increase the safety of the passenger and their confidence in using taxis.

Enforcement
213. Licensing authorities should have clear enforcement powers so they can deal with drivers who fail to offer
reasonable assistance to disabled passengers, with more appropriate penalties for offences.

214. Under the TCP proposals the incentives of prime rank allocation are maintained. Other incentives such as
exemptions from any age restrictions etc., would equally be maintained.
215. We would also propose that licensing authorities be required to publish an online register of accessible vehicles
in their areas, including their make, model and accessibility features together with the booking contact
information. This would provide an element of business promotion / marketing which may also prove to be an
incentive.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 60
The Commission does not propose the introduction of quotas for wheelchair accessible vehicles.
The Commission is not persuaded of the need for quotas because of the fluidity of the industry and because many
drivers and vehicle owners are sole traders. It also recognises that quotas may not help many disabled people in a
wheelchair because there is no guarantee that an accessible vehicle would be available at the time and place they
required it.

216. Quotas will not work. The difficulty is that different people have different needs; some people with lesser
disabilities will only get into a normal un‐adapted motor car, as many of the wheelchair accessible vehicles are
high and difficult to get into. A quota would be likely to adversely affect the trade and without necessarily
improving provision.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and PHVs should include recognised disability awareness training.
There are plenty of examples of disabled people – in particular those in wheelchairs or with assistance dogs – having
been refused service or discriminated against in the provision of a service. More needs to be done to eradicate illegal
and unacceptable practices.
There should therefore be a national standard requiring all taxi and PHV drivers to complete a recognised
accessibility training course as a condition of holding a licence.
Assisting a disabled person also has safety implications.
Some local authorities (e.g. South Ayrshire) have introduced a mandatory requirement for licensed drivers to attend
an appropriate course.
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Disability awareness is seen as an important element of any National Standards of both taxi and PHV drivers.
Licensing Authorities recognise the need to ensure measures are taken by drivers (and operators?) to prevent
discrimination against disabled people.

217. Proposals would need to weigh up the extent and nature of awareness training needed against the additional
burdens, financial and otherwise, which would need to be borne by applicants and/or the licensing authority.
218. The nature of any proposed awareness training would also need careful consideration to prevent the possibility
of delays in the application process caused by applicants waiting for awareness training.
219. Therefore, careful consideration should be given to:





Who provides the training?
Where and when can this be made available to applicants?
Would there be a waiting list or delay to access the course?
What cost to applicants / the authority?

220. A general requirement for all drivers to receive a level of disability training would ensure a level playing field
rather than creating another financial burden to discourage the provision of accessible vehicles.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 62
To better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and PHVs should be required to display information about
how to complain to the licensing authority.

221. This would be consistent with the spirit of the Equality Act 2010, because – regrettably – discriminatory
practices are not rare. More can be done at local level to ensure that discrimination is not condoned. Licensing
authorities should take appropriate action against licence holders who participate in discriminatory practices.
222. Having said that, this should be neutral contact information. In other words, it should be a means for customers
to report their feedback to the licensing authority both positive and negative. It could include a statement
about commitment to equality and could also set out some of the national standards which might be more
visible to customers so they know what sort of standards to expect.
223. There is a strong possibility that this would result in an increase in the number of complaints to licensing
authorities consequently increasing budgetary pressures on authorities in some instances. Dealing with
additional complaints, investigating them and taking appropriate action could also lead to an increase in
suspensions and revocations of licences, with a proportionate increase in the number of appeals to court as a
result.
224. It is recommended that a full analysis of the costs of all proposals to Authorities and applicants is undertaken.
225. In addition where and how would this information be displayed? It would have to be in a position where it could
be seen and accessed by passengers. It would also need to be available in Braille for visually impaired
passengers.
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QUESTION 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled passengers seeking to hail
them?
Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
Legislation already prohibits discrimination against disabled people in the provision of goods and services – including
services provided in taxis and PHVs. This includes a requirement to make “reasonable adjustments” in the provision of
the service, including the provision of auxiliary aids.
The law provides that there should be no additional charge for carrying an assistance dog, although this is not always
followed.
Taxis are not under a general duty to stop when hailed, and the Commission does not seek to change that.
Good practice would suggest that licensing authorities should require taxis to display their availability for hire by
some obvious means to the public. This, in turn, could be coupled with a requirement to stop in response to a hailing
if free and safe to do so.
226. A standard requirement for roof lights which are then connected to the taxi meter to show when the vehicle is
available for hire would assist.
227. It seems a reasonable proposition that taxis should be obliged to stop for passengers when hailed provided they
are available for hire. There should be no distinction for disabled passengers as the driver may not be aware
that the person hailing them is disabled, and it should be a clear directive that they must stop for any person
hailing them provided it is safe to do so. Clearly they must retain the option to refuse the fare for a reasonable
cause. It would have to be made clear that a taxi should not be permitted to show that he was available for hire
unless he is permitted to ply for hire in that district. In any case, proving an offence of failing to stop for a
person when hailed would be difficult in most cases.
228. As previously suggested, the publication of information about accessible vehicles and their contact / booking
information, together with promotion (including direction signage) of rank location (presuming there are
accessible vehicles on the ranks) would be useful to customers who find it difficult to hail an accessible vehicle.
229. There is an overlap with Chapter 4 in relation to driver standards – part of that standard has to include disability
awareness training to a certified standard, which includes practical demonstration of use of equipment such as
ramps etc
230. There could also be a benefit to tying this issue in with proposal 27 in relation to vehicle standards – could
mandatory signage in relation to WAVs assist – an issue is not only with the vehicle proprietor/drivers, but that
persons with disabilities are not always aware that vehicles have swivel seats, ramps etc. Education of people
with disabilities would also assist. A national taxi charter may be beneficial.
231. In summary, a requirement to stop if safe to do so seems a reasonable requirement but will be difficult to
enforce with endless arguments around whether it was ‘safe’ to stop. A more effective approach might be
through education and training to increase confidence in assisting disabled customers as well as promoting the
fact that disabled passengers are potentially an excellent source of recurring custom for drivers.

QUESTION 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Breaches of taxi and PHV legislation are criminal offences enforced through magistrates’ courts. Licensing authorities
also have powers to suspend, revoke or refuse to renew an existing licence, and to refuse to issue licences.
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Licensing officers do not currently have powers to stop a vehicle, although they can inspect licensed vehicles for
fitness. This requires them to work closely with the police and the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency.
It would not be possible for a licensing officer to determine that a vehicle and driver are licensed in advance of
stopping them. There are questions about the propriety of a licensing officer – rather than an uniformed police officer
– approach members of the public and questioning them about their behaviour. Such powers would have to be
proportionate, appropriate and accompanied by safeguards.

232. Whilst the prospect of officers having the power to stop vehicles is superficially attractive, it poses practical
problems.
233. Stop check exercises are an invaluable enforcement tool. At present they are conducted with the police, using
police officers to stop vehicles. Random stop checks of private hire vehicles in some areas find around 40% with
safety related faults quite apart from breaches of licence conditions around the display of signs or badges for
example.
234. The power to stop a vehicle on the highway has traditionally been reserved for police officers in uniform. It is
thought unlikely that licensing officers would or could attempt to stop vehicles in the way in which a police
motorcyclist might pull vehicles to the side of the road in moving traffic. There are significant safety risks
associated with trying to stop vehicles in moving traffic. Officers would need to be trained, but there would also
be problems around identifying the officer. Motorists know that they must stop for a uniformed police officer.
How would a taxi driver be able to recognise that the person asking him to stop was a Licensing Enforcement
Officer?
235. We believe that a more useful power would be similar to the power held by Inspectors of Weights and
Measures (Trading Standards Officers) under the Road Traffic Act 1988 to direct a vehicle once stopped, to
proceed to a weighbridge; it does not enable the officer to stop a vehicle on the highway. Such a power would
be useful to enable officers to require a driver to move to a suitable location whilst a check of his vehicle was
carried out. It would also be useful to prevent a driver moving off to avoid an Enforcement Officer’s approach if
the officer could direct him to stay where he was or to move to a particular location.
236. However, this question ignores the problem of how to deal with unlicensed vehicles and drivers who pose as
taxis. We therefore believe that the power of officers to be able to direct vehicles and drivers to remain
stationary or to require them to move to a particular location should be applicable to unlicensed vehicles or
drivers where the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that the driver is behaving as if he is a licensed taxi
or private hire vehicle. This would enable officers to deal with unlicensed taxis, but it would not go so far as to
extending their power to enable them to give directions to any or all motorists or vehicles.

QUESTION 65
What more could be done to address touting (the offence in a public place of soliciting persons to hire vehicles to
carry them as passengers)?

237. Touting can be a serious problem at airports and town centres with an active nightlife.
238. Our experience is that touting is conducted by agents working for private hire operators. It is unusual to see it
happening in respect of hackney carriages. Commonly, touting occurs because a contract exists between an
operator and an entertainment venue such as a pub or club. The operator pays the venue to promote his
private hire firm exclusively and to direct customers to the firm that need taxis. Whilst we cannot argue against
such commercial agreements, problems arise because operators take their commercial rights too far and install
their agents to stand outside venues and put customers into their company’s vehicles. There is argument to say
that journeys taken in these circumstances are likely to be illegal under existing law because there has not been
a pre‐arranged booking.
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239. We also hear of complaints from hackney carriage drivers and private hire drivers whose operators are not
contracted to the particular venue that touts will physically prevent hackney carriages from ranking or drivers
from other private hire operators from picking up passengers. We have concerns that this type of illegal
behaviour can escalate into violence between drivers and touts.
240. Therefore, one approach to this problem is to place the responsibility for the offence of touting onto the private
hire operator whose business is being promoted by the touts. Operators are less ephemeral than the people
who they employ to stand outside venues and they have more to lose in terms of their licences, as against touts
who will not have a licence and who are probably paid on a casual basis.
241. If such a scheme were implemented, a similar approach could be taken in respect of any hackney carriage radio
systems that might act in the same way.
242. If the offence remains one that can only be committed in a public place, there is a risk that touts might stand
inside a venue near the door and perform the same function. Therefore we recommend that the practice should
be outlawed completely.
243. Care should be taken in drafting any new touting legislation to ensure that it does not unintentionally catch
hotel porters who stand outside the hotel where they work and ask customers whether they wish them to hail a
taxi.
244. We have concerns about the nature of contracts between operators and venue owners. Although contracts do
not fall within the area of responsibility of licensing, we are aware of situations where considerable sums of
money exchanged hands for operators to acquire ‘exclusive rights’ to work venues. The financial gain to be
made by venues and the need for operators to ensure they recover their investment are both factors that lead
to operators acting illegally. This type of monopoly arrangement is also unhealthy for competition between
operators and choice for consumers.
245. In terms of enforcement, the offence would have to be observed in the first instance. It is suggested that this can
only be targeted on receipt of good intelligence from the trade.
246. If the penalty for the offence possibly included a custodial sentence of 6 months or more then covert surveillance
could be used more freely.

247. Under a 1 tier system, there would be more availability at key times in key locations (i.e. busy town centres late
at night), and vehicles would not be constrained by the need for a pre‐booking. Clearly this would also remove
any offence / illegality of journeys booked through an agent rather than pre‐booked through a licensed
operator. We would suggest that where any third party takes vehicle bookings they should be required to be
licensed (operators).

QUESTION 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in breach of taxi and private
hire licensing rules?
The Vehicle and Operator Services Agency and Traffic Commissioners are empowered to impound vehicles in respect
of illegally operated public service and goods vehicles. The police have powers to seize vehicles that are operated
without insurance.
If a vehicle is impounded it is for the owner to show that the vehicle has not been operated in contravention of the
law. Were they unable to do so, the vehicle would be sold or destroyed.
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248. We feel that this a sensible solution for serious breaches where public safety is compromised and we would
suggest that this would include unlicensed vehicles being used for hire and reward.
249. An unlicensed driver using an unlicensed vehicle to ply for hire risks prosecution for driving without insurance
and for not being licensed, but they do not risk losing their private hire licence because they do not have one
and are therefore not risking their livelihood. In many ways they have less to lose than a licensed driver who
operates outside the conditions of his licence. The risk of losing their vehicle completely would be a more
significant deterrent.
250. Concerns raised in the consultation document about the practicality surrounding the procedure for seizing a
vehicle are not regarded as being significant. Whilst it would be desirable for a licensing enforcement officer to
impound a vehicle on the spot for the commission of an offence, such a seizure can take place after the
commission in a similar way to that in which other enforcement agencies work. Trading Standards Officers, for
instance, have the power to seize and detain goods, including vehicles. Where an officer does not have the
power to require a driver to vacate a vehicle, it is possible to seize it after the event by way of powers of entry
granted under a magistrate’s warrant, for instance, should specific statutory enforcement powers not be
drafted into legislation.
251. If vehicles were seized in any significant number, the question of their storage would become an issue and
therefore consideration should be given to enabling Licensing Authorities to charge drivers for storage.
252. The legislation would need to be clear in relation to when this power could be used, to allay concerns regarding
misuse together with concerns regarding costs and practicalities of impounding vehicles. However, if this goes
forward, it is suggested that a regional facility for impounding vehicles could exist to dovetail into Police and
DVLA officer powers.

QUESTION 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and, if so, how?
A number of road traffic offences are now classed as fixed penalty offences. A Fixed penalty Notice (FPN) may be
given on the spot by authorised persons where that person has reason to believe that someone is committing, or has
committed, a fixed penalty offence. They are only appropriate where the commission of an offence can be assessed
objectively.
The recipient may choose to pay the fine or have the matter heard in court.
Making certain breaches of taxi and PHV legislation fixed penalty offences would reduce the number of cases
reaching court, and would be consistent with the enforcement of breaches of other professional motoring
requirements.

253. We are in favour of developing fixed penalty schemes for licensing authorities to use for breaching taxi and
private hire licensing rules. Prosecution is time consuming and costly. We agree that fixed penalties are only
appropriate in very clear cut cases, such as not wearing a badge or not displaying the correct licence plates or
signs or ranking inappropriately, for instance. They may be used as part of an authority’s arsenal of enforcement
tools in circumstances and occasions defined by the authority’s enforcement policy.
254. Consideration could also be given to the use of education as an enforcement tool. Many offences or breaches of
conditions occur because drivers have not read or not understood (particularly where English is not a first
language) their conditions of licence. We favour having the ability to require drivers to attend training courses
(whether delivered in‐house by the local authority or externally) as either an alternative or an addition to some
other form of penalty, such as a simple caution, for instance, or perhaps a fixed penalty.
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PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas.
Currently, enforcement officers are only able to take enforcement action against vehicles licensed in the authority for
which they work. Currently also, PHVs can work legally in authorities other than that in which they are licensed
providing the licences held b the operator, driver and vehicle are from the same authority.
The Commission’s proposals would enable private hire operators to use drivers and vehicles licensed in another
authority to fulfil a booking, and it is important to ensure that enforcement systems sit properly with this greater
flexibility.

255. We agree that enforcement officers should have the power to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators
licensed in other licensing areas. Cross‐border issues are of particular concern to authorities in metropolitan
areas where drivers licensed outside are attracted by the higher number of customers or to circumvent
particular authorities’ licensing standards. After licensing themselves as hackney carriages, they choose to work
as private hire drivers wherever they wish. A consequence of this is that the authority where they work cannot
enforce against them for breaching the conditions of the issuing authority’s licence or for acts that would have
been a breach of its own conditions of licence. They may only take legal action for the commission of a criminal
offence.
256. Cross‐border enforcement will be far more feasible with national standards.

257. Under a 1 tier system, all vehicles would be able to be used for pre‐booked work outside of their licensing area.
Twinned with national standards, this would formalise the current position but give licensing authorities
confidence to regulate externally licensed vehicles operating in their areas.

QUESTION 69
Should cross‐border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of licences? If so, what would be
the best way of achieving this?
Non‐criminal sanctions can be very effective. Under the current licensing framework, only the home licensing
authority has the power to take such action. As this is the licensing authority that originally granted the licence and
which holds information about the licensee, this makes sense.
Under a system allowing cross‐border enforcement, where a vehicle or driver licensed in one area was found to be in
breach of regulations in another area, their home licensing authority would be alerted to this and expected to take
appropriate action.

258. The authority might need to have an incentive to do so. This could be overcome by informal co‐operation
between licensing authorities; or by formal procedures for cross‐border co‐operation; or by authorities having
full powers to suspend and revoke licences cross‐border.
259. Although at first sight the option of giving the power to suspend or revoke a licence to the authority where the
infraction occurred has some merit, and also keeps the enforcement process within one authority, the down
side is that in areas that attract large numbers of out of town drivers (such as metropolitan areas), the authority
becomes responsible for bearing the entire cost of enforcement albeit that it has not received any revenue from
issuing the licence.
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260. By being able to require the issuing authority to take action against a driver, the natural balance between the
number of licences issued by an authority and its responsibility to enforce its own licence conditions is
recognised.
261. For any such system to work effectively there would need to be common standards and policies in place
between authorities to prevent one authority asking another to do something that was not its own policy. It
would also require a common system of delegated powers to officers to ensure that everyone knew which
powers could be exercised by officers and which would require the consent of a sub‐committee. For instance, in
some areas, officers have the power to suspend a licence immediately in certain circumstances, but in others
the decision has to be considered by a sub‐committee.
262. In conclusion we consider that cross border enforcement should be restricted to the issue of fixed penalty
notices/suspensions only for prescribed offences. Revocation should be the responsibility of the home Authority
after receiving written submissions from the reporting Authority. In Gwynedd for example the licensing
Authority at Liverpool Airport will request permission to proceed with a prosecution but Gwynedd will cover the
costs.
263. There is some concern that political and localism agenda may cloud the issue and could influence committee
decisions.
264. A system of reviews could be introduced whereby the local authority where the offence has been committed
could request that the ‘home’ authority review the licence. New law could make provision for this and provide
the options for consideration on review (similar to LA03). The right to request review of a licence could be
extended to include police as well.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, the holder of the relevant licence.
Currently, there are differences in the rights of appeal available in the taxi licensing regime as opposed to the private
hire regime. There are also differences in the regime that applies in London compared to that which applies in the
rest of England and Wales.
The Commission’s proposals envisage three main types of standards that might apply to any licensee:
National standards for taxis and PHVs.
Additional local standards for taxis only; and
Individual conditions of licence.
In principle, where the challenge is to a general standard the mode of challenge should be a judicial review. A
successful challenge would strike down the standard itself.
If the ability to impose individual conditions is retained, an appeal to the magistrates’ court in respect of the specific
condition would be appropriate.
A licensee may also wish to challenge how a standard was applied in a particular case. This would again involve a
magistrates’ court.
The Commission recommends that statutory rights of appeal should be limited to the applicant or licence holder,
because general conditions will only be susceptible to challenge via judicial review.
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265. Agreed.
PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales – in respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations – should be to require the licensing authority to reconsider its decision.
London has a statutory right to require a local licensing authority to reconsider its decision. If the applicant remains
unhappy they have a right of appeal to a magistrates’ court. An application to a magistrates’ court can also be made
first, bypassing the reconsideration stage.
This option does not exist anywhere else in England and Wales. The applicant must instead appeal directly to the
magistrates’ court (or Crown Court).
266. It does not seem practical (or fair) that a licensing authority should review its own decision ‐ unless there has
been a material change in circumstances. Effectively this is a second decision by the original authority and
delays the applicants right of appeal to an independent tribunal (the courts).
267. What is the purpose of this proposal? The council has made its decision and requiring it to have a second bite at
the cherry is likely to be a waste of time and effort. Far better to have the matter go to appeal at the
magistrates court.
268. The danger of this proposal is that officer decisions under delegated powers will be overruled by councillors on
reconsideration – but they are all acting as the Council, so it is a recipe for confusion and distrust as the
perception will be that the council is bias as a result of its previous decision.
269. The re‐hearing option will also have cost implications for the licensing authority. Bearing in mind the perception
of unfairness we would question the wisdom of providing for a re‐consideration hearing.
270. The re‐hearing option will also effectively remove the council’s right of appeal in circumstances where a
committee re‐hears and decides against a decision by an officer.

PROVISIONAL PROPOSAL 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
This already applies in most cases, although most magistrates have little or no experience of taxi and private hire
licensing issues. They are not specialists like the Traffic Commissioners or the First‐Tier Tribunal (Transport).
The Commission’s proposals are that only complaints about decisions that directly affect individuals (and potentially,
individual conditions) would be heard before the magistrates.
271. Ideally taxi licensing appeals (and other licensing appeals) should be heard by a new licensing tribunal (modelled
on Employment Tribunals) with a legally qualified chair and trained members. Appeals from there should be to
the Licensing Appeals Tribunal, as per Employment Tribunals.
272. It should be noted that appeals against refusals to grant hackney carriage vehicle licences currently go to the
Crown Court, but this is an anomaly when compared to all other cases (including refusal to renew a hackney
carriage vehicle licence, or appeals against conditions attached to a hackney carriage vehicle licence) which go
to the magistrates court – the difference should be addressed.
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QUESTION 73
Should there be an outright right of appeal to the Crown Court?
The Commission’s proposals provide a two‐step appeal system, with decisions first subject to reconsideration by the
authority followed by a right of appeal to magistrates. This should provide adequate safeguards, but retaining an
onward right of appeal to the Crown Court would be desirable given the possible impact on livelihoods.

273. The TCP consider that (as for other licensing cases) a one step appeal to the magistrates court should be
sufficient.

Conclusion
The views in this document represent the best endeavours of the IoL’s Taxi Consultation Panel members to offer
reasoned responses to the proposals within the consultation while suggesting an alternative approach to reform.
It must be accepted that there are some problems which will not be resolved either by the Law Commission
proposals or our alternative suggested licensing regime.

As an illustration of the ‘cross border’ problems currently experienced, we are told that in Swansea drivers
and vehicles who are licensed ‘out of area’ (i.e. by other local authorities) are currently using Swansea’s
vibrant night time economy, mainly on evenings and weekends, to ply illegally for hire. Neighbouring local
authority licensing standards are vastly different to Swansea’s and it is therefore easier to obtain licences
from another authority.
Local authority officers are unable to tell whether the driver or vehicle is properly licensed as there is
currently no power for local authority officers to stop vehicles and the drivers are aware that the officers do
not have the power to inspect ‘out of area’ vehicles and drivers.
This compromises Swansea’s public safety campaign, as their vehicle colour policy of black taxis and white
PHV’s is different from neighbouring authorities vehicle policies. It is confusing for the public, particularly
when having pre‐booked a vehicle using a local firm, the vehicle picking them up does not match the colour
policy being promoted by the public safety campaign.
In cases such as the ones outlined above, the most effective solution in our view would be the introduction of a
national licensing scheme under a national regulator. Reform on this scale would pose many significant transitional
problems, cost a huge amount to set up and would remove all localism within the regime.
In the light of the difficulties surrounding the introduction of a national licensing scheme, the IoL Taxi Consultation
Panel supports local licensing and we commend our proposals to the Law Commission.
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Overall, we feel that The Law Commission needs to consider the purpose of Taxi Licensing
Legislation. The purpose of having the licensing regime should then inform the answers to some of
the questions in the Consultation. It will also inform the method of doing things. The new legislation
should be constructed around achieving that purpose.
Provisional Proposal 1 – We agree that the regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis
and private hire, as this allows for the regime to be based around the different types of work that
are undertaken. We do however feel that members of the public do not understand that there is a
two tier system, and do not understand the implications of that system not being used properly e.g.
hailing a private hire vehicle could invalidate the vehicle insurance. We feel that measures need to
be put in place to assist people with this. Locally we are looking at having side plates on Private Hire
Vehicles which state that the vehicle is for pre-bookings only, and is not insured otherwise for
example. It would also be beneficial for there to be some sort of national media coverage when the
new legislation comes into force which explains the difference to members of the public.
Provisional Proposal 2 – We agree that London should be included for consistency purposes.
Ultimately the Licensing Regime is looking to achieve the same thing regardless of the location, so
there is no need for differing legislation. This will also make it easier for businesses to work with
other businesses within London which currently causes some problems, particularly for Private Hire.
Provisional Proposal 3 – We agree with this proposal in principle. The decision needs to be made
based on the purpose for the Licensing regime. We believe that the main purpose of licensing is
public safety. If this is the case then the legislation needs to acknowledge the different types of
transport service available and the recognise that there are public safety risks inherent in all modes
of transport. We have a duty to protect the public so to make it easier for certain types of service to
fall out of scope would seem irresponsible. In addition, there are other benefits i.e. environmental to
different types of service, and to ensure that these services are available for members of the public
but through a regime that ensures that they are still safe will give people the option of choosing
those services, for their benefits.
Question 4 – The only advantage that we can see to this would be that it is less complicated for
licensing authorities as they will not require as many vehicle specifications, however as stated above
we feel that any vehicle which is hired with a driver, regardless of the type of vehicle should be
licensed for public safety reasons. These additional specifications would only be required where
there is a call for them in the area.
Provisional Proposal 5 – We agree with this proposal, this is currently the case, and has not as far as
we are aware caused any concerns, as public service vehicles are suitably licensed by other
authorities.
Provisional Proposal 6 – We agree with this proposal

Provisional Proposal 7 – We agree with this. There is currently very little guidance for the licensing
of specialist and novelty vehicles, yet there is a big market for them.
Provisional Proposal 8 – We agree with this
Question 9 – Carpooling is generally not for profit so we do not feel that it is necessary for this to fall
into the licensing regime at all as it is not in the course of a business. However, the example given for
a members club suggests that there is some element of profit being made, we would suggest that
this is carrying passengers in the course of a business and should be licensed as such.
Provisional Proposal 10 – We agree with this as this makes the legislation flexible and able to keep
up with technological and other changes
Provisional Proposal 11 – We agree as they are carrying passengers in the course of their business
and the safety of those passengers is just as important as the safety of those carrying passengers for
other reasons. We do however feel that this should only be the vehicles which are carrying
passengers, so the hearse which carries only the coffin for example should not be licensed
Question 12 – We do not think that the contract exemption should be re-introduced as it would be
open to abuse again. We do however feel that the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should be
able to set a less onerous regime for specific activities e.g. a restricted licence regime for those who
operate a school contract only or on a specific contract for the same route only. This should make it
easier for them to obtain a licence, but they still go through the necessary safety checks i.e. criminal
record, and there licence allows them to only to the particular type of work they have applied for.
Provisional Proposal 13 – We agree with this, in line with the purpose of licensing being public
safety, and regardless of where someone gets in/out of a vehicle or books a vehicle they still need to
be safe.
Question 14 – We agree that whilst concessionary agreements benefit the airport, consumers
should be given choice, and the idea of the provision of a link service to the taxi rank or pick up area
would provide this.
Provisional Proposal 15 – We definitely agree with this, as it is such a grey area currently.
Provisional Proposal 16 – We agree with this.
Question 17 – This depends on the definition of public place. If there is a strong clear definition of
plying for hire then we are not sure that this is necessary. Whatever it is needs to be clearly defined
and cover land regardless of who it is owned by i.e. station forecourts etc.
Provisional Proposal 18 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 19 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 20 – Whilst we think that “once a taxi, always a taxi” is too onerous, and
proprietors should be able to use their vehicles for leisure use, we are concerned that this will make
complaints etc. difficult to deal with, although the burden of proof being on the vehicle proprietor
would assist with this. It may be necessary for drivers to keep logs of when and where they are

working, which is easy for those working for large operators as they tend to keep these records in
the office anyway. It will also not be an issue for private hire drivers, as operators are required to
keep booking records.
Provisional Proposal 21 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 22 – We have no issue with this and think that it may be clearer for members
of the public.
Question 23 – We see no reason why private hire vehicles cannot use these terms providing that the
context is correct and they are not mis-leading anyone
Provisional Proposal 24 – We agree that some consistency nationwide is required
Provisional Proposal 25 – We agree
Provisional Proposal 26 – We agree
Provisional Proposal 27 – We feel that it is necessary for private hire drivers doing standard work
locally to have some topographical knowledge as they are likely to get back to back bookings sent
through from an operator which will not allow the time to plan their route. This is particularly
imperative if they are working on a scheme of fares the same as the Hackney Carriages in the area
i.e. on a meter, as they need to know what is the best route for the customer. However we do
appreciate the argument that there is greater competition and to some extent this will be governed
by market forces. If a restricted regime is to be bought in as suggested above maybe these drivers
could not have a topographical test but private hire drivers who are allowed to do any type of work
do have a basic test. Again this depends on the purpose of the licensing regime, if it is solely about
safety, local knowledge is not as important as if it is also about value for money, the environment
etc.
Question 28 – Signage should definitely be set locally because it can be used to deal with local
issues. Topography should also be set locally dependent on the type of work being carried out.
Question 29 – In order to allow for Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles, Novelty Vehicles and other
potential vehicles the standards would have to be very generic. We are concerned that they may
become so generic that they are not much more than what is required of any car. It depends what
the standards will be and will cover. We feel that there needs to be different standards for different
vehicle types.
Question 30 – We do not feel that the same conditions can be applied as for example a bulkhead is
good for driver safety but would not be appropriate in an executive chauffeur car. Local control to
add conditions over and above the standard conditions should be maintained as this will allow
authorities to deal with local issues e.g. requiring CCTV where it is required
Provisional Proposal 31 – We agree assuming that this is purpose of taxi licensing. However if there
is more to the purpose of the licensing regime then it needs to be considered how these will be
achieved, and may be necessary for the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards
relative to these.

Provisional Proposal 32 – We agree with this
Question 33 – Consultation on the standards with authorities would be beneficial. A requirement to
consult with a technical advisory panel is vital for safety, and VOSA should be included in this.
Provisional Proposal 34 – We agree with this
Question 35 – The proposals acknowledge the local nature of taxi trades and the factors that affect
them, so why limit the ability of local authorities to set standards that may be relevant locally. This
may debar authorities from dealing with local issues.
Question 36 – Yes – this is necessary to deal with local issues, but also issues specific to an individual
driver, vehicle or operator e.g. if they have medical issues and require additional medicals or
appointments etc. to maintain their licence, and for the authority to ensure that it remains safe for
them to be licensed.
Question 37 – Best left to local arrangements as statute would not deal with specific local issues.
Provisional Proposal 38 – We agree but there should be no obligation to do so
Provisional Proposal 39 – We agree with this
Question 40 – We think that this would lead to a significant amount of issues with enforcement, and
also mean that many people would choose to get a peak time licence to work evenings and
weekends in addition to a full time job, this would cause concern if more people are working who
would have had less sleep. The current requirement for a licence which covers any time means they
have to put the commitment and money in to be able to do this.
Provisional Proposal 41 – We agree with this if there are only to be national conditions and no scope
for local conditions to be added. However if licensing authorities have the scope to add conditions
this would make enforcement difficult. If this is the case then a private hire drivers, vehicle or
operators licence would be much like a personal licence and could be used anywhere in England and
Wales. If this is the case, there needs to be some determining factor as to who they apply to and
what the arrangements are for renewal and enforcement against that licence. Will it be like the
licensing act whereby you apply to the authority where you live on your first application, and they
then remain as your licensing authority regardless of if you move out of the area, they would deal
with your renewal. The law would need to define how enforcement is to be dealt with. It may be
necessary to have a national database of licence holders. This would mean that there could be no
topography test for drivers as it would be irrelevant. It would also mean that Private Hire Vehicles
would lose the ability to work on a meter to a scheme of fares because whose scheme of fares
would they work to?
Provisional Proposal 42 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 43 – We agree with this
Question 44 – Our current scheme of fares allows an extra to be charged for pre-booked journeys of
either 70p or £1. I think that a small charge for a pre-booking, is reasonable however this should be
included in the scheme of fares so become part of the metered rate for bookings in the borough. If

they are picking up/dropping off out of the area that they are licensed with, then we feel that they
should be able to negotiate a fare higher than the metered rate as they need to account for the dead
mileage
Question 45 – (b) – This allows for them to be more easily amended over time
Provisional Proposal 46 – We agree, as the vehicle owner is not necessarily the driver, and the driver
would be subject to a fit and proper test anyway
Question 47 - (b) – This allows for them to be more easily amended over time
Provisional Proposal 48 – We agree as they hold sensitive information
Question 49 – Yes because the information they hold and role they play is no different to private
hire operators. Currently whilst we get many complaints about radio operators we have no powers
to hold them accountable, and they are not obliged to provide booking records which are often
imperative for dealing with complaints.
Provisional Proposal 50 – We agree with this
Question 51 – Yes, they manage sensitive information about the clients and need to demonstrate
that they are able to do this
Provisional Proposal 52 – We agree with this, subject to a suitable audit trail
Question 53 – Yes as it provides an audit trail and helps when investigating complaints, however the
requirements will need to be suitable to the situation i.e. they need to be able to log it quickly when
in their cab
Provisional Proposal 54 – We agree with this. Market will determine the level of taxis
Question 55 – Loss of revenue to trade members in areas that limit numbers and plates have a high
value
Question 56 – Yes in order to deal with the issue raised above
Question 57 – Where mixed fleets exist drivers of WAV’s should be required to prioritise disabled
passengers, however this should be made clear on vehicle signage or you could end up with nondisabled people claiming discrimination if they have been queuing for sometime, however we
wouldn’t want a disabled person being left with an unsuitable vehicle, when there was one available.
We agree that the authority should make relevant provision for these vehicles at ranks
Question 58 – This depends whether there are mixed fleets, currently our whole fleet are WAV’s so
this would not be appropriate. In addition, is it fair to penalise those with a normal vehicle which for
some disabilities are better than vehicles with other “disability features”. Incentivising fees based on
environmental standards may be a better idea.
Question 59 – No
Provisional Proposal 60 – We agree with this

Provisional Proposal 61 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 62 – We agree with this
Question 63 – It could help but would be difficult to enforce. Need to change the attitude of some
drivers.
Question 64 – Yes
Question 65 – Introduce more immediate penalties similar to PCN’s if an officer witnesses the
behaviour then they issue one of these. Powers to use CCTV footage as evidence to issue these may
also be useful
Question 66 – Not sure that this would be proportionate in most cases, and given the
implementation and cost of doing this not sure it is something that we would use.
Question 67 – Yes if an offence has clearly been committed and witnessed by an officer or CCTV etc.
these are a practical deterrent and way of dealing with offences. There needs to be some escalation
if someone receives a number of FPN’s within a short time period i.e. action against their licence.
Provisional Proposal 68 – We agree with this, particularly if cross border hiring is to be so freely
allowed
Question 69 – Yes should extend to suspension, but with the agreement of the issuing licence
authority. However if out of hours work and the officer considers it serious enough to suspend they
should be able to without the agreement of the issuing authority. Any appeal must be made against
the authority who made the decision. Revocations should be restricted to the authority who issued
the licence in the first place, as suspension would deal with any immediate safety risk. A national
database of licence holders would make this far more workable, and there needs to be something in
law which allows authorities to freely share information amongst each other, for this to be able to
work.
Provisional Proposal 70 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 71 – We agree with this
Provisional Proposal 72 – We agree with this
Question 73 - Yes

From: Graeme Fillmore [
Sent: 21 August 2012 15:56
To: TPH
Cc:
Subject: Taxi and Private Hire proposed legislation

]

Dear Mr Baker,
May I object strongly to above proposed legislation, particularly provisional proposal 11 relating to wedding cars...?
Whilst I, and others, see the need for tighter controls in the public hire and taxi services for public protection, this
should not effectively kill off an entire industry disadvantaging wedding couples and classic car owners.
Classic cars are often used for weddings and they are the choice of a lot of discerning couples who would like to
enjoy a unique experience on their most important day. Provisional Proposal 11 will make this choice impossible in
almost all circumstances. Classic cars (vintage 1950's to 1970's) are unlikely to meet the stringent requirements for
public hire, and logically, for the amount and type of use that they have, there should be no need for them to do so.
If Proposal 11 is not dropped from the legislation, then the following consequences are likely to follow:
• Prohibitive costs will put most small companies who run classic cars for weddings out of business
• Most companies like us provide a service of less than 60 days of the year,we do about half of that.
• Our cars cover less than 1500 miles per annum (unlike taxi’s and PHV covering this in a week or two)
• Drivers work less than 15 days a year
• It will cost £261 to licence each car, provided the cars 'pass' first time and do not require adaptations to be
fitted. We have three wedding cars in our fleet.
• The cost to us for registration as a licensed ‘Operator’ will be £200.
• Each of our three drivers will cost £400 to become licensed. This includes a DSA driving test, a medical, a
CRB check and a ‘local knowledge test’ all to do less than 10 weddings a year !
• Some Local Authorities may refuse to licence a vehicle if it is more than 5 years old - the average age of
our cars is 42 years
• Once licensed, a car can only be driven by a licensed driver, which means we owners of classic cars would
have to be licensed, just to go to the shops, or to a classic car show or promotional event - some of which
are for charity.
• Putting wedding cars businesses out of work would severely depress the market for classic cars as so
many would hit the market at the same time. This would also have a huge consequential effect on the classic
car parts and repairs service / supplies businesses. I have just spent £6000 to have a replacement engine
and gearbox built and fitted for one of my cars to improve it for the benefit of my business - these funds have
been generated through hard work, and will take years to recover, if this legislation does not come into force.
Most people I speak to, see the need to regulate the private hire industry for all the right reasons, however no one I
know can see why this should include the minimal use of classic cars for weddings doing a fraction of the work. We
are required to have specific wedding insurance, MOT's and already maintain our vehicles to a high standard - this is a
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completely unnecessary step and entirely in contradiction to the recent relaxation of MOT requirements for pre-1960
vehicles.
For the common good, and if for nothing other than plain common sense, I implore you to remove Provisional Proposal
11 from the legislation before it goes before the House.
Graeme Fillmore
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Dear Sirs,
Reforming the law of Taxi and private hire services
I have been a Mini Cab driver for the past twenty years and feel that my experience, knowledge
and views of the present state of the industry, will I hope, contribute towards the changes that I
believe are necessary for the future of the industry. I have read the proposals of the proposed
consultation and would like to express other areas that I feel have not been given sufficient
consideration.
It is true to say that the industry is draconian and has hardly moved on since its inception from
the early sixties except that we are now authorised and licensed by the PCO/TFL but other than
that we still need to be brought into the 21st century as a professional and creditable service
industry, therefore to be more respected by the general public.
I would first like to talk about the drivers who I am sure you will agree are the most important
party in all the issues that are proposed as it is the drivers who are in the front line and provide
the end product.
I truly believe that not enough consideration has been given to the drivers and if we are at the
cross roads of change I sincerely believe that the following issues have to be considered on behalf
of all drivers, after all, we are the industry, we are 50,000 strong and hard working drivers who
are not appropriately represented and should be given the opportunity to have their say, express
their views and to have their grievances heard.
In the past 3 years since the recession, the industry has been in decline and in crisis as many
drivers are disgruntled with the present state of the industry and by what has actually taken place.
In a recent publication of the PHC magazine, it was stated that 47% of driver applicants that were
invited to renew their licenses did not renew them and a similar amount of new drivers applied
and entered the industry.
What this demonstrates is simply that experienced drivers have recognised that it is no longer
economical or viable to remain in the industry because of the high overheads, long and unsocial
hours, which is further compounded with the new 10 year car replacement rule and ever
increasing saturation of more and more drivers entering the industry. If you analyse this scenario
it indicates that the experienced drivers know better and the new drivers are naïve enough to
believe that they can derive a sustainable income, which is no longer the case, particularly for the
new wave of drivers entering the industry because they lack the experience.

The constant influx of new drivers coming into the industry has caused fundamental changes and
has created an abundance of SATNAV drivers which can only be to the detriment of the general
public because they have to rely too heavily on navigation than actual road knowledge, therefore
taking longer to get from A to B. Also the ease in which foreign drivers are able to obtain a
Private Car Hire Licence has added to the abundance of inexperienced drivers. Not only are they
totally reliant on Sat Navs but many lack the ability to speak English and the question has to be
asked how did they manage to obtain their licence?

There also exists major issues between drivers and Operators which in my opinion is a more
serious issue than the SATNAV issue, but combined is the main cause of the present crisis.
The industry has become an Operators business as they are virtually landlords receiving
guaranteed residual weekly income without restriction, which makes it a recession proof
business, whereas the drivers’ income is in decline, unpredictable and not guaranteed.
Concisely the drivers have no choice but to absorb all the extortionate overheads, whilst the
Operators receive a guaranteed recession proof income. How can it be considered as fair and
reasonable when the majority of Offices are simply stock piling drivers in excess of the work that
they can provide? Carrying more drivers than they have actual work for, which is the case at
present, cannot be justified. The consequence of Operators being allowed to engage as many
drivers as they wish (in order to profiteer on the back of these hard working drivers), dilutes the
drivers ability to earn a reasonable income.
What has been created by the recession is an over supply of drivers due to people being made
redundant and deciding to become Mini Cab drivers and in addition foreign workers coming into
the UK looking for work. Operators have capitalised and taken advantage of the situation at the
expense of the drivers who are paying the price and struggling to get a living. To me this is
unacceptable and grossly immoral and unreasonable. The real cause of why experienced drivers
are leaving the industry is because they are struggling to make a living due to the over saturation
of new drivers coming into the industry and greedy Operators exploiting the opportunity.
I believe that before any consultation is concluded every driver should be contacted in person
giving them the option to express their views and dissatisfaction of what they feel about the
current state of the industry and what changes they might like to see for the future of their
industry. This is a serious matter to be considered and feel very strongly that as the drivers are in
the front line and it is they who deliver the service they should have the opportunity to have their
say.
At present the drivers do not have any rights or say and now is the time to at least give them the
full opportunity to express their democratic point of view and the way they feel as drivers about
how the Operators and industry are treating those who at the end of the day execute the service
If you were to ask the majority of drivers how they feel at present I am confidant that they would
tell you that they see very little hope for the future whilst the Operators are stock piling drivers
and exploiting them for profit and the drivers are struggling to make a living having to work 60 80 hours per week.
I have to emphasise that it is not the recession that is the main cause for the lack of work and
incentive for the drivers. It is the greedy Operators exploiting the situation due to the infiltration
of excessive drivers in the market place. Allowing Operators to carry far too many drivers has
created declining incomes which is the real cause of the present crisis. Every office carrying far
too many drivers is why earnings have fallen and not kept pace with rising costs.
It has often been stated many times over the years how the majority of Operators are seen to be
unscrupulous and unfair towards their drivers. They have a ‘take it or leave it attitude’, because
they know that they can replace any driver that does not like the way many operators take

advantage of their drivers and run their businesses. They simply work on a basis of churning over
drivers, five out and ten in. The Operators call all the shots and have all the rights in a one sided
industry which somehow must start to protect the drivers and listen and hear what they have to
say.
The operators exploit and abuse their drivers for profit. An example of this is with account work.
They will charge the driver 10 -20% commission of the fare and then charge a further 10 -20% to
the customer. The contract between driver and Operator is on the basis that a driver will be
charged a given rent and in return the Operator will supply the customers. Why should the
operator be able to charge the driver an additional amount when it is his duty and obligation of
contract to supply the work for the rent received? We are told by the Operator that the reason for
charging commission on account work is for administering the account work. If it is the
Operator’s contractual duty to supply the customers, how he gets the work and what it costs him
is his liability, so why are they able to charge the driver commission for account work? It is
common practice for Operators to exploit account work.

Another common practice by Operators is to cut price fares because of competition.
The Operators claim this is to create more work for the drivers when in reality whilst this practice
of discounted fairs will attract more customers it is of no benefit to the drivers because the
Operator will simply take on more drivers. Consequently the drivers have to accept discounted
fares at a financial loss so that the operator can expand his business at the driver’s expense.
To conclude as far as the Operators are concerned the drivers are simply a commodity that can be
manipulated, abused and controlled for gain. It might be difficult for outsiders to understand the
real issues that I have raised regarding the way the industry is allowing its drivers to be treated
and how it affects the present day drivers and the service that they deliver to the public.
At present the average hours that the majority of drivers are forced to work are between 60 - 80
hours a week, which incorporates having to work weekends to earn a realistic living. The reason
for this, as I have already stated, is because their income is being diluted because the Operators
are carrying far too many drivers.
I would finally conclude that the above issues that I have raised have a direct effect on the drivers
who are disgruntled, disillusioned and frustrated because they are working longer hours and
struggling to earn a relative living. At present there is a lack of incentive and motivation for
drivers, which in turn has an adverse affect on the general public.
I feel that the above is a true reflection of the way that the majority of drivers feel at present and
sincerely hope that my views will be considered and help to contribute towards any final
proposals for the future of our industry.

Milton Lindsay

LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept pre-booked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,which can only accept
pre-booked fares. (Page 160)
A one-tier system would remove the distinction between regulation of taxis and PHVs and
simplify the entire licensing structure. The Public neither know nor care about the difference
and one tier would remove many of the concerns about issues such as illegal plying for hire.
The Law Commission does not appear to appreciate that most illegal plying is undertaken by
licensed private hire vehicles either “on a frolic of their own” or acting on the instructions of their
private hire operator. We suggest a regime where there was a requirement of an operator
licence, vehicle licence and driver licence and within which vehicles could ply for hire, pick up at
designated ranks or hailing points or be pre-booked. This is similar to the activities of hackney
carriages in the current regime with the addition of an operator, given that many HCs already
work through PH operators. Fares could be regulated, as now, on a taximeter for public hire i.e.
un-booked journeys (this is the maximum that can be charged) while pre-booked journeys could
be subject to negotiation with the provision that they do not exceed the metered fare.
A single tier system, with national minimum standards for vehicles and the ability for the
licensing authority to set local requirements in relation to plates etc. (for all vehicles) would be
simple and cost effective. Exemptions could then, as now, be permitted for novelty & executive
hire.
While the main problems with single tier would be the issue of rank space this could be resolved
by the use of hailing points and the reservation of ranks for wheel chair accessible vehicles only.
We do not accept that a single tier would lead to wholesale unlicensed vehicles – indeed we
believe the opposite would be the case.
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform. (Page 162)

We do not have a view other than to acknowledge that this may have a disproportionate effect
on London.

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver. (Page 164)
We agree with the proviso of exemptions for novelty vehicles (from standard conditions etc).
We would wish to see the regime extended to include mini-buses up to 16 seats given our
experience that drivers whose licences are revoked for criminal and other matters frequently
continue to drive but in small mini buses which are exempt from the licensing regime.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence? (Page 164)
More expertise is needed for some licensing e.g. horse drawn carriages where veterinary
requirements add both cost and expertise to the licensing process, however this is outweighed
by public safety issues. On balance we agree that other modes of transport should be included
with the proviso that local requirements can prevail.
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
Either all Limousines & PSVs up to 16 seats should be included in the licensing regime or
alternatively be subject to the same driver standards as taxis. Within the Tees Valley we have
evidence of 9-16 seat vehicles currently being regularly used for private hire work and also often
being driven by persons who have been found to be unsuitable by the licensing authority (e.g.
licences revoked for serious criminal matters). We would suggest that if the Traffic
Commissioners retain jurisdiction they should require CRB checks, medicals etc.
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166)

Agreed
Provisional proposal 7 The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to
the Senior Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency. (Page 167)

Agreed but please see response to Provisional Proposal No 5.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
(Page 168)
There should be a clear definition of what a “volunteer driver” is and also what “in the course of
a business” means. There are volunteer drivers who achieve 500-1000+ miles per week driving
to hospitals and this could be viewed as a business. In addition this could provide loopholes for
nightclubs etc to provide virtual private hire services. The added concern is that such
arrangements are usually made for transporting vulnerable people. If exemptions are given the
drivers & vehicles should be subject to rigorous vetting. We would propose exemptions either
locally or through the Secretary of State for roles such as childminders who are already subject
to vigorous checks.
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)
We agree that carpooling should be exempt but would suggest that a robust definition be
provided for “members clubs”. We would suggest that the burden of proof should rest with the
driver.
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)
We suggest that there should be one regime only for England & Wales. We would suggest that
the Secretary of State builds in provision for local exclusions and also makes any proposals
subject to full consultation.
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation. (Page 172)
We agree that funeral cars should be excluded from the licensing regime. We would support
exclusion of wedding cars on the basis that the hiring is restricted to transport to the ceremony
venue and onward transport to the reception only. We would suggest that clear definitions are
provided to avoid future confusion.
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
(Page 174)
We strongly disagree with this suggestion. The purpose of the licensing regime is to protect the
public and frequently such contracts are to carry vulnerable passengers. The contract
exemption was removed to ensure that vulnerable children and adults were not being
transported by drivers without proper vetting (enhanced CRB etc) and in vehicles that had not
been properly checked for safety. It would be a backward step to return to the old situation.
The ability for the licensing authority to consider applications for exemptions could be built in.

Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
We agree that this should be extended to “any place within the district.”
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank? (Page 177)
In principal there is no reason why airports should be treated differently to places such as
railway stations.
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)
If a single tier system was agreed there would be no need for such definitions. If a 2 tier system
is however retained then it would be useful to have such a definition.
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services. (Page 181)
This would not be of concern if a single tier system was adopted
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
This would not be of concern if a single tier system was adopted As taxis can be pre-booked
the concept of “a public place” may bring confusion.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)
We agree with this proposal and would wish to indicate that in the event of a 2 tier system being
retained it should extend to include private hire also.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked. (Page 183)
A single tier system would remove the need to differentiate.

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
(Page 184)
We totally disagree with this proposal. We have evidence of people claiming to be “mechanics”
and driving licensed vehicles (allegedly to “test” them) without the requisite driver licence at 4
am and also people “just carrying friends” even when the passengers have confirmed that is not
the case. Benson & Boyce clarified this in respect of PHVs once and for all. The only constraint
on use of a family vehicle is that the driver holds the relevant licence and so there would not be
any hardship to the family.
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
(Page 185)
Although we would prefer the legislation to be sufficiently clear so as not to need statutory
guidance we accept that there may be justification for statutory guidance.
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)
A single tier system would remove the need for such differentiation. The Public refer to both
HCs & PHVs as “taxis”. We support a single tier system with the universal use of the word
“taxi”.
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion? (Page 186)
A single tier system would resolve this issued, however if the current 2 tier system is to be
retained the use of “taxi” or “cab” should not be permitted as it causes greater confusion to the
public.
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements. (Page
188)
We agree that all vehicles and drivers should be subject to mandatory safety standards whether
in a single or 2 tier regime. We also believe that there should be the power for licensing
authorities to impose additional requirements according to local need. We would advocate a
single tier system with taxis required to have roof and other specified signage. We would seek
a full consultation on what the proposed national standards are to be.
We are aware that other respondents have advocated dual insurance cover (i.e. public and
private hire) for PHVs in the event of the retention of a 2 tier system. We oppose this. There is
no need for private hire to have cover for public hire and if an illegal activity of plying for hire by
such vehicles occurs we are aware that insurance companies indemnify 3rd parties but then
may seek to recover from the uninsured driver. We would however urge that all insurance
companies offering either public or private hire insurance should have a clause on the policy
stating that all cover is subject to the relevant licensing authority licences being held.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards. (Page 189)
We agree subject to paragraph 1 of our response to proposal 24
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)
We agree subject ot paragraph 1 of our response to proposal 24.
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers. (Page 190)
We disagree with this proposal and believe that local determination of standards should be
retained especially those concerned with the driver’s ability to communicate, particularly when
English is not their first language. We frequently have experience of complaints form the publc
about drivers not knowing their way around an area (particularly if they are form a different
licensing area) despite the availability of satellite navigation equipment.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable? (Page 190)
This would depend on what the national standards were. If the 2 tier system is to be retained
we would encourage the ability of licensing authorities to require signage specific to private hire
needing to be pre-booked & display of local operators etc.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles? (Page 191)
We support national standards for all vehicles There needs to be consideration about any period
of transition and also the question of grandfather rights for current vehicles if there is to be
wholesale change.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services? (Page 192)
No
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
(Page 192)
We would support a flexible approach so that if the Secretary of State sets minimum standards
then the licensing authority could set other conditions that they deem reasonably necessary.
The other alternative is to extend the scope of the Secretary of State to include other issues.

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement. (Page 193)
Yes we agree that full consultation on the standards is essential.
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel? (Page 193)
We believe this could be achieved through the use of organisations such as IoL & NALEO.
They could consult their membership groups and their findings could be fed into a technical
advisory panel.
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards. (Page 193)
We agree with this proposal and in the event of a 2 tier system believe it should be extended to
PHVs
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards? (Page 194)
We believe this would be better dealt with by guidance rather than statutory limits.
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators? (Page 194)
Licensing Authorities currently do not have the power to impose conditions on HC drivers nor do
they have the power to require an operator licence for operation solely of HCs. We would
support a one tier system with national requirements on CRBs, dealing with DSA tests, criminal
offences, medicals, disability awareness, legislation tests etc but with also local flexibility to set
special conditions e.g. requirement to undertake a Driver Improvement Test, re-sit a knowledge
test etc as part of a disciplinary process and a direct alternative to suspension or revocation of
licence.
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements? (Page 195)
We believe that this is best left to local arrangements.
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting. (Page 196)
We agree that this should be the case. The 5 Tees Valley Authorities who are responding
jointly to this consultation have already worked to harmonise policies and conditions for drivers
and vehicles and a copy of the harmonisation document is attached at Appendix 1 for your
consideration.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)
The 5 Tees Valley Authorities who are responding do not have issues re zoning, however we
believe that the issue of fares should not be a consideration when deciding on this matter. HC
fares are a maximum & less can be charged. We agree the matter should be left to the
licensing authority.
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority? (Page 197)
We totally disagree with this proposal. A large proportion of the Trade currently only work the
peak times. The issue of peak time licences would be impossible to properly regulate and
enforce and would make the system far more complicated.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings only within
a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a particular licensing
authority. (Page 198)
We would prefer more information on this proposal before commenting fully. We do however
envisage that it could lead to vehicles being licensed in one area and totally operating in another
which would give the latter area the enforcement burden without the licence fee. We propose a
single tier system where non- booked work could be limited to the licensing district. We
anticipate that a proportion of the Trade would oppose this proposal as it flies in the face of
localism.
Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out ofarea drop offs. (Page 199)
We agree with this proposal.
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
(Page 200)
We agree that maximum fares for un-booked work should be set. We support a single tier
system with negotiated fares for pre-booked work subject to the fare being no greater than the
metered fare.
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys? (Page 200)
See our response to Proposal 43. We believe that the metered fare should be the maximum. If
a fare is negotiated for a pre-booked contract, e.g. £20, the meter should be engaged. If the
metered fare is £25 then £20 should be charged. If the metered fare is £18 then £18 should be
charged

REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 203)
We believe it should be included in primary legislation with accompanying regulations to cover
relevant convictions, Group II medical standards etc but be more robust than the Licensing Act
2003 (personal licences) given the position of trust that drivers hold.
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself. (Page 204)
This should relate to licensed proprietors as the vehicle owner is not always the person licensed
(e.g. hire cars in insurance cases etc). We believe there should be a fit and proper test but that
it should not be as stringent as for drivers. We note that Transport for London requires
information re financial viability, good character etc and suggest this would be a good starting
point. Given the problem with the transportation of drugs in licensed vehicles we would invite
the TLC to consider what their view would be of a licensed proprietor with previous convictions
for supplying drugs.
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions? (Page 205)
We would support primary legislation with regulations.
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles. (Page 20)
Given the increase in HCs being operated through an operator we would support operator
licensing for both types of vehicle. The obvious solution is to create a one tier system with
operator, vehicle & driver licensing.
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what basis?
(Page 208)
Yes – please see our response to proposal 48.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
If the intermediary is dealing direct with a licensed operator then this would not be necessary. If
dealing direct with the driver it would be necessary.
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained? (Page 209)
Yes

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services. (Page 210)
We agree with this proposal subject to the proviso that the sub contracting is to another licensed
private hire operator and that there is a proper audit trail of records.
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply? (Page 210)
Yes to enable an audit trail I nthe event of complaints etc
REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
(Page 213)
We agree with this proposal and believe that market forces should determine numbers. We
accept that this could initially cause problems in places with limited ranks but use of hailing
points etc can address such issues.
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers? (Page 213)
See our response to proposal 54 above. There may initially be a glut of vehicles and issues re
rank space but these would resolve due to market forces, hailing points etc.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
(Page 215)
We believe that this proposal would be too difficult to administer and therefore do not support it.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page 217)
It is difficult to see how this would work given the wide range of disabilities. It may also have the
opposite effect of that sought and restrict the number of vehicles licensed.
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards? (Page 217)
Several of the Tees Valley LAs have introduced this and it has not had any effect whatsoever on
accessible vehicle numbers. A more appropriate incentive may be VAT relief on such vehicles.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers? (Page 217)
Please see our response to Q 58 – re VAT relief.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles. (Page 218)
We support this proposal. We believe that quotas may actually reduce availability
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training. (Page 219)
While we support this in principle several factors need to be considered, such as who will
provide training, how accessible will it be, what cost will there be & who will bear the cost.
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority. (Page 219)
Yes – we support this proposal
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help? (Page 220)

There is already a compellability requirement on HC drivers and this should continue. It should
apply to all passengers as not all disabilities are immediately recognisable.

REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
(Page 222)

We support this proposal in principle but within set parameters. We do not envisage officers
stopping vehicles while driving but directing them to given places. Consideration does not
appear to have been given to the fact that many offences are committed in unlicensed vehicles

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
(Page 223)
A single tier system would stop the current system of private hire vehicles illegally plying for
hire. For completely unlicensed vehicles there should be higher penalties particularly for the
proprietor e.g. impounding/destruction of vehicle.

Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? (Page 223)
We support this proposal in principle but there needs to be consideration of the practicalities of
such activity e.g. who would impound, where would vehicle be stored etc.

Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how? (Page 225)
We would support the use of fixed penalties for specified offences (e.g. failure to wear badge
etc) witnessed by officers and also for construction and use offences subject to specified officer
training, We would not support the use of fixed penalties for more serious offences such as
illegal plying.
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas. (Page 225)
We support this proposal within specified parameters
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this? (Page 226)

We would support this proposal limited only to suspension rather than revocation which would
be a matter for the issuing authority. This would enable officers to suspend unsafe vehicles and
in specific cases, unsafe drivers.
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence. (Page 230)
We agree with this proposal

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of refusals,
suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority to reconsider its
decision. (Page 231)
If the decision has been made by officers under delegated powers we agree that there should
be an appeal to the Licensing Committee. If however the Committee has made the decision we
do not see the point in asking to reconsider. It would be costly and require a further structure of
Committee. National standards should prevent inconsistencies

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court. (Page 232)

Currently some HC matters go straight to the Crown Court. We agree that all matters should be
referred to the Magistrates Courts.
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court? (Page 233)
We do not support this. This is currently the situation and is often used by disreputable trade
members to extend the period in which they can continue to drive pending the outcome of both
hearings which can take many months. The Licensing Act 2003 & Gambling Act 2005 have only
one right of appeal – to the Magistrates Courts. We cannot see the need for a different
approach in respect of taxi matters. We would also suggest that the provisions of the Road
Safety Act 2006 be incorporated into any new primary legislation to permit suspensions and
revocations forthwith on grounds of public safety, despite the right of appeal.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Commission was set up by Section 1 of the Law Commissions Act of
1965. The Commission has the purpose of promoting reform of the law. The
topic of this consultation covers the reform of the law on taxi and private hire
services and the geographical scope is England and Wales. The duration of
the consultation is from the 10 May to the 10 September 2012.

1.2

The Terms of Reference of the Law Commission are as follows:
To review the law relating to the regulation of taxis and private hire vehicles,
with a view to its modernisation and simplification, having due regard to the
potential advantages of deregulation in reducing the burdens on business and
increasing economic efficiency.

1.3

It is the intention of the Law Commission to prepare a draft bill for
consideration by Parliament which will be published in November 2013.

1.4

Subject headings covered by the consultation document include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

the licensing framework
definitions and scope
driver and vehicle operator licensing
enforcement hearings and appeals
regulation and the one or two tier debate
problems with the law and the case for reform
quantity restrictions
cross-border issues
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● equality and taxis in the community
● technology
(Parts 1 and 2)
Part 3 of the report provides provisional proposals for reform. The Law
Commission have put forward a total of 73 provisional proposals and
questions for consultation. It is therefore proposed to respond to the list of
provisional proposals and questions in numeric order.
NB: The comments that follow should be read in conjunction with the
Summary document provided by the Law Commission
Provisional Proposal (PP) 1
Response
It is important that regulations should continue to distinguish between taxis and
private hire vehicles. It is acknowledged that these two modes of transport work in
different ways and it is important that the public are able to distinguish between both
types of vehicles.
PP2
Response
No comment required. Only applies to London
PP3
Response
There is support for the proposal that the power to regulate taxi and private hire
services should apply to a wide range of vehicles. However, it is more a question of
how a particular vehicle is used for the purposes of providing road transport services
that shall define regulation.
Question 4 (Q)
Response
When dealing with regulation it is important to provide clear definitions and avoid
vague references to “motor vehicles that require a driving licence”.
PP5
Response
Agreed.
PP6
Response
Agreed.
PP7
Response
It has been the case that limousines and other novelty vehicles have remained
outside the licensing regime. It would be desirable for the Secretary of State to issue
statutory guidance to Senior Traffic Commissioners and the local licensing
authorities about the licencing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to ensure a
consistent licensing approach. On past occasions, the Department for Transport
2

have issued guidance in this area and decisions have been left largely to individual
licensing authorities. It is preferable for any guidance to have a statutory backing.
PP8
Response
It is accepted that volunteers who provide community transport services perform a
valued and badly needed service for the community as a whole. However, there is a
risk that some volunteers may “cross the line” and derive an income from their
efforts. It is important that these reforms examine ways to exclude genuine
volunteers from the requirement to hold private hire licences while ensuring that
drivers acting over and above ‘mere social kindness’ should be properly licensed.
(Albert v Motor Insurers Bureau 1972 AC 301 HL) However, there should be
safeguards in place to ensure public safety as the drivers and vehicles are largely
unchecked.
Q9
Response
The Local Government (Miscellaneous) Provisions Act 1976 had the intention to
create a licensing regime for the unlicensed mini cab trade. It was the intention of
Parliament to safeguard the public from unlicensed drivers and vehicles. It is
important that this well-advised intention is not eroded in any way and that the public
are kept safe from such schemes as club membership and other “taxi type services”.
PP10
Response
As previously stated, the guidance provided by the Department for Transport around
this area has been open to interpretation. It would be a positive move to provide the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers with the power to set national standards but
with the flexibility to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private hire
licensing regimes. Such a move would make the whole situation a good deal clearer
for practitioners.
PP11
Response
For the reasons stated above, there may be some merit to include weddings and
funerals within the broad scope of the regulatory regime. However, it is very likely
that all vehicles used for such occasions will be maintained to an exceptionally high
standard covering only a limited annual mileage.
Q12
Response
The withdrawal of the contract exemption has not served its desired purpose. There
are still many examples of transport providers who are largely unlicensed and this is
one area where the legislators need to issue clear statutory guidelines. The decision
of the High Court in the case of Rout – v – Swallows Hotel provides a useful
indication of the scope of what might be considered a licensable activity.
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PP13
Response
It is important that members of the trade and those involved in enforcement have a
clear understanding of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the
public. To this end, it would be useful to widen the definition of a street to include; a
street and any other public place to which, at the material time, the public have
access, whether on payment or otherwise.
Q14
Response
There are no airports within the Chichester District and therefore no comment is
made on this question.
PP15
Response
A statutory version of plying for hire would have the advantage of being able to take
into account the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles. Clarification therefore
would be extremely useful given the circumstances often being presented to
licensing officers and the police. The volume of High Court cases around this subject
supports the view that a legal definition is required.
PP16
Response
It would be positive for the basic method of hailing and ranking a taxi to remain
unaffected by any modern and high technology.
Q17
Response
While it is possible to understand the merits of the Scottish approach to defining taxis
in respect of arrangements made in a public place as an alternative to the meaning
of plying for hire, it would be preferable and clearer to redefine the meaning of
“plying for hire” and leave the concept alone.
PP18
Response
Agreed. It is important to retain the concept of compellability when applied to taxis.
PP19
Response
It is acknowledged that taxis can presently work in a pre-booked way similar to
private hire. However, for the sake of clarity, it is recommended that pre-booking
should continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and cover all
technology modes of engaging cars.
PP20
Response
The present situation is that once a vehicle is plated as a taxi or a private hire vehicle
it is plated for the duration of that licence or until the licence plate is removed from
that vehicle and that only a licensed driver may drive that vehicle. This is a clear
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situation and any weakening of this position may lead to confusion and costly court
cases.
PP21
Response
Care should be exercised in adopting the current version of the Department for
Transport’s existing guidance defining a private hire vehicle. Practitioners have to
deal with difficult decisions on a case by case basis by applying current legislation
and case law. The phrase ‘statutory guidance’ may be considered as a contradictory
term as guidance shall always be open to challenge.
PP22
Response
Agreed. It would be preferable to refer to hackney carriages as taxis and continue to
make the distinction between the two modes of transport.
Q23
Response
It would be ill-advised to allow private hire companies to use the term taxi or cab.
PP24
Response
There is considerable merit in the establishment of a national safety requirement for
taxi and private hire services. The Law Commissioners are referred to the document
produced by the Public Authority Transport Network (PATN) in association with the
Freight Transport Association and the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency. It is
understood that the authors of this document will be making a separate response but
this particular document is in use at Chichester and has proved to be very adequate
for our purposes.
PP25
Response
It is agreed and accepted that national safety standards as applied to taxi services
should only be minimum standards. However, as outlined in paragraph 15.10 of the
consultation document it is highly desirable for taxi regulation to work differently to
private hire regulation due to a consumer’s ability to engage taxis at ranks and by
hailing. It is important that licensing authorities retain the powers to apply additional
local standards to match local conditions and that there is a provision to impose
requirements over and above the national standard to taxis. It is noted that the
Commissioners recognise that licensing authorities may wish to impose other quality
standards, for example in order to promote civic pride or to meet the needs of a
specific community, including requirements in respect of wheelchair accessibility,
colours and signage, cctv and specific vehicle requirements. This authority would
therefore strongly support this proposal.
PP26
Response
Agreed. It is important for national safety standards to be applied to private hire
services as a mandatory standard.
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PP27
Response
Agreed. It is accepted that the public have the freedom of choice to travel with a
particular private hire company on a pre-booked basis. It is further accepted that the
need for a mandatory standard is less in the case of private hire as market forces are
very likely to ‘drive up’ and maintain standards. The key question will be where to set
the national standard? The national inspection standard produced by the public
authority transport network has been designed to work in conjunction with the
standard VOSA MoT test. The local authority Fitness Test as it is called,
compliments the MoT and the public can be assured that any vehicle undergoing the
two separate testing regimes will be safe for use.
Q28
Response
In respect of vehicle signage for private hire services, it is important that specific
requirements for vehicle signage should be retained. The public need to be
reassured that they are travelling in a licenced vehicle being driven by a licensed
driver. The appropriate driver’s badges and vehicle signage is seen to be key to
provide easy recognition. At Chichester we have adopted a policy that requires door
signs displaying the licence number, the Council’s logo and the phrase, ‘Private Hire
Pre Booked Only’. We do not allow advertising on our private hire vehicles other than
a narrow text in the rear windscreen. Inside, our licensed vehicles are required to
display a vehicle ID card and the driver’s ID card. These documents are displayed
inside the front windscreen and will be visible to passengers. The Vehicle Licence
plate must be clearly displayed on the outside of the vehicle and affixed to the rear of
the vehicle.
It is acknowledged that Private Hire services operate at different levels and to assist
operators who do not work in the ‘mainstream private hire environment’ we provide
an Exemption Certificate. This provision exempts the driver from having to display a
licence badge and the vehicle is exempted from the need to display a licence plate
on the vehicle. Exempted vehicles are issued with a small version of the licence
plate and this is affixed inside on the rear windscreen. Operators also sign a
declaration that is retained inside the vehicle at all times. Where these Exemptions
apply, this action is justified as there will be no risk to the public ie executive level
work, business account customers, airports and passenger cruise docks.
It is fair to say, that some of our larger Operators have found this provision to be
unworkable as it is difficult to ‘set aside’ part of the fleet solely for Exemption work.
That said, it is the view of this authority that public protection is paramount and the
standard licence plating requirements are in place to prevent a member of the public
from getting into an unlicensed vehicle. There are no other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles might be valuable.
Q29
Response
It is acknowledged that each local licensing authority has its own interpretation on
national safety standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles. This has led to a
considerable variation on a theme and it would be desirable to introduce a
mandatory standard for signage. There may be considerable difficulties and practical
obstacles in encouraging local authorities to adopt a universal and national standard.
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It would be possible but sufficient timescale would have to be built into the legislation
to enable the changes to take place over a period of time.
Q30
Response
It is accepted that taxis and private hire services both work in different ways. It is
important that safety provisions in hackney carriages are greater than private hire
vehicles. The reason for this is that taxis ply for hire and can be hailed in the street.
Where this occurs, bookings are not taken and the identity of their customers
remains unknown. In the event of difficulties, practitioners have no way of identifying
who the passengers may have been, unlike private hire where booking records have
been kept prior to the journey commencing. Therefore the national conditions in
respect of driver safety should be different for taxi services.
PP31
Response
The Commissioners make reference to “three pillars of licensing under the current
regime, namely drivers, vehicles and operators”. The Commissioners further
acknowledge that the current regime has a role in the promotion of safety for drivers
and operators. There is considerable merit in giving the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers powers to set standards for taxis and private hire vehicles but in
addition to safety it may be desirable to include signage and other recognition factors
such as roof signs, CCTV and methods of communication.

PP32
Response
It is accepted that debate will be required around the setting of national safety
standards. However, all vehicles are already the subject of a rigorous inspection
standard set by the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency in the form of an annual
MoT. Therefore, the only additional measures required are those included in the
Fitness Test as set out in the standard document produced by the Public Authority
Transport Network. It is accepted that many local authorities operate a different and
varied standard but the document produced by the Public Authority Transport
Network has a broad base and would suit the purpose of the legislators extremely
well. Whether the adoption of this guide as a national standard would require
statutory consultation is a matter for debate.
Q33
Response
With regards to the best approach for determining the content of a national safety
standard and the setting up of a technical advisory panel, I would recommend the
Commissioners make a direct approach to the Public Authority Transport Network
which is made up of workshop managers and engineers from many local authorities
across the United Kingdom. They are in effect a technical advisory panel.
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PP34
Response
Agreed. It is important that local licensing authorities maintain a degree of autonomy
to set local standards for taxis above the minimum national standard being
proposed.
Q35
Response
It is not felt that there should be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set
local taxi standards.
Q36
Response
It is considered important that licensing authorities retain the power to impose
individual conditions on taxi and private hire drivers and operators but it may be
useful for legislators to define the parameters of these conditions.
Q37
Response
It is acknowledged that the licensed taxi and private hire trade do find the lack of
regulatory consistency across local authority boundaries to be a problem. There is
also a temptation, as has proved the case in some areas, those drivers and
operators will be drawn towards those licensing authorities that have a lower
standard than others. This has caused many complications over the years. It would
therefore be an excellent arrangement if local licensing authorities were to adopt a
national standard and work in a more consistent way. It is however important for the
Law Commissioners to understand that some local authorities are unitary authorities
whereas others are districts and boroughs. For example at Chichester it is the
County Council of West Sussex that has responsibility for roads, highways and
transport networks and there is a natural tendency for a lack of communication
between county councils and districts. That said, there is considerable merit and
benefit for local authorities to step over their geographical boundaries and devise a
more universal way of applying regulations for taxis and for hire services. It would be
for local authorities to meet and discuss those areas where greater cooperation
might be possible. The adoption, for example, of the national inspection standard for
vehicles is an obvious example whereby all taxis and private hire vehicles would be
tested and inspected to the same standard. Similarly, practitioners would have the
knowledge required to enforce those national regulations. Care would have to be
taken to ensure that the trade understood the reasons for this shift to working
practices. Some local authorities have varied requirements for signage, colours and
requirements for the drivers themselves.
From time to time, licensing officers work with the Police, VOSA and DWP on static
stop/checks. It is a handicap for licensing officers from one area not to have
enforcement powers over taxis and private hire vehicles and drivers from another
district. This needs to change.
PP38
Response
Agreed. See above.
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PP39
Response
No comment.
Q40
Response
The situation that exists within the Chichester area, as in most local authority areas,
is that a private hire driver’s licence or taxi driver’s licence applies to all times of the
day and night. It is accepted that there are occasions when too many drivers may be
working and it can be understood that the issue of ‘peak time licences’ would be one
way to increase or decrease numbers. However, the purpose of this reform is to
deregulate the licensing regime and on balance it is considered preferable to
maintain current arrangements.
PP41
Response
The current legislation and licensing regime has created a situation where bookings
can only be taken within a particular locality and places a responsibility on operators
to only use drivers and vehicles licensed with the same licensing authority. As
previously stated, it was the intention of parliament in 1976 to establish a regime
whereby the public would be protected from unlicensed vehicles and unlicensed
drivers. There is a danger that the relaxation of the current booking arrangements
could open the ‘flood gates’ and we could fast see a return to the pre-1976 position.
That said, where a booking has been made with a licenced operators and those
details of the passenger have been recorded, would there be any harm if that
booking were to be given to another operator or driver outside the area where the
original booking was taken? The answer is probably no. This proposal is a radical
one and would result in a considerable relaxation on the current and existing
situation. At present, subcontracting bookings is permitted but only between private
hire operators who are based in the same geographical licensing area as the original
operator. It would therefore be possible to permit private hire operators to
subcontract bookings to operators outside the area and it is unlikely that this
arrangement would jeopardise public safety. It must also be remembered that levels
of technology currently in use by the trade enable bookings to be taken by
computers, mobile phones and other technological advances. The realistic approach
is that licensed operators may not always be within the control district at the time a
booking is made but the significant fact is that the booking is recorded in a correct
and comprehensive way. The primary purpose and requirement for operators to
record bookings is to establish when a booking was made and satisfy licensing
practitioners that a vehicle had been pre-booked and was not standing or plying for
hire.
PP42
Response
This proposal makes sound economic sense. However, there has been a great deal
of argument in the High Courts over the exhibition of private hire vehicles where a
driver has been accused of unlawfully plying for hire. In view of the distinction
between taxis and private hire vehicles, which will clearly remain in force with any
future legislation, it would be useful to issue guidance advising private hire drivers to
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park and wait for incoming work in a quiet location and one that could not be
misunderstood.
PP43
Response
Agreed. That licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares and that there should be no power for licensing authorities to regulate private
hire fares. The current system appears to work quite well and the taxi trade know
and understand that when an increase to the tariff needs to be agreed, they make a
direct approach to their local licensing authority. The mechanism for increasing and
regulating maximum taxi fares is a well tried and tested arrangement.
Q44
Response
On the subject of whether taxis should be allowed to charge a fare that is greater
than the metered fare for pre-booked journeys, as already stated, taxis can currently
be booked without the benefit of operators. Under current law, they are not required
to keep records for any pre-booked journeys (unlike private hire operators). As a
consequence, there is little distinction being made between a pre-booked journey
(which is unregulated) and journeys originating through applying for hire on a rank or
by hailing (regulated journeys). The lack of any booking arrangements also makes it
more difficult for consumers to complain about the goods and services being
provided. It would therefore be useful for taxis to keep details of all pre-booked
journeys and a presumption that the metered fare would apply. However, present
arrangements, whereby it is possible for a taxi driver to charge less than the metered
fare, is considered to be a useful provision and should therefore be retained.
With regards to fares, a popular practice has developed whereby customers will
make an approach to a number of taxi drivers plying for hire, in an effort to “drive
down” the cost of a particular journey. It should be noted that the regulated taxi fare
based on the current tariff has been set at a level where it is considered that the
drivers can recover their costs and earn a living. Where some taxi drivers agree to a
journey for a reduced amount than the metered fare, this will often result in a general
‘free for all’ and cause bad feeling among the trade. The existence of the meter in a
taxi is still a useful tool and should be retained. It provides a benchmark for the cost
of the journey in accordance with the set and approved tariff. However, where an
individual driver wishes to depart from the metered fare and effectively earn less
money, it could be argued that drivers should have the freedom to make that choice.
Therefore the current arrangements are considered to be appropriate with the added
proviso that all pre-booked taxi journeys are recorded.
Q45
Response
This question relates to national driver safety standards and the requirement for all
drivers to be fit and proper individuals. The question is being asked whether this
requirement should be set out in primary legislation or included within the Secretary
of State and Welsh Ministers general powers to set national safety conditions? It is
acknowledged that primary legislation can take a considerable time to become law;
additionally, should any changes need to be made to the primary legislation this may
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only be achieved by placing amendments before Parliament. This can be a long
process. Once the primary legislation has been drafted, approved and becomes law
it would be a practical measure to allow the Secretary of State to use his general
powers to set and amend the primary legislation.
PP46
Response
Agreed.
Q47
Response
Please refer back to question 45. The same reasons apply. However, reference is
made in paragraph 16.19 under the heading ‘Vehicle Testing’ proposing that a
technical panel could be appointed to determine such matters as the frequency and
modality of vehicle testing. It should be pointed out that the Public Authority
Transport Network, who have already produced a national inspection standard for
the licensing and testing of taxis and private hire vehicles, are a suitable technical
panel. In other words, this work has already been achieved and is in use. For the
sake of expediency, the work of the Public Authority Transport Network and the
National Inspection Standards document should be studied and considered very
carefully.
PP48
Response
It is accepted that drivers and their vehicles have direct contact with the public and
therefore, licensing requirements aimed at promoting safety are wholly justified. Most
operators have only indirect contact with the public through inviting or accepting
bookings, yet operators continue to play a central role in the current pre-booked
private hire market. In a pre-booking situation, prospective passengers rely on the
operator rather than the driver in the first instance to invite and accept their booking.
Operators therefore control the provision of the pre-booked service through
recording passenger and journey details and selecting the relevant driver and
vehicle. It is also noted that record keeping is important in promoting safety through
the traceability of bookings. Operators are therefore uniquely placed to make sure
the drivers and vehicles are compliant with public safety objectives.
Q49
Response
There may be some merit in providing an incentive on the licensing fee structure for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. It is possible to understand the reasons that
underpin a proposal of this kind. There is a need for the public transport network to
provide a ‘seamless’ journey for the disabled community as a whole. The relevant
sections to the Equalities Act 2010 dealing with the numbers of wheelchair
accessible vehicles in any one area have yet to be en-acted. For over 20 years at
Chichester, the London Conditions of Fitness have been in place as a policy for the
licensing of taxis. As a consequence, most members of the disabled community may
be accommodated in these purpose built taxis and in a sense, it is considered
preferable to maintain a set of licensing conditions whereby only a wheelchair
accessible vehicle will be able to comply. Where this is the case, licensing fee
reductions for wheelchair accessible vehicles will not be required.
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PP50
Response
The intention of the 1976 Act was to set up a robust and stringent booking regime in
order to protect members of the public who were using private hire services. It is a
well-known fact that in many cases, intermediaries will contact private hire operators
and make a booking, for example hotel staff. The fundamental principle to the
current booking regime is that the public are protected in the knowledge that full
booking details have been accepted and recorded by a legitimate private hire
operator. It is important that this current high standard is not affected by the changes
in legislation. There is little or no point to extend the licensing regime to
intermediaries as all bookings made via this route must at some point, be recorded
by the licensed operator.
Q51
Response
Under current law, an operator’s licences may only be granted where the proposed
operator(s) are fit and proper persons and subject to such conditions that the
licensing authority may deem reasonably necessary. In order to protect the public
and maintain a high standard, it is necessary and desirable that the current fit and
proper criteria in respect of operators should be retained.
PP52
Response
Current arrangements are being held back by the need for bookings to be taken
within the controlled district of the council who have issued an operator’s licence. In
a similar way, current legislation prevents private hire operators from sub-contracting
work to a licensed private hire operator who is based outside that particular
controlled district. This arrangement needs to change to enable private hire
operators to sub-contract work with other operators based outside their respective
districts. It is important to make clear that the original operator who takes the booking
maintains responsibility for that booking.
Q53
Response
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, there should be a legal
requirements for all taxi drivers to maintain and keep records in line with those
currently maintained by the private hire sector.
PP54
Response
Current licensing law provides that local licensing authorities may limit taxi numbers
where there is evidence that there is no significant unmet demand. The Law
Commission are enquiring whether quantity restrictions, as they are known, should
be abolished. There is evidence to show that a proliferation of taxis will ultimately
mean a reduction in earnings for individual drivers. There is some merit for local
authorities to cap numbers once a comfortable limit has been reached to avoid too
many taxi drivers competing for work. It is unfortunate that in some areas, licence
plates have gained a value and that considerable sums of money change hands
when licence plates become available. It would appear that some 93 licensing
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authorities in England and Wales currently have quantity controls in place restricting
the numbers of licenced taxis. Where the numbers of available taxis considerably
outweigh the number of passengers seeking to use a taxi, there is an obvious risk
that drivers will have to remain at work for many hours longer than would normally be
considered safe, simply to earn a living wage. It goes without saying that working
long hours will have an impact on passenger safety due to drivers being overtired. It
is also accepted that the presence of too many taxis will have a detrimental impact
on such matters as congestion and environmental pollution. On balance it is better
that current arrangements remain in place for quantity restrictions to continue where
it is considered to be necessary and in the interests of the environment and
passenger safety.
Q55
Response
See above.
Q56
Response
No comment. As numbers are not regulated at Chichester and we have no
experience of this.
Q57
Response
See also PP49 above. Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair
accessible vehicles? At Chichester all taxis are wheelchair accessible vehicles. In
our view, it is important that this provision is maintained even as Chichester Council
makes preparations to revise the conditions of fitness for taxis. The significance of
this condition is that a person in a wheelchair wishing to hail a taxi in the street or
hiring a vehicle at the rank, rather than pre-booking, is guaranteed an accessible
vehicle. (It is acknowledged that in some cases, larger wheelchairs may have some
difficulties in accessing a more traditional taxi). It is also accepted that this
requirement imposes additional costs on the owners of these vehicles. On balance, it
is considered preferable that taxis should be wheelchair accessible vehicles by their
design and construction to not only enable people in wheelchairs to comfortably use
taxis but also to safely and comfortably accommodate the disabled community as a
whole, including those with walking difficulties, partial sight or hearing loss. It is
important that all local authorities continue to respect the spirit of the Equalities Act
of 2010 and, as far as possible, comply with Section 160 that requires certain design
requirements for all taxis.
Q58
Response
The proposal being made that local authorities should offer lower licence fees for
vehicles which meet certain accessibility standards is a sound idea and may be
extended for emissions criteria as well.
Q59
Response
With regard to the need for suggestions for increasing the availability of wheelchair
accessible vehicles and for catering for the different needs of disabled passengers,
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the various studies conducted on this subject have reached the conclusion that it is
not possible to find a vehicle that will suit the whole variety of needs for disabled
passengers. Some local authorities, like Chichester, have adopted the London
Conditions of Fitness and this has ensured that all our licensed taxis are wheelchair
accessible vehicles. However, it has been found that some larger wheelchairs than
the standard reference wheelchair cannot be comfortably accommodated in London
style cabs. Using the same argument, the provision of the swivel seat in vehicles
made by the London Taxi Company is of considerable benefit to some disabled
passengers who have difficulty with walking but do not necessarily require a
wheelchair. The best solution to this problem is to adopt licence conditions for taxis
that are as comprehensive as they can be and in this way, licensing authorities may
be confident in the knowledge that the majority of disabled passengers can
comfortably enjoy journeys in vehicles of this type. That said, and following the
advice of the Department of Transport, it is important that the licensing authority
makes available other vehicle types that can be used by disabled passengers with
different needs and requirements.
PP60
Response
The notion of a national quota of wheelchair accessible vehicles already forms part
of the Equalities Act of 2010, in other words, the provision for a quota already exists
in current legislation. The relevant sections should be brought into force.
PP61
Response
Evidence submitted to the High Court in the case of Lunt /Allied Vehicles v Liverpool
City Council clearly showed that some taxi drivers did not have the knowledge or
expertise to deal with the requirements of disabled passengers. In May 2010 the
London TPH office published a review of their response to the High Court case in
2009. They reached a number of conclusions but particularly recognised a need for
many taxi drivers in the capital to receive disability awareness training. At Chichester
and in line with guidance from the Department of Transport, we have introduced the
Driving Standards Agency test for all new applicants and in certain circumstances,
existing drivers. Where it appears that a driver will subsequently be working for a
company which has wheelchair accessible vehicles as part of their fleet, or will be
driving a wheelchair accessible vehicle licenced as a taxi, there is an additional
requirement for the applicant to successfully pass the wheelchair element of the DSA
test. There is some evidence to suggest that training for existing drivers on disability
awareness issues would be extremely useful.

PP62
Response
It is understood that there may be times when the public wish to complain about the
actions of a taxi or private hire driver. At Chichester the tariff fare charge displayed in
our taxis includes a clear reference to how passengers might complain about the
services of a particular driver. For private hire a card displayed in the windscreen
provides details of the Council’s complaints procedure.
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Q63
Response
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers when seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop if reasonable
and safe to do so in specified circumstances help?
It is a matter of regret that for members of the taxi and private hire trade time is often
of the essence. Many drivers simply will avoid stopping to assist a disabled
passenger as they know that the required process to pick up and set down will take
three or four times longer than an able bodied passenger. It is a positive fact that
current legislation makes it an offence for a taxi driver, who is plying for hire on a
rank, not to take a passenger once a requirement to travel has first been made. It
would be useful if legislation could be introduced that established a general duty for
taxi drivers to stop when hailed.
Enforcement is a realistic alternative to the introduction of legislation. Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Driver’s licences may be suspended or revoked ‘for any
other reasonable cause’ (Section 61 of the ’76 Act) Where it was established to a
civil standard of proof that a licensed driver has chosen, without justification, to
ignore the transport needs of a disabled person, there is a strong argument to take
action under Section 61. Many commercial organisations have "mystery shoppers”
who will engage with staff to ensure that standards and company rules are being
applied and adhered to. In the same way, resources should be made available to
enable licensing officers to work with disabled groups and thereby arrange for
regular covert checks to be undertaken. Action of this type would be a sure way to
raise standards and deter discriminatory practices.
Q64
Response
On the issue of licensing officers having the power to stop licensed vehicles. The
logic behind this proposal is clear for all to see. However, it is considered that this
proposal might lead to any number of difficulties and appeals. Due to the
complexities of stopping moving vehicles it is probably better to retain current
systems and practices whereby the police, the Vehicle and Operators Services
Agency and local licensing authorities combine forces for a specific task and work
together as one unit. The benefits of these combined operations include police
checks on registered keeper details and the motor insurance database, VOSA
instantly checking the MOT database and then all three organisations checking the
condition of vehicles for defects and breaches of license conditions. This formula
works particularly well and although resource intensive, is effective. When these
operations are based in public areas, the physical presence and visual impression
sends a reassuring message to the travelling public. It should be noted that the
resources to provide enforcement at this level should always be available as a
priority and not as an afterthought.
Q65
Response
With regards to the offence of touting, the legislation as it stands requires some
proactive conduct on behalf of the driver who is seeking trade and customers. The
question being asked under PP65 is what more could be done to address touting?
The answer is relatively simple, proactive enforcement. It must be understood that
local licensing authorities are an enforcement agency. In recent months it has
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become increasingly difficult for local authorities to seek and be granted
authorisations under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. Without
doubt, observations are one of the most effective tools to deal with touting, unlawfully
plying for hire, unlicensed drivers and conduct issues. In order for these observations
to be lawful, prior to their commencement, authorisation has to be sought under the
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) or in some cases, information needs
to be used that has been gained from a Covert Human Intelligence Source. (CHIS)
In recent months it has become increasingly difficult for local authorities to be
granted authorisations under RIPA but this needs to change. RIPA is a fundamental
principle to the gathering of evidence in a criminal case and where evidence has
been otherwise obtained a criminal trial will fail. It is extremely important for the Law
Commissioners to make provision for licensing authorities to act in accordance with
RIPA.
Q66
Response
Will it be desirable and practical to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting in
breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules? The logic behind this suggestion is
clear and merits further consideration. Many licence conditions breaches amount to
a criminal offence and in this regard, Section 143 of the Powers of Criminal Courts
(Sentencing) Act 2000 already empowers courts to seize any motor vehicle used in
the commission of a criminal offence.
Q67
Response
There would be considerable merit in extending the use of fixed penalty schemes
with the right of appeal to the Licensing Committee and if required, a Magistrates
Court. Such use of fixed penalty schemes would considerably reduce the need for
committee hearings and court files.
PP68
Response
With the introduction of the National Inspection Standard for all private hire vehicles
and the ‘variation on a theme’ for taxis, cross-border enforcement would become
easier to manage and action. It makes good sense for licensing officers to have the
powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and operators licensed in other areas. It
would be relatively simple, using modern technology, for officers to access other
authorities’ licensing conditions when engaged on outside operations.
Q69
Response
The answer to the previous question supports any cross-border enforcement powers
and ways have to be found to introduce common areas across local authorities. It is
unfortunate that the present situation, whereby each local licensing authority has its
own interpretation of legislation, has led to such a wide variation across the country.
If somehow standards and conditions could be rationalised on a national scale,
cross-border enforcement would become more efficient and effective. This could
include suspensions and revocations of licences without too much difficulty.
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PP70
Response
It is important that in order to comply with the provisions of the European Charter of
Human Rights, the right of appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew,
suspend or revoke a taxi or private hire licence should remain with the applicant or,
as appropriate, the holder of the relevant licence.
PP71
Response
With regards to the appeal process in respect of refusals, suspensions and
revocations for licences, the local licensing authority have a duty to ensure that all
applications and cases are brought to the licensing sub-committee. Decisions should
be satisfactorily made and where appropriate, presented to a civil standard of proof.
The reasons and justification for the refusal, suspension or revocation should be
carefully considered and presented in such a way as to stand up to scrutiny on
appeal at the Magistrates Court, with no changes made to the material facts. The
proposal to refer decisions back the same forum has little merit. Those affected may
be confident that the Magistrates, acting in an administrative capacity, will consider
all the facts and reach their own decision accordingly.
PP72
Response
Appeals should continue to be heard in the Magistrates Court.
Q73
Response
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court for hackney carriage
drivers who wish to appeal against their vehicle licence?
It would be far better for any such appeal to be heard by the Magistrates Court rather
than Crown Court.
Dated: 15th August 2012
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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From: John Barker [j
Sent: 22 August 2012 19:18
To: TPH
Subject: LCCP 203
----- Forwarded Message ----From: John Barker
To:
Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2012, 19:50
Subject:

Dear Sir/Madam
May I respectfully draw your attention to an issue within the county of Shropshire is a source of growing concern to
many of our local residents.
I am a private hire driver, and work predominently within the Telford area. Recently Shropshire County Council, our
licensing authority, has issued an instruction that all illuminated and raised private hire company signs are to be
removed and replaced with signwriting on the body of the vehicle. This instruction was contested through the courts by
the company holding my private hire licence, but the decision ruled in favour of the council.
As you may know these illuminated signs serve a multitude of purposes, and serve as a 'beacon in the night' to so
many people: 1) The partially sighted can easily recognise the arrival of the taxi the have ordered during the hours of dusk or
darkness by the lit sign, and by the shape of the roof mounted sign during the daytime.
2) Young, and often vulnerable young people can see the arrival of the raised or illuminated sign, even in the most
dense of traffic, outside bars, nightclubs or restaurants, at rail or bus stations.
3) Early morning shift workers, and in particular females, do not leave the safety of their own homes until they see the
illuminated signs arrive either outside their home or at a designated egress.
As a father to two daughters and a grandfather to an eleven year old female, I know so well the value of recognition of
the arrival of a bona fide private hire vehicle outside the home, and the peace of mind that this brings.
A very large percentage of our customers in the area feel that the decision to remove the illuminated signs is both illconceived and poorly thought through, and may possibly have disastrous consequences.
I hope that you find this to be a health and safety issue worthy of your consideration, and I hope to hear from you in
the very near future.
Yours sincerely
John Barker (MBA)(MCMI)

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2009/09/0052.)
In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE LICENSING OFFICERS GROUP (GLOG)
(Representatives of 7 Gloucestershire Licensing Authorities)

RESPONSES OF GLOG TO LAW COMMISSION CONSULTATION ON
REFORMING THE LAW OF TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES - As
agreed at Sub Group meeting of GLOG on 8 August 2012
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.

Some Officers were disappointed that a one tier system is not being proposed as that would
eliminate a lot of the current conflict and confusion between taxis and private hire.
However in general the group can see the merit in continuing the two tiers but the legislation
and guidance must be strong enough to make clear the difference

Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of reform

Agree – will give national consistency

Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services provided
for hire with the services of a driver.
Agree but pedicabs and horse drawn carriages do need regulating as they have safety
issues This is could be dealt with under separate legislation or left to local policy

Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor vehicles
that require a driving licence?
Yes - this would give clear definition as which vehicles require licensing
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi and
private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover vehicles
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adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
Agree – It gives clear definition as to which vehicles need taxi or private hire licences and
prevents duplication or vehicles ‘slipping through’ and not being licensed by either regime

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature as an
exclusion from the definition of taxis.
Agree
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles to
assist consistency.
Agree
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be used
to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
The phrase ‘in the course of business’ is too vague. There will need to be clear definitions
and boundaries. Some businesses where transport is ancillary will still have the same safety
issues as taxis and private hire and so should be regulated. It may be better to have specific
exemptions either in the legislation or guidance
Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
carpooling; and
No regulation needed as cost recovery only
members clubs? (Page 170)
Yes should be regulated. The examples given we believe are still private hire and should be
regulated. If exempted this could be used as a loophole by companies to avoid licensing
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the taxi and private
hire licensing regimes.
Agree
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Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.
Agree
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
No Merit - the contract exemption previously caused confusion and was used by many as a
loophole from regulation and so we do not think there is any merit in reintroduction. We
believe there should be clear exemptions listed of low risk cases such as childminders
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”.
Agree - it should include all areas that public have access to
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in place
should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
Yes – If airports have their own controls it discourages competition which could result in
higher prices for the customers
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on a
statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire vehicles.
Agree
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Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
Advances in technology means that a taxi can be pre-booked almost immediately to the
commencement of the journey. This causes confusion between hailing and pre-booking as to
the customer they seem almost the same. Although hailing and ranking do not require
technological means they should be referred to in the guidance to make it clear

Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”
No - this would lead to further confusion. A call can be made in the street on a mobile to
book through an operator sat in a private hire vehicle parked in the street.
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be retained.
Yes - but there should be reasonable grounds for refusal on grounds of safety or prevention
of crime
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle and
cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to the
continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
Agree
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used for
professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
Disagree for taxis. The group had mixed views for private hire. However for both types it
makes enforcement very difficult
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue statutory
guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
Agree
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles” respectively.
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References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
Agree
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “pre-booked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
The group had mixed views – on one hand it will just continue the lack of understanding of
the customer of the two tiers however on the other hand it can be argued that the only issue
that is relevant to the customer is which vehicles must be pre booked. In fact it may be better
to remove the term private hire which is meaningless to the customer and replace with prebooked only
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety requirements.
Agree
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.
Agree
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be mandatory
standards.
Agree - but dependant on correct level being set
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to safety.
Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to private hire
drivers.
The group had mixed views – some agreed but some disagreed and felt there should be
discretionary ability for additional standards such as tests on understanding of the legislation
by drivers
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for private
hire vehicles are valuable?
Agree for signage.
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Some members of the group thought other local standards should be permitted such as age
policy for vehicles.
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety standards
for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
Currently there is a large range of standards; these have partly come about due to
socio/economic divides between regions and different geographical expectations. For
example there is a different expectation of a city taxi to a rural taxi.
Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
No
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for taxis
and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
Depends if there is local discretion to add conditions. If no discretion then there should be
mandatory conditions relating to comfort and cleanliness of the vehicle
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
Agree
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
Should be some national consultation on general principles
Agree to technical advisory panel for specific details
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
Agree
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
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standards?
Disagree – should be at authority’s discretion
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on taxi
and private hire drivers or operators?
Yes – it enables authorites to deal with specific problems or issues for example extra medical
checks for those with a medical condition
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a statutory
footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
Local arrangements
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for the
purposes of taxi standard setting.
Agree
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones within
their area.
Agree
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the licensing
authority?
Disagree – will lead to confusion to the public. Also licence fees would have to be the same
as the local authority process to check safety of driver and vehicle is the same if operates full
time or peak time only. This means there is no incentive to the licence holder to apply for
peak time only.
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting bookings
only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority.
Agree to first part as technology makes this impracticable
Second part would be appropriate if there are mandatory standards, however, if there are
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additional discretionary standards this would not be practicable

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out-ofarea drop offs.
Agree

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
Agree – however it would be useful to have more nationally consistent method of calculation.
Currently the fares vary so much in times of tariffs and methods of calculation that it is
difficult for the customer to understand and to compare

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for prebooked journeys?
The group had mixed views. Some feel yes if outside the licensing authority’s area. In rural
areas, drivers often have to travel a long distance empty to get to the pick up point – at the
moment they can only start the meter at the point of pick up which means the metered fare
does not reflect their actual costs in fuel and time for that journey.

Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions?
Agree with (b) – Easier to update and amend standards if under general powers

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria applied
would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
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Agree

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers to set
national safety conditions?
Agree with (b) – Easier to update and amend standards if under general powers
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire vehicles.
Agree – this is needed to ensure pre -bookings are recorded
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on what
basis?
Yes – this would ensure that companies operating this way are accountable to their
customers and enables licensing authorities to have a regulatory control and a requirement
to be placed on Operators to keep records
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include intermediaries.
Agree – the organisation that actually accepts the booking should be the one that is the
operator. An intermediary acts as a link to the operator but ultimately it should be the
operator that agrees to undertake the booking

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
Agree – there is potential for crime including fraud and as such the operator should be vetted

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
Agree
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Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping requirements
apply?
Yes
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
The group had mixed views. Some who currently have restrictions felt this should be
maintained however others felt that restrictions stifled competition and created artificially high
values on taxis and so felt there is merit in this no longer being permitted

Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost the
ability to restrict numbers?
Over ranking causing traffic obstructions
Increased taxis leading to traffic congestion in town centres
Explosion in numbers of taxis. This may level out after a period of time however it could lead
to reduced work and income for existing drivers. A reduction in income could lead to drivers
‘cutting corners’, for example in vehicle maintenance, or working longer hours at the risk of
driver tiredness, in order to make a living
Some authorities currently use the ability of restricting taxi numbers to only allow additional
licences to wheel chair accessible vehicles. If the ability to restrict numbers is lost the
number of wheel chair accessible vehicles may fall.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi trade
over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
The group had mixed views - some felt staggered entry would merely make longer a difficult
transition whereas others felt it would prevent a sudden increase in numbers

Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles? This
could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
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Yes in principle however duty on the licensing authority to provide ranks should be limited to
reasonable provision as for some locations the layout of the buildings and streets in town
centres would make this difficult

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet certain
accessibility standards?
Yes
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
Such vehicles are more expensive to operate and maintain compared to non accessible
vehicles. A reduction in licence fee is unlikely to be much of an incentive. Tax relief or
subsidies may help

Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible vehicles.
Agree
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should include
recognised disability awareness training.
Agree

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.
Agree
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and safe
to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
It would be very difficult to enforce an obligation to stop. Training and awareness may be
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more appropriate or as part of the penalty points system

Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
Yes
Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
We are not sure whether touting is an issue of concern. However clearer guidance and
better awareness
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles acting
in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
No – local authorities are not likely to have facilities to store vehicles and having
responsibility for such vehicles once impounded could be problematic
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
Yes for minor offences such as not wearing badge
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers and
operators licensed in other licensing areas.
Agree
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
No
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or revoke a
taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as appropriate, holder
of the relevant licence.
Agree
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Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect of
refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing authority
to reconsider its decision.
The group had mixed views - some disagreed as it was felt this would mean that it is likely
that every decision to refuse, suspend or revocate would be challenged and have to be
reheard.
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
Agree
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
Disagree
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From: Ian Seabrook
Sent: 23 August 2012 12:51
To: TPH
Subject: Private hire vehicles - wedding and funerals
Hello
I'd like to register my concern about plans to bring wedding and funeral cars within private hire legislation. I don't think enough
consideration has been given to the classic car owner who hires out his classics for occasional wedding use. There are a great
many people who do this, using what little income they gain to justify owning their vehicle. Very few of them do it on a regular
basis and so their income is not by any means large. Furthermore, they would be unable to justify the cost of having to register
their vehicles for private hire use.
As well as impacting the owners of the cars, it would also greatly reduce the availability of cars for weddings and therefore reduce
the options a happy couple has to pick the car they want. We're at a time when the 'white Rolls-Royce' just isn't what people want
- motoring history has created many, many viable alternatives.
Until November, all cars must under-go annual testing as part of the MOT. I find this entirely sufficient for cars used for weddings they generally do not travel at high speeds or for large distances. I do take issue with the removal of a need for an MOT for
vehicles built before 1960. It was a ridiculous thing to do, but perhaps the hobbyist loaning his cars out for weddings would be
happy to keep his/her vehicle covered by an MOT for peace of mind of the happy couple.
It was right to take action against people hiring out limousines for private use and I accept that inevitably some people do want to
use some horrific American stretched limo for their weddings - there is no accounting for taste. However, a blanket requirement that
all wedding/funeral cars be licenced cannot be good for the wedding car business or the classic car owner who occasionally uses
their car for such purposes.
Regards
Ian Seabrook

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Response to Law Commission from Michael Shears
Taxi Licensing Team Leader Swindon Borough
Council.
LIST OF PROVISIONAL PROPOSALS AND
QUESTIONS
OVERVIEW OF PROVISIONAL REFORM PROPOSALS
Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to distinguish between taxis, which can accept prebooked
fares, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked fares.
YES
REFORM OF DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE
Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with appropriate modifications, within the scope of
reform.
YES
Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire vehicles should not be restricted to any
particular type of vehicle but should rather focus on road transport services
provided for hire with the services of a driver.
NO TYPE OF VEHICLE SHOULD REMAIN WITH LOCAL AUTHORITY.
Question 4
Would there be (and if so what) advantages to restricting licensing to motor
vehicles that require a driving licence?
TO EXCLUDE VEHICLES SUCH AS PEDICABS AND RICKSHAWS
Provisional proposal 5
Public service vehicles should be expressly excluded from the definition of taxi
and private hire vehicles; and taxi and private hire vehicles should only cover
vehicles adapted to seat eight or fewer passengers.
YES
Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging separate fares should no-longer feature
as an exclusion from the definition of taxis. (Page 166
YES OUTDATED TERMINOLOGY
Provisional proposal 7
The Secretary of State should consider issuing statutory guidance to the Senior
Traffic Commissioner about the licensing of limousines and other novelty vehicles
to assist consistency.
YES
Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a business of carrying passengers” should be
used to limit the scope of taxi and private hire licensing so as to exclude genuine
volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the overall service.
YES

Question 9
How, if at all, should the regulation of taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs?
THESE SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM PRIVATE HIRE LEGISLATION
Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national
standards should be flexible enough to allow them to make exclusions from the
taxi and private hire licensing regimes.
YES
Provisional proposal 11
Weddings and funerals should no-longer be expressly excluded from private hire
licensing through primary legislation.
NO WEDDINGS AND FUNERALS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE EXCLUDED
Question 12
Would there be merits in reintroducing the contract exemption, by means of the
Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the power to set national
standards? If so, what modifications could be made to help avoid abuse?
NO CHAUFFUER COMPANIES SHOULD MEET NATIONAL AND LOCAL PRIVATE HIRE
CONDITIONS
Provisional proposal 13
Regulation of the ways taxis and private hire vehicles can engage with the public
should not be limited to “streets”. (Page 175}
SHOULD APPLY TO ALL AREAS INCLUDING PRIVATE LAND AND AIRPORTS
Question 14
Is there a case for making special provision in respect of taxi and private hire
regulation at airports? In particular, where concessionary agreements are in
place should airports be obliged to allow a shuttle service for passengers who
have pre-booked with other providers, or to the closest taxi rank?
YES WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE AIRPORT
Provisional proposal 15
The defining feature of taxis, the concept of “plying for hire”, should be placed on
a statutory footing and include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles.
YES CLARIFICATION REQUIRED
Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking should not cover technological means of
engaging taxi services.
YES
Question 17
Would there be advantages to adopting the Scottish approach to defining taxis in
respect of “arrangements made in a public place” instead of “plying for hire”?
NO NOT SURE IF THERE IS ANY REAL DIFFERENCE AS THE CURRENT LEGISLATION
RELATES TO BEING IN A ‘’PUBLIC PLACE’’
Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained.
YES IMPORTANT IN RELATION TO COMBATTING DISCRIMINATION

Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the only way of engaging a private hire vehicle
and cover all technological modes of engaging cars. This is without prejudice to
the continued ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
YES
Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of taxis and private hire vehicles should be
permitted. There would however be a presumption that the vehicle is being used
for professional purposes at any time unless the contrary can be proved.
YES
Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers should have the power to issue
statutory guidance in respect of taxi and private hire licensing requirements.
YES
Provisional proposal 22
Reformed legislation should refer to “taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney carriages” should be abandoned.
YES TO AVOID CONFUSION
Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only used in combination with terms like “prebooked”
and did not otherwise lead to customer confusion?
YES THIS HAS BEEN AN ISSUE IN THE PAST AND PROVIDED IT WAS USED IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE TERM ‘’PREBOOKED’’THIS WOULD BE A GOOD
COMPROMISE
A REFORMED REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should each be subject to national safety
requirements.
YES
Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied to taxi services, should only be minimum
standards.
YES
Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards.
YES
Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be subject to standards except those related to
safety. Requirements such as topographical knowledge would no-longer apply to
private hire drivers.
NO A LOCAL KNOWLEDGE TEST HAS PROVED INVALUBLE
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for private hire services be specifically retained in
respect of vehicle signage? Are there other areas where local standards for
private hire vehicles are valuable?
YES BUS LANE SIGNAGE
Question 29
What practical obstacles might there be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private hire vehicles?
TYPES OF USAGE FROM CITY TO RURAL

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect of driver safety be different for taxi services
compared with private hire services?
NO
Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set standards for
taxis and private hire vehicles should only cover conditions relating to safety.
YES
Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers to set national safety
standards should be subject to a statutory consultation requirement.
YES
Question 33
What would be the best approach for determining the content of national safety
standards? In particular should the statutory requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?
YES
Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain the power to set standards locally for taxis
provided above the minimum national standards.
YES
Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to licensing authorities’ ability to set local taxi
standards?
YES
Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the power to impose individual conditions on
taxi and private hire drivers or operators?
YES
Question 37
Should the powers and duties of licensing authorities to cooperate be on a
statutory footing or is it best left to local arrangements?
A STATUTORY FOOTING
Provisional proposal 38
Neighbouring licensing authorities should have the option of combining areas for
the purposes of taxi standard setting.
YES IN PRINCIPAL
Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area.
YES ALTHOUGH NO EXPERIENCE OF THIS SITUATION
Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing authorities to have the power to issue peak time
licences which may only be used at certain times of day as prescribed by the
licensing authority?
NO THIS WOULD HAVE AN ADVERSE EFFECT ON THE TRADE AS A WHOLE
Provisional proposal 41
Private hire operators should no longer be restricted to accepting or inviting
bookings only within a particular locality; nor to only using drivers or vehicles
licensed by a particular licensing authority.
NO THE CURRENT RESTRICTIONS ENSURES ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY IS
RELEVANT

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a “return to area” requirement in respect of out ofarea drop offs.
NOT REQUIRED
Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain the ability to regulate maximum taxi fares.
Licensing authorities should not have the power to regulate private hire fares.
YES
YES SHOULD NOT HAVE THE POWER TO REGULATE PRIVATE HIRE FARES
Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a fare that is higher than the metered fare for
pre-booked journeys?
YES PROVIDED ITY IS AGREED BEFORE THE JOURNEY COMMENCES
REFORM OF DRIVER, VEHICLE AND OPERATOR LICENSING
Question 45
Should national driver safety standards such as the requirement to be a “fit and
proper person” be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
(A) SET OUT IN PRIMARY LEGISLATION
Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject to “fit and proper” tests and the criteria
applied would relate solely to the vehicle itself.
YES
Question 47
Should national vehicle safety standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of State and Welsh Ministers’ general powers
to set national safety conditions?
(A) SET OUT IN PRIMARY LEGISLATION
Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained as mandatory in respect of private hire
vehicles.
YES
Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended to cover taxi radio circuits and if so on
what basis?
NO
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not be extended in order to include
intermediaries.
YES NO CHANGE THE DEFINITION OF OPERATOR IS NECESSARY
Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in respect of operators be retained?
YES
Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly permitted to sub-contract services.
YES PROVIDED THEY REMAIN LIABLE FOR THE ORIGINAL BOOKING IN THE CASE
OF COMPLAINT
Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a pre-booking directly, should record-keeping
requirements apply?
YES

REFORMING QUANTITY CONTROLS
Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi numbers.
YES
Question 55
What problems (temporary or permanent) might arise if licensing authorities lost
the ability to restrict numbers?
NOT ENOUGH RANK SPACE , INCREASED VEHICLE NUMBERS AND SUBSEQUENT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. ALTHOUGH HERE IN SWINDON THERE HAS BEEN NO
SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN HACKNEY NUMBERS SINCE DERESTRICTION IN 2006.
Question 56
Should transitional measures be put in place, such as staggered entry to the taxi
trade over a scheduled period of time, if quantity restrictions are removed?
YES
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE REFORM AND EQUALITY
Question 57
Should there be a separate licence category for wheelchair accessible vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles.
NO
Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer lower licence fees for vehicles which meet
certain accessibility standards?
NO
Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for increasing the availability of accessible
vehicles, and catering for the different needs of disabled passengers?
LOCAL CONDITIONS ON VEHICLE TYPE
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce national quotas of wheelchair accessible
vehicles.
SHOULD BE LEFT TO LOCAL CONDITIONS
Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability awareness training.
YES
Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns about discrimination, taxis and private hire
vehicles should be required to display information about how to complain to the
licensing authority.
YES
Question 63
What would be the best way of addressing the problem of taxis ignoring disabled
passengers seeking to hail them? Could an obligation to stop, if reasonable and
safe to do so, in specified circumstances, help?
NO TO DIFFICULT TO ADMINISTER CURRENT PENALTIES UNDER THE EQUALITY
ACT 2010 SUFFICIENT
REFORMING ENFORCEMENT
Question 64
Should authorised licensing officers have the power to stop licensed vehicles?
YES

Question 65
What more could be done to address touting? Touting refers to the offence “in a
public place, to solicit persons to hire vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
BETTER ENFORCEMENT POWERES TO OFFICERS INCLUDING FIXED PENALTIES
Question 66
Would it be desirable and practicable to introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire licensing rules?
DESIRABLE BUT NOT PRACTICABLE
Question 67
Should licensing authorities make greater use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
YES ENFORCEMENT OFFICER S WITH THE POWER TO ISSUE FIXED PENALTIES
FOR PLYING FOR HIRE AND OTHER LICENSING BREACHES FAILING TO DISPLAY
BADGES OR PLATES WOULD SAVE A LOT OF PAPERWORK AND COURT TIME
Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the powers to enforce against vehicles, drivers
and operators licensed in other licensing areas.
YES IF OPERATORS ARE ALLOWED TO USE DRIVERS AND VEHICLES FROM OTHER
AREAS AS PROPOSED OR IN THE CASE OF CROSS BORDER HIRING
Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers extend to suspensions and revocation
of licences? If so what would be the best way of achieving this?
NOT SURE IF THIS IS POSSIBLE I THINK ANY EVIDENCE WARRANTING SUSPENSION
OR REVOCATION SHOULD GO BACK TO THE ORIGINAL LICENSING AUTHORITY
REFORM OF HEARINGS AND APPEALS
Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant licence.
YES
Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process throughout England and Wales, in respect
of refusals, suspensions or revocations should be to require the local licensing
authority to reconsider its decision.
YES AS AT PRESENT VIA COMMITTEE
Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in the magistrates’ court.
YES
Question 73
Should there be an onward right of appeal to the Crown Court?
YES

Mike Shears
Taxi Licensing & Contracts Team Leader
Passenger Transport Services
Swindon Borough Council

From: Dave Holladay
]
Sent: 23 August 2012 14:25
To: Gray, Hannah
Subject: Re: Taxi legislation - carrying cycles, cargo, and multiple
fares (including as part of a 'bus' service)
Yes I would like to make this a formal submission, although you may wish to categorise it slightly
1) the legislation should recognise the provision to carry cycles with a consideration that the provision of any
additional equipment required may be though a sponsor and thus with no additional cost involved the local tariff may
provide this service at no cost to the user.
I'll check that a similar comment is made on behalf of CTC - the national cyclists organisation.
2) in respect of 1) to recognise that a growing number of Persons with Reduced Mobility (PRM) use cycles either as a
Class 1 Invalid Carriage or close equivalent, and establish appropriate protocols for managing this.
3) as a means to work within a developing transportation framework where the resource of a private car is better
managed - many households and businesses saving substantial amounts by switching from vehicle 'ownership' to
buying vehicle use, the taxi has a key role as an alternative, including the transport of goods, either as an accompanied
hire, or as a delivered package. Legislation should recognise this and provide a framework to develop appropriate
tariffs, and establish duties of care/responsibilities etc for the hirer and driver.
4) develop the framework to deliver robustly founded fixed fare regimes for the consolidation of multiple individual
journeys into a single vehicle trip. This to have the facility to advertise such fares - examples might be to get between
a local transport node and a tourist site, or reduce the impact of private car access to remote locatiosn by ofering taxis
to trails.
5) derivative of 4) where the use of a local taxi provides an extension to a conventional bus service, which with
modern real time location of buses in service can enable a local taxi to collect passengers and meet the bus at
recognised interchange points, and equally be booked by an incoming passenger to collect them from the same points.
Given that this has an impact on how bus fares and services are managed, the involvement of the Traffic
Commissioners in delivering this becomes very relevant. It should not be seen as an extraction of bus patronage but
more of a means to get the passenger to the bus at a lower cost than getting the bus to the passenger, whilst also
delivering better use and a viable income for a local taxi operator, making more shorter local trips with a 2-way fare
potential, in place of a limited number of longer trips which match the bus service to significant destinations but
generally return empty.
Dave Holladay
On 22/08/12 12:43, Gray, Hannah wrote:
> Dave,
>
> Many thanks for your email and my apologies for the delay in responding to you. Our central inbox currently has a
very high degree of traffic and is not monitored on a constant basis. The issue you raise is very interesting and not one
we had thought of, so thank you for bringing it to our attention. I'm not aware of any taxi-specific provisions regarding
the carriage of cycles but it is something we will bear in mind when reviewing our proposals in light of consultation
responses received.
>
> With that in mind, can I ask whether you would like your email to be treated as a formal consultation response? It
would be useful if we could do so, not least because it would then play a formal role in informing our thinking. We
treat all consultation responses as public documents and as such may be subject to Freedom of Information requests.
>
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>

Kind regards,
Hannah
Hannah Gray
Research Assistant, Public Law Team
Law Commission

Steel House
11 Tothill Street
London
SW1H 9LJ

T: 020 3334 0266
E: hannah.gray@lawcommission.gsi.gov.uk
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Law Commission
Consultation Paper No 203
Notes: Para 1.13: The Commission is absolutely and completely incorrect in its view that only minimum
changes should be made to taxi and private hire regulation. Radical change is necessary.
It is essential that the regulatory management of this industry is centralised under a “National Licensing
Authority” who have the power to move swiftly to amend delegated legislation and who can provide
centralised guidance and direction to the regulators and to the trade. Please see the comments made in
section 10 and other references to a proposed National Licensing Authority below.
Reason: There is a vast bureaucracy employed in the management and regulation of the public and private
hire industry. Regulations are passed that impose pointless obligations and expense on the trade and often
cause great harm and distress to the public. Often Local Authorities conduct expensive disputes with each
other over differing interpretations of the law. Differing standards, conditions, practices and terms are
applied in different areas that are sometimes geographically only yards apart. This is harmful to the both
trade and to the public and is a hugely expensive waste of public money.
This is a small country one fifth the size of France. It is possible for the law makers to standardise terms,
conditions and management standards across the country.
Looking to the future, it is possible that common standards for operators, drivers and vehicles may be be
applied across Europe. If this happens it will require the complete dismantling of the structure this
commission is proposing.
Technology is changing very quickly in both vehicle environmental development and in-vehicle technology.
The structure the Commission is proposing will not be able to keep up and deliver continuous improvement
quickly and nationally.
The trade and the public have waited since 1847 for this legislation. This fact is conclusive proof that
parliament and local government have failed to provide a responsive system. This is an opportunity to create
an efficient and responsive system that will deliver continuous improvement to the changing needs of the
travelling public and respond to future government policy on environmental and public safety issues.
Notes: Use of the term “pre-booked”. What does “pre-booked” mean? This is a strange term and must be
avoided in legal documents. Do the Commission mean “booked in advance”? If you have “booked” them
you have a booking. If you have “pre-booked” then you have not “booked” but you are still in the “prebooking” stage. This is usually referred to as “quotation stage”. When such a booking is made it is usually
referred to as an “advance booking”, which should be considered the correct term to use as it is both correct
and unambiguous and thus a more suitable legal term.
For other comment on the Commissions six (depending on interpretation) principal areas of consideration,
please see paragraphs 1-76 below:The following comments are structured in such a way as to reflect the content of
cp203_taxi-and-private-hire-services_summary.pdf
published by the Commission. The paragraph numbers below refer to the same question numbers as put
forward by the Commission.
Please also note that this response is not as comprehensive as the author would like it to be. Lack of time
and funding have restricted the content of this response.
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TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE
DIFFERENTIAL:

1.

1.1.

Provisional proposal 1
Regulation should continue to
distinguish between taxis, which
can accept pre booked fares, be
hailed on the street and wait at
ranks, and private hire vehicles,
which can only accept pre-booked
fares. (Page 160)

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

If a licensing authority removes quantitative restrictions on public hire plates
then there is no point in having a distinction between taxis, which can accept
fares booked in advance, be hailed on the street and wait at ranks, and private
hire vehicles, which can only accept fares booked in advance.
Over time most private hire vehicles will gravitate towards public hire as the
earning potential is greater from rank and hail when not covering work booked
in advanced. Only executive hire vehicles of a more luxurious standard that
most public hire vehicles will want to remain private hire. Ranks will be
choked and taxis will roam the streets in increasing numbers looking for rank
space. Over-supply will reduce margins and the quality of vehicles and drivers
will sink to the lowest common denominator, putting the public at risk.
Only the authorities restrictions on the types of vehicle they will licence as
public hire will remain as a deterrent to a switch from private hire to public
hire. In London the knowledge test will also deter, but this will not apply in
most other areas.

1.2.

1.3.

1.4.

It follow that if the Commission wish to preserve a distinction between taxis
and private hire vehicles then quantitative restrictions must remain.
For more comment on the quantitative issue please see See section 54:
“Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer have the power to restrict taxi
numbers.”
Taxi ranks simply will not work if towns are flooded with taxis. The only thing
preventing clogged taxi ranks and masses of cars blocking the streets looking
of fares is the quantitative restriction on hackney numbers. It is thus essential
that the distinction between public and private hire is preserved.
LONDON:

2.

2.1.

Provisional proposal 2
London should be included, with
appropriate modifications, within
the scope of reform. (Page 162)
London regulations should conform to national standards. Tens of thousands
of regional taxi journeys are made into, through and out of, London every year.
Pick-ups are made in London by regional taxis and private hire vehicles to
take passengers outside of London. They must not be put at a disadvantage by
exclusions that may lead them to inadvertently commit offences.

2.2.

It will be manifestly unfair if completely different rules apply to drivers from
outside London. Any changes to a national standard by any city or region
should be kept to an absolute minimum and apply, as far as is possible, to local
drivers only.

2.3.

Best practice should roll out across the country.
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Provisional proposal 3
The regulation of taxi and private hire
vehicles should not be restricted to
any particular type of vehicle but
should rather focus on road transport
services provided for hire with the
services of a driver. (Page 164)
PROPOSAL: TO SET A NATIONAL STANDARD FOR A MIXED
FLEET OF HACKNEY VEHICLES.

3.

TYPES OF VEHICLE

3.1.

3.1.1.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

It is difficult to see any sense in continuing to allow the huge range of vehicle
licensing schemes that currently exist.
In one area the licensing authority might only allow “London TX” taxis. In
another area the licensing authority may only allow various types of
wheelchair accessible vehicles, whilst in another a mixed fleet consisting of a
variety of saloon cars and minibuses and a variety of wheelchair accessible
vehicles may be licensed as hackney carriages. In others you can have any
colour you want so long as it is blue.
3.1.1.1.

The management of these different regimes is a vast waste of public money
with huge sums being spent on legal clarifications of the many issues that arise
between different authorities.

3.1.2.

In previous studies the DfT has already expressed a preference for a design of
vehicle that it would prefer to see licensed. Unfortunately the vehicle, as
specified, does not exist. Thus the LA has to be content with licensing
vehicles supplied by vehicle manufacturers.

3.1.3.

There are as many types of ability and disability as there are people. It follows
that the ease of entering and leaving a vehicle will depend on the individual
vehicle and the ability of the individual passenger.
3.1.3.1.

Scenario 1: Imagine that you are 82 years old. You are female. You have a
twisted spine and a broken arm. You are on your own. The taxi rank is next to
the doctors surgery. Stagger to the taxi rank.
Now: a) get into a London taxi or b) get into a Ford Mondeo saloon.
The old lady will walk past the London taxi as she cannot get into it and use
the Mondeo.
Why take away her choice?

3.1.3.2.

Scenario 2: You are in a large electric wheelchair. You have a carer with you.
Your regular private hire driver has called to say he has broken down, You
need a taxi from the rank. In front of you is an 82 year old old lady who has
just got into a Mondeo. You have a choice of a) a London taxi, b) a side
loading VW wheelchair accessible MPV or c) a rear loading Fiat Doblo.
You cannot get into the London taxi. The roof is too low.
You cannot get into the VW wheelchair accessible MPV taxi. The roof is too
low and you cannot turn the large wheelchair around to face backwards or
forwards.
You can get into the Fiat Doblo. In fact this is the ONLY vehicle you can get
into.
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3.1.3.3.

Scenario 3: You are in a large electric wheelchair. You have a carer with you.
Your regular private hire driver has called to say he has broken down, You
need a taxi from the rank. You have a choice of any vehicle as long as it is a
London taxi as it is the only type of vehicle that the local authority will
license.
You cannot get into the London taxi. The roof is too low. You have to call an
ambulance or find another private hire vehicle that will take your large
wheelchair. This may take several hours. You might try to call your local
authority for advice. It is Friday and it is 15:30hrs and the offices are closed.

3.1.3.4.

3.1.4.

Scenario 5: You are in an ordinary wheelchair. You are loaded into a Fiat
Doblo rear loading WAV and taken to Gloucester Road in Newbury, Berkshire.
Although it will take several minutes to unload you, it is possible to be
unloaded through the rear doors without trespassing on someones garden or
pathway. (However, you will be blocking the road whilst so doing but at least
it can be done.)

3.1.5.

CONCLUSION: It is necessary to have mixed taxi fleets to meet the variable
needs of the community.

3.2.

ALLOCATION OF VEHICLE LICENSES:
3.2.1.

It is difficult to see how different types of license (e.g. WAV or saloon) can be
allocated fairly. Most independent drivers will prefer to purchase saloon cars
as these are cheaper to buy, insure and run.

3.2.2.

SUGGESTION: That a taxi drivers (or a taxi company's) first vehicle license
must be attached to a WAV. A second and third car can be a free choice and a
fourth car must be a WAV. Further vehicles may be licensed on a similar basis.
This will ensure a sufficient quantity of WAV's to service the needs of the
wheelchair community and still provide a variety for the rest of the differently
abled population.

3.2.3.

For companies or cooperatives a simple one third rule may be appropriate.
That is to say one third of the fleet must be wheelchair accessible.

3.3.

4.

Scenario 4: You are in an ordinary wheelchair. You are loaded into a side
loading WAV and taken to Gloucester Road in Newbury, Berkshire. You are
unable to be unloaded within 500 meters of your destination because the road
is too narrow and is lined with cars on both sides. It will take several minutes
to unload you and, in any event, the side loading extended ramps and
unloading process means that in this very narrow road you will have to
trespass in someones garden or driveway to unload. (However, you will be
blocking the road whilst so doing.)

CONCLUSION:
3.3.1.

In order to meet the many types of public need you need a wide variety of
licensed WAV, saloon, estate and MPV hackney and private hire vehicles.

3.3.2.

There will need to be some order in how these vehicles are selected and this
should fall under the remit of the National Licensing Authority, with these
standards being agreed nationally and enforced locally.
RESTRICTING LICENSING
TO MOTOR VEHICLES THAT
REQUIRE A DRIVING
LICENCE:

Question 4

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Would there be (and if so what)
advantages to restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving
licence? (Page 164)
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4.1.

The whole thrust of the regulation and enforcement surrounding the licensing
of public and private hire vehicles is to ensure the safety of the public. This
includes the passengers and passers by.
All types of vehicle may cause harm to passengers and passers by if they are
involved in an accident.

4.2.

The commission may care to consider the following implications:i)

The safety and insurance of passers by in the event of an accident
involving a poorly maintained rickshaw;

ii) The safety and insurance of passengers in the event of an accident
involving a poorly maintained rickshaw; and
iii) The safety and insurance of other vehicles when involved in an
accident with a poorly maintained rickshaw.
4.3.

If a vehicle is not licensed will it have third party insurance?
If a vehicle is not licensed will it have public liability insurance?

4.4.

5.

It is difficult to see any advantage for public safety in restricting licensing to
motor vehicles that require a driving licence. In fact there are distinct
disadvantages for public safety.
TAXI BUSES (1)

Provisional proposal 5

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Public service vehicles should be
expressly excluded from the definition
of taxi and private hire vehicles; and
taxi and private hire vehicles should
only cover vehicles adapted to seat
eight or fewer passengers. (Page 165)
5.1.

There may be merit in allowing 16 seat vehicles to operate as taxis and taxi
buses for the purposes of servicing the transport needs in rural areas. This will
give taxi operators the ability to run sixteen, eight and four seat vehicles on
routes and to vary the type of vehicle on demand.

5.2.

These taxi buses may be able to divert from set routes in order to pick up
passengers unable to get to bus stops by reason of age or infirmity.

5.3.

It follows that to enable “taxi-buses” to operate some licenses should be
allowed for 16 seat vehicles to operate as taxis.

6.

TAXI BUSES (2)

Provisional proposal 6
References to stage coaches charging
separate fares should no-longer
feature as an exclusion from the
definition of taxis. (Page 166)

6.1.

Taxi buses may be able to divert from set routes in order to pick up passengers
unable to get to bus stops by reason of age or infirmity.

6.2.

Buses operate (usually) in the daytime. Sixteen and eight seat minibuses can
operate during the day as taxi buses and then be available for night work as
taxis (or private hire vehicles). This increases their earning power and the taxi
work helps to cover the operating costs as taxi buses. This will increase the
supply of such services and greatly benefit rural communities.

This will require a
major consultation
and/or feasibility
study to establish
the value of this
proposal.
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6.3.

Local Government subsidises rural bus routes. The amount of the subsidies is
often significant and may be many tens of thousands of pounds per route. It is
highly probable that “Taxi Buses” may enable these subsidies to be lowered.

6.4.

Local taxi and private hire companies can use mini buses to service these
routes, particularly during off peak hours.

7.

Provisional proposal 7

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

The Secretary of State should
consider issuing statutory guidance to
the Senior Traffic Commissioner
about the licensing of limousines and
other novelty vehicles to assist
consistency. (Page 167)
7.1.

See the “National Licensing Authority” section 10.

7.2.

IN THE COURSE OF A
BUSINESS OF CARRYING
PASSENGERS

8.

Provisional proposal 8
The concept of “in the course of a
business of carrying passengers”
should be used to limit the scope of
taxi and private hire licensing so as to
exclude genuine volunteers as well as
activities where transport is ancillary
to the overall service. (Page 168)

8.1.

The overall, top level brief is for the protection of the public. To limit the
scope of regulation designed to offer the public protection by not offering that
protection to a large number of people using volunteer public transport seems
to defeat the object of the exercise. Remember that these people do not have a
choice. They must use the volunteer service as they cannot afford the
alternatives. They too deserve protection.

8.2.

It may be possible for the treasury to offer subsidies to enable the voluntary
sector to escape fees for regulation (fees for vehicle licensing, CRB's and so
on), but the vehicles must be safe and the drivers checked.
The drivers and vehicles must be licensed even if the transport is ancillary to
the overall service.

8.3.

Note: Genuine volunteers may be terrible drivers .
Note: It is accepted that child abusers seek out roles that bring them closer to
their prey.

8.4.

Genuine volunteers as well as activities where transport is ancillary to the
overall service need to be managed in some form in the interest of public
safety. Otherwise the whole concept of taxi regulation is a waste of time.
This is leaving the back door open to miscreants.
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9.

CAR POOLING AND
MEMBERS CLUBS

ACTION
BY WHOM

Question 9

WHEN

How, if at all, should the regulation of
taxis and private hire deal with:
(a) carpooling; and
(b) members clubs? (Page 170)

9.1.

These are not areas of legitimate public interest as they are private
arrangements.

9.2.

The obvious issue requirement is to ensure that the vehicles are properly
insured for such arrangements. It follows that the insurers may be required by
law to cover such arrangements by default, unless specifically excluded by the
insurer.

10.

NATIONALCONTROL:
THE National Licensing Authority (“NLA”)
ISSUE: Local licensing authorities vary widely in
quality of service. This needs to be standardised
into a national standard.
10.1.

Provisional proposal 10
The power of the Secretary of State and
Welsh Ministers to set national standards
should be flexible enough to allow them to
make exclusions from the taxi and private
hire licensing regimes. (Page 171)

PROPOSAL: REMOVE AS MUCH AUTHORITY AS POSSIBLE
FROM THE LOCAL AUTHORITY AND VEST LICENSING
AUTHORITY IN A National Licensing Authority.
10.1.1.

It is essential that all power to enact terms and conditions be removed from
local government and vested in a National Licensing Authority.

10.1.2.

Examples of unacceptable standards of regulation by local authorities will be
available from many local trade associations. The amount of public money
wasted in wages and pensions for bureaucrats who fail to meet acceptable
standards of professional conduct must be astronomical. (See examples
below.)
The cost to the public purse of the huge number of legal cases that arise from
disputes between the trade and licensing authorities is unacceptable. We even
see cases of local authorities taking each other to court over licensing matters.
A National Licensing Authority would end such wastage of public funds.
It is essential to standardise these conditions across the land and thus avoid
intra council disagreements over law and policy.
It follows that the required standards of enforcement is also standardised.
There are many reasons for the failure of local authorities to provide a
minimum acceptable standard of regulation. Examples of these are readily
available from the trade press and are published on a monthly basis. These
range from appalling management and gross incompetence, to corruption,
stupidity, or simply bone idleness. There can be no acceptable excuse for a
local authority failing to perform properly. For endless examples see the trade
press.
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10.1.3.

Just a few of the many examples of regional regulators errors include:i)

making it illegal to use a taximeter to set a fare;

ii) making it mandatory for all hackney drivers to search all private hire
vehicles after each hiring, (approximately 730,000 vehicle searches
per hackney driver per annum! 200 hackney vehicles, 200 private
hire vehicles times ten jobs per day x 365);

Note: You may find
these utterly
unbelievable, but
they are all true.
Evidence is
available from the
author on request.

iii) creating a regulatory framework that made compliance physically
impossible, thus ensuring that for four years there was not one single
legal taxi on the road in that county;
iv) a written statement from the chairman of a licensing committee
stating that neither he, nor any members of the licensing committee,
accept responsibility for the terms and conditions attached to licensed
vehicles;
v) a written statement from the senior licensing officer of that region
stating that they are responsible to the licensing committee and
confirming that the terms and conditions are the responsibility of the
licensing committee;
vi) Refusal to do ANY compliance work to ensure the terms under which
licenses issued under student visas are followed (despite being
requested to do so by the trade and thus giving tacit approval to
unlawful taxi activities and uninsured passenger movements); and
vii) refusing to consult on changes to terms and conditions in accordance
with the Department for Transport (“DfT”) guidelines where
consultation had been requested dozens of times by the local trade.
10.1.4.

Examples of this sort of maladministration in clearly demonstrate that a
national standard of regulation and enforcement is required.

10.2.

A national set of standards should allow (exceptionally) for local exceptions
and additions, which should all be submitted to the National Licensing
Authority for approval.

10.3.

The National Licensing Authority should consist of a panel of trade
representatives and licensing managers as well as lawyers and other qualified
members, including technical and medical members.
As the law will be simplified and codified, both regulation and enforcement
will be more effective.
Note to the Law Commission: If you do what you have always done, you will
get what you have always got. It is time for a National Licensing Authority.

10.4.

ENFORCEMENT:
10.4.1.

10.4.1.1
.

NATIONAL: If one has a National Licensing Authority it follows that one
needs a national enforcement authority. This will enable authorised enforcers
to work across licensing borders.
The current inability of a local authority to prevent illegal activities or to
prosecute law breakers makes it essential that new national laws make it much
easier to prevent and prosecute illegal activity.
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10.4.2.

PROPOSAL: That the national (and local licensing authorities if any) be
given the power to issue exclusion notices to prevent:
i)

individuals from driving any vehicle within certain areas; and

ii)

specified vehicles being driven within certain areas.
Penalties may then be levied for breaching the exclusion order.
Penalties can include fines, vehicle confiscation and destruction and
suspension and removal of licenses including DVLA drivers licenses.

10.4.3.

Example:
i)

An individual suspected of illegal taxiing may be forbidden from
driving any vehicle within one mile of Heathrow or Leeds/Bradford
or Manchester airports, or Banbury train station, or the XYZ
Business Park, or the Leeds ABC Hotel.

ii) A vehicle suspected of being used as an illegal taxi may be forbidden
from driving any vehicle within one mile of Heathrow or
Leeds/Bradford or Manchester airports, or Banbury train station, or
the XYZ Business Park, or the Leeds ABC Hotel.
10.4.4.

LOCAL: Local licensing enforcement should consist of a panel of trade
representatives and a small licensing committee and licensing officers.

10.4.5.

Members of local trade associations will be authorised by delegation to be
local enforcement officers. This will provide thousands of knowledgeable
people on the streets 24/7/365 working to keep the trade clean.

10.5.

LOCAL CONTROL:
10.5.1.

Even with the new National Licensing Authority, local enforcement will
remain the responsibility of the local council. The new regulatory system will
make it mandatory for a panel of members, directors of service, officers and
trade representatives to sit on an oversight committee that reports back to the
National Licensing Authority.

10.5.2.

There has been insufficient enforcement activity by local governments to
ensure that the trades concerns about public safety are addressed. Unlicensed
taxis and mini-cabs act with impunity as local governments are unwilling,
(and in some cases where it is not their fault, unable) to stop illegal activity.

10.5.3.

There has been insufficient enforcement activity by local governments to
ensure that the trades concerns about compliance regarding licenses granted to
holders of student visa have been enforced. Immigration rules are being
flouted and passengers are thus uninsured.

10.5.4.

It follows that one of the functions of the National Licensing Authority is to
set and enforce standards of performance by local authorities.

11.

Provisional proposal 11

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Weddings and funerals should nolonger be expressly excluded from
private hire licensing through
primary legislation. (Page 172)
11.1.

See section 10.

11.2.
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12.

REINTRODUCING THE
CONTRACT EXEMPTION

Question 12

See section 10.

12.2.

The Law Commission is now considering a matter which can only be dealt
with by a central authority. It cannot be practical for a body such as the
National Trust, or a chain of hotels to have to comply with differing regulations
issued by hundreds of different licensing authorities concerning, for example,
the transport of staff or customers across public and private land.
REGULATION OF THE WAYS
TAXIS AND PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES CAN ENGAGE
WITH THE PUBLIC SHOULD
NOT BE LIMITED TO
“STREETS”

Provisional proposal 13

See section 10.

13.2.

The travelling public do not understand these arcane distinctions and assume,
incorrectly, that the government has established a framework that will provide
protection. The power of a licensing authority should and must extend to
anywhere where a licensed vehicle is working.
SPECIAL PROVISION AT
AIRPORTS

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Regulation of the ways taxis and
private hire vehicles can engage with
the public should not be limited to
“streets”. (Page 175}

13.1.

14.

WHEN

Would there be merits in
reintroducing the contract exemption,
by means of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers’ exercise of the
power to set national standards? If so,
what modifications could be made to
help avoid abuse? (Page 174)

12.1.

13.

ACTION
BY WHOM

Question 14
Is there a case for making special
provision in respect of taxi and
private hire regulation at airports? In
particular, where concessionary
agreements are in place should
airports be obliged to allow a shuttle
service for passengers who have prebooked with other providers, or to the
closest taxi rank? (Page 177)

14.1.

Airports, rail terminals, stations, and so on should have a legal obligation to
provide a convenient place with adequate facilities to enable taxi and private
hire vehicles that have been booked in advance to meet passengers.

14.2.

Such facilities are essential for the disabled, elderly, young and infirm to meet
familiar drivers who can deliver them safely home.

14.3.

Many travellers arriving at main terminals are account customers or customers
who have already paid for both journeys.

14.4.

Tens of thousands of foreign schoolchildren are met at UK airports by drivers
who regularly drive for the school or college attended by the passengers and
who have undertaken the institutions own child safety courses.
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14.5.

CONCLUSION: Transit terminal meet and greet facilities are an essential
part of the safe transfer of passengers and proper facilities must be mandatory.

15.

THE CONCEPT OF “PLYING
FOR HIRE”, SHOULD BE
PLACED ON A STATUTORY
FOOTING:

Provisional proposal 15

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

The defining feature of taxis, the
concept of “plying for hire”, should be
placed on a statutory footing and
include:
(a) references to ranking and hailing;
(b) a non-exhaustive list of factors
indicating plying for hire; and
(c) appropriate accommodation of the
legitimate activities of private hire
vehicles. (Page 181)

15.1.

The codifying of current practice is both desirable and necessary.
15.1.1.

16.

THE CONCEPTS OF
HAILING AND RANKING
SHOULD NOT COVER
TECHNOLOGICAL MEANS
OF ENGAGING TAXI
SERVICES.

Provisional proposal 16
The concepts of hailing and ranking
should not cover technological means
of engaging taxi services. (Page 181)

16.1.

The purpose of regulation is to protect the public without removing choice
and competition. Whilst it may desirable to have adequate provision in law
for controlling the way in which taxis are subject to advance booking, it may
not be practicable.

16.2.

Private hire vehicles must be booked through an operator and thus the
technological means of engaging private hire services are controlled.

16.3.

Taxis are not subject to the requirement to book through an operator and can
take calls, emails, texts, web bookings, social media bookings and indeed any
and every other sort of method of booking without complying with the record
keeping requirements of an operators licence.

16.4.

It will be inappropriate to impose this obligations on the taxi trade as it cannot
apply to rank and hail engagements. For this reason the concepts of hailing
and ranking should not cover technological means of engaging taxi services.
DEFINING TAXIS IN RESPECT
OF “ARRANGEMENTS MADE
IN A PUBLIC PLACE”
INSTEAD OF “PLYING FOR
HIRE”

17.

17.1.

17.2.

Question 17
Would there be advantages to
adopting the Scottish approach to
defining taxis in respect of
“arrangements made in a public
place” instead of “plying for hire”?
(Page 182)
Airports, train stations, stately homes, football grounds, hotel driveways are
examples of places that are not a “public place”.
Codifying “plying for hire” will cover all places both public and private.
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17.3.

Thus there is no advantage in defining taxis in respect of “arrangements made
in a public place”.
THE CONCEPT OF
COMPELLABILITY:

18.

18.1.

Provisional proposal 18
The concept of compellability, which
applies exclusively to taxis, should be
retained. (Page 182)

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Some grounds should be acceptable as a defence in the event of a complaint.
18.1.1.

There are several reasons why a driver may wish to refuse a job. For example
a driver may refuse a job:i)

on the grounds of safety where they are concerned that the potential
passenger may be violent;

ii) on the grounds that they believe the passenger may foul the taxi; or
iii) on the grounds that they believe the fare will not be paid.
Such exclusions should continue.
18.2.

Taxi ranks operate on a queuing system. The first in the queue takes the first
job, regardless of whether it is good or bad. Otherwise the queue system fails
and disputes arise within the taxi queue. The driver takes the first job or he is
required to leave the rank empty. This should be clarified in law.
Compellability should be continued.

18.3.

COMMISSIONING PRIVATE
HIRE VEHICLES:

19.

20.

Compellability reduces the risk of disputes between drivers and thus enables a
safer and more peaceful atmosphere in the taxi ranks. This in turn makes it
safer for the passengers.
Provisional proposal 19
Pre-booking would continue to be the
only way of engaging a private hire
vehicle and cover all technological
modes of engaging cars. This is
without prejudice to the continued
ability of taxis to be pre-booked.
(Page 183)

19.1.

Note that the term “pre-booked” must be replaced with “advance booking”.

19.2.

If the commission decides to recommend to continue the distinction between
taxis and private hire vehicles it follows that to commission the services of a
private hire vehicle booking is essential. Otherwise private hire vehicles will
be hanging around airports, stations or other footfall areas creating conflict
with taxi drivers.
LEISURE AND NONPROFESSIONAL USE OF
TAXIS AND PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES

Provisional proposal 20
Leisure and non-professional use of
taxis and private hire vehicles should
be permitted. There would however
be a presumption that the vehicle is
being used for professional purposes
at any time unless the contrary can be
proved.
(Page 184)
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20.1.

Currently only a person with a private hire drivers license may drive a private
hire vehicle and only a person with a hackney drivers license may drive a
hackney vehicle.
This arrangement will normally exclude partners, friends and other family
members form driving such vehicles. This may be very inconvenient, for
example on holidays where (for example) an eight seater is required. It also
imposes a severe financial burden on drivers who may have to have an
alternative vehicle for private purposes.
20.1.1.

PROPOSAL: That if a vehicle is licensed for hire and reward it may be driven
by a person without a hire and reward licence, but is otherwise lawfully
allowed to driver the vehicle, provided that:i)

any “for hire” light is not illuminated and is covered up with material
sufficiently opaque to make the light invisible;

ii) all hire and reward sinage such as those on door panels are also
covered up;
iii) each door displays a magnetic panel below the window marked “Not
in Service”; and
iv) the taxi or private hire plates affixed to front and/or rear remain
visible for enforcement purposes.
STATUTORY GUIDANCE IN
RESPECT OF TAXI AND
PRIVATE HIRE LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS:

21.

Provisional proposal 21
The Secretary of State and Welsh
Ministers should have the power to
issue statutory guidance in respect of
taxi and private hire licensing
requirements.
(Page 185)

21.1.

See the “National Licensing Authority” section 10.

21.2.

The Commissions document referred to the local standards applied to reflect
“civic pride”. It is difficult to understand how civic pride can play a role in
how a taxi business is forced to spend its hard earned profits. Local
governments are often not prepared to fund decent roads and pavements,
historic buildings are demolished to make way for drive through fast food
joints, horrendous buildings are erected in historic areas, parks are inadequately
maintained, school buildings are not fit for purpose, leisure centres are dirty
and unhygienic. Children’s services are inadequate, old peoples homes are
badly managed, adult social care is reduced to a sham.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Yet the same council can enforce expensive standards at the expense of other
on licensed vehicles for the sake of civic pride.
21.3.

There is no need for local government to be involved in setting standards. The
fact that the current system is under review shows that it is not fit for purpose.
Why simply replace one failed system with another. We need a National
Licensing Authority.
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22.

“TAXIS” AND “PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES” RESPECTIVELY.
REFERENCES TO “HACKNEY
CARRIAGES” SHOULD BE
ABANDONED

Provisional proposal 22

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Reformed legislation should refer to
“taxis” and “private hire vehicles”
respectively. References to “hackney
carriages” should be abandoned.
(Page 185)

22.1.

The reforms must acknowledge that there are still horse powered hackney
carriages still plying for hire in certain areas. Generally the thrust of the
commissions proposal is well founded and the language should reflect the
public understanding of the terminology.

22.2.

Taxis should be clearly identified by the term “taxi” and this term should be
forbidden on the livery of private hire vehicles or “mini-cabs”.

22.3.

If London practice is followed the term “cab” must be allowed on “mini-cabs”
and on “taxi-cabs”.

22.4.

Other livery such as national standards of distinction should apply such as topboxes, for hire signs, door panels an so on should apply so visitors travelling
across regional boundaries will be able to identify a taxi as a taxi.
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23.

CONFUSION BETWEEN
TAXIS, CABS AND PRIVATE
HIRE VEHICLES

Question 23
Should private hire vehicles be able to
use terms such as “taxi” or “cab” in
advertising provided they are only
used in combination with terms like
“pre- booked” and did not otherwise
lead to customer confusion? (Page
186)

23.1.

The principle of distinction must apply. If there are to be two types of service
they must not be confused. New legislation should be quite clear on this.

23.2.

Note however that many companies have both private hire cars and hackney
carriages on their circuits. This situation will need to be accommodated in any
legislation.

23.3.

PROPOSAL: That company advertising may permit the use of the terms
“taxi” and “cab” for taxis, and “private hire” and “minicab” may be used for
non-taxis, and that vehicles are severely restricted as to their livery and or
sinage to avoid confusion between public and private hire.

23.4.

Private hire vehicles may not use the terms “taxi” and “cab”, in whole or as
part of another word but may as part of the word “mini-cab”, as part of their on
vehicle livery and must clearly show “advance booking only” as part of their
livery. This assumes the commission will allow the use of the term “minicab”
(see section 25 above).

23.5.

If the above suggestions are not followed the public will not be able to
understand the distinction between rank and hail and advance booking
only. Additionally trading standards may not wish to see a private hire firm
advertising a taxi service which it is prohibited by law to provide. This will a
law of unintended consequences and will lead to a huge increase in
uninsured fares, and thus a huge increase in public at risk. This cannot be
allowed.
A REFORMED REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

24.

24.1.

Provisional proposal 24
Taxi and private hire services should
each be subject to national safety
requirements. (Page 188)
VEHICLE INSPECTION AND TESTING HISTORY IN WEST
BERKSHIRE

24.2.

Until 2011 there was a constant series of complaints by vehicle owners that the
inspection procedures mandated by West Berkshire Council (“WBC”) were
inadequate. A five to eight year old vehicle required one MOT and two
“Council Tests” (at a council nominated garage) per annum. The drivers found
that these council tests were a woefully inadequate test of vehicle safety.

24.3.

The WBHPHA (The West Berkshire Hackney and Private Hire Association)
put together a programme whereby the council multiple tests were replaced
with multiple MOT's and one council test.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

This latter (council) test now covers ONLY elements not required by an MOT.
(e.g. disability equipment, no smoking signs, council sinage, and matters
contained in the terms and conditions under which the vehicle and drivers
licence was granted.)
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24.4.

The system of MOT is as follows:i)

Vehicles under five years old require one MOT' per annum;

ii) Vehicles between five and eight years old require two MOT's per
annum; and
iii) Vehicles over eight years old require three MOT's per annum. (This is
the current legal maximum a licensing authority may require.)
24.5.

The council test for both hackney and private hire vehicles is conducted by the
meter agents, who are also required to certify that the taxi meters are properly
set.
The WBHPHA believe that this is a unique system and would like to see this
adopted across the land. It has the following advantages:i)

control of the mechanical safety standards passes out of council
control and into the hands of VOSA who are better qualified to
mandate vehicle safety requirements than mechanically unqualified
officers or members;

ii) the council test ensures there is a requirement that all disability
equipment is checked and certified annually;
iii) under the council test there is a requirement that all taxi meters are
tested annually;
iv) owners only have to go to two sources to get their vehicles tested,
these being the MOT station of their choice and the meter agent;
v) there are no significant cost implications for the trade;
vi) drivers can choose where to have the MOT and seek best value; and
vii) older vehicles are tested more frequently to the VOSA standard, rather
than the lower council standard.
24.6.

After discussions between the trade and WBC, this programme was
commenced in 2011 and has been very successful in improving vehicle safety
standards.

24.7.

CONTROLS:

24.8.

There is a requirement that “council testers” may not test their own vehicles.
WBC are to run blind tests on several tested vehicles per year to ensure the
council test standards are maintained.

24.9.

PROPOSAL: That a similar programme be adopted as a national standard.
There must be a robust and universal standard of public and private hire
vehicle safety.
NATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS, AS APPLIED TO
TAXI SERVICES, SHOULD
ONLY BE MINIMUM
STANDARDS:

25.

25.1.

Provisional proposal 25
National safety standards, as applied
to taxi services, should only be
minimum standards. (Page 189)

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

The local authority should be discouraged from interfering with matters of
mechanical safety. They are not qualified to do so. There is an existing and
satisfactory system provided by VOSA.
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25.2.

VOSA stands for “Vehicle Operator Services Agency”: Their strap-line is
“Saving lives, safer roads, cutting crime, protecting the environment”. This is
an existing government agency. If the law commission does not believe that
VOSA vehicle test standards are sufficiently robust for taxi and private hire
vehicles then there is no other national agency that can relied upon to deliver
this service.

25.3.

If the commission believes licensed vehicles should have a more stringent test
than those provided by VOSA then VOSA must be obliged to deliver such a
test. This matter will need to be included in future legislation. Otherwise such
matters can be dealt with by the proposed National Licensing Authority.

25.4.

It seems, and indeed is, wrong that different areas have different safety
standards.

26.

26.1.
26.2.

27.

NATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS, AS APPLIED TO
PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES,
SHOULD BE MANDATORY
STANDARDS:
See questions 26 and 27 above.

Provisional proposal 26
National safety standards, as applied
to private hire services, should be
mandatory standards. (Page 189)

Provisional proposal 27
Private hire services would not be
subject to standards except those
related to safety. Requirements such
as topographical knowledge would
no-longer apply to private hire
drivers. (Page 190)

27.1.

Standards need to be maintained and constantly improved. There is no reason
why standards for private hire drivers should not seek to ensure that the
standard of driving, communication, and the ability to work with disabled
customers should not be identical to those required of taxi drivers.

27.2.

Certain topographical tests should apply to ensure minimum standards are met.
These standards should be very much higher than at present.

27.3.

Current standards are not satisfactory. In fact for both taxis and private hire
vehicles the standards are woefully inadequate.
Question 28
Should local standard-setting for
private hire services be specifically
retained in respect of vehicle signage?
Are there other areas where local
standards for private hire vehicles are
valuable? (Page 190)
Local standards should be abolished. National standards should apply.
PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS
STANDARDS (2)

28.1.
28.2.

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

All public and private hire vehicles should be subject to the same high
standards of mechanical testing and must also have all other sinage and
equipment tested and inspected.
PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS
STANDARDS (1)

28.

ACTION
BY WHOM

It is appropriate however for both public and private hire vehicles to display
their home county to assist in identification and enforcement.
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OBSTACLES MIGHT THERE
BE TO SETTING COMMON
NATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS FOR BOTH
TAXIS AND PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES:

29.

Question 29
What practical obstacles might there
be to setting common national safety
standards for both taxis and private
hire vehicles? (Page 191)

29.1.

For national standards to exist there must be a National Licensing Authority to
set and enforce those standards. (See section 10).

29.2.

Without a National Licensing Authority there may be difficulties in enforcing
standards on liveries, meters, disability equipment , CCTV and other aspects of
in-car safety. This is the situation that currently exists with significant
differences in standards across different areas. Individual business and
organisations will have to be found who will need to be trained to measure
compliance with the standards and provide certificates of compliance.

ACTION
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WHEN
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BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN
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Each region will set its own standards and some may set standards that are
more stringent than the minimum.
29.3.

NATIONAL DRIVER SAFETY
CONDITIONS FOR TAXI AND
PRIVATE HIRE SERVICES:

30.

30.1.

Question 30
Should national conditions in respect
of driver safety be different for taxi
services compared with private hire
services? (Page 192)
The public need to be assured that they are equally safe in any and all forms of
licensed vehicle. It would be very embarrassing for the government if lower
standards on one or other type of vehicle put the public at risk and an incident
were to occur. The same applies to driver standards.

30.2.

For national standards to exist there must be a National Licensing Authority to
set those standards.

30.3.

See the section (10) on the National Licensing Authority.
NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR
TAXIS AND PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES SHOULD ONLY
COVER CONDITIONS
RELATING TO SAFETY:

31.

32.

The establishment of a National Licensing Authority to control public and
private hire vehicles will have many challenges, but to continue with 450 local
licensing authorities is unacceptable. The current system is inflexible,
unresponsive and vastly expensive. It must be changed.

Provisional proposal 31
The powers of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers to set standards
for taxis and private hire vehicles
should only cover conditions relating
to safety. (Page 192)

31.1.

Standards should be comprehensive, mandatory and very high.

31.2.

See section 10 on the National Licensing Authority.

NATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS SHOULD BE
SUBJECT TO A STATUTORY
CONSULTATION
REQUIREMENT.:

Provisional proposal 32
The powers of the Secretary of State
and Welsh Ministers to set
national safety standards should be
subject to a statutory
consultation requirement.
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32.1.

This would fall under section 10. All major changes should be subject to a
consultation requirement and , on a national basis, this could only be done by
the National Licensing Authority. Otherwise there will be 450? consultations
for each change.

32.2.

A technical panel could be a sub committee of the NLA.
DETERMINING THE
CONTENT OF
NATIONAL SAFETY
STANDARDS:

33.

33.1.

This would fall under section 10. All major changes should be subject to a
consultation requirement and , on a national basis, this could only be done by
the National Licensing Authority. Otherwise there will be 450? consultations
for each change.

33.2.

A technical panel could be a sub committee of the NLA.
LICENSING AUTHORITIES
SHOULD RETAIN THE
POWER TO SET STANDARDS
LOCALLY FOR TAXIS
PROVIDED ABOVE THE
MINIMUM NATIONAL
STANDARDS:

34.

Provisional proposal 34
Licensing authorities should retain
the power to set standards locally for
taxis provided above the minimum
national standards. (Page 193)

34.1.

Absolutely not.

34.2.

Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.
STATUTORY LIMITS TO
LICENSING AUTHORITIES’
ABILITY TO SET LOCAL TAXI
STANDARDS:

35.

36.

Question 33
What would be the best approach for
determining the content of
national safety standards? In
particular should the statutory
requirement to consult refer to a
technical advisory panel?

Question 35
Should there be statutory limits to
licensing authorities’ ability to set
local taxi standards? (Page 194)

35.1.

Severe statutory limits.

35.2.

Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.

35.3.

See proposals for the National Licensing Authority section 10.
LICENSING AUTHORITIES
RETAIN THE POWER TO
IMPOSE INDIVIDUAL
CONDITIONS ON TAXI AND
PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS OR
OPERATORS:

Question 36
Should licensing authorities retain the
power to impose individual conditions
on taxi and private hire drivers or
operators? (Page 194)

ACTION
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ACTION
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WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN
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36.1.

Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.

36.2.

See proposals for the National Licensing Authority section 10.

37.

37.1.

37.2.

38.

38.1.

POWERS AND DUTIES OF
Question 37
LICENSING AUTHORITIES
Should the powers and duties of
TO COOPERATE BE ON A
licensing authorities to cooperate be
STATUTORY FOOTING OR IS
on a statutory footing or is it best left
IT BEST LEFT TO LOCAL
to local arrangements? (Page 195)
ARRANGEMENTS:
Licensing Authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.
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See proposals for the NLA.
LICENSING AUTHORITIES
Provisional proposal 38
SHOULD HAVE THE OPTION
Neighbouring licensing authorities
OF COMBINING AREAS FOR
should have the option of combining
THE PURPOSES OF TAXI
areas for the purposes of taxi
STANDARD SETTING:
standard setting. (Page 196)
Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. Local
Authorities are not good at what they do.
They already have the power to merge the management of their licensing
departments for the purposes of saving money. It usually results in much
higher spending and much lower standards of course.

38.2.

See proposals for the NLA.
LICENSING AUTHORITIES
SHOULD HAVE THE OPTION
TO CREATE, OR REMOVE,
TAXI ZONES WITHIN THEIR
AREA:

39.

Provisional proposal 39
Licensing authorities should have the
option to create, or remove, taxi zones
within their area. (Page 196)

39.1.

Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.

39.2.

See proposals for the National Licensing Authority section 10.

39.3.

The process of creating zones would be subject to strict guidelines laid down
by the National Licensing Authority. A structured proposal from the regional
committee (consisting of representatives of the trade, officers and members) is
sent to the National Licensing Authority for approval.
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PEAK TIME LICENCES

40.

40.1.

Question 40
Would it be useful for licensing
authorities to have the power to issue
peak time licences which may only be
used at certain times of day as
prescribed by the licensing authority?
(Page 197)
This is unenforceable and impracticable. How would such a vehicle get home
after a long run if it went past the curfew (off-peak) time? Is it stuck in traffic
or plying for hire? Who will enforce the rules. What budget will be set for
enforcement?

40.2.

Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked. However if
Licensing Authorities retain power then the requirement to consult should be
on a statutory footing and the presumption should be that the Licensing
Authorities follow the needs of the trade.

40.3.

See proposals for the NLA. Taxi operators can and do (very frequently) subcontract jobs when they are themselves fully booked. This ensure that supply
meets demand. Taxi companies can just bas easily call a private hire operator
to fill in when the ranks are busy on high days and holidays. Provided that
cross border issues are resolved.

41.

CROSS BORDER TRADING

Provisional proposal 41

ACTION
BY WHOM
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ACTION
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WHEN

Private hire operators should no
longer be restricted to accepting or
inviting bookings only within a
particular locality; nor to only using
drivers or vehicles licensed by a
particular licensing authority. (Page
198)
41.1.

With a National Licensing Authority, there would be a significant reduction in
cross border trading as licence prices would be nationally standardised and
issued nationally and local cross border work would be legalised.

41.2.

Remove or reduce the regulation and you remove or reduce the enforcement
problem. It is clear that he current rules on cross border trading are
unworkable and unenforceable.

41.3.

Taxis can be restricted to use ranks in a given area, but may do booked work
anywhere. Fuel and time will prevent long distances being covered to do long
distance out of area work.

41.4.

Private hire vehicles may be similarly permitted to undertake contract work
across local authority borders. In order to contain overly enthusiastic cross
border work it may be appropriate to consider ensuring all private hire vehicles
must return to the home county at least once every 24 hours unless the
licensing authority is advised and informed to the contrary.
Even so there are no funds for enforcement and so the commission must ask if
it is sensible to impose unenforceable regulation.

41.5.

The National Licensing Authority will be empowered to investigate any
misconduct regardless of where an offence has been committed, or where the
driver or their employer is based, and officers from any local authority will be
empowered to enforce national (and local, if any) regulations.
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“RETURN TO AREA”
REQUIREMENT:

42.

42.1.

Provisional proposal 42
We do not propose to introduce a
“return to area” requirement in
respect of out- of-area drop-offs.
(Page 199)

43.1.

WHEN

ACTION
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See 41 above.
REGULATION OF MAXIMUM
TAXI FARES:

43.

ACTION
BY WHOM

Provisional proposal 43
Licensing authorities should retain
the ability to regulate maximum taxi
fares. Licensing authorities should
not have the power to regulate private
hire fares.
(Page 200)
Licensing authorities should have almost all powers revoked.

43.2.

See proposals for the National Licensing Authority

43.3.

PRIVATE HIRE VEHCLES: It will be impossible for the NLA or local
government to enforce private hire vehicles to comply with a fare structure.

43.4.

PUBLIC HIRE VEHCLES: The public expect to see taxi meters in operation
in public hire vehicles. This is common across europe.
Most drivers also prefer to use agreed metered rates as much as for their own
protection as the publics. There is currently no law that requires metered rates
to be set by a council, but most areas prefer to see maximum tariffs agreed.

43.5.

Local tariff rates can be authorised by the National Licensing Authority in
conjunction with the local trade associations.
SHOULD TAXIS BE ALLOWED
TO CHARGE A FARE THAT IS
HIGHER THAN THE
METERED FARE:

44.

44.1.

Question 44
Should taxis be allowed to charge a
fare that is higher than the metered
fare for pre-booked journeys? (Page
200)
In rural areas a taxi may be dispatched to do a small run that starts a long way
from home base. It will be uneconomic to do the job unless a fare is charged
that is in excess of the metered rate from the start to the finish of the job.
For the customers protection any additional fee, however described, must be
agreed in advance.

44.2.

45.

By prior agreement. This levels the playing field with private hire vehicles.
REFORM OF DRIVER,
VEHICLE AND OPERATOR
LICENSING

Question 45
Should national driver safety
standards such as the requirement to
be a “fit and proper person” be
either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 203)
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45.1.

Given the proposals set out under the National Licensing Authority section and
the delegated authority to local taxi associations the “fit and proper” criteria in
respect of operators and drivers will be workable. It is not currently very
workable.

45.2.

There are many drivers working who are not fit and proper people for this
industry. These people put the public substantially at risk, but enforcement is
difficult, expensive and often impossible for the licensing authority. This must
change.

45.3.

Government must give the licensing authority, local or national, the power to
QUICKLY and easily exclude people who are not fit and proper from this
industry.
Vehicle owners should not be
subject to “fit and proper” tests:

46.

Provisional proposal 46
Vehicle owners should not be subject
to “fit and proper” tests and the
criteria applied would relate solely to
the vehicle itself. (Page 204)

46.1.

Given the proposals set out under section 10, the National Licensing Authority
section, and the delegated authority to local taxi associations the “fit and
proper” criteria in respect of operators and drivers will be workable. It is not
currently very workable.

46.2.

All members of the trade, including owners, must be subject to a “fit and
proper” test in order to keep the trade as clean as possible. Public safety
demands that all aspects of the trade are only conducted by fit and proper
persons. Legislation should provide for the exclusion of people who may not
own or drive a vehicle, but exercise influence over an owner (such as a spouse,
sibling, parent or other relative). Such exclusions should be robust and
enforced.

46.3.

The right of appeal against “fit and proper” decisions should have limited
rights of appeal in order to ensure that the test actually works.

47.

NATIONAL VEHICLE SAFETY
STANDARDS AND VEHICLE
INSPECTION AND TESTING:

47.1.

48.

Question 47
Should national vehicle safety
standards be either:
(a) set out in primary legislation; or
(b) included within the Secretary of
State and Welsh Ministers’ general
powers to set national safety
conditions? (Page 205)

ACTION
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See section 24. National standards set by a National Licensing Authority.
OPERATOR LICENSES.

Provisional proposal 48
Operator licensing should be retained
as mandatory in respect of private
hire vehicles. (Page 206)

48.1.

The requirement of such licenses is another regulation that currently
distinguishes between hackney and private hire services.

48.2.

Such licenses require that appropriate records of bookings are kept. If the
commission is satisfied that such records are useful in enhancing public safety
then such licenses must continue.
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48.3.

The grant of such licenses is essential to the exclusion of people who are not fit
and proper from the trade.

48.4.

The controls should be extended to include CRB checks on employees of taxi
and private hire companies.

48.5.

What does the current system actually achieve in terms of public safety? Does
the use of traceable telephone calls mean that this record keeping is now
superfluous.

49.

Question 49
Should operator licensing be extended
to cover taxi radio circuits and if so
on what basis? (Page 208)
There are many ways of communicating taxi and private hire information. It
may be appropriate to consider controls over such activities, but it is important
to understand the implications and consequences.
TAXI RADIO CIRCUIT
LICENSES.

49.1.

ACTION
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Informal hackney radio circuits do not always work from an office and as such
there is no fixed place form which bookings can be taken.
49.2.

50.

Types of circuits include, but are not limited to:- mobile phone, text, email,
voice over IP, formal analogue radio circuits and informal analogue radio
circuits and formal digital radio circuits and informal digital radio circuits.
Provisional proposal 50
The definition of operators should not
be extended in order to include
intermediaries. (Page 209)
Agreed. This would be unenforceable in most instances.

INTERMEDIARIES.

50.1.
50.2.

The National Licensing Authority should have the power to prohibit a person
or persons, a company, or a firm, from acting as an intermediary where it is
perceived that there is a “fit and proper” issue.

50.3.

Such a power may not be available to local licensing authorities as the
intermediary may operate across regional borders or nationally.

50.4.

Where a person, a company, or a firm, has a license withdrawn there should be
a presumption in law that they are are also banned from acting as an
intermediary.

51.

FIT AND PROPER
QUALIFICATIONS

Question 51
Should “fit and proper” criteria in
respect of operators be retained?
(Page 209)

51.1.

Given the proposals set out under the National Licensing Authority section 10
and the delegated authority to local taxi associations the “fit and proper”
criteria in respect of operators and drivers will be workable. It is not currently
very workable.

51.2.

Providing that the local government officers are not biased and the local
enforcement committee consists of professional operators then it is in the
trades interest to ensure that only fit and proper persons be admitted to the
trade.

51.3.

Appeals can be made to the NLA by failed applicants or where licenses have
been revoked.
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52.

SUB-CONTRACTING

Provisional proposal 52
Operators should be expressly
permitted to sub-contract services.
(Page 210)

52.1.

This already happens on an extensive scale for both taxis and private hire
vehicles. Drivers and operators cannot afford to turn work away and so they
will accept sub-contract work and either just do it, or make some attempt to
contact the customer and by text, email or orally adapt and the contract so that
it is directly between the principal and the new driver/new operator.

52.2.

There is no point in making regulations that will be ignored or that are
unenforceable. Only the bad guys win and only the good go broke.

52.3.

Sub-contracting should be implicitly or expressly permitted with the minimum
of compliance paperwork required. Current regulations are widely ignored and
favour the illegal community at the expense of those who follow the (pointless)
rules.

52.4.

Reminder: if you cannot enforce a regulation, then why have it? Bad law
makes bad citizens.

53.

TAXI RECORD KEEPING

Question 53
Where a taxi driver takes a prebooking directly, should recordkeeping requirements apply? (Page
210)

53.1.

Professional drivers and operators will keep records, as a record of each
booking is required to prepare a tax return.

53.2.

Regulation must be practical, affordable and enforceable. As private hire
drivers are required to keep records it should be possible to ensure that taxi
drivers do as well should the commission so require.

53.3.

A statutory, standard taxi numbered carbon receipt book may enable the
regulator to monitor or inspect such records. Such a book may have to show
the vehicle plate number and operator or owners name on each receipt.
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If it was made compulsory to issue a receipt, and if is an offence not to give a
receipt (whether the customer requests one or not) then each receipt book will
contain details of each journey.
Is there any other way of enforcing such a regulation? If not then don't try and
force the issue.
53.4.

Enforcement would be easy as any official could conduct blind tests.
This system could also apply to private hire drivers.
Reminder: if you cannot or will not enforce a regulation, then why have it?
Bad law makes bad citizens.
REFORMING QUANTITY
CONTROLS

54.

54.1.

Provisional proposal 54
Licensing authorities should no longer
have the power to restrict taxi
numbers.
(Page 213)

It is essential for public protection to maintain quantity controls on licensed
vehicles, particularly those who rely on rank and hail for the bulk of their work.
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54.1.1.

The maths is very simple. If you increase the number of hackneys by 20% then
there is 20% less revenue for the existing taxis.

54.1.2.

This means there is less money to pay fees, insurance and maintenance. This
will put the public at greater risk of being involved with an uninsured vehicle,
or a vehicle that is mechanically unsafe.

54.1.3.

As the money dries up the professional drivers move into other professions and
the public are left with less professional members of the trade.

54.1.4.

Drivers will have to work longer hours to make the business pay and this will
also put the public at risk.

54.1.5.

If the commission wants a trade that consists of homeless drivers who have to
sleep in their cabs and who wear dirty string vests and baggy shorts and charity
shop trainers, then by all means take the limit off hackneys. Otherwise, make
sure numbers can be flexibly managed (both up and down), qualifications are
meaningful and profits are sufficient to provide a presentable fleet.

54.1.6.

This is not a competitive business environment. This is a regulated
environment. This commissions review is absolute proof of this.
The commission has a duty to ensure the professional trade is protected from
unscrupulous cheap rate cut corners operators who pay scant attention to
regulators.

55.

CAPPING:

Question 55
What problems (temporary or
permanent) might arise if licensing
authorities lost the ability to restrict
numbers? (Page 213)

55.1.

The commissions document states “The extent to which increased taxi
numbers leads to long-term decline in taxi revenue is unclear.” This is absolute
nonsense. As stated above, the maths is very simple. If you increase the
number of hackneys by 20% then there is 20% less revenue for the existing
taxis. It is important to manage numbers properly, not cause chaos and
financial hardship.

55.2.

The quantitative control of taxi numbers is a necessary condition for the
provision of safe vehicles.

ACTION
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This is a regulated environment, not a competitive one. The list of rules and
regulations is a long one and drivers spend tens of thousands of pounds
complying with these regulations.
The purpose of all this regulation is not to drive down prices. It is to protect
the public and to ensure that both drivers and vehicles are safe for the public to
use.
55.2.1.

The removal of quantitative controls results in an oversupply of taxis and thus
less income for each licensed vehicle. This means that drivers have to work
longer hours and have less money to spend on expensive maintenance
programmes. Neither of these are desirable outcomes.

55.2.2.

Taxi numbers can be managed by local associations responsible to the
proposed National Licensing Authority or to local authorities. As recessions
bite, numbers can be restricted. As economies grow, numbers can be
expanded.
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55.2.3.

Taxi businesses will not want to turn away work, and as more taxis are required
they will be petitioning the local association for new plates to be issued. As
fewer vehicles are required the drivers and owners will be happy to see those
plates leaving the trade not being re-issued.

55.2.4.

An excessive supply of taxis drives down revenues per vehicle and makes
drivers work longer hours. Maintenance schedules are trimmed and companies
resort to using part time drivers many of whom are on benefits as they are the
only ones who will work for the reduced takings as they have supplemented
their incomes with benefit claims.
Again the system favours the illegal fringe operators at the expense of
professional full time drivers.

55.2.5.

The numbers must be managed and quantity controls are the way to manage
this issue. Government will not provide funds for enforcement and the result
will be that the public are at far greater risk from rogue traders. If any
regulators bother to read the trade press and the crime reports where the public
have been attacked, raped, robbed or otherwise come to harm these are
generally not crimes committed by longstanding professional members of the
trade.

55.2.6.

PROPOSAL:
That the National Licensing Authority (or local authority) is mandated to
consult with the trade on the number of taxi plates issued in their region and
the presumption should be that the National Licensing Authority (or local
authority) will accept the trade bodies recommendations.
Controls such as independent surveys have a role in assessing how many taxi
plates are needed to service the needs of an area.
Please note that many authorities that have capped plates in the past have now
reversed that decision have have now limited numbers. The commission must
ask itself why that is.
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56.

STAGGERED ENTRY TO THE TAXI
TRADE OVER A SCHEDULED PERIOD OF
TIME, IF QUANTITY RESTRICTIONS
ARE REMOVED?

Question 56

No. The very existence of this question suggests that the commission has
serious doubts about the removal of quantitative controls, and the Commission
is right to do so.

56.2.

The numbers must be managed and quantity controls are the way to manage
this issue. Tinkering with staggered entries is not a solution to a problem
created by poor regulation.
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
VEHCLES

WHEN

ACTION
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Should transitional
measures be put in place,
such as staggered entry
to the taxi trade over a
scheduled period of time,
if quantityrestrictions
are removed?

56.1.

57.

ACTION
BY WHOM

Question 57
Should there be a separate licence
category for wheelchair accessible
vehicles?
This could involve:
(1) a duty on the licensee to give
priority to disabled passengers; and
(2) a duty on the licensing authority to
make adequate provision at ranks for
wheelchair accessible vehicles. (Page
217)

57.1.

There should be no requirement for different licenses. All licensed drivers
should be trained to the same standard to assist disabled passengers, regardless
of the vehicle they drive. Many drivers use a variety of vehicles and must be
fully competent in all of them.

57.2.

Giving priority to disabled passengers at taxi ranks may cause as many
problem as it solves. If there are two taxis and three passengers the passengers
may all start limping. Who will decide what level of disability gets preference.
Mental health over wheelchairs? Blind over deaf? One legged over one
armed? Morbidly obese over anorexia? Unless this is is a serious issue it
should be left alone.
What will be the enforcement test?

57.3.

It would make sense for the legislation to make provision for local authorities
to ensure adequate provision for disabled passengers at taxi ranks and other
places of high footfall, such as shelters and access ramps kerbs.
SHOULD LICENSING
AUTHORITIES OFFER
LOWER LICENCE FEES FOR
VEHICLES WHICH MEET
CERTAIN ACCESSIBILITY
STANDARDS?

58.

Question 58
Should licensing authorities offer
lower licence fees for vehicles which
meet certain accessibility standards?
(Page 217)

58.1.

No. This just adds another area for local authorities to get wrong.

58.2.

Despite the fuss the trade makes over the cost of fees, they are not a businesses
critical cost. Fuel is. Fees are not.
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AVAILABILITY OF
ACCESSIBLE VEHICLES, AND
CATERING FOR THE
DIFFERENT NEEDS OF
DISABLED PASSENGERS?

59.

59.1.

Question 59
Do you have any other suggestions for
increasing the availability of
accessible vehicles, and catering for
the different needs of disabled
passengers? (Page 217)

60.1.

60.2.

59.1.1.

SUGGESTION: That a taxi drivers (or a taxi company's) first vehicle license
must be attached to a WAV. A second and third car can be a free choice and a
fourth car must be a WAV. Further vehicles may be licensed on a similar basis.
This will ensure a sufficient quantity of WAV's to service the needs of the
wheelchair community and still provide a variety for the rest of the differently
abled population.

59.1.2.

For companies or cooperatives a simple one third rule may be appropriate.
That is to say one third of the fleet must be wheelchair accessible.
Provisional proposal 60
We do not propose to introduce
national quotas of wheelchair
accessible vehicles. (Page 218)
You must do something. The current situation is unacceptable. How can
different areas have different rules. To avoid the issue is an admission of
failure.

Provisional proposal 61
National standards for drivers of both
taxis and private hire vehicles should
include recognised disability
awareness training. (Page 219)

61.1.

Agreed: This standard should be one national standard and the qualification
should be of sufficient quality to be recognised in its own right. The
qualification should be subject refresher courses to keep skills and awareness at
an appropriate level.

61.2.

Content should include, but not be limited to, dealing with conditions affecting
the elderly, such as osteoporosis. Those working with disabled passengers will
often transport elderly people from care homes to hospitals and a course would
need to be of sufficient depth to make drivers aware of the needs of passengers.
DISPLAYING INFORMATION
ABOUT HOW TO COMPLAIN
TO THE LICENSING
AUTHORITY.

62.

62.1.
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WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

See section 59.1.1. above.
NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR
DRIVERS OF BOTH TAXIS
AND PRIVATE HIRE
VEHICLES SHOULD
INCLUDE RECOGNISED
DISABILITY AWARENESS
TRAINING.

61.

WHEN

See section 3.2 which states:-

NATIONAL QUOTAS OF
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
VEHICLES.

60.

ACTION
BY WHOM

Provisional proposal 62
In order to better address concerns
about discrimination, taxis and
private hire vehicles should be
required to display information about
how to complain to the licensing
authority. (Page 219)
There are too many spurious complaints. If a customer wishes to complain
they will and they have a right to do so. The question should be re-phrased to
“comments” NOT “complaints”. The public should be encouraged to go on
record with compliments too.
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62.2.

There are many more acts of kindness and assistance over and above the call of
duty done by taxi drivers than acts that should be the subject of a legitimate
complaint. This should not be forgotten.
TAXIS IGNORING DISABLED
PASSENGERS SEEKING TO
HAIL THEM?

Question 63
What would be the best way of
addressing the problem of taxis
ignoring disabled passengers seeking
to hail them? Could an obligation to
stop, if reasonable and safe to do so,
in specified circumstances, help?
(Page 220)
Is this really a problem that requires legislation? Would it be enforceable?

63.

63.1.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

All a driver has to say is that he is on his way to booking, or on his way to a
public convenience.
63.2.

It is difficult to see how such an obligation can be enforced.

64.

SHOULD AUTHORISED
LICENSING OFFICERS HAVE
THE POWER TO STOP
LICENSED VEHICLES?
64.1.

65.

Question 64

ACTION BY
WHOM

Should authorised licensing officers have
the power to stop licensed vehicles?

Does the Commission mean to say “stop UN-licensed vehicles” given the context of
question 64.
64.1.1.

Police and licensing officers and anyone authorised under delegated powers must
have the right to stop unlicensed AND licensed vehicles if they are behaving in such
as way as to lead a reasonable man to suppose they are breaking the law.

64.1.2.

It is essential for the protection of the public that “face-book bookings” of unlicensed
vehicles are stopped. It is essential for the protection of this very heavily regulated
trade that unlicensed vehicles acting as public and private hire vehicles are stopped
and powers must be granted to do so.
TOUTING:

Question 65

ACTION BY
WHOM

What more could be done to address
touting? Touting refers to the offence “in
a public place, to solicit persons to hire
vehicles to carry them as passengers”.
65.1.

Note: Touting takes place in airports where loudspeakers encourage customers to use
licensed taxis from the rank. Thus not all forms of touting are bad. Indeed some are
very beneficial to the public, especially in emergencies.

65.2.

Paragraph 10.4.2 states:- PROPOSAL: That the national (and local licensing
authorities if any) be given the power to issue exclusion notices to prevent:
iii) individuals from driving any vehicle within certain areas; and
iv) specified vehicles being driven within certain areas.
Penalties may then be levied for breaching the exclusion order. Penalties can include
fines, vehicle confiscation and destruction and suspension and removal of licenses
including DVLA drivers licenses.
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65.3.

Elsewhere in this response reference has been made the the establishment of a
National Licensing Authority which will control a network of licensing and
enforcement branches consisting of local authority officers working with recognised
trade associations. Committee members of those associations can be deputised to act
as licensing officers. This can be modelled on the Police Community Support Officer
structure. Such deputies will provide a significant enforcement resource from
knowledgeable people who are interested in promoting a clean trade.

66.

POWERS TO IMPOUND
VEHICLES:

66.1.

ACTION BY
WHOM

Would it be desirable and practicable to
introduce powers to impound vehicles
acting in breach of taxi and private hire
licensing rules?

Generally such responses may be considered excessive, but where exclusion orders
(see paragraph are 65.2 above) are breached then such a response may be appropriate
and proportionate. Thus confiscation of a vehicle would be the last response
following a formal procedure; written warning, exclusion order, confiscation.
66.1.1.

67.

Question 66

Where the vehicle is a licensed vehicle then revocation of a license would be
appropriate. Such a process should be overseen by the proposed local committee of
licensing, members and the trade.
FIXED PENALTY SCHEMES

Question 67

ACTION BY
WHOM

Should licensing authorities make greater
use of fixed penalty schemes and if so
how?
67.1.

Unfortunately there are too many instances where local authorities found to be not
even sufficiently competent to manage their own affairs efficiently. To give such
powers to licensing officers is unthinkable.

67.2.

An appeal for information would reveal endless instances where licensing officers
have made serious mistakes and errors of judgement or have been found to have been
incorrectly interpreting the law and even incorrectly interpreting the conditions issued
by their own department.

67.3.

Such schemes are already haphazard. What constitutes an offence in one region is not
in another.

67.4.

Unless the Commission intends to guarantee vast sums to provide staff to manage the
many appeals that this process will generate this is best left to the proposed National
Licensing Authority to consider.
POWER TO ENFORCE IN
OTHER LICENSING AREAS.

68.

68.1.

69.

Provisional proposal 68
Enforcement officers should have the
powers to enforce against vehicles,
drivers and operators licensed in other
licensing areas.

ACTION BY
WHOM

Question 69
Should cross-border enforcement powers
extend to suspensions and revocation of
licences? If so what would be the
best way of achieving this?

ACTION BY
WHOM

Agreed.
CROSS-BORDER
ENFORCEMENT POWERS:
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69.1.

The establishment of a National Licensing Authority is a better option. In all the
examples in the Commissions “London hypothetical” (sic) none of the licensing
authorities concerned will be willing to incur the costs of enforcement.

69.2.

Exclusion orders issued by the National Licensing Authority will be a cheaper and
more effective way of dealing with such situations.
RIGHT TO APPEAL

70.

Provisional proposal 70
The right to appeal against decisions to
refuse to grant or renew, suspend or
revoke a taxi or private hire licence
should be limited to the applicant or, as
appropriate, holder of the relevant
licence.

70.1.

There may be many interested parties, now or in the future, in a particular legal
matter. There may be spouses who have an interest in a licence where, for example, a
husband has died and the authority wishes to revoke a license. Shareholders in an
incorporated company may have a legitimate interest in licensing matters.

70.2.

It seems to go against the spirit of natural justice if someone who has a legitimate
interest in a taxi business is excluded from the legal process.
THE APPEAL PROCESS:

71.

71.1.

71.2.

Provisional proposal 71
The first stage in the appeal process
throughout England and Wales, in
respect of refusals, suspensions or
revocations should be to require the local
licensing authority to reconsider its
decision.
Any new regulation must allow for a cheap and quick way for disputes to be resolved.
This should include arbitration and should certainly provide for a process of
reconsideration by individuals other than those who made the original decision.

Provisional proposal 72
Appeals should continue to be heard in
the magistrates’ court.

72.1.

Only after reconsideration and arbitration.

72.2.

Note that under the proposals for a National Licensing Authority such appeals will be
largely unnecessary as the law will be adaptable to changing circumstances and
clearly codified.
ONWARD RIGHT OF APPEAL TO
THE CROWN COURT?:

73.

73.1.
73.2.

ACTION BY
WHOM

Local authorities can and do make mistakes, as do taxi drivers and companies.
APPEALS SHOULD CONTINUE
TO BE HEARD IN THE
MAGISTRATES’ COURT:

72.

ACTION BY
WHOM

Question 73
Should there be an onward right of
appeal to the Crown Court?
Some issues are substantive and will require clarification in law.

ACTION BY
WHOM

ACTION BY
WHOM

Note that under the proposals for a National Licensing Authority such appeals will be
largely unnecessary as the law will be adaptable to changing circumstances and
clearly codified.
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OTHER MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE
COMMISSION NOT RAISED IN THE CONSULTATION
DOCUMENT.
74.

TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE
DRIVERS LICENSE
DURATION.
74.1.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

NATIONAL LIFETIME LICENSES
74.1.1.

Train drivers, coach drivers and lorry drivers have a lifetime licence.
Taxi and PH drivers have to be re-licensed every few years at significant cost
to the trade. It would greatly reduce the burden of red tape on both the trade
and the regulators if such licenses were valid for life.
Refresher courses should be mandatory.

74.2.

CRIMINAL RECORDS BUREAU (“CRB”):
74.2.1.

The CRB should be obliged under new statutes to advise the NLA, or other
drivers licensing authority, of any relevant convictions to individuals registered
as Taxi or PH license holders. (For all types of license.)

74.2.2.

CRB checks require new statutory instruction. It is totally unacceptable for
drivers to have to be the subject of multiple CRB checks for different local
authorities and organisations.

74.2.3.

Currently a manager of a small taxi company based in Newbury, Berkshire
may have to have CRB checks from Berkshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire,
Wokingham, Basingstoke and Deane, and on and on and on.
This is to enable him to provide cover for his drivers as they each have a school
run into and out of West Berkshire for neighbouring authorities.
Each of his drivers will also have to have multiple CRB checks.

74.2.4.

74.3.

Each CRB check is currently be researching exactly the same information, and
will come to exactly the same conclusion.
PROPOSAL: That a new statutory instrument requires a single existing CRB
to be accepted by any organisation that may require a CRB. for the purposes of
providing hire and reward transport services.
The CRB must be obliged to advise the NLA (or the drivers licensing
authority) of any changes to the CRB information as and when such changes
arise, and to issue a new CRB should any changes be made. Thus all CRB's
held by the licensing authority will always be up to date.
It may be appropriate to ensure that organisations (the police, court officers,
sex offenders register managers and so on) are required to advise the CRB of
any changes to information in respect of individuals where they have been the
subject of a CRB enquiry.

74.4.

MEDICALS:
74.4.1.

The NLA can decide the frequency of, and type of, medical examinations for
drivers and determine notifiable conditions and other such matters that require
regulatory intervention for the purposes of public protection.

74.4.2.

However statutory guidelines are appropriate. These should be in line with
similar activities such as bus and coach driving and lorry driving.
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74.4.3.

74.5.

As this will be an activity regulated by the NLA, there will be only one,
nationally applicable, suite of documents for doctors to complete and one
national standard of examination.
DRIVER TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS.
This Commission has been presented with an opportunity to greatly enhance
the quality of service offered to the public by the licensed vehicle trade. Do
not waste it.

74.5.1.

There is significant scope for improvement in the quality and quantity of
training required to driver any form of licensed vehicle.
The new statutory instrument should set national standards that require drivers
to attend and pass meaningful training courses in driving capability as well as
ensuring the drivers have sufficient communication skills and to keep these
skills refreshed on an ongoing basis.

74.6.

THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE:
74.6.1.

75.

If the NLA is established it is unlikely that the Secretary of State will need to
intervene in matters such as the licensing of novelty vehicles, limousines,
wedding cars, rickshaws or any other method of transport as this will be dealt
with by the NLA.
HMRC AND VAT ON FUEL:

75.1.

An issue for HMRC in the collecting of taxes from the taxi trade is that the
majority of taxi transactions are in cash. This attracts a large number of people
operating as taxi drivers who may be illegally claiming benefits whilst
working, or who are not registered as taxpayers or who are otherwise behaving
in a manner not conducive to the swelling of the public purse. It follows
directly that these are not fully professional service providers.

75.2.

The current tax system, benefits system and licensed vehicle regulatory system
greatly favours fly-by-night (or day) illegal, uninsured, and generally
unlicensed operators who are not professional and who do not provide the
highest available standard of safety and service to the public.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Needless to say this is entirely the fault of the government and the local
authorities for creating an environment which offers huge incentives to those
prepared to obtain money, or evade tax, by deception and who operate as
illegal or quasi-illegal licensed vehicle operators.
This is directly to the detriment of those operators who pay the very significant
costs of licensing and regulation, who do pay taxes and who do provide a safe
and professional service.
75.3.

It follows that a nationally significant, very substantial amount of the central
and local government expenditure – taxpayers money - has been wasted and
that public safety has been substantially compromised.

75.4.

It is time for some joined up thinking. There may be a way to make some
progress towards levelling the playing field.
It is essential that any regulatory revision uses market forces, wherever
possible, rather than unenforceable regulation, to make it more expensive to be
an illegal operator and relatively less expensive to be a full time, licensed and
professional operator. The benefits to public safety will follow.

75.5.

VAT ON FUEL:
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75.5.1.

HMRC currently allow trains and buses to reclaim VAT on fuel, but this option
is not available to the licensed vehicle trade's operators.
This makes the trade less competitive, and drives up prices to the public,
neither of which must be key objectives for the government.
It is, or certainly should be, a key government objective to ensure that the trade
becomes increasingly professional. There are distinct benefits for the
protection of the public in the increased professionalisation of the trade.

75.5.2.

If HMRC were to refund the VAT on fuel for professional taxi and private hire
operators, via their tax return, this will make it more difficult for part time taxi
drivers to compete with the professionals.

75.5.3.

This can be done by submitting a certified statement with a tax return detailing
the amount of VAT paid on fuel. This can then become the basis of the VAT
refund.

75.5.4.

It is likely that competition will force the trade to pass on these savings to the
consumer. This will boot sales in the taxi trade and make it more difficult for
the fringe operators to compete.

75.5.5.

As it is, the dice are heavily loaded in favour of the disreputable operators who
are able to cut costs and provide unlicensed and uninsured services to
unsuspecting members of the public.

75.5.6.

The government have done little, if anything, to assist the professional trade,
and local authorities have actively assisted the criminal fraternity by failing to
identify and prosecute illegal taxi services.
In West Berkshire the local authority has, in many instances, actually refused to
investigate even when illegal activity has been pointed out to them. Their
stance has been to say “show us the proof”. Of course it is their job to get the
proof. That is why the drivers and owners pay license fees; so their regulated
position is protected.
Instead, those who do not pay license fees or insurance are able to offer
cheaper service than those who do. And the government and local authorities
do nothing to help the law abider but does provide assistance to the law
breaker.

75.5.7.

76.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIRE
INSURANCE:
76.1.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

There are several issues surrounding the insurance of licensed vehicles that
require to be addressed. It would be useful if this review establishes
parameters that are binding on insurers of this class of cover .
The law should require policies to be standardised to provide cover for working
away from the vehicle, goods in transit and public liability cover. Cover
should be automatically included for trailers and all other equipment that might
be commonly used in a licensed vehicle.

76.2.

WORKING AWAY FROM THE VEHICLE:
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76.2.1.

The Equality Act 2010 contains provisions that impact on the duties of licensed
drivers but make no provision for the consequences and implications of those
duties .
It is now a criminal offence for a driver not to provide “reasonable assistance”
(whatever that may be) but at the same time the insurance liability for injury
whilst providing “reasonable assistance” remains uncertain.

76.2.2.

It would be most helpful to the trade if the commission could define when the
insurer’s liability starts and finishes for passengers. A set of tests or guidelines
to be applied by a court would be useful.

76.2.3.

A real example that occurred on 24/7/2012.
A driver was sent by his dispatcher to pick up a passenger. The passenger was
a stroke victim and was able to walk to the taxi, but needed to be be helped into
the wheelchair at the destination and wheeled by the driver into a village hall
where a stroke club was being held. The driver was unaware that the passenger
would be unaccompanied when he arrived at the pick up point.

76.2.4.

At what point do the vehicles insurers commence liability for the passenger?
At what point do the vehicles insurers cease liability for the passenger?

76.2.5.

76.3.

It follows that if the principles outlined below are applied to the example above
the driver can be certain that he is insured for any mishap that may occur.
WHAT TESTS SHOULD BE APPLIED TO ENABLE A DRIVER TO
KNOW WHEN THE INSURERS LIABILITY CEASES?

76.3.1.

The principle must be that insurers liability must apply whilst the driver is
providing assistance pursuant to an agreement to provide taxi services and that
this assistance would not have been provided if the taxi service had not been
supplied.
It follows that the law should be clear enough to avoid any confusion arising
from whether the service is commissioned directly (e.g. from a taxi rank) or
indirectly (e.g. by a local authority).

76.4.

76.3.2.

Commencement of liability: Liability commences when a driver conducts
themselves in such a manner as to interfere in any way with a passenger or
passengers or with their possessions prior to their entering a taxi. Use of the
term “interfere” is deliberate. An attempt at assistance that results in an
accident may not be construed as “assistance”, but as interference.

76.3.3.

Cessation of liability: Liability ceases when a driver ceases to conduct
themselves in such a manner as to interfere in any way with a passenger or
passengers or with their possessions after their exiting a taxi. Thus if a driver
pushes a wheelchair to a passengers front door and then goes back to carry
shopping the insurers liability will cease when the shopping is put down in the
customers house.

76.3.4.

In another example a driver may agree to assist an elderly passenger to go to a
garden centre. He may be required to assist at the garden centre for (say) two
hours before driving the passenger home. This assistance would not have been
provided if the taxi service was not provided. Thus the insurers should be
liable for any mishap during the whole period of the transaction.
GOODS IN TRANSIT:
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76.4.1.

76.5.

The insurance of high value goods should be restricted by law to a set amount.
(Say £50.00 subject to increases based on the retail price index). Any goods of
higher value (for example a £20,000 painting bought at auction) should be
insured whilst in transit by the owner and no liability, under any circumstances,
should attach to the vehicle insurer.
PUBLIC LIABILITY COVER:

76.5.1.

Local authorities insist on different levels of public liability cover. This should
be standardised throughout the land.
Typically these levels range between £5 million and £10 million. These levels
are decided arbitrarily. The National Licensing Authority should decide on a
standard amount of cover required.

76.6.

INSURERS LIABILITY GENERALLY:
In this litigious society taxi drivers are seen as easy prey. Legislation that
codifies and restrict the drivers, owners and insurers liability for third party
damage or injury would be of great benefit to the trade.
76.6.1.

For example: The Equalities Act 2010 makes it an offence for a driver not to
offer reasonable assistance to a passenger. If a driver is loading a passenger in
a wheelchair, and the wheelchair slips and the passenger is injured there is an
automatic assumption that the driver is liable.
Liability should only attach if the driver can be shown to be negligent.

76.6.2.

76.7.

PROPOSAL: That the review considers providing the insurers with greater
protection from litigation.
INSURANCE FRAUD:
There is wholesale fraud running rampant throughout the insurance industry
through the period from 2009 to 2012 (the current date). The implications for
the trade are significant with insurance premiums being driven up by threefold.
This is making some business unsustainable and again creating an environment
that favours illegal and uninsured operators. Organised criminal gangs are
making huge multiple claims for staged accidents. The insurers are paying and
passing the costs on to the law abiding community.

76.7.1.

Legislation should restrict the claims for injuries in licensed vehicles and the
burden of proof of injury should be significantly higher than is currently the
case.

76.7.2.

PROPOSAL:

Mandatory
CCTV?

That the legislative review considers substantial changes to protect the insurers
and the trade from fraud.
76.8.

76.9.

VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF ASSISTING
DISABLED PASSENGERS:
76.8.1.

Insurance must automatically cover, by default, any modifications made for the
purposes of assisting disabled passengers.

76.8.2.

Note from the author: After several years with the same insurance broker and
with three wheelchair accessible vehicles being insured with them, it
transpired that they (the broker) were unaware of the adaptations on the
vehicles and had failed to advise the insurer of these adaptations. The insurer
stated these adaptations were not covered and had to be persuaded to do so on
the merits of the case.
TAXI EQUIPMENT:
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76.9.1.

Insurance policies vary in what they include as standard. All equipment that
may reasonably be expected to be found in a licensed vehicle should covered.
This should include all disability equipment, trailers and top boxes.
Provision should be made for the annual testing and inspection and subsequent
certification of such equipment to ensure they are adequately maintained and
fit for purpose.

76.10.

PASSENGER LIABILITY: INSURANCE.
Passengers often conduct themselves in such a manner as to cause nuisance ,
danger or damage to property and persons. It would be useful if this was
codified to make recovery of funds and prosecutions easier.

76.10.1.

There are issues where a passenger causes damage to a vehicle. For example
when opening a door without due care and attention and that this door may be
damaged or cause damage, or where a door is closed or opened using excessive
force.

76.10.2.

It is manifestly unfair that taxi drivers seem to liable for everything that
happens in or around their taxi when they are not at fault.

76.10.3.

PROPOSAL:
It would be helpful if new legislation clarified the circumstances under which
passengers are liable for damage or injury caused by their actions.

77.

DRIVERS DISABLED BY AGE
OR INFIRMITY OR PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS:
77.1.

Currently the law requires that drivers obtain exemption certificates from the
local authority that enables them to avoid prosecution for failing to perform
their duties imposed upon by by legislation: for example under the Equalities
Act 2010.

77.2.

It would make more sense to allow any existing medical condition previously
recorded by a drivers General Medical Practitioner (“GP”), for example a bad
back, to provide a suitable reason for not doing something that a driver might
otherwise be expected to do.

77.3.

Similarly, if a driver is elderly it seems sensible to allow a presumption that
they are not expected to perform tasks better suited to a younger person.

77.4.

PROPOSAL: That the new legislation permits existing medical conditions
(including physical build and age) to provide a presumption of valid cause for
exemption from certain obligations.

78.

NON PAYMENT OF FARES:
78.1.

This is a common problem and a fast track method of prosecution and
compensation would be of benefit.

78.2.

PROPOSAL:

ACTION
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That the new legislation provides for the provision of a method similar to an
“on-the-spot” fine whereby the police can assess a disputed situation and issue
an on the spot fine covering the lost fare and punitive damages.
The driver can claim lost fare back from the police or other body to whom the
fine proceeds are remitted. Failure to pay the on-the-spot fine would an
offence.
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79.

CERTIFICATION OF
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
VEHICLES OR VEHICLES
WITH OTHER ADAPTATIONS:
79.1.

ACTION
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Obviously it is unacceptable to license vehicles that have been badly or
unsafely adapted to take wheelchairs.
It follows that there needs to be a national standard as to how a specific vehicle
must be adapted and what certification is required by the licensing authority for
the vehicle to be deemed fit for the purpose of carrying paying passengers.
79.1.1.

Once again we have a prime example of the government not joining up its
thinking and leaving the trade in position where its costs are inflated by poor
regulatory management. This is unacceptable.

79.1.2.

Local Authorities use a range of documentation for proving that a vehicle has
been properly adapted. Some require no documentation at all, whilst other
require a type approval certificate from the converter and others require a test
and inspection certificate from an independent engineer and others refer to an
“M1” certificate.

79.1.3.

Some private wheelchair accessible vehicles (“WAV”) vehicles are shown on
the DVLA vehicle log book (the V5 form) as being road fund license exempt
because they are registered to disabled users. If that vehicle is sold into the taxi
trade (and this often happens), this exemption is removed and a new V5
document is issued showing it to be road fund non-exempt. The owner may
then have to get another certificate to prove to the local regulator that it is a
WAV.

79.1.4.

The legislation may wish to allow the road fund exemption to apply to all
WAV's and adapted vehicles used as public or private hire and for the DVLA
records to show that a vehicle is a properly modified WAV or adapted vehicle.

CONSULT
ATION
WITH
DVLA.

79.1.5.

It will be necessary to ensure that all vehicle converters comply with the
requirement to ensure that the vehicle WAV status is shown on the V5
document at first registration.

CONSULT
ATION
WITH THE
ASSOCIAT
ION OF
BRITISH
INSURERS
.

This will also assist the insurance industry to see immediately that the vehicle
has been converted.
79.1.6.

PROPOSAL:

79.1.6.
1.

That all WAV's be recognised by DVLA and the status indicated on the V5
document. This status will then remain with the vehicle unless it is reconverted to a non WAV. Thus any licensing or other authority will simply
have to look at the log book to satisfy themselves that the vehicle has been
properly converted.

79.1.6.
2.

That ALL vehicle licensing documentation and sinage show the disability
status of the vehicle as:i)

no modifications for disabled passengers;

ii) swivel sea or other modification; or
iii) fully wheelchair accessible.
80.

BUS LANES:
80.1.
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There have been many long and expensive court cases over the status of bus
lanes and their use by hackney and private hire licensed vehicles.
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80.2.

Some local authorities (e.g. Reading District Council) have modified some bus
lanes such that they may be used by wheelchair accessible hackney vehicles
but not other types of hackney vehicle. Not all licensing documentation shows
the disabled access status of the vehicle (see section 69 “certification of
wheelchair accessible vehicles or vehicles with other adaptations”) and it is
thus impossible to demonstrate to the bus lane enforcement officials at Reading
District Council that one is complying with the regulations.

80.3.

Some local authorities (e.g. Reading District Council) make no attempt to
check whether they themselves are committing offences when sending out
notices claiming infringements of bus lane rules. Notices are sent out where
the photographic evidence clearly shows that the allegation of contravention of
bus lane etiquette shows a taxi licensed by a neighbouring county. It then
becomes necessary for one local authority to correspond with another local
authority to clarify the question as to whether an offence has been committed.
Often tens of thousands of pounds can be spent by one local authority
clarifying the same issue many times over. This waste of public funds is
disgraceful and must be stopped.

80.4.

PROPOSAL:
That the commission consider how bus lanes should be used by hackney and
private hire licensed vehicles and produce codified regulations that provide
clarity on all related matters.
A National Licensing Authority should mandate that all such notices of
contravention have vehicle identities checked on the NLA database before any
such notice be sent out and that any contravention of this requirement
constitutes an offence by the local government authority.

81.

POWER OF DRIVERS TO
APPREHEND CUSTOMERS:
81.1.

81.2.

WHEN

There has been much discussion about the ability of licensed drivers to detain
passengers and to take them straight to a police station. This situation requires
some clarification.
81.1.1.

Drivers must be allowed some form of authority, such as the power to detain
until full ID has been provided by the customer, in order for the drivers to have
some form of protection from customers who abscond without paying.

81.1.2.

For many years some taxis (for example the London TX) have been fitted with
rear door locks that remain locked whilst the driver keeps his foot on the brake.
It may or may not be legal to use such a device. However not all vehicles are
fitted with such devices.
PROPOSAL:
That the commission review the power of drivers to apprehend customers and
codify the results of these deliberations.

82.

ACTION
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DRIVERS HOURS WORKED:
82.1.

Many drivers work excessive hours. Whilst it may be impossible to monitor
and enforce hours worked there should be clear guidelines as to what is
regarded as unacceptable hours.

82.2.

If enforcement will not be funded then regulations should not be made.

CONSULT
ATION
WITH
POLICE
AND TAXI
TRADE.
ACTION
BY WHOM
CONSULT
ATION.

WHEN
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83.

CCTV
83.1.

There has been much debate about the role of sound and video CCTV in
licensed vehicles. It would be helpful if the Commission were to set a national
standard on this matter.

83.2.

Technology is moving very fast. It may be appropriate for the Commission to
drive technology forward by establishing a standard for in car technology.

83.3.

PUBLIC PROTECTION: The primary objective of installing in car CCTV is
to protect the public and the driver.

83.4.

Maintenance and inspection: It follows that CCTV needs to be working all
the time. Inspection and test will be the responsibility of the meter agents
under the inspection and test procedures detailed in section 24 “Provisional
proposal 24: re national safety requirements”.

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

Under any and all regimes, any such equipment must be subject to rigorous
inspection.
83.5.

Danger to drivers: It is possible that a driver may be subject to different risks
of assault given different in car CCTV systems.
83.5.1.

Systems that provide ONLY in car CCTV recorded on a hard drive or other
device in the vehicle.
Such systems may encourage a fare dodger to assault a driver and steal the
vehicle to enable them to destroy evidence of fare dodging. This leaves a
driver at greater risk than if he had no CCTV.

83.5.2.

Systems that provide in car CCTV recorded on a hard drive or other device in
the vehicle AND where some or all of the information is stored on a remote
device such as a server controlled by a council or police force.
Such systems may encourage a fare dodger NOT to assault a driver or steal the
vehicle as they will know that their images are still held securely and remotely.
This leaves a driver at lower risk than if he had no CCTV.

84.

83.6.

The current review is an opportunity for the commission to level the playing
field across all areas and make CCTV mandatory in ALL licensed vehicles.

83.7.

CCTV should be of the highest available standard and make provision for the
remote storage of sound and images.
83.7.1.

All stored data should be available only by court order requested jointly by the
police and the local licensing enforcement director or manager. Thus there can
be no problems with privacy as the law will support such data storage.

83.7.2.

This is not a technical dissertation on CCTV systems, but the above proposal is
possible with today’s technology.

83.8.

It may be considered opportune to prohibit the recording of in cab information
with means other than those described above.

83.9.

The commission must not miss this opportunity to manage the implementation
of in car CCTV. Of course this can be deferred to the proposed National
Licensing Authorit if this opportunity is taken up.
ADVERTISING ON THE
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF
TAXIS:
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84.1.

The purpose of licensing public and private hire vehicles is to provide a public
protection service. It is not to make the vehicles look pretty. It is to protect the
public. That is all.

84.2.

It follows that the authorities have no right, moral or otherwise, to dictate to a
businessman working in the public and private hire vehicles sector what, if any,
advertising he carries on his vehicles.

84.3.

There are sufficient regulations governing advertising to ensure that public and
private hire vehicles do not display inappropriate advertising.

84.4.

It follows that so long as any advertising does not obscure the means, devices
and methods by which public and private hire vehicles may be distinguished
from each other and that the means, devices and methods by which individual
vehicles may be identified remains clearly visible, then the authorities must be
prohibited from interfering in any advertising carried on or in the vehicle.

85.

TAXI RANKS: VISUAL
PRESENTATION:

ACTION
BY WHOM

WHEN

ISSUE: Taxi ranks are regularly
visited by non licensed vehicles as
they may be convenient to park on
for a short while. This causes
significant inconvenience to taxi
drivers and does lead to
confrontation.
85.1.

PROPOSAL: That bright yellow and bright red cross hatching be painted
on all taxi ranks except where an exemption is granted by the licensing
authority.

85.2.

Visual presentation should make it clear that taxi ranks are clearly not public
parking spaces.
Note: According to West Berkshire Council Highways Officers, such signage
is currently forbidden by Highways regulations.

85.3.

A national standard of taxi rank design with mandatory markings for taxi ranks
will give all drivers of all vehicles, whichever part of the country they may be
from, a clear indication that this is a taxi only zone and that they will be briskly
penalised for any transgression.

85.4.

ENFORCEMENT:

85.5.

A standard fine issued by the traffic wardens office should be incorporated into
any new legislation.

85.6.

Such evidence should include photographic evidence obtained by persons with
delegated authority, such as traffic wardens, licensing officers and committee
members of taxi associations recognised by the licensing authority.

85.7.

Such delegated authority should be available from the licensing authority and
such persons may be approved by council members at a licensing committee
meeting. Such authority should not be unreasonably withheld.

85.8.

Such authority may be suspended by officers authorised to do so and confirmed
or restored by members of the licensing committee.

85.9.
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From: Bill and Affra Hartree
Sent: 23 August 2012 17:46
To: TPH
Cc:
k
Subject: Licensing Proposals for Wedding Cars
Dear Sir,
I would like to register my very strong objection to the Law Commission’s proposals to change the rules regarding cars used for
weddings which exempts them from the licensing regulations used for taxis and private hire vehicles.
I own and run a single 1932 Rolls Royce which we occasionally use for weddings in the Lake District – between 10 and 15
weddings per year. We do this to help defray the costs of ownership and to pay for the garage that we rent to house the car. We
also use the car for private pleasure for family and friends. If I had to pay the exorbitant fees to license the car and myself as the
driver, which would amount to about £1100 per year, it would no longer be a viable proposition to offer the car for weddings and I
would go out of business and probably have to sell the car. This would not only be a great shame for me and my family but would
also deny future newly weds the opportunity to ride in a unique historic motor vehicle which adds much to their special day. Every
time we use the car for a wedding, both bride and groom love the experience of being taken to the church and the reception in our
Rolls Royce and we have had nothing but positive feedback every time. What a great pity it would be if more unnecessary and
expensive bureaucracy were to prevent these classic cars from being used in this way. Such cars take a lot of love and attention
to keep running and the incentive of keeping them pristine and fully serviceable for weddings is an excellent way of maintaining
some of the UK’s unique historic car fleet on the road.
Given that most classic cars used for weddings will only be used in this way a few times a year, it is draconian to subject them to
the same rules as a taxi that is used several times a day all through the year. The exemption for wedding cars has worked very
well up to now, so why change it? As a revenue earner it will be a non-starter as most owners will no longer drive for weddings.
Classic cars are well maintained by their owners and fully insured for weddings when required. What are you hoping to achieve by
removing the exemption? Have classic wedding cars caused problems with safety either with the car or the driver? I cannot see a
single valid reason for changing the status quo. If the government is trying to encourage small businesses, this is a very strange
way of doing it and will more than likely cause several to close down.
In summary, the loss of the exemption for wedding cars from the licensing regulations for taxis and private hire vehicles will cause
many unique classic cars to stop being used for wedding hire and will drive several very small concerns out of business. I urge
you to reconsider these proposals and leave things as they are – if it isn’t broken, don’t try to mend it!!
I am copying this to the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs, of which I am a member, in the hope that they might agree
with my sentiments and also take up the cause (if they haven’t already done so).
With regards,
Bill Hartree

Bill and Affra Hartree
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From: Peter Rice
Sent: 23 August 2012 18:35
To: TPH
Subject: Taxi Review

Peter Rice

0

5

23rd August 2012
Law Commission Review-Taxi and Private Hire
Steel House, 11 Tothill Street, London SW1H 9LJ
Dear Law Commission,
As a Licenced London Taxi Driver (67468) I have tried to look at this issue as fairly as I can, It has taken a
great deal of time and thought for me to send you this letter I really hope that someone actually reads my
thoughts on this issue.
I have read your review a few times now and I have discussed it many times with my passengers, family and
fellow Taxi Drivers most of them are horrified that things may change. I strongly recommend that there is a
defiant need for both Private Hire and Taxis to remain separate as they both offer a choice to customers.
I do however realise that in this country and in todays world of corruption and party political donations
(thanks John Griffin) that this will not happen, this will be proven to be a huge mistake when the only way of
getting from A to B will be in a variant of an Addison Lee Car, not only in London, this company has it’s eye
on the whole country and then spreading it’s coverage to europe, this will be a bad thing as it will be a blank
cheque to demand whatever price they like, traveling by car will be unaffordable to most people in this
country who cannot afford there own vehicle. Also you have to think of the thousands on independent taxi
and mini cab companys throughout the country who will go bust at the hands of Addison Lee they must be
stopped and only you can help with this by not allowing the proposed changes.
Should by a miracle I be wrong, then under no circumstances should Private Hire be allowed to use the word
“TAXI” in any way it a crazy idea, as this will just confuse customers and tourists, I think the main problem at
the moment is that Taxis and Private hire are not advertised as sepate choices enough, Taxis being 20’000
or so individual drivers without a voice do not seem to be supported by TFL as they should, as our licensing
authority it is there responsibly to advice the public to the fact they have a choice, where as Private hire
companys such as Addison Lee have advertised themselves on the internet under both ‘Taxi’ and Private
Hire.
There should be a clear advise from government, TFL and Travel Companys to the publicand tourists about
the distingtion of the two. One option should be that all Taxis should be the traditional ‘Black’ and all Private
Hire ‘silver’ in colour.
The fact that ‘Taxi’ have a light on the roof and Private Hire do not should also be more firmly planted in the
publics mind.
If you allow Mini Cabs/Private Hire to pick up street work you are just asking for trouble, the roads will
become full of different variants of cars all fighting for the same work. Accidents will increase, you’ll have
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complete confution on the streets at night and a hell of alot of violence on the ranks it will become a war
amongst anyone who drives a car in London and fancys just stopping and picking up some cash from
unaware confused people and visitors to this country this will happen and it will make illegal street pick ups
even worse, I have seen this so often in the past you would not believe, i do not just mean from illegal mini
cabs, i have witnessed ordinary cars, land rovers and mini buses even dishonest Addison Lee drivers
stopping for people hailing ‘me’ on the street and the customers saying “sorry, they will be cheaper” to me
and getting in these illegal vehicles, its descusting to think I’ve spent 3 years studying the Knowledge of
London and getting myself into £50K dept wilst doing it that this still goes on and every political and legal
area just ignore it as it’s easier to ignore than to police. Also if you alllow Private Hire to pick up anywhere in
the country they will flock to London and it will be flooded with Private Hire hanging aroud for legal or illegal
work, it will be unable to control and the streets and roads will become a dangerous place to be.
As for shortages at peak times, this is a complete miyth, I work the night shift, the so called peak time, there
is NO shortage of Taxis at night, the problem is that people are told this by touts in the clubs, restaurants
and hotels, the staff receive money from the Mini cab firms to direct passengers to there cars, I have on
occasion been asked for money from doormen at the hotels in mayfair to take passengers, (when there mini
cab firms are busy) even though all thay have to do is walk out of the building and hail me themselves.
Restriction on Taxi numbers in London should be in place, 75% of my driving around London can be while
I’m empty, there is not enough work to allow unlimited amounts of cabs on the road. Infact at the time of
writting this to you (during the Olympics) I have infact not worked for five weeks as there is not enough work
to warrent the cost of diesel, in other words I cannot afford to work at the moment.
Now my favorite part of your review: 12.23 Both taxi and private hire vehicle drivers are increasingly relying
on GPS technology to assist them in making journeys. Questions have been raised as to whether this
lessens the need for topographical knowledge tests, as required by some licensing authorities. On the other
hand, many also feel strongly that although satellite navigation systems can be a useful aid to local
knowledge, they are no substitute for it.
This is c omplete hogwash, Taxi Drivers in London have a Sat Nav if they are lucky enough to get a job going
out of London.
London is unique. It’s like no other city in the world. The road systems are complex and dense, over an
extremely large and difficult area to navigate, one ways, restricted turns, routes that if one small turning is
missed a long time can be added to any journey, with more expense to the passenger and some awkward
situations and complaints.
Londoners and tourist have come to expect London taxi drivers to take them in the most direct and quickest
route. Our reputation is built on this and is an added attraction to bring tourists to our Capital. Sat navs etc.
are not this reliable they need to be programmed by someone to do this. I have at times used them out of
curiosity at work to see how they fair in our job and find they miss turnings, calculate longer routes and take
you into places that will leave you stranded in traffic, places that a London taxi driver knows through years of
training and working to avoid and get out of quickly. We have learnt routes to avoid traffic lights, speed
humps (generally if someone wants to avoid which you are asked) and also to use the many rat runs through
London’s streets which make massive differences to journey times. Sat navigation systems lose signal and
generally take time to load and calculate routes. In London’s busy congested streets I believe it would cause
absolute chaos if mini cab drivers were given the right to pick up off the streets because if the masses of
private hire drivers were to be pulling over to pick up fares and then sitting there waiting to programme a
route into a sat navigation system, selecting what street and postcode etc. it would bring London to a
standstill as well as increasing angers of other road users including cyclists. If these drivers are pulled over
on a busy road for a long time this forces more and more cyclists out into the main stream of the traffic for
longer periods than need be and also adding to a whole lot more pollution from stacked up traffic trying to
get by. You need to be able to know where you are going as soon as you are told and to do that very quickly.
Londoners and tourists often do not know postcodes or streets names, they may only know the name of the
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restaurant, hotel, bar, memorial, church, museum, gallery, embassy or the name of the show and theatre
they are going to. This information is hard wired into a qualified London cab driver from the Knowledge and
is recalled as soon as we are asked to take someone there. We can head off without delay. We continue to
keep and update our knowledge during our working lives. Modern technology cannot replace a trained driver,
the only way a private hire driver could do this in London without a bit of luck would be to use some form of
internet search etc. to find the location of the place, that’s if they can actually find it at all. Once they have
done this they would then need to programme a route into a sat navigation system with the possibility of the
same problems again, loss of signal, wrong routes, routes that will put you in traffic, routes that will start by
telling you to head the other direction even though there is a central reservation or no u turns and cannot turn
your vehicle around. A London taxi driver knows this instinctively and this is where the knowledge takes over
and quick turns into back streets can counter act long journey times and congestion. 50,000 private hire
drivers I believe, plus the 23,000 licensed taxi drivers doing this it would be mayhem.
No disrespect I’m sure some private hire drivers have a decent general knowledge of London, SOME of
them may have been doing the job for some time and I appreciate from my own previous experience as a
courier that you can generally navigate your way from some areas to another.
If the driver were given a place of interest to go and did not know it but the customer generally knew what
area it was in and they could pull away in the general direction of the place they needed to be without too
much hesitation they would then need to find a way of finding the location of the point of interest, don’t get
me wrong from time to time this does happen to a me and I’m sure other taxi drivers but the difference
between the two would be a massively higher percentage. It really is hard enough with the very high levels of
traffic, pedestrians, cyclists etc. to focus and concentrate on what and where you are heading without the
stress of passengers putting pressure on you whilst sitting there typing in details of a bar, theatre show ect to
get the information you need and hoping that you will get that information, I can only imagine the pressure
this would be on a untrained person in a taxi.
People in London really do expect a London taxis to just go without too many problems and are generally get
quite irritated when you can’t, I think some people take this service for granted when we pick them up and
just head off to a random street or bar they have asked for without question or hesitation but I also know that
a lot of Londoners really appreciate us and are proud of what we do for London image and history, as well as
tourists who are always saying how great the service in London is compared to where they are from.
If anything should change it should be that Taxis should be put back under control of the Police and not
Local authorities which are without doubt open to corruption.
Any Question please contact me on the above numbers I would love to help sort this whole mess out.
Yours sincerely
Peter Rice
Green Badge 67468
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